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Preface

The International Conference on Ad-Hoc Networks and Wireless (AdHoc-Now) is one
of the most popular series of events dedicated to research on ad-hoc, mobile and
wireless sensor networks, and computing. Since its inception in 2002, the conference
has been held 17 times in seven different countries and the 18th edition in 2019 was
held in Luxembourg, during October 1–3.

We wish to thank all of the authors who submitted their work. This year,
AdHoc-Now received 64 submissions and 37 papers were accepted for presentation as
full contributions after a rigorous review process involving the Technical Program
Committee (TPC) members, external reviewers, and the TPC chairs. Moreover, owing
to the high quality of the received submissions, ten papers were accepted as short
contributions.

The AdHoc-Now 2019 program was organized in eight sessions grouping the
contributions into the following topics: IoT for Emergency Scenarios and Disaster
Management, Scheduling and Synchronization in WSN, Routing Strategies for WSN,
LPWANs and Their Integration with Satellite, Performance Improvement of Wireless
and Sensor Networks, Optimization Schemes for Increasing Sensors Lifetime, Vehic-
ular and UAV Networks, Body Area Networks, IoT Security and Standardization. In
each of these sessions, new ideas and directions were discussed among attendees from
both academia and industry, thus, providing an in-depth and stimulating view on the
new frontiers in the field of mobile, ad hoc, and wireless computing.

The conference was also enriched by the following five distinguished keynote
speakers that completed a high-level scientific program: Federico Clazzer, Stefano
Cioni, Alexander Geurtz, Markus U. Mock, and Omar Qaise.

We would like to thank all of the people involved in AdHoc-Now 2019. First of all,
we are grateful to the TPC members and the external reviewers for their help in
providing detailed reviews of the submissions, to Albert Bel Pereira, our submission
and proceedings chair, to Latif Ladid, our publicity chair, to Marylene Martin, our Web
and registration chair. A special thanks goes to Marylene Martin for her valuable
support in the local organization and the arrangements of the event. We also thank the
team at Springer for their great support throughout the entire process, from the sub-
mission until the proceedings production.

Finally, the organization was made possible through the strong help of our
supporters: Springer and Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS), Wiley
Internet Technology Letters (ITL), IEEE COMSOC IoT Emerging Technologies
Subcommittee. A special thank you to all of them.

October 2019 Maria Rita Palattella
Stefano Scanzio

Sinem Coleri Ergen
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Resilient Information Management
for Information Sharing in Disaster-Affected

Areas Lacking Internet Access

Toshiaki Miyazaki1(&), Kazuya Anazawa2, Yasuyuki Maruyama1,
Seiya Kobayashi1, Toku Segawa1, and Peng Li1

1 The University of Aizu, Aizu-Wakamatsu, Fukushima 965-8580, Japan
{miyazaki,m5221147,m5231134,s1240191,

pengli}@u-aizu.ac.jp
2 NTT Network Innovation Laboratories, Yokosuka 230-0847, Japan

kazuya.anazawa.xt@hco.ntt.co.jp

Abstract. We are developing a resilient information management (RIM) sys-
tem that enables people to share critical information with each other to rescue
victims just after disasters have happened. The RIM system works on a locally
and quickly established WiFi network environment. Thus, using this system,
people can manage and share various types of information including medical
information, damaged area and map information, and supply/demand informa-
tion even if the Internet and communication network infrastructures have col-
lapsed. In this paper, we introduce the concept of the RIM system and its current
status with some related-technologies.

Keywords: Disaster information management � WiFi network �
Data synchronization � Localization

1 Introduction

Japan is one of the countries that are most vulnerable to natural calamities. In 2011, a
catastrophic earthquake occurred in the northern part of Japan, which led to a tsunami
that affected a huge area. At that time, lifeline and communication infrastructures were
impaired or destroyed, leaving the physically damaged areas isolated. When a disaster
occurs, people try to communicate with others to confirm their safety, seek help, and
gather evacuation information. To support the public and understand the situation in the
disaster-affected area, some systems have been proposed [1, 2]. In addition, the shared
information platform for disaster management or SIP4D [3] system works today to
realize information sharing among various governmental organizations in Japan. It is
very useful for governmental organizations to formulate decision making to rescue
victims. However, the above mentioned systems cannot operate without the Internet
and communication infrastructure. To overcome this problem, Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone (NTT) developed a movable and deployable information and communica-
tion technology resource unit, named MDRU [4]. A WiFi communication environment
can be established quickly by deploying an MDRU in a disaster area. NTT also created

© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
M. R. Palattella et al. (Eds.): ADHOC-NOW 2019, LNCS 11803, pp. 3–17, 2019.
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several applications using MDRU that are useful in disaster situations. A typical
application is based on voice-over-internet protocol (VoIP). Using such an application,
people can make phone calls to each other in a network isolated area using their own
phone numbers. However, in the case of a disaster, a lot of information needs to be
appropriately delivered to the public.

In this paper, we propose a resilient information management (RIM) system. The
proposed RIM system consists of mobile terminals such as smartphones and/or tablets,
and a RIM server. Using this system, people can manage and share important infor-
mation including medical information for rescue plans and actions, damaged area and
map information, and supply/demand information. The RIM system uses a locally
established WiFi network environment established using an MDRU. Thus, a RIM
system can be deployed even where the Internet or any other communication network
infrastructure cannot be used. In addition, a mobile relay node, called a RIM extender,
is introduced to expand the wireless communication range. It functions in a manner
similar to a RIM server and automatically buffers information from mobile terminals
and uploads the information to the RIM server if it comes within the communication
range of the RIM server. Furthermore, it is critical to search for and discover any
victims buried under collapsed buildings urgently after a natural disaster. In recent
years, people have become accustomed to carrying smartphones. Based on this fact, we
developed a smartphone finder to locate effectively a smartphone with its owner under
a collapsed building.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose:

1. an integrated information management and sharing mechanism supporting rescuers
and victims,

2. a map-based information sharing method not dependent on the Internet,
3. a RIM extender to expand a wireless communication area, and
4. a smartphone finder to find victims under collapsed buildings with their own

smartphones.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, Sect. 2 provides an
overview of the RIM system. Second, Sect. 3 explains implementation-related issues.
Next, Sect. 4 discusses additional functions to expand the usage area of the RIM
system. Then, Sect. 5 reports the current status of the RIM system and provides
remarks. Finally, Sect. 6 presents the conclusions.

2 System Overview

Figure 1 is an overview of the RIM system depicting many mobile terminals such as
smartphones and/or tablets, and a RIM server. The RIM server has a relational database
management system (RDBMS) and a map information server to manage the infor-
mation collected from mobile terminals. An application program called a RIM client
runs on each mobile terminal. Users can view the information stored in the RIM server
on their mobile terminals and share it with others. They can also input information

4 T. Miyazaki et al.



through their own mobile terminals. To obtain the location of the information using
maps, a map information server is installed locally since the RIM system is likely to be
used in disaster situations where communication infrastructure and Internet-based map
services such as Google Maps [5] would not be available.

Figure 2 displays the top view of the RIM client application. There are two view
modes: normal mode and medical mode. The normal mode is for normal users, while
the medical mode is for rescuers or doctors. The view modes can be switched
depending on the user. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), they have the same button menus
from (1) to (8) except the HELP/TRIAGE button (7). The functions of some buttons are
described below.

2.1 Medical Information Management

A triage support function is provided for rescuers/doctors. This function is activated by
clicking the TRIAGE button (7) shown in Fig. 2(b). Triage is often performed using a
standard triage flow called START [6]. Our triage function also follows the START
flow and triaged colors (green, yellow, red, and black) which are automatically
determined depending upon the button the user clicks or the information the user
inputs. Even for well-trained rescuers, a quick triage scheme should be provided. To
support both step-by-step and a quick triage, we introduced a unique menu set and
menu transition path to help move from one menu to another. If the menu is swiped up,
the four-color buttons are displayed and the user can decide the color immediately,

RIM server

Data sync. 
btw. isolated 
RIM servers

RIM extender 
(Message ferry) 

Triage
Route 
search 

Victim s 
info. Give me 

water!

Tell me the 
best 

evacuation 
route!

RIM client menus can be 
switched depending on 
the user roles (Victim or 
Rescuer)

Information 
collecting, 

dispatching, and 
delivering

RIM client
(Smartphone

Help 
me!

Covered area of local Wi-Fi 
established by MDRU 

RIM server

Chat

This bridge 
was damaged. 

Don t use!
This is a 
photo!

Here, 
blankets!
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Fig. 1. An overview of RIM system
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which is intended to be convenient for well-trained rescuers. In addition to the color,
some supplementary information for the injured person can be added. Figure 3 shows
the unique graphical user interface (GUI) and menu structure for the triage function. By
swiping right, the triage can be done step by step. Further, some detailed information,
such as respiratory rate, can be input by swiping down. As shown in Fig. 3, the menus
can be displayed to perform the triage process by swiping right/left, while an appro-
priate menu can be selected depending on the input information level or triage skill by
swiping up/down. Furthermore, by clicking the upper-left button with the shape of a
human body, the user can input more details about the injured person, i.e., the injured
part of the body and its status such as fracture and bleeding. A photo taken using
smartphone/tablets cameras can also be attached if needed (See Fig. 3). If the HELP
button (7) shown in Fig. 2(a) is clicked, a simple menu will be displayed to report the
injured person in need of medical help. There are only two buttons in the display
representing whether or not the injured person can walk. This is based on the simplified
triage method advised by a medical doctor.

Triage and help information is gathered at the RIM server, which helps in rescue
team establishment and task assignment. The assigned task information should be
delivered to the terminal of each rescuer. The assigned task information includes the
first meeting place, locations and status of the injured persons, articles that the rescue
team has to carry, and the best map route to reach injured persons. Figure 4 is GUI of
the RIM server showing an established rescue team and the assigned task.

(b) Medial mode(a) Normal mode

(2)

(6) (7)

(3)(1)

(5) (8)

(4) (1) (2) (3) (4)

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

(1) Dangerous place info. input, (2) Goods supply, (3) Goods demand (request), 
(4) Route search, (5) Chat function, (6) Display map, (7) Help/Triage, 
(8 )ylnoedomlacideM(.ofnimaeT)9(,gol&sutatslanimrettnerrucyalpsiD)

©OpenStreetMap Contributors ©OpenStreetMap Contributors

Fig. 2. Top views of RIM client application
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2.2 Damaged Area and Map Information Management

The RIM system also manages information on the damaged geographic area, including
incidents, and their locations. The user can report damaged area information such as
broken roads and bridges with photos and exact locations obtained using the GPS
receiver in the mobile terminal. This type of information can be input using the menu
button (1) shown in Fig. 2(a) or (b). All uploaded data to the RIM server, which
include damaged areas and injured persons, are displayed on a map on each mobile
terminal. The best transportation route to reach a destination while avoiding damaged
areas is also suggested on the map. Here, as mentioned earlier, map servers such as
Google Maps cannot be used, because in catastrophic situations the Internet and other
commercial network services might collapse. Thus, we provide a map server function
along with the RIM server.

2.3 Supply/Demand Information Management

The RIM system can also manage supply and demand (request) information for goods
to be distributed among people in need. If the users register goods supply or demand
information (e.g., goods names, and their quantity, time, and condition) via their
mobile terminals, the RIM server stores this information and performs automatic
supply/demand matching. If some matches are successfully established, the matching
results will be delivered to the mobile terminal of the user who registered supply or
demand information. Figures 5(a) and (b) show mobile terminal views on a map for the
goods supply input, and the goods demand input, respectively. The view will be

Triage process based on START method

Individual triaged summary Total triaged list

Detail triaged 
information

Input information 
level is changed by 
swiping up/down

Quick triage

Numerical 
input

If green 
button is 
clicked If black 

button is 
clicked

Fig. 3. Menu structure for triage
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displayed if the menu button (2) or (3) shown in Fig. 2(a) or (b) is clicked. The goods
supply/demand information is indicated on the map of each RIM client once the
information is input as shown in Fig. 5(c).

2.4 Chat Function

A chat function is also provided to facilitate communication among people through
short messages. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the chat function on a mobile terminal.
This function starts if the chat button (5) shown in Fig. 2(a) or (b) is clicked. By
selecting chat groups or rooms, the user can join different chat groups if the join request
is accepted by the group. The RIM server provides a chat broker function that saves all
chat logs.

(a) Goods demand 
(request) input 

(b) Goods 
supply input 

(c) Display of goods 
supply/demand information

Goods request

Goods supply

Fig. 5. Screen snapshots of goods demand (request) and goods supply information input menus
and display to show matched supply/demand information

Dangerous place or 
important notice

Person should 
be rescued 

Best route

Rescuer

List of teamed 
rescue members

Fig. 4. Graphical user interface of RIM server to show established rescue team and assigned
task
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3 Implementation

Figure 7 shows the implementation architecture of the RIM system. The RM server can
be realized in the server machine in the MDRU with an RDBMS and a map infor-
mation server. We selected MySQL [7] for the first implementation of the RDBMS, but
now we use SQLite [8] because of its lightness. The RIM server has an HTTP interface.
Thus, we can access all RIM server functions using a web browser remotely under a
security control. Figure 8 is the top view of the RIM server interface. Nine buttons are
tiled and by clicking one of them, the corresponding function menu will be displayed.

3.1 Disaster Area Wireless Network

To build a disaster area wireless network as shown in Fig. 1, we use an MDRU [4]
developed by NTT Network Innovation Laboratories. By setting up the MDRU, a WiFi
access network with a radius of about 500 m is realized. The MDRU also has a server
machine. The MDRU currently has three variations: a container-, minivan-, and attaché
case-type MDRU, and they can be selected depending on the area to be covered with
the MDRU. Figure 9 shows snapshots of the minivan-type and the attachécase-type
MDRUs.

Different color 
is assigned 
automatically 
to each person 
to identify 
him/her easily

Massage input 
area

Name of chat 
room (group)

Fig. 6. Snapshot of the chat function

RIM server
Map 
information 
server

HTTP server
RDBMS

RIM extender

Mobile terminals

Web browser

Server machine

Chat broker

Fig. 7. Implementation architecture of RIM system
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3.2 Map Information Server

A map information server is also provided to serve map information even if the Internet
is not available. Currently, OpenStreetMap [9] is used to realize the map information
server and all needed map information is downloaded to the local disk of the server
machine beforehand. The interface of the map information service is generalized so as
to permit switching easily to other map information servers. At this time, we have
confirmed that the GEOSPACE map service [10] operated by NTT GEOSPACE
Corp. and Google Maps are compatible with OpenStreetMap.

3.3 RIM Client Application

Currently, the RIM client application can be run on Android and iOS. An Android
version of the RIM client application has been released via Google Play Store [11], and
anyone can use it freely by downloading it into his/her smartphone. To handle the map
information in the mobile terminal, Mapbox [12] is used. The mobile terminals can
exchange data using the device-to-device (D2D) and delay tolerant network
(DTN) techniques based on Bluetooth technology. However, it is difficult to transfer
large amounts of data using the D2D and DTN techniques. Thus, we have implemented
a mobile relay node called RIM extender, which is explained in the next section.

(1) Rescue team 
organizing

(2) Goods 
supply/demand 
management

(3) Rescue tools 
assignment

(4) Rescue task 
assignment

(6) RIM user
management

(7) Dangerous place 
information 

management

(5) Assigned rescue 
task mapping

(8) Map server & 
route finding 
management

(9) Multimedia & DB 
handling

Fig. 8. Top view of RIM server

(a) Minivan-type MDRU (b) Attaché case-type MDRU
(Potable IP-PBX)

Server 
machine

Fig. 9. Snapshots of minivan-type and attaché case-type MDRUs
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4 Additional Functions

In addition to the RIM server and client, some additional functions shown in the
following subsections were developed to expand the usage area and capabilities of the
RIM system.

4.1 RIM Extender

The WiFi environment established by the MDRU is often unstable and it is sometimes
difficult to transfer data from RIM terminals to the RIM server, especially if the
geographical distance between them is relatively large. To resolve this situation, we
provided a mobile relay node, called a RIM extender. The RIM extender has similar
functions to the RIM server, except for the map information server. Thus, the mobile
terminal can connect to the RIM extender and upload some data to it using the same
functions and protocols as those of the RIM server. As shown in Fig. 10, the RIM
extender can be carried using many carriers such as a person, a bicycle, and a drone,
because it is a small device. Currently, a small laptop PC is used to realize the RIM
extender. In addition, the RIM extender could be used as a message ferry [13] to carry
data among isolated RIM servers. We have evaluated the effectiveness of the intro-
duction of the RIM extender precisely [14], and confirmed that the data synchro-
nization time among isolated RIM servers are tremendously improved by introducing
several RIM extenders and moving around the disaster-affected area systematically.

4.2 Utilization of Free WiFi Spots

These days, free WiFi spots exist anywhere, especially in urban cities and sightseeing
areas to enable people to connect to the Internet with their WiFi services. We are
planning to use the WiFi spots to expand RIM service areas on the occasion of
disasters. Even if the Internet is disconnected and daily services cannot be continued,
we could use the WiFi spot itself as an alternative system of the MDRU. By connecting

RIM Server
#1

RIM Server 
#2RIM extender 

carried by bicycle
(Message ferry)

RIM extender 
carried by drone

RIM extender 
carried by human

RIM extender 
directly connected 
to the server

Fig. 10. Usage of RIM extender
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our RIM server to an isolated free WiFi spot, we can establish a RIM service area
without the MDRU. Figure 11 shows an implementation model of this scheme. To
detect directly whether or not the Internet traffic exists, we want to connect our RIM
server to the data line of the free WiFi spot in series. However, free WiFi spot service
providers never allow connections from external equipment, i.e., our RIM server, to
protect their systems from unexpected interference. Thus, we will connect our RIM
server to the line in parallel, and check if the Internet connection is alive or not by
sending periodic “ping” packets to some well-known Internet service sites. Then, if the
RIM server recognizes the fact that the Internet connection is closed, it will start the
RIM services. We have already realized this mechanism using a small box-type PC in
which the RIM server functions are installed.

4.3 Smartphone Finder

It is critical to discover the victims buried under collapsed buildings urgently after a
natural disaster. In recent years, people have become accustomed to carrying smart-
phones with them. Based on this fact, we developed a smartphone finder to locate
effectively a target smartphone with its owner under a collapsed building. The
smartphone finder sends WiFi probe-request signals at regular time intervals. The
smartphone finder captures WiFi probe-request signals, and estimates the location of
the target smartphone using the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) of the
signals. RSSI values are often reflected by obstacles and the environment. So, for the
location estimation, we use a modified log-normal shadowing model, which uses a
weighted least square method, in order to improve the precision of location estimation.
Usually, we need three or more RSSI receivers to estimate a target smartphone location
using the log-normal shadowing model. However, the location of our smartphone
finder frequently changes, because the user carries it and walks around the collapsed
buildings in the field. Thus, we can estimate the location of the target smartphone using
RSSI values collected by a smartphone finder at the different locations. The detail
estimation algorithms and evaluation results were reported in [15]. Figure 12 shows a
screen snapshot of the smartphone finder. In this figure, the red marker indicates the
current location of the smartphone finder, whereas the blue marker indicates the

WiFi infrastructure 
of free WiFi spot

RIM 
server

To the Internet

Fig. 11. Implementation mode for utilization of free WiFi spot. The RIM server is connected to
the data line in parallel.
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estimated position of the target smartphone. If the rescue worker selects the estimated
position, the target smartphone is locked on, and a blue navigation line is displayed
between the smartphone finder and the target. Subsequently, by following the navi-
gation line, the worker can find the target smartphone together with the victim easily. In
addition, the number “5” on the green circle in this snapshot indicates the number of
estimated smartphones in that area. If the circle is clicked, detailed information would
be displayed on the screen. This GUI is simple as it helps recognize the estimated
position of the target smartphone easily by way of a simple online display of the
relevant information.

5 Current Status and Remarks

A prototype of the RIM system has been developed and the feasibility of all functions
has been confirmed. We have demonstrated the usability of the system to professional
rescuers and inhabitants by using some events. Figure 13 shows snapshots displaying
our promotion activities in anti-disaster drill events held last year.

5.1 Collaboration Works with a Local City Office

We are collaborating with Aizuwakamatsu City, Fukushima, Japan, where our uni-
versity is located.

Integration of RIM and Daily-Use Application. We can provide a download server
in the RIM server so that people can download the RIM client application. However, it
is difficult to provide sufficient network performance to meet a lot of download requests
following a disaster by using the locally established WiFi environment. Thus, it is
important to encourage people to install the RIM client application in advance of
potential disaster events. To disseminate RIM clients to citizens, we are trying to
integrate the RIM client functions into a map-based daily-use SNS (Social Network

Fig. 12. A screen snapshot of the smartphone finder.
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Service) application named “Pe.com.in” [16], which was developed by Aizuwakamatsu
City office and released to citizens to encourage them to share local information.
Pe.com.in has a map-based user interface, which is similar to that of the RIM client. If
the citizens use the application daily, they could learn to use the RIM client functions
smoothly in anticipation of a sudden major disaster.

Dedicated Functions for the City Office. As a result of discussions with the
Aizuwakamatsu City office, additional functions relevant to the needs of city office staff
were brought to our attention. We are implementing the following dedicated functions
to the city office, based on their requirements.

1. Display the hazard map. Even after a disaster, the city office staff should check the
hazard map frequently to identify possibilities of other dangerous situations. We
have already realized this function. Figure 14 shows a screen snapshot displaying
the hazard map.

2. Display designated evacuation shelters and the navigation route to the nearest one.
People usually know the best route leading to the nearest shelter, but if the route is
impassable, the RIM system should redirect them to a safe route.

3. Display care-requesting old/handicapped persons and their status.
4. Display examined houses and their damage levels. This is needed to quickly

identify where support may be required by victims.
5. Control goods delivery to designated shelters. In addition to the volunteer-based

goods sharing as shown in Fig. 5, contract-based goods handling is required for the
city office to settle accounts later. The city has contracts with neighboring cities,
convenience stores/shops, etc. in order to access food/goods on an emergency basis
following disaster. Records must be kept to settle accounts afterwards.

6. Broad- or multi-cast message delivery from the city office to citizens/victims.
A function to realize a bulletin board set up at a designated evacuation shelter is
requested, in addition to the chat function shown in Fig. 6.

Demo with Aizuwakamatsu city office
Fukushima Disaster Prevention Fair 
(Aizuwakamatsu, Oct. 20-21, 2018)

Poster presentation
SIP Disaster prevention symposium 2019

(Iino hall, March 8, 2019)

Demo & presentation
A workshop at Aizu Keikodou 

(Aizuwakamatsu, Nov. 13, 2018)Poster for promotion
(Leaflet version was delivered in 

many events)

Fig. 13. Snapshots of demonstration and promotion activities in some events.
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7. Handle evacuated person information. Paper-based person information handling at a
shelter is handled for the evacuated persons located there. The RIM system should
handle this kind of information more effectively.

These functions should be released to the city office staff only. Therefore, a city
office operation mode is offered in addition to the normal and medical user modes
shown in Fig. 2. By setting the user attribute at the RIM server, only recognized RIM
clients can display the operation icons and information on its screen. Almost all
functions were developed last year, and we are scheduling a pre-release to the local city
office this year.

5.2 Integration of a Sensor Network System

We developed a sensor network system, named “die-hard sensor network” [17]. It is
dedicated to disaster monitoring. The sensor network system can automatically monitor
a disaster-affected area by scattering many sensor nodes in the area. The sensor node is
programmable, and its sensing and data sending behavior can be customized dynam-
ically and remotely. It has some sensors like temperature, light, fire, acceleration,
motion (Infrared), and sound sensor, and new sensors can be easily attached. We are
planning to integrate the die-hard sensor network system to the RIM system, and
display the sensor information on the RIM client and/or server screen. The available
information could contribute to understanding the situation in the disaster-affected area
in detail, in addition to the information sent from people in the disaster-affected area
using the chat and other information provided by the reporting functions of the RIM
system.

Fig. 14. A screen snapshot displaying the hazard map
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6 Conclusions

This paper proposed an information management system called the RIM system. It is
aimed at enabling the sharing of critical information in catastrophic situations even
without the availability of the Internet and other commercial communication infras-
tructure. A prototype of the RIM system has been developed and the feasibility of all
functions equipped in the RIM system has been confirmed. Some activities towards the
practical use of the RIM system were also reported. In particular, it is the most
important task for us to add new functions dedicated to the local city office by col-
laborating with them.
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Abstract. The availability of effective communications in post-disaster
scenarios is key to implement emergency networks that enable the shar-
ing of critical information and support the coordination of the emer-
gency response. To deliver those levels of QoS suitable to these appli-
cations, it is vital to exploit the multiple communication opportunities
made available by the progressive deployment of the 5G and Smart City
paradigms, ranging from ad-hoc networks among smartphones and sur-
viving IoT devices, to cellular networks but also drone-based and vehicle-
based wireless access networks. Therefore, the user device should be able
to opportunistically select the most convenient among them to satisfy
the demands for QoS imposed by the applications and also minimize
the power consumption. The driving idea of this paper is to leverage
non-cooperative game theory to design such an opportunistic user asso-
ciation strategy in a post-disaster scenario using UAV ad-hoc networks.
The adaptive game-theoretic scheme allows increasing of the QoS of the
communication means by lowering the loss rate and also keeps moderate
the energy consumption.

Keywords: Game theory · Disaster resilient networking ·
Emergency networks · Vehicular crowdcell

1 Introduction

The current era is strongly characterized by the pervasiveness of ICT within
our daily life and the ubiquitous accessibility of the Internet everywhere and
every-time. Owing to one or more smartphones and using for almost everything
is extremely normal in the current digital society so that human beings feel lost
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without being able to access the web and its related services. However, large-scale
natural and man-made disasters can negatively compromise the efficiency and
effectiveness of the network, by causing failures of base stations composing cellu-
lar networks or truncating writes, causing permanent and/or temporary Internet
inaccessibility or worsening. In post-disaster scenarios, being able to exchange
data is particularly important for two main reasons. On the one hand, citizens
need to inform their dear ones of their well-being, to know which of the possible
escape routes is the best one to take, to ask for assistance/help or to receive
updates on the current status of the neighboring environment and/or situation.
On the other hand, the rescue teams need good networking to access satellite
images or on-field assessment data to determine the entity of possible damages,
the causalities or people in need, and to harmonize the recovery actions under-
taken by the multiple teams involved in the damaged area. As a consequence, in
the immediate aftermath of a disaster, the traffic demand may be overwhelming,
with a high possibility of causing congestion phenomena. If we also consider that
the network operational status is affected by failures, we can have a glimpse of
how the perceived Quality-of-Service is much lower than the nominal levels and
cannot keep with the high demands from the users reaching the point that the
Internet becomes unavailable or offers degraded quality services [1,2]. This can
harm the correct conduction of the rescue operations and increase the number of
troubles caused by a disaster. As a concrete example, in the worst wildfire in Por-
tugal in June 2017, a large number of users were cut off from using fixed-line or
cellular communication services. This led to remarkable traffic congestion over
the isolated areas, as well as affecting the emergency communications among
rescue teams, which caused a large number of casualties.

We are witnessing a huge demand for resilient networking, as the occurrence
of disasters is increasing, and their impacts are non-negligible [3]. Such a feature
can be offered by properly rethinking the overall network by introducing redun-
dant paths beforehand, or even by reacting to possible network saturation and
service unavailability by deploying ad-hoc networking devices to substitute failed
or overwhelming ones. This is the recent use of Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
playing the role of a relay node to support cellular or ad hoc communications
and strengthening the accessibility to the Internet offered to user devices. The
work described in [4] proposed to use UAVs as aerial base stations (UABSs) to
assist public safety communications during natural disasters, as soon as parts
of the communication infrastructure is damaged and dysfunctional. This leads
to the case that a user device can have multiple possible base stations towards
the network: (1) the first exploits ad-hoc connections established with other user
devices, acting as forwarders, (ii) the second leverage on base stations to access
the Internet through cellular networks, (iii) the last one makes use of UAVs for
communication purposes, and the contacted UAV can exploit an ad-hoc network
with other UAVs or have direct Internet accessibility by means of long-range cel-
lular or even satellite communication means. A user device can select one of these
three communication opportunities, or even more than one to realize multi-path
routing, based on the offered QoS and the required cost in terms of consumed
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energy. If fact, each of them can provide a certain degree of performance and
success rate, but the required power consumption is not uniform as each of them
leverages specific communication technologies. For example, ad-hoc networks
among user devices are built based on low-range RF technologies such as Blue-
tooth and WiFi, which exhibits a lower energy cost than the cellular ones to
connect to a base station. Reaching UAVs demands long-range RF technologies,
where the energy cost can be higher. Such a selection depends on the actual
network conditions and demands, and cannot be determined once but must be
continuously conducted over time.

It is possible to model such an issue as an optimization problem; however,
it is intractable in a centralized manner, even with heuristic approaches such as
genetic algorithms and so on. In fact, on the one hand, it is a well known result in
the theory of distributed systems that within the context of a fully asynchronous
system (such as the one using the Internet as communication means) there is
no global consensus and reaching a consistent view of certain pieces of data
among asynchronous distributed processes despite of possible failures (in fact,
this is theoretically unreachable due to the FLP impossibility proof [5]). This
means that a single node cannot collect a consistent view of all the QoS levels
experienced along with the links established by all user devices exploiting one
or more of the three mentioned communication opportunities. On the other
hand, even if this may be viable, the overhead to converge to a solution by
resolving the optimization problem can be overwhelming due to a large number
of nodes to be considered, and the consequent enormous solution space to be
explored. Even the possibility of using optimized solutions to deal with large
scale problems, such as s genetic algorithm with multiple populations, may not
lead to a tractable problem. Such a problem can only be resolved in a distributed
manner by leveraging on a game-theoretic approach, where each user device is
considered as a player in the game, which picks up a given strategy (i.e., using
one of the possible communication means or even more than one) by maximising
the obtainable gain (in terms of meeting the demands of the applications and
users in terms of performance and success rate) and minimising the consequent
cost in terms of energy consumption. The driving idea of this work is to adopt
a non-cooperative formulation of a resolution approach and this paper presents
the design and challenges of the proposed system.

2 System Model

We consider a set of N cellular users, moving within a region in which several
static cellular base station (BS) are deployed. We assume in such a scenario
there is also a set of vehicles (such as UAV and ground vehicles) that carry
cellular base stations, and which move according to a given mobility pattern. We
consider the uplink channel of a cellular access network and the use of upcoming
5G technologies for next-generation mobile networks as in [28]. We assume BS
in the considered scenario belong to three classes. The first is represented by a
static cellular base station (BS). The second class is composed of a moving base
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station (MBS), installed on UAV or ground vehicles, and forwarding all traffic to
a static BS via a wireless backhaul connection. Finally, we assume user devices
can act as base stations too, relaying traffic originating from other user devices
to a static BS. In this work, we assume that backhaul links are one-hop only,
though our approach can be easily extended to multi-hop backhaul connections.

In such a scenario, we assume each user can associate to at most one BS for
each class. This implies that each user can associate to at most three base stations
at the same time. For instance, users may differentiate the access technology
according to the QoS requirements of the traffic they exchange, sending delay-
sensitive traffic to a nearby static BS under high load while forwarding delay-
tolerant traffic to another, less loaded base station via multi-hop relaying. Note
however that our approach can be easily extended to the case in which a user
can associate to more than one BS for each class, as in the case of Heterogeneous
Network (HetNet) [26], where in addition to selecting BS thee is also the problem
of traffic splitting among the multiple BS.

We assume time to be divided into slots of equal duration and let t ∈ N
be the index of the t-th slot. Each of the access modes is characterized by a
loss pattern, i.e. by a mean rate of packet loss, which is a function of time. For
every slot t, we assume to know the mean packet loss rate for each possible
base station. Specifically, for each user n in the considered region, and for each
static base station s, the coefficient πn,s ∈ [0, 1], which indicates the mean packet
loss experienced by the n-th user when associated to the s-th static BS in the
given time slot. Analogously, for each vehicular BS v and each user-based BS
u we introduce the coefficients πn,v ∈ [0, 1] and πn,u ∈ [0, 1]. However, while
packet losses for the static base stations coincide with packet losses experienced
on the link between the user and the base station, the packet loss coefficient
associated with moving base stations (either vehicle or user) are the resultant of
the link between the user and the moving BS, and of the backhaul link between
the moving BS and the static BS. We assume that at the beginning of each slot,
such a coefficient is known through estimations based on the periodical exchange
of CSI.

In each slot, we also introduce the variables xn,s, xn,v, xn,u, which take values
between 0 and 1. xn,s represents the fraction of the user traffic which is sent to
BS s (resp. u, v). Therefore we have, ∀n,

∑

s

xn,s +
∑

v

xn,v +
∑

u

xn,u = 1 (1)

We assume that each class of base stations has a maximum number of users it
can serve, denoted with MS (resp. MV , MU ). This implies that

∑

n

xn,s ≤ MS ∀s (2)

∑

n

xn,v ≤ MV ∀v (3)
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∑

n

xn,u ≤ MU ∀u (4)

The mean loss rate experienced by the n-th user in a given slot (which can
be directly measured on the stability/QoS of running applications’ performance
or specific measuring tools such as in [29]) can therefore be expressed as

Πn =
∑

u

xn,uπn,u +
∑

v

xn,vπn,v +
∑

s

xn,sπn,s (5)

Moreover, with εn,u, εn,v and εn,s we indicate the mean amount of energy con-
sumed by the device during the given slot when associated to the base station
belonging to one of the three classes. Hence the mean amount of energy con-
sumed by the device can be expressed as

Ei =
∑

u

xn,uεn,u +
∑

v

xn,vεn,v +
∑

s

xn,sεn,s (6)

While the experienced loss rate depends on the environmental conditions (such as
network congestion, mutual RF technologies interference and so on) at run time
and the possible failures caused by the disaster, the device energy consumption
due to the specific communication technology mainly depends on the adopted
technology. A concrete example is provided in the study presented in [6] and
summarized in Fig. 1, where it is evident an ad-hoc communication technology,
as Bluetooth in the figure, is more energy efficient that the WiFi, or other long-
range communication means, which can be exploited to communicate with UAVs,
while the highest energy consumption is exhibited by cellular technologies.

Fig. 1. Power consumption for a Bluetooth, WiFi and GSM/EDGE radio for different
data production rates, and transmission intervals (T).
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3 Formulation of the Optimization Problem

In this section, we formalize the problem of optimal user association in the
considered scenario, to determine in each time slot the most energy-efficient user
association strategy. We consider a single time slot, and we consider the problem
of determining, ∀n, the variables xn,s, xn,v, xn,u, that minimize the experienced
loss rate and the cost function which accounts for the total energy consumed
at the devices during the given time slot. Let XUAV , XBS and XU denote the
arrays for the variables associated with the three classes of associations during
the given time slot.

Problem 1 (Optimal user association in a time slot).

min
XUAV ,XBS ,XU

{
∑

n

Πn, En

}
(7)

Subject to:

Equation (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6)
∀n, s, u, v

0 ≤ xn,s, xn,v, xn,u,≤ 1 (8)
(9)

In this problem we have not indicated the association with a single base
station, as the user device when xn,s �= 0 automatically looks for the nearest
base station and establishes a connection with it. This is a linear programming
problem, and hence it can be solved optimally. However, a centralized approach
in which a single coordination function collects the estimations of packet loss
ratios for the whole network and computes the optimal user association does not
scale, as it would require the collection and exchange of a substantial amount of
delay-sensitive control traffic among the devices in the system. Moreover, such
a centralized coordination function should dispose of substantial storage and
computing resources, which are not always available in a disaster scenario.

Besides, given the mobility of users and part of the BS, the transmissive
conditions (and hence the coefficients π) change over time. As a result, the
duration of each time slot should be small enough to capture these variations
and adapt accordingly to the user association. However, the solution of problem
1 may change drastically from a slot to the other due to fading. An ideal system
that would configure user association according to the solutions of Problem 1
in each time slot would be forced to continuously adjust the selected strategy.
As changes in user association bear costs in terms of control information and of
time required to implement them, such a strategy would not be viable in realistic
settings.
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4 A Distributed Approach to Optimal User Association

Given the aforementioned issues, in this section, we propose a distributed heuris-
tic to solving Problem 1, based on a game-theoretic approach. Our approach
determines in each time slot the optimal user association configuration without
the need for centralized coordination.

Distributed optimization using game theory consists of defining local decision
strategies for the individual nodes, called players, based on their local knowledge
acquired by neighbors, to ensure that the resulting global behavior satisfies a
given global objective. In our case, we have a set of n players (i.e., the user
devices) that simultaneously select some of the three available communications
means to which access to the network, at the cost of the lowest energy consump-
tion possible. We consider a set of players P := c1, c2, · · · , cn of finite size n ≥ 2.
Formally, the strategy set for each player c ∈ P is defined as Sc = Y , such
that a strategy of a player is the selection of a set of the possible connections
towards some UAVs, base stations or neighboring nodes sc ⊂ Y . In what follows
we assume that, for each class of BS, each user associates to the BS which deliv-
ers the strongest received signal. In our game, the strategy of a player is given
by an integer number belonging to the interval [1, 7], which are all the possible
selection combinations (i.e., 1 stands for base station only, 2 for UAVs only, 3 for
neighboring nodes only, 4 to 6 only two modes out of the three possible, while
the last one encompasses all the three modes. Based on the adopted strategy,
indicates as sj , proper action is conducted by the j-th player, namely oj , among
the set of allowed actions Oj(sj). Specifically, these strategies are represented
by the variable xn,s, xn,v, xn,u and their constraint expressed in Eq. 1. e.g., the
strategy 1 is indicated by the following values: xn,s = 1, xn,v = 0, xn,u = 0.
While, the related actions when strategies are selected consists of establishing,
or not, a connection to the nearest UAVs, base stations and nodes, usable by
the communication means indicated by the strategy.

Combining the strategy sets of all the players, namely S = Sc1 × Sc2 ×
· · · × Scp , a strategy profile s ∈ S implies a certain payoff to each player c,
namely Φc(s), which are aggregated in the so-called profile of payoffs denoted as
φ. The payoff is the gain achievable by a player to use a given communications
means instead of the other possible ones, specifically, in our game, a player c
receives a gain, namely α, for experiencing a good communication quality, i.e.,
the reciprocal of the loss pattern reduced of the cost to send the messages by
using such a communication means:

Φc(s) = α(o(s)) − E(o(s)) = 1 − Π(o(s)) − E(o(s)). (10)

where o(s) is the function that given a strategy properly returns the variable
xn,s, xn,v, xn,u set according to the selected BS, UAV and user device, while the
two functions for the loss pattern and the energy consumption are normalized
by considering the highest value so that their return is within the interval [0, 1].
The scope of the game is to determine the best strategy profile that implies the
maximum payoff for all the players.
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s∗ ∈ arg max
s∈S

1
N

∑

i∈L

Φc(si). (11)

In our game, players are selfish, i.e., there is no direct communication between
the players, and each one only cares to maximize its profit or to minimize its
costs without considering the state of the other players (with the eventuality of
damaging them, even if it is not intentional). Then, the game is defined non-
cooperative, and its normal form is given by Γ = (P, S, π), to maximize the
payoff for all the players. One of the most studied aspects of such class of games
is the existence of Nash Equilibria (NE), i.e., given a certain strategy s ∈ S, it is
not profitable for a player to select a different node than the one in the current
strategy profile since moving to a neighbor node will not change or even reduce
the achievable payoff, so a player has no incentive to change strategy:

∃s ∈ S : ∀c ∈ P,∀x ∈ Y, πc(sc, s−c) ≥ πc(x, s−c) → s is a NE. (12)

The demonstration of the existence of such equilibria is a known NP-hard prob-
lem and is resolved using theorems by making proper assumptions of the charac-
teristics of certain elements of the game. A well-known result of the research in
non-cooperative games is that if the strategies are mixed, then the existence of
at least one Nash Equilibrium is guaranteed. A pure strategic game consists in
a player always picking the strategy of highest quality (i.e., the one with highest
payoff), while a mixed strategic game encompasses players that have a probabil-
ity associated to the selection of the strategy of highest quality (meaning that
there may be cases where the player does not take that strategy but one with
lower payoff).

In a typical application of game theory, the payoff functions of the players
are assumed to be well known and externally given, and based on such a set of
functions it is possible to drive each player’s output and determine the existence
of Nash Equilibria. Moreover, as the game is non-cooperative, a set of players may
decide to exploit the same communication means, possibly causing congestion.
To this aim, in Eq. 10, we add a contribution measuring the goodness of the
selection concerning the other players, by inserting a form of cooperation. Such
a contribution is not fixed a priori, but it is dynamically computed based on the
feedback provided by the other players. Such feedback is −1 is the considered
strategy is followed by the player returning the feedback, i otherwise. So at the
time a player decides to pursue a strategy, it broadcast such a decision to its
reachable peers, receiving back feedback to estimate the goodness of the decision
in the next iteration of the game. This signaling among peers is not comparable
to solving the linear program with a centralized solution, as loss statistics and
feedback are not collected by a centralized node.

In this case, the resolution of our game is not possible through the typical
means provided by the game theory to deal with non-cooperative games. In this
work, we have drawn from the theory of distributed strategic learning [9], where
each player can learn from the received feedback for their outputs to create
a payoff value and to determine if a given strategy yields the best response.
Specifically, the resolution of our game requires a Reinforcement Learning (RL)
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scheme [10], where the players interact with the other nodes and receive some
feedback that represents the consequences of their actions and which depend
on the state of the system and the actions of the other players. By using such
feedback, each player learns to select or not a certain strategy based on its
consequences. Strategies leading to high payoffs in a certain situation will be
preferred whenever the same situation recurs, while those strategies leading to
lower payoffs will be avoided.

To tackle this problem, in this paper we apply the COmbined fully DIs-
tributed PAyoff and Strategy-RL (CODIPAS-RL) [9], a learning scheme derived
from strategy and payoff (Q-learning) Reinforcement Learning. CODIPAS-RL
is an exploration strategy characterized by high effectiveness in finding the best
response dynamics in a game.

Let us denote with yj,t(sj) the probabilities of the j-th player to choose sj at
time t, and yj,t = [yj,t(sj)]sj∈Aj

∈ Yj be the mixed strategy of the j-th player.
Moreover, we indicate with rj,t the perceived payoff at the time t, made of the
two contributions of the loss rate and consumed energy aggregated with the
estimation of the strategies based on the received feedbacks. CODIPAS works
as follows:

– At time slot t = 0, each player chooses a strategy s and from it derives an
action o. Then, it received a series of feedbacks for its action and builds a
numerical value of its payoff. The payoff is properly initialized to rj,0, given
from the initial estimation of the loss rate and the energy consumption with-
out the third contribution we envisioned to avoid congestion phenomenon.

– At time slot t > 0, each player has an estimation of its payoffs, namely rj,t,
chooses a strategy xj,t+1 for the next time slot, which is a function only of
the previous strategy xj,t, the estimated payoff rj,t and the target value for
the payoff function.

– The game moves to t + 1.

Such a scheme is combined with proper payoff and strategy learning, leading to
CODIPAS-RL:

{
yj,t+1 = fj(λj,t, oj,t, rj,t, r̂j,t, xj,t)
r̂j,t+1 = gj(νj,t, oj,t, rj,t, yj,t, r̂j,t),

j ∈ [1, N ], t ≥ 0, oj,t ∈ Oj(sj). (13)

The function fj determines the update of the strategy at the next time
slot and defines the strategy learning pattern of the j-th player, where λj,t is
its strategy learning rate that may vary from player to player and/or during
the learning process. The variable rj,t contains the feedbacks received by each
contacted nodes, while r̂j,t is the estimation of the payoff function. The function
gj updates the estimation of the payoff function for the j-th player, by specifying
the payoff learning pattern and is characterized by a given speed named as νj,t,
which may be different than the speed of the strategy learning function. We
assume that the learning rates are taken identical for all the players and equal
to λj,t = 0.1 and νj,t = 0.6, respectively. In this work we have adopted the
Boltzmann-Gibbs based CODIPAS-RL, since it outperforms the standard RL
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algorithms, and has been proved the convergence of the algorithm toward a pure
strategy Nash equilibrium with sufficiently small learning rates [9]. Specifically,
let us define the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution as a strategy mapping β̃j,ε :
R

|Si| → R
|Si| known as the soft-max function and formulated as follows:

β̃j,ε(r̂j,t)(sj) =
e

1
εj

r̂j,t(sj)

∑
s′

j∈Sj

e
1

εj
r̂j,t(s′

j)
, sj ∈ Sj , j ∈ [1, N ] (14)

In such an equation, s′
j may be interpret as any possible strategy for the j-th

player which is different to sj , and the parameter εj for the j-th player may be
identical to the one of the other players, or may be different, and its reciprocal
can be interpreted as the rationality level of the player. When ε → 0, such
a strategy mapping returns the strategy characterized by the maximum value
for the estimated payoff r̂j,t+1; therefore we assume ε = 0.1. Based on such a
distribution, we can formulate the f and g functions of the learning pattern in
Eq. 13 as follows:

⎧
⎨

⎩

yj,t+1 = (1 − λj,t)yj,t + λj,tβ̃j,ε(r̂j,t)
r̂j,t+1(sj) = r̂j,t(sj) + νj,t�{oj,t+1∈Oj(sj)}
(rj,t+1 − r̂j,t(sj)),

j ∈ [1, N ], t ≥ 0, oj,t ∈ Oj(sj).

(15)
The function �{oj,t+1∈Oj(sj)} indicates the active strategy of the player and
assumes 0 if the action oj,t has not been played by the j-th player at time t, 1
otherwise, so as to update only the component corresponding to the action that
has been played. In Eq. 15, the learning of the payoff and the strategy are cou-
pled and updated together: the feedback of an action at the time instance t is
used to update the payoff estimation, and such an estimation is used to deter-
mine the strategy. The stable solution of such an equation can be assumed as
an equilibrium for a modified game, where the payoff function of our game is
perturbed with an extra entropy contribution indicating its dependency on the
loss pattern applied by the network dynamics and the actions of other players.

5 Numerical Evaluation

We have implemented a Java application that randomly deploys BS, user devices
and UAV within a Cartesian space, where each of them has a couple of coordi-
nates. Initially, the application determines for each user device the closest BS and
UAV based on the Euclidian distance among a user device to all the deployed
BS and UAV and select those with the lowest distance. We have assigned as
energy consumption three values 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, respectively to the ad-hoc
connection towards another user device, to UAV and BS. We assume that the
communication between the user device and the UAV is not based on cellular
technology, as with the BS, but by using WiFi, in an ad-hoc manner. As for the
device-to-device communication, a low rate and efficient communication mean
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as Bluetooth can be exploited, with UAV this is not the optimal decision, so a
more powerful RF technology as WiFi may be used. It is also true that a UAV
can be equipped with a cellular antenna making it looks like a moving BS, so in
that case, the cost value for the energy consumption is equal to the one of BS.
Each element has a very low loss rate initially, equal to 0.1, as wireless commu-
nications always drop packets due to interference and other issues. So that at
the beginning all the user devices only is associated with the nearest BS. At a
time TD, the disaster occurs and the loss rate of BS increases as a consequence
of the occurred failure. We do not assume the destruction of a BS, but only its
lossy behavior. The destruction of BS can be modeled by using a Poisson point
process with a thinning operation [27]. With a given probability πD each BS of
N is tagged as compromised and the respective loss rate assumes a given value
within a certain interval (e.g., from 0.2 to 0.5). After running the game and com-
puting the payoff for each possible strategy, we have fixed a starting probability
equal to 0.9 (we want a slight variability in the winning strategy selection) that
the player picks up the strategy with the highest gain.

Figure 2 shows the preliminary results obtained from our simulation (where
the stability has been reached around the 6th iteration, i.e., after around 10 s
from the start of the experiments, on average). Initially, the loss rate is low, equal
to the initial value of 0.1. Later on, at iteration 3, the disaster occurs and the
loss rate increases to a value that is stationary when the user is kept associated
with its initial BS, such a value lower due to the adaptation of our approach
to multiple associations. Such a reduction is valid until a point where the loss
rate is almost stationary as the loss rate does not have any changes apart from
the one caused by the disaster. The transitory is due to the learning scheme,
which brings the system to an equilibrium point. Similar behavior can be seen
in energy consumption, which starts with consumption due to the use of a BS.
This is due to the case that most of the users try to select a neighbor device or
a UAV, allowing the scheme to lower energy consumption.

Fig. 2. Assessment results.
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6 Related Work

Apart from centralized solutions, there are some distributed solutions provid-
ing mechanisms for user association. For example, in [20] the authors present a
distributed algorithm considering previous paths of users in mobility and com-
bines these data with wireless measurements to predict the upcoming connec-
tion quality of the network. Other works [21] consider an accurate model of
two-dimensional and three-dimensional scenarios to determine user trajectories,
when, for example, some vehicles (i.e. drones) are involved. However, these works
assume that mobility patterns of users are known [21], or can be guessed by train-
ing [22]. Our solution does not require previous knowledge about users’ behavior.

Regarding QoS-based network selection we can find different approaches con-
sidering QoS constraints [16,17] or Quality of Experience (QoE) [12]. Some of
these works are focused on many factors including the mobility pattern of the
mobile device, the load of the candidate access network, and the preference of
the candidate access network to the call request [18]. Other works [19] consider
also a trade-off between users and operator’s preferences, such as quality of the
connections or other network conditions. All these works, however, consider a
single association between the user and an access point. Our approach consid-
ers, apart from the imposed QoS by executing applications, the possibility of
connecting to multiple base stations.

Many of the previous works describe situations where the user terminal is
associated with only one access point. The multi-RAT (Multiple Radio Access
Technology) techniques have emerged for heterogeneous scenarios, considering
that user equipment can transmit and receive data over multiple networks [23].
Apart from these multimode terminals, multi-RAT parallel transmission from
more than one AP provides a new level of complexity, as some load-balancing
capabilities [24] and other network congestion prevention methods [25] must be
defined, and are also found in the literature. In this work, we incorporate the
use of multi-RAT transmission to the scenario where BS load levels, energy and
QoS requested by users are considered.

7 Conclusions

This paper presented a solution based on game theory for the resolution of the
problem of selecting among multiple communication means to cope with network
resiliency in a post-disaster scenario. As future work, we plan to implement the
proposed solution and empirically assess the achievable quality against a central-
ized meta-heuristic approach based on genetic algorithms. The existence of a Nash
Equilibrium in our game has been determined in [9], but the speed of convergence
to an equilibrium point is still an open issue. In a potential scenario with a large
volume of users, convergence speed can be an issue and needs to be properly inves-
tigated. This is further exacerbated by user mobility. In fact, in post-disaster sce-
narios is reasonable to have users moving around the damaged area, imposing novel
challenging and issues to the mobile networking and the relative multiple associa-
tions. We plan to introduce the mobility pf users in our work and to study this
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augmented problem, starting from similar works as in [30,31]. The user-side of
the presented approach is not complex and can be easily integrated within a user
device. We plan to provide an implementation after a detailed analysis of the over-
all problem augmented with the mobility issues.
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Abstract. This work presents a methodology for planning and vali-
dation of AdHoc and IoT network simulator, considering congested and
uncongested nodes. The validated model is specialized to consider mobile
and vehicular networks (MANET and VANET), and a disaster recovery
scenario is introduced. The goal is to analyze the traffic of the destina-
tion node and estimate its capacity considering an AdHoc application.
Specifically, we aim to use validation to further determine the processor
utilization and message delay. The proposed model and simulation tool
may be used not only to plan and dimension the network but also to
guide the management of the network in critical situations that can be
anticipated. In addition to the MANET validation, the results showed
that a Monte Carlo routing optimization (VANET case) and availabil-
ity/reliability (disaster recovery case) may be relevant to the effective
resource usage of the network.

Keywords: AdHoc · IoT model validation · Simulation · Validation ·
Jackson networks

1 Introduction

Simulation and modeling are widely accepted techniques for analyzing real-world
systems that are too complex to model analytically. Most communication net-
works fall into this category. They allow the examination of several scenarios
for the dimensioning of a new system or the improvement and expansion of
an existing one. Nevertheless, by virtue of the stringent deadlines imposed over
simulation practitioners, substantial efforts are spent on the measurement of key
properties of the system, the building of the system model, and actual simula-
tion of the real system, thus leaving not enough time to reason about one of the
most important steps of the simulation project, i.e. that of the validation and
verification of the simulation model itself.

Conceptual model validation is defined as determining that the theories and
assumptions underlying the conceptual model are correct and that the model
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representation of the problem entity is reasonable for the intended purpose of the
model. Validation, within the context of this work, is treated in a broad sense. It
involves the verification, i.e. the simulator delivers correct processor utilizations
and packet delays at every node in the system, which is the functionality that
is required from the internal specification. From the end-user perspective, the
main requirement for validation is a simulator that enhances both the correctness
of simulation and the confidence placed in its results. One way of increasing
the correctness of the model is by comparing the performance attribute values
obtained from the simulation model with another implementation of the same
model, be it real-word or analytical.

In this work, we present a methodology for the validation of simulated com-
puter networks. It consists of a number of steps which are based on Jackson
Networks Queueing model. In particular, a case study is shown for an AdHoc
(MANET) Network consisting of a number of network clusters and two scenar-
ios, one that includes a VANET and the other an emergency case where the links
are disrupted. The proposed method provided satisfactory results and showed
potential for further improvements and evolution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we review
previous work. The network model is discussed in Sect. 3. The methodology for
validation is presented in Sect. 4. A case study illustrating the application of
the methodology is shown in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we address some key remarks
mainly dealing with the applicability of the model. We summarize and present
our conclusions in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

Multivariate methods can be used to test the hypothesis of agreement between
simulated predictions and empirical observations. The work by [1] proposes a sta-
tistical test for the validation of simulations. Their method uses a multivariate
nonparametric rank sum test, with the aid of a computer-intensive randomiza-
tion procedure, to assess the significance of the test statistic. Their goal was to
strengthen the link between experimentation and simulation, which should be
used in the evaluation of communications systems’ performance measurements.
The validation procedure was applied to networks for battlefield communication.

In [3], the authors address the validation of fully integrated multi train simu-
lators. This type of validation can be complex as it includes the physical charac-
teristics of the process, i.e. the train movements, the electrification system and
rail potentials. The main goal of their validation was to show that the simulator
behaves as expected, i.e. that the simulator provides the desired results. The
authors point out that it is often challenging to achieve comprehensive valida-
tion of multi train simulation software without the co-operation of a railway
authorities. Their work also reviews the technical necessities of validating multi
train simulators.

Martens, Pauels and Put use neural networks for the validation of the simu-
lation model of five variants of multi server queueing systems [9]. In particular,
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multi-layer perceptron and radial basis function networks techniques are used
to learn the behavior of the simulation models. They found that classification
using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) network produces better results than clas-
sification with a PN network, or using the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) method.
One drawback of the method is that several replications are required with dif-
ferent calibrations of the simulation model to train the neural networks. In that
respect, it does not allow to test individual simulation models. The method
has the advantage that multiple statistics (means, variances, etc.) can be tested
simultaneously.

In the work by Ursini et al. [10,11] a virtual single-link IP network was sim-
ulated using the concept of incremental validation. The former consisted of only
the elastic traffic whereas the latter considered the stream traffic. The work con-
sidered specific network parameters such as packet size and transmission rates. In
the present work, we used more generic parameters (fixed packet size and trans-
mission rates), a distinct type of traffic, adopted a new multi-link model with
connectivity among nodes, and analyzed the performance of the IoT mediator.

In the paper by Leite et al. [6] the authors considered only an AdHoc network
(i.e. without IoT) for traffic analysis. The work consisted of the analysis of mean
queue delay and CPU utilization in each cluster and a small blocking value
caused by loss of connectivity was included. In the present work, we added an
IoT Network to the topology, and we varied the power transmission value to
analyze the loss of node connectivity. Furthermore, the network included more
IoT services, which correspondingly generated more traffic such as the one from
RFID and network management services (Simple Network Management Protocol
- SNMP).

Unlike previous work from other authors, which have used techniques such as
hypothesis testing, simulation of physical (mechanical and electrical) processes,
and artificial-intelligence based methods, our validation work relies on queueing
theory and network of queues, specifically employing the Jackson network model
and incremental validation. To our knowledge, we are not aware of similar work
in the literature that attempts to validate an IoT/MANET network simulator
using such approach.

Our previous work [10,11] have validated simulation models using approxi-
mate traffic models for a single link. In [6], we have employed the Jackson Net-
work validation, but the methodology was not exposed. Additionally, here we
present additional scenarios, namely that of a VANET with routing optimization
and a MANET for disaster recovery.

Through a search in the literature, we found no work that tackle the case
of validation of IoT (MANET + RFID) by Jackson’s network with the traffic
aspects such as partial and global delays and CPU utilization. Jackson’s net-
works are classical in computer networks but they are applied to a quite specific
problem in this work. Furthermore, it is an intuitive approach, since the com-
puter network topology is the same as the one for the Jackson network. Unlike
work reviewed in this section, in this work we tackle the performance of the
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queues, CPUs and traffic in an IoT network, which includes clusters of sensors
from an AdHoc network.

3 Network Model

The system comprises of a set of clusters, and each cluster has internally a
number of internal nodes. In addition to motes, each cluster has cluster heads
(i.e. output CPUs), which allow simultaneous transmission of traffic out of the
cluster. Thus, each cluster may be modeled as a set of queues, where each queue
is linked to an output link).

Inherent in each queue is the waiting delay before a TCP/IP packet can be
processed by a server. Clearly, both queuing and processing times are subject to
statistical distributions. The network components are the mediator, gateways,
clusters and endpoints. The endpoints can be RFID and sensors for different
applications. Figure 1 shows the network model with its inputs (packets) and
outputs (packets) to each cluster. The upper part of the model includes the
RFID network, which contains: (1) Two RFID clusters (CLR1, CLR2), which
perform the acquisition/input of RFID tags; (2) Two RFID inputs, which receive
data packets generated by IoT RFID tags (RFID reader), and (3) Internet, which
models the traditional Internet.

A Mediator MD is shared by all subnets in the model, i.e. it performs the
IoT mediation function and interconnects (physically and logically) with other
network elements for the purpose of mediating data for applications. The model
adds four representative applications that process and consume the information
leaving the mediator: (1) RFID, (2) Sensor, (3) SNMP management, (4) Smart
Cities. These applications receive information from application gateways (GAs)
and store them in databases. The SNMP application offers two types of services:
(1) Trap and (2) Command/Response. In typical IoT, the databases can be
reached by mobile or cell phone applications through the secure HTTPS protocol.

The lower part of Fig. 1 is an AdHoc Network that generates data traffic
which is aggregated by the IoT mediator. It consists of the following elements:

– Seven sensor clusters (CLT1....CLT7); these are non-mobile and homogeneous
for the sake of simplicity. However, the model does not restrict the addition
of heterogeneous clusters. Each cluster consists of n internal mobile nodes,
where n is a configurable parameter. In our example, we used ten mobile
motes (Fig. 1);

– Four gateways or Internet nodes (GW1....GW4); both GW1 and GW2 are
output gateways; GW3 is an emergency gateway, i.e. it is used as a backup
gateway for GW1, e.g. when the latter overflows its internal buffers; both
GW4 and GW2 are protocol converters, i.e. they are used to integrate two
subnets;

– Seven inputs: they model data packets generated by IoT sensors;
– Three Internet outputs: they model the flow of IP packets outbound;
– Mote mobility: for the sake of simplicity in the validation, node mobility was

disabled in the model;
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Fig. 1. IoT network model (Case 1).

– Input variables: data arrival and service time distributions in a node;
– Control variables: the probability of node connectivity in a cluster. This prob-

ability is provided by the Random Waypoint algorithm, which depends on a
range of variables such as receiver threshold, area size, antenna type, height
and gain, and system loss coefficient among others [6];
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– Output variables: mean queue time and mean CPU utilization on each cluster
for a given position of the motes in the cluster.

Each cluster is modeled as four simulation blocks connected in series:

1. Enter block: the enter block simulates the arrival of a packet in a cluster. It
counts the number of packets entering the cluster;

2. Chance is a decide block, and it distributes the packets across a set of outgoing
lines, where each line is associated with an outgoing queue; an important
parameter in this block is the probability of packet loss, and its value was
obtained from the case study (Sect. 5);

3. Output queue represents the queuing time in the outgoing line;
4. Output cluster simulates the output (i.e. forwarding) of packets from the

cluster. It is also responsible for counting the number of packets leaving the
cluster.

Each node receives packets at the input link and forwards them to one of the
outbound links using UDP over IP (Datagram). If we assume that the arrival
of requests for the RFID and AdHoc networks can be modeled as a Poisson
process, the traffic volume of each individual mote can be extended to the traffic
volume of a cluster by the simple sum of the rates of Poissonian arrivals. Thus,
we sum the rates of each node to form a cluster of ten nodes. The configuration
of clusters and CPU’s is shown in Table 1.

4 Methodology for Validation

The methodology is based on the Jackson Network model. A Jackson network
consists of a number of nodes, where each node represents a queue in which the
service rate can be both node-dependent (different nodes have different service
rates) and state-dependent (service rates change depending on queue lengths).
Packets travel among the nodes following a fixed routing matrix. All packets at
each node belong to a single “class” and packets follow the same service-time
distribution and the same routing mechanism. Consequently, there is no notion
of priority in serving the jobs: all packets at each node are served on a first-come,
first-served basis.

4.1 Requirements for Validation

An AdHoc (or IoT) network of m interconnected clusters may be regarded as a
Jackson network or Jacksonian network if it meets the following conditions:

1. If the network is open, any external arrivals to cluster i form a Poisson process;
2. All service times are exponentially distributed and the service discipline at

all queues is a FIFO;
3. A packet completing service at queue i in a cluster head or gateway will

either move to some new queue j in another cluster head or gateway with
probability Pij or leave the cluster or gateway with probability 1−Pij , which,
for an open network, is non-zero for some subset of the queues;

4. The utilization of all of the queues is less than one.
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Table 1. Network configuration.

Function Probabilities Output CPUs

GA12 1 25

GA34 1 28

GA57 1 29,33

GA8 1 19,34

AdHoc submodel 1,1,1,1 30,31,32,33

CLR1 1 21

CLR2 1 22

MD 1/2, 1/2 24, discard

GWI 1/3,1/3,1/3 23, 26, 27

— Vanet Manet Disaster Manet Vanet Disaster

GW1 1 1 0 5 5 0

GW2 1/3, 2/3 1/3, 2/3 0 11,6 0 0

GW3 1 1 1 14 14 14

GW4 1 1 0 17 17 0

CLT1 1 1/4, 3/4 0 1,2,20* 1, 20* 1,20*

CLT2 1 1/3, 2/3 0 3,4 3 3

CLT3 1 1/2, 1/2 0 7,8 8 8

CLT4 1 1/4, 3/4 0 12,15 12 12

CLT5 1 1/3, 2/3 0 16,13 13 13

CLT6 1 1/2, 1/2 0 9,10 10 10

CLT7 1 1 0 18 18 18

*output-CPU 20 to GW3 is used only in an emergency

Once these conditions are met, the methodology for validation can be applied.
It consists of a number of steps as outlined in the following sub-section.

4.2 Composition of the R Matrix

The R matrix, Table 2, is formed by the probability of transmission of each link
between clusters in the network. It may be obtained by the simple inspection of
Fig. 1, as in the example of Manet (Case 1). Specifically, we observe the probabil-
ities of the outgoing links between the clusters in the system. The probabilities
must be estimated in each real-world case, and in our model they are given input
data. The R matrix has N × N dimension, where N is the number of nodes (i.e.
GW, CLT, MD and CLR) in the network. Since in our example we have 14
nodes, the R matrix is a 14 × 14 matrix.
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4.3 Composition of the γ Vector

γ is a vector where each element γi is a rate of packet generation at a cluster
and destination node MD. It expresses the aggregated traffic generated in all
elements (i.e. motes, vehicles, or smartphones) in the network. This is a 1 ×
14 vector, since there are fourteen elements in the network. The γ vector for
uncongested traffic is given by the vector γ = [γ1, γ2, γ3, ...0, 0, 0..γN ]. Note that
the null elements are related to the devices (i.e. intermediate systems such as
gateways), that do not generate traffic, i.e. they only relay packets from one
input link to an output link.

4.4 Finding λ

The matrix equation that solves the Jackson network and allows us to find the
arrival rate λ is given as follows:

λ = γ[I − R]−1, (1)

Once solved, it is given by the vector (2):

λ = [λ1, λ2, λ3, ......., λN ]. (2)

where N is the number of nodes in the model (i.e. 14 in the sample network of
Fig. 1).

4.5 Finding the Delays Wi at Each Node/Cluster

From the rates obtained from Eq. (2), it is possible to calculate the waiting time
for each CPU (Wi, [i = 1....24]) by means of the Eq. (3), which gives the delay in
an M/M/1 queue:

Wi =
λi/μi

μi − λi
, μi =

1
τi

, (3)

where τi is duration of the transmission of a packet, and 1/λi is the packet arrival
rate in a node (bps).

4.6 Running the Simulation Model

Clearly, the Jackson network is a collection of nodes connected by links that
have the same exact topology of the simulation network model for the purpose
of validation. The simulation model has to be run without channel/link losses
for the sake of simplicity in the validation process. Once the model is validated,
we may remove the assumption of perfect channel and introduce lossy channels
due to e.g. node mobility.

The model may be deemed validated under the following conditions:

– First condition: Wi−calc ≈ Wi−simul, i.e. the calculated delay equals the sim-
ulated delay for all nodes;
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– Second condition: ρ = λi/μi and ρi−calc ≈ ρi−simul, i.e. the calculated and
the simulated utilization, i.e. within a certain confidence interval CI and
significance value α (95%).

5 Case Study

In this section, we present three case studies using the model shown in Fig. 1.
The first case is a full validation of the model using a MANET. It is a general
case, whereas the two other cases approach more specific details (note that we
omitted the full validation of cases 2 and 3 for the sake of space, and since it
follows the same methodology). Once the model is validated in the first case, in
the second case it is evolved (incremental validation) and applied to a VANET,
and the Monte Carlo simulation is employed to the packet routing to minimize
the delays in the network while maintaining the full communication amongst all
nodes. In the third case, the main focus is to show the availability of the network
in a disaster recovery scenario. It also consists of an evolution from case 1, but
here all nodes are connected to a sink (emergency node).

5.1 Case 1 - MANET

The MANET is represented in the lower part of Fig. 1. This case under analysis
is a network of low-capacity, low-cost and low-power devices (i.e. motes) which
has the capability to sense a parameter of interest. The sensed parameter is
relayed to a mediator through the network. Thus, the processing and transmis-
sion speeds are expected to be relatively low compared to the ones in traditional
networks. Nevertheless, these features do not preclude the need for planning and
dimensioning for the following reasons: (1) the number of devices can be quite
large, which may amount to a correspondingly large traffic for a mediator; (2)
an estimate of traffic allows the designer to determine the battery life of such
system; (3) the capacity of the links must be determined to allow for an efficient
use of the channel. Furthermore, the proposed model is general and scalable, i.e.
it is not restricted to this class of networks, and thus higher-capacity networks
with a larger number of devices may also be analyzed through this model. All
connections are assumed to be wireless. However, the model does not restrict the
use of wired connections. The probabilities of a packet being forwarded to an
outgoing link are initially configured as shown in Fig. 1, assuming an estimation
of this value (e.g. 1/4 from Cluster 1 to Cluster 2 and 3/4 from Cluster 1 to
Cluster 3). Following the method proposed, we observed that all requirements
for the application of the Jackson’s Network model were met before we applied
the Jackson model.

Composition of the R Matrix. The probabilities of the R-matrix were arbi-
trarily chosen (Table 2). In the real-world, these must be obtained from mea-
surements or observations from the actual network.
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Table 2. Case 1 - R matrix: probability of transmission per output link

—— CLT1 CLT2 CLT3 CLT4 CLT5 CLT6 CLT7 GW1 GW2 GW3 GW4 CLR1 CLR2 MD

CLT1 0 1/4 3/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CLT2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/3 2/3 0 0 0 0 0

CLT3 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0

CLT4 0 0 0 0 1/4 3/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CLT5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2/3 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0

CLT6 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CLT7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

GW1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

GW2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 0 2/3

GW3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

GW4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

CLR1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

CLR2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

MD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CLT - cluster, GW - gateway, CLR - Cluster RFID, MD - mediator

Composition of the γ Vector and Finding λ. Two scenarios are considered,
one for a uncongested network and the other for a congested network. The traf-
fic generated in the congested network is shown in Table 3. For the congested
network, we assumed a packet arrival each 0.4 s, which gives an arrival rate of
1/0.4 = 2.5 packets/s. For the uncongested network, we assumed a packet arrival
each 0.6 s, which gives an arrival rate of 1/0.6 = 1.67 packets/s. This is a relatively
low rate for conventional networks, it reflects a slow connection among battery
operated motes in a sensor network. The mediator has a 5.0 packets/s generation
rate (Table 3). This is 3 × 1.67 packets/s and it corresponds to the management
traffic generated by the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Tables 3
and 4 show the rates calculated from Eq. 1 for both overload and uncongested
traffic (i.e. decongested network).

Finding the Delays Wi at Each Node/Cluster and the Mean Global
Delay. Equation 4 provides the total mean delay W for the network. For the
simulation, the total mean delays was Ws = 247.3 ms and the corresponding
analytical value was Ws = 233.2 ms, yielding a 5.7 % error. This error is a
sufficient condition to allow the model to be deemed validated. Tables 5 and 6
show the analytical values of the mean traffic per CPU in the model.

W =
∑

λi

∑
γi · Wi (4)

Wi =
λi/μi

μi − λi
, μi =

1
0.1

= 10 (5)

packets/s, where λi and μi are the rates for each CPU. Since all the delay values
obtained from the simulation model matched the ones from the analytical model,
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Table 3. Case 1 - calculated congested network traffic - arrival rates (γ and λ) in
packets/sec

— CLT1 CLT2 CLT3 CLT4 CLT5 CLT6 CLT7 GW1 GW2 GW3 GW4 CLR1 CLR2 MD

γ 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 1.67 1.67 5.0

λ 2.5 5.31 4.38 2.5 5.31 4.38 8.23 7.01 15.7 0 10.0 1.67 1.67 25.8

Table 4. Case 1 - calculated results for uncongested network traffic - arrival rates (γ
and λ) in packets/sec

– CLT1 CLT2 CLT3 CLT4 CLT5 CLT6 CLT7 GW1 GW2 GW3 GW4 CLR1 CLR2 MD

γ 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 0 0 0 0 1.67 1.67 5.0

λ 1.67 3.54 2.92 1.67 3.54 2.92 5.49 4.68 10.49 0 6.67 1.67 1.67 20

the simulation model may be deemed validated. This validation, is a crucial step
since it allows further extensions to this model, i.e. the inclusion of other model
features such as new types of distributions or new prioritization of services. Due
to the high utilization of the mediator (output CPU 24), its service rate was
increased 5 times (i.e. from 10 to 50 packets/s).

Running the Simulation Model. The initial distribution adopted for the
arrival and service rate was the exponential. This distribution is suitable since
(1) it allows the validation of the model by comparison with an analytical model;
(2) it is the one that stresses the network (the worst case when there are no
bursts). If the exponential distribution does not match the reality, it is possi-
ble to combine exponential distributions to form Erlang(k) distributions, which
may better reflect and the actual traffic model in the network. Otherwise, if
there are bursts in network, the Pareto or Hyper-exponential distributions may
be employed, depending upon the application. Once the model is validated by
incremental evolution other types of extensions may be studied.

Table 5. Case 1 - calculated results for congested traffic in each CPU (Erlang)

CPU 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Traffic (Erl) 0.125 0.125 0.267 0.267 0.71 0.587 0.219 0.219 0.219 0.219 0.587 0.125

CPU 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Traffic (Erl) 0.267 0 — 0.267 1.00 0.823 – – 0.267 0.167 – 0.258

CPU 19 - application, CPU 20: Emergency, CPU 23, 25 to 34: Application,
Total= 6.734 Erl

Regarding the 34 CPUs described in the general model, CPUs 1 through 24
(with the exception of 19 and 23) are part whose traffic was modeled as Jackson
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Table 6. Case 1 - calculated uncogested traffic in each CPU (Erlang)

— CPU ID

CPU 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Traffic 0.084 0.084 0.177 0.177 0.468 0.525 0.146 0.146 0.146 0.146 0.525 0.084

CPU 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Traffic 0.177 0 0 0.177 0.667 0.549 0 – 0.167 0.167 – 0.20

CPU 19 - application, CPU 20: Emergency, CPU 23, 25 to 34: Application,
Total= 4.896 Erl

network. The other CPUs, from 25 to 34 (including 19 and 23) are part of the
applications proposed in the IoT network.

The traffic distribution for a MANET that consists of seven clusters, each
with 10 AdHoc users (Fig. 1), had the probabilities replaced by general values Pi

and 1−Pi for each pair of outputs. Once the cluster utilization is known (or esti-
mated), it is possible to dimension the network. After it is validated, it is possible
to move beyond the simple (e.g. exponential) and include new ones (i.e. not just
exponential), and other possible distributions. Table 7 shows the estimated traf-
fic load for the uncongested network (in bps) (Table 6). By applying the equation
we obtain the values corresponding to λ in Table 2. The initial probabilities were
estimated as P12 = 1/4, P28 = 1/3, P32 = 1/2, P45 = 1/4, P57 = 2/3, P64 = 1/2,
and P77 = 0. The remaining probabilities for the GW’s were unchanged.

Table 7. Results for the mediator (CPU 24)

— CLT1 CLT2 CLT3 CLT4 CLT5 CLT6 CLT7 GW1 GW2 GW3 GW4 CLR1 CLR2 MD

γ 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 0 0 0 0 1.67 1.67 5

λ 1.67 3.54 2.92 1.67 3.54 2.92 5.49 4.68 10.49 0 6.67 1.67 1.67 20

Notice that GW3 does not forward traffic because it operates only during
disaster or emergency conditions. On the other hand, the clusters with 1.67 bps
do not relay traffic, they generate their only traffic (fresh traffic) CLT1, CLT4,
CLR1 and CLR2 only forward their own traffic (i.e. they are not used as relay
clusters). The assumption is that each cluster head has enough processing to turn
it stable, which is the case with μi = 10 bps. The only exception is the mediator
(MD), considering μi = 50 bps. The total rate resulted in 67.02 bps.

5.2 Case 2 - VANET

In this section, the network was configured as a VANET by changing the param-
eters of the Random Waypoint algorithm (e.g. speed, angle and range) and it
was submitted to the application of the Monte Carlo method for the minimiza-
tion of the routing and consequently the total delay (thus reducing the number
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of hops), which consequently resulted in the representation of each cluster with
a single cluster head.

Considering the dimensioning of a VANET in a freeway [2], we may optimize
the initial probabilities to obtain the least possible delay. We apply the Monte
Carlo method using Jackson Networks (implemented in Matlab), from an ini-
tial network condition. The Monte-Carlo optimization is based on the sorting of
the probabilities of connection between clusters (i.e. P12, P28, P32, P45, P57, and
P64), after which new arrival rates λ’s were calculated using Eq. 1. The new val-
ues were compared with old ones and replaced for the next round (as the new
minimum) of execution if they resulted in a shorter delay (minimization func-
tion). An arbitrarily large number of runs was choses (320 million executions).
The communication between clusters contains now only one link (as opposed to
two link used in the initial MANET model).

Since P77 = 0, it was not incluced in the optimization. The results indicated
values near one (1) or near zero (0) and were approximated to one or zero,
i.e. P12 = 1, P28 = 1, P45 = 1, P32 = 0, P57 = 0, and P64 = 0. The sum of all
rates resulted in 66.22 bps (in this case). It is worth mentioning that there is an
analogy between the VANET optimization and the reduction in the road traffic.

5.3 Case 3 - Disaster Recovery (Worst-Case Scenario)

The fundamental issue in this case is network availability and reliability. All
probabilities Pij ’s are reset and all the traffic in the seven clusters is forwarded to
the GW3 gateway (emergency). Thus, the R-Matrix has all the elements related
to the CLT clusters (sensors) set to zero, except the ones from the GW3 column,
which are all 1’s (one). The remaining rates were unaltered. The result indicated
that GW3 has to allow a flow of 7 · 1.67 = 11.69 bps. Thus, its processing capacity
has to be increased from 10 to 20 bps. Since the links are single links, they must
be duplicated for the sake of reliability. On the othe hand, within this context,
GW3 must also be duplicated. The rates are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Case 3 - average arrival rates for each cluster

— CLT1 CLT2 CLT3 CLT4 CLT5 CLT6 CLT7 GW1 GW2 GW3 GW4 CLR1 CLR2 MD

γ 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 0 0 0 0 1.67 1.67 5

λ 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 0 0 11.69 0 1.67 1.67 20.03

Another aspect to be taken into consideration is the loss of connectivity of
mobile devices. In [6], we have shown, through the Random Waypoint Algorithm,
that the loss of connectivity was around 5%. In order to absorb the loss of
connectivity, we suggest the insertion of a mobile macrocell that would cover
the whole area including the seven clusters, albeit incurring in increased costs.
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6 Summary, Remarks and Discussion

In this section, we add a number of considerations and issues related to the
validation of the proposed simulation model:

1. Methodology assessment. The focus of this work is the modeling at the IP layer
in order to evaluate the traffic and the delays of the network from the IP layer
and above. The goal of the work is to analyze the behavior of the network at
the transport layers, to allow the proper dimensioning of the network capacity.
Thus, the physical and data link layer are abstracted away. The behavior of
the network at the IP layer captures the characteristics of the lower layers.
For example, a noisy link channel would have a larger impact on the delays
at the IP layer. The goal of the methodology is to validate the simulation
model with an analytical model. The validated simulation model can then be
run with measured data from a real-world network for network management.
The performance parameters from the simulation model must approximate
those of the analytical model in one first step. In a later step, the measured
values should also approximate those from the simulation model in order to
establish the correctness of the methodology. The methodology is based on
well-established discrete event-simulation (using the Arena simulation tool).
The full model is able to include behavior from the physical layer, e.g. mobility
and packet losses and propagation model by the integration of the simulation
tool with Matlab [7,8]. Once the model is validated, it is intended to be run
with the actual features of the real-world input traffic (including packet size,
input distributions or inter-arrival times). Priority messages and other real-
world features are also easily incorporated in the simulation model according
to the requirements.

2. Network complexity. The scope of this work is a simulation model (as opposed
to a real-world network). Therefore, within this context, verification and val-
idation of computer simulation models is conducted during the development
of the simulation model with the ultimate goal of producing an accurate
and credible model. The performance attributes that are under considera-
tion are the delays in the queues (IP layer) and the processor utilization.
For this purpose, the simulation model is compared with a network of queu-
ing delays model (i.e. Jackson networks) which yields these same parameters
under analysis. The goal of this paper is to validate a simulation model with
an analytical one, which is one form of validation. However, one might be
interested in modeling and validating features of the physical layer in isola-
tion from the rest of the network. The modeling and simulation of the full
features of the network is a challening task given the complexity of modern
systems. However, in many cases, the designer is usually interested in design-
ing, planning and dimensioning one or a few layers of the model, and the
capturing the whole behavior of the network is in most cases unnecessary.
In any case, the idea of using Jackson’s network does not exclude the need,
in the real case, to perform monitoring and measurements in the network to
adjust the probability distributions and the parameters to be considered in
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the simulation. There must be a feedback between the simulation model and
the real world and vice-versa.

3. Jackson network model. The Jackson networks [4] used in the methodology
belong to the field of queueing theory. The typical IoT network that was pro-
posed has 14 global nodes. This type of configuration allows the adjustment
of a Jackson network of size 14 X 14 nodes. For the purpose of validation,
a Jackson network is a collection of queues (nodes) connected by links that
have the same topology of the simulation network model (Fig. 1). The map-
ping of the physical topology of the network is captured by the analytical
model through the R matrix (Table 2). From there, the correct application
of the equations defined by the Jackson model [4] leads to the desired delays
and processor utilizations. It is also possible through the model to calculate
the mean global delays.

4. Structure of case studies. In Case 1 we have simulated the whole network in
order to find out the network delays and processor utilization. In Case 2 we
have not simulated the network, but instead we used the Jackson queueing
model to minimize the network delays using the Monte Carlo method and the
probabilites as the input parameter (to be randomly selected). On the other
hand, in Case 3 (not a simulation case), we used the Jackson network to run
a worst-case where all nodes have collapsed and all the traffic flows to the
mediator through Gateway 3 (which has redundance and spare capacity). The
topology used is the same in all cases (i.e. Fig. 1). One basic assumption is
that the simulation model is to be fed with measurements from a real-world
network, and these observations do capture the behavior of the protocols
and their implementations. Therefore, the specifics about the protocols, the
underlying technology and the implementation in use can be abstracted away
without sacrificing the quality of results (delays and processor utilizations).

5. In particular, the use Jackson networks for the analytical model is relatively
straightfoward, since the Jackson network has the same topology as the simu-
lated network, and the analytical model is quite simple. The simulation model
and the simulation results and confidence intervals were presented in [2,5–8]
and were not repeated in this work.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have shown the steps towards validation of a simulation model
with an analytical model based on Jackson networks. We have considered the
mean delay for the total traffic in the network (flowing to the mediator MD or
destination node) as the parameter for comparison. A basic model was validated
and then two variants were added, one for a VANET and the second for an
emergency scenario. The latter cases were validate through incremental valida-
tion, i.e. the models were slightly changed (their probabilities), thus resulting in
validated increments.

In future work, we envisage the validation of the models considering the traffic
for each CPU in the model individually. This would be carried out from a simple
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network and moving on to a more complex system. Another possible avenue
would be the comparison of alternative approaches to validation, especially those
stemming for the artificial intelligence domain.
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Abstract. Making use of reliable and precise location and tracking sys-
tems is essential to save firefighters lives during fire operations and to
speed up the rescue intervention. The issue is that Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) (e.g., GPS and Galileo) is not always available
especially in harsh wireless environments such as inside buildings and
in dense forests. This is why GNSS technology needs to be combined
with auxiliary sensors like inertial measurement units (IMU) and ultra-
wideband (UWB) radios for ranging to enhance the availability and the
accuracy of the positioning system. In this paper, we report our work in
the scope of the AIOSAT (Autonomous Indoor/Outdoor Safety Track-
ing System) project, funded under the EU H2020 framework. In this
project, the Royal Military Academy (RMA) is responsible for develop-
ing a solution to measure inter-distances between firefighters, based on
IEEE Std 802.15.4 compliant UWB radios. For these inter-distance mea-
surements, accuracy better than 50 cm is obtained with high availability
and robustness. Medium access control based on time division multiple
access (TDMA) mechanism is also implemented to solve the conflict to
access the UWB channel. As a result, each node in a network can per-
form range measurements to its neighbors in less than 84ms. In addition,
in this project, we are in charge of developing a long-range narrow-band
communication solution based on LoRa and Nb-IoT to report updated
positions to the brigade leader and the command center.

Keywords: Location · Tracking · Firefighters · UWB RF-ranging ·
LoRa · NB-IoT

1 Introduction

Real time localization and tracking of fire responders is an important feature in
rescue services management, in order to ensure the safety of the rescue workers
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and to accelerate the search and rescue process [1]. The satellite-based posi-
tioning technology, generally known as the global navigation satellite system
(GNSS), allows rescue workers to operate efficiently, however, the reliability and
accuracy of such a system are often poor or absent during fire operations, at
places like dense forests, underground parking, and inside buildings.

In this context, our work fits in the framework of an EU H2020 project
named AIOSAT (Autonomous Indoor/Outdoor Safety Tracking System). The
main objective of the project is to develop an integrated positioning and alerting
system that aims to overcome aforementioned limitations of GNSS usage in
rescue interventions in harsh signal propagation environments, and to improve
the safety of first responders [2].

For this purpose, GNSS absolute position estimate is improved by the
satellite-based augmentation system provided by the European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS). Furthermore, support of inertial mea-
surement units (IMU) and radio frequency (RF) UWB ranging transceivers will
be used to face GNSS-disadvantaged environments. Accordingly, GNSS positions
are enhanced with EGNOS and fused with position information inferred from
IMU sensors and range measurements from UWB radios, to provide high avail-
ability and high integrity positioning and tracking information of all members
in a rescue team. A robust wireless communication system based on three tech-
nologies: LoRa standard, narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) and Bluetooth 5 (BT5) will
be used to report calculated positions of the individual team members to the
brigade leaders and to the coordination center.

The task of the Royal Military Academy (RMA) in this project is to develop
an RF system based on IEEE Std 802.15.4 compliant UWB transceivers to mea-
sure inter-distances between the firefighters [3]. In addition, our task consists
also in the development of the long-range communication system of the AIOSAT
project, to allow sending position data to the intervention supervisors using LoRa
and NB-IoT links. BT5 communication sub-system is implemented by another
partner in the project. Each firefighter will be equipped with a portable AIOSAT
module, including a GNSS receiver, an IMU sensor, and an UWB radio. These
modules are controlled by a main processor, typically a Raspberry Pi that per-
forms mainly the fusion algorithm and controls communication flows.

Nowadays, many real-time indoor localization systems (RTLS), based on
UWB transceivers are commercially available, from companies like: Decawave,
Ubisense, Time Domain, Zebra and Nanotran. Traditionally, the RTLS system
consists of multiple fixed reference points, called anchor nodes, with known posi-
tions and mobile tags with unknown positions [4]. The tags try to estimate their
positions relative to the anchors [5]. In the AIOSAT project, it would be imprac-
tical to set out anchor nodes. Therefore, we propose to implement, on the inte-
grated UWB transceivers, a ranging scheme to measure inter-distances between
freely moving UWB nodes, without a need for fixed reference nodes. This inter-
distance information can then be used to enhance the estimated positions of
the portable AIOSAT modules. A time division multiple access (TDMA) mech-
anism is also implemented to control the UWB medium access. This medium
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access mechanism is important to schedule the time slots relative to the different
devices in the network to perform their ranges estimate.

In this project, we used DW1001 miniaturized UWB transceivers from
Decawave on which we implemented our ranging scheme. This device has an
IEEE Std 802.15.4-2011 compliant radio (DW1000), and a microcontroller from
Nordic Semiconductor (nRF52832) [5,6]. Tests results of range measurements
between first responders developed using these devices are discussed in this
paper.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the architecture of the
distributed AIOSAT system, Sect. 3 describes the RF-UWB ranging principle,
the implemented scheme, and the scheduling mechanism. In Section 4, the exper-
imental results of the UWB ranging system are presented and discussed. And
finally, Sect. 5 describes the IoT communication solution and gives some field
tests results and concluding remarks.

2 Architecture

2.1 Distributed System Architecture

On the next page, Fig. 1 represents the system level architecture of the AIOSAT
system, which is designed in order to meet the user requirements. The rescue
intervention is composed of few fire trucks staffed with 4 firemen, one fireman
driver, and one brigade leader. They are supervised by a mobile coordination
center (MCC). Each firefighter is equipped with an integrated AIOSAT module,
composed of a GNSS receiver, an IMU and an UWB transceiver. The gath-
ered data, from the three sensor systems, is locally processed at the level of
the firefighters to give enhanced position estimates. The estimated positions are
reported to the brigade leader and the MCC that are in charge of the coordina-
tion and control of the rescue operation. They are equipped with a visualization
tool for the real-time tracking of moving resources. Estimated positions are sent
using one of the two communication links (LoRa, NB-IoT) [2]. Downlink alert
messages sent from higher levels to firefighters are also supported by this archi-
tecture.

2.2 Portable AIOSAT Module Architecture

In order to enhance the accuracy and availability of firefighters positions, their
locations are measured from three types of sensors: GNSS, IMU, and UWB
transceivers. The data of each sensor is locally published to a broker using the
MQTT publish-subscribe based messaging protocol, then a fusion algorithm pro-
cess those inputs to provide enhanced estimated positions that are sent over com-
munication links to the team leaders and the MCC. This process is presented in
Fig. 2 [2]. Our contribution in this project are following:

– Inter-distance ranging between firefighters in indoor environments measured
using RF UWB technology. Firefighters are equipped with UWB transceivers
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that compute the range between them based on the time of flight (ToF) of
exchanged packets.

– The transfer of enhanced positions from the firefighters to the brigade leader
and to the MCC is ensured using either LoRa technology or NB-IoT if cov-
erage is available [7].
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Fig. 2. AIOSAT portable module architecture.

3 RF-Ranging Principle

A promising positioning solution for areas with poor or no GNSS coverage,
typically indoor environments, is to make use of RF-based UWB technology
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[3]. The principle is to estimate the ToF of exchanged RF signals between
UWB transceivers from which we can derive ranging information. A symmetrical
double-sided two-way ranging (SDS-TWR) scheme is used to estimate this ToF.

3.1 Symmetrical Double-Sided Two-Way Ranging

The mechanism relies on time-stamping the instances when a packet leaves the
transmitter and arrives at the receiver measured according to their own clocks.
Figure 3 describes the messaging sequence that we applied for range measure-
ment initiated by node i to all its 1-hop neighbors based on the SDS-TWR
scheme. This ranging process is preceded by a phase of neighborhood discovery
using so-called hello packets in order to draw up a list of 1-hop neighbors of a
node. The SDS-TWR scheme relating two or more nodes is organized as follows:

– Node i starts by broadcasting a ranging request packet called probe to all its
neighbors. This packet includes the beforehand carried out neighbors list.

– When receiving this probe packet, each UWB node that finds itself in the
neighbors list sends a response packet after waiting a certain delay relative
to its position on the list, that is to make the neighbors respond in a certain
order. Although, those delays are dictated by the node i in its communicated
neighbors list, they are measured independently according to each neighbors
own clock.

– After sending probe packet, node i waits a predetermined time (c) relative
to an estimation of the required waiting time to receive response packets
from the last neighbor in the list, then it broadcasts the second packet called
feedback.

– Upon receiving the feedback packet by the 1-hop neighbors, they reply by
sending report packets where they include timestamps for receiving probe and
feedback packets, and transmitting response and report packets. this allows
the node i to estimate the ToF of the exchanged packets and thus to deduce
the distances that separate it to each neighbor. The neighbors send report
packets in an inverse order to the one used for sending response packets.
With this order reversal, we have symmetrical delays between receiving the
feedback (T f

rx,j) and sending the response packet (T rs
tx,j) by a neighbor node

‘j′ from one side and receiving the report packet from that node (T rp
rx,j) and

sending the feedback packet by node i from the other side (T f
tx,i). In this way,

a symmetry is also applied between the delay between sending the feedback
packet (T f

tx,i) and receiving the response (T rs
rx,j) from neighbor ‘j′ in one side,

and the delay between sending the report (T rp
tx,j) and receiving the feedback

packet (T f
rx,j) from that neighbor, in the other side. Therefore, a precise

estimation of the ToF and thereby of the range is guaranteed.
– Node i estimates the ToF to a neighbor node j, after receiving the corre-

sponding report packet, as given by (1) [15].

tToF =
(T f

rx,j − T rs
tx,j) − (T f

tx,i − T rs
rx,j)

4
+

(T rp
rx,j − T f

tx,i) − (T rp
tx,j − T f

rx,j)
4

(1)
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The main optimization that we introduced to the original SDS-TWR scheme
results in a reduced number of exchanged packets compared to the typical or
classical implementation of the SDS-TWR. When ranging with k neighbors, our
scheme requires 2+2k packets whereas the classical SDS-TWR would require 3k
packets to do the ranging with the same number of nodes. This reduction in the
packets is achieved by broadcasting probe and feedback packets to k neighbors,
compared to the classical implementation where range measurement is done
pairwise—in which case one probe packet and one feedback packet are required
per node-pair. In addition, we reduce the error in the ToF estimation by reversing
the order of sending report packets by the neighbors compared to the order of
sending response packets. This ensures an accurate range estimate. With the
ToF estimate and knowing the propagation speed of the RF signal, node i can
estimate the range to all its 1-hop neighbors.
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Fig. 3. Packet sequence exchange in SDS-TWR with 1-hop neighbors.

3.2 Performances

We need to minimize the ToF estimation error in order to enhance the accuracy of
the calculated range between UWB radio nodes. The error in ToF estimate, and
thereby in the range estimate, depends on the precision of the crystal oscillators
driving the clocks of the nodes, and the waiting time between receiving a packet
and transmitting the corresponding reply, as in (2) [3].

e ≈ 1
4
(τj,i − τi,j)(εi − εj). (2)
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Where e denotes the estimation error in ToF for SDS-TWR, assuming both
participating nodes remain static. The drifts on the clocks of the two ranging
nodes are denoted by εi and εj . We can see that the error in ToF estimate for
SDS-TWR, is proportional to the difference in τi,j and τj,i, which denotes the
waiting times between receiving a packet and sending the corresponding response
packet for given node i and its neighbor j, respectively (c.f., Fig. 3). The delay
depends on the packet airtime, radio turnaround time, and required time to
process the ranging packet. Note that, these waiting times are on the order of
a few milliseconds, while their difference τj − τi can be easily controlled to the
order of a few tens of microseconds using low stability commodity clocks. It is
important to notify that the timestamps are captured close to the physical layer,
consequently, the jitter is minimal. For example, for a difference of waiting times
between two ranging UWB nodes of 100µs, with clocks drift of 8 parts per million
(ppm), we have an error on the ToF estimate of about 0.2 ns. Knowing that, for
a target ranging accuracy of 33 cm, the estimated ToF needs to lie within 1 ns
of the true ToF given the speed of light. We can conclude, that the SDS-TWR
can provide required ranging accuracy despite significant clock errors. Note that
each 1-hop neighbor will include also, its own estimated position, in the response
packet that it sends to node i, as this will be needed by node i to estimate its
own position based on the inter-distance measurements.

3.3 Medium Access Control Technique

To support conflict-free measurements using the UWB link, it is important to
use a scheduling mechanism. To this end, we implemented a TDMA medium
access control mechanism, where the transmissions of the different UWB nodes
in a neighborhood, are arranged in respective time slots within a periodic frame.
In each allocated time slot, the corresponding node performs ranges estimate to
all its neighbors. We chose to use 1 pulse per second (PPS) signal to synchronize
the UWB frames. We get the PPS signal from the GNSS receiver included in the
AIOSAT module as presented in Fig. 2. The results of implementation and tests
of this synchronization scheme show that each UWB module performs ranging
with up to 11 neighbors within a TDMA slot of 83.33 ms. Therefore, 12 UWB
nodes can perform range estimate to each other in their corresponding time slots
in a frame of 1 s.

4 Experimental Results of the RF-Ranging System

We want to reduce the duration of the ranging sequence presented in Fig. 3.
To this end, we need to reduce the size of the exchanged packets. The packet
airtime can be reduced by decreasing the preamble length (number of symbols)
and increasing the data rate. Tests are required to assess the influence of these
two parameters on the ranging performance in terms of success rate of ranging
sessions, and accuracy and precision of range measurements. We assume that
a ranging session has succeeded when all packets needed to be exchanged are
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properly received, see Fig. 3, and we are able to calculate the distance. For each
of the tests that we will discuss in this section, we conducted a set of 1000
measurements and out of that we counted the number of the succeeded ranging
sessions. This number out of the total attempted sessions gives us the ranging
sessions success rate.

To this end, we have used Decawave DWM1001 UWB transceivers to imple-
ment our modified SDS-TWR algorithm that provides range measurements
between an initiating UWB node and its dynamically discovered neighbors.
These devices support 7 frequency channels among 16 channels provided by the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard and 4 different bandwidths [3,5]. For the tests, we con-
figure the transceivers to operate on channel 5 [6240–6739.2 MHz] for which the
integrated antenna on the DW1001 module is tuned [5]. Decawave gives the pos-
sibility to configure its devices on three different data rates (110 kb/s, 850 kb/s
and 6.8 Mb/s), and 7 different preamble lengths (64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048,
4096) [6]. In fact, the sensitivity of the DW1000 radio improves as we go from
the highest data rate to the lowest available one [14]. Moreover, the choice of the
preamble length affects the ability of the receiver to detect the incoming signal
in the noise [14].

We conducted a series of tests for different radio parameters (e.g., data
rate and preamble), and in different locations (e.g., outdoor, indoor). For each
test setup, we collected 1000 range measurements which enable us to compute
descriptive statistics of the results (e.g., ranging session success rate, average
range, and standard deviation of the measured range). With these descriptive
statistics we characterize the performances of the implemented ranging algo-
rithm. By decreasing the data rate and increasing the preamble length, it is
expected that the UWB communication reliability and operational range will
improve in free space line-of-sight (LoS) scenario [6]. Nevertheless, this leads to
an increase in the packet airtime, with corresponding increase in the required
time to conclude a range session, and consequently increases error in range esti-
mation. Based on the test results we find that we need to make a trade-off
between the availability and the precision of the ranging on one side and the
range session duration on the other side.

We conducted the first set of tests in an outdoor environment with LoS. The
main objective of these tests is to identify the maximum operational range that
can be achieved for different configurations of data rates and preamble lengths
as resumed by Table 1. In order to look for the maximum achievable range, we
increase progressively the separating distance between the UWB transceivers
and we stop at a threshold of ranging sessions success rate that we fixed at
80%. Success rate, mean range and standard deviation have been depicted in
Fig. 4. From the figure we can find that the range sessions success rates is always
better than 80% for all the tests. The mean range is calculated as the average
value over all the range measurements. We also measured the systematic error
for these sets of tests as given in Table 1. The systematic error represents the
error between the measured distance and the actual distance measured manually
using a laser range finder. The systematic errors are mainly caused by antenna
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delays [15,16]. Therefore, transceiver calibration is required to eliminate this
error. Consequently, further better accuracy are expected on the range estimate
[15].
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Fig. 4. Success rate, mean range and standard deviation of measurements in outdoor
tests for various data rates and preamble lengths.

It is important to note that in outdoor open spaces, the most common form
of multipath is caused by RF reflections from the ground that can interfere
constructively or destructively (causing fading) with the direct path signal at the
receiver [14]. For this reason, we need to take this fading effect into consideration
before we start recording the measurements. We can see from Fig. 4 that the
standard deviation remains less than 8 cm. We can also notice that the highest
maximum range, which is 80 m, is reached as we operate with the lowest data
rate (110 kb/s) combined with the highest preamble lenfth (1024). The maximum
operational range achieved for a data rate of 850 kb/s is also important (between
70 and 73 m) which is sufficient for AIOSAT system requirements. What is also
interesting in this data rate is that the maximum range does not vary more than
3 cm for the 4 different preamble lengths, moreover, the standard deviation is
limited to 3.2 cm for a preamble length of 256.

Using this combination of data rate and preamble length (850 kb/s and 256)
can provide us a good operational range and accuracy for AIOSAT ranging sub-
system. We can see in Table 2 that the systematic error for this configuration is
lowest (23 cm) compared to the other data rates and preamble lengths combina-
tions. This configuration is preferred to the first one (a data rate of 110 kb/s and
a preamble length of 1024) because the airtime of the frame is lower and so is the
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Fig. 5. Success rate, mean range and standard deviation of measurements in indoor
tests with a fixed distance of 70 m and for various data rates and preamble lengths.

Table 1. Summary of outdoor tests for different data rates and various preamble
lengths.

Data rate 110 kb/s

Preamble length 1024 512 256 128

Average range (m) 80 73 77 62

Average systematic error (cm) 42 38 36 37

Data rate 850 kb/s

Preamble length 1024 512 256 128

Average range (m) 70 73 70 72

Average systematic error (cm) 27 38 3 25

Data rate 6.8Mb/s

Preamble length 1024 512 256 128

Average range (m) 36 35 37 37

Average systematic error (cm) 41 5 43 42

range session duration. For example for the report packet which is the longest
one with 44 bytes payload, the airtime is estimated at 0.65 ms for 850 kb/s and
256, compared to 4.13 ms for 110 kb/s of data rate and 1024 of preamble length.
We can assume from Fig. 4 and Table 1 that we need to give up the option of
operating at 6.8 Mb/s for the AIOSAT project, due to its lowest maximum range
(less than 37 m) and its high systematic error (more than 41 cm).
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In addition to these outdoor experiments, we also conducted tests inside a
building where we positioned the two UWB nodes in a corridor of more than
80 m long with a LoS. In this typical indoor environment maximum range that
can be achieved is expected to be larger to the quoted for outside free space,
because on top of the ground reflection we have additional multi-path reflections
from walls that give extra usable receive signal [6]. Figure 5 presents the results
of indoor tests for different configurations of data rates and preamble lengths.
In this case, the separation between the two nodes is fixed at a distance of 70 m.
Success rate, mean range and standard deviation are presented in Fig. 5. We can
see that the range sessions success rate remains higher than 77 % for data rates
of 110 and 850 kb/s for the different preamble lengths. The standard deviation
stays less than 5 cm for all cases in the figure except for the configuration of
850 kb/s data rate and 128 preamble length where the standard deviation reaches
as much as 1.1 m. This latter combination is excluded from use in the AIOSAT
project. The ranging success rate is very low (less than 25 %) for a data rate of
6.8 Mb/s with preamble lengths of 1024 and 512. For this data rate combined
with a preamble length of 128, the standard deviation is very high (about 60 cm),
so we exclude these last combination too. We can use a data rate of 6.8 Mb/s
combined with a preamble length of 256 where the success rate is about 70 %.
To conclude, considering the tests results performed in outdoor environment for
maximum operational ranges, and the experiments results conducted in indoor
with fixed distance, and with a concern to minimize the UWB frame airtime
and consequently the range session duration, we assume that the combination
that fits more to this compromise is the one with 850 kb/s data rate and 256
preamble length.

5 Communication System

The transfer of firefighters computed positions is ensured using long range com-
munication links (LoRa and NB-IoT). We have established on computer a private
LoRa network based on an open-source implementation of LoRaWAN network
server [8].

The firefighters are equipped with LoRa end-devices from Pycom (FiPy)
[9]. For NB-IoT connectivity, FiPy module can be used with a SIM card that
provides access to the NB-IoT network. Bidirectional LoRa communication is
implemented on Pycom class-A end devices. LoRa uplink communication serves
to send updated firefighters positions to the brigade leader and the MCC. Over-
the-air authentication is used by the end devices to join the LoRa network. We
also implemented the Listen Before Talk Adaptive Frequency Agility (LBT AFA)
protocol to access LoRa frequency channels; in order to avoid the end device
transmit duty cycle limitation of 1% imposed by the ETSI regulations [10], and
to lower the risk of collisions. LoRa downlink communication has also been imple-
mented in order to send alert messages from LoRa network to Pycom devices.
A MultiConnect Conduit IP67 gateway is used to relay messages between end
devices and the central LoRa local Network at the backend [11]. It is attached
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to the light pole of the firefighters truck and connected via Ethernet to the local
network as presented in Fig. 6. It forwards the received messages from the end-
devices to the LoRa server. This gateway is dedicated for outdoor environments
and it supports LTE back haul capabilities [11]. In some scenarios, we can use
more than one gateway in a rescue intervention, all forwarding packets to the
same local network server. Transmitted messages in this case can be received by
all gateways, where duplicated packets are removed by the LoRa server.

Fig. 6. Field test setup of LoRa communication.
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Fig. 7. LoRa tests in a parking scenario.

When NB-IoT coverage exists, FiPy devices are configured to send data using
NB-IoT uplink to the operator server. In rescue interventions in Belgium, we
use orange network [13]. Field tests of LoRa and NB-IoT communications have
been performed in an underground parking in Ghent, Belgium, in collaboration
with the fire station center of Ghent (FRS Centrum). The goal is to test the
communication system in a critical underground fire scenario. This parking is
situated in the center of Ghent, which is an old construction composed of 3 levels
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in the underground. Figure 7 presents the tests results in terms of SNR and RSSI
of LoRa communication using FiPy devices with spreading factors of 10 and 11.
We chose these high spreading factors to make the demodulation of received
packets possible even with very low SNR [12]. For the tests we sent packets
using sequence numbers as a useful data with an interval of 12 s. This sequence
number is used to track the successfully transmitted packets and the lost ones.
The success rate of transmitted packets from the −3 level to the gateway placed
on a firefighter truck at the entrance of the parking is of 50% with a spreading
factor of 11. NB-IoT communication have also been tested in this parking but
the communication was bad. We could not transmit packets successfully from −3
level. So for this critical scenario, we prefer to use LoRa communication solution
for sending estimated positions of the rescue workers to the command center.

6 Conclusion

The aim of the AIOSAT tracking and alerting project is to exploit the posi-
tioning, ranging and communication subsystems to develop an application that
provides mobile situational awareness. Members positions, inter-distances, and
other sensor information are fused to give enhanced position estimates and alert-
ing functionality supporting the decision-making and safety operations of the
mission members. In this paper, we reported our work on developing the RF-
UWB ranging sub-system to measure the inter-distances between firefighters.
Experiments in outdoor and indoor scenarios have been conducted and discussed
in order to characterize the influence of relevant parameters such as the data rate
and the preamble length, on the ranging performances in terms of availability,
accuracy, and precision. Furthermore, a long-range communication system based
on LoRa and NB-IoT has been implemented and results from field tests in a crit-
ical underground fire scenario have been presented in this paper.
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Abstract. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are useful in several appli-
cation domains. They are often used for data gathering in an interested
area. The popularity of WSNs is due to their ease of deployment and
auto-configuration capabilities. A WSN network is composed by several
sensor nodes that must cooperate and build the network where each node
is in range of at least one other node. In star network topology, the sink
node is in range of the all others and the communication from each node
to the sink is assumed to be a single hop. So, the sink node can discover
all the others nodes around it belonging to the star topology.

In most cases, the network set-up phase begins with a topology dis-
covery. One usual way for the discovery process is to allow each node to
broadcast hello messages during a given period of time. When the sink
located at the center of the star topology is equipped with a directional
antenna, this discovery process has to be done for each beam direction
of the sink antenna. In this work we are dealing with a star topology
having a sink with a directional switched-beam antenna. In such case,
the connectivity between the sink and other nodes is intermittent.

In this paper, we present an optimized approach called WAYE that
helps to reduce the network discovery time using a sink with a switched-
beam antenna. The performance evaluation using Contiki Os Cooja sim-
ulator shows that the proposed approach outperforms the IEEE 802.15.4
CSMA/CA algorithm with directional and omni-directional antenna.

Keywords: Switched topology · Directional antenna · Network
discovery delay · Star topology · Wireless Sensor Network · Medium
access protocol

1 Introduction

Thanks to their ease of deployment and auto-configuration capabilities, Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) are useful and applied in many aspects of our daily
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life such as home monitoring [1], heath care monitoring [2], industrial plan mon-
itoring [3], or volcanic earthquake monitoring [4]. In most cases, WSNs are used
for data collection where all nodes that collect data need to transmit them to
a central node usually called the sink in the literature. In star topology, data
collecting nodes are in the communication range of the sink and multi-hop data
transmission is not necessary.

Several works in the literature show that directional antennas are benefit for
wireless networks, such as increasing network capacity [5], extending transmis-
sion range [6] and reducing energy consumption [7]. However, when directional
antennas are used, many trivial mechanisms, such as medium access protocol,
routing protocols and neighbor discovery, become more challenging and need to
be redesigned.

In this work, we propose a directional antenna based network discovery app-
roach to help the sink node to discover the whole network topology at the network
start-up phase. The proposed mechanism is applied in a star network topology
where the sink is equipped with a directional antenna and an omni-directional
antenna for the other nodes.

The efficiency of the approach is evaluated and compared to the well-known
CSMA/CA protocol with and without directional antenna at the sink node. The
obtained results using the Contiki OS Cooja simulator show that the proposed
mechanism is efficient compared to CSMA/CA protocol.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present an overview
of the related works dealing with neighbor discovery with directional antennas.
The different assumptions used in this work and our proposed neighbor discovery
mechanism called WAYE (Who Are You Enquiry) are described in Sect. 3. In
Sect. 4, we present the simulation environmental, the simulation parameters and
the obtained results. Section 5 conclude the paper and state future work.

2 Related Work

In wireless network with directional antennas, many early works such as [5,7,8]
have been done showing the advantages of directional antennas over omni-
directional antennas. The benefit of the directional antennas are several kinds
such as extending transmission range [5,8], increasing network capacity and
reducing energy consumption [7]. In [5], two neighbor discovery schemes were
compared: (i) in the first scheme, omni-directional antennas are used and all
neighbors discovery Hellos message are sent omni-directionally; (ii) in the sec-
ond scheme directional antennas are used and Hellos messages are sent direc-
tionally. Nodes in the both mechanisms use CSMA/CA to access to medium.
Authors argue that the generated topology with neighbor discovery exploiting
directional antennas is better because Hellos messages can travel farther; they
also found that when beam forming antennas are used, the CSMA is unsuitable
due to collisions.

Probabilistic neighbor discovery algorithms with directional antennas were
proposed in [9]. The authors discussed the choice of antenna beamwidth, they
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showed that the choice depends on the time Δt allocated for the neighbor dis-
covery process. When Δt is small, it is shown that large beamwith is preferable
because it results in a greater number of discovered neighbors. However, in case
Δt is large, narrower beamwidths are a good choice. A large beamwidth cov-
ers a more large transmission area that can cause greater collision than a small
beamwidth. But it has the advantage to allow many nodes to receive transmis-
sions simultaneously.

The authors in [10] also proposed two kind of neighbor discovery algorithms:
scan based algorithms exploiting directional antennas and random based algo-
rithms using omni-directional antennas. They showed that algorithms exploit-
ing directional antennas outperformed those using omni-directional antennas in
terms of data discovery delay.

In [11], authors compared the performance of CSMA based protocol with
MDMAC (Memory guided Directional MAC) protocol in which they added a
randomized neighbor discovery. MDMAC is directional MAC protocol for mil-
limeter wave networks. The authors shown through simulations results that the
MDMAC protocol outperforms the CSMA based protocol in term of throughput.
They also shown that the MDMAC throughput is improved when the antenna
beamwith is small.

Through the existing works, we notice that directional antennas have sev-
eral advantage in wireless communication. Such as extending the communication
range [6], increasing the network capacity [5] and reducing the energy consump-
tion. However, due to the particularity of the directional antennas and its dif-
ference to the omni-directional ones, most of the medium access schema and
network discovery mechanisms must be adapted or redesigned to feet directional
antennas. In this work we propose a new mechanism used for neighbors discovery
by a sink equipped with directional antennas.

3 System Description

3.1 Directional Antenna Model

The directional antenna model considered and used at the sink node in this
paper, is composed of 12 overlapped sectors or beams that cover the entire
omni-directional 360◦ plane as shown in Fig. 1. Each beam width is about 30◦

and has one main lobe, two side lobes and one back lobe as depicted in Fig. 2.
The antenna sectors can be activated independently but two or more can not be
activated at the same time. The antenna model is proposed in [12].

3.2 The System Model and the Network Topology

A star wireless network as shown in Fig. 3 is considered in this work, where
the central node (sink) is equipped with a switched beam directional antenna
and sensor nodes randomly deployed around the sink are using omni-directional
antenna. Furthermore, the following assumptions are made for this work:
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Fig. 1. Directional antenna beams Fig. 2. Single beam orientation

Fig. 3. Star topology Fig. 4. The structure of the frame

1. Each node has an unique identifier (ID).
2. The discovery process is started by a request of the sink node.
3. Sink node can detect collisions.
4. Time is divided into several time slots called a frame as shown in Fig. 4.
5. The network topology is assumed to be stable during the discovery process.

In Table 1, we presents the different parameters and terms used in this paper.

Table 1. Parameters and terms

Parameters Definition

S0 Number of idle slots (a slot in which no node responds)
S1 Number of successful slots (a slot in which the sink receives

correctly a response)
S∗
2 Number of collided slots (a slot in which a collision occurs

due to simultaneous transmissions of two or more nodes.)
N The number of sensor nodes in the network
K Switched beam antenna sectors or beams number. K = 12
NS Allocated time slots number by the sink node

3.3 WAYE: The Proposed Neighbor Discovery Protocol

In this section we present WAYE (Who Are You Enquiry), our proposed mech-
anism. It helps the sink node to discover its neighboring nodes, and is based on
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dynamic time slotting. The discovery process is divided into cycles and triggered
by the sink. Each cycle begins with a sink discovery request message (as shown
in Fig. 5) called WAYE.

Fig. 5. Cycle in WAYE protocol

3.4 The Description of the WAYE Algorithm

At the beginning of the discovery process, the sink selects its antenna sector
(Sector 0 in Fig. 1) and initializes the first cycle by sending WAYE toward its
neighbor nodes that are located in the sector coverage area. The WAYE contains
the current sector number (Sector ID), the initial number of allocated time slot
(NS) that will be used by neighbor nodes to send their reply message, and the list
of discovered nodes ID. It stays in the selected sector sending discovery request
cycle after cycle until all neighboring nodes located in that sector are found, then
it goes to the next sector, put the number of allocated time slot to the initial
value and set the list of discovered nodes ID to empty. In each cycle, the sink
checks the outcome of each allocated time slot. The sink uses these outcomes to
estimate the number of its potential neighbors and decides whether more cycles
are needed or not. A time slot has three possible outcomes as presented in Fig. 6:

1. Slot with collision which occurs when two or more nodes try to reply in the
same slot.

2. Slot with success when only one node selects and replies in that slot
3. Idle slot, which indicates that no neighbor node has selected the slot.

When a node hears the sink WAYE, it reads the current sector ID and the
number of allocated time slots (NS), and checks if its ID is in the sink discovered
list. If it finds that it is among the sink discovered nodes, it remains silent for
next cycles related to the current sector. Otherwise, it selects randomly a slot in
[1, NS] in which it will send its reply message named “Hello” to the sink. After
a node sends its Hello, it waits for the next cycle.
Whenever the sink receives correctly a reply message from a neighboring node,
it adds that node ID to its list of discovered node.
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Fig. 6. Possible outcomes for a time slot. In this figures Sx_y means selected slot for
node x at the cycle y

3.5 Estimation of the Number of Sink Neighbors

In each cycle, the sink checks each time slot status. For a given time slot, if
the sink receives correctly a Hello from a neighbor, it increments the counter of
successful slots (S1). If a collision is detected, it increments the counter of collided
slots (S∗

2 ). Otherwise, the sink consider the slot as idle slot and increments the
counter of idle slots (S0). At the end of the cycle, the sink uses the value of
S0, S1 and S∗

2 to estimate the number of its neighboring nodes according to the
following relation: S1 + (1.5− S0

NS )× 2× S∗
2 . At the beginning of each cycle, S0,

S1 and S∗
2 are set to zero.

3.6 Time Slots Adjustment

The allocated time slots number (NS) is different from one cycle to another as
it is dynamically adjusted by the sink. At the end of a cycle, the sink estimates
the number of its neighbors and the remaining nodes to be discovered in the
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next cycle. The number of remaining nodes to be discovered is the difference
between the estimated number of neighbors and the number of discovered nodes
in the current cycle. Based on this estimation at the end of current cycle, the
sink allocates a number of time slots for the next cycle which is closer to the
number of remaining nodes.

3.7 Time Slots Adjustment

The discovery process ends when the sink has visited all its sectors for discovering
neighbors. A sector is visited, if the sink has discovered all neighbor nodes in
that sector. The neighbor discovery in each sector is done cycle by cycle by the
sink. For a given sector, if after a cycle, the sink observes that the number of idle
slots (S0) is equal to the number of allocated slots (S0 = NS), the sink initializes
a new cycle containing only one allocated slot. At the end of that cycle, if no
node replies, the sink considers that it has discovered all neighbors and switches
to the next sector.

During the neighborhood discovery process, the sink node fulfils a table that
contains the ID of discovered nodes in each sector. An example of the number of
nodes discovered in each sector is presented by the Table 2 with the network sce-
nario of 24 nodes. An other table with the RSSI value of each node in each sector
is also fulfilled as we can see on the Fig. 3 presenting the results of nodes with
ID 7. This Table 3 can be useful during data transmission phase. For example
to transmit data to node 7 with the best observed RSSI, the sink can activate
the sector 150◦. We gave the example of Fig. 3 based on RSSI value but other
metrics like LQI (Link Quality Indicator) can be also used.

Table 2. Nodes discovered in each beam.

Number of sector Discovered nodes ID Number of discovered nodes

1(0◦) 14, 22, 19, 11, 13, 6 6

2(30◦) 22, 19, 9, 16, 14, 11, 13, 5, 6 9

3(60◦) 19, 21, 9, 16, 14, 11, 2, 13, 5, 6 10

4(90◦) 19, 16, 2, 13, 25 5

5(120◦) 25, 23, 19, 11, 13, 24 6

6(150◦) 4, 14, 23, 7, 19, 11, 13, 18 8

7(180◦) 22, 6, 16, 14, 7, 19, 12, 11, 13, 18 10

8(210◦) 6, 16, 19, 20, 12 5

9(240◦) 17, 21, 16, 15, 19, 5, 11, 2, 13 9

10(270◦) 8, 17, 21, 3, 14, 13, 19, 11 8

11(300◦) 11, 19, 3, 13, 24, 10, 14 7

12(330◦) 7, 10, 14, 24, 19, 11 6
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Table 3. Discovering node 7 in different sector with different RSSI values

Node ID Sector RSSI value

7 150◦ −81
7 180◦ −82
7 330◦ −84

4 Simulations Environment and Performance Evaluation

We used Cooja simulator [13] to evaluate the performance of our proposed WAYE
protocol. Cooja is a java-based simulator designed to simulate sensor networks
running the Contiki operating system. WAYE is compared to the CSMA/CA
algorithm in both directional (CSMA-D) and omni-directional (CSMA-O) anten-
nas on the sink node. We used the standard version of the unslotted CSMA/CA
protocol of IEEE 802.15.4 [14].

Some rules are used to generate topologies for simulations. Nodes are spread
on a square generic deployment area which is divided in four quadrants. The
random positioning of nodes is used to remain close to a realistic positioning.
However, to avoid having less covered places than others, overlays and nodes
which are too distant each from others, we impose some constraints: (i) a new
node is deployed at a minimal distance from the nodes already positioned (ii)
the distribution of the nodes in the four quadrants has to be balanced.

An example of application of these two filtering rules is given in Fig. 7 for 40
deployed nodes on an area of 300× 300m2, spaced at least two meters apart.

Fig. 7. Topology generation

For each topology, all node are in communication range of the sink (star
topology) and we ensure that the network is connected (no isolated nodes) before
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starting the evaluation process. We used 3 network sizes with 24, 34 and 44
nodes. For each iteration, the same topology is used to evaluate each mechanism.
We used the Multipath Ray tracer radio Medium (MRM) provided in Cooja
simulator and we added a path loss random component with a standard deviation
of 5 dBs in order to emulate the instability of radio links. We also introduce
an outage probability of 5%, that means in 5% of attempts, node are out of
range of the sink. Doing so, helps to emulate slight unreliable link with 95% of
transmission success.

In the presented results, each value is an average of ten different simulations
for each scenario. We evaluated the performance of our contribution according to
the time needed by the sink to discover all nodes in the network. The simulations
parameters are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Simulation parameters.

Deployment area 300 m× 300 m
Radio frequency 2.4 GHz
Transceiver CC2420
Receiver sensitivity −85 dBm
Propagation model Shadowing with outage probability
Antenna type - Switched beam antenna at the sink

- Omni-directional for other nodes
Slot length 8 ms

4.1 Sink Neighbor Nodes Discovery Delay

We evaluate the time necessary to the sink node to discover all its neighbors in
our approach WAYE with directional antenna sink and CSMA/CA with both
directional and omni-directional antenna sink.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 present the delay needed for sink neighbors discovery
according to the number of node in the network. In Fig. 8, the obtained delay
with WAYE is compared to the delay of CSMA/CA with an omni-directional
antenna. The observed results show that the sink running WAYE with a direc-
tional antenna takes less time to discover its neighbors. For example with 44
nodes to discover by the sink, WAYE needs less than 1.5 s to discover all the
nodes while CSMA/CA needs more than 4 s.

In Fig. 9, the neighors discovery delay for the sink using WAYE and
CSMA/CA with directional antenna is presented. These results show that WAYE
also outperforms CSMA/CA with directional antenna on the sink. The results for
WAYE, CSMA/CA with directional and omni-directional antennas are depicted
in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. Network discovery delay with omni-directional (CSMA-O) antenna sink in
CSMA/CA vs directional (WAYE) antenna sink in WAYE

Fig. 9. Network discovery time for WAYE mechanism vs CSMA/CA algorithm with
directional antenna sink.

The good performance of WAYE is due to on the one hand the reduction of
the interference and collisions between nodes surrounding the sink thanks to the
fact that beams covered around 1/12 of the collision area for each orientation.
On the other hand, thanks to the optimized number of time slots allocated at
each orientation of the beam. The allocated slots are closer to the number of
nodes to discovery for each beam orientation, that helps to avoid wasting some
time slots.
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We also notice in Fig. 10 that the CSMA/CA with directional antenna
has lower neighbors discovery delay than CSMA/CA with the omni-directional
antenna once the number of nodes to discover is greater than 38. With omni-
directional antenna at the sink node, we notice that the contention and collisions
increase with the number of nodes to discover. That is not the case with the
directional antenna. CSMA/CA with directional antenna outperforms the omni-
directional one thanks to the reduction of the contention and collisions between
nodes around the sink using beams. With the directional antenna, the collision
zone is reduced for each orientation of the beam that explains its performance.
The Fig. 10 confirms that WAYE outperforms both version of CSMA/CA in the
three evaluated network scenarios (24, 34 and 44 nodes).

Fig. 10. Comparison of the three approaches.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

Directional antennas have several advantages when applied in WSNs. They help
to improve the connectivity between nodes in the network. In this paper, we
presented our new mechanism WAYE that helps to shorten the time needed by
a sink equipped with a directional antenna to discover its neihgors nodes. This
mechanism is compared to the standard version of the CSMA/CA algorithm
running on the sink equipped in the one hand with omni-directional antenna
and in the second hand with a directional antenna. This performance of WAYE
is mainly due to (i) the reduction of interference and collisions between nodes
transmitting to the sink thanks to using beams of the antenna. And (ii) thanks
to providing an optimized number of time slots in each orientation of the beam
which is closer to the number of nodes covered by each beam orientation.
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The number of collisions during the discovery process is shown to have an
impact on the delay, in the future work, we would like to reduce as much as
possible the number of collisions by reducing the number of contenders in each
cylce with persistence based approach.
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Abstract. We describe a distributed algorithm to build a convergecast
tree and a corresponding schedule for a given wireless network executing
under Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH). TSCH is one of the modes
of operation defined in IEEE 802.15.4e and is the communication basis of
current industrial wireless networks standards and the Internet of Things.
In particular, the algorithm we describe is efficient, scalable, provides
deterministic communication (no collisions) and is based on the Signal-
to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) model, currently considered the
most appropriate to develop and analyze algorithms for wireless networks
when interference is taken into consideration.

1 Introduction

IEEE 802.15.4 [10] specifies the physical layer and the medium access control
(MAC) sublayer for low-rate wireless sensor networks. In order to accommodate
requirements of fabric and process automation applications, this specification
was amended by IEEE 802.15.4e [9], which introduced a set of new modes of
operation. In this paper we focus on one of these modes, called Time Slotted
Channel Hopping (TSCH). TSCH is the basis of operation of important indus-
trial wireless sensor network standards (WirelessHART and ISA 100.11a) and
has become an important part of the Internet of Things (IoT).

In TSCH, transmissions occur in specific combinations of time slots and
physical channels. Managing communication in a TSCH network thus requires
the definition of schedules, i.e., assignment of pairs of time slots and channels to
communication links between nodes so as to minimize interference. Scheduling
problems in TSCH networks have attracted much attention recently.

In [15,16] we presented a (localized) distributed algorithm to compute a
schedule given a communication topology, which is an arbitrary graph represent-
ing which nodes need to send messages to each other nodes. In this paper we
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present a related but different problem. We describe a distributed algorithm to
build a convergecast tree and a corresponding schedule for transmissions over
this tree on a TSCH network. A convergecast tree is a spanning tree that can
be used by nodes to send data to a specific destination node (a base station, for
example). A schedule is an assignment of a time slot and a channel to each edge
of the tree. We build schedules such that transmissions can occur without col-
lision (deterministically). In particular, we want to minimize the schedule size,
i.e. the number of time slots needed to schedule all edges of the tree. We assume
a Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) model [6]. SINR is currently
the most appropriate model for the analysis and development of algorithms for
wireless networks when interference is taken into consideration. Previous works
on this problem either do not provide deterministic communication or are based
on a simpler (graph-based) interference model. Although we describe an algo-
rithm for a (theoretical) model, we contrast our results with figures of a real
deployment to argue on the potential of our approach to improve scheduling in
real settings.

After introducing TSCH in Sect. 2, we discuss related work in Sect. 3. In
Sect. 4 we describe the assumed system model. In Sect. 5 we describe dilution,
the most fundamental concept upon which our algorithm is based. In Sects. 6,
7 and 8 we describe our algorithm, present its complexity and a performance
evaluation, respectively. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 TSCH

In TSCH [9], communication is structured in slotframes. A slotframe is a set
of time slots that repeats continuously in time. Each slot is long enough to
allow a node to send a maximum length frame to another node and receive an
acknowledgement. The number of slots in a slotframe defines its size.

Direct communication between nodes happens in a given time slot and using
a specific channel offset. A channel offset is a number that identifies one out of a
set of channels available for communication. Each channel represents a specific
frequency hopping sequence, i.e. a predetermined sequence of frequencies that will
be used during transmissions (one frequency per time slot). A network operates
with a fixed number of possible channel offsets (typically 16). Time slotted access
and multichannel functionality provides robustness and deterministic latency
needed in critical applications.

The pairwise assignment of a directed communication between devices in a
time slot and a channel offset is called a link. Two types of links are defined:
dedicated and shared links. A dedicated link is associated with a single transmit-
ting node and one or more receiving nodes. A shared link is assigned to more
than one device for transmission.

In this paper, we only consider networks operating with dedicated links,
each with a single receiver. Additionally, although a network might operate with
multiple slotframes, we assume the use of a single one.
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3 Related Work

The development of distributed scheduling algorithms for TSCH has recently
attracted much attention (e.g., [1,5,7,8,13,17]).

In [1,8,17] the authors describe scheduling algorithms for convergecast trees
in TSCH. However, the algorithms are based on simple graph-based conflict mod-
els. For example, only transmissions through edges involving a common node
interfere with each other. Conflicts in wireless networks are much more involved,
depending on the relationship between signal power of concurrent transmissions.
The inefficiency of graph-based models has already been documented, theoreti-
cally, by simulation and experimentally (e.g. [12]). SINR is currently considered
the best model to analyze and design algorithms for wireless networks.

A different approach to distributively build schedules is described in [5]. The
authors describe Orchestra, a protocol for nodes to autonomously build local
schedules without signalling overhead. Orchestra is based on a routing tree and
has been the basis for other scheduling strategies, e.g. [13] where it is extended
to address different traffic loads in the tree. Algorithms based on Orchestra,
however, do not guarantee collision-free communication as in our algorithm,
except for slotframes with sizes greater than the number of nodes. As discussed
later, our algorithm achieves collision free schedules with much shorter schedules.

We have addressed scheduling under SINR in [15,16] for a related but dif-
ferent problem. We have described an algorithm to find a schedule given a set
of edges representing a communication topology. In this paper we describe an
algorithm to build a specific communication topology (convergecast tree) and a
suitable corresponding schedule. The algorithm to build the tree is based on our
algorithm in [2], but modified in such a way to minimize the schedule size (we
discuss it further in Sect. 6).

Scheduling has been considered under SINR for additional different problems
(e.g. in [3,14]). In [3] the authors address the question of how many colours are
needed to create a schedule that guarantees strong connectivity. In particular,
the problem for arbitrary graphs is left open. In [14] the authors address the
problem of disseminating k messages stored in k arbitrary nodes to the entire
network with the fewest time slots in a complete graph (single-hop network).

A (partial) survey of scheduling strategies for TSCH networks can be found
in [7].

4 System Model and Notation

Network Model. We assume a network composed of n static nodes spread on
an Euclidean plane and communicating by wireless medium. Each node v has
a unique id, denoted id(v), and a unique pair of x, y-coordinates. Each node
is equipped with an omni-directional antenna and all nodes transmit with the
same (maximum) power. We denote by r the maximum transmission range, i.e.
the maximum distance from a transmitting node at which another node can still
receive the message when maximum transmission power is used. Without loss
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of generality, we normalize the maximum transmission range to 1. Each node
knows: its id, its x, y-coordinates, the number n of nodes in the network and the
number of communication channels available.
Granularity. The granularity of the network, denoted by g, is defined as
the maximum transmission range divided by the minimum Euclidean distance
between any two nodes, i.e., g = r/dmin = 1/dmin, where dmin denotes the
minimum distance between any two nodes.

Communication. Each node might transmit in one out of a set C of channel
offsets, or simply channels. Communication is structured in a slotframe, com-
posed of a sequence of time slots. During network operation (after the schedule
is built) a message and its acknowledgment (if sent) can be both transmitted
during the same time slot. A slotframe repeats continuously in time.

Interference. Transmissions on different channels are assumed not to collide.
Communication between nodes on the same channel is defined by the SINR
model. This model has three fixed parameters: path loss α > 2, receiver sensibil-
ity β ≥ 1 and ambient noise N ≥ 1. Let Pv be the transmission power used by a
node v. The SINR(u, v, T ) ratio for nodes u, v and a set T of nodes transmitting
on a channel c is defined as follows:

SINR(u, v, T ) =
Pu · dist(u, v)−α

N +
∑

w∈T \{u} Pw · dist(w, v)−α
(1)

A node v successfully receives a message from a node u if u ∈ T , v is not
transmitting, v is listening to messages in c, and:

SINR(u, v, T ) ≥ β

Communication Graph. According to SINR, a node v located at distance r
from a node u can only receive successfully a message from u on a channel if
u is the only node transmitting in the whole network on that channel. Thus
we assume here (as it has become usual) a communication graph G(V,E) of
a network as consisting of all nodes and edges (u, v) such that dist(u, v) ≤
(1−ε)r = 1−ε, where 0 < ε < 1 is a fixed model parameter. The communication
graph is assumed to be connected.

Grids. The algorithm described in this paper is based on divisions of the plane
into grids. A grid of square boxes of size c × c is denoted Gc. In a grid: all
boxes are aligned with the coordinate axes; point (0, 0) is a grid point; each box
includes its left side without the top endpoint and its bottom side without the
right endpoint and does not include its right and top sides. In a grid Gc, we will
call a k-superbox (for example, a 4-superbox, for k = 4) a set of k adjacent boxes
of the grid forming a square.

5 Basic Procedure: Dilution

Our algorithm is based on dilution. Dilution is a procedure that guarantees that
nodes far away enough from each other can transmit successfully within a certain
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Fig. 1. Dilution

range on a given communication channel [11]. The basic idea of dilution is that
given a grid Gx where a single node might transmit per grid box at a time, there
is a constant distance d (in numbers of grid boxes) such that if nodes that are in
boxes at distance d from each other transmit simultaneously, their transmissions
will be successfully received within the (2

√
2)x distance from each of them.

Figure 1 illustrates dilution. It shows a grid Gx and a distance d (d = 10
in the figure). Observe that d defines d2-superboxes, i.e., squares of d × d grid
boxes. If at most a single node transmits per box of the grid, dilution guaran-
tees that nodes in boxes in the same relative position within the d2-superboxes
can transmit simultaneously and successfully within the (2

√
2)x range. Figure 1

shows nodes (little black dots) in boxes index 0 of each d2-superbox. If they
transmit simultaneously their transmissions will be successfully received in the
indicated range (dashed circles). Dilution consists of first scheduling nodes in
boxes index 0 to transmit, then those in boxes index 1, then index 2, and so on,
until boxes index d2 − 1. Details about how d is computed are found in [11,16].

6 Building a Convergecast Tree

6.1 Overview

The algorithm to build a convergecast tree has two phases: a first phase, when
ranks are assigned to nodes; and a second phase, when the tree is built. It is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Ranks are assigned to nodes using a simple variation of the broadcast algo-
rithm described in [11]. A broadcast algorithm disseminates the same message
from a source node to all other nodes. In our case, each node behaves as defined
by the algorithm in [11], but, instead of forwarding the message from the source
node, it transmits a new message with its own id, rank, position and additional
information needed to guarantee that the broadcast tree will only contain edges
of length at most 1−ε. Each node defines its own rank when it receives a message
for the first time. An example broadcast tree is illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
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(a) Broadcast tree

x = (1 − ε)/
√
2

(b) Local Trees

x = (1 − ε)/
√
2

(c) Convergecast Tree

Fig. 2. Phases of the algorithm to build a convergecast tree

In the second phase, the plane is divided into a grid Gx, for x = (1 − ε)/
√

2
(see Fig. 2(b)), such that the maximum distance in a box (diagonal) is the maxi-
mum transmission range in the communication graph (1− ε). The nodes in each
nonempty box will elect a leader (marked with a circle in Fig. 2(b)). The leader
will be the node with the highest rank in the box. The leader election procedure
defines a local tree inside the box (see Fig. 2(b)). Along this procedure, the nodes
exchange information such that at the end the leader will know the structure of
the local tree. The local tree will be used by nodes to convergecast data locally
to the box leader.

The global convergecast tree will be built by connecting each leader of a box
to the node from which it received the first message in the rank assignment phase
(see Fig. 2(c)).

The global schedule is defined based on the existence of two types of edges in
the convergecast tree: edges inside boxes of grid Gx (internal edges) and edges
whose adjacent nodes are in different boxes of this grid (external edges).

The details of each part of the algorithm are described in the next subsections.
Due to lack of space, we will not provide formal proof of correctness of the
algorithm.

6.2 Assigning Ranks

A rank of a node is an ordered pair containing an integer number and the node’s
id. Initially the source node builds its rank using any integer number and its
id. When any other node v receives a rank from a node w for the first time, v
builds its own rank using its own id and 1 less than the integer number in w’s
rank. Ranks are thus totally ordered, as ranks with the same integer will have
different node ids (which can be totally ordered).

We assume the use of a modified version of the broadcast algorithm for known
granularity described in [11]. This algorithm works as follows. A node can be
either active or inactive during any instant. Initially only the source node is
active. The source node broadcasts the message and becomes inactive. The nodes
that have received the message become active. The plane is then divided into a
grid Gz, for z = ε/(2

√
2). The nodes in each nonempty box elect a leader for the
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box. The leaders then broadcast the message again and the process continues.
This procedure builds a broadcast tree, where the parent of a node is the node
from which it has received the message for the first time.

We assume two modifications in this algorithm: (a) when the leaders transmit
the message, they transmit the ids, ranks and coordinates of all nodes inside its
box - these data are collected during leader election; (b) when an inactive node
receives a message, it checks the ids and coordinates of nodes in the message and
chooses as its parent a node whose distance to it is less than or equal to (1 − ε).

This algorithm will generate a tree spanning all nodes in the graph, every
node will have a rank (less than its parent’s rank) and all edges of the tree will
have length that is equal or less than (1 − ε). This is a consequence of the fact
that the communication graph is connected and the properties of the broadcast
algorithm from [11].

6.3 Local Trees

Local trees are built in each nonempty box of grid Gx, for x = (1 − ε)/
√

2 (see
Fig. 2(b)). As previously said, this box size is such that the maximum distance
inside a box is the maximum transmission range in the communication graph
(1 − ε).

To build the tree, we use a variation of the leader election with known gran-
ularity described in [11]. This algorithm builds a tree rooted at the leader node.
Based on the granularity of the network, we define a grid Gx, such that there
is at most a single node in each grid cell:

√
2x must be less than or equal to

the minimum distance between any two nodes (Fig. 3(a)). Then nodes in each
4-superboxes elect a leader among themselves and become children of this leader
in the local tree (Fig. 3(b) - the leaders are identified by circles). The value of x
is then doubled, defining a new grid G2x. Then the leaders in each 4-superbox
in this grid elect a leader among themselves (Fig. 3(c)) and become children of
this new leader in the local tree. This process is repeated until x = (1 − ε)/

√
2

(Fig. 3(d)), when the local tree is finished. This is a variation of the leader election
algorithm from [11] as along the leader election procedure the nodes transmit
to their parent in the tree the structure of its subtree. Thus, at the end of the
algorithm, the leader in each box will know the ids and the structure of the
whole local tree in its box.
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6.4 Global Tree

After a local tree is built in each nonempty box of the grid, the global converge-
cast tree spanning all nodes in the graph is built by connecting the leaders in
each box to their parent in the broadcast tree (see Fig. 2(c)). Convergecast will
be performed locally in the boxes to the leaders using the local trees, from the
leader to some node outside the box and then again up to the global tree root.

An important property of the global convergecast tree is that there will be a
single edge in each nonempty box used to flow data from the box to some other
box (except for the box containing the source node, that will have no such edge).

6.5 Global Schedule

The scheduling will be made differently for internal and external edges. An
internal edge in a grid is one that has both endpoints inside the same box. An
external edge connects a node in a box to a node in some other box of the grid. In
the global tree, internal edges are the edges of local trees (see Fig. 2(b)). External
edges are those that connect a leader of a local tree to some node outside its box
(see Fig. 2(c)).

Scheduling Internal Edges. Scheduling of internal edges is made based on
dividing the grid Gx for x = (1 − ε)/

√
2 in superboxes in such a way that we

can assign one different channel to each of the boxes in these superboxes. We
will explain the process with an example. Suppose that we have 16 channels,
i.e. |C| = 16. So we can divide Gx into 16-superboxes. These superboxes are
represented as B1, B2, ...B16 in Fig. 4. Consider now superboxes whose inner
boxes in the same relative position satisfy the distance d in boxes, where d is
the dilution distance1. Assuming that d = 8, we would have the following sets of
superboxes: B1, B5, B9, B13; B2, B6, B10, B14; B3, B7, B11, B15; and B4, B8, B12,
B16.

Scheduling internal edges is now done by scheduling these superbox sets.
Consider, for example, when set B1, B5, B9, B13 is scheduled. We will have that
nodes in boxes in the same relative position inside each of these superboxes
satisfy the dilution distance d (in boxes). Consider, for example, nodes in boxes
B0

1 , B0
5 , B0

9 and B0
13. They will be able to transmit simultaneously and each

transmission will be guaranteed to be received in their local range, as they satisfy
the dilution distance. Observe that the same will happen for nodes in boxes
B1

1 , B1
5 , B1

9 , B1
13, as well as in boxes B2

1 , B2
5 , B2

9 , B2
13, etc. Additionally, as

transmissions in each box inside these superboxes will happen in a different
channel, one transmission per each of these boxes can be done concurrently.

Thus we first schedule the set B1, B5, B9 and B13. A simultaneous trans-
mission can occur in each non-empty box of these superboxes. Transmissions
in boxes in the same relative position in superboxes use the same channel and

1 This distance is a bit longer than the dilution distance computed in [11], as done in
[16], since dilution is originally defined for box sizes at most (1 − ε)/(2

√
2) and we

have boxes of size x = (1 − ε)/
√

2.
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Fig. 4. Boxes and superboxes

transmissions in different boxes in the same superbox use different channels. For
example, B0

1 , B0
5 , B0

9 , B0
13 use channel 0, B1

1 , B1
5 , B1

9 , B1
13 use channel 1, and so

on. Then we schedule the set B2, B6, B10, B14, then B3, B7, B11, B15; and finally
B4, B8, B12 and B16. Each time one of these sets is scheduled an internal edge
in each constituent box is chosen.

Scheduling External Edges. We will illustrate the procedure using again
Fig. 4. As previously described, there will be at most a single external edge in
each grid box: the edge from the leader of the box to a node outside the box.

Local trees are built for boxes in grid Gx, for x = (1 − ε)/
√

2. A transmit-
ting node in a box of Gx can only reach another node at a maximum distance
which is less than 1.5x, as the maximum range in the communication graph is
1− ε. A node, for example, in box B0

1 and a node in B0
3 cannot have intersecting

communication ranges. Thus leaders in boxes in the same relative position in
superboxes B1, B2, B3 and B4 can transmit simultaneously. However, the dis-
tance between these leaders do not satisfy the dilution distance d (see Fig. 4).
Thus these leaders might transmit at the same time as long as they use different
channels.

We schedule external edges as follows. We divide the grid into d2-superboxes
and then subdivide them in 16-superboxes (B1, B2, B3 and B4 in Fig. 4). We
then assign a different channel to each of these 16-superboxes. Each of the boxes
in these 16-superboxes is scheduled a time. First box index 0, then box index
1, and so on, until all 16 boxes have been scheduled. Transmissions in boxes in
the same relative position inside the 16-superboxes can occur simultaneously, as
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they occur on different channels and cannot have receivers in common. When a
box is scheduled the transmission corresponding to its external edge is done.

In the example shown in Fig. 4, 16 time slots (one for each box inside 16-
superboxes) and 4 channels (one for each 16-superbox inside d2-superboxes) are
enough to schedule all external edges of the whole network. If there are not
enough channels to each of the 16-superboxes, the procedure can be done using
bigger superboxes, however resulting in longer schedules.

Global Schedule. As the schedule in a box is not known by other boxes, the
network operates repeatedly in periods of transmissions of internal and external
edges, for a fixed number of slots for internal edges. A node knows when to
transmit based on data received from the leader in its box, on its coordinates
and on network parameters, such as the number of available channels.

Important to notice is that due to dilution the algorithm to build the sched-
ule as well as the schedule itself are collision-free (there is no collision during
these procedures). Additionally, although similar to the algorithm in [2], the
algorithm in this paper differs from that one during the ranking assignment
phase (transmitting coordinates of nodes to avoid edges longer that (1− ε)) and
limits external edges to one per box. These variations are important to generate
shorter schedules.

7 Runtime Complexity

The scheduling algorithm involves: (a) the execution of a deterministic broadcast
algorithm to assign ranks to nodes (Sect. 6.2); (b) electing a leader and sending
to it data about all nodes in boxes (Sect. 6.3); (c) local computation by box
leaders to define the schedule for local trees; and (d) transmission of schedules
to all nodes in the boxes.

Step (a) is done in O(D log g) rounds and step (b) is done in O(log g) rounds,
where D is the diameter of the network and g is its granularity, as these algo-
rithms are variations of the deterministic broadcast and leader election algo-
rithms with known granularity, respectively, described in [11]. The variations in
these algorithms that we described do not change their time complexity. Step
(c) does not involve distributed computation. Step (d) is done in constant time,
as it is done by dilution [11]. Thus the total computation time is O(D log g).

8 Performance Evaluation

The algorithm was evaluated by simulation, using Sinalgo [4]. Due to lack of
space, we only present here results related to the size of the computed schedules.
As we are not aware of any other distributed convergecast algorithm for TSCH
based on SINR, we do not compare the performance of our algorithm with others.

Figure 5 shows graphics with the results of simulations. Each point in the
graphic corresponds to an average value from 50 topologies. Each topology was
generated spreading the nodes randomly in a 500 × 500 area. Additional fixed
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parameters of the simulations are: range = 100, α = 3, ε = 20, β = 1 and noise
equal to 1. All simulations have yielded narrow 95% confidence intervals. For
the graphic presented in Fig. 5(a), we have |C| = 16. In Fig. 5(b) the value of |C|
varies as indicated in the figure.

Figure 5(a) shows the schedule sizes for networks with increasing number of
nodes: 50, 100 and 150. The figure shows that: (a) the sizes of the schedules are
very small; and (b) the increase rate of the size of the schedules was lower than
that of the number of nodes. The size of the schedule has been thus scalable in
the number of nodes. Recall that the algorithm is deterministic and the size of
a schedule means the number of time slots that is enough for all nodes to send
a message successfully to its parent.

Figure 5(b) shows the impact of the number of channels in the size of the
schedules. It shows the average size of schedules for networks with 50, 100 and
150 nodes when 4, 9 and 16 channels are available. A higher number of channels
had a reasonable impact on the size of schedules. As stated before, 16 channels
are typically found in currently available transceivers of wireless sensor nodes.

Although we present our figures based on a (theoretical) model, it is interest-
ing to contrast them to figures of real deployments. In [5], although the schedul-
ing approach (Orchestra) achieves a low contention rate (below 3%) for 98 nodes
and slotframes of sizes 3 to 47, contention-free schedules are only achieved with
a number of slots (schedule sizes) which is greater than the number of nodes.
Observe that our approach achieves collision-free schedule for networks with
150 nodes with around 80 and 30 slots, respectively, using 4 and 16 channels
(Fig. 5(b)). Additionally our approach does not depend directly on the number
of nodes (Fig. 5(a)), being highly scalable. Although these two approaches are
not comparable as they are based on very different assumptions and conditions,
this contrast illustrates the potential to improve scheduling that implementa-
tions based on our algorithm might have.
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9 Conclusion

We described an algorithm to build a convergecast tree and a corresponding
schedule for a TSCH network under a physical interference model (SINR). The
algorithm deterministically builds the tree and provides a schedule that allows all
nodes to send messages to their parents in the tree. The algorithm yielded a very
good performance in terms of the sizes of the generated schedules. The algorithm
is also very efficient in terms of runtime complexity. This is a direct consequence
of the use of the broadcast and leader election algorithms and dilution from [11]
as building blocks.
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Abstract. Industrial networks are typically used to monitor safety-
related processes where high reliability and an upper bounded latency are
crucial. Because of its flexibility, wireless is more and more popular, even
for real-time applications. Because radio transmissions are known to be
lossy, deterministic protocols have been proposed, to schedule carefully
the transmissions to avoid collisions. In parallel, industrial environments
now integrate mobile industrial robots to enable the Industry 4.0. Thus,
the challenge consists in handling a set of mobile devices inside a static
wireless network infrastructure. A mobile robot has to join the network
before being able to communicate. Here, we analyze this attachment
delay, comprising both the synchronization and the negotiation of ded-
icated cells. In particular, since the control frames (EB and 6P) have
a strong impact on the convergence, our proposed model carefully inte-
grates the collision probability of these packets. We validate the accuracy
of our model, and we analyze the impact of the different EB transmission
policies on the discovery delay. Our performance evaluation demonstrates
the interest of using efficiently the radio resources for beacons to handle
these mobiles devices.

1 Introduction

Industrial networks are now widely used for many industrial applications, where
high reliability and an upper bounded latency are critical. They typically rely on
a costly and inflexible wired infrastructures to attend these strict requirements.
In order to reduce deployment and maintenance costs, industrial networks have
started to replace this legacy infrastructure with wireless sensor networks.

Due to its low-power nature, a sensor network is known to be lossy with no
delivery guarantees. Thus, standards such as IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH have been
released, proposing reliable mechanisms to the MAC layer in order to imple-
ment deterministic protocols. Combining the schedule of transmissions and a
slow-channel hopping mechanism, a network can achieve 99.99% of end-to-end
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delivery rate, while upper bounding the end-to-end latency [1]. Specifically, the
transmissions are carefully scheduled to avoid collisions, either in a distributed
or a centralized manner [2].

Although mobility plays an increasingly important role for many indus-
trial deployments [3], the IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH standard does not propose a
clear approach to handle a high rate of topology changes due to the asso-
ciation/dissociation of mobile devices. Additionally, the slow-channel hopping
mechanism introduces a new layer of complexity: a joining node has to wait for
receiving the synchronization beacon on its active listening channel, delaying its
association to the network. A fast association is a key factor to enable mobility
over low-power wireless networks [4].

The use of mobile devices in wireless industrial networks has already been
investigated in the past [3,5,6]. They mainly focus on proposing mechanisms
to reduce the attachment delay. Indeed, discovering the network is particularly
challenging in multichannel environments, since the discovering node has to find
the right channel to listen to [7]. Besides, the novel device has to reserve some
transmission opportunities, using control packets. Unfortunately, these control
packets are prone to collisions since they are transmitted through contention-
based cells [8]. Mechanically, these collisions increase the attachment delay.

The contributions presented in this paper are as follows:

1. we propose here an analytical Markov chain to model the first association of
a mobile node in a multi-hop network. We consider both the discovery of a
neighboring device, and the negotiation of cells.

2. we evaluate the gain of transmitting Enhanced Beacons (EB) on multiple
channels in order to reduce the synchronization delay. Using multiple channels
allows to spread the load on shared cells, reducing the collision probability;

3. we quantify the impact of the network density on the discovery and negotia-
tion time. More neighbors mean also more collisions, very prejudicial to the
synchronization.

2 Background and Related Work

We present here the most important mechanisms of IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH and
6TiSCH, since we rely on these two standards for modeling the attachment delay
of mobile nodes in networks with real-time performance.

2.1 6TiSCH Stack

The IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH standard has defined the TSCH mode [9], where nodes
schedule the transmissions such that each application has enough transmission
opportunities while avoiding collisions. The network is globally synchronized,
each node maintaining the number of timeslots since the network has been cre-
ated, aka. the Absolute Slot Number (ASN). A slotframe in TSCH consists in a
matrix of cells of equal length, each cell being defined by a pair of timeslot and
channel offsets. The schedule comprises two types of cells:
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shared cells implement a slotted-Aloha approach. For unicast packets, the
absence of acknowledgment is interpreted as a collision. In that case, the trans-
mitter triggers a random backoff value and skips the corresponding number
of shared cells;

dedicated cells are allocated to interference-free transmitters to avoid any col-
lision. This allocation may be centralized or distributed [2]. The transmitter
may trigger a Clear Channel Assessment (CCA), but only to combat external
interference.

6TiSCH has defined the 6top Protocol (6P) to allocate/deallocate cells with a
neighbor node [10]. By default, each schedule modification is based on a two-way
handshake. The inquirer sends a request to a neighbor (e.g. preferred parent),
piggybacking a list of possible cells. Then, the neighbor will acknowledge the
request, selecting the cells present in the list which are also available in its
schedule. When a node joins the network, it relies on shared cells to bootstrap a
negotiation with its next-hop neighbor [11], since the two nodes have no common
preallocated dedicated cells.

2.2 Mobility in Industrial Scenarios

Tinka et al. [12] detail a scheduling algorithm to handle a network infrastructure
where all the devices are mobile. A gossip mechanism makes the schedule dis-
semination robust. Similarly, Vahabi et al. [13] address a mobile sink scenario.
However, fully-mobile topologies make high-reliability very challenging, which
jeopardizes the correct operation of many industrial applications.

A mobile node has first to discover the network, i.e. to receive an Enhanced
Beacon (EB) which contains all the information for the synchronization (e.g.
slotframe length, ASN, hopping sequence, etc.). However, IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH
lets the schedule policy of EB unspecified, while it has a strong impact on the
discovery time.

Nidawi et al. [5] propose to modify the acknowledgment packets to accelerate
the discovery. Acks are grouped at the end of the slotframe, and piggyback the
time that the node will keep its radio on to receive possibly new association
requests. However, it requires to modify the standard.

Vogli et al. [14] consider to broadcast EB on multiple channels at once. For
that purpose, they allocate exclusive timeslots for EB transmissions, with a Ran-
dom Filling scheduling, where the channel offsets are selected randomly among
the available ones.

Zhou et al. [15] propose rather to schedule the Enhanced Beacons to reduce
the collisions, and thus, the attachment delay. However, the proposition targets
more the co-existence of multiple TSCH star networks, where EBs are scheduled
independently. De Guglielmo et al. [16] present a Model-based Beacon Scheduling
(MBS) algorithm that minimizes the average joining time. Karalis et al. [17]
propose to assign one dedicated cell for each EB, using multiple channels to
avoid collisions. However, these last two approaches rely on a perfect, centralized,
collision-free schedule, which makes the scheme less scalable.
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Dezfouli et al. [6] also consider the time required to negotiate dedicated cells.
Indeed, being synchronized is not sufficient, the mobile device has to know when
it can transmit safely its packets. For this purpose, the scheduler computes a
path for each mobile device for each of its possible locations. Then, it allocates
statically a collection of cells along each of these paths. However, the trajectory
has to be known a priori, and it consumes much radio resource, since one single
path is used at a time.

Haxhibeqiri et al. [18] focus on the handover process by employing a single-
hop network with multiple gateway nodes and a centralized manager. Once
a mobile node reserves dedicated cells to one gateway, the network manager
instructs the others gateways to install the same cell for that node. This way,
gateways have pre-allocated dedicated cells for each mobile node, reducing the
handover latency. However, the proposed architecture cannot be easily extended
due to deployment costs. In particular, the infrastructure requires devices with
higher computational power connected through wires for the control plane.

3 Joining Time Model

We analyze here the joining time, i.e. time interval between a mobile device
wakes-up, and it can start transmitting data packets through dedicated cells.

3.1 Scenario and Assumptions

We focus here on a network topology where the sink and a collection of relay
nodes are static. Only a few devices (e.g. robots) are mobile and represent the
leaves of the network infrastructure. Thus, a mobile device sends its packet to a
neighboring relay node, which forwards them through a path of relays to the sink.
Each static node has a collection of dedicated cells in its schedule, maintained
by a scheduling function such as SF0 [11]. Thus, each relay node can forward
the packets from mobile devices without any collision.

Mobile devices constitute the leaves and have to identify a single neighboring
relay node to send their packets. They need to capture its Enhanced Beacons,
to adjust their clock and know when are the next shared cells, to be able to
transmit their first messages. After selecting a next hop, a mobile node engages
a 6P two-way handshake [10] to reserve dedicated cells for its transmissions.

We focus on the discovery that a node has to trigger when it is unsynchro-
nized. This procedure comprises:

synchronization: the joining node has to receive an Enhanced Beacon (EB)
to synchronize itself with the network. Then, it gets the frequency hopping
sequence and the shared cells for broadcast packets;

negotiation: the node has selected the source of the EB as parent, and then
negotiates a set of dedicated cells to use to transmit its data packets.
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Fig. 1. Model for the association time of a joining node.

3.2 Markov Chain

We define here a discrete time Markov chain (Fig. 1) to represent the joining
process of a new (mobile) node, hereafter denoted as joining node, when it joins
the network for the first time. We will detail here the different parts of our model.

3.3 Synchronization

The joining node is initially in the unsynchronized state, listening for EB sent by
neighboring fixed nodes. In IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH, all synchronized nodes broad-
cast EB periodically to announce the existence of the network. We make here
a distinction between the two factors that impact directly the synchronization
time of the joining node: EB collision and the channel hopping mechanism.

Since IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH adopts a slotted Aloha mechanism for shared
cells, the collision probability may be quite high. Indeed, an EB packet is
enqueued until the next shared cell. Thus, when multiple nodes enqueue EB
packets simultaneously between consecutive shared cells, their transmissions col-
lide. In addition, because of the channel hopping characteristic, the EB is suc-
cessfully received by the joining node only if the latter is listening to the right
channel.

All nodes in a IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH network enqueue EB at the same fre-
quency after they synchronize. To reduce the amount of collisions among EB,
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Node A

Node B

Node C

Node D

Shared cell

Beacon enqueued Beacon collided Beacon transmitted

Δt

β

Fig. 2. Beacon queuing over the time. A collision occurs when two or more nodes
enqueue simultaneously between consecutive shared cells (nodes B and C).

we consider adding jitters before EB transmissions, which represents the default
behavior of OpenWSN [19]. The jitter increases the time window in which a
node enqueues Enhanced Beacons. For instance, for a beacon period β and jitter
γ, the generation time of the next Enhanced Beacon will be randomly selected
within the interval [β − γ, β + γ].

Let us model the EB generation as a Poisson Process. Let us consider λ as
the expected number of EB queued by all nodes during a given time interval of
length L. Let Δt be the time between consecutive shared cells, in a such way
that L ≥ Δt. During the period L, the nodes have

⌊
L
Δt

⌋
possibilities to enqueue

their respective EB packets between consecutive shared cells. Since we assume
that the rate λ is constant over the time, we can compute the rate of beacons
to be enqueued during any Δt interval as:

μ = λ ∗
⌊

L

Δt

⌋−1

(1)

The transmission is only successful when a single device enqueues an EB
during a given Δt interval. For instance, Fig. 2 depicts two colliding transmissions
(from nodes B and C). It also shows that those from A and D are successful
since enqueued during different Δt periods. From the Poisson distribution, the
probability of having a single node generating an EB for any Δt interval is:

Pbeacon = P (X = 1) = μe−μ (2)

Additionally, we need to account the probability that the joining node is
listening to the right channel. Since the frequency hopping sequence uses all the
channels uniformly, the joining node has a uniform probability of matching the
channel of the EB transmission. Thus, the probability of reception is finally:

Psync = Pbeacon ∗
(

1
Nch

)
(3)

where Nch is the number of channels.
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3.4 Negotiation

After having received an EB, the joining node is able to synchronize itself with
its parent, and to identify the shared cells to listen to. However, no bandwidth
is yet available: it has to send 6P request packets and to wait for a confirmation
before starting using dedicated cells for communication. Unfortunately, collisions
are frequent in shared cells, since EB, routing control packets (i.e. DIO used by
IETF RPL) and 6P control packets compete for the same resource.

6P uses a two-way handshake mechanism: both the request and the response
are subject to transmission failures. The negotiation is successful if both the
request and response are transmitted without collision. Thus, we can employ
here Eq. 2 with X = 0 to compute the probability of success.

Prequest = Presponse = e−μ (4)

In case of collision, the transmitter selects a random backoff value and skips
the corresponding number of shared cells. We represent the backoff state as a
2-tuple (r, w), where r is the current transmission attempt and w is the backoff
counter. The probability of reaching any subsequent backoff state after a collision
is equally likely. For all states (i, w), where w > 1, the transmitter does not try
to retransmit and it transits to state (i, w−1) with probability 1. After reaching
a maximum number of attempts (MaxRtx), the node discards the current packet
and starts over the negotiation, i.e. go back to the sync state.

3.5 Handover

Since mobile devices are constantly moving around the environment, the link
between the device and its point of attachment may eventually start to provide
a low reliability due to the long distance between them. In that case, the mobile
device has to select a more reliable relay node to forward its packets, i.e. to
perform a handover. Specifically, the mobile device deallocates the cells toward
its previous next hop, and negotiates novel cells with its novel relay node.

We can neglect the deallocation time, as the 6P packets will be transmitted
without contention, i.e. dedicated cells already exist in their schedule. On the
other hand, novel cells have to be negotiated with the novel relay node. Since
the mobile node is already synchronized (Sync state), it can immediately engage
a negotiation. Thus, we can employ Eq. 4 to compute the probability that the
negotiation will succeed.

3.6 Estimating the Joining Time

Since we rely on an absorbing Markov chain, we can estimate the joining time
by computing the average number of steps to reach the absorbing state from
the initial state Unsync. In our DTMC depicted in Fig. 1, the Joined state is
the absorbing state. Every step in our model represents the interval between
two consecutive shared cells (i.e. Δt). We rely on the Fundamental Matrix to
compute the average absorbing time: i.e. number of transitions from the initial
state (Unsync) to the absorbing state (Joined).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the average joining time given by the model and simulations
with an EB period of 15 s, and a jitter of 200 ms

4 Numerical Analysis

We propose first to verify the accuracy of our DTMC model when estimating
the joining time in 6TiSCH networks. Then, we will analyze the joining time for
a joining node, as well as assessing the gain of using multiple channels for EB
transmissions.

4.1 Model Validation

We rely on simulations to validate our DTMC model. We implement a lightweight
6TiSCH simulator written in Python focusing exclusively on the joining procedure
of a mobile node. Our simulator is freely available on GitHub1

In our scenarios, we consider an existing network composed of fixed nodes
(i.e. the infrastructure) and one joining node. The fixed nodes broadcast EB
and DIO regularly during shared cells. For sake of simplicity, we assume that
the infrastructure has enough bandwidth to accommodate the novel flows. Thus,
only the joining node and its point of attachment have to negotiate dedicated
cells. Additionally, we assume perfect links conditions. Thus, collisions are the
only causes of packet drops.

We employ a slotframe composed of 101 timeslots, and 26 channel offsets,
with two shared cells placed uniformly in the slotframe. The joining node selects
randomly one channel to listen for EB. All nodes in the infrastructure enqueue
EB and DIO every 15 s in average, considering a jitter of 200 ms. We plot sys-
tematically the 95% confidence intervals.

The comparison between our analytical model and simulation results are
depicted in Fig. 3. We perform 1,000 repetitions for each number of neighbors to

1 https://github.com/rodrigoth/Simulator/tree/optimized.

https://github.com/rodrigoth/Simulator/tree/optimized
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Fig. 4. Impact of the multi-channel EB broadcasting on the joining time.

make our results more representative. We observe that the analytical values fit
very well the simulation results. As expected, with few nodes, the synchronization
takes longer, since the joining node has a smaller probability to receive a valid
EB. On the other hand, the negotiation is fast, since there are less competition
in the shared cells. Increasing the number of neighbors improves the joining
time to a certain extent (i.e. 9 neighbors in our scenario). For higher values,
the probability of collision increases impacting both the synchronization and
negotiation times. Thus, the joining time presents an exponential growth.

4.2 Multi-channel EB to Reduce the Attachment Delay

By definition, all transmissions in shared cells occur exclusively in a single chan-
nel offset. Therefore, the probability of collision increases, since only one cell
is used for transmissions. We propose to assess the gain of the Random Fill-
ing approach [14] to transmit EB on multiple channels, and thus, to reduce the
synchronization time.

We redefine Eq. 3 to account simultaneous transmissions on different chan-
nels. Now, on each channel, EB arrival follows a Poisson Process of parameter
μ/Nch, since the EB are uniformly distributed on all Nch channels. Hence,the
probability that only one EB is transmitted on the channel that the joining node
is listening to is:

Psync =
(

μ

Nch

)
e

(
− µ

Nch

)
(5)

Figure 4 highlights the gain of broadcasting EB on multiple channels. The
synchronization time decreases heavily compared to the single channel case
depicted in Fig. 3. In a general way, we can expect less EB arrivals, but the EB
are now transmitted on multiple channels simultaneously. Thus, the probability
that the joining node is listening to any of the transmitted channels increases.
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(a) EB period: 15s (b) EB period: 30s

(c) EB period: 60s (d) EB period: 90s

Fig. 5. Impact of the EB period on different network densities.

In addition, spreading EB on multiple channel impacts directly the negotiation
time, since the EB and the 6P packets are transmitted mostly on different chan-
nels. We can now accommodate much larger densities with a very reasonable
attachment delay.

4.3 Large Scale Performance

Finally, we analyze the impact of the EB period on the joining time with differ-
ent densities. For the sack of simplicity, we consider that the EB and DIO are
transmitted at the same frequency.

Figure 5 compares the joining time when EB are transmitted on single vs.
multiple channels. As expected the EB frequency has a crucial importance on the
joining time on large scale deployments. However, shorter EB periods increase
the probability of collisions when using a single channel. Using multiple channels
allows to spread the load, and thus reduces significantly the collision probability.

We can note that the optimal EB period, minimizing the joining time,
depends on the density. More nodes mean a larger number of EB transmissions,
and thus a larger optimal EB period.
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5 Conclusions and Perspectives

In this work, we focused on the joining time of a mobile node when it joins the
network for the first time. Mobile devices have to fast attach to the network, and
reserve some resources for their critical flows. We modeled the joining process
using a Discrete Time Markov Chain. Our model takes into account both the
synchronization and negotiation times in 6TiSCH networks.

Our simulations demonstrate the accuracy of our DTMC model to estimate
finely the synchronization and negotiation time. Obviously, dense networks mean
a larger number of collisions, which impact very negatively the synchronization
time. Even worse, negotiating dedicated cells is also very expensive, since the
collision rate for control packets is very high. We also use our DTMC model to
assess the gain of using multiple channels. By spreading the EB on the different
channels, the collision rate is significantly reduced, improving the scalability.

As a future work, we plan to propose an handover scheme, so that a mobile
device can maintain several next hops, to avoid dropping data packets. In par-
ticular, we have to reduce the negotiation time, when a novel relay node is
identified. Recent approaches based on autonomous scheduling, such as MSF
[20], seem promising to reduce the contention, particularly when a large number
of mobile devices has to attach to the network simultaneously.
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Abstract. Wireless mesh networks using IEEE 802.15.4 are getting
increasingly popular for industrial applications because of low energy
consumption and low maintenance costs. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard
introduces DSME (Deterministic and Synchronous Multi-channel Exten-
sion). DSME uses time-slotted channel access to guarantee timely data
delivery, multi-channel communication, and frequency hopping to mit-
igate the effects of external interferences. A distinguishing feature of
DSME is its flexibility and adaptability to time-varying network traffic
and to changes in the network topology. In this paper we evaluate the
ability of DSME to adapt to time-varying network traffic. We examine
the limits for slot allocation rates for different topologies. The evaluation
is performed with openDSME, an open-source implementation of DSME.

1 Introduction

Since a few years wireless technologies penetrate industrial applications. To sat-
isfy the stringent requirements in terms of timeliness and reliability found in this
application context industrial wireless standards are emerging: ZigBee, Wire-
lessHART, ISA100.11a, and WIA-PA. In 2015 the IEEE 802.15.4 standard was
extended for this new application segment by new MAC-layer protocols address-
ing robustness and reliability: Deterministic and Synchronous Multi-Channel
Extension (DSME) and Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH). Both protocols
schedule time and frequency slots to one or multiple communication partners,
thus eliminating packet collisions due to interferences within the network. In
DSME time frames are split into a contention access period (CAP) and a con-
tention free period (CFP). While the CFP is used for regular traffic, the CAP
is mainly used for management messages. The CFP is divided into time slots.
Nodes only transmit data in allocated slots of the CFP. This allows nodes to
completely turn off transceivers when outside transmitting or receiving slots. In
addition, TSCH and DSME utilize channel diversity allowing temporal overlap-
ping transmissions at nodes in interference range. Especially in large networks
with a high traffic load, TSCH and DSME outperform traditional protocols like
CSMA/CA [9].
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A distinguishing feature of DSME is its flexibility and adaptability to time-
varying network traffic and to changes in the network topology by purely local
actions with low overhead. In particular DSME allows to dynamically establish
dedicated links between any two neighboring nodes. This enables the opera-
tion of multi-hop mesh networks with deterministic latency. Slot allocations and
deallocations are performed in a distributed manner, i.e., each pair of nodes can
autonomously allocate or deallocate slots according to their needs.

The allocation of a slot in the CFP is based on a three-step handshake that
takes place in the CAP phases. Deallocations and duplicate allocation notifica-
tions also follow a similar handshake. In order to autonomously perform slot allo-
cations, each node stores a table containing information about the slots assigned
to the node and the channel/timeslot pairs allocated to neighboring nodes. While
allocating new slots these data structures can become inconsistent. This can lead
to the abandonment of an allocation process and a rollback of the changes to the
data structures to regain consistency. Furthermore, the slot allocation itself is
executed via CSMA/CA, so it is subject to message collisions (hidden terminal)
and race-conditions. Naturally this also holds for the mentioned rollback opera-
tion. All this makes the allocation process a complex undertaking and estimating
the required times is challenging.

This paper analyzes the performance of the slot allocation/deallocation pro-
cess of DSME and evaluates the ability of DSME to adapt to time-varying net-
work traffic. We show that the performance is tightly correlated with the chosen
frame structure and accordingly with the values of the configuration parameters.
We examine the limits for slot allocation rates for different topologies. The eval-
uation is done with openDSME, an open-source implementation of DSME [10].
We also provide theoretical insights into the DSME handshake and make recom-
mendations for the various configuration parameters. With the proposed opti-
mizations, the performance of DSME networks can be considerably improved.
This makes the usage of DSME for a broad range of demanding applications in
the industrial IoT a competitive option.

2 Description of DSME

As depicted in Fig. 1, DSME divides time into superframes (SF), each consisting
of 16 time slots. The first of these is used to transmit beacons containing network
and time information while the remaining time slots are split into a CAP with
8 time slots and a CFP with 7 time slots. The CFP is further subdivided into
guaranteed time slots (GTS) which are spread over time and frequency and
grant exclusive access to the shared medium. In the 2.4 GHz band, 16 channels
with 5 MHz channel spacing can be used. During the CAP, network participants
can exchange messages via CSMA/CA and allocate or deallocate GTS. The
communication during the CAP usually occurs on a single predefined channel.
One or more superframes form a multi-superframe (MSF) to extend the number
of allocatable GTS [7].

The structure of a MSF is defined by the superframe order (SO) and the
multisuperframe order (MO). Here, SO determines the duration of a slot and
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Fig. 1. Structure of an IEEE 802.15.4 DSME superframe.

thus the duration of a superframe DF . The duration DMF of a MSF is specified
by the MO. Both durations can be calculated as multiples of 15.36 ms: DF =
15.36∗2SO and DMF = DF ∗2MO−SO. Therefore, the number of superframes per
MSF is equal to 2MO−SO. A schedule of allocated GTS is repeated after every
MSF. In order to transmit a packet with the maximum payload length of 116
bytes, SO ≥ 3 is required. With SO = 2 and SO = 1, 66 bytes and 18 bytes
of payload can be transmitted respectively. Hence, MO and SO are a natural
choice as parameters for the analysis of the slot allocation handshake in DSME,
as they determine the frequency and the length of the CAPs.

2.1 GTS Allocation and Management

In contrast to the original IEEE 802.15.4 standard, DSME features a 3-way
handshake for the distributed allocation and deallocation of GTS between a
neighboring pair of nodes [7]. Consequently, a GTS must be allocated on a per-
hop basis. The handshake, as show in Fig. 2, is performed in the CAP using
CSMA/CA and is therefore prone to contention. Two main structures are used
for the management of GTS: The allocation counter table (ACT), which contains
information about the locally allocated GTS, and the slot allocation bitmap
(SAB), which marks the GTS used by a node’s neighbors.

A B

Request

Response

Notify

Fig. 2. Distributed slot allocation handshake in IEEE 802.15.4 DSME.

As exemplified in Fig. 2, the GTS allocation between two nodes A and B is
triggered by A sending a GTS Request to B as an acknowledged unicast message.
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The request contains a preferred GTS and a sub-block of A’s SAB. After receiv-
ing the request, B selects a GTS for allocation, considering A’s preference or the
received sub-block and its own SAB if the preferred slot is unavailable. Then, B
broadcasts a GTS Response with the selected GTS to its neighbors, including A.
If A does not receive the response within a certain time, the allocation fails. If
A receives the response, it broadcasts a GTS Notify to its neighbors, including
B, and marks the selected GTS as allocated in its ACT. At last, B also marks
the GTS as allocated in its ACT after receiving the GTS Notify .

Since the GTS Response and GTS Notify messages are sent as broadcasts,
the neighbors of A and B have the chance to check if the selected GTS is already
used by them by checking their own ACT. If this is the case, they send a Duplicate
Allocation Notification to B or A, respectively, and the allocation is rolled back.
The deallocation of GTS is performed analogously.

2.2 Specifics of OpenDSME

openDSME is an open source implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 DSME data
link layer [10]. It provides not only functionalities defined in the standard, but
also additional features to cover the missing gaps and provide a fully functional
data link layer. Three of these features are of interest to this work.

Scheduling Module: DSME defines a distributed mechanism for slot negotiations.
Additional features, such as how many slots are to be allocated at what time are
out of the scope of the standard. openDSME provides a scheduling algorithm
(Traffic-Aware and Predictive Scheduling, TPS). It is based on an exponentially
weighted moving average filter using a smoothing parameter α to estimate the
required GTSs to meet the traffic demand per link. Moreover, a hysteresis is
included to reduce the amount of management traffic [9].

Invalid Slot Extension: Inconsistent slot allocation situations, as evidenced in [8],
are handled in openDSME through a slot management mechanism, introducing
an additional flag in the allocation counter table that allows an early detection
of invalid slots due to lost of packets during the GTS handshake.

Active Backoff Mechanism: openDSME allows a node to receive messages dur-
ing backoff periods (i.e. set the radio in reception mode during backoff time).
Four parallel transactions can be handled by a node, using a finite multistate
machine that manages transactions in a CAP. This feature virtually increases
the capability of the network to speed up processes in the contention period.

3 Related Work

There is a variety of works dealing with IEEE 802.15.4 and its recent extensions.
Duquennoy et al. propose Orchestra, a scheduler for TSCH which computes local
schedules at every node and avoids the distributed slot negotiation [4] altogether.
Similarly, a distributed scheduling algorithm for on-the-fly bandwidth reserva-
tion in 6TiSCH, an IPv6 layer over TSCH, is proposed in [13]. Fewer works exist
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regarding the slot allocation in DSME, still there are some works analyzing the
CSMA/CA medium access mechanism [5,18]. The impact of CSMA parame-
ters and collision probability on delay in such networks for unsaturated traffic
is analyzed in [14]. In the same direction, Koubaa et al. show the influence of
the parameter macMinBE on slotted CSMA/CA for broadcast transmissions in
small and large scale networks [11]. To properly dimension IEEE 802.15.4 net-
works, adaptive protocols for estimating CSMA parameters have been proposed.
There are some centralized approaches [1], in which the coordinator adjusts the
backoff exponent (BE) for nodes depending on the traffic patterns, and some dis-
tributed approaches [3], in which nodes locally compute the CSMA parameters
to meet a predefined packet delivery ratio.

In IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH networks nodes communicate using shared and ded-
icated links. [19] formulates the collision probability to access a shared link
for non-periodic traffic patterns to determine the number of nodes to allocate
per link. In [2], measurements (e.g. delivery probability, packet latency, energy
consumption) are obtained from an analytical model of the TSCH CSMA/CA
algorithm, to determine the performance per node in transmissions over shared
links. Different works have been focused on analysis and improvements in IEEE
802.15.4 DSME networks [6,12]. [15] shows that modifying the Clear Channel
Assessment (CCA) scheme, the channel busy condition due to acknowledge can
be avoided. Additionally, a restrictive contention access scheme is proposed to
reduce probability of collisions and busy channel condition.

An analysis of the GTS allocation process [16] leads to an analytical method
to select CSMA/CA parameters that minimize the number of contention access
periods demanded to complete this procedure. They consider different multi-
hop topologies and and simulate the networks using network simulator Cooja.
Finally, [8] presents a formal analysis of the distributed slot allocation procedure
in DSME, identifying some weaknesses related to packet loss, which eventually
leads to inconsistent slot allocations. Despite the fact that the DSME allocation
process allows reliable data transmissions, vulnerabilities of CSMA/CA affect
the slot management.

4 Scenario Description

In order to evaluate the influence of frame structure parameters such as MO
and SO on the allocation process, we define the setup time as the total time
required by nodes to successful allocate a GTS. Hence, the setup time is measured
from the time a node issues a GTS Request until the last GTS Notify has been
successfully sent. We evaluate contention-free and contention-based scenarios for
line and grid topologies. To this end, for all experiments, a number of packets
δ is generated at fixed intervals equivalent to the duration of a multisuperframe
of order MO = 9. By varying the value of δ we analyze the behavior of these
networks under non-saturated and saturated conditions. We also scrutinize the
reasons for failures during the setup time. To estimate the minimum setup time
we set the TPS smoothing parameter α to aggressively perform allocations.
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Since this would also induce more deallocations and thus might destabilize the
network, a second filter is introduced that is used for deallocations.

In the considered scenarios, the evaluation begins after the association phase
is completed. Table 1 summarizes the values of CSMA parameters and network
configurations used for evaluating various scenarios. The macMinBE and mac-
MaxBE parameters determine the minimum and the maximum backoff exponent
of the CSMA algorithm and macMaxCSMABackoffs is the maximum number
of backoffs for every transmission of a packet, until it is considered lost after
macMaxFrameRetries retransmissions [7]. The simulations are conducted using
openDSME and OMNeT++, a discrete event simulator [17]. The results are
shown with a 95% confidence level.

Table 1. Setup of CSMA and DSME network parameters used in the evaluation.

Parameter Set of values Parameter Set of values

macMinBE {1, . . . , 5} BO 9

macMaxBE {3, . . . , 7} MO {7,. . . ,9}
macMaxCSMABackoffs 4 SO {3,. . . ,7}
macMaxFrameRetries 3 δ {1, 2, 4, 6, 8}

5 The 3-Way Handshake in DSME

This chapter provides insights into the influence of some parameters on the setup
time for different network topologies. Sect. 5.1 theoretically analyzes the duration
of a single 3-way handshake in an ideal scenario. This allows to determine the
maximum number of handshakes per CAP for different configuration parameters.
Sect. 5.2 presents simulation results for a minimal scenario with two nodes and
no contention. This allows to give an upper bound for the number of allocations
per CAP. Sect. 5.3 considers a scenario with increasing contention for a line
topology.

5.1 Theoretical Evaluation

First we present a theoretical estimation of the GTS setup time between two
nodes. This time corresponds to the elapsed time from the moment the first
message GTS Request is ready to be sent, until the third exchanged message
GTS Notify is sent. Some approaches disregard the GTS Notify message when
estimating the GTS setup time [16], under the assumption that this message
has no effect on the GTS negotiation process once the GTS Response message
is received. However, GTS Notify is a broadcast message that must be sent to
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update neighbor’s SAB, before the GTS can be effectively used. Therefore, the
GTS setup time can be expressed as:

tGTS setup = tGTS req + tGTS resp + tGTS notf (1)

We consider a DSME network in which a node A wants to negotiate a GTS
to transmit data to node B. In order to estimate the GTS setup time, we make
the following three assumptions. Firstly, there is no busy channel condition when
a node verifies the channel state. The channel is assumed to be always idle and
available. Hence, the CSMA/CA algorithm performed to determine the channel
condition, executes only one backoff period. Secondly, there is no interference
and no fading effect. That is, the communicating nodes A and B are always
able to detect the incoming signals from each other, and there are no missing or
corrupted packets. And finally, the link is active and channel conditions allow for
an error-free message delivery. The different times relevant for the slot negotia-
tion handshake are defined in the following and summarized in Table 2. Figure 3
shows the times in a sequence diagram.

Fig. 3. Message sequence of GTS negotiation.

tBackoff : The backoff time a node must wait until verifying the channel state.
This time is ruled by the unslotted CSMA/CA algorithm and calculated as

tBackoff = random(2BE − 1) × aUnitBackoffPeriod

where aUnitBackoffPeriod = 20 symbols. The random selection is uniform in the
interval [0, 2BE − 1] and, for our calculations, we use the default value BE = 3.
Therefore, the expected value of the backoff time is

Ex[ttBackoff
] = 0.5 × (2BE − 1) × aUnitBackoffPeriod = 70 symbols.
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tCCA: The time in which a node determines whether the channel is idle. By
default, this is equal to 8 symbols.

tCSMA: The total time to perform the CSMA/CA algorithm. Its expected
value is obtained as

Ex[tCSMA] = Ex[tBackoff ] + tCCA.

tTT : The time for a node to toggle the transceiver from transmission to
reception mode. It is equal to aTurnaroundTime.

ttxrqst
, ttxack

, ttxrsp
and ttxntfy

: The transmission times of messages GTS Request ,
GTS Response, ACK and GTS Notify based on a data rate of 250 kbps. The
transmission time is calculated as a function of the packet size. A general expres-
sion for this value is:

phySHRDuration + �o · phySymbolsPerOctet�(symbols),

where o is the number of PHY header octets plus the number of PSDU octets
in a frame (e.g. o = 6, for ACK ).

tp : An estimation of the average time in which a node processes an incoming
message. Experiments using an Atmel ATmega256 RFA2 node with an adapted
DSME layer for the physical layer lead to tp = 300 µs.

tACK : The time in which an acknowledgement for a GTS Request is issued.
This is calculated as: tACK = aUnitBackoffPeriod + aTurnaroundTime.

Table 2. Timing values for DSME-GTS negotiation

Time Symbols ms Time Symbols ms Time Symbols ms

tCSMA 78 1.248 ttxrsp 67 1.072 ttxack 6 0.096

tTT 12 0.192 ttxntfy 40 0.640 tACK 32 0.512

ttxrqst 51 0.816

The message sequence of a GTS negotiation is depicted in Fig. 3. Times to
exchange those messages are defined and calculated as:

1. Time to send a GTS Request from node A to node B:

tGTS req = tCSMA + tTT + ttxrqst
= 2.256 ms (2)

2. Time elapsed from the moment that node B receives the GTS Request com-
mand, acknowledges it and sends back a GTS Response:

tGTS resp = tACK + ttxack
+ tp + tCSMA + ttxrsp

= 3.228 ms (3)

3. Time to process a GTS Response message at node A and to issue a GTS
Notify :

tGTS notf = tp + tCSMA + tTT + ttxntfy
= 2.38 ms (4)
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From (2), (3) and (4) in (1), the GTS setup time can be estimated as

tGTS setup = 7.864 ms (5)

In summary, the GTS negotiation time for one slot between two nodes in
an ideal scenario is independent on the parameters MO and SO. The dominant
value of this term is given by the minimum backoff exponent (macMinBE ),
which determines the final set up time.

In case of multiple consecutive negotiations, there is a limit on the number of
possible negotiations per CAP given by the parameter SO. The effective time to
perform a GTS negotiation is determined by CAP length - IFS [7], where CAP
length is the duration of a contention access period and IFS is the interframe
space. Therefore, allocation processes that take longer than this effective time
are deferred to subsequent CAPs.

5.2 Contention-Free Scenario

In this section the setup time of a network without any contention is analyzed,
i.e., under optimal conditions. The evaluation is simulation-based. For this, we
consider a network with two nodes, a sink and a source, where the source period-
ically transmits packets to the sink as described in Sect. 4. Additionally, packets
are generated at a high rate to evaluate the behavior of a saturated network.

Figure 4 shows the setup time of the network for various values of MO and
SO and an increasing number of generated packets. As expected, there is no
significant difference in the setup time for 1 packet, since it is simply transmitted
at the start of the CAP following the generation. For 8 packets, however, the
setup time for SO = 3 increases drastically in relation to the other SO s. The
reason for this is that in a CAP with SO = 3, a maximum of 7 handshakes can
be realized. The 8th handshake does not fit into the same CAP and the node
has to wait a full CFP until the next handshake can be performed. For larger
SO s, the CAP is longer and all GTS can be allocated in one CAP.

For 8 packets and MO =SO = 7, the setup time is slightly lower than for
the other configurations because it only allows for a single superframe. In other
words: The network is saturated when 7 GTS are allocated and DSME does not
try to allocate more slots afterwards because all allocated slots are marked in
the ACT, resulting in a lower setup time but an increased transmission time for
data packets. This also holds true for the scenarios with 16 and 32 packets where
7 ∗ 2MO−SO < 16 and 7 ∗ 2MO−SO < 32, respectively.

Looking at Fig. 4, it may seem counter intuitive at first that the setup time
for MO = 9, SO = 3,4,5 and 32 packets is the same because less packets can be
sent with a smaller SO as shown in the 8 packet scenario. However, by reducing
the SO by one, the length of a CAP halves but the number of CAPs per MSF
doubles. Therefore, the accumulated duration of all CAPs of a MSF stays the
same, resulting in the same setup time for a scenario without contention. The
influence of minBE and maxBE is not explicitly shown here, since a larger minBE
simply results in a larger setup time.
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Fig. 4. Setup time for two nodes with a varying number of generated packets.

The theoretical estimation obtained in Sect. 5.1 for the network setup time
can be compared with the simulation results depicted in Fig. 4, for one gener-
ated packet (i.e. one GTS negotiation). To this end, it must be considered that
simulations do not make allowance for the processing time tp included in (3–
4). Additionally, the backoff time in the openDSME is obtained by biasing the
random(2BE − 1) in one, to avoid getting tBackoff = 0 when BE = 0, because it
is unfeasible to trigger a waiting event instantaneously in a real implementation.
This situation would produce a so-called scheduling in the past event. Therefore,
in openDSME Ex[tBackoff ] is 1 aUnitBackoffPeriod larger than in the theoretical
case. Bearing this in mind, we obtain that the experimental results agree with
theoretical estimation within a margin of error of 8.2%

5.3 Contention-Based Scenario

This section considers scenarios with increasing contention. For this, the line
topology depicted in Fig. 5 is utilized, where every node vi�=0 sends its self-
generated packets towards its parent vi−1. Packets received from its child vi+1
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Fig. 5. Line topology with 8 nodes and the respective communication ranges. Only
two nodes can communicate at the same time.

are not forwarded. The communication range of vi is chosen in a way that it can
only reach its parent and its child.

Figure 6 shows the setup times for different line topologies. It can be seen that
the setup time increases for all SOs for up to 6 nodes. Afterwards, it stagnates.
This is due to the fact that in a network with up to 5 nodes only one node can
transmit at same time. From 6 to 8 nodes, 2 nodes can transmit packets at the
same time through spatial reuse, speeding up the setup process when the number
of nodes increases. The setup time increases for an increasing SO because slot
allocations are triggered at the start of every CAP and when the last handshake
finishes successfully (see Sect. 4). Because of this, nodes have to wait longer until
the next allocation is triggered for a higher SO.

Fig. 6. Setup time for a line topology with an increasing number of nodes, δ = 8,
MO = 9 and SO = 3.

There can be several reasons for a failing 3-way handshake. For the line
topology, these are presented in Fig. 7. It can be seen that increasing SO does
not increase the number of initiated handshakes. In fact, the number of failed
handshakes was slightly lower. The main reason for a failing handshake is that
the GTS-Response or GTS-Notify message did not arrive in time. The latter case
cannot be detected by DSME, as given by the standard [7]. By slightly adapting
the handshake, openDSME guarantees the detection of this case and the timely
deallocation of the involved slots. This is denoted by Deallocated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Number of initiated, successful and failed handshakes for MO = 9 and δ = 8.

5.4 CSMA Parameters

Apart from the slot length (SO), the minimum backoff exponent (minBE) and
the maximum backoff exponent (maxBE) are the most relevant parameters influ-
encing the total network setup time. They determine the backoff durations of
the CSMA/CA algorithm. Figure 8 shows the impact of different combinations
of minBE and maxBE on the setup time of a line topology with 6 nodes, 5 gen-
erated packets, MO = 9 and different SOs. The default parameters for DSME,
as specified in [7], are minBE = 3 and maxBE = 5. The color gradient gives the
setup time in seconds from 20 s (red) to about 1 s (blue).

It can be seen that the network setup time strongly depends on the combina-
tion of minBE/maxBE. For the given scenario, higher values for both parame-
ters lowers the setup time. E.g., the setup time for SO = 6 decreases from 8.73 to
4.65 s for the minimum and maximum exponents, respectively. The determining
factor here is minBE, since the CSMA/CA algorithm calculates a random back-
off exponent smaller than min{macMinBE+NB ,macMaxBE}, where NB is the
number of already executed backoffs of a specific packet. Therefore, large values
for macMinBE and macMaxBE increase the chance that two nodes choose a dif-
ferent backoff exponent. Thus, less collisions occur and packets are transmitted
faster. As explained in Sect. 5.3, a smaller SO results in a shorter setup time.

6 Triggering GTS Allocations

At last, we evaluate the influence of the time at which a GTS allocation is trig-
gered. For this, we choose a grid topology with m × m nodes, where 2 ≤ m ≤ 7.
A node’s communication range is configured such that it can communicate with
its 9 surrounding nodes. Therefore, the contention is higher than in the scenario
from Sect. 5.3. Every node generates one packet per 7.864 s and transmits it to a
predefined, randomly chosen communications partner that changes every run. A
total of 20 runs is conducted. A node is the sink for exactly one other node. We
test three different approaches: Performing multiple GTS allocations per CAP
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figure online)

if the last allocation was successful (M1), performing exactly one allocation per
CAP (M2) and performing one allocation per MSF on average (M3). The super-
frame within the multisuperframe is chosen randomly for the last method.

Figure 9 shows the setup time for the three methods. It can be seen that M1

performs better than the other two methods for small networks with 4 and 9
nodes because the contention is not that high and packets do not collide that
often. Therefore, it is possible for a node to transmit multiple packets in a single
CAP, speeding up the allocation process. From 16 nodes on, however, the other
two methods perform better. M3 performs strictly better than M2, because less
traffic and therefore less congestion is created. This is also illustrated by Fig. 10.
Here, it can be seen that M3 initializes significantly less allocations than the other
methods, increasing the energy-efficiency of the network. The main reasons for a
failed allocation are unacknowledged requests, most likely due to hidden nodes.
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The results indicate that a high level backoff for the allocation procedure
can significantly decrease the setup time and energy-consumption of a network.
In comparison to dynamically adjusting the minimum backoff exponent and
maximum backoff exponent of the CSMA/CA algorithm, as discussed in Sect. 3,
this method has the advantage that the CAP queue is kept small because less
allocations are initialized in comparison to just delaying the transmission of the
respective packets.

7 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the slot allocation handshake in DSME and evaluates its
ability to adapt to time-varying network traffic and to changes in the network
topology. The parameters that most influence the slot negotiation process were
determined, considering different traffic conditions, network configurations and
topologies. The experimental results are obtained with openDSME, an open-
source implementation of DSME.

A theoretical evaluation of the slot allocation handshake in a contention free
scenario is made to estimate the setup time. This evidences that the setup time
depends on the parameters macMinBE and SO. This is, the smaller the parame-
ter macMinBE , the smaller the waiting time to access the medium. In the same
way, the parameter SO determines the maximum number of slot negotiations per
CAP. Therefore, the smaller the macMinBE and the larger the SO, the smaller
setup time obtained. Theoretical and experimental results agree within a margin
of error of 8.2%. The source of this error is still an issue to be explored.

We show how SO affects the setup time of a contention-based scenario with a
line topology. For small networks with less than 6 nodes, the setup time increases
almost exponentially as SO increases. Although the slot allocation process speed
up as the number of nodes increases, due to spatial reuse, the setup time keep
increasing with SO, essentially because of the increase of the CAP length. Addi-
tionally, it is verified that the larger the macMinBE and macMaxBE , the smaller
the probability of collisions due to nodes selecting the same backoff period.

Furthermore, grid topology networks were examined as case study of limits of
slot allocation rates. To this end, three different allocation rates were considered:
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single and multiple allocations per CAP and single allocation per MSF. Results
from a comparative analysis of these approaches show that, triggering multiple
allocations per CAP in small networks performs better in terms of the setup time.
However, as the size of the network increases this performance is degraded given
the increasing congestion. Therefore, disseminating slot allocations (i.e. single
allocations per CAP and single allocations per MSF) is desirable for medium
and large scale networks.

Finally, these results provide a basis for developing future work focused on the
slot negotiation management. Developing adaptive algorithms that take into con-
sideration relevant protocol and network configuration parameters would exploit
DSME adaptability to achieve an optimal performance regarding slot allocation
time and energy consumption.
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Abstract. Erraticness of the radio spectrum makes communication on
wireless networks scarcely deterministic, which renders them hardly suit-
able for the use in application scenarios that demand high reliability,
e.g., industrial wireless control systems. To counteract unpredictable phe-
nomena like electromagnetic noise, moving obstacles, and collisions with
interfering traffic, diversity in time, frequency, and space is customarily
exploited.

Recently, a number of solutions have appeared, possibly relying on
redundant communication hardware, that combine more than one diver-
sity scheme. In this paper, such strategies are analyzed using a sim-
ple, yet significant, mathematical model, and their performance com-
pared to determine trade-offs between implementation complexity and
the achieved level of dependability.
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1 Introduction

Transmission of signals on radio channels is known to be much less reliable than
on wires. This is due to both interference and disturbance. Interference origi-
nates from the shared transmission support, and can be effectively dealt with by
means of deterministic Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanisms. Conversely,
disturbance is mostly caused by unpredictable phenomena, like electromagnetic
noise, whose effects can not be counteracted by simply resorting to a better
coordination scheme among nodes to access the wireless medium.
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It is worth noting that the distinction between interference and disturbance
is actually not sharp. Think, e.g., to the case when there are nearby wireless
nodes that operate on the same frequency range (or on overlapping ranges) but
rely on different kinds of MAC. This is the case, e.g., of co-located Wi-Fi Basic
Service Sets (BSSs) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In such conditions,
the only mechanism that could bring some benefit is the Clear Channel Assess-
ment (CCA) function, which permits to determine if the channel is currently
idle. Thanks to CCA, unless two or more nodes start transmitting at the same
time (and neglecting the hidden node problem), no collisions may happen. In the
following, we will assume that the MAC mechanism is able to coordinate access
of compliant nodes, so that interference internal to the network is prevented
(or, at least, kept to a minimum). Therefore, we will only focus on disturbance
and collisions with non-compliant nodes, both of which can be assumed to occur
according to completely random patterns.

In order to ensure that the information received by recipients corresponds
exactly to what has been sent by the originator (data integrity), a suitable check-
sum, based, e.g., on a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), is customarily appended
to the transmitted frames by the MAC layer in the originating node. By recal-
culating the CRC, every recipient is enabled to verify, with high likelihood, the
integrity of the received frames, discarding those which are corrupted for sure.
Clearly, there is a chance that a corrupted frame is taken for good by some
receiver (errors can be either global or local, depending on whether they affect
all the intended recipients or only part of them). However, the probability of this
event happening can be made small enough by proper CRC selection. In those
cases where this is not acceptable, as for protocols related to functional safety,
a black channel can be set up above the MAC layer.

To achieve a reasonably low packet loss ratio, in spite of the presence of
unpredictable errors affecting frame transmissions, almost every existing wire-
less communication technology relies on some kind of diversity, which is typically
incorporated in the MAC layer to enhance performance. By far, the most popular
solution is time diversity, which simply consists in sending the same packet mul-
tiple times. When packets are delivered to individual destinations, time diversity
is customarily exploited through Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) techniques.
In practice, every time the recipient receives a correct data frame (better, one
that passes the integrity check), it immediately replies by sending an acknowl-
edgment (ACK ) frame back to the originator. If the originator does not receive
the ACK frame within a given timeout (ACKtimeout), it sends the data frame
again (retransmission). In typical operating conditions, ARQ permits tangible
savings (in terms of spectrum consumption) with respect to a mere repetition
of the same frame for a fixed number of times. Although ARQ may be used, in
theory, also with multicast addresses, efficiently managing ACK frames returned
by a plurality of nodes is not easy. For this reason, support for confirmed multi-
cast transmissions is seldom included in real-world solutions. It is worth pointing
out that plain repetition, which does not require any feedback from the recip-
ient, can be profitably used to provide time diversity to unconfirmed multicast
transmissions.
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ARQ techniques offer satisfactory behavior in most application scenarios,
like personal mobility, home/office automation, building automation, precision
agriculture, and environmental monitoring, to cite a few. Therefore, currently
available protocols for wireless networks almost always include ARQ right in
the MAC layer. However, other contexts exist that demand noticeably higher
reliability. This is the case, for instance, of industrial plants, and in particular
of distributed real-time control applications in factory and process automation,
as well as of ad-hoc networks set up on demand for disaster management or
mission-critical purposes. In these cases, a possible solution is to exploit more
than one kind of diversity at the same time. In practice, this means adopting (at
least) one additional diversity scheme (e.g., spatial or frequency) besides time
diversity. See, e.g., in [7], where a redundant Ultra Wide Band (UWB) network
is considered to set up a wireless backup for wired avionic networks.

In this paper, a review of these mixed diversity schemes is performed, and
a comparison is carried out considering their performance and resource require-
ments. Unlike [10], which focuses on reliability in multi-hop networks, the behav-
ior of a single hop between a pair of adjacent nodes is taken into account here.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 some definitions are given and a tax-
onomy is sketched to classify approaches based on more than one kind of diver-
sity, after which a number of existing solutions are described. Section 3 presents
some theoretical results, evaluated for a very simple channel error model, about
key performance indices relevant to applications that demand high reliability,
and a brief discussion on advantages and drawbacks of each solution is included
in Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 5 some conclusions are drawn.

2 Diversity and Redundancy

Diversity and redundancy can be profitably exploited, at the lower protocols
layers (MAC and PHY) of wireless communication networks, in order to improve
reliability of data exchanges. While not the same, they are closely related.

In the following, diversity refers to techniques where multiple transmission
attempts can be performed for the same packet by varying some boundary con-
dition. In the simplest case, the attempt is repeated automatically by the same
hardware component, without varying any operational parameters, after some
time has elapsed (time diversity). A slightly more complex case is when some
parameters are changed attempt by attempt, e.g., a new Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) or a new channel is selected on every retry. Finally, if multiple
hardware components are available at either the MAC or PHY (radio) levels,
attempts can be carried out in parallel using different MAC/radio blocks.

The concept of redundancy focuses instead on the availability (or, in our
case, on the concurrent use) of more resources than strictly required to per-
form a packet exchange. In some cases, redundancy refers to physical resources.
For example, it is possible to foresee multiple antennas with different orienta-
tion/polarization, multiple radio blocks tuned on different frequencies, or mul-
tiple MAC blocks able to operate independently (enabling concurrent frame
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transmissions/receptions). In other cases, redundancy refers to time. Repetition
mechanisms perform packet transmission multiple times in sequence, whereas
Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes allocate additional bits in each frame to
enable suitable encoding. While no additional hardware is in theory required,
transmission times (and spectrum consumption) obviously increase.

As an aside, time diversity implemented by ARQ mechanisms does not imply,
strictly speaking, true redundancy. In fact, ARQ is more like a protocol between
originator and recipient and, unless ACK frames are lost, no useless (i.e., redun-
dant) attempts may be performed when delivering a packet. The price to pay
is the overhead for obtaining a feedback from the recipient (ACK frame dura-
tion). Likewise, redundancy provided by FEC encoding can hardly be classified
as diversity, according to our previous definition.

2.1 Time vs. Frequency Diversity

Time and frequency diversity are not the same, and are not intended to coun-
teract the same phenomena. Differences between them are provided below.

Repeating the same frame transmission after a while, as foreseen by time
diversity, is only effective in the case of short noise pulses or when the amount of
interfering traffic is low-to-medium. Prolonged disturbance or bursty interfering
traffic may lead to many errors in a row. If the same packet incurs in more errors
than the retry limit, it is definitely lost. Time diversity is quite inexpensive, as
there is no need for redundant hardware. A possible way to lessen statistical
correlation between the outcome of attempts is to enlarge inter-times. On the
downside, doing so increases transmission latencies, which is hardly compatible
with timing requirements of real-time control applications in industrial scenarios.

Frequency diversity is effective as long as not all the involved channels are
affected by the same phenomena. It can be used against narrow-band distur-
bance, and also permits to cope with interfering traffic in the case a careful
planning can not be done for frequency allocation. The price to pay is that
a wider range of frequencies is required with respect to legacy solutions, even
though the overall amount of consumed spectrum is in theory the same. We
may distinguish among solutions based on how much the channels are spaced.
For example, channels can be selected in the same band (TSCH) or from dif-
ferent bands (Wi-Red operating on the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands). Clearly, the sec-
ond solution increases the likelihood that attempts are truly independent, hence
improving the effectiveness of diversity, but it is also more expensive.

2.2 Mixed Diversity

In this paper, we will refer to approaches, where two or more kinds of diversity
are exploited together for improving communication quality, as mixed diversity.
Whenever conditions permit so (e.g., when unicast traffic is considered), one of
such diversity schemes customarily consists in time diversity as per ARQ. This is
due to two reasons: First, time diversity does not require any additional hardware
components, which makes implementations simple and inexpensive; Second, but
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equally important, time diversity is the only diversity scheme that permits to
conserve bandwidth, by allowing a packet transmission to be terminated as soon
as one of the related frames is successfully exchanged (causal relationship). This
is clearly impossible when attempts take place in parallel at the very same time,
e.g., using different frequencies or propagation paths.

A first distinction among mixed diversity techniques depends on whether
redundancy is required. Seamless link-level Wi-Fi redundancy, as implemented
by the Wi-Red proposal [4], demands (at least) a pair of (almost) independent
MAC/radio blocks, able to operate concurrently. Conversely, access mechanisms
based on frequency hopping [13], like Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH),
whose specification is now included in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard document
[2], only require a single MAC/radio block, and so they are intrinsically less
expensive. All it is needed, in this case, is that the frequency on which the
radio block is tuned can be quickly changed at runtime. A further distinction
can be done based on the degree of coupling among wireless nodes, so that,
e.g., the frequency on which recipients are tuned at any given time can be kept
closely tied to the originator. This is only necessary when mixed diversity is
implemented without resorting to redundancy, as in solutions based on channel
hopping. Conversely, approaches based on seamless link-level redundancy do not
require nodes to dynamically switch the transmission channel between attempts,
and so synchronization is not needed.

As a rule of thumb, implementation complexity (and, consequently, cost),
is related to the achievable performance. However, performance is not the only
aspect to take into account. In some cases, backward compatibility has to be
preserved. For example, Wi-Red relies on an asynchronous medium access (no
time slotting), and provides almost the same behavior as legacy Wi-Fi, so that
the same hardware components can be reused. Conversely, the TSCH protocol
is implemented in software above IEEE 802.15.4 hardware, which means that
noticeably higher flexibility was left to designers when defining the new protocol.

In the following, the specific case of mixed time-frequency diversity is taken
into account. This does not mean that other techniques, like space diversity or
code redundancy, are inadequate or useless: in fact, Wi-Fi [1] uses both. Space
diversity, as implemented in Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems,
exploits a plurality of antennas. Besides achieving increased throughput (by sup-
porting several concurrent data streams), MIMO can be also leveraged in Wi-Fi
to improve the reliability of the wireless link. In this case, the same signal is sent
by the originator on two or more propagation paths. Code redundancy, as imple-
mented by FEC encoding, permits to overcome situations where a limited num-
ber of bits have been corrupted during transmission. For example, Wi-Fi relies
on a Binary Convolution Code (BCC) since its early versions. Most of the consid-
erations in the analysis below apply, with minimal changes, to mixed time-space
diversity techniques, and even to time-frequency-space diversity. With limited
effort, code redundancy as well can be thrown into the equation, by considering
an enlarged duration for transmission attempts. A solution combining ARQ and
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FEC, denoted Deadline Dependent Coding (DDC), is described in [14]. While
very interesting, FEC techniques are not included in the following analysis for
space reasons. A comprehensive survey on the topic can be found in [9].

2.3 Taxonomy of Mixed Diversity Schemes

A taxonomy of the strategies that combine multiple transmission attempts and
mixed diversity is sketched in Table 1. From a general point of view, approaches
can be classified as either sequential, when attempts are carried out one after
another by the same MAC/radio block (possibly changing from time to time
the channel or the propagation path), or parallel, when they are carried out
by distinct blocks (using different channels or propagation paths). In the latter
case, redundant hardware is necessarily required (see the fourth column in the
table). We may further distinguish between strictly-parallel operations, where
each MAC/radio block carries out exactly one attempt (usually at the same
time), and sequential-parallel operations, where a number of attempts can be
carried out in sequence by each block.

Legacy solutions, which do not employ any kind of diversity besides retrans-
missions (like the initial version of IEEE 802.15.4), are categorized as strictly-
sequential. For the sake of completeness, we also included in the table the one-
shot case, where a single attempt is carried out on a single-channel single-stream
legacy network. Very often, broadcast transmissions fall under this category.

Table 1. Taxonomy of mixed diversity schemes.

Mixed time-frequency
diversity scheme

Time
diversity

Frequency
diversity

Redundancy
required

# of retries
RC

# of blocks
C

Sequential Yes Maybe No >1 ≥1

Parallel Maybe Yes Yes ≥1 >1

One-shot (legacy) No No No 1 1

Strictly-sequential (legacy) Yes No No >1 1

Sequential (chan. hopping) Yes Yes No >1 1

Sequential-parallel Yes Yes Yes >1 >1

Strictly-parallel No Yes Yes 1 >1

2.4 Solutions Based on Mixed Diversity

Recently, an increasing interest has been devoted to mixed time-frequency diver-
sity approaches for wireless networks, as witnessed by several existing standards
and commercial solutions, as well as a number of proposals available in the litera-
ture. A raw performance comparison among such technologies is likely pointless,
as they are intended for different application fields. As a consequence, their
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underlying radios have very different characteristics, and their bit rates may dif-
fer by many orders of magnitude (from a few hundreds of Kb/s to more than
1 Gb/s). In the following, some relevant solutions are described and classified
according to the proposed taxonomy.

TSCH. Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) is a particular kind of deter-
ministic MAC that is layered directly above the transmission services of IEEE
802.15.4 [2]. Nodes in the network are kept synchronized to a time master,
which enables a scheduled access to the shared medium based on time slotting,
where slots have a fixed duration. Unlike legacy Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) solutions, the frequency on which a transmitter sends its frames is
not fixed, but varies over time according to a known pattern. As a result, the
transmission schedule (known as slotframe) is defined through a matrix, where
the number of rows coincides with the available channels while the number of
columns sets the periodicity of exchanges. Each cell in this matrix relates to a
link between two specific nodes, and accommodates exactly one acknowledged
frame exchange between a given source and a given destination (a broadcast
destination is also allowed for unacknowledged frames).

TSCH is at the basis of new-generation Internet of Things (IoT) solutions
like “IPv6 over the TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e” (6TiSCH) [12]. Both the
slot duration and the slotframe size can be configured depending on application
requirements, but in 6TiSCH they are customarily set to 10 ms and 101 slots,
respectively. This means that, in the case of a transmission failure, a new attempt
can be performed after about 1 s. In the case of shared cells, a backoff procedure
is defined to cope with collisions, which may enlarge this time. TSCH can be
classified as a sequential mixed time-frequency diversity scheme, on which a
synchronous access scheme is layered to prevent internal collisions.

Bluetooth. Besides being used for connecting wireless peripherals to mobile
phones and PCs, Bluetooth [3] is sometimes adopted as the underlying trans-
mission technology of wireless industrial networks because of its robustness. The
MAC in Bluetooth [3] hops 1600 times per second over its 79 channels. This
implies that every slot lasts 625µs, much shorter than TSCH. However, the
transmission frequency remains fixed for the whole duration of the packet. Blue-
tooth as well can be classified as a sequential time-frequency diversity scheme
but, unlike TSCH, its access scheme is asynchronous and requires looser coordi-
nation among nodes.

Wi-Fi. IEEE 802.11 (also known as Wi-Fi) adopts a quite complex MAC. One
of the main design goals of Wi-Fi is to ensure very high throughput, as required
by applications in home/office environments (multimedia streaming, file transfer,
and so on). Recent versions of Wi-Fi foresee a number of diversity/redundancy
techniques that operate concurrently, e.g., space diversity (MIMO) and forward
error correction (BCC). Most commercial chipsets also include the ability to
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automatically change the modulation and coding scheme on a per-attempt basis
(TX series). This is exploited, e.g., by the Minstrel algorithm [15].

In theory, a mixed time-frequency scheme, known as MCS32, is made directly
available by IEEE 802.11, which relies on channel bonding. In MCS32, the same
frame is concurrently sent on the two halves of a 40 MHz channel. In practice,
this mechanism is hardly available in real chipsets, and hence, to the best of our
knowledge, it is seldom used. This means that Wi-Fi does not actually exploit
time-frequency diversity. However, Minstrel can be seen as a sequential mixed
time-MCS diversity approach. Access in Wi-Fi is asynchronous, this meaning
that time synchronization among stations (STA) is not required.

Wi-Red. The Wi-Red proposal [4] was defined as a proper extension of Wi-
Fi that ensures backward compatibility. It relies on two distinct transmission
channels, which are managed according to the seamless redundancy rules fore-
seen by the Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP) [8]. This implies that two
MAC/radio blocks (sub-STAs) are required for each redundant station (RSTA).
When more-than-duplex redundancy is needed, the number of such blocks con-
sequently increases. Upon transmission request for a packet, identical copies are
queued for transmission on the sub-STAs of the originator. On the recipient,
duplicates are detected and removed. In order not to modify the original Wi-
Fi protocol, the transmission processes on sub-STAs, once started, take place
independently.

Bandwidth can be saved by relying on Reactive Duplication Avoidance
(RDA), which terminates the transmission process on all the sub-STAs as soon
as an ACK frame is received on any sub-STA. Suitably displacing the begin-
ning of transmissions on the sub-STAs, as foreseen by Proactive Duplication
Avoidance (PDA), may cut down dramatically spectrum consumption. Results
about the packet loss ratio and transmission latencies, measured in a real-world
experimental testbed, can be found in [5], whereas some hints about saving in
spectrum consumption achieved by RDA/PDA techniques are reported in [6].
Wi-Red can be classified as a sequential-parallel mixed time-frequency diversity
scheme. Importantly, the same asynchronous medium access as Wi-Fi is retained,
in order to ensure full backward compatibility.

3 Quantitative Analysis

The basic point about the use of diversity to face unpredictable phenomena that
may impair communication on air (e.g., disturbance and interference from non-
compliant wireless nodes) is that, when the boundary conditions for transmission
attempts are changed (e.g., if they take place at different times, on different chan-
nels, or over different propagation paths), the outcome likely is not the same. In
the following, theoretical results are provided about some relevant performance
indices for a very simple, yet no-nonsense, channel error model. In particular, we
considered the packet delivery ratio (communication reliability), the spectrum
consumption (protocol communication efficiency), and the transmission latency
(communication timeliness).
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3.1 Packet Delivery Ratio

Let mj denote a packet to be exchanged over the network, by exploiting one
or more diversity techniques, while mj,� refers to the �-th transmission attempt
related to mj . Basically, the outcome of every transmission attempt can be
modeled as a discrete random variable that can assume only two values, success
or failure. Let εj,� be the probability that the transmission attempt mj,� fails
(failure probability). If the transmission of every single packet is unconditionally
repeated R times in a row, which means that exactly R distinct attempts are
actually performed for it, the probability PL,j that packet mj is lost (i.e., that
it definitely fails to be delivered to destination), also denoted Packet Loss Ratio
(PLR), equals the probability that all its attempts fail. In the simplest case, we
may assume that the outcomes of transmission attempts related to the same
packet are statistically independent. If so,

PL,j =
∏

�=1...R

εj,�. (1)

This is generally not true when frequency diversity is not exploited, as
in strictly-sequential retransmission performed in legacy networks (Wi-Fi or
WSNs), since disturbance phenomena may be characterized by a non-negligible
duration, hence affecting many attempts in a row. However, it reasonably holds
quite well for protocols based on channel hopping, like TSCH: it is unlikely that a
transmission error taking place in a slot on a channel affects the probability that
another error occurs, after a while, in a subsequent slot on a different channel.

In ARQ, the retransmission process for a packet is terminated as soon as the
originator understands that one of its attempts succeeded, as determined by the
feedback returned by the recipient (ACK frame). Performing further retries after
a successful frame exchange is completely pointless and never done in practice.
In this case, R coincides with the retry limit (possibly plus one, depending on
the specific definition) and bounds the number of allowed attempts: exactly one
initial attempt plus a variable number of retries. It is worth noting that Eq. (1)
identically applies to ARQ as well.

By assuming that the wireless spectrum is time-invariant and channel-
invariant, the packet loss ratio can be computed as P 0

L = εR, where ε represents
the (constant) probability that a generic attempt fails, irrespective of the instant
of transmission and the selected channel. In such conditions, the Packet Delivery
Ratio (PDR) seen by applications can be defined as

δ = 1 − P 0
L = 1 − εR, (2)

and, under our hypotheses, it only depends on ε and R.
In Fig. 1, the packet delivery ratio δ is plotted versus the failure probabil-

ity ε of single attempts in the cases when the maximum number R of allowed
attempts is equal to 1 (i.e., diversity is not exploited), 3, and 9. Whatever the
amount of disturbance affecting the channel, and as long as communication is
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Fig. 1. Packet delivery ratio δ vs. failure probability ε under the hypothesis of ideal
channel error model by varying the overall number R of allowed attempts.

not completely and permanently prevented, it is theoretically possible to obtain
the desired reliability level δ0 by simply increasing R:

R ≥
⌈

log(1 − δ0)
log(ε)

⌉
⇒ δ(R, ε) ≥ δ0. (3)

Clearly, there are some trade-offs in doing so, which will be discussed in the
following sections.

Under the above simplistic assumption, δ does not depend on the kind of
diversity exploited, but only on the overall number R of allowed attempts. As
an example, let us consider, the case when R = 9. If sequential time-frequency
diversity (“seq”) is exploited, up to 9 transmission attempts are performed in a
row (one after the other) by changing channel on every attempt. Alternatively,
in a strictly-parallel frequency diversity (“par”) implementation, C = 9 distinct
MAC/radio transmission blocks, each one tuned on a different channel, perform
a single combined transmission attempt at once.

More relevant to the sequential-parallel mixed time-frequency diversity
(“msp”) schemes we are considering here, we may also choose to rely, e.g., on
C = 3 independent MAC/radio blocks tuned on different channels, and to sep-
arately schedule up to RC = 3 transmission attempts on every channel (as
happens in Wi-Red). Similarly (but behavior is not exactly the same), we may
assume that RC = 3 combined attempts are performed by the originator, each
one involving all channels at exactly the same time. This leads to the same over-
all maximum number of transmission attempts as the above approaches, i.e.,
R = C · RC = 9. Whatever the case, if attempts are statistically independent
and the probability they suffer from failures is the same, the same packet delivery
ratio is achieved.
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3.2 Overall Number of Attempts

One of the main downsides of diversity is that, spectrum consumption wors-
ens because of the chance of multiple transmissions. In particular, it is directly
related to the overall number of attempts that are performed, on average, for
each packet. For sequential ARQ techniques in legacy wireless networks, the
number ωseq of transmission attempts per packet is bounded by the retry limit,
that is, ωseq ≤ R. The mean number ωseq of attempts per packet is equal to

ωseq = 1 +
∑

�=2...R

ε�−1 =
∑

�′=0...R−1

ε�′
=

1 − εR

1 − ε
. (4)

In fact, the initial attempt is always performed, whereas the probability that
the �-th attempt (where 2 ≤ � ≤ R) is performed equals the probability that
all the preceding � − 1 attempts have failed. It is worth noting that the same
result identically applies to sequential mixed time-frequency diversity schemes
(e.g., those based on channel hopping).

For strictly-parallel implementations, all attempts are carried out at once
on the C physical channels, which implies that the overall number of attempts
performed per packet, all channels considered, is ωpar = ωpar = C.

The case of sequential-parallel mixed time-frequency diversity, where each
node is provided with C MAC/radio blocks tuned on distinct channels and every
block performs up to RC attempts (as happens in Wi-Red), can be studied in
approximate way by considering a sequential ARQ transmission performed on a
redundant link that includes C physical channels. Every combined attempt on
the redundant link consists in C distinct attempts, which are performed contex-
tually on all physical channels. In this case, the equivalent failure probability εC

on the redundant link coincides with the probability that all the C concurrent
attempts fail, that is, under our simplified hypotheses, εC = εC .

The overall number ωmsp of transmission attempts per packet, all channels
considered, is bounded by the retry limit on single channels, i.e., ωmsp ≤ C ·RC ,
whereas the average overall number of attempts is equal to

ωmsp = C ·
[
1 +

∑

�=2...RC

ε�−1
C

]
= C · 1 − εC·RC

1 − εC
. (5)

Referring back to the example introduced in the previous section (where the
overall number of attempts is R = 9 and the number C of MAC/radio blocks
operating in parallel is 1, 3, or 9), the average overall number ω of attempts, for
sequential, strictly-parallel, and sequential-parallel mixed time-frequency diver-
sity strategies, is plotted in Fig. 2. The overall number of attempts ω also provides
some indication on energy consumption.
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Fig. 2. Average overall number ω of attempts per transmitted packet (all channels
considered) vs. failure probability ε, for sequential (seq), strictly-parallel (par), and
sequential-parallel (msp) diversity approaches.

3.3 Communication Efficiency

The communication efficiency η of protocols that foresee multiple transmissions
attempts per packet can be conveniently defined as the inverse of ω, that is,

η =
1
ω

. (6)

For the previously considered examples, it is plotted in Fig. 3. Concerning
communication efficiency, sequential solutions like TSCH are always advanta-
geous with respect to solutions that perform parallel transmissions using redun-
dant communication hardware. This is because of ARQ, which terminates trans-
mission as soon as there is evidence that the packet was correctly delivered.
In this way, useless attempts are never performed. Differences among diversity
schemes fade away as the failure probability grows. At worst, all the R envisaged
attempts are carried out for the packet on very noisy channels, which means that
the limit of η as ε approaches 1 from the left is

lim
ε→1−

η(ε, R) =
1
R

. (7)

3.4 Number of Attempts Before Success

This section analyzes how many attempts are carried out on average, at the
level of the single MAC/radio block, to deliver a packet to the recipient. In the
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Fig. 3. Communication efficiency η vs. failure probability ε for sequential (seq), strictly-
parallel (par), and sequential-parallel (msp) diversity approaches.

case of sequential mixed time-frequency diversity where at most R transmission
attempts are allowed, the probability that a packet is sent exactly � times by the
originator (i.e., � − 1 failures followed by one success) is ε�−1 (1 − ε). By consid-
ering only packets correctly delivered to the recipient, the above probability has
to be divided by 1 − εR (conditional probability). Thus, the average number of
attempts performed for correctly delivered packets is

αseq =
∑

�=1...R

� · ε�−1 (1 − ε)
1 − εR

=
1 − ε

1 − εR

∑

�=1...R

� · ε�−1, (8)

which is a truncated geometric series that yields

αseq =
1

1 − εR

[
1 − εR+1

(1 − ε)
− (R + 1) εR

]
. (9)

Quantity α can be used to estimate the transmission latency, unlike ω, which
is related to the spectrum consumption. While αseq is close to ωseq in typical
operating conditions, they are not the same. In particular, they may differ sub-
stantially when the failure probability ε is high. The limit of αseq as ε approaches
1 from the left is

lim
ε→1−

αseq(ε, R) =
1 + R

2
. (10)

In fact, if disturbance is very high, the probability that correct delivery occurs
at the �-th attempt only marginally depends on �, and the related probability
mass function is almost uniformly distributed between 1 and R.

When parallel frequency diversity schemes are taken into account, which
foresee C redundant MAC/radio blocks, all attempts performed contextually
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Fig. 4. Average number α of (combined) attempts per correctly delivered packet vs.
failure probability ε, for sequential (seq), strictly-parallel (par), and sequential-parallel
(msp) diversity approaches.

count, from the point of view of α, as a single attempt (a combined attempt
takes the same time as a single attempt). For example, let us consider combined
attempts carried out on C = 3 channels at a time. Let us assume that the
transmission of a packet initially fails on all channels, and that one (or more)
attempts succeed at the second try. In this case, α = 2, because the time taken
for the packet to be delivered to destination corresponds to two attempts.

In the case of a strictly-parallel approach, every correctly delivered packet
experienced exactly one combined attempt, and hence αpar = αpar = 1.

For sequential-parallel mixed time-frequency diversity, we can consider again
a sequential transmission performed on an redundant link with C physical chan-
nels and failure probability εC . This approximate analysis yields

αmsp =
1

1 − εC·RC

[
1 − εC·(RC+1)

(1 − εC)
− (RC + 1) εC·RC

]
. (11)

The mean number α of combined attempts before success, for sequential,
strictly-parallel, and sequential-parallel mixed diversity, is plotted in Fig. 4.

3.5 Transmission Latency

Transmission latency dj measures the time between the transmission request for
a packet mj issued at the originator and its correct delivery to the recipient. This
quantity is only defined for correctly delivered packets and, generally speaking,
it depends on how many attempts are performed before the packet is received by
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the recipient with no errors and the time elapsing between subsequent attempts.
Let tj,0 be the time when the transmission request for packet mj is issued, and
tj,� the time when the j-th transmission attempt ends, either successfully or
with a failure. The latency for mj is equal to dj = tj,αj

− tj,0, where αj denotes
the attempt when the transmission of mj succeeded. The contribution Δdj,� to
the latency of mj due to the �-th attempt (where 1 ≤ � ≤ αj) corresponds
to Δdj,� = tj,� − tj,�−1 (where 1 ≤ � ≤ αj), and includes any initial access
time, either due to random backoff or related to the position of the link in the
slotframe, the times taken by the originator to send on air the DATA frame and
by the recipient to return the ACK frame, as well as any fixed interframe gaps.

The mean transmission latency can be expressed as

d =
1

Npkt

∑

j=1...Npkt

dj =
1

Npkt

∑

j=1...Npkt

∑

�=1...αj

Δdj,�, (12)

where Npkt is the number of packets transmitted over a time interval wide
enough. According to out simplifying hypothesis on channel error invariance,

d =
∑

�=1...R

ε�−1 1 − ε

1 − εR
· d(�), (13)

where d(�) is the average latency experienced by packets that managed to be
delivered to destination in exactly � attempts.

Finding a closed-form expression for d(�) is quite difficult, as it depends on the
specific MAC of the underlying network technology. For instance, an exponential
random backoff is performed in Wi-Fi on each failed attempt, which means that
d(�) grows more than linearly with �, whereas transmission in TSCH has first to
wait for a suitable cell (link) in the slotframe, with retries typically spaced by
one slotframe. If shared cells are considered, an exponential backoff is carried
out in TSCH as well, by which a random number of suitable cells are skipped in
the case of a failed attempt.

For the sake of simplicity, we will hide MAC complexity by assuming that the
contribution of attempts to the latency is fixed, that is, Δdj,� � D. This implies
that d(�) � � · D, and the average transmission latency can be approximated as

d � α · D. (14)

This is clearly a very rough approximation: since the inter-time between
attempts related to any given packet usually increases as more attempts are
carried out, the value of d provided by (14) is optimistic. For our purposes,
this is acceptable, as we simply wish to compare retransmission strategies based
on the same underlying MAC when the degree of parallelization (i.e., number
of redundant MAC/radio blocks) is varied. Referring back to the previously
introduced examples, the approximate shape of the average latency for the three
considered strategies can be inferred from Fig. 4. As can be seen, when the failure
probability for attempts is negligible, i.e., ε � 1, the transmission latency is
the same for all approaches. Conversely, when the failure probability increases,
parallel schemes have a clear advantage over sequential solutions.
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4 Discussion on Results

Validity of theoretical results derived in the previous section basically depends
on the assumptions on the channel error model, either ideal or real.

Ideal Channel. Under the ideal channel error model we considered, communi-
cation reliability (as given by the packet delivery ratio δ) only depends on the
limit R on the overall number of transmission attempts that are allowed per
packet. Unfortunately, increasing R implies that a larger portion of the spec-
trum is used up, which makes this approach greedy, impairing coexistence with
nearby wireless networks, and also worsens energy consumption.

When scenarios are considered where response times do definitely matter
(e.g., in time-critical and safety-critical applications), there is however a second
kind of drawback in increasing the number of attempts that can be performed
in sequence. Repeating transmission of the same packet too many times worsens
mean latency d, which in turn may cause the deadline of time-critical data to be
exceeded. In some contexts, a deadline miss can be as severe as a packet loss. For
this reason, the Delivery Success Probability (DSP) is sometimes used to describe
the fraction of packets arriving to destination correctly and timely [11]. In such
cases, a suitable solution is to adopt a mechanism that parallelizes transmission
attempts by means of redundant communication hardware. This is the case,
e.g., of the Wi-Red proposal, which implements link-level seamless redundancy
on Wi-Fi. Coupled with the high bit rate, this provides both good reliability and
prompt data transfers at the same time. Clearly, such an approach is pointless
for IoT solutions like TSCH, which demand inexpensive implementations and
low energy consumption (and hence, no redundancy and lower bit rates).

Real Channels. Unfortunately, assuming that transmission attempts are sta-
tistically independent, with a time-invariant, channel invariant error probability,
is only partially adequate in real scenarios, and sometimes it is just unaccept-
able. This is because, in spite of diversity, some dependence unavoidably exists
between attempts. Usually, the nearer attempts are in time, frequency, or space,
the more they are correlated, in such a way that the probability of multiple fail-
ures is higher than in the case of true independence, which implies that PL ≥ P 0

L

(and, sometimes, PL � P 0
L).

Generally speaking, (2) provides the probability of correct packet delivery
featured by a diversity scheme in optimal conditions, and is the target against
which real solutions have to be checked. Referring to results in the previous
sections, we can say that all of them are typically optimistic. A possible exception
is given by sequential mixed time-frequency diversity schemes, like TSCH. In this
case, assuming that attempts related to the same packet are mostly independent
is typically possible, since both time and frequency are varied. A reasonable
independence between attempts is achieved, to a lesser extent, in Wi-Fi (and
Wi-Red), thanks to the coupling of time and MCS diversity (Minstrel), as well
as to the possible adoption of space diversity (MIMO).
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5 Conclusions

Coordination among nodes in wireless networks (as achieved when a determin-
istic MAC is adopted) permits to tangibly reduce internal interference and col-
lisions. On the contrary, resilience against unpredictable phenomena that may
severely impair communication, like noise pulses, relative movement between
nodes and obstacles, multipath fading, and interfering traffic from nearby unco-
ordinated wireless nodes, can be only improved by resorting to approaches that
employ one or more diversity schemes at a time. Recently, a number of solu-
tions have appeared that combine retransmissions as per ARQ (i.e., time diver-
sity) with other diversity/redundancy techniques, like channel hopping, antenna
diversity, seamless channel redundancy, forward error correction codes, rate
adaptation algorithms, and so on.

In this paper, these mixed diversity approaches have been classified according
to a suitable taxonomy, and the improvements they are able to achieve evalu-
ated using a simple yet no-nonsense channel error model. The most relevant
performance indices when critical applications are taken into account are reli-
ability, spectrum consumption, and transmission latencies, but implementation
cost and energy consumption are also important. Clearly, a trade-off has to be
found among them, depending on the specific scenario that is being considered.

Results confirm that tangible advantages over legacy solutions, based on plain
ARQ, can be achieved by leveraging mixed diversity. In particular, higher levels
of reliability and timeliness can be ensured at the same time. Sequential time-
frequency diversity provided by channel hopping (TSCH) likely provides the best
balance between implementation complexity and reliability. Seamless link-level
redundancy (Wi-Red) is more expensive, but noticeably reduces transmission
latencies. This aspect is certainly valuable when fast control loops have to be
closed over the air. As part of our future activities, we plan to improve our
analysis of mixed diversity, by considering more realistic channel error models.
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Abstract. Cloud computing can enable the unraveling of new scientific
breakthroughs. We will eventually arrive to compute overwhelmingly
large sizes of information, larger than we ever thought about it. Bet-
ter scheduling algorithms are the key to process Big Data. This paper
presents a load balancing scheduling algorithm for Many Task Comput-
ing using the computational resources from Cloud, in order to process
a huge number of tasks with a finite number of resources. As such, the
algorithm can be also used for Big Data, because it scales easily for
big applications if we put a load balancing algorithm on top of virtual
machines. We impose an upper bound of one for the maximum nodes
that can carry an arbitrary job without executing it and we show that
this statement holds by simulating the algorithm in MTS2 (Many Task
Scheduling Simulator). We also show that the algorithm’s overlay per-
forms even better when there are multiple nodes and we discuss about
choosing the best local scheduling policy for the working nodes.

Keywords: Task Scheduling · Cloud computing · Load balancing ·
Scheduling policy

1 Introduction

Nowadays, distributed systems are more and more confronting with Many Task
Computing (MTC) problems, because of the arrive of Big Data. Because in gen-
eral, Clouds are processing loosely coupled tasks, it was necessary to introduce
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another type of programming model. MTC was first introduced by Ioan Raicu as
an alternate programming model to High Performance Computing (HPC) and
High Throughput Computing (HTC). It solves problems that can be structured
as graphs of discrete tasks with edges formed by input and output. Tasks can
be as large as possible and can use multiple cores. The set of tasks can be of
any type: homogeneous or heterogeneous, static or dynamic, loosely coupled or
tightly coupled [11].

We are addressing the following scheduling problem: we have a finite set
of resources (a Hadoop cluster or a private Cloud dedicated to some specific
types of operations), certain specific applications (like crawling on the Internet
periodically) and the condition that every resource can be responsible for the
execution of a large number of tasks, where a task is a set of operations and
every operation needs a specific machine, this being the primary constraint. We
have a group consisting in a limited number of heterogeneous machines, where a
machine can process a specific number of tasks at a given time. The preemption
of any task is not allowed and respecting the deadlines represents the second
constraint. We must schedule and send to execution all the tasks with minimum
penalties.

Our contribution is an algorithm that tries to reuse as much as possible the
virtual machines (VMs) and balance the average work of each one, because when
there are multiple idle VMs, more energy is consumed and more resources are
wasted. This algorithm is not a resource management solution for VMs in Cloud,
but a scheduling algorithm that does not require homogeneous nodes in order
to work. We don’t propose an algorithm that fits just one particular applica-
tion, but one that fits all scheduling problems that confront with many tasks
and asymptotic loads. The algorithm is designed to have an overlay for Cloud,
which is the same with the overlay of a common network, except that nodes are
composed of VMs. It has a generic load computation intended to show the avail-
ability of nodes for job execution, a dynamic switch of the central job distributor
node with its first idle neighbour that requires O(1) and a forwarding scheme of
jobs defined as Round Robin. The dynamic switch of distributor guarantees the
overall load balancing in Cloud even for the distributor and also a fault toler-
ant mechanism when the distributor node has a load that is considerably larger
than its neighbours. Jobs are treated as independent and having a short execu-
tion time. The algorithm has a linear complexity despite the context in which is
being used, that is Big Data, because each job is not preempted and executed
just by one node. Jobs can be passed from one node to another, but still they
are executed on the first node that received the job or on the first neighbour of
that node. In order to simulate the algorithm we choose MTS2 (a simulator for
Many Task Computing) because it has an MTC oriented architecture and it’s
faster than SimMatrix [12]: MTS2 can simulate 106 nodes and 108 messages on
2 cores with just 700 MB of RAM in 340 s.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we highlight some existing
scheduling algorithms for asymptotic loads in Cloud, focusing on their perfor-
mance and requirements. In Sect. 3, we propose a load balancing algorithm for
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Big Data using Cloud resources. Section 4 describes the design of MTS2 and its
usage in the context of proposed scheduling algorithm. Results from simulations
with MTS2 are shown in Sect. 5, along with the comparison with another exis-
tent scheduler in terms of performance. We also included in Sect. 6 conclusions
derived from our work and future thoughts.

2 Background and Related Work

Exascale computing has multiple domains such as multimedia streaming, social-
networks, medicine, weather, bioinformatics, astronomy, astrophysics, data ana-
lytics etc. All these domains have reached large amounts of data that need to be
processed. As such, a new era has arrived, that is Big Data.

HPC systems are sharing the “multi-core” hardware resources among mul-
tiple applications. Some characteristics of HPC systems are cooling techniques,
high speed of data processing, high processors and job management systems
(JMS). Some of the most important technologies that were used for HPC systems
are: Globus, Portable Batch System (PBS) Gridbus and Platform LSF (Platform
Load Sharing Facility). These technologies improve the way that HPC systems
are sharing, exchanging, selecting and aggregating the resources. The types of
resources for a distributed system are computers, applications, data bases and
tools for manipulating the data. These are geographically distributed and used
by virtual organizations and enterprises.

Cloud computing started from the idea of grid computing and a pay-per-
service business model. Few years ago, Grid computing was a distributed com-
puting paradigm [14] that was mainly used in intensive scientific computations
across a distributed network with hosts that use distributed resources. Every
resource from the Cloud can be served from different services layers: IaaS or
Infrastructure as a Service (virtual machines, servers, storage, network), PaaS
or Platform as a Service (execution runtime, database, web server, development
tools) and SaaS or Software as a Service (email, virtual desktop, communication,
games, voice over IP etc.). The last layer can be seen as multiple layers of the
same type, meaning that software can be categorized according to its complexity
and facilities that is offering to clients.

High-performance computing is mainly focused on maximizing the comput-
ing power of a system, rather than dealing with large data sets. As such, we will
use Cloud computing as a solution for Big Data Science in order to process a
huge number of jobs with a finite set of resources. A resource can be responsible
with the execution of a huge number of jobs, where huge means multiple exe-
cution times of the same job and multiple temporary jobs. However, a machine
can process only one operation at a time and preemption is not allowed. An
application is a specific set of jobs where each job needs a specific machine in
order to run.

Some simulators for Big Data have been created, such as CloudSim [3], Sim-
Matrix [11] and others. We will show later, in Sect. 4, the limitations of CloudSim
in order to make dynamic simulations and present the design for another simu-
lator: MTS2 - Many Task Scheduling Simulator.
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2.1 Specifications and Constraints for Scheduling Algorithms
and Policies

Scheduling policies have multiple criteria such as: CPU, deadlines, preemption,
fairness. The last criteria is known as having a single task or process that is run-
ning and all other processes being in starvation for operating system’s resources.

There are multiple known scheduling policies: Processor Sharing (PS), First
Come First Served (FCFS), Shortest Remaining Processing Time First (SRPT),
Longest Remaining Processing Time First (LRPT), Least Attained Service
(LAS) etc. For Cloud systems, a scheduling algorithm is crucial for process-
ing large tasks. If a job was planned to be processed, it is ideal to wait until its
completion and not to interrupt it for making anything else: processing another
task, executing another operation mandatory for the operating system.

Different techniques and scheduling policies were developed until now for Big
Data such as IBIS: Interposed Big-data I/O Scheduler [13]. But there is no such
perfect algorithm that fits for all types of applications or types of Clouds (private,
public or hybrid). Each algorithm is implemented taken into consideration the
needs for a particular application. Some of the requirements can be met if part
of the initial considerations of the application architecture are simplified. The
types of requirements can be: dependencies between tasks (whether or not the
tasks are independent, types of shared resources etc.), preemption, deadlines etc.

Some of the real problems that Big Data algorithms are confronting with are,
according with [2]:

– Streaming includes multimedia streaming, rolling average of previous k
items, the most frequent items seen so far. For example, the Bloom filter
discovered in 1970 is used in market baskets in order to predict items that
are more frequently purchased together.

– Image extraction. Software companies work at face image feature extrac-
tions for social networks, bioinformatics etc.

– Content-based filtering. Finding information about a person or a group of
persons can result in targeted content for these people. This content may be
suggested friends on social networks based on preferences, recommendations
for movies, music or products on online stores etc.

– Clustering. This group of algorithms creates hierarchies of species, cus-
tomers, scientific papers etc.

– Classification refers to computational models like neural networks and
Bayesian decision trees.

– Sorting. This is very important when displaying websites according to rele-
vance after a string query in web search engines.

– Searching. For example, this is important for finding the most relevant sci-
entific paper according to some keywords that has the best quality of infor-
mation.

2.2 Management of Resources in Cloud Systems

The resources in Cloud are memory, CPU, storage, applications, web services
etc. Every resource is released whenever the demand is low. For every resource,
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clients must pay whenever they use it. Each task needs some specific types of
resources. A single resource can be responsible for a huge number of tasks.

In Cloud, there are multiple virtual machines in every physical host. The idea
is giving to the clients the exact resources and services that they need. Therefore,
splitting storage and computational performance is done very easy with virtual
machines. A virtual machine is seen as a process on the main operating system,
without interfering with it in case of a failure. This type of virtualization is
called full virtualization. There are another two types of virtualization called
partial virtualization and para-virtualization, which consider that part of the
hardware is simulated, or respectively, hardware must not be simulated and
virtual machines are working in isolated domains [1,6,9].

Virtual machines can migrate from a specific machine to another without
needing to shutdown them. Also, virtual machines can run multiple types of
operating systems. Another feature of virtual machines is that resources are
protected because there is a high level of isolation between virtual machines.

Managing the resources in Cloud also involves using advanced tools for mon-
itoring the applications. Some of these advanced systems are Swift, Falkon and
Karajan [15]. Swift is a parallel programming tool for management of engineering
workflows. Falkon is a light-weight task execution service that can be integrated
with Swift [7]. Karajan maps different computations to the system’s resources.

There are some solutions for private Clouds in terms of resource management
like VMware DRS and Microsoft PRO. However, these solutions don’t scale for
other types of Clouds [5].

Companies providing Cloud services have defined some levels of service agree-
ments for their clients, in order to guarantee the quality of their services. How-
ever, each company tries to group their own metrics in four main metrics: avail-
ability, performance, reliability, scalability and cost. For example, Amazon EC2
(Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) agrees in its SLA that the monthly uptime
percentage is 99.95%, that is a considerable agreement made to its users.

3 The Asymptotic Load Balancing Scheduling Algorithm

3.1 Initial Scheduling Problem

We are addressing the following scheduling problem: we have a finite set of
resources (a Hadoop cluster or a private Cloud dedicated to some specific types
of operations), certain specific applications (like crawling on the Internet peri-
odically) and the condition that every resource can be responsible with the
execution of an infinite number of tasks, where a task is a set of operations and
every operation needs a specific machine, this being the primary constraint.

We have a group consisting in a limited number of heterogeneous machines,
where a machine can process a specific number of tasks at a given time. The
preemption of any task is not allowed and respecting the deadlines represents
the second constraint. We must schedule and send to execution all the tasks with
minimum penalties.
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The general context is Big Data Science, where the volume of data is very
big, the speed of arriving data is also big, and there are multiple types of data.
A concrete problem is represented by an application such as Flickr or Picasa,
where the operations are defined such as writes and reads of data in distributed
file sistems (HDFS, NFS etc.).

3.2 An Overlay that Solves Our Problem

Jobs for machines can be described as loosely coupled (meaning independent) or
tight coupled. They can also run on a single core or multiple cores. Jobs can be
running periodically or just for a few times. They need to store large amounts
of data or they need CPU for a long time in order to finish the computations.
Therefore, jobs can also be described as being CPU-intensive, IO-intensive or
mixed [11].

We suppose that jobs are working independently and they are characterized
by the above description. For example, this can work for the Internet search
queries: some of them are running periodically and some of them only for a few
times, but they are not influencing each other.

We introduce the definition of overlay for Cloud systems. The overlay is
the same concept as the overlay for a common network: it defines the logical
connections between the hosts in order to achieve great response times. Taking
into consideration a large network, having a full mesh is not a good idea, because
hosts are tightly coupled between them and they will not respond very well to
technical failures.

Because we are dealing with a distributed network we must find an appro-
priate overlay in order to process jobs at high rates. Having only one node
responsible for distributing the jobs for the other nodes in the network is not
sufficient, because that node will be very soon high loaded. We must also take
into consideration the fact that failures can happen at any time and a node with
such responsibility of distributing jobs for other nodes can’t be tolerable.

We chose an overlay similar to Chord, because it offers the following proper-
ties [8]:

– No overhead in communication, because paths between nodes are already
known. Every node has a distributed hash table with node IDs as keys. There-
fore retrieving a neighbour’s ID is O(1).

– Fault tolerance if a node n crashes, because all the keys assigned to n will be
sent to the first neighbour.

– Load balancing of information, because every node has the same number of
neighbours in order to communicate.

– Scalability. When a node joins the system, just a few finger tables are modified
in order to reflect the entrance of a new node.

– Distributivity. The overlay is supposed to work for a peer-to-peer decentral-
ized network.

We chose the distributed hash table [10] for the overlay network, because
it is suitable for the proposed scheduling model, that is a job is executed only
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one time by a single node, considering the time it enters in the system and the
finish time and respecting the deadlines, while assuming a load balancing of the
working nodes.

Every node will have a unique identifier in the network, along with a finger
table with the neighbours’ identifiers as keys and load information as values.
These identifiers are arranged in a circle in clockwise direction. The loading
information of a node will be periodically taken from the neighbours. Every
node will have the finger table entries with keys ranging from 0 to 2m − 1,
where an entry is of type (p + 2k−1) mod 2m (p is the node’s identifier; k is
ranging from 1 to m) and 2m is the maximum number of nodes (m denotes
the maximum number of entries in finger table or more precisely, the maximum
number of neighbours that a node can have). As such, a node will communicate
with nodes at distances increasingly higher. As far, we are not concerned about
the physical distribution of the nodes, but the logical distances between them
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The proposed overlay.

3.3 The Algorithm

Nodes are divided into three types: distributor node, working nodes and idle
nodes. We consider the following aspects:

– The distributor node sends jobs to all the working nodes.
– Working nodes process jobs from their queue according to a local scheduling

policy.
– Idle nodes have low identifiers and small loading values among the overlay

ring and are possible candidates when the switching of roles is happening.
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– The initial overlay will not be modified during the algorithm.
– The role of distributor can be passed to an idle neighbour.
– The queue of a working node can be passed to an idle neighbour if it’s fully

loaded. The maximum loading value must be carefully chosen at the initial-
ization of the algorithm, because a small limit can cause multiple switches
of roles, whereas a limit of 100% for loading makes the algorithm perform
better.

Jobs are entering in the network (homogeneous or heterogeneous virtual
machines in Cloud, Hadoop nodes or mobile devices in Cloud) from a well-
known node called the distributor and are distributed to the other nodes from
the network in accordance with a distribution algorithm. This algorithm is not
supposed to replicate the jobs over the network, but to assure us that every job
will always be computed only once. The distribution idea has the meaning that
the distributor node will send a job to each node in clockwise direction, starting
with the node that has the lowest identifier value and repeat this rule until it
has no other job to distribute.

The well-known node can be any time high loaded because of the many tasks
in the system that are entering. In order to avoid this situation, the distributor
node will check the loading information of its first neighbour from the finger
table that has the lowest identifier and also the lowest loading value. A small
loading value means that the node is not performing so many jobs or it is idle. A
signal from the distributor node will be sent to the second node. This time, it is
the responsibility of the other node to distribute the tasks over the network. The
first node will switch its purpose with its neighbour and it will start processing
the jobs from its queue and also the new jobs that arrive.

The neighbours can be aware in any moment of the switching time if they
know that they have the smallest loading value from their finger table. However,
every node has different neighbours and it can happen that multiple nodes be
idle. This is why a signal from the distributor node must be sent.

The newest distributor will start sending the remaining jobs from its queue
if it did not process all of them and will also receive other jobs that will enter
into the network. It is clear that a distributor must always pass the jobs to other
nodes and is not responsible for anything else.

The loading information is periodically collected and updated for every node.
This information is collected when a switch of the distributor is happening. The
distributor will send its loading information to the neighbour and immediately
switch its functionality. The neighbour will update the loading value in its finger
table and continue to work as a distributor. The delegation of work is done
because we are constantly aware that there is at least one node in the system
that can be idle or is consuming its queue better that the other nodes, therefore
its loading has the smallest value.

The queue of a working node will be passed to another neighbour when it is
not possible to be processed, meaning that the latest responsible node for that
queue has reached the maximum loading value. While sending the queue, it can
happen that the neighbour could have been chosen as distributor. In this case,
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the remaining jobs will be send to the next idle neighbour, because we want jobs
to be processed very quickly and not to be distributed among the overlay ring
and possibly resent to another nodes if the first ones are too loaded. If a job is
taking too long to be computed, we must be aware of not receiving it back to
the initial node. We will demonstrate that every job that enters in the system
will not be delayed while executing it and will be passed to another node at
most once. It is better to let the working nodes process their queue if all the
neighbours are approximately loaded, because the algorithm will behave better
in terms of performance. Exchanging the queues while all the nodes are loaded
can result in bottlenecks, therefore in delays of execution which we do not want.
So an idle neighbour must have a small loading value or at least 30% less than
the fully loaded node.

Switching the distributor too often can possibly cause overhead while pro-
cessing jobs, because of the signalling and the load balancing information that
must be periodically exchanged. As such, in the first part of the distributed
replication algorithm every node from the network will know the loading infor-
mation from its neighbours. The distributor will be decided with a distributed
algorithm for choosing a leader (e.g. LeLann-Chang-Robert [4]). That node will
run for a long period of time until it won’t be able to distribute any other job
over the network and then the switching time will occur.

This approach of dynamic roles will guarantee us that no overloading will
happen for the distributor and that every working node will have the same
loading approximately. The load balancing among the overlay ring will also be
assured by the fact that the working nodes will exchange their queues whenever
it needs. By choosing a distributed hash table, we don’t have to compute any
path between two arbitrary nodes in order to pass the jobs or exchange load
information, meaning that no overhead is added to communication. The overlay
is also tolerant to failures, because if a node is about to crash, just before the
event will occur, it will send all its queue to its first idle neighbour.

4 MTS2: Many Task Scheduling Simulator

We started simulating the algorithm with CloudSim, which is a simulation frame-
work written in Java designed for Cloud concepts. The main constraint of this
simulator was the fact that it did not allowed us to switch the distributor role
during the simulation and only to switch the queues between the working nodes.
This constraint is due to the concepts of deferred queue and future events queue
in the simulator. We will talk a little bit about the main entities of every simu-
lation in CloudSim [3] in order to explain the roles of those queues. The Data-
centerBroker seen as the user’s application is the class that assigns to each job
a specific virtual machine (VM) before the simulation starts.

A Datacenter contains multiple hosts, a name, a VM scheduling policy and
other characteristics: architecture, operating system, time zone, the cost of using
memory, the cost of using storage and the cost of using bandwidth. The VM
scheduling policy is responsible for provisioning of a host to a VM, VM creation,
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VM destruction and VM migration. Every Host has specific characteristics like
MIPS, ID, memory, storage, bandwidth, a list of cores (Pe elements), a Ram-
Provisioner, a BwProvisioner and a VM scheduler that decides how multiple
VMs are using the Host ’s resources. A Vm has its specific characteristics along
with a local scheduling policy. CloudSim supports by default space-shared and
time-shared policies. A Cloudlet is the definition of a normal job in CloudSim
and it must be assigned to a Vm.

4.1 MTS2 Design

Our algorithm appreciates the loading information of every node in the overlay
ring. It can’t be possible to simulate a dynamic overlay into a static simulation.
Therefore, we created our framework in Java. It borrows the main entities from
CloudSim but with slight differences. Every entity excepting VMs is a Java
process and not a thread, because we wanted to have as many VMs as possible.

There is a Broker that sends a limited number of jobs to the distributor Vm.
The Broker receives as arguments the number of jobs, the distributor’s ID and
the type of job distribution. It communicates through sockets with the distribu-
tor whenever a switch occurs. The thread that does this is called BrokerWorker.

Cloudlets have a start time, a finish time, ID and length. A Host is a Java
process that has a number of Vms working as threads. Each Host receives as
arguments the ID value, the number of working Vms and the total number of
Vms in a simulation. It waits until all the Vms are terminated and it’s not
involved in any communication.

A Vm is an abstract class that knows its ID and the total number of virtual
machines. It also has a queue of Cloudlets and a thread called QueueWorker
responsible for processing the queue.

For simulating our load balancing algorithm, we implemented VMFIFO. This
class extends the abstract class and has more informations like: a specific role
(distributor or working node), a list of its neighbours’ IDs according with the
ring. After a VMFIFO starts, it computes its neighbours’ IDs. It waits for jobs
from the distributor or the Broker (this depends on the source and its role) and
adds them to the queue.

The Vm entities can receive the following types of requests:

– MESSAGE
It will wait for receiving the informations about a Cloudlet. Depending on the
role in the ring, it can start processing the Cloudlet or send it to a working
node.

– GET LOADING
It will send its loading value because one of its neighbours is full loaded and
wants to decide if it’s an idle node. The distributor will send the largest
loading value in order to not be taken into consideration as idle neighbour.

– SWITCH DISTRIBUTOR
It will switch its role as distributor and the QueueWorker will start distribut-
ing the jobs from the queue, rather than processing them.
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– FINISH SIMULATION
The end message received from the Broker or distributor Vm according to
the algorithm from Sect. 3.

– FINISHED SIMULATION
The end message from the QueueWorker meaning that the Vm can success-
fully shut down.

There is an interface called DistributionFunction that must be implemented
in order to use another distribution type. There are already three distribution
types: IdenticalDistribution, NormalDistribution and ExponentialDistribution.
The type of distribution for a simulation is configured for the Broker, from
the main script file that starts the simulation, simulate.sh.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Overlay and Distribution Type Performances

We have tested MTS2 on a virtual machine with Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS
and 3 GB of RAM. The number of processor cores was standard for VMware
Player. We have simulated with MTS2 for an overlay of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128
nodes and within a range of [10, 105] jobs, in order to see how our algorithm is
performing. We concluded that in simulations with a number of jobs less than
or equal to 1000, all types of overlay finish all the jobs above 10 s. However, the
simulator performed better with an overlay of 16 nodes, a total time of 2.898 s
for 1000 jobs.

Starting with an overlay of 16 nodes, the simulator processed more quickly a
larger number of jobs. In Fig. 2, we can see that if more nodes are used, then the
algorithm performs better: a response time with 103 s less for an overlay with
128 nodes in comparison with an overlay of 4 nodes.

The simulator takes enough time until it has all the nodes up and running
and because the communication through sockets between the nodes takes a rea-
sonable time, the response times for simulations above 1000 nodes are greater
for large overlays. However, what it is the most important is the fact that the
algorithm and the simulator perform better when more nodes and more jobs
are used. The average performance for a range of [10, 105] jobs was made by an
overlay of 16 nodes, with total execution times of: 0.573 s, 1.68 s, 2.898 s, 9.999 s,
respectively 99.997 s for 105.

In order to see how the algorithm performs if jobs have different lengths,
such as in a real environment, we simulated three types of distribution (identical,
normal and exponential) for an overlay of 4 nodes. For the identical distribution,
each job has a length of 100. So each job takes 0.1 s in order to be executed. For
the normal distribution, we used the following formula: 100 ± σ where σ has been
chosen as 10. For the exponential distribution, we used the following formula:
− ln(U)

λ where λ has been chosen as 10, and U ∈ (0, 1). We ranged the number of
jobs from 10 to 106. However, the algorithm performs in the same manner. No
major differences were found even if the distribution type has changed.
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Fig. 2. Total execution time for jobs with the same length, for each type of overlay.

Fig. 3. Comparison between FIFO and SJF as local schedulers for a normal distribu-
tion.

5.2 Comparison with Shortest-Job-First

All the nodes from the overlay process the jobs in a FIFO manner. However, the
working nodes can use any other scheduling policy for local processing according
to our algorithm. We decided to implement the Shortest-Job-First policy for the
working nodes in order to see if there are any improvements. We simulated with
MTS2 for an overlay of 4 nodes and with a range of [10, 105] jobs. As we can see
in Fig. 3, the differences are not so major between FIFO and Shortest-Job-First
as local schedulers for the working nodes. We compared the results for a normal
distribution of jobs.
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This result is due to the fact that jobs are arriving with some delays in
each queue. Therefore, all the nodes have the same response times for both
schedulers, even if a normal distribution was used. However, it may happen for
bigger overlays and more jobs that a local scheduler performs much better, but
this result is left for future works and improvements.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed and presented an algorithm for Big Data which makes the
load balancing of resources in a Cloud system. We introduced the definition of
overlay in Cloud as being the same with the overlay of a common network. We
used the Chord overlay for the multiple properties that it offers and showed
that the communication between two arbitrary nodes doesn’t imply the cost of
computing any path.

We simulated our algorithm with CloudSim, in order to have some theoretical
results, but due to its limitations, we have created our own simulation framework
called MTS2: Many Task Scheduling Simulator. In this simulator we can develop
any algorithm, because it’s based on real messages sent between the nodes. The
limitations imposed to this simulator are only due to the operating system.

We have presented the algorithm’s performances and also prove that all the
theoretical demonstrations made are holding. Starting from 105 jobs and with
an overlay with 16 nodes, there have been switches of roles between the nodes.
However, the load balancing across the overlay was still preserved and each job
has been passed from one node to another at most once.

In our future work, we will add more functionalities to the simulator, such as
job monitoring tools that will allow to view diagrams in real time. Also, we will
redesign the simulator in order to let the user define more simulation entities.

With this algorithm, we tried to tackle the problem of Many Task Computing
and hope to see future research in this field.
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Abstract. Opportunistic networks enables the devices to communicate
as and when the opportunity rises. This property of OppNets has been
explored in routing approaches in a similar operating manner as the
traditional infrastructure networks. Specifically, context-aware routing
approaches have been the major focus of OppNets in the recent literature.
However, the potential of OppNets also extends to data dissemination in
destination-less networks. Forwarding approaches in such a network need
context such that the data dissemination is favored without the necessity
to reach a particular set of users or a particular destination. Hence,
the context-awareness need to be defined differently for destination-less
OppNets as compared to OppNets in destination-oriented scenarios. In
this paper, we propose a mobility aided context-aware mechanism for
data dissemination in destination-less OppNets based on mobility based
local information available at individual nodes. The results show that
the proposed approach achieves high delivery ratios as epidemic routing
while reducing the overhead by 70% as compared to epidemic routing.

Keywords: OppNets · Forwarding approach · Mobility-aware

1 Introduction

In Opportunistic Networks (OppNets), the devices communicate whenever they
are in the range of each other [15]. They employ store and forward approach,
where the messages are relayed between encountered nodes, until the destination
is met. Mobility of the nodes is a major enabler for message delivery in this kind
of data dissemination. Eventually, forwarding mechanisms to enhance delivery of
messages with less delays were devised using predetermined or deductive knowl-
edge about the network as a whole or about specific nodes. Such approaches for
destination-oriented OppNets mainly involve storing some information about
the encountered nodes [15]. For instance, this historic information could range
from the list of encountered nodes [6], nodes with frequent neighbours, social
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connections [1], utilizing nodes mobility predict contacts or meeting specific des-
tinations, daily routines, correlating the schedules of destinations to the encoun-
tered nodes to storing the entire history of contacts [2]. However, many of these
destination-oriented context is not directly suitable for destination-less OppNets.

In destination-less OppNets, information dissemination is not limited by des-
tination aspects in any way. Though the most effective approach in these cases
is flooding such as Epidemic Routing (ER) [19], it is not the most efficient
approach owing to its heavy network overhead. Hence, there is a need for dis-
semination based context-aware approaches for destination-less OppNets rather
than the destination-dependent context-aware approaches. However, the char-
acteristics of the OppNets being the same regardless of destination-dependent
or destination-less scenarios, context-aware approaches for destination-less Opp-
Nets encompasses a broad range of innovative solutions.

Mobility in OppNets [3] strongly influences the contact duration between
nodes which is the effective time window for successful message exchanges
between nodes. The length of contact durations directly impacts the number
of message exchanges and therefore, translates to throughput of the network.
Hence, prediction of contact times [14] and history of nodes with long contact
times [1] are used to select forwarders in OppNets. While there is an additional
overhead involved in calculating contact durations upon every new contact based
on number of messages to be exchanged and buffer occupancy, utilizing contact
durations is nevertheless, an intelligent context-aware approach for maximizing
message deliveries. However, contact durations can also be predicted by using
only the local information available at every node without any additional infor-
mation exchange between nodes. Hence, we take an alternative path by consid-
ering the factors directly influencing the contact durations, namely the current
speed of a node and waiting time of a node at any given location.

In this paper, we propose a novel mobility aided context-aware approach for
destination-less OppNets. Thus, in our approach, we directly do not predict or
capture the contact durations between encountered nodes nor store any historical
information about contacts, contact patterns and contact times between nodes.
Instead, we attempt to capture the effect of contact durations by using the
speed at which a node is currently moving. Our main objective is to reduce the
overhead while achieving message delivery ratios on par with ER, which is the
most preferred reference protocol based on flooding.

We compare the performance of our proposed approach against ER [19] and
Randomized Rumor Spreading (RRS) [10] based on the metrics of delivery ratio
and overhead. The implementations of the protocols have been developed in OPS
[18] based on OMNeT++ simulator. The evaluations have been performed with
SWIM mobility model [11] considering three evaluation scenarios and analyzing
the effect of network size for one of these evaluation scenarios. The results show
that the proposed approach combines the best of ER and RRS, as it achieves high
delivery ratios with less overhead without any additional information exchange.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the related work in
this field. The proposed mobility aided context-aware forwarding approach for
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destination-less OppNets is discussed in Sect. 3. The experimental setup and
simulation configuration is described in Sect. 4 and the results are presented in
Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2 Related Work

Several OppNets forwarding protocols have been proposed in the literature
starting from the flooding approaches to the most recent approaches with
machine learning algorithms [16]. In this section, we only focus on the forwarding
approaches that is relevant or can be adapted for destination-less OppNets. ER
[19] which is the simplest and most-straight forward approach for OppNets aims
to spread all the messages in the network to all nodes in the network. This proto-
col was further modified by limiting the number of copies of each message in the
network in order to reduce the overhead [17]. More efficient means of reducing the
overhead was devised in the further protocols by analyzing various information
about the nodes themselves. Such efforts seem to be mainly focused on gathering
information about the profile of the nodes. This meta-data is exchange between
encountered nodes prior to the actual message exchange. ProPhet [6] improved
the message deliveries by keeping a list of encountered nodes and by selectively
replicating or forwarding the messages to the most frequently encountered nodes.
Mobility patterns between nodes were matched between nodes in Mobyspace [12]
to improve the attempts on delivering messages with less delivery delays. More
of these attempts have resulted in successful forwarding approaches like stor-
ing entire history of contacts in HiBop [2], identifying communities based on
connectivity metrics in BubbleRap [8], utilizing daily routines and other profile
attributes of the nodes in [13], predicting the strength of social ties by analyzing
the similarity and friendship indexes between nodes in [5] etc., Though employ-
ing these kind of context-aware approaches have enhances the delivery ratio and
delivery delay of those proposed forwarding approaches, effective dissemination
of messages is majorly determined by the length of contact durations in every
encounter.

Considerable amount of forwarding approaches have identified that predict-
ing realistic contact times can considerably improve the successful message deliv-
eries and thus, predicting contact times has been a significant factor in analyzing
the potential of a contact. If the nodes have sufficient contact times to complete
a successful message exchange, those nodes are preferred as forwarders compared
to the nodes expected to have short contact times. Expected encounter weights
are predicted using per contact durations in EER [4] whereas social connections
between nodes are identified based on the length of contact durations in SGBR
[1]. This is a growing trend in OppNets and is also observed in protocols like 3R
[20] and EIMCT [9]. Thus, the performance of OppNet forwarding approaches
can be said to be based on the effective contact times between the nodes. How-
ever, all the above approaches entail additional meta-data information which
could be a costly trade-off in OppNets especially in connections with short con-
tact durations.
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To overcome the above problem, friendly message sharing applications have
been proposed [7] in a way that nodes can take action to wait based on the con-
tact time left for a complete message transfer. Here, the forwarding mechanism
uses ER, however the application running in a node notifies the user about the
ongoing OppNet exchange and lets the user to wait or partial-wait until the full
completion or partial completion of the ongoing OppNet session based on the
expected contact duration.

While we advocate using contact times as a means of context-awareness in
destination-less OppNets, we take an alternative approach without involving
user’s intervention and thus, we attempt to enable the forwarding protocol to
make a decision about message exchange without actually predicting the contact
times. For instance, contact times in VANETs are short depending on the speed
of the vehicles and needs forwarding mechanisms which send data effectively in
that short time. Therefore, the complete contact of nodes using ER like protocols
is not effective in such cases as the nodes may not even be able to establish a
successful contact. On the other hand, users in a library or coffee shop have
long contact times and can very well use ER like behaviour for effective message
exchanges.

Considering all the above said factors, we propose a novel mobility aided
context-aware approach which, instead of using contact times to select for-
warders, uses the knowledge about the length of contact times to select the
communication mode of forwarding mechanism. Further, we deduce the length
of contact time based on the current speed of the node without estimating the
contact times directly.

3 Mobility Aided Context-Aware Approach

This section briefly outlines the motivation of our proposed approach and
describes the approach in detail.

The main goal of our proposed approach is to achieve high delivery ratios
while reducing the overhead significantly. We shortly describe ER and RRS here,
as our proposed approach utilizes both these forwarding mechanisms.

In Epidemic routing (ER) [19], every node maintains a list of message identi-
fiers of the messages in its cache in a Summary Vector (SV). Upon encountering
a contact, the nodes establish a uni-cast connection and exchange their SVs.
They compare their SVs and separately identify the list of messages missing
from their own cache as compared to the encountered contact. Consequently,
both the nodes send a data request to each other containing the list of the
message-identifiers not currently in their respective cache, followed by the data
exchange. When both nodes finish their contact, they have identical caches.

Randomized Rumour Spreading (RRS) [10] employs a randomized commu-
nication between nodes to ensure robust ness. As a result, no context is used,
not even SVs. When it meets a contact, it randomly selects a message/data from
its cache and transmits it. The main advantage of RRS is that the overhead can
be reduced significantly while still maintaining achievable delivery ratios. The
mechanism used can be broadcast or uni-cast.
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We compare and contrast ER and RRS and further identify the scenarios
where each of them is best suited as per their operation. ER is by far the Opp-
Net protocol with the high delivery ratios. As ER uses uni-cast communication
between nodes and it could involve the exchange of the entire list of messages
from both nodes, the success of this scenario definitely excludes extremely short
contact times. This can be well-suited for users with pedestrian speeds and also
users with long waiting times at a location.

The downside of ER is the high overhead owing to the flooding approach,
however it can be addressed with context-aware approaches as seen in Sect. 2.
RRS [10] is also a flooding based protocol however with less overhead. In our
implementation of RRS, the nodes select one message randomly from their cache
at uniform time intervals and broadcast to their neighbours. It does not involve
any intelligent selection of messages nor the prioritization of messages. Due to
this process, the overhead is very less and the delivery ratios are mildly lesser
compared to ER which also depends mainly on the mobility of the nodes. This
forwarding mechanism suits the scenarios with short contact times where some
message is exchanged without any other information exchanges. Hence, we iden-
tify this mechanism to be well-suited for vehicular users with high speeds.

In our proposed approach, we do not explicitly predict contact times and
instead the nodes use the speed of their mobility as an indirect way of deducing
the length of contact times. A node uses its speed to determine the length of its
contact duration with its potential contacts. When nodes with vehicular speeds
come in contact, they most likely have short contact times whereas the nodes
in contact at walking speeds could have potentially long contact times. Further-
more, it is expected, the longer the waiting time of a node at a location, the
longer the contact time between the node and its neighbours in that location.
The waiting time is also reflected in the speed of the node. Thus, the number of
messages exchanged is impacted by the contact times which in turn is affected
by the speed of the nodes in contact. We use this speed based mobility context
to switch the forwarding mechanism in each node depending on their speeds.

We call our proposed approach a hybrid approach in the rest of the paper,
as we combine the best of ER and RRS, and establish a switching mechanism
to identify the best suited forwarding approach at any given time instant. We
achieve this by utilizing the current speed of the node as a decision factor in
switching between the use of ER and RRS, which further use the modes of
communication of uni-cast and broadcast, respectively. When the nodes move at
pedestrian speeds, they connect to each neighbour in their vicinity individually
and perform a uni-cast message exchange. Thus, the nodes use ER like behaviour
where they initiate a summary vector exchange [19] and exchange their whole
cache. When the nodes move in vehicular speeds, they use RRS as the short
contact times may not facilitate the possibility of establishing a successful contact
through uni-cast. Here, the nodes select one message randomly from their cache
and broadcast to all the neighbours in their transmission range.

Algorithm 1 shows the proposed hybrid approach used when switching
between ER and RRS. Since the velocity of devices may fluctuate unexpect-
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Algorithm 1. Forwarder switching algorithm
1: procedure CheckAndSwitch(currFwd)
2: curr ← getCurr() � current coordinates and time
3: last ← getLast() � last coordinates and last time
4: lower, upper ← getThreshold() � get lower and upper thresholds

5: dist ← computeEuclideanDistance(curr, last)
6: speed ← computeSpeed(dist, curr, last)

7: if (currFwd = RRS) and (speed ≤ lower) then
8: return Epidemic

9: else if (currFwd = Epidemic) and (speed ≥ upper) then
10: return RRS

11: else
12: return currFwd

edly, the switching algorithm uses thresholds to switch between the protocols.
This helps in avoiding any adverse effects. Figure 1 shows an example of how the
algorithm operates.

It is important to note that the nodes only know their own speeds and thus,
utilize only this as the context in making a decision about their forwarding
mechanisms. Further, the reception of the messages is not influenced by the
forwarding mechanism of the nodes and hence, the receiving nodes can choose
to accept both the broadcast and uni-cast data as much as they could without
being restricted by the speeds.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of our proposed hybrid forwarding
approach and compare it with ER and RRS. Then, we also describe the exper-
imental scenarios and the simulation configurations used for the evaluation of
our proposed approach.

4.1 Evaluation Scenarios

The efficiency of the hybrid forwarding approach depends on the mobility and
speed of the users and therefore, our evaluation scenarios consists of pedestrian
users and vehicles. We have designed three evaluation scenarios with three dif-
ferent compositions of pedestrians and vehicular users.

The first scenario is that of a mall in a city centre with many pedestrians
and few vehicular users in the parking lot or in the road just outside the mall.
We consider a 1000 m× 1000 m area with a total of 500 nodes of which 300 are
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Fig. 1. Example of the switching operation

pedestrians and 200 are vehicles. The vehicles move at uniformly distributed
speeds between 13 m/s and 17 m/s and the pedestrians move at uniformly dis-
tributed speeds between 1 m/s and 3 m/s. The pedestrians have a uniform wait
time distribution of 15 min to 1 h and the vehicles have a uniform wait time
distribution of 5 min to 15 min. The waiting time of pedestrians pertains to the
idea that these users spend time in different shops in the mall and move to new
locations in the mall after the respective wait time is completed. The vehicular
users on the other hand spend rather short times, lesser than 15 min in parking
spaces or in a traffic jam in the adjacent street.

The second scenario envisioned is that of a toll gate where users pay money,
by cash or by cards. This scenario comprises of more vehicular users compared to
the pedestrians. We consider a 1000 m× 1000 m area with a total of 500 nodes of
which 100 are pedestrians and 400 are vehicles. The vehicles move at uniformly
distributed speeds between 13 m/s and 17 m/s and, the pedestrians move at
uniformly distributed speeds between 1 m/s and 3 m/s. The pedestrians have a
uniform wait time distribution of 15 min to 1 h and the vehicles have a uniform
wait time distribution of 5 min to 15 min.

The third scenario is that of a tourist centre in a city where tourists explore
the area by foot. The tourist centre also involves some vehicular users passing
by or using the nearby parking space. Thus, this scenario has a high number of
pedestrians and a few vehicles. We consider a 1000 m× 1000 m area with a total
of 500 nodes of which 400 are pedestrians and 100 are vehicles. The vehicles move
at uniformly distributed speeds between 13 m/s and 17 m/s and, the pedestrians
move at uniformly distributed speeds between 1 m/s and 3 m/s. The pedestrians
have a uniform wait time distribution of 15 min to 1 h and the vehicles have a
uniform wait time distribution of 5 min to 15 min.
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Further, we also use a reference scenario where there are equal number of
pedestrians and vehicles in the same configuration as the above three scenarios.
For this purpose, we consider a 1000 m× 1000 m area with 500 users where 250
are pedestrians and 250 are vehicles. The speed and wait time distributions are
maintained the same as in the above three scenarios.

The main reason for essentially keeping the same area, speeds and wait time
in all the three evaluation scenarios and also in the reference scenario is that, it
facilitates the comparison and analysis of the protocols, though it may not always
adhere to a realistic parameter configuration. Branching from these evaluations,
one particular scenario, namely the second scenario pertaining to the toll gate
area is taken and analyzed for network sizes of 100 nodes, 300 nodes, 500 nodes,
700 nodes and 1000 nodes. We have chosen this scenario mainly to show the
advantage of our proposed approach in achieving comparable delivery ratios to
epidemic routing with comparable overhead to RRS.

We have not considered the scenarios of all 500 nodes as pedestrians and
all 500 nodes as vehicles, as our proposed hybrid approach tends to perform
exactly in the same manner as ER and RRS in such configurations, respectively.
Table 2 shows the node combinations of the evaluated scenarios. Table 1 shows
the simulation configuration used in the simulation.

Further, in our evaluation, we have used these specific scenarios as our moti-
vation was to check how the different ratios of pedestrians to vehicles affect
the performance. However, other scenarios such as traces and different mobility
models can also be considered for future evaluations.

Table 1. Summary of the node numbers in each scenario

Scenario Pedestrians Vehicles

Tourist area 400 100

Mall 300 200

Reference 250 250

Toll gate 100 400

Table 2. Simulation configuration

Parameter Value

Wireless range 30 m

Area 1000 m × 1000 m

Upper threshold 3 mps

Lower threshold 5 mps
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4.2 Experimental Setup

We have implemented the proposed hybrid approach, the epidemic routing and
RRS forwarding protocols in the OPS simulator [18] based on OMNeT++. We
have used the SWIM mobility model [11] implementation in OMNeT++ for all
of our simulations. Every data point in the graph is the average of 10 runs with
a 95% confidence interval.

We have considered the message size to be 1 KB and the cache size to be 5 MB
throughout the simulation. The simulation time is 24 h without any warm-up
phase. The traffic generator injects 1 message per 15 min for the whole network.
The time-to-live of messages is equal to the simulation time and hence, all the
messages are valid throughout the simulation.

The protocol specific parameters involved in all the three protocols are as
follows: In the hybrid approach, every node checks its own speed every 5 s and
makes an appropriate decision on selection of the best-suited forwarding mecha-
nism. In ER, nodes maintain a visited neighbour list which gets refreshed every
300 s. This reconfiguration interval of 300 s is maintained as it was given in [19].
In RRS, every node sends a message out from its cache, once in every minute.
All the above parameters are configurable as input from the initialization file.

When switching between the protocols, the hybrid approach employs a
threshold based mechanism to prevent a ping-pong effect of switching between
ER and RRS due to sudden speed fluctuations (see Fig. 1).

5 Results and Discussions

The simulation results are presented in this section followed by the discussions
and inferences based on the results obtained.

Figures 2a, b and c shows the results of simulations for the three application
scenarios and the reference scenario. Figure 2a shows that the delivery ratios
of ER, hybrid approach and RRS protocols are approximately above 98% for
all the scenarios. It is also observed that as the number of vehicles increases,
the delivery ratios of hybrid approach and RRS improve owing to the fact that
mobility facilitates message dissemination.

In Fig. 2b, it is seen that the delivery delays of all the three protocols reduces
as the number of vehicles increases. Also, the delivery delays for all the three
protocols are higher for the tourist scenario with 400 pedestrians and 100 vehi-
cles due to the decrease in mobility with decrease in vehicles and vice-versa.
Approximately, there is a 40% increase in delivery delays from hybrid approach
as compared to ER.

Figure 2c presents the total number of bytes sent in the network throughout
the whole simulation. The total number of bytes comprises of the messages sent
in bytes and also the summary vectors exchanged in bytes. RRS doesn’t have
summary vectors or any information exchange other than the messages sent as
broadcast and hence, doesn’t have any overhead at all. We can see that the total
bytes sent in ER is highest among the three protocols and also, it increases with
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Fig. 2. Performance of the hybrid approach compared to pure ER and RRS
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Fig. 3. Performance of the hybrid approach compared to pure ER and RRS when the
nodes vary
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the increase in vehicles. This is because, the number of attempts to connect
to neighbours increases when the number of vehicles increases. This also partly
comes from the wait-times, as the wait-times for vehicles in locations are lesser
compared to that of pedestrians. Hence, in general as the mobility increases, so
are the contacts and the increase in bytes exchanged for ER. Approximately, the
overhead is reduced by 70% in hybrid approach as compared to ER.

Further, Fig. 2c shows that the number of bytes exchanged in proposed hybrid
approach decreases with the increase in vehicles as it directly impacts the number
of connection attempts with ER. Instead in such scenarios, the hybrid approach
switches to RRS forwarding mode. Hence, with the hybrid approach, we achieve
the same delivery ratios with ER however, with less overhead and slightly higher
delivery delays.

We wanted to analyze the behaviour of hybrid approach for different network
sizes and different densities. Hence, we selected the toll gate scenario and varied
the number of nodes to check the metrics of delivery ratio, delay and the total
number of bytes exchanged in simulation. Figures 3a, b and c show these results.
We see that the proposed hybrid approach combines the best of both ER and
RRS in a scenario with pedestrians and vehicles. The thresholds of the hybrid
approach can be adapted to enhance the performance in multi-speed scenarios.

For the performance evaluation in this paper, we have taken two extreme
protocols in terms of overhead; 2 ER, that has a very high overhead and RRS,
that does not. Optimized protocols can also be used, but their performance will
be in between. These evaluations are not focussed

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a mobility aided context-aware approach for
destination-less OppNets. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed
approach in OPS [18] using SWIM [11] mobility model under three evaluation
scenarios. The results show that the proposed hybrid approach performs better
than ER in terms of overhead with trade-offs in increase in delivery delays while
maintaining the delivery delays on par with ER. There is a 40% increase in
delivery delays from hybrid approach as compared to ER, however, the hybrid
approach reduces the overhead by 70% as compared to ER. Thus, the perfor-
mance of the hybrid approach lies in between ER and RRS in terms of delivery
delays and reduces the overhead considerably in scenarios with higher number
of vehicular users.

Our future work will focus on two main goals; first, intensive evaluations
of hybrid approach and second, the optimizations for the hybrid approach. For
the evaluations, we will evaluate the hybrid approach with different mobility
models and also explore the parametrizations. Analyzing the number of contacts
and contact durations will certainly enable us to present a clear picture in the
differences of ER, hybrid approach and RRS. For the optimizations, we will
extend this work to develop an adaptive threshold determination mechanism for
switching the forwarding mechanism. This step further involves identifying other
possible intelligent context-aware approaches for destination-less OppNets.
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Abstract. Cooperative diversity techniques are being used to improve
the communication reliability in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Typ-
ically, these techniques use relay nodes to retransmit messages that oth-
erwise would not be heard by their destination nodes. Thus, the relay
selection techniques are fundamental to improve WSN’s communication
behavior. However, to perform the adequate relay selection, it is neces-
sary to identify which are the most relevant parameters for the operation
of the network and analyze their impact when used in the relay selection,
that is, it is necessary to define which are the best parameters to use as
selection criteria. In this context, this paper performs an analysis of the
impact of each of the parameters used to perform the relay selection
in the Optimized Relay Selection Technique (ORST). This analysis was
assessed by simulation using the OMNeT++ tool and the WSN frame-
work Castalia. It was considered a set of parameters, aiming to identify
their relevance and possibly optimize the objective function used in this
technique. Simulation results show that the objective function can be
optimized considering a small number of parameters to perform the relay
selection.

Keywords: Cooperative diversity · Relay selection ·
Wireless sensor network

1 Introduction

In wireless sensor networks (WSN), the wireless communication medium is inher-
ently unreliable, where messages may be lost due to electromagnetic noise, other
devices that operate in the same frequency range or obstacles between nodes.
This problem may lead to a severe reduction of achievable throughput [6]. A
possible solution to improve the reliability of WSNs is by providing multiple
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paths to transmit data from the source to the destination node; this type of
communication is called cooperative diversity [14].

Cooperative diversity considers the existence of nodes that will cooperate
with the transmitter-receiver pair, in order to increase the chances of the sent
message being received in the destination [7]. Thus, nodes with a single antenna
can share their antennas and produce a virtual multiple-antenna transmitter,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, where there are two source nodes (N1 and N2) and
one destination node. As the fading paths from two source nodes are statisti-
cally independent, the use of the cooperative diversity generates spatial diversity,
improving the communication in the network. In the cooperative diversity tech-
nique, nodes that share their antennas retransmitting messages assume the role
of relay nodes [11].

Fig. 1. Cooperative communication.

This behavior provided by cooperative diversity allows better use of the
broadcast nature of wireless transmissions, in which nodes are usually able to
hear messages transmitted by their neighborhood [9]. However, in a conventional
communication in WSN, nodes discard listened messages that are not intention-
ally sent to them [7,11].

In the cooperative communication research area, the adequate relay selec-
tion is a key problem that must be addressed. The performance of cooperative
retransmission techniques depends heavily on the efficiency of the process used
to select one or more relay nodes [1,17,18].

An adequate relay selection will allow messages from a source node to reach
the destination node even though the quality of the communication channel is
degraded, as the source node will have a relay that will aid retransmitting the
message to the destination.

In order to perform the relay selection, it is necessary to consider some impor-
tant criteria for the operation of the network. However, there are few state-of-
the-art works evaluating a different set of criteria when selecting the relay nodes.
In a recent work [8], we proposed a relay selection technique to be used in WSN,
named Optimized Relay Selection Technique (ORST). In this technique the selec-
tion of a set of relay nodes is based on multiple criteria, namely: the number of
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neighbors of the candidate node, their remaining battery energy, the quality of
the communication link between the candidate node and its neighbor nodes (by
using the RSSI) and the success rate’s history in recent node transmissions. The
ORST technique was formulated as an optimization problem, using a specifically
selected objective function. When the technique was proposed, the aim was to
consider all the criteria that are highly relevant for the operation of the net-
work, but without analyzing the real impact of each criterion upon the network
performance.

This paper performs an analysis considering each of the parameters individu-
ally and combining them, aiming to identify the importance of each one of them
and possibly to optimize the objective function previously used [8].

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the state-of-the-art on
relay selection techniques in WSNs. Section 3 briefly describes the ORST tech-
nique and the analysis of the criteria used to perform the relay selection, focus-
ing on the improvements of the communication reliability in WSNs. Section 4
presents the simulation assessment and results. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

In spite of the existence of multiple works related to relay selection techniques in
the literature, many of these works do not give due relevance to the criteria used
for the relay node selection. Nevertheless, the performance of the relay selection
technique can be highly improved if the selected criteria are adequate.

In [23], the authors proposed a technique to select the best relay to cooperate
in the transmission from the source node to the destination node. The relay that
has the highest instantaneous SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of the combiner out-
put at the destination is selected as the cooperative relay. The authors proposed
in [22] a relay selection scheme to maximize the network lifetime. The authors
considered the energy consumption rate in transmission and residual energy of
each sensor node as criteria for the relay selection. The nodes that maximize the
network lifetime are selected as relay nodes.

In [2], a relay selection technique using both AF (Amplify-Forward) and DF
(Decode-Forward) protocols is proposed, which selects the AF or DF schemes
to forward signals adaptively according to the CSI (Channel State Information)
information. If the channel status of link Source−Relayi is good enough for the
relay to decode the source information, the DF protocol is selected to forward
signals in the relay. Otherwise, the AF protocol is selected. The relay selection
occurs in the destination node based on the SNR value. The node that maximizes
the SNR in the destination node is selected as relay and notified to forward the
source information.

In [15], a relay selection based on the SNR is designed. The aim is to maximize
the minimum received SNR for all users. The authors considered a multi-user
multihop relay network where each hop is equipped with multiple relays that
assist users to communicate with their designated destinations.
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In [13], the authors presented a relay selection technique that aims to increase
the network lifetime and to improve its packet delivery rate. The node with the
highest residual energy level em

i and the lowest Energy-Per-Bit (EPB) value Eb

will be the relay node. The authors proposed the calculation of a weight w for
each cooperating node r, as: wr = em

i

Eb
, where, the relay with the highest weight

value is selected.
In [4], a relay technique that selects the node that minimizes the energy con-

sumption per bit in transmissions between source and relay nodes and between
relay and destination nodes is presented. The nodes that listen to the RTS
(Request to Send) and CTS (Clear to Send) messages (between source node and
destination node) estimate the channel gain and the desired transmission power
to reach the target BER (Bit Error Rate). Using an optimization strategy, the
destination node selects the relay node, and signals through the beacon message
which was the selected node.

In [20], it is proposed a technique that selects as relay the node that maxi-
mizes the number of packets successfully transmitted. It was considered that a
transmission fails when the SNR signal arriving at the destination node is less
than a predetermined threshold. This proposal considered that a data packet of
size L is transmitted with an R rate and that each node can determine the num-
ber of packets successfully transmitted, called K. Thus, using an optimization
technique, each node maximizes the K value, the node that presents the highest
value should be selected as a relay.

In [19], the authors proposed a technique that considers the history of suc-
cessful transmission rates and the LQI between each node and the coordinator.
Nodes presenting the highest average between the history of successful transmis-
sions and LQI will be selected as relays. The number of relay nodes is dynamically
defined according to the percentage of message losses in the network.

Most of the works found in the state-of-the-art use as criteria of selection qual-
ity estimators based on hardware (LQI, RSSI,CSI, etc.) [2,4,15,19,23]. However,
these metrics consider only the received frames. Thus, if a radio link presents
excessive losses, the quality estimators may overestimate the quality of the link.

It is worth to mention that the different combination of relay selection crite-
ria, how they were modeled and what parameters they use, directly impacts
on the relay selection performance. However, analyzing the state-of-the-art
approaches, it is possible to attest they generally do not justify their choices.

3 Relay Selection Technique

The Optimized Relay Selection Technique (ORST) is a centralized technique
recently proposed in [8]. This technique considers an IEEE 802.15.4 network
operating in time-slotted and beacon-enabled modes. It allows the adaptive selec-
tion of relay nodes in dynamic networks, where nodes may randomly leave/join
the coverage area of the coordinator node. The time interval between two con-
secutive relay selections is dynamically determined, according to the message
transfer success rate. If all messages successfully reach their destination, there
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is no need for a new relay selection. If the success rate decreases, it means that
the current set of relay nodes is not meeting the communication requirements
and a new relay selection procedure must be performed. This behavior may be
a consequence of: relay nodes that left the coordinator coverage; new nodes that
joined the network and there are no enough relay nodes; or an abrupt increase
of the interference level in the network.

The ORST scheme aims to find a set of relay nodes S� = {y1, y2, . . . ,
ym} among a set of nodes X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} in WSNs, ensuring two conditions:
(1) each node xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is covered by at least one relay node, (2) the sum
of the weights (Wi) of the relays is minimized. In this scheme, xi is used as node
identifier, n is the total number of nodes in the network, m is the total number
of relay nodes and S� ⊆ X, i.e. relays are selected in the same set of nodes,
transmitting not only their own data, but also cooperating by retransmitting
data from other nodes. There is one node called coordinator in the WSN (C).

This technique was designed as an optimization problem using an objective
function. The objective function (Eq. 1) takes into consideration the number of
neighbors that each node can hear (v) (RSSI ≥ −87 dBm [16]), the available
energy in the nodes (e), the quality of communication between the source node
and the candidate relay node (s), as well as the history of successful transmission
rates (H) of node xi. These parameters were selected because they are highly
relevant to the operation of the network. For instance, the residual energy of the
nodes is an important parameter, considering that if a node has a low battery
level it will stop being a promising candidate because soon it will exhaust its own
energy resources. The number of neighbors that each node has is also a parameter
that must be considered, since if a node does not have neighbors, it does not
make sense to select it as a relay. The quality of the channel between the source
and the relay nodes is another important parameter, because it allows knowing if
there is a good communication link between these nodes, ensuring that the relay
node correctly receives messages to be retransmitted. And finally the history of
successful transmission rates is an indication that the selected node has a good
communication link with the destination node, ensuring that messages sent by
this node will correctly arrive at their destination. Combining these parameters
as the selection criterion, the aim is to ensure that the appropriate nodes are
selected as cooperating. Each node xi will calculate its objective function value
Wi and this information will be sent to the coordinator.

Wi
∴=

(
βv

vi
+

βe

ei
+

βs

si
+

βH

Hi

)
(1)

where:

– Wi is the objective function value of the node xi;
– vi is the total number of neighbors of node xi;
– ei = REi

IEi
, where REi is the remaining energy and IEi is the initial energy

of node xi, respectively. The ei value is the normalized remaining energy of
node xi (a real value between 0 and 1);
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– si = 1
Limited RSSI

∑ni

j=1 RSSIj , where RSSIj is the Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) among node xi and its neighbors nodes xj , and the constant
Limited RSSI is the minimum value of RSSI for an adequate communication
(−87 dBm [16]);

– Hi = (1 − α) × Hi + α × SR is the history of successful transmission rates
adjusted at each beacon interval. The value of variable α is adjusted according
to each case, being defined between 0 < α ≤ 1; variable SR is equal to 1 in
case of a successful transmission of node xi or 0 otherwise;

– βv, βe, βs, βH are the weights of each parameter for the objective function.

In order to select the minimum number of relay nodes, ensuring at the same
time that every node has a reachable relay, an optimization problem is formulated
as follows:

minimize

n∑
i=1

Wiyi (2a)

subject to : Ay ≥ b (2b)
Cy = d (2c)

yi ∈ {0, 1}
In the constraint presented in Eq. 2b, A is the adjacency matrix of order

n × n, where its element ai,j = 1 if node xi is a neighbor of node xj and
ai,j = 0 otherwise. Matrix A is formed in the coordinator node based on the list
of neighbors sent by each node of the network. Therefore, whenever the list of
neighbors of a node xj has not been received by the coordinator, all elements of
row j of matrix A will be equal to zero; y is a vector of order n × 1, where yi

will be equal to 1 when node xi is selected as relay and 0 otherwise and; b is a
vector whose bi value has been defined as 1, representing the minimum number
of relay nodes of each node xi. As a consequence, based on the variables of the
problem yi ∈ {0, 1}, the ORST scheme can be considered as a Binary Integer
Problem (BIP).

The constraint presented in Eq. 2c is determined by the coordinator node,
where matrix C represents the set of nodes that do not have an adequate commu-
nication link with the coordinator node. Each row of matrix C represents a node
xi that does not communicate directly with the coordinator and each column rep-
resents a node that is able to hear this node. In this case, d will be equal to 1, in
order to guarantee that at least one of these nodes will cooperate with node xi.

3.1 Analysis of Criteria for the Relay Selection Technique

In this paper, the impact of each parameter to perform the relay selection, in the
ORST scheme, will be analyzed. This technique considers a set of parameters
that may have a significative impact upon an adequate relay selection (which
are: e, v, s and H). This paper targets to identify the relative importance of each
of them and possibly to optimize the used objective function, without reducing
the quality of communication.
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Table 1. Objective functions.

1 Wi
∴
=

(
βH

Hi

)

2 Wi
∴
=

(
βs

si

)

3 Wi
∴
=

(
βe

ei

)

4 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi

)

5 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi
+ βe

ei

)

6 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi
+ βs

si

)

7 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi
+ βH

Hi

)

8 Wi
∴
=

(
βe

ei
+ βs

si

)

9 Wi
∴
=

(
βe

ei
+ βH

Hi

)

10 Wi
∴
=

(
βs

si
+ βH

Hi

)

11 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi
+ βe

ei
+ βs

si

)

12 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi
+ βs

si
+ βH

Hi

)

13 Wi
∴
=

(
βv

vi
+ βe

ei
+ βH

Hi

)

14 Wi
∴
=

(
βe

ei
+ βs

si
+ βH

Hi

)

For this analysis, new objective functions were modeled considering each of
the possible combinations of parameters, as presented in Table 1.

Table 1 shows fourteen possible objective functions, where functions 1, 2, 3
and 4 consider the parameters individually, functions 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 consider
combinations two-by-two and functions 11, 12, 13 and 14 consider combinations
three-by-three. When performing the relay selection considering each of these
functions, it will be possible to identify which parameters have the greatest
influence upon the selection and thus it may be possible to simplify the problem
of relay selection.

4 Simulation Assessment

A simulation assessment was performed using the network simulation tool
OMNET++ [12] and the WSN framework Castalia [3]. The open source Solve
Library lp solve [10] was used to implement the relay selection in ORST, solving
the resulting optimization problem.

4.1 Simulation Settings

Each function was performed in five scenarios defined with 21, 41, 61, 81 and
101 nodes, with one of the nodes being configured as the Personal Area Network
(PAN) coordinator. Nodes were randomly deployed in an area of 50× 50 m2,
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with the PAN coordinator positioned in the center. The used channel model was
the free space model without time-varying. Others simulation parameters are
described in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation setting.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Node distribution Random with coordinator in center BO 6

Radio CC2420 SO 4

MAC layer IEEE 802.15.4 βn 0.5

Number of superframe slots 145 (5 are used by the CAP) βe 1.5

Data rate 250 kbps βs 1.0

Initial energy per node 18720 J βH 1.5

TxOutputPower 0 dBm TIS 4 (for PRS)

The simulation execution time was set to 450 s, during which the coordinator
is able to send up to 50 beacons. The radio model used was CC2420, which
is compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY standard. The βn, βe, βs and βH

values were obtained through experiments performed in the simulator, where
values were tested in a range of 0.5 to 5 for each of the parameters. To reduce
the statistical bias, each simulation was performed 60 times with a confidence
interval of 95%.

Simulations were performed considering a dynamic topology, where only 50%
of nodes were associated to the network at time zero and the remainder were
subsequently associated in groups of 5 by 5 nodes. The first group at time instant
50 s and then, all the other groups every 30 s. Considering the scenario with
the highest number of nodes (100 nodes), after 320 s, all nodes were associated.
Later, from the time instant 320 s of simulation, 20% of the nodes of the network
randomly left the coverage of the coordinator node. This leaving operation was
performed in groups of 4 nodes, every 10 s of simulation. Finally, all nodes again
joined the network, in the same order (groups of 4 in 4), from the time instant
350 s of simulation, respecting an interval of 10 s for each group, except for the
case of the network with 100 nodes, where only 10% of the outgoing nodes
returned.

This topology was designed to force the list of neighbors to undergo multiple
changes during the simulation time, in order to assess the reliability of the relay
selection procedure.

4.2 Simulation Assessment

It was considered the following metrics in the evaluation scenarios: success rate,
number of cooperations per node, energy consumption and the percentage of
duplicate (useless) messages. The success rate represents the ratio between the
number of sent messages and the number of messages that actually reach the
coordinator. This metric considers messages transmitted in both the transmis-
sion attempt and the retransmission attempts performed by relayers. The num-
ber of cooperations represents the average number of cooperations performed
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per node, i.e., it is based on the number of retransmission messages sent by
each relay node. Energy consumption represents the average amount of energy
spent by each node, obtained through the resource management module available
in Castalia framework. Finally, the percentage of duplicate (useless) messages
represents the percentage of cooperation’s messages that were not used, i.e., all
messages that the relay node listened to and inserted in the cooperation message
which had already arrived with success in the coordinator.

Simulations were performed evaluating the fourteen objective functions. How-
ever, only the most relevant results considering one, two, three or four param-
eters will be presented. When considering one parameter, the best results were
obtained with Energy (e) one, as presented in Eq. 3 (Table 1). For two param-
eters, the best results were obtained with Energy (e) and History of Successful
Transmission Rate (H), as presented in Eq. 9 (Table 1). And the combination of
three parameters that presented the greatest impact was Energy (e), the RSSI
among node xi and its neighbors node xj (s) and History of Successful Trans-
mission Rate (H), as defined in Eq. 14 (Table 1).

Finally, these results will be compared with the results obtained with the
ORST technique, where four parameters were considered together. Figure 2
presents the success rate results. It can be observed that the success rate can even
be improved when the selection is performed, considering only the parameters of
greatest impact. In this case, three new objective functions were advantageous
when compared to the function that considers the four parameters. Among the
three new modeled objective functions, we can highlight the function that con-
siders only the energy resource as a parameter, because besides presenting a good
performance in relation to the success rate is the function that best simplifies
the optimization problem, due to the restricted number of variables involved in
its formulation.
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Figure 3 illustrates the energy consumption of the overall network when con-
sidered different parameters for the relay selection. Again it is possible to observe
that considering a smaller number of parameters can bring good results, consid-
ering that there was no increase in energy consumption.
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption.

Figure 4 presents the average number of cooperations per node. It is possible
to verify that the average number of cooperations per node made by all the
objective functions was very similar. This behavior is a direct consequence of
the smaller number of selected relays, due to the optimization technique used
for all the objective functions.
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Figure 5 presents the percentage of useless retransmission messages. The
objective function that combines two parameters (e and H) presented the smaller
value in the scenarios with 80 and 100 nodes when compared with the objective
function that considered the four possible parameters. However, when compared
to other objective functions, the percentage of useless retransmissions messages
is very similar.
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Considering that the purpose of this analysis is to identify the relevance of
each of the parameters to simplify the objective function, it can be stated that
the objective function that presented best results was the objective function that
considers only the energy as a selection parameter.

The energy consumption parameter has great relevance to maximize the life-
time of the network, considering that if a node has a low battery level, it should
not be selected as a relay. According to relays selection technique (Eq. 2), the
nodes that have a higher energy load and comply the constraints will be selected
as relays. In this way, the overall purpose of not contributing for the exhausting
of the energy of a relay node is fulfilled.

According to the results obtained from the assessment, it was possible to
optimize the ORST technique’s objective function, reducing the number of con-
sidered criteria. The new objective function that will be considered for the ORST
technique is the one that considers only the energy resource, as presented in
Eq. 3:

Wi
∴=

(
βe

ei

)
(3)
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In [8], the ORST technique was compared with three state-of-the-art tech-
niques: Opportunistic [19], which selects the cooperating nodes according to the
network packet error rate, Random Around the Coordinator (RAC) [5], which
performs a random selection of the nodes that have an adequate communication
link with the destination node and Completely Random relay selection (CR) [21],
which performs a random selection from all the nodes of the network. In this
assessment, the ORST technique outperformed the other state-of-the-art tech-
niques. We selected the state-of-the-art technique with the best performance
in this evaluation (the RAC technique) to compare with the ORST technique
using the new objective function and the ORST technique using the old objective
function.

Figure 6 presents the success rate compared to RAC technique. It is possible
to observe that the ORST technique with the new objective function achieve a
high level of success rate, independently of the number of nodes.
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Figure 7 illustrates the energy consumption compared to the RAC technique,
again the ORST technique implementing the new objective function presented
very promising results, having a lower energy consumption than the RAC tech-
nique.

Figure 8 presents the average number of cooperations per node compared to
the RAC technique, this metric presents a great difference in results between the
ORST (old and new) techniques and the RAC technique, being justified by the
goal of the ORST technique, which is to select the lowest number of cooperating
nodes, different from RAC, which randomly selects relay nodes.
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Figure 9 presents the percentage of useless retransmission messages compared
to RAC technique, it is possible to observe that the ORST technique with the
new objective function presents the lowest percentage of useless retransmission
messages, approaching zero in the scenario with 100 nodes. However, the RAC
technique presents a high percentage of useless retransmission messages, being
greater than 60% in the scenario with 100 nodes.
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5 Conclusion

The relays selection is a decisive step to guarantee adequate cooperative commu-
nication. With the analysis performed in this paper, it was possible to simplify
the objective function used by the ORST selection technique, reducing the num-
ber of parameters considered in this function and still properly selecting the set
of relay nodes, promoting improvements in the success rate of the network.

Previously, we believed that it was necessary to consider all the parameters
(v, e, s and H) in the objective function to obtain an adequate relay selection.
However, what guarantees the adequate relay selection is the modeling of the
problem of the ORST technique as an optimization problem (Eqs. 2a, 2b and
2c), that provides two guarantees. The first is that only a node that has at least
one neighboring node will be selected as relay. The second is that when a node
has no neighbors, it must necessarily have a relay node that listens to it. Both
constraints are determined in the coordinator node, thus, the coordinator node
knows the neighborhood of each node and also can define which nodes have good
communication with it. In this way, considering only the energy resource in the
objective function allows to complement the information that the coordinator
already has, significantly improving the used relay selection technique.
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Abstract. In this paper we address routing in the context of segmented
wireless sensor networks in which a mobile entity, known as MULE, may
collect data from the different subnetworks and forward it to a sink for
processing. The chosen settings are inspired by the potential applica-
tion of wireless sensor networks for airport surface monitoring. In such
an environment, the subnetworks could take advantage of airport service
vehicles, buses or even taxiing aircraft to transfer information to the sink
(e.g., control tower), without interfering with the regular functioning of
the airport. Generally, this kind of communication problem is addressed
in the literature considering a single subsink in each subnetwork. We con-
sider in this paper the multiple subsinks case and propose two strategies
to decide when and where (to which subsink) sensor nodes should trans-
mit their sensing data. Through a dedicated simulation model we have
developed, we assess and compare the performance of both strategies in
terms of packet delivery ratio, power consumption and workload balance
among subsinks. This paper is an intermediate step in the research of
this problem, which evidences the benefit of storing the information on
the subsinks and distributing it among them before the arrival of the
MULE. Based on results, we provide some information on further works.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network · Segmented network · Routing

1 Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a set of sensing devices, each
able to collect information from the environment and transfer it to the others
using wireless capabilities. The data gathered by the sensor nodes is sent to a
node called sink for processing. These properties make WSNs deployment easier
and quicker than for wired based solutions. Sensor nodes have the ability to
determine paths to transfer information among them and to adapt in case a
node is lost (e.g., due to failure or battery depletion). However, these have a
limited communication range that only allows them to establish direct contact
with nearby nodes. Due to this limitations, sometimes the network becomes
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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segmented (i.e., a network composed of multiple isolated subnetworks). This
scenario often appears when the sensing field is too large to be exhaustively
covered by a fully connected WSN or when there are physical constraints on the
field (e.g., buildings, rivers, etc).

In this paper we consider the routing problem in the context of a segmented
WSNs. To address this problem, an existing solution relies on mobile nodes that
pick up data from the subnetworks along their path and forward it to the sink.
This type of entities are known as Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extensions (MULEs)
[1]. The role of MULE can be played by vehicles or drones for instance. Those
could be entities traversing the area with the sole purpose of data transfer (con-
trolled data collection), or entities non-devoted to the operation of the com-
munication network (opportunistic data collection). In this paper, we focus on
opportunistic data collection. As it advances on its way, a MULE can succes-
sively get in contact with several nodes belonging to the same subnetwork. In
this paper, those nodes are named subsinks. A strategy to assign a destination
subsink to each sensor node has to be defined. In addition, a suitable routing
protocol must be chosen to define the multi-hop path between each sensor and
the selected subsink.

In this paper, we compare two strategies to decide when and where (to which
subsink) sensor nodes should transmit their sensing data. Firstly, in the frame
of a so-called Reactive strategy, gathered information is retained by each sensor
node until the MULE visits the subnetwork. Then, each sensor node sends all
gathered data only to the subsink in contact with the MULE. Results obtained
with this strategy encourage to investigate an alternative method. Hence, we
developed a second strategy called Proactive strategy. A relevant subsink for
each node is proactively selected and the data sent progressively as collected,
even if none of the subsinks has detected a MULE. In this way, the informa-
tion will be stored only in the nodes that will have contact with MULE, that
means, in the subsinks. We remark that the value of the paper is not in the rout-
ing strategies applied but in the results of computer simulations that evidence,
through comparison of both strategies, the benefit of storing the information on
the subsinks and distributing the information among them before the arrival of
the MULE. Our results are based on a simple example case in which the sub-
network has a grid structure. However, this case is sufficient to conclude about
the potential benefit of the two actions previously mentioned.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the appli-
cation case that motivated this study and a description of our research problem.
Section 3 discusses previous developments found in the literature related to our
research. In Sect. 4 we present the Reactive strategy and then, in Sect. 5 we
describe the Proactive strategy. The performance of both strategies is assessed
in Sect. 6 through simulations. Finally, conclusions and further research direc-
tions are provided in Sect. 7.
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2 Motivation Case and Problem Description

This work is inspired by the process of Airport Surface Area Surveillance
(ASAS), which encompasses the set of strategies and techniques used to control
operations in both, movement areas (taxiways and runways) and non-movement
areas (aprons and aircraft parking spots) of an airport. ASAS procedures may
involve both critical monitoring for short term decision making (e.g. detection
and removal of foreign objects placed on a runway) and non-critical monitoring
for long term decision making (e.g. control of pavement temperature and noise
levels along and around runways). Nowadays, airports conduct ASAS procedures
using regular visual inspections performed by ground personnel. This approach
presents strong limitations. Notably, it requires stopping regular activities on the
area under inspection and its effectiveness may be naturally affected by human
factors. We propose an alternative and automated solution based on WSNs. This
innovative approach is expected to be easy to deploy in a short delay and totally
customized considering the environment, in addition to provide the ability to
survey several types of events or parameters at a relatively affordable cost.

To transfer critical data we assume the use of long range radio communication
technologies (e.g., LoRa [2]). This type of technology allows direct communica-
tion between any sensor node and the destination sink at a high energy cost for
the sensor. Long range communication technologies are limited to relative low
data transfer rates, so this solution should be suitable for the sending of critical
data that are expected to be rare. Non-critical measurements are tolerant to
delays in the order of minutes or even hours for some of them. Thus, the col-
lection of information of this type from the different subnetworks by means of
MULEs seems to be a reasonable approach. In the context of airports, the role of
data MULE could be played by already operating airport service vehicles, buses
or even by taxiing aircraft, all this in an opportunistic way.

We further assume that the system is aware of the nodes that will be poten-
tially in contact with the MULE, but not of the time at which the contact will
be effective. Thus, data transfer to the MULEs must be done in an opportunis-
tic way (i.e., using the occasion each time a MULE gets in contact). As we
assume that the set of subsinks is known and fixed, the MULE will always visit
the same group of nodes for a given subnetwork at any time. In our airport
application case, for instance, this setting may reflect a scheme where subsinks
are located along or by the side of runways and taxiways. Each sensor node
must send its data to the subsinks that will forward the packets to the MULEs
later. Depending on the distance separating each sensor and the subsinks, such
a transfer could be done via direct, or more often, multi-hop paths. The solution
approaches proposed here decompose the problem for each subnetwork into: (a)
selecting to which subsink and when a sensor node should send its data; and (b)
building routes among resulting pairs.

Solution strategies will use a classic 5 layer WSN model as base. The appli-
cation protocol is responsible for the decision about to which subsink and when
a sensor must send data, while the routing protocol defines an appropriate path
between sensor nodes and subsinks.
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3 Related Work

The literature contains several approaches to address the routing problem in Seg-
mented Wireless Sensor Networks (S-WSNs). Main differences lie on the degree
of control that the communication system is assumed to have over the MULEs.
Some studies assume that the communication system determines both, the routes
and schedule of the MULEs (see e.g., [3,4] and [5]). Some other studies consider
the setting where the MULES are non-controlled by the communication system.
In those cases the proposed methods are often based on opportunistic data col-
lection (i.e., taking advantage of not known a priori visits of a MULE). In the
remaining of this section we focus on this latter approach.

The type of path that MULEs follow under the opportunistic data collection
scheme can be classified as random or fixed. If the path varies from one visit
of the MULE to the other and thus, the set of nodes that get direct contact
with the MULE at each visit vary too, we classify the trajectory as a random
path. In contrast, if at each visit the MULE gets contact with the same set of
nodes, the trajectory is considered as a fixed path. This type of trajectory is
often subjected to the layout of traffic lanes present in the environment.

The fixed path scenario is addressed in [6] and [7] with the particular assump-
tion that the network topology and MULE’s path are such that only one sensor
node is able to get direct contact with the MULE (i.e., there is only one subsink
per subnetwork). As such an assumption is often limiting, we consider in our
study several subsinks per subnetwork. In the frame of the current state of the
art and in accordance with our airport use-case, we propose two solution strate-
gies for this problem with predefined and multiple subsinks per subnetwork.

4 Reactive Strategy

In the reactive strategy, the system starts by building suitable paths from each
sensor node to each subsink. Then, sensor nodes start collecting and storing
data. Meanwhile, the MULEs travel in the surroundings of the network and
periodically emit beacons to make subsinks aware of its presence. Once a subsink
receives a beacon, it sends a message to the sensor nodes to inform them that it
is in contact with the MULE. At this point, the sensor nodes start sending their
data packets to the subsink using the previously defined paths. Finally, data is
forwarded from the subsink to the MULE. If the MULE advances on its path and
gets contact with another subsink, this last propagates a new message to update
the destination subsink. Then, data transfer is redirected to the new destination
subsink using the routes built at the beginning. During this updating process,
if the former destination subsink retains data from other sensor nodes, it starts
transferring it to the new destination subsink as all the other sensor nodes do.

This strategy is called reactive as the selection of the destination subsink for
each sensor node and the subsequent transfer of gathered data are tasks triggered
by an event: the reception of the message indicating that a subsink is in contact
with the MULE. The core functions of this strategy are implemented in the
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network and application layers of the WSN node communication architecture.
Those functions are listed below.

4.1 Network Layer Protocol

Routing Paths Establishment to Reach the Subsinks: when the system
goes into operation each subsink builds a directed acyclic graph (referred to as
tree hereon for concision) connecting itself to every other node in the subnetwork
through the shortest path. In our study, the tree for each subsink is built using
the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL [8]), a
protocol standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). As most
other shortest-path oriented methods, RPL works for a generalized cost that
could be defined, for instance, in terms of time, distance, energy consumption,
or number of hops. Here we assume that the cost is given by the number of hops.

4.2 Application Layer Protocol

We called this protocol Reactive Origin Destination Matching (R-ODM).

Notify Contact with the MULE: each MULE declares its presence to its
nearby nodes by periodically broadcasting one-hop beacon messages. Once a
subsink receives a beacon, it notifies all the nodes in the subnetwork that it is in
contact with the MULE. It is done using short advertisement messages (ADVs)
which cross the network through the minimum cost paths included in the RPL
trees. To do that, we use a broadcast technique called Parent Flooding, proposed
in [9]. This procedure starts from the root of the RPL tree (a subsink), which
broadcasts the ADV packet. Nodes that receive the ADV packet only broadcast
it if the node who sent it is its parent in the RPL tree. Otherwise the node does
not broadcast the ADV. This way, the ADV packet is propagated through the
network using efficient routes in the RPL tree avoiding loops.

Sending of Information: when a node receives an ADV, it starts sending its
gathered information. To do so, the node sends the data to its parent on the
RPL tree whose root is the subsink in contact with the MULE.

Notify Lost Contact with the MULE: when a subsink loses communication
with the MULE, the former sends an ADV to all the network to indicate the
other nodes its status has changed and the nodes stop sending packets to it. The
procedure to notify lost contact uses the minimum cost paths provided by RPL.

Change of Subsink: when a new subsink receives a beacon from the MULE,
it must notify the entire subnetwork its new status. This operation is also per-
formed by means of ADVs that travel through RPL trees. Once all nodes get
aware of the new destination, data transfer is redirected to it. If a subsink loses
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contact with the MULE but has still information stored, it forwards it to the new
destination subsink. If the MULE has left the subnetwork, the subsink retains
it for a future visit of a MULE.

5 Proactive Strategy

To overcome some deficiencies of the reactive strategy, we propose a new app-
roach called proactive strategy. Its objective is to mitigate the packet storm that
occurs when a MULE gets contact with the subnetwork and to improve the load
balance between subsinks. To do so, we propose two main changes compared
to the previous strategy. Firstly, each sensor node must choose in advance a
destination subsink before the MULE gets contact with the subnetwork. In this
paper, we use a simple heuristic rule for that end: each sensor node must select
the closest subsink in terms of hops as destination. This information is given by
RPL since a tree is built for each subsink based on the number of hops. Secondly,
each time a sensor collects information, it does not store it locally but sends it
to its chosen subsink.

As for the reactive strategy, the core functions of the proactive strategy are
implemented in the network and application layers of a 5 layer WSN architecture.

5.1 Network Layer Protocol

Construction of Routes to Reach Any Subsink: each subsink builds a
tree connecting to every node in the subnetwork using RPL as in the reactive
strategy. This way, each node will be aware of the number of hops required to
reach its destination subsink.

5.2 Application Layer Protocol

We called this protocol Proactive Origin Destination Matching (P-ODM).

Selection of the Subsink and Sending of Data: each node selects the
subsink closest to it, that is, the subsink reachable in the lowest number of hops.
Each time a node gathers new information, it forwards it immediately to its
destination subsink.

6 Simulations and Results

6.1 MULE’s Functioning

The way the MULE works does not have any impact on the reactive nature of the
first solution strategy. In fact, the functioning of the MULE is exactly the same
for both solution strategies. In both approaches, MULE’s functioning requires
a particular protocol in the application layer, responsible of: (i) the delivery of
periodic beacons to alert the subnetworks about the presence of the MULE; and
(ii) the storage of data received from the subsinks.
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Application Layer Protocol

Sending of Beacons: each MULE broadcasts periodically beacon messages to
warn nearby subsinks that it is close. When a subsink receives a beacon, the
application layer protocol and network layer protocol for sensor nodes work
together to transfer the data to the MULE.

Data Storage: this application allows the MULE to store information received
from the subsinks in order to transfer it to the sink later.

6.2 Setup for Simulations

The performance of the reactive and proactive strategies was evaluated through
computer simulations performed on the discrete event simulator OMNeT++
5.2 [10]. The protocol stacks implemented for the sensor nodes and the MULE
mainly differ at the application layer. Both architectures are based on the well-
known IEEE 802.15.4 for the physical and the data link layers. Similarly, RPL
is a control plane protocol specially designed for wireless networks with mem-
ory, power or processing constraints. It requires the use of IPv6 as data plane
protocol. As data applications are tolerant to delay, UDP was chosen for the
transport layer. Most of these protocols were already available in libraries of
OMNeT++. However, RPL was not available, so we had to develop it. We also
implemented the R-ODM and P-ODM protocols, required by the reactive and
proactive strategy respectively, as well as the applications which simulate the
collection of data for each sensor node. Those applications are detailed below.

Data Collection to be as representative as possible of the airport monitoring
application, each sensor has to collect data using two strategies: in a periodic
way or based on a threshold.

Periodic Data Collection: this function simulates the data collection in almost
equally spaced periods of time (e.g. sense noise levels each ∼10 min). Each time
data is collected, it is passed to the R-ODM or P-ODM protocol (depending on
the used strategy) to proceed with its transfer to the subsink.

Data Collection Based on Thresholds: as the previous approach, this function
simulates data collection in almost equally spaced periods of time (e.g. col-
lect pavement temperature levels each ∼10 min). Each time data is collected,
it is checked to determine if the sensed variable exceeded a predefined threshold
assigned by the user (e.g., pavement temperature of 40 °C). If this is the case, the
data packet is forwarded to the R-ODM or P-ODM protocol (again, depending
on the used strategy). Otherwise, the data is discarded.
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Simulation Parameters. We consider a scenario with a single MULE and a
subnetwork composed of 50 sensor nodes. Among all the sensor nodes, 10 are
subsinks while the other 40 remain out of the communication range of the MULE.
We modeled a rectangular grid-like subnetwork with 5 rows and 10 columns,
covering a rectangular area of dimensions 500 × 1000 m. This may correspond,
for instance, to a section of a grass area between runways and taxiways in an
airport (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Deployment of the subnetwork considered in the experiment for an ASAS case.

The speed of the MULE is fixed constant at 30 km h−1. The MULE gets
contact for the first time with a subsink after 30 min of simulation, along which
the sensors are collecting information. After that first contact, the MULE keeps
advancing at constant speed, parallel to the row of subsinks. Given the MULE’s
speed, there is a time-lapse of two minutes of continuous direct contact with at
least one subsink and then the simulation stops (see Fig. 2). During the whole
simulation, the MULE sends beacon messages at a constant rate of 1 message
each 2 s. The transport of packets by the MULE and the sending of them to the
sink are not considered in this paper since the MULE’s route is not controlled
by the communication system. On the other hand, we do not consider packet
exchanges between sub-networks using the MULE since the final destination of
the data is the sink. The Standard IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is setup with a bitrate
of 250 kbps, a communication range of 100 m and a maximum queue length of
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100 packets. Acknowledgement messages are activated and the maximum number
of transfer attempts is fixed in 7. After that, a loss due to collision is registered
and the message is dropped.

Fig. 2. Trajectory of the MULE in the experiment.

For the data collection, the periodic function and the one based on thresh-
olds are assigned each, two variables to sense. In all cases, the first measure-
ment at each node is performed at a random instant uniformly distributed in
[1, 5] sec from the beginning of the simulation. From that moment and on, the
time between measurements is uniformly distributed between 0.9 and 1.1 min.
The function based on thresholds uses a random number uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1 to determine if a given measurement should be sent to the
MULE. The decision threshold is fixed in 0.8 so that in average, 20% of mea-
surements performed by the function based on threshold are transferred.

The memory capacity for each node was set in 1 MB, taking as a reference a
TelosB sensor [11]. This type of sensor is often used in WSN to simultaneously
monitor multiple variables such as temperature, humidity and light intensity.
This sensor works with AA rechargeable batteries, which could provide the sen-
sor with up to 16,000 J of energy. As our main interest was to compare the
performance of the reactive and proactive strategies, we chose large enough (but
realistic) parameters that would not cause neither energy depletion nor memory
overflow issues in our scenario.

Finally, in the R-ODM Protocol, ADVs and data packets are sent by each
node with a delay uniformly distributed between 0.04 and 0.05 s and between
0.02 and 0.03 s respectively, to mitigate collisions. No aggregation approach (as
those used in [12]) is considered in the proposed strategies to keep the comparison
as simple as possible.

6.3 Results

The results of the reactive and proactive strategies are presented below. Because
we used randomness in the selection of some parameters, we ran 30 simulations
and calculated mean/standard deviation. We evaluated the proposed strategy in
terms of three performance metrics:
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Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): percentage of data packets received by the
MULE out of the total number of packets sent by all the sensor nodes. The
PDR for the reactive strategy over the 30 runs was in average 45.73%, with
a standard deviation of 8.58%. The main cause of packets loss was the queue
overflow, accounting for 83.1% of the losses. The remaining losses were caused
by data collisions. The reactive strategy is highly susceptible to queue overflow
due to the fact that on this approach, all sensors node have the same destination
subsink at the same time. This converts nodes around the destination subsink
into bottlenecks, as they are included in the shortest paths between several
sensor nodes and the subsink. Packet collisions and queue overflow took place
during: (i) the transfer of data from one subsink to another, and (ii) the massive
transfer of data from the sensor nodes to the first set of subsinks when the MULE
arrived to the subnetwork. In the proactive strategy, both problems are mitigated
as there is no communication among subsinks, data is sent at the subsinks as
soon is collected before the arrival of the MULE and data is distributed among
them. This way, localized congestion spots are avoided. Table 1 shows the positive
impact on the PDR by using the proactive strategy. The standard deviation of
the PDR shows that the proactive strategy is also considerably more stable in
this performance measure than the reactive strategy.

Table 1. Comparison of reactive and proactive strategy in terms of PDR and PC.

Performance metric Mean Standard deviation

Reactive PDR (%) 45,73% 8%

Strategy Energy (Joules) 203 1.02

Proactive PDR (%) 98,10% 0.13%

Strategy Energy (Joules) 198 0,36

Power Consumption (PC): total amount of energy used by all the sensor
nodes. On the one hand, this measure is correlated with the length of the routes
(number of hops) to reach the destination. Results in Table 1 show that the
reactive strategy causes in average greater PC. In the reactive approach, the
destination subsink is assigned without considering the distance separating it
from the sensor nodes. In contrast, the proactive approach performs optimally
in this aspect, as that strategy uses the nearest subsink as destination for each
sensor node. On the other hand, the PC is related to congestion issues such as
a high number of transfer attempts to avoid loss of packets due to collisions;
problems that are mitigated in the proactive strategy. Similarly to the PDR, the
standard deviation of the PC for the reactive strategy is bigger, which indicates
less stable performance.
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Subsink Load (SL): average over the 30 runs, of the percentage of packets
received by each subsink out of the total number of packets received by all the
subsinks. Figure 3 shows the SL for each of the 10 subsinks for each strategy.
Results show a strong imbalance in the SL for the reactive strategy. Under this
approach, there is a large amount of data stored at the sensor nodes when the
MULE reaches the subnetwork. This data corresponds to 30 min of sensing.
When the MULE gets in contact with the subnetwork, all that information is
sent to the first subsink. This last sends as much data as it can to the MULE,
but the contact time with the MULE is too short to transfer all stored data.
Therefore, it had to redirect data to the second subsink and so on. In fact,
it forwards 54.38% of the information it receives to the other subsinks. The
remaining 45.61% is sent to the MULE. This indicates that the first subsink is
overloaded. The large amount of data progressively shrinks as it moves forward
in the subsinks line. The consequences of the first subsink being overloaded are:
(i) this subsink consumes more energy than the other nodes in the network,
since it often has to forward arriving packets to the subsink in contact with the
MULE; and (ii) this subsink increases the probability of collision of a packet as
some packets are forced to cover unnecessarily large paths to reach its location.

Unlike the results obtained with the reactive strategy, the proactive approach
shows an almost perfect balance in the number of packets received by each
subsink (see Fig. 3). This is the result of the even assignment of sensor nodes to
subsinks, which helps to reduce the number of bottleneck nodes, and thus, the
amount of dropped packets by queue overflow and collisions.

Fig. 3. Subsink load for each strategy.

We remark that our simple heuristic rule for proactive strategy offers good
results in our case. This, due to the grid-like structure of the network considered
and the fact that each sensor node generates the same amount of data. More
sophisticated assignment rules should be applied in order to reach comparable
results if the network presents other type of structure or if data collection is not
homogeneous among sensor nodes.
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7 Conclusions and Further Works

This paper aims to investigate routing and forwarding in segmented wireless
sensors networks. Data collected in each subnetwork must be forwarded to the
final destination, the sink, where they will be processed. Existing mobile nodes,
such as vehicles, are involved in an opportunistic way to act as intermediate
nodes between the subnetworks and the sink. These properties match with the
considered use case of wireless sensor networks for airport surface monitoring.
As the forwarder vehicles follow existing lanes, nodes that could be in contact
with them in each subnetwork are fixed and considered as subsinks.

Firstly, we propose and assess the performance of a reactive approach. In
this case, the sending of collected data from the sensor nodes to the relevant
subsink is triggered by the fact that the subsink is in contact with a MULE.
This approach offers poor results in terms of packet delivery ratio caused by
many collisions around the subsink in contact with the MULE. Then, to mitigate
this problem, we propose a simple proactive approach based on the assumptions
of a regular grid topology with homogeneous nodes in terms of generated data
traffic. Here, the relevant subsink selection for each sensor node and then the
progressive sending of data packets to this subsink are anticipated. The obtained
results show that the proactive approach avoids the congestion observed with
the reactive approach, ensuring better results in terms of packet delivery ratio,
subsink load and power consumption.

This study is a preliminary step whose results justify the development of
a more complex methodology which uses strategies as storing and distribution
of information among the subsinks, in networks with random structure. In this
direction we are continuing this investigation. The new approach could be based
on heuristic mechanisms (e.g., Ant Colony Optimization) taking into account
multiple performance criteria and also the frequency of MULEs’ visits to improve
the routing strategy. To the best of our knowledge, this kind of methodology has
never been considered in such a context.
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Abstract. In disruption-tolerant networking (DTN), data is transmit-
ted in a store-carry-forward fashion from network node to network node.
In this paper, we present an open source DTN implementation, called
DTN7, of the recently released Bundle Protocol Version 7 (draft version
13). DTN7 is written in Go and provides features like memory safety and
concurrent execution. With its modular design and interchangeable com-
ponents, DTN7 facilitates DTN research and application development.
Furthermore, we present results of a comparative experimental evalu-
ation of DTN7 and other DTN systems including Serval, IBR-DTN,
and Forban. Our results indicate that DTN7 is a flexible and efficient
open-source multi-platform implementation of the most recent Bundle
Protocol Version 7.

Keywords: Delay-tolerant networking · Disruption-tolerant
networking

1 Introduction

Delay- or disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) is useful in situations where a
reliable connection to a communication infrastructure cannot be established, e.g.,
during environmental monitoring in remote areas, if telecommunication networks
are destroyed as a result of natural or man-made disasters, or if access is blocked
due to political censorship. In DTN, messages are transmitted hop-to-hop from
network node to network node in a store-carry-forward manner. There might be
larger time windows between two transmissions, and the next node to carry a
message might be reached opportunistically or through scheduled contacts.
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There are several mobile DTN applications, such as FireChat [13] and Ser-
val [12], that rely on peer-to-peer networks of smartphones, where the pre-
installed Wi-Fi or Bluetooth hardware of the mobile devices is used to create a
large mesh network. µPCN [10] is a special purpose DTN application for plan-
etary communication, and IBR-DTN [8] is a popular DTN platform, but does
not implement the recently released Bundle Protocol (BP) Version 7 [5].

In this paper, we present DTN7, which (to the best of our knowledge) is the
first and only freely available, open source implementation of the most recent
draft of Bundle Protocol Version 7 (BP7) (draft version 13). DTN7 is designed
to offer extensibility by allowing developers to easily replace or add individual
components. DTN7 is a general purpose DTN software with support for several
use cases, such as enabling communication in disaster scenarios or providing
connectivity in rural areas. Our contributions are:

– We provide a memory-safe and concurrent open-source implementation of
BP7 (draft version 13), written in the Go programming language.

– With its highly modular design and its focus on extensibility by providing
interfaces to all important components, DTN7 is a flexible basis for DTN
research and application development for a wide range of scenarios.

– We compare DTN7 with other well-known DTN systems including Serval,
IBR-DTN, and Forban, using the CORE network emulation framework.

– Several experiments to mimic different DTN test cases, i.e., a chain of up to
64 nodes with different payload sizes, are conducted.

– The presented DTN7 software1, the evaluation framework and its configura-
tions2, and the experimental fragments3 are freely available.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. In Sect. 3,
we briefly explain BP7. Section 4 discusses DTN7’s design and implementation.
Section 5 describes experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper and out-
lines areas of future work.

2 Related Work

This section briefly reviews relevant publications in the area of DTN software.

2.1 DTN Software Implementations

IBR-DTN [8] is a lightweight, modular DTN software for terrestrial use. The
Interplanetary Overlay Network (ION) focuses on the aspects of extreme dis-
tances in space [3]. DTN2 is the reference implementation of the BP, developed
by the IETF DTN working group [7]. These three implementations are based on
RFC 5050, i.e., BP Version 6 [19].

1 https://github.com/dtn7/dtn7-go.
2 https://github.com/dtn7/adhocnow2019-evaluation.
3 https://ds.mathematik.uni-marburg.de/dtn7/adhoc-now 2019.tar.gz.

https://github.com/dtn7/dtn7-go
https://github.com/dtn7/adhocnow2019-evaluation
https://ds.mathematik.uni-marburg.de/dtn7/adhoc-now_2019.tar.gz
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Designed for small satellites in low earth orbit, µPCN can be used to connect
different regions of the world. It also implements BP Version 6, as well as an
older draft of version 7 [10]. Furthermore, an older version of BP7 is implemented
in Terra [15].

Serval focuses on node mobility by providing implementations that run on
smartphones, as well as by incorporating different radio link technologies [12].
Forban is a peer-to-peer file sharing application that uses common Internet pro-
tocols like IP and HTTP to transmit files in a delay-tolerant manner [9]. With
FireChat [13], it is possible to send messages via DTN without relying on Inter-
net access or direct peer contacts.

Many of the mentioned DTN systems implement the BP as specified in RFC
5050 [19]. While some implement a draft of BP7, none of them implements
the most recent draft. Serval, Forban, and FireChat have their own protocol
definitions, which are not compatible with the BP. Furthermore, the mentioned
implementations cannot be extended in a modular manner, are not written in
developer-friendly high-level programming languages and are not intended as
general purpose DTN platforms, but are designed for specific use cases. FireChat
is not freely available, and thus cannot be extended.

2.2 DTN Software Evaluations

IBR-DTN, DTN2, and ION were evaluated by Pöttner et al. [14]. For a payload
of 1 MB, DTN2 and IBR-DTN produced almost identical results. ION was slower
in the conducted measurements. Furthermore, the interaction of the three DTN
implementations was evaluated by transferring bundles between them, and the
times measured varied significantly.

IBR-DTN was used to evaluate the connection between a stationary DTN
node and a moving vehicle [8]. This vehicle passed the stationary node at an
average speed of 20 km/h, and the transmission rate was measured in relation
to the distance. Data could be transmitted within a range of about 200 m.

Serval was experimentally evaluated in our previous work [2], for scenarios
with 48 nodes in a hub topology, 64 nodes in a chain topology, and 100 nodes in
disjoint islands connected over time. The results indicate that Serval can achieve
high network loads, while CPU usage remains relatively low.

3 Bundle Protocol Version 7

This section gives an overview of bundle protocols, referring to RFC 4838 [6]
and the current version of the Bundle Protocol (BP) [5]. The latter has version
number 7 and is currently still in active development. We discuss the status of
the 13th draft from April 2019 below.
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Fig. 1. Example sensor node scenario with multiple endpoints.

3.1 Basic Concepts

Endpoints. In DTN, there are nodes and endpoints. Nodes exchange bundles
according to the store-carry-forward principle. Bundles are addressed at end-
points, or more precisely, their characterizing Endpoint Identifier (EID), which
might not be a currently existing part of the network. Figure 1 shows an example
of a scenario, where sensor nodes produce readings to be consumed by data sinks.
The temperature bundle is addressed directly to dtn:s3, where the lux bundle
is headed to dtn:sink/lux, an EID that is handled by two nodes, and thus a
multicast. BP7 is endpoint scheme agnostic and supports the null endpoint for
anonymous bundles. In BP version 6, only endpoints are defined, so it is not
possible to address dedicated nodes.

Bundles and Blocks. Packets in a DTN consist of multiple Blocks to form
logical units called Bundles. In Fig. 2, an example bundle containing the manda-
tory Primary Block, and two Canonical Blocks, namely a Hop Count Block and
the actual Payload Block, is shown, following the example of Fig. 1.

Primary Block. Each bundle begins with a (since BP7 immutable) Primary
Block (see Fig. 2), containing meta-information about the bundle with the fol-
lowing fields: Version; Bundle Processing Control Flags to provide information on
the bundle, including fragmenting and reporting information; an optional CRC
Checksum (added in BP7 and not available in BP version 6); Destination EID,
Source Node ID and Report-To EID, as endpoints for administrative records
regarding this bundle; Creation Timestamp, consisting of the actual timestamp
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Fig. 2. A bundle transmitting a lux value from dtn:b2 to dtn:sink/lux.

and an incrementing sequence number; Maximum Lifetime of a bundle, expressed
in microseconds after creation time; Fragment Offset and Total Data Length, if
fragmented and indicated by the bundle process control flags.

Canonical Block. Payload and Extension Blocks in Fig. 2 are summarized as
Canonical Blocks. These contain a payload in addition to a few block-specific
characteristics. A Canonical Block consists of a Type Code to identify the kind
of block, Number to address the specific block, Control Flags and Data.

The actual payload of the bundle is located in the Payload Block at the
end of each bundle. In addition to sending user data from application programs,
status information is also sent within bundles, called Administrative Records,
automatically created and sent by DTN software as a response to a previous
bundle. Extension Blocks are Canonical Blocks containing further information
relevant for a DTN router depending on its configuration. In contrast to BP
version 6, the BP7 specification defines the Previous Node Block, Bundle Age
Block, and Hop Count Block, and allows user-defined blocks to be added.

3.2 Node Components

Bundle Protocol Agent. The Bundle Protocol Agent (BPA) offers BP and
DTN specific services. It executes procedures of the BP. For example, communi-
cation between Application Agent and Convergence Layer Adapter (see below)
is managed. The BPA also constructs bundles for the Application Agent.

Application Agent. The interface between the BPA and an application is
defined as an Application Agent (AA). A generic AA needs the ability to receive
incoming bundles and compose outbound bundles for user applications and ser-
vices. Furthermore, an EID must be assigned for local bundle delivery.
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Convergence Layers. Bundles are exchanged over connections between nodes
of different types and characteristics, and connections are unidirectional or bidi-
rectional, or vary in transmission speed and bandwidth. Depending on the con-
nection technology used, more or less complex protocols are required for delivery,
called Convergence Layer (CL) Protocols (CLP). A Convergence Layer Adapter
(CLA) is an implementation of a CLP. There are two CLPs defined by the IETF
DTN group to exchange bundles over a TCP connection, the bidirectional TCP
Convergence Layer Protocol (TCPCL) [20] and the unidirectional Minimal TCP
Convergence Layer Protocol (MTCP) [4]. In addition to transport layer CLs,
there are approaches based on other technologies, e.g., DTN2 defining a Blue-
tooth and a serial CL, or IRB-DTN featuring an e-mail CL.

4 DTN7

In this section, we present the design and implementation of DTN7.

4.1 Requirements Analysis

There are several requirements that should be satisfied by DTN software. First,
DTN software operating on a variety of laptops, smartphones, and routers should
run on several hardware architectures (e.g., x86, ARM, and MIPS), based on the
most popular operating systems (e.g., Linux, macOS, and Windows). Second,
the individual components of the DTN software should be exchangeable. For
example, there is the need to support different storage backends, CLAs, and
DTN routing protocols. A suitable programming interface enabling concurrent
execution is required for the interaction of components. Furthermore, a CLA
implementation is required as well as a peer discovery mechanism to enable auto-
matic establishment of connections between nodes. Finally, applications should
to be independent of the DTN software, to allow easy creation of further appli-
cations and tools. Thus, a convenient interface between the DTN software and
applications is required.

4.2 Implementation Decisions

As a result of these requirements, we selected the Go programming language4

to develop DTN7. Go offers a large standard library and is rather developer-
friendly. Its strengths are the simple creation and integration of programming
libraries. Moreover, Go enforces good style guides and clean code plus provides
memory-safety guarantees to increase security and stability of written programs.
Thus, Go makes maintaining code and bringing in new developers very easy. The
source code including all required dependencies are compiled into a single, static
executable, removing the need for interpreters or further libraries. Furthermore,
the Go compiler allows simple (cross-)compilation for many operating systems

4 https://golang.org.

https://golang.org
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Fig. 3. Architecture and data flow in DTN7

and processor architectures. The concept of concurrency is implemented in Go
through the interaction of Goroutines and Channels; concurrency was one of the
design priorities of the language designers.

To support exchangeability of DTN7’s components, we structured our
implementation into Bundles and its corresponding Store, Convergence Layer
Adapters, Peer Discovery, the Application Agent, Routing, and the Core package
needed to connect the individual packages. The modules in the these packages
are designed as generic interfaces and example implementations, e.g., there exists
an interface for routing in general and an epidemic routing implementation. We
decided to use MTCP for exchanging messages between two DTN7 nodes due to
its simplicity. A third party application can also use parts of DTN7 as a library
to, e.g., create and serialize bundles via the corresponding package. To make
programming of applications against these interfaces simple and programming
language independent, we decided to use a RESTful API.

4.3 DTN7 Architecture

Figure 3 shows the modules of DTN7 and their interaction. The arrows indicate
the way a bundle is internally processed in DTN7. The links between two distinct
DTN7 nodes are shown by both an active CLA and the Discovery on the figure’s
left hand side. Multiple client connections to the AA from within the node are
delineated on the node’s right hand side.

To store bundles locally, a serialized version as defined in BP7 is written to
the file system. A central index of all known bundles manages their meta-data
and links point to information of the specific file. This index supports a fast
lookup of bundles. The module providing this functionality is called Store.

In DTN7, an AA is implemented as a RESTful Web API to support both dis-
patching and fetching of bundles. The API does not interact with entire bundles,
but only with a subset of its fields. This allows a client to send a new bundle by
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only supplying the destination EID and a payload. Such a request can easily be
created from the command line or possible third-party software. When fetched
over the API, selected fields of those bundles are returned and the bundles will
be removed from the store afterwards.

The concept of different CLs and their CLAs is also present in DTN7’s archi-
tecture with an implementation of MTCP. Based on a specific CL’s characteris-
tics, bundles might be transferred in a uni- or bidirectional way. Thus, a CLA in
DTN7 must supply one or multiple modules for inbound and outbound bundle
processing. The unidirectional MTCP is designed using modules for sending and
receiving bundles.

To support connections in dynamic networks, a Peer Discovery mechanism
is provided. It announces a node’s existence and listens for potential neighbors.
This discovery mechanism broadcasts all of the node’s CLAs continuously and
notifies about received CLAs.

The previously defined components are linked together within DTN7’s Core
package. A central processing pipeline consumes both newly created and inbound
bundles. Within this pipeline, a bundle will be marked to be delivered to a subset
of known CLAs, to a local AA or to be discarded for later processing or even
removed. The Core’s internal links, visualized in Fig. 3, are related to the concept
of a BPA, and serve as an interface between CLAs and the AA.

Every bundle that is not addressed to a particular node will be forwarded
over one or multiple CLAs to neighboring nodes. The decision about which CLAs
to select is made by a routing algorithm. To support the use of different routing
algorithms, a generic interface needs to be informed about inbound bundles and,
furthermore, a tight cohesiveness to the core is required. DTN7 implements an
epidemic routing module, which is notified about received bundles, to memorize
both sender and receiver. Before dispatching, the epidemic routing algorithm
compiles a subset of known connections which have not received this bundle yet.

Finally, DTN7 is also intended to be used as a library and allows fast develop-
ment of DTN applications. In particular, bundle package creation, serialization,
and deserialization might be useful in other software.

4.4 Resulting Programs

DTN7 contains a DTN daemon, referred to as dtnd in Fig. 3, for storing and
exchanging bundles and interfacing with applications. Currently, an example
DTN application (dtncat in Fig. 3) for sending and receiving bundles, imple-
mented as a command line tool, is included. dtnd initializes the previously
defined modules according to the configuration provided by the user. dtncat
processes user input, which is handed over to dtnd’s AA RESTful interface. The
input is then encapsulated inside the Payload Block of a newly created bundle
by dtnd. This bundle’s Primary Block will be populated with basic defaults, like
disabled CRC, and a delivery report request. As shown in Listing 1.1, dtncat
is called by passing parameters on the command line. The first option selects
between receiving or sending bundles. The local dtnd, running the RESTful API,
is addressed by the second parameter. When sending new bundles, the content
is read from the standard input.
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# Sending a bundle

$ dtncat send http :// localhost :8080 dtn:s2 <<< "3782 lx"

# Retrieving a received bundle

$ dtncat fetch http :// localhost :8080

Listing 1.1. dtncat example

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we experimentally evaluate DTN7 and compare it with other
DTN software.

5.1 Emulation Environment

To evaluate DTN7 in a realistic manner, we emulated up to 64 nodes in the
network emulation framework Common Open Research Emulator (CORE) [1].
CORE can emulate nodes using Linux namespaces to allow the execution of
native binary programs, which is not possible with purely simulation-based
approaches like NS-3 [16,18]. All experiments were performed on Intel Xeon E5-
2698 CPUs with 80 cores at 2.20 GHz and 256 GB RAM. To execute the total
number of 1,440 experiment runs, we used MACI, a framework for extensive and
reproducible experiments [11].

DTN Software. We compared DTN7 with three popular DTN software solu-
tions. Serval5 is a software suite centered around protocols designed for infras-
tructure independent communication [12]. To be able to transfer files in inter-
mittently connected networks, Serval relies on Rhizome, a custom DTN bundle
protocol with epidemic routing. In our evaluation, we used the latest stable Ser-
val release, which is from April 2016, since the recent development version has
stability issues. IBR-DTN 6 is an implementation of BP Version 6, aimed to be
lightweight and fast [8]. For comparability, we use the epidemic routing extension
instead of the default PRoPHET protocol used by IBR-DTN. We use the current
HEAD of the git repository to include the latest bug fixes. Forban7 is mainly
used as a local peer-to-peer file sharing application using an epidemic routing
protocol based on HTTP. We used the latest HEAD of the git repository, but
had to introduce our own patches to make Forban usable.

Payload Sizes. DTN software is used in multiple applications and scenarios.
Serval, e.g., offers the SMS-like application MeshMS for short text messages.
IBR-DTN can be used in environmental monitoring, where transmission of short
audio recordings or images might be required. Therefore, we selected four dif-
ferent file sizes, representing a wide range of possible applications. All files were
generated randomly with the same seed for reproducibility in six sizes:
5 https://github.com/servalproject/serval-dna/tree/batphone-release-0.93.
6 https://github.com/ibrdtn/ibrdtn.
7 https://github.com/adulau/Forban.

https://github.com/servalproject/serval-dna/tree/batphone-release-0.93
https://github.com/ibrdtn/ibrdtn
https://github.com/adulau/Forban
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Fig. 4. Bundle transmission time for the 1-hop topology and different payload sizes

– 64 KiB for compressed images or map data;
– 1 MiB representing small images or short audio recordings;
– 5 MiB, e.g., smartphone images and audio recordings;
– 25 MiB representing longer audio recordings or short videos;
– 50 MiB for HD videos typically recorded by smartphones;
– 100 MiB, e.g., 4k smartphone videos [2,17,21].

Network Topologies. We used a chain topology of three different lengths,
where nodes are connected pairwise, to benchmark the different DTN software
systems. The first node is sending a bundle destinated to the last node in the
chain. To get the baseline performance of the interacting components, a chain
of two nodes was used. We measured the time it takes to read the data, serialize
the bundle, send it over the network, deserialize it at the receiver and deliver it
to the application. With 32 nodes, the forwarding capabilities were investigated.
For an even larger scenario, we used 64 nodes, to evaluate how the DTN software
systems behave when node numbers increase. We used a bandwidth of 54 MBit/s
to match the speed of an IEEE 802.11g network.

Measurements. To measure CPU utilization for each process on every node,
we used pidstat, which is part of the sysstat package8. Additionally, bwm-ng9

was used for network statistics per node and network interface. Finally, every
used DTN software logged both the timestamp of sending and receiving bundles,
such that a detailed analysis of transmission time and network distribution can
be performed.
8 http://sebastien.godard.pagesperso-orange.fr/man pidstat.html.
9 https://github.com/vgropp/bwm-ng.

http://sebastien.godard.pagesperso-orange.fr/man_pidstat.html
https://github.com/vgropp/bwm-ng
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Fig. 5. Bundle transmission time for the 64-hops topology and different payload sizes.

5.2 Results

Transmission Times. Figures 4 and 5 show the bundle transmission times on
the y-axes and payload sizes on the x-axes for the 1-hop and 64-hops topologies,
respectively. Regardless of chain length and file size, DTN7 and IBR-DTN are
always the fastest DTN software systems. The larger the files become, the trans-
fer times of all DTN systems converge. This is due to the network configuration.
All DTN systems manage to completely fill the 54 Mbit/s available, which is
easier to achieve with larger files. As a result, the transfer times for large files
hardly vary at all.

For a single hop, Forban and Serval take about the same time for transmitting
files (e.g., about 0.6 s for 64 KiB files), but Forban shows a higher variance. For
longer chains and files below 50 MiB, the differences between Forban and Serval
are more noticeable. DTN7, however, is still up to 140 times (64 KiB over 1
hop) faster than Serval. Particularly in chat or text based applications, the speed
advantage of DTN7 can be crucial if a message arrives below 0.01 s rather than
after one second.

These results indicate that both BP6 and BP7 have a relatively small pro-
tocol overhead compared to the protocols used by Serval and Forban, which is
especially noticeable for small files. The larger the files or the longer the chain,
the less weight the low protocol overhead carries. Furthermore, it is also remark-
able that DTN7, which is written in Go, does not take longer to transmit larger
files from end to end in the chain, although IBR-DTN is implemented in C++
and optimized for speed. In terms of transmission speeds, Forban takes longer
than the other DTN software systems, although differences get smaller the bigger
the files are. One explanation is that Forban has a pull-based approach where
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Fig. 6. CPU and network usage for transmitting 25 MiB over 32 hops.

it actively downloads new bundles after an announcement was received. There-
fore, the announcement interval is a natural barrier. If quick data exchange is
necessary, the other solutions provide better performance.

CPU Usage and Network Utilization. Figure 6 shows CPU usage and net-
work utilization for transmitting 25 MiB over 32 hops. On the x-axes, the time
for the entire experiment in seconds is shown, the left y-axes denote the network
usage in Mbit/s and the right y-axes show the CPU usage in %, both of the
entire network. The bold graphs denote the sum over all nodes, averaged over
all experiment repetitions. The shaded areas denote the error band.

DTN7 requires about 34.3% of the available CPU (standard deviation of
16.7%). At the beginning of an experiment, DTN7 shows a short peak in CPU
usage resulting from the first node, where the file is converted to base64, sent to
the DTN7 AA, which decodes the file again, packs it into a bundle, and starts
the transmission. Further nodes only have to retransmit the bundle and do not
require the steps mentioned above. Forban uses about 163.1% CPU (646.3%).
Forban shows a small peak at the start of the experiment, indicating the overhead
when starting its daemons, where four Python interpreters have to be started.
Additionally, the file has to be hashed at the beginning of the experiment. Serval
consumes 29.3% (24.6%) CPU. Serval has an additional hashing step, which
results in higher CPU load at the start of the experiment. With only 26.9%
(13.1%), IBR-DTN is the most efficient tested DTN software in terms of CPU
usage.
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In terms of network usage, DTN7 reaches about 42.0 Mbit/s (19.7 Mbit/s)
for transmitting bundles from node to node, while Forban achieves about 32.8
Mbit/s (22.8 Mbit/s). IBR-DTN and Serval achieve 42.3 Mbit/s (23.7 Mbit/s)
and 39.5 Mbit/s (20.0 Mbit/s), respectively. Although the theoretical total net-
work load for the entire network can be up to 1.674 Gbit/s, the tested DTN soft-
ware systems used only the maximum bandwidth per link, which is 54 Mbit/s,
in peak situations. This indicates that every DTN software needs to receive the
entire bundle before transmitting it to the next node.

To summarize, DTN7 requires slightly more CPU utilization than IBR-DTN
and Serval, but has the advantage of transmitting files faster than all other DTN
systems in most cases, as shown in Sect. 5.2.

6 Conclusion

We presented an open source DTN implementation, called DTN7, of the recently
released Bundle Protocol BP7 (draft version 13), written in the Go programming
language. DTN7 is designed to offer extensibility and supports multiple use cases,
such as enabling communication in emergency and disaster scenarios or providing
connectivity for rural areas. Furthermore, we presented results of a comparative
experimental evaluation of DTN7 and other DTN systems including Serval, IBR-
DTN, and Forban. Our results indicated that DTN7 is a flexible and efficient
open-source multi-platform implementation of the most recent version of BP7.

There are several areas for future work. For example, the BP does not define
any kind of security or privacy mechanisms, although optional extension exist.
This opens the field of DTN-related security and privacy research based on
DTN7. Furthermore, for sensor networks or deployments in rural areas, DTN7’s
energy consumption should be evaluated. Due to DTN7’s modular routing inter-
face, new DTN routing algorithms for vehicular ad-hoc networks or UAV-based
information dissemination should be investigated. Finally, new Convergence Lay-
ers based on emerging radio technologies, such as LoRa or mmWave communi-
cation, could be developed.
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Abstract. Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) have emerged
as new networks for Internet of Things (IoT). LPWANs are character-
ized by long-range communications and low energy consumption. Fur-
thermore, LPWAN technologies have a small data unit and do not pro-
vide a fragmentation mechanism. To enable these technologies to support
IPv6 and, thus, be compliant with the IPv6 Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) of 1280 bytes, the LPWAN Working Group (WG) of the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined a new framework called
Static Context Header Compression (SCHC). SCHC includes Fragmenta-
tion/Reassembly (F/R) functionality for transmitting larger packet sizes
than the layer 2 MTU that the underlying LPWAN technology offers
and a header compression mechanism. Moreover, SCHC defines three
operational modes to perform the F/R process: No-ACK, ACK-Always
and ACK-on-Error. Each mode provides different reliability levels and
mechanisms. In this paper, we provide an overview of the SCHC F/R
modes and evaluate their trade-offs over LoRaWAN by simulations. The
analyzed parameters are the total channel occupancy, goodput and total
delay at the SCHC layer. The results of our analysis show that No-ACK
mode is the method with lowest total channel occupancy, highest good-
put and lower total delay, but lacks a reliability mechanism. ACK-Always
and ACK-on-Error modes offer the same total delay, and similar total
channel occupancy, whereas ACK-on-Error offers greater goodput.

Keywords: LPWAN · SCHC · Fragmentation · LoRAWAN · IoT ·
Duty-cycle · Reliability · Standardization · IETF · LoRa · IPv6

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the interconnection of various objects
(sensors, actuators, or goal-specific applications) to the global Internet. While
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there are many different applications for IoT, with various constraints, many
of them require to address a massive number of nodes, each of them having a
limited amount of data to send (e.g., one message per day). Another classical
constraint is the low energy capacity of the nodes, as many IoT devices operate
a on battery and should last for extended periods of time (months, years or even
decades). These constraints led to the deployment of Low Power Wide Area
Networks (LPWANs).

The huge number of heterogeneous devices brought by IoT networks stress
the need for strong interoperability. The global Internet already provides this
interoperability feature using a common set of protocols. However, these pro-
tocols were not designed with low bitrate and high latency networks. This is
especially true for IPv6, even though its large address space would be a desir-
able feature to handle big amounts of IoT devices. As a result, using IPv6 on
LPWAN implies numerous challenges, mainly due to its large header overhead
(40 bytes). Indeed, having low bitrates means that it takes long time-on-air
to send a large amount of data. This high Channel Occupancy (CO), in turn,
reduces the probability of a node to access the radio channel in the case of
frequency bands regulated by a duty cycle. For example, the 1% duty-cycle con-
straint of the European 868 MHz band requires devices to keep their radio quiet
for 99% of the time.

Another issue with IPv6 is that it requires lower layers to support a Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) of 1280 bytes. However, the maximum payload sizes
supported by LPWAN technologies are typically much smaller. For instance
LoRaWAN and Sigfox support MTUs of 242 bytes and 12 bytes, respectively.

To tackle these two problems, the LPWAN Working Group (WG) of the
Internet Engineer Task Force (IETF) is defining a new framework called Static
Context Header Compression (SCHC) [8]. This framework provides a header
compression mechanism, as well as several Fragmentation/Reassembly (F/R)
algorithms to satisfy both the large header and the large MTU size required by
IPv6.

This article aims at describing and comparing the different fragmentation
modes of SCHC in terms of channel occupancy, goodput, and total delay. To this
extent, this article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide a comprehensive
analysis of the state of the art regarding LPWAN, as well as fragmentation for
LPWAN networks. In Sect. 3, we describe the three SCHC F/R modes of SCHC:
No-ACK, ACK-Always, and ACK-on-Error. In Sect. 4, we develop and justify the
performance metrics that will be used to evaluate the three SCHC F/R modes
over LoRaWAN by means of simulation. Results are presented and discussed in
Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with the main remarks from this work.

2 Related Work

The emergence and popularity of IoT is mainly due to the interoperability
between heterogeneous systems, which avoids developing applications in silos.
This interoperability is made possible with IPv6 as the glue between different
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wireless technologies on the one hand, and with different applications on the
other hand. However, running IPv6 over low powered and lossy network is chal-
lenging, and adaptation layers are often required.

6LoWPAN was developed by the eponymous IETF working group to provide
IPv6 support on top of IEEE 802.15.4 [7]. This adaptation layer mainly provides
fragmentation and header compression to fit the maximum layer 2 MTU [9].
Papadopoulos et al. [12] highlighted problems when using fragmentation over
a multi-hop network: in some route-over [6] implementations, each intermediate
node reassembles the initial data packets, and there is inter-fragment interference
on the forwarding path. Later on, the IETF 6Lo working group has defined spe-
cific adaptation layers for other short range wireless technologies (e.g. Bluetooth
Low Energy, ITU-T G.9959, etc.) [5].

In the LPWAN realm (with technologies such as LoRaWAN, Sigfox or NB-
IoT), there is also a need to provide adaptation layers to support IPv6, but
the network characteristics are different. LPWANs are operated networks in
which devices are usually organized in a star topology, around a radio gateway.
The downlink is critical in these networks, and usually comes at a high cost
in energy consumption and resources. This constrains the feedback that can be
given to connected IoT devices (e.g. sensors or actuators) to its minimum. In
practice, it prevents negotiations over the wireless medium, and greatly reduces
the number of acknowledgments that can be sent. Furthermore, the maximum
layer 2 MTU offered by most LPWAN technologies is significantly smaller than
that of 6LoWPAN or 6Lo technologies. These are the main reasons why the IETF
LPWAN working group is defining the SCHC protocol [8] in order to provide
fragmentation [3,10,17], and header compression [1] over LPWAN technologies
such as LoRAWAN.

Suciu et al. [17] analyzed the tradeoff between packet sizes, i.e., the optimal
number of fragments, and goodput in LPWAN. While we are conducting a per-
formance evaluation of the LoRaWAN adaptation layer to support IPv6 (i.e.,
data packets up to 1280 bytes), Suciu et al. evaluated whether sending several
fragments is more efficient than sending large data packets (up to 250 bytes).
They carried out Matlab simulations to study if fragmentation of a 250 bytes
packet can show benefits in comparison to not using fragmentation. When con-
sidering a duty cycle of 1%, they actually showed that packet fragmentation
increases reliability, with a higher impact in denser and slower networks (e.g.,
with a higher Spreading Factor – SF). The study highlights that there is a trade-
off between goodput performance, energy consumption and latency. However, in
non-duty cycle restricted networks, they showed that throughput decreases when
using thirty fragments per data packet or more.

Recently, Moons et al. [10] and Ayoub et al. [3] studied the benefits of using
SCHC or 6LoWPAN for LoRaWAN networks. They performed the computation
of the overhead in terms of headers and number of packets, and proposed an
implementation for the OSS-7 operating system in [10]. They showed that the
overhead is twenty times smaller with SCHC than with 6LoWPAN. In [3] they
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described an interesting implementation using the network simulator ns-3, but
did not provide a performance analysis on the acknowledgment mechanisms.

While there are a number of LoRa performance studies in terms of data rate
and coverage (e.g. [2,13,14,16,18]), as far as we know, only Suciu et al. [17],
Moons et al. [10] and Ayoub et al. [3] discuss SCHC. In this paper, we study
in-depth the performance of SCHC Fragmentation/Reassembly modes for data
packets with a size up to 1280 bytes (IPv6 MTU), and we provide an overview
of the acknowledgment mechanisms which have never been studied previously,
to the best of our knowledge.

3 SCHC Fragmentation/Reassembly Modes Overview

This section provides a thorough description of the SCHC Framework F/R
modes: No-ACK, ACK-Always and ACK-on-Error. These three modes share
the same terminology, as explained below.

First, the F/R mechanism of SCHC operates on a SCHC packet, which cor-
responds to the output of the SCHC compressor (that is, basically, an IPv6
packet with compressed headers). This SCHC packet is segmented into several
tiles, that are meant to be transmitted using SCHC fragments. When enabled,
acknowledgements (ACKs) can provide information on the receiving status of
individual tiles, and retransmissions can be done tile-wise. A SCHC fragment
can carry one or more tiles, and is meant to be transmitted using exactly one
layer-2 datagram. Finally, several tiles can be grouped to construct a window.
Windows are used when ACKs are involved: one ACK message gives informa-
tion about the receiving status of tiles belonging to one particular window. We
denote Ntiles/window the number of tiles per window (note that the last window
may contain less than Ntiles/window tiles, see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Illustration of a SCHC packet fragmented into tiles, which are grouped into
windows, with Ntiles/window = 5. Note that tiles size are not required to be uniform,
depending on the chosen fragmentation mode. Wn denotes the n-th window and Tn is
the n-th tile of the window.

A SCHC fragment carries one or more tiles, along with a header, whose fields
carry information about the F/R process (see Fig. 2):

– Rule ID (Lr bits) carries an identifier for the SCHC rule associated with
the SCHC packet. Such rule contains information on how F/R should be
performed (see [8] for more details).
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– DTag (T bits) stands for “Datagram Tag”. It is used to associate SCHC frag-
ments to the SCHC packet they belong to.

– W (M bits) stands for “Window”. It is used to identify the window associated
with the tile(s) carried by the fragment.

– FCN (N bits) stands for “Fragment Compressed Number”. It is a counter
that tells how many tiles have been transmitted in the window. It starts at
Ntiles/window, and is decremented by one for each new transmitted tile.

Note that two values of FCN are reserved: All-0, and All-1. When the N bits
of FCN are set to zero, then the associated fragment is the last fragment of the
window, and is denoted as an All-0 SCHC fragment. When the N bits of FCN are
set to one, then the associated fragment is the last fragment of the whole SCHC
packet, and is denoted as the All-1 SCHC fragment. As it signals the end of the
SCHC packet, this particular fragment also carries the Message Integrity Check
(MIC) field (with size U bits). Note that, in order to accommodate for the size
of the MIC, it is possible for the All-1 SCHC fragment not to carry any tile.
These two reserved values help the receiver detect the end of transmission of a
window (reception of an All-0 SCHC fragment), as well as the end of transmission
of a packet (reception of an All-1 SCHC fragment). It can then initiate the
appropriated actions associated such as issuing an ACK, or reassembling the
whole SCHC packet.

Fig. 2. Format of regular (up) and All-1 (bottom) SCHC fragments. The length (in
bits) of each header field is denoted below them.

Depending on the chosen SCHC F/R mode, the receiver may send SCHC
ACKs, to inform the sender about the reception status (success or a failure) of
tiles belonging to a given window. Fields of a SCHC ACKs are detailed below
and in Fig. 3:

– Rule ID (Lr bits) has the same meaning as for a SCHC fragment.
– DTag (T bits) identifies the SCHC packet whose tiles are being acknowledged.
– W (M bits) identifies the window being acknowledged.
– C (1 bit) stands for “Check”. Its value is one if every tiles of the window have

been successfully received. Otherwise, its value is zero.
– Compressed Bitmap (size varies between 0 and Ntiles/window bits) identifies

which tiles, in a given window, need retransmission.
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Fig. 3. Format of SCHC ACK messages. The length (in bits) of each header field is
indicated below each field.

Note that any SCHC message (e.g., SCHC fragment or SCHC ACK ) may
also contain padding bits to align the length with a multiple of 8 bits (more
precisely, with the layer 2 default word length).

3.1 No-ACK Mode

The No-ACK mode is the most simple mode, where SCHC packets are simply
fragmented and sent without any acknowledgment. Thus, if a fragment is lost,
the sender will never know it and the SCHC packets will be lost without any
retransmission (see Fig. 4).

In this mode, there must be only one tile per window (M = 0) and each SCHC
fragment must carry exactly one tile. Tiles can be of different sizes, however
this size should be chosen so that no fragments but the last (All-1 ) experience
padding.

Fig. 4. No-ACK mode

3.2 ACK-Always Mode

The ACK-Always mode aims at providing high reliability. The receiver must
send a SCHC ACK for each window, either positive (no lost tiles) or negative.
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Fig. 5. ACK-Always mode.

The acknowledgment embeds a field called Compressed Bitmap that indicates
which tiles were received, and which ones were not (see Fig. 5).

Because the receiver only needs to discriminate between two consecutive
windows, field W has a size of M = 1 bit. Tiles can be of different sizes, and
each SCHC fragment must carry exactly one tile, just like in the No-ACK mode.
Only the last fragment (All-1 ) can exhibit padding bits.

3.3 ACK-on-Error Mode

The ACK-on-Error mode can be seen as a compromise between No-ACK and
ACK-Always. In this mode, only windows where the receiver experienced at least
one missing or erroneous tile are acknowledged, with the exception of the All-1
SCHC fragment (which is always acknowledged). This mode supports variable
layer-2 MTU. It also allows multiple tiles per window, and the window size can
be up to 2N − 1 fragments. However, all tiles but the last one must be of equal
size (Fig. 6).

4 Performance Metrics

In this section, we present the definition of a number of performance metrics
that will allow evaluating the performance of the SCHC F/R modes presented
in Sect. 3. The performance metrics are: total channel occupancy, goodput and
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Fig. 6. ACK-on-Error mode.

total delay at the SCHC layer. We take into consideration relevant aspects of
LoRaWAN, which is the radio technology assumed in the evaluation provided in
Sect. 5.

4.1 Total Channel Occupancy

The total Channel Occupancy (COT) is defined as the time during which the
channel is busy during the transmission of a SCHC packet. That is, the time
required by the sender to transmit all SCHC fragments plus, in the case of
ACK-Always and ACK-on-Error, the time needed to transmit all SCHC ACKs.
COT is calculated using the Channel Occupancy (CO) of each transmission and
can be divided in two parts: the CO of the sender (COtx) and the CO of the
receiver (COrx). The general formula of COT is given by:

COT[s] = COtx[s] + COrx[s], (1)

where COtx (respectively, COrx) is the channel occupancy of all the fragments
transmitted by the sender (respectively, the receiver).

Note that in LoRa/LoRaWAN networks, CO mainly depends on physical
layer parameters, such as spreading factor (SF), channel bandwidth [15] and
coding rate [4,17]. The larger the SF, the lower the LoRaWAN MTU size, and
the higher the CO required for the transmission.
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4.2 Goodput

We define the goodput as the ratio between the size of the original SCHC packet
and the size of all fragments and acknowledgments transmitted. It takes into
account the SCHC Headers, payload and padding bits:

Goodput[%] = (Packet size/Total data sent) × 100. (2)

4.3 Total Delay

Total delay at the SCHC layer (Td SCHC) is defined as the duration between
the start of the transmission of the first SCHC fragment, and the end of the
transmission (No-ACK), or the reception of the confirmation that the SCHC
packet has been successfully transmitted (ACK-Always and ACK-on-Error).

In more details, for Ack-Always and Ack-on-Error, Td SCHC includes the CO
of all the SCHC fragments and the corresponding Toff between transmission,
except for the Toff after the transmission of the last SCHC fragment. This is
measured until the sender receives the SCHC ACK signalling successful recep-
tion of the whole SCHC Packet. For No-ACK mode however, as there is no
acknowledgment, Td SCHC is measured between the beginning and the end of
the transmission.

In Europe, LoRaWAN is restricted in the frequency band by the duty-cycle
(DC) [16] and the Toff can be calculated as:

Toff[s] = CO[s] × 100 − DC
DC

. (3)

5 Simulations

In this section we present the simulation results for the performance metrics
presented in Sect. 4. We used the OpenSCHC simulator [11] to evaluate the
performance of the three fragmentation methods, in an ideal scenario with no
channel error nor collisions. OpenSCHC is an open source implementation of
the SCHC Framework written in micropython. For this study, we created a
program to obtain statistics of each SCHC fragment transmission, and adapted
the simulator to support ACK-Always, which was previously not implemented
in the simulator.

Rules are configured with Lr = 6 bits, T = 2 bits, N = 3 (which implies
a maximum window size of Ntiles/window = 7), and U = 32 bits. This yields
a SCHC header of 11 bits for No-ACK. For ACK-Always, M is supposed to
be 1 (see Sect. 3.3). However, because of the way we implemented Ack-Always
in OpenSCHC, the simulation were actually performed with M = 3 (that is,
a penalty of 2 bits per fragment with respect to a correct implementation).
Consequently, the total SCHC header length for Ack-Always is 14 bits. Finally,
ACK-on-Error was configured with M = 3 bits, which means that there is at
most 8 windows per SCHC Packet. This also gives a SCHC header length of 14
bits.
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Regarding tile sizes, we selected 49 bytes when using a LoRa SF of 12 (SF12),
and 240 bytes for when using a LoRa SF of 8 (SF8), in order to match LoRaWAN
MTU for the EU 868-880 MHz ISM band. This last setting does not apply for
No-ACK, as OpenSCHC does not require a tile size in this mode.

Ntiles/window is set to 2 and 5 tiles for ACK-Always. A window size of 2 tiles
requires more windows per packet than a window size of 5 tiles. Thus, we expect
a larger overhead with smaller values of Ntiles/window, as SCHC ACKs are sent
at the end of each window. In ACK-on-Error mode Ntiles/window is set to 5 tiles,
but the actual value has no impact in the absence of noise, as only one SCHC
ACK is sent for the whole transmission (no negative ACK).

As the radio technology below SCHC, we considered a LoRaWAN network,
working in the EU 863-880 MHz ISM band with one uplink channel (for data
transmission) and one downlink channel. This configuration imposes a DC of
1%, by regulatory restrictions.

OpenSCHC provides a realistic simulation of a SCHC protocol implemen-
tation. However, it does not provide an implementation for Ack-Always. To
simulate the ACK-Always mode, we considered that the All-0 SCHC fragment
is carrying a MIC for the currently transmitted window. We also needed to set
M = 3 instead of 1 (as required by the standard). This increases the overhead
in the ACK-Always mode, but was necessary to perform simulations.

5.1 Total Channel Occupancy

The COT is directly related to the SF and the number of fragments exchanged.
Figure 7a and b show the COT for SF8 and SF12, respectively. As expected, the
only difference between ACK-on-Error and No-ACK over an ideal communica-
tion channel is the SCHC ACK at the end of the transmission. Comparing ACK-
Always and ACK-on-Error, we notice no difference when the packet size is smaller
than the window size (i.e., only one window is required). Such a difference only
appears when the packet size is larger than the window size (i.e., more than one
window is needed), as a result of the additional SCHC ACKs required for ACK-
Always. The difference in the number of SCHCACKs between ACK-on-Error and
ACK-Always is proportional to the number of window required (i.e., the number
of additional SCHC ACKs in ACK-Always), and so is COrx. Moreover, we con-
sidered that ACK-Always must send a MIC in the All-0 SCHC Fragment (at the
end of each window), implying a larger COtx when Ntiles/window is smaller.

COT varies significantly with the SF because of the difference in MTU sizes.
For instance, sending a 1280 bytes IPv6 packet with SF8 will require a COT

approximately 20 times greater than with SF12.
No-ACK mode does not use windows nor SCHCACKs. Thus, COT is only com-

posed of the COtx component, which is related to the total number of fragments
transmitted by the sender. For this reason, and as expected, No-ACK is the SCHC
F/R mode with the lowest COT. The results in Fig. 7 confirm that ACK-Always is
the method with the largest receiver overhead. Also, COT in ACK-Always depends
directly on the windows size: as more windows are required to transmit a SCHC
packet, the SCHC ACK overhead and the COT increase.
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Fig. 7. Channel Occupancy vs packet size. Darker colors correspond to COtx, and
lighter colors correspond to COrx. (Color figure online)

Note that in terms of COT, considering the scenarios of Fig. 7, the extra
price to pay for the extra reliability of ACK-Always over No-ACk ranges from
9% (Ntiles/window = 5, SF8, packet size of 320 bytes) to 46% (Ntiles/window = 2,
SF12, packet size of 1280 bytes). This extra COT is however much more limited
and stable between ACK-on-Error and No-ACK: ranging from 4% (SF12, packet
size of 1280 bytes) to 9% (SF8, packet size of 320 bytes).

5.2 Goodput

Goodput results are presented in Fig. 8 for SF12 and SF8. As a trend, Goodput
is negatively impacted by the overhead induced by the SCHC F/R mechanisms,
and tends to an upper limit as the SCHC Packet size grows higher. In the details,
though, all three modes show a sawtooth behaviour. This sawtooth profile is due
to the extra overhead induced when the fragmentation process requires one more
fragment to send the SCHC Packet. In ACK-Always, this sawtooth behaviour is
amplified when more windows are needed, as more All-0 Fragments (including
a MIC, in our implementation) are emitted.

As expected, No-ACK is the method with the lowest overhead, due to the
lack of SCHC ACKs, therefore it is the method with the best goodput ratio.
On the opposite side, ACK-Always yields the lowest goodput. However, as more
fragments are sent in the same window, a better goodput is obtained, because
more data is transferred and acknowledged for the same amount of SCHC ACKs.
Finally, the results show that ACK-on-Error provide a trade-off between No-
ACK and ACK-Always. Furthermore Fig. 8a confirm that, in the best case, ACK-
Always reaches the same goodput as ACK-on-Error. This happens when only
one window is needed for ACK-Always (thus only one SCHC ACK is sent).

Comparing Figs. 8a and b, one can observe that the lower the SF, the greater
the goodput. This happens because higher SF implies smaller layer-2 MTU
(hence, a smaller fragment sizes). In this case, more fragments are required for
a given IPv6 packet size, which increases overhead.
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Fig. 8. Goodput vs packet size.

5.3 Total Delay

Total delay for the three SCHC F/R modes is presented in Fig. 9a and b for SF12
and SF8, respectively. In the simulated scenario, the three SCHC F/R modes
perform more or less the same. Only No-ACK present a somewhat lower Td SCHC

for high SF and SCHC Packet sizes, as a result of a lower COtx (hence, a lower
Toff). In simulations of Fig. 9, we considered that SCHC ACKs generated between
windows were received by the sender during its Toff. Under this assumption, there
is a small difference between the Td SCHC of ACK-Always and that of ACK-on-
Error.

The main teachings of Fig. 9 is that delays are high, even for moderate
packet sizes and low spreading factors. Figure 9a shows that even if SCHC F/R
mechanisms can provide support for the maximum IPv6 MTU, there are cases
where such packet sizes are impracticable. For instance, Td SCHC for SF12 and a
1280 byte IPv6 packet is 2.0 h for the ACK-on-Error Mode. Using SF8, the time
drops to 5.9 min (0.1 h, 20 times smaller than SF8). For smaller packet sizes,
the Td SCHC difference is still considerable. For example, using a 320-byte IPv6
packet, the difference of Td SCHC between SF12 and SF8 is in the same order
of magnitude: Td SCHC is 23 times higher with SF12, compared to SF8. In our
scenario, these high values of Td SCHC are mainly due to DC restrictions. As an
example, in a non-DC-restricted network, a 1280 byte packet would only require
a Td SCHC of 72.65 s using the ACK-on-Error mode and SF12, instead of the 2
h of our 1% DC scenario.

Interestingly, while experimenting with SCHC parameters, we found out that
a small variation in the SCHC header size can have large implications in terms of
Td SCHC. Not only because of the extra CO associated with the transmission of
the additional bits in the SCHC Header, but also because of the corresponding
Toff the sender must await after each transmission.
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Fig. 9. Td SCHC vs packet size.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we performed an analysis of the three F/R modes of the SCHC
Framework and their trade-offs. Firstly, we provided an overview of the three
SCHC F/R modes: No-ACK, ACK-Always and ACK-on-Error. Secondly, we
explained the performance metrics used for the analysis. Lastly, we employed
the OpenSCHC simulator (to which we added an implementation of the ACK-
Always mode) to evaluate how the SCHC F/R modes perform under an error-free
LoRaWAN communication channel. The three SCHC F/R modes have different
characteristics and are focused on different use cases. Our evaluation shows that,
in an ideal scenario with no errors, No-ACK mode can reduce the total delay and,
due to its lower overhead, has a higher goodput, lower COT and does not consume
receiver resources. In the considered scenarios, the differences in total delay
and COT between ACK-Always and ACK-on-Error are directly proportional to
the number of windows required to transmit a given packet. This yields lower
values of goodput, while increasing total delay and COT. Even though ACK-
on-Error outperforms ACK-Always, the latter may be preferred for downlink
fragmentation as the LoRaWAN Gateway can be restricted to send a response
right after the reception of a message.

The SF has a high impact on the performance achieved by the SCHC F/R
modes. With higher SF, the differences observed between F/R modes increase.
This is related to the fragment size, tile size and number of fragments required
for a given IPv6 packet size. Moreover, this study shows that a 1280-byte IPv6
packet transmission, with SF12, can last up to 2 h over LoRaWAN in an ideal
communication channel using SCHC F/R modes with 1% DC.

The reliability of No-ACK is very low, since the loss of any fragment will lead
to the loss of the complete packet being carried and the associated resources
involved (i.e., channel bandwidth, energy, etc.). ACK-Always and ACK-on-
Error, on the other hand, provide high reliability at the expense of more overhead
and thus, more receiver resources. As future work, we plan to evaluate the impact
of transmission errors and collisions in the performance of the SCHC F/R modes.
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Abstract. As many research papers show, one of the problems of a
LoRa network is its limit regarding the scalability. However, these papers
also indicate that it is possible to achieve the scalability for them by
dynamically selecting transmission parameters and/or by employing mul-
tiple gateways. In this paper, we build upon the latter solution and show
that although data extraction rate in such networks is quite good, it suf-
fers hugely from data duplication on the communication path between
the gateways and network server. In remote areas, the gateways are usu-
ally connected to a network server by cellular networks, which yields
additional transmission costs. In LoRaWAN network topology, the gate-
ways aren’t connected to each other and therefore cannot actively filter
the traffic prior to sending it further downstream. Thus, we propose a
randomized algorithm allowing to reduce duplication of the packets sent
to the network server without communicating with other gateways.

1 Introduction

In recent years we have witnessed a fusion between Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) and the Internet of Things (IoT) concept. Within this paradigm, Long
Range (LoRa) communication has received a lot of attention [4,6]. LoRa is a
Low-Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) radio technology that it is capable
of supporting long communication range and deploy autonomous, lightweight
radio-operated nodes powered from cell batteries for a span of even ten years.
This is all thanks to the physical layer technology of LoRa, that trades off range
with throughput.

LoRa itself is a physical layer technique and it is used together with the MAC
layer protocol LoRaWAN and operates in the license-free ISM-bands (Industry,
Scientific and Medical). The technology performance usually depends on the
channel access technique and the duty cycle regulations. The LoRa modulation
is based on CSS (Chrip Spread Spectrum) which spreads the communication
over a spectrum of frequencies and it is obtained by coding the information
using orthogonal codes, quantified by the Spread Factor (SF).
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These technologies are generally used to form star-of-stars network topolo-
gies. This eliminates the need of developing and implementing certain compli-
cated multihop network. The network server is connected to multiple gateways
which in turn connect to multiple end-nodes. Thus, low power LoRaWAN end-
node devices are connected to the Gateway, while the Gateway uses usually high-
bandwidth networks like Wi-Fi, Ethernet or Cellular to connect to a network
server. Next, the network server manages routing the data to adequate service
servers, which finally process the information and, possibly, generate downlink
payload. That is then sent back via the same route and sent to the node during
a specified downlink slot.

In remote areas where there is no adequate infrastructure the gateway is usu-
ally connected to the network server by cellular networks and every byte sent
to the network server incurs costs. This problem is aggravated even further by
the fact that all gateways in the vicinity, regardless of which network provider
they belong to (or which service server they have traffic for), will receive packets
and forward them to the network server. The network server will remove dupli-
cated messages and select the best gateway to forward any messages queued for
downlink. A single gateway can serve thousands of end-nodes. Connection is bi-
directional, although uplink communication is the expected predominant traffic
type.

Gateways are running on a minimal firmware, making them low-cost and easy
to use (e.g. The Things Gateway), executing only packet forwarding software.
Therefore any attempt to remove duplicated messages on the gateways level
is problematic. To achieve this, we would need for example to buffer messages
(which can arrive at different times on different gateways) and have a connection
to other gateways in the vicinity. This would complicate the gateway architec-
ture considerably. Thus, we propose a simple (for implementation) randomized
algorithm that enables us to largely reduce the number of redundant messages
sent between the gateway and the network server in most cases by more than
50% with a small decrease in data extraction rate (DER).

In Sect. 1.1 we give a short presentation of LoRaWAN protocol. In Sect. 2
we show pseudocode of our algorithm and in the next Sect. 3, we carry out
theoretical study of proposed algorithm. In Sect. 4, we perform simulations to
assess our algorithm in practical scenarios. In Sect. 5, we conclude the paper.

1.1 LoRaWAN MAC Layer

LoRaWAN [5] is an open MAC protocol developed around LoRa. The LoRaWAN
architecture consists of three important elements: end-nodes, gateways and the
network server. Similar to cellular networks, gateways connect end-nodes within
their coverage to network server. The difference is that gateways in LoRaWAN
use non-licensed ISM bands and are targeted at extremely low power and long
range communications. In LoRaWAN, nodes typically only have a few messages
to transmit per day. The time a node can occupy (transmit) on a band is deter-
mined by duty cycle which, for LoRaWAN is typically set to 1% (also 0.1% and
10% are allowed, but only on specific band frequencies).
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LoRaWAN end-nodes can be configured into three different types:

– Class A: Sensor nodes only send small number of data packets to the gateway
and sleep for most of the time.

– Class B: Besides for the actions in Class A, end-nodes also can wake up at
scheduled slots to receive downlink messages.

– Class C: Sensor nodes continuously listen to the channel.

Note that even though end-nodes, limited by their duty cycles and class
can transmit only a few times per day, the gateways are always active and
can be heavily loaded with traffic, since in larger networks there can be even
thousands end-nodes, which may need to operate only per several gateways. In
our algorithm we make use of RSSI – a signal strength indicator. In LoRaWAN
this indicator is also used to govern the bitrate of downlink transmission. The
general assumption is that nodes with stronger signals can employ faster, and
therefore more error-prone bitrates, while nodes with weak signals should utilise
lower bitrates to maintain the same BER.

1.2 Related Work

In paper [3] the authors study the problem of scalability of LoRa networks and
show that one of the solutions is to multiply the gateways. However, we show
that although it increases the data extraction rate considerably (as the paper
showed) it also potentially increases the level of data duplication.

In paper [1] the authors optimize transmission for downlink in class A [5].
However, as we mention in Sect. 1 in specification LoRaWAN we have that the
communication can be bi-directional, although uplink communication from end-
device to the Network Server is expected to be predominant traffic. Consequently,
the optimization of downlink traffic in most applications has little or no impact
at all on the overall performance.

Although the researchers agree that the gateway selection is an important
problem in LoRaWAN, they usually concentrate on downlink problem [1,2]. To
the best of our knowledge there is no work that try to solve the issue of unique
gateway selection for the uplink.

2 Algorithm for Gateway Selection

The basic idea of proposed algorithm is that it tries to favour packets received
by a gateways that have the strongest signal thus it enables us to choose mostly
just one gateway and, consequently avoiding duplication. Besides the analytical
approach, we perform number of simulations that show that with the proposed
simple modification on the gateway side, we can reduce the number of duplicated
packets sent to network server more that by a half with small decrease of DER.

For described scenario, we introduce our proposed Algorithm1 and analyse
the process of gateway selection. We assume that each gateway executes the code
from Algorithm 1, while the end-node starts the transmission at will.
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Algorithm 1. GatewaySelection

Setup:
1: R - number of rounds
2: gr(x) - special function defined in the paper for r-round

Main algorithm:
1: if received message from the end-node then
2: x ← profit estimation � based on RSSI
3: for r = 0 . . . R − 1 do � loop for r-rounds
4: if rand(0, 1) < gr(x) then
5: send message to the network server
6: return
7: end if
8: end for
9: end if

Once the RSSI from the transmitting end-node is obtained, the gateway uses
it to determine if it should forward the message. This decision is made locally and
independently by each gateway. When only a single gateway decides to forward
the message then we say that the gateway was selected.

3 Probabilistic Analysis

In this section we calculate the probability for a particular gateway of becoming
the selected gateway. We assume that we have a sending end-node with n gate-
ways within its transmission range. To reflect a random profit of received mes-
sage by the gateways, we use X1, . . . , Xn e.g. the profit can be a signal strength
RSSI from the sending end-node. For this theoretical analysis we assume that
Xi ∼ U(0, 1) are independent uniform random variables for i = 1, . . . , n that rep-
resent normalized random profit of gateways. Notably, for derived equations we
can easily substitute different distributions. Let xi denote the profit of gateway i
from forwarding communication and let gr(xi) denote the gateway i transmission
probability for r-th round of the Algorithm1. Let SR(x1, . . . , xn) be a random
variable denoting the selected gateway, then P (SR(x1, . . . , xn) = i) denotes the
probability that the particular i-th gateway becomes the selected gateway.

Consequently, the probability P (SR(x1, . . . , xn) = i) for R ≥ 1 rounds is:

R−1∑

r=0

gr(xi)
∏

j �=i

(1 − gr(xj)) ·
(
1 −

∑

k

gr(xk)
∏

j �=k

(1 − gr(xj))
)r

. (1)

If we choose the function gr(x) such that it does not depend on r i.e. for all
r holds gr(x) = g(x) and R → ∞. Then the infinite geometric series can be
transformed into a more succinct form yielding:
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P (S∞(x1, . . . , xn) = i) =

g(xi)
∏

j �=i

(1 − g(xj))

n∑

k=1

g(xk)
∏

j �=k

(1 − g(xj))

.

Moreover, we can calculate the expected profit of the selected gateway as

Theorem 1. E[XSR(X1,...,Xn)] is equal to

n∑

i=1

∫ L

0

xiP (SR(X1, . . . , xi, . . . , Xn) = i)fXi
(xi)dxi . (2)

Proof. See AppendixA

Ideally, one should maximize Eq. (2) w.r.t all possible functions gr(xi). How-
ever, at this point we perform calculations for carefully selected functions:

(i) Consider gr(x) = p, meaning that all gateways who heard the message
transmit with the same probability, regardless of their profit estimation.
Then the probability P (S1(x1, . . . , xn) = i) = p(1−p)n−1. Now we calculate
the probability P (S∞(x1, . . . , xn) = i) as

p(1 − p)n−1

n∑

k=1

p(1 − p)n−1

=
1
n

.

Again, by setting a constant probability of transmission to all gateways we
get a uniform probability of becoming the selected gateway. Then, assuming
that Xi ∼ U(0, 1), we can calculate the expected profit as

E[XS∞(X1,...,Xn)] =
1
2

.

(ii) Let us consider a function defined as

gr(x) =
{

xn−1 for r = 0
p for r ≥ 1 . (3)

It means that during the first round the gateways use function xn−1 and
then they switch to constant distribution p. Then after the simplification of
Eq. (1), we have that P (S∞(x1, . . . , xn) = i) is equal to

xn−1
i

∏

j �=i

(1 − xn−1
j ) +

1
n

(
1 −

n∑

k=1

xn−1
k

∏

j �=k

(1 − xn−1
j )

)
.

Consequently, assuming that Xi ∼ U(0, 1), the expected profit is

E[XS∞(X1,...,Xn)] =
1
2
(
1 +

n

n + 1
(1 − 1

n
)n

)
.
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Proof. See AppendixB

Asymptotically it improves the normalized profit from 1/2 = 0.5 to 1/2 +
1/2e ≈ 0.68.

Notice that in the scenario (ii) we applied a hybrid function i.e. we com-
bine two functions. This hybrid function has an important advantage which is
supported by the following numerical solutions.

In this algorithm, apart from the profit another important characteristics is
the expected number of rounds needed to select a gateway. Our goal is to repeat
the main loop only a few times. For better performance, we assume that algo-
rithm is executed on very weak devices. In other words, the number R of repeats
until some gateway transmitted successfully in Algorithm 1 should be as small
as possible. However, the advantage of function (3) is that it increases the profit
without increasing the expected number of rounds needed to select a gateway.
We investigated and compared both approaches. We performed calculations for
the number of gateways usually found in practice, namely n = 10, 100 and even
n = 1000, 10000. The results are given in table below.

Number of nodes Scenario (i) Scenario (ii)

Profit Expected no. rounds Profit Expected no. rounds

10 0.50 2.58 0.65 2.57

100 0.50 2.71 0.67 2.70

1000 0.50 2.72 0.68 2.71

10000 0.50 2.72 0.68 2.71

As we can see, the expected number of rounds even slightly decreases in these
scenarios and normalized profit increases from 0.5 to 0.68 for larger number of
gateways. In other words, the proposed algorithms are capable of selecting a
better gateway to forward the message than the approach without profit esti-
mation. At the same time, choosing such gateway for message forwarding does
not pose additional overhead in the number of rounds of the algorithm.

It is worth mentioning that numerical solutions also show that a partial
function like (3) is a better choice than for example gr(x) = xn−1 for all r, which
although increases profit further, but at the same time significantly increases the
expected number of rounds needed for successful transmission.

From these calculations we conclude that by choosing the hybrid function
from scenario (ii) and setting R = 4 in Algorithm 1 we can choose a single gate-
way that will forward the message to the network server. In the next section we
will assess chosen functions and parameters by simulation in realistic environ-
ments and LoRa radio networks.

4 Simulations Results

In previous section we obtained some theoretical results, which assess our algo-
rithm. However, in practice there are significant differences e.g. profit estimation
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couldn’t be so uniformly distributed, messages can be transmitted at different
times and so on. In this section we would like to analyse our algorithm in a more
realistic scenario by performing simulation.

We define two metrics that will help in evaluation of the algorithm. First we
define Date Extraction Rate (DER) as follows:

DER =
#unique packets received by network server

#packets sent by end-nodes
.

If the value of DER = 1 then all packets which sent by the end-nodes were
received by gateways and forwarded to the network server. Notice that packets
are usually duplicated since they can be received by all gateways in the vicinity
of the end-node. However, if the value of DER < 1 then some packets were lost
due to interference or collisions. For example DER = 0.5 means that we lost half
of the packets sent by end-nodes. Thus, our goal is to have DER as close to one
as possible.

Another metric we define is Packet Drop Rate (PDR). This value enables
us to assess how many packets are dropped by our algorithm compared to all
packets received by gateways from end-nodes (with possible duplication) and
then sent to network server. Thus, we define PDR as follows:

PDR =
#packets drop

#all packets received by gateways
.

If the value PDR > 0 then it means that our algorithm running on the
gateways sent less packets than was received. For example PDR = 0.5 means
our algorithm reduced in half number of packets sent. Notice that for PDR =
0 we don’t drop any packets; on the other hand for PDR = 1 we drop all
packets. Ideally we should increase PDR to the point where all duplicated packets
which can be potentially sent by other gateways are dropped, that is without
changing DER. Because gateways cannot communicate, duplicate detection can
be done only at the network server level, but by that time the transmission cost
has already been paid. Therefore, we propose a randomized algorithm, namely
Algorithm 1, that will be able to increase PDR at the cost of DER decrease. We
designed simulations so as to determine the extent at which an increase in PDR
will keep acceptable levels of DER.

To simulate LoRaWAN networks we used the LoRaSim [7], a simulator
described by the authors in paper [3]. LoRaSim is a discrete-event simulator
which allow to place N LoRa end-nodes in two-dimensional space and it is based
on a mathematical model of LoRa communications, capable of monitoring the
resulting number of collisions [8].

We modify the software to implement our gateway selection algorithm. We
employ LoRaSim’s native settings with the slowest data rate SF = 12, BW =
125 and CR = 4/8. The end-node chooses one of the three center frequencies
(860 MHz, 864 MHz, and 868 MHz) uniformly at random for each frame and uses
transmit power of 14 dBm. For comparison, we left the deployment of gateways
as it is in the LoraSim, for more details see [3].
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Scenario (i)

Scenario (ii)

Scenario (iii)

Fig. 1. DER and PDR for 3 and 4 Gateways with and without our algorithm for
different scenario

The simulated time frame was for about 24 h. Each end-node sends packets
towards gateways in the vicinity according to a Poisson process with intensity
16.6 min, so as to comply with the LoRaWAN specification duty cycle restric-
tions. The class A was selected since it is most often used in practice.

We consider three scenarios for simulations. In each scenario we used different
selection function for our algorithm. For the scenario (i) and (ii) we chose the
same function as in the previous section. For the scenario (iii) we modify the
function from scenario (ii) such that the function xn−1 is selected for the first
two rounds instead of only first round. Namely, for n number of gateways we are
using the following functions for r ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 (R = 4):
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Scenario (i)

Scenario (ii)

Scenario (iii)

Fig. 2. DER and PDR for 6 and 8 Gateways with and without our algorithm for
different scenario

Scenario (i) Scenario (ii) Scenario (iii)

gr(x) = 1/n gr(x) =

{
xn−1 for r = 0
1/n for r ≥ 1

gr(x) =

{
xn−1 for r = 0, 1
1/n for r ≥ 2

In Fig. 1 we present the results of simulation obtained for 3 and 4 gateways.
The plots show the possible PDR that is calculated as the ratio of a number
of duplicated packets sent to network server to all packets sent, in other words,
packets that can be dropped. It is worth noting that without our algorithm
PDR ≡ 0, since gateways don’t drop any packets (all traffic is forwarded to the
network server). Also we show the PDR with our algorithm and DER with and
without our algorithm. As we can see, the first results are very encouraging. For
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Table 1. Numerical statistical results

8 Gateways

mean std max min

PDR possible 0.810 0.043 0.874 0.736

DER without algorithm 0.987 0.013 0.999 0.957

Scenario (i) PDR with algorithm 0.586 0.000 0.586 0.586

DER with algorithm 0.882 0.071 0.985 0.760

Scenario (ii) PDR with algorithm 0.545 0.012 0.566 0.524

DER with algorithm 0.912 0.053 0.988 0.820

Scenario (iii) PDR with algorithm 0.538 0.020 0.570 0.504

DER with algorithm 0.919 0.047 0.987 0.838

Table 2. Simulation results summary for three analysed scenarios. Δ DER is a differ-
ence of DER relative to the case when our algorithm is not applied.

Gateways Scenario (i) Scenario (ii) Scenario (iii)

PDR % Δ DER % PDR % Δ DER % PDR % Δ DER %

3 19.7 8.1 12.6 4.5 10.1 3.4

4 31.6 12.3 23.0 7.7 19.8 6.3

6 48.2 17.4 40.3 11.5 37.5 9.8

8 58.6 19.7 52.4 13.7 50.4 11.9

example, for 4 gateways and scenario (iii), with our algorithm we drop almost
20% of packets with as little as 3% maximal decrease of DER. However, the
results are much better if the number of gateways in the vicinity increases, which
in reality (without our algorithm) would increase gateway-network server traffic.
In Fig. 2 we present simulations for 6 and 8 gateways. For those simulations with
8 gateways in all three scenarios, we can drop almost 60% of packets with 10%
decrease of DER. This is a lot of saving in transmission between gateways and
network server. To be more precise we gather the numerical results in Table 1.

At the top of Table 1 we present numerical results showed in Fig. 2 for 8
gateways and three scenarios. We give precise statistical values from the function
of PDR and DER. As we can observe a function of PDR for the first scenario it
is constant and equal to 0.586 which mean that 58.6% of packets were dropped.
However, DER obtained maximal value of 0.985 and decreases to minimal 0.76.
So, we can deduce the maximal difference between DER with and without our
algorithm as 0.197 (function are monotonically decreasing). Thus 19.7% decrease
in DER. On the other hand, for third scenario we have minimal PDR as 0.504
which mean 50.4% of packets were dropped with DER decrease with and without
our algorithm as 0.119. Which give 11.9% decrease in DER, this value we call
ΔDER. The summary of such worst-cases are gather in Table 2.
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5 Conclusions

We have presented a randomized algorithm that enables us to reduce the dupli-
cation of packets sent by gateways to network server. The algorithm can be
easily executed on low-end devices and poses no additional computational or
memory overhead and utilises traffic metrics already in use by the LoRaWAN
MAC layer. Besides theoretical probabilistic analysis we implemented algorithm
in LoRaSim simulator and performed a number of simulations. Our proposed
algorithm proves the more effective, the more potential gateways are available,
so the more duplicate traffic is generated. The simulations show that for 8 gate-
ways and 1000 end-nodes we can drop more than 50% of packets thus cut the
cost of transferring data between gateways and network server in half with small
decrease of data extraction rate. As a result, we can reduce overall energy con-
sumption of the whole network. In future work we would like address the problem
of optimal selection of function g, which could enable us potentially to further
reduce the cost.

A Appendix

Proof of the Theorem1

Proof. Notice that E[XSR(X1,...,Xn)] can be expressed as

n∑

i=1

E[Xi|SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i]P (SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i).

Next, we can modify the above equation by expanding the conditional expected
value and by assumption that Xi has density function fXi

:

n∑

i=1

∫ L

0

xifXi
(xi|SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i)dxi · P (SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i).

Recall that SR(X1, . . . , Xn) is a discrete random variable. Hence, applying Bayes
theorem, we further obtain

n∑

i=1

∫ L

0

xi
P (SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i|Xi = xi)fXi

(xi)
P (SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i)

dxi · P (SR(X1, . . . , Xn) = i).

The desired formula is readily available after simplification of the above equation.

B Appendix

We prove the equation from scenario (ii) in Sect. 3:

E[XS∞(X1,...,Xn)] =
1
2
(
1 +

n

n + 1
(1 − 1

n
)n

)
.
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Proof. Since E[XS∞(X1,...,Xn)] is given by

n∑

i=1

∫ 1

0

xiP (S∞(X1, . . . , xi, . . . , Xn) = i)fXi
(xi)dxi .

We need to calculate P (S∞(X1, . . . , xi, . . . , Xn) = i) which can be done from
the following equation:

∫ 1

0

. . .

∫ 1

0

P (S∞(x1, . . . , xn) = i) · fX1(x1) · . . . · fXi−1(xi−1)·
fXi+1(xi+1) · . . . · fXn

(xn) dx1 . . . dxi−1dxi+1 . . . dxn
.

Since P (S∞(x1, . . . , xn) = i) is

xn−1
i

∏

j �=i

(1 − xn−1
j ) + p(1 − p)n−1 · (1 −

n∑

k=1

xn−1
k

∏

j �=k

(1 − xn−1
j ))·

·(1 + (1 − np(1 − p)n−1) + (1 − np(1 − p)n−1)2 + . . .) .

then, after simplification we obtain

xn−1
i

∏

j �=i

(1 − xn−1
j ) +

1
n

(
1 −

n∑

k=1

xn−1
k

∏

j �=k

(1 − xn−1
j )

)
.

The above equation can be integrated term-by-term:

(i) in the first term, we can integrate different variables separately:
n∑

i=1

∫ 1

0

. . .

∫ 1

0

xi · xn−1
i

∏

j �=i

(1 − xn−1
j )fX1(x1) · . . . · fXn

(xn)dx1 . . . dxn

=
n

n + 1
(1 − 1

n
)n−1

(ii) the second term is constant 1/n:

n∑

i=1

∫ 1

0

. . .

∫ 1

0

xi · 1
n

· fX1(x1) · . . . · fXn
(xn)dx1 . . . dxn =

n∑

i=1

1
n

· 1
2

=
1
2

(iii) for the third term, we integrate and add two cases separately, namely i = k
and i 	= k:
n∑

i=1

1
n

n∑

k=1

∫ 1

0

. . .

∫ 1

0

xi ·xn−1
k

∏

j �=k

(1−xn−1
j )fX1(x1)·. . .·fXn

(xn)dx1 . . . dxn =

1
n + 1

(1 − 1
n

)n−1 +
(n − 1)2

2n(n + 1)
(1 − 1

n
)n−2

Combining the above results and simplifying gives us the desired formula.
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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) has drawn an enormous atten-
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available physical layer techniques specifically designed for the IoT satel-
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1 Introduction

By embedding computational capabilities into every-day objects, it is possible
to easily interact with the environment and draw out complex monitoring and
actuation operations in several challenging and critical application areas, such
as disaster recovery, smart agriculture, and industrial processes, among others.
The consequent tidal increase of communications among humans and objects has
made actual the concept of pervasive computing through its natural accomplish-
ment, the Internet of Things (IoT). Triggered by such a revolutionary network-
ing paradigm, a huge number of concurrent technological solutions have been
proposed. Some of them have been standardized [40], while others are getting
momentum in recent years after some incubation time [51]. In general, each tech-
nology is tailored to provide a specific coverage, to support a target data-rate,
and to transport specific message sizes.

Sensor-oriented technologies and protocols (e.g., ZigBee, 6TiSCH, and Z-
Wave) have been designed to be used in small devices with low power consump-
tion and with data rates in the order of hundreds of kbps. These protocols are
only suitable for low traffic applications at both short range in Wireless Personal
Area Networks (WPANs), and long range in multihop WPANs [40]. In contrast,
Cellular Networks (e.g., UMTS and LTE) offer a rich variety of long-range,
high-data rate, from tens of kbps up to several Mbps. Even though they can be
used for IoT communications, traditional cellular networks were not designed
for the transmission of small messages nor for low-consumption terminals. In
this context, a new type of network is currently emerging: Low-Power Wide-
Area (LPWA) Networks. Some representative LPWA technologies as LoRa [34]
and SigFox [50] are specifically designed to share the properties of both WPANs
and cellular networks: low-power and long-range (more than 10 km). From an
architectural point of view, LPWA are featured by a hierarchical network orga-
nization: a network server coordinates several gateways through a reliable back-
haul; in turn, gateways are in charge of interacting through wireless links with
potentially billions of low power devices. LPWA protocols are tailored for low
data rate applications, from hundreds of bps up to several hundreds of kbps,
with messages no longer than 100 bytes, on average [48]. As a result, LPWA
transceivers can offer several years of battery autonomy and provide very cheap
service on cheap terminal devices.

The long-range, low-power, and low-data properties make the LPWA tech-
nology an appealing candidate for many IoT applications. Among them, develop-
ing countries with agriculture-based economies will benefit from keeping track
and monitoring crops. Based on the sensing information, smart decisions can
be taken to get better productivity, with a consequent positive impact on the
national economy [55]. LPWA will play a key role in the development of smart
agriculture solutions [5], as well as in many other applications, including Smart
Grid, Environmental Monitoring, and Emergency Management, among others
[17].

Although different in many aspects, the abovementioned terrestrial technolo-
gies have a common weakness: they fail to provide global connectivity. Terres-
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trial networks are also highly vulnerable in cases of natural disasters or terrorist
attacks. Instead, satellite access networks, and, in particular, Large-scale Low-
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite constellations have shown their potential to extend
terrestrial networks to address the above issues. In this context, satellites can be
leveraged to support a world-wide expansion of the promising IoT market. Sev-
eral long-range low-power satellite systems are already operational, while others
are being prepared. Most of them make use of a LEO satellite constellation,
such as Orbcomm, Iridium, Globalstar or Argos [46], each featured by a specific
orbital formation. LEO satellites are characterized by an altitude between 160 km
and 2000 km which renders a ground coverage of several hundreds of kilometers
and a reasonable Round Trip Time (RTT) delay for most applications (i.e., less
than 100 ms) [15,36]. Contrariwise, Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite
links induce higher RTT in the order of 600 ms to 700 ms [38,57]. Recently, the
combination of satellite networks and LPWA technologies has been proposed as
a promising hybrid networking architecture. Indeed, backhauling satellite net-
works interconnecting LPWA gateways provide both reachability in remote areas
and redundancy in case of service disruption of the ground network. In the case
of LEO deployments, even delay sensitive applications could be served by such
a hybrid architecture; instead, in GEO deployments, backhauling with LPWA
gateways will target applications that do not hold critical time constraints [41].
Hence, given that we target delay-sensitive applications, including disaster recov-
ery scenarios, the focus of the present contribution is on the interconnection of
LPWA gateways through LEO satellite networks.

We first note that, depending on the network configuration, data can be
directly transmitted from LEO satellites to Internet via ground stations in range,
or relayed to another satellite via inter-satellite links, or stored and carried until
a suitable ground station is on sight. Indeed, users from the ground see a LEO
satellite crossing the sky with a very high speed (several km/s), and within a
time interval of no more than around 10 min on average. Further than the implied
Doppler effects on communications, such a particular configuration impacts the
overall network topology dynamics, that must seamlessly permit handover from
one satellite to another. Nevertheless, satellite communications provide a more
cost-effective solution with respect to other terrestrial technologies [22] and have
the potential to play an important role for different reasons as listed in [17]:
(i) smart objects are often remote or they are dispersed over a wide geographi-
cal area or they are inaccessible; (ii) satellites can naturally support broadcast
transmissions (i.e., towards all nodes of the whole network), multicast transmis-
sions (i.e., towards a portion of nodes of the whole network) or geocast trans-
missions (i.e., towards a portion of nodes placed in a given area of the network)
[25]; (iii) satellites can provide an alternative redundant path for critical appli-
cations requiring high availability at reasonable cost; and (iv) existing LPWA
applications generally target low data rate transmission indicating that current
low bandwidth satellite infrastructures can be effectively reused

That being said, the most relevant scientific interest is focused on the network
link between satellites and IoT devices on ground. As illustrated in Fig. 1, there
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LEO Satellite/IoT Gateway

Fig. 1. Required bandwidth vs. range capacity for personal, cellular, LPWA and satel-
lite networks. Direct Satellite LPWA domain is highlighted as an open research area
requiring novel protocol design and/or adaptation of existing ones.

are two modes of interoperability envisioned for such a link: direct access and
indirect access. The direct access mode allows devices to directly communicate
with the satellite [29], while in the indirect access mode, each sensor and actuator
in a network may communicate with the satellite through an intermediate sink
node [11], i.e., the LPWA gateway in our scenario of study. Such a gateway
is equipped with a traditional satellite terminal and a traditional LPWA radio
interface to communicate with the sensor or actuator nodes in the area. On
the one hand, the existing protocols can be leveraged in indirect mode, with
the limitation that the area of a deployment is confined to the coverage of the
gateway node on ground. On the other hand, a direct access from the sensor and
actuator terminals to the satellite is a more appealing solution in challenging
scenarios, for example: (i) in disaster areas where rapid and infrastructure-less
deployments are required, (ii) in areas with very low device density where a
gateway solution is not profitable, and (iii) in areas where devices will be present
for a limited period of time and thus a gateway placement is discouraged.

However, existing LPWA protocols need to be revised as they were not
designed to operate over several hundreds of kilometers in a ground-to-space
link. Similarly, existing satellite protocols were thought to operate on highly
directional point-to-point topologies and might not be fitted for LPWA applica-
tions. In this paper, we study the Direct-to-Satellite IoT (DtS-IoT) architecture
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as a novel networking domain in the intersection of traditional satellite network-
ing and LPWA IoT networks, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We present a thorough
overview of existing protocols and their limitations to serve DtS-IoT, to then
survey existing research on the physical, link, and upper layers of this new net-
working area. We will specifically focus on LoRa technologies and argue that,
despite a few relevant considerations, it can be adapted to fit the requirements
of DtS-IoT.

To help the reading, we briefly sketch how this contribution is structured. In
Sect. 2 we revise existing protocols in the satellite and LPWA areas and discuss
their limitation to efficiently operate in DtS-IoT network. In Sect. 3 we provide
a detailed survey of specific research of potential application in a DtS-IoT archi-
tecture. Section 4 discusses the challenges and considerations of DtS-IoT satel-
lite constellations. Section 5 concludes and summarizes this survey and points
towards future research directions to realize future DtS-IoT systems.

2 Existing Protocols

2.1 Satellite Network Protocols

Many of existent satellite protocols for scientific and Earth Observation mis-
sions are standardized by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS). However, these protocol set are not thought for networking hundreds
of devices on sight. Commercial applications on this domain typically rely on
proprietary protocols, while only a few support Internet protocols. The most rep-
resentative protocols are discussed hereafter, and their applicability challenges
are highlighting with respect to the DtS-IoT domain.

Multiple Channel Access. In the multiple channel access coordination, the
standard DVB-RCS2 defines both contention-free and contention-based multiple
access. Other commercial systems employ ALOHA-based protocols suitable for
specific traffic patterns. A quantitative evaluation of traditional satellite Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocols in DtS-IoT scenarios with LEO constellations
is provided in [23].

DVB-RCS2: To support contention-based access, the standard provides two
forms of random access methods: Slotted Aloha and Contention Resolution
Diversity Slotted Aloha (CRDSA) [17]. The latter groups time-slots to form
a frame and nodes send two or more copies of a packet, to later resolve the col-
lisions using of a successive interference cancellation mechanism [13,18]. As for
contention-free access, the standard defines the use of a Multi-Frequency Time
Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) over the downlink channel, which in turn
coordinates channel assignments by means of the Demand Assigned Multiple
Access (DAMA) protocol [17]. Although high efficiency return channels can be
adapted to the machine-to-machine communication services [18], they have been
focused in hundreds of user terminals to provide remote Internet connectivity,
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but not for low power low datarate IoT terminals. Besides, time synchronization
in LEO constellation-based IoT system is complex to achieve given the relative
high motion between the satellites and ground devices [47].

Enhanced Aloha: This is a protocol operating in commercial telemetry satellite
systems that exploits the periodicity of monitoring traffic sent by sensor nodes
dedicated to Earth observation, scientific and environmental research. E-Aloha
introduces a time window around the fixed sending times to reduce collisions
among nodes attempting to transmit at the same time intervals. It is a simpli-
fied version of Aloha with no reliability features or additional control to avoid
collisions [35]. Although part of the IoT traffic is well represented by periodic
data transmission, there is also event-triggered transmissions with random gen-
eration patterns that will not be well-suited for the specific design of the E-Aloha
protocol [29].

CubeSat Protocols: CubeSat deployments often employ frequencies in the range
of the amateur frequency band, with very low data rates (i.e., in the order
of 9.6 kbps to 100 kbps). Although other higher bands are also explored in
recent developments, the CubeSat deployments are characterized by low data
rates and restricted contact times [17]. Traditional satellite protocols tend to
behave poorly or simply do not work on such constrained devices. As a result,
specific CubeSat protocols to serve the specific characteristics of the IoT traffic
has been studied in the literature. In [23], it has been identified that advanced
techniques such dynamic channelling or precise channel estimation (employed for
interference cancellation), require costly resources often not available in low-cost
CubeSat deployments. Among the random access MAC protocols evaluated, only
a few become near the region where DtS-IoT supported by CubeSats provides
a scalable, energy-efficient, and non-complex channel access mechanism to the
ground sensor nodes.

Upper-Layers Satellite Protocols. The support of IP is a requirement if net-
work segments connected via satellite networks interact with the Internet. This
is naturally well-supported in satellite systems providing Internet Broadband
access; however, that is not necessarily the case for more isolated satellite sensor
networks. One would expect that IP support is a must in satellite IoT networks.
Currently, the DVB-RCS2 standard supports IPv6 with a generic stream encap-
sulation (GSE) [17]. In the case of transport layer protocols, a customization
of TCP stack parameters has been defined back in the late 90’s to improve the
performance over satellite links [6]. With TCP support, it is possible to employ
traditional application layer protocols such as HTTP and also MQTT. More
recent IoT protocols such as CoAP, which relies on UDP, have been evaluated
over disruptive satellite links, showing the need to adjust the protocol param-
eters to achieve reduced end-to-end delays and to increase the packet delivery
rate [26].
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2.2 LPWA Network Protocols

NB-IoT: it is an IoT technology set up by the 3GPP as a part of Release 13 [32].
Although it is integrated into the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard, it can
be regarded as a new air interface that operates on licensed radio spectrum [16].
Licensed band spectrum auctions of the sub-GHz spectrum are typically over
500 million dollars per MHz [33]. NB-IoT may operate as a dedicated carrier,
it may occupy bandwidth of a wide-band LTE carrier, or it may use the guard-
bands of the LTE carrier [47]. Such a technology is also capable of guaranteeing
higher datarates than common LPWA technologies, thus perfectly fitting disas-
ter scenarios, where capturing videos/images would be needed for fine-grained
control. If this capability perfectly match an emergency situation, it results as
oversized (and expensive) for regular monitoring in normal situations. Eventu-
ally, although previous works has discussed the applicability of LTE over satellite
links [42], they require complex coding and synchronous signaling protocol tech-
niques which are not suitable for resource-constrained DtS-IoT devices [51].

LoRa: It is the LPWA technology getting the widest interest into the research
community on IoT communications, for several reasons. LoRa works on unli-
censed spectrum supporting an asynchronous bidirectional link layer protocol
defined in the open LoRaWAN specification [3]. More interestingly, it imple-
ments roaming by allowing IoT devices to communicate to redundantly deliver
information through all LoRa gateways in range. The LoRa physical layer uses
the Chirp Spread Sprectrum (CSS) modulation to handle interference, and mul-
tipath fading, but it cannot offer the same Quality of Service that NB-IoT or
LTE can provide over a licensed spectrum [51]. However, LoRa may have a wider
network coverage than NB-IoT network. For example, in Belgium, a country with
a total area of approximately 30500 km2, the LoRa network deployment covers
the entire country with only seven base stations [33]. However, LoRa physical
layer is a proprietary technology, which might impose economical constraints if
considered for DtS-IoT. At the link layer, LoRa defines a lightweight protocol,
namely LoRaWAN, permitting different modes of operation [34]. In the most
typical scenario, when the application running on a low power device intends to
deliver some data through the Internet, it turns the radio on for the exact time
needed to perform the frame transmission. As matter of facts, this mode of com-
munication, namely Class-A, is an asynchronous Pure ALOHA-based protocol,
and provides the maximum battery life-time for sensors and must be supported
by all LoRaWAN devices. Bidirectional traffic is supported by a receive win-
dow which is opened two times exactly 1 s and 2 s after the end of the uplink
transmission. Notably, downlink unicast transmissions are synchronous with the
reception of an uplink frame by the intended recipient device. To allow asyn-
chronous downlink communications, Class-B devices must first listen to beacons
broadcasted by gateways. In such a way, they get synchronized to the network
and can safely open receiving windows at regular times. Downlink frames can
be received during such time windows. Interestingly, the use of slotted Aloha
or collision-free protocols can be enabled through proper protocol enhancement
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[3]. Finally, Class C devices are the main powered actuators that have sufficient
power available to sustain a continuous receive window.

Given the few available applicability studies of LoRa technology over the
satellite link, and the lack of performance evaluations of the LoRaWAN MAC
protocols over DtS-IoT [23,41], it remains largely unknown if these protocols are
suitable for the scenario of study. Moreover, the IoT standards did not consider
any satellite segment in the overall architecture, nor satellite standards consid-
ered low-power devices on the ground segment. This derives in the emergence of
a new area of research as illustrated in Fig. 1.

3 Direct-to-Satellite IoT

To successfully realize direct-to-satellite IoT, underlying protocol layers should
be revised and adapted as necessary. In this context, we analyze Physical, Link
and Upper Layers and they role in DtS-IoT. A cross-layer approach is not dis-
carded as a means to achieve DtS-IoT.

Recent studies have shown the feasibility of using LPWA technologies over
the satellite link for DtS-IoT architectures. In [47], Qu et al. explore the spectrum
sharing of LEO satellite IoT constellation with terrestrial IoT systems such as
LoRa and NB-IoT. Other experimental works defined LoRa performance over
long distance links up to 250 km, which could be considered the distance for a
LEO satellite deployment [19]. In [21], the authors established the Doppler effects
over links lengths under and above 550 km, with a differentiated behavior that
contradicts previous studies. The experiments were carried out in the laboratory
and outdoors (with cars and line-of-sight conditions), using similar velocities
and reproducing the Doppler effect over the link with software-defined-radios
[21]. In all cases, the resulting data-rate at long distances is extremely low,
enabling messages of a few bits, which indeed, are still valuable for many DtS-
IoT applications.

In the following, we discuss the upcoming challenges at each layer to enable
DtS-IoT with LPWA technologies.

3.1 Physical Layer

Frequency Spectrum: LoRa has been designed to be used while complying within
the unlicensed 900 MHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency band
in South America and within the unlicensed 868 Mhz ISM frequency band in
Europe, while NB-IoT was designed to be used in licensed 3G/4G spectrum.
Sharing the spectrum with terrestrial IoT systems will cause interference on
both satellite and terrestrial segments, especially when large areas are covered
by the satellite LEO system. Additional anti-interference measures are needed
to enable the co-existence of these systems [47].
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Multi-Beam Antennas: In order to deliver broadband data services, satellite
systems have traditionally allowed to reuse the available bandwidth in beams
with different frequencies, each serving one user. This scheme is known as fre-
quency division multiplexing (FDM) [27]. Compared with a single global beam
transmission, the use of a multi-beam architecture can bring several advantages,
such as sending different symbols simultaneously to geographically separated
areas. This indeed enabled an increment in the overall user bandwidth [28]; how-
ever, frequency reuse schemes cannot dramatically increase the channel capacity
[54]. To further improve the spectral efficiency, full frequency reuse has been
applied to modern multi-beam satellite systems, where interference mitigation
techniques are implemented to mitigate interference between beams [56]. Multi-
beams antennas will indeed become an appealing feature to provide enough
channel diversity in DtS-IoT with thousands of devices at sight. However, tech-
nologies of hundreds of beams might be necessary to implement massive DtS-IoT.

Spread Spectrum Modulation: Signal transmissions for low-power devices have
been studied on two fronts: spread-spectrum and narrow-band. Spread-spectrum
techniques [44] consists in spreading the signal into a wider bandwidth, which
render a good tolerance to interference. For example, LoRa leverages a unique
chirp spread spectrum modulation (CSS), also defined as Direct-Sequence Spread
Spectrum [10], to achieve exceptional link budget and low power performance
within contested ISM channels. As shown in Fig. 2(a), symbols are represented
as instantaneous changes in the frequency of a chirp. However, recent studies
have demonstrated that LoRa modulation may introduce difficulties in decoding
signals from multiple terminals when used over satellite links. The authors in [45]
propose another modulation called symmetric CSS that addresses this problem.
Moreover, the LoRa physical layer is closed source and proprietary, thus there
is no official references or protocol specifications, which might hinder its effec-
tive and immediate application to the satellite domain. The interested reader is
referred to the work in [30], which provides a blind analysis of the protocol.

Narrow Band Modulation: Other systems use the classical transmission scheme
with a signal being transmitted on a carrier of very small bandwidth (less than
1 kHz), a.k.a. ultra-narrow-band transmission. With this scheme it is possible
to use simpler transceiver than in the case of spread spectrum techniques [7]. It
provides natural resistance to noise and interference, as well as long range com-
munications, and the terminal can be implemented with very low cost electronic
components with low power consumption [31]. However, small frequency varia-
tions over time may become relatively large compared to the signal bandwidth
(up to several times the frequency bandwidth of the signal). This frequency drift
is particularly present in the case of a LEO satellite. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
for a satellite at an altitude of 720 km, the Doppler rate can be as high as −100
Hz/s for a carrier frequency of 400 MHz. Authors in [7] state that, to tolerate
such frequency drifts, narrow-band access scheme should be considered a random
access.
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Fig. 2. Narrow-band and spread-spectrum illustration. (a) Chirp-based LoRa spread-
spectrum signals occupying a channel of 125 KHz [30]. (b) Narrow-band signals of
100 Hz wide and 2.5 s long, with different frequency shifts [7].

3.2 Link Layer

Link layer duties such as error correction and detection in a DtS-IoT system
are rather not modified with respect to what was discussed for general space-
to-ground communications in Sect. 2.1. However, the main novelty in DtS-IoT is
the need to control the channel access among thousands of devices to satellites
over hundreds of kilometers. The challenges in designing link layer MAC pro-
tocols in satellite IoT contexts are surveyed in [17] and [23]. In general, when
energy efficiency is very important, TDMA is the well suited multiple channel
access scheme. On the other hand, in many IoT deployments featured by a very
high numbers of devices, and a limited portion of them having data to send,
a fixed-assignment multiple access scheme such as TDMA might be inefficient
[17]. Nevertheless, contention-based protocols, when used in the DtS-IoT con-
text, need to integrate mechanisms to manage the links power imbalances, the
uneven link delays, and the lack of high quality channel estimations [23]. In
the remaining part of this subsection, we review recent proposals of MAC layer
protocols suitable for DtS-IoT architectures.

Contention-Free Direct Access. The algorithm proposed in [29] allows a satellite
to collect data efficiently from sensor nodes through direct access. According
to this scheme, the satellite allocates time slots on demand to sensor nodes
which have data to send relying on a method consisting of a searching phase
and an allocation phase. In the searching phase, the satellite finds the sensor
nodes having data to send and divides the sensor nodes into two groups, and
iterates until no more groups can be created. In the allocation phase, the satellite
allocates time slots to all the sensor nodes of the remaining groups. Authors
proved that this algorithm achieves higher efficiency in bandwidth utilization
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with respect to a TDMA-based fixed assignments scheme or a slotted ALOHA
scheme discussed in Sect. 2.1.

Contended Direct Access: There are many random access techniques proposed
in the literature [2,12,14,18,43,49]. Specifically, authors in [7] studied a version
of Aloha extended for ultra-narrow-band signals, called Time/Frequency Aloha
(TFA). In TFA, the frequency is chosen randomly within a specific bandwidth
by the device. The analysis shows that the frequency drift in DtS-IoT narrow-
band increases the probability of collision, drastically limiting MAC performance
beyond a network load of 0.2. Other MAC protocol for sensor data collection
satellite systems using LoRa technology over the satellite link is proposed in
[20]. The authors propose to condense both the LoRa gateway and the network
server on the satellite. They introduce a delay function to reduce collisions among
terminal nodes, at the same time that define a power adaptation technique based
on the location of sensor nodes. The protocol was evaluated in a simulated
environment with several simplifications that require further improvements to
verify the performance on more realistic satellite scenarios.

3.3 Upper Layers

Addresses: IPv6 has increased the number of addresses that can be used through-
out Internet. Addressing huge numbers of nodes on the ground with IPv6 is
then feasible within DtS-IoT systems, as analyzed in [17]. At the standardiza-
tion level, there is an open issue about how to provide IP addressing capabilities
to more and more constrained devices in more and more dense deployments.
One major limitation of LPWA technologies (as well as DtS-IoT) is the reduced
MTU, which creates the need to implement middle boxes (i.e., a gateway) to
interface non-IP technologies with the IP world. If the backhaul of DtS-IoT
architectures is implemented with LPWA technologies over the satellite link,
standards for packet compression and packet fragmentation become relevant to
enable IP support up to the end device [37]. Given the hub-and-spoke nature
of LPWA networks, other IPv6-related standards such as Neighbor Discovery
help in achieving a stateful compression of the IPv6 header [52]. Another aspect
to consider is that LEO constellation are in facts mobile networks, with the
infrastructure moving with respect to the ground nodes (that may be static).
In such a case, the context of communications at the IP level may change. A
study of dynamic contexts combined with IP packet compression is explored in
[1]. Further research and experimentation of the IP support (and possibly the IP
mobility management) over LPWA links in a satellite environment is required
to understand the impact over the performance of both time-critical and delay
tolerant IoT applications.

Broadcast and Anycast: Several applications for IoT will exploit DtS-IoT forward
link for delivering commands and control information via satellite to the huge
number of devices [4]. In emergency management systems, for example, the for-
ward link communication could be used for providing group oriented services to
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support both remote sensors or actuators and human-type communications [24].
To efficiently exploit the large coverage provided by satellite systems, efficient
broadcast and localized anycast will need to be supported. Moreover, geocast,
or geographically localized distribution of messages are key features to motivate
the deployment of future DtS-IoT systems.

Transport and Application layer protocols: Two of the most promising appli-
cation layer protocols for small devices are MQTT and CoAP. Both are open
standards better suited to constrained environments than HTTP, provide mech-
anisms for asynchronous communication, and run on IP, which facilitates their
integration within Internet. On the one hand, MQTT was proposed by IBM
implements a publish/subscribe paradigm and is TCP-based. MQTT gives flex-
ibility in communication patterns and acts purely as a pipe for binary data. On
the other hand, IETF has proposed the use of Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) (RFC 7252), which relies on UDP and implements a request/response
style. When used over satellite links, CoAP outperforms MQTT on random
access channels [8,9]. Moreover, the authors of [39] proposed an integration of
CoAP and MQTT over LoRaWAN, even though such application layer proto-
cols cause extra overhead in terms of payload size, thus undermining the already
limited performance of DtS-IoT links.

4 DtS-IoT Constellations

Depending on the satellite orbit and device latitude, a typical LEO satellite
provides an average of 4 passes per day. Each pass, depending on the satellite
altitude, offers data transfer opportunities in between 7 and 10 min duration
when the satellite flies exactly over the spot on ground. When the satellite passes
closer to the horizon from the device perspective, the contact duration is reduced
and the channel conditions are worsened. This condition renders connectivity
times in the order of 20 min per location per day, on which the channel resource
will likely be shared among hundreds if not thousands of devices. Because of
the limited data rate of a DtS-IoT link, the data transfer provided by a single
satellite might result insufficient for a typical IoT application.

Satellites constellations are fleets of LEO satellites strategically distributed
in orbit to provide continuous or quasi-continuous coverage of the whole planet’s
surface, or part of it. As a result, constellations enhance the overall data transfer
and reduces the waiting time to access the network. For example, the constella-
tion in Fig. 3(a) provides world coverage by leveraging polar orbits (i.e., orbits
with 90 degree inclination that passes over the poles). Figure 3(b), on the other
hand, provides better revisit of satellites over populated areas near the equator;
but inclined orbits never flies on the poles rendering a partial planet coverage.
There is not one-fits-all constellation topology configuration, a trade-off is always
present between surface coverage and satellite revisit time.

In general, the application drives the constellation parameters. For example,
voice and Internet data services constellation (i.e., Iridium) are configured to
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Fig. 3. LEO satellite constellation with a Walker Star formation on (a) and a Walker
Delta (a.k.a. Ballard Rosette) on (b). Iridium constellation uses the former to provide
world-wide connectivity including the poles, while Globalstar is based on the latter,
which provides better coverage in populated areas. Images created with SaVi [53]

always have at least one satellite covering every telephone or Internet device on
the Earth surface. A DtS-IoT application could indeed profit from a full-coverage
constellation topology as devices could be permanently at sight of a passing
satellite. However, continuous coverage is achieved at the expense of hundreds
of LEO satellites, if not more. This can certainly make prohibitive the cost of
the fleet for many IoT applications, which are designed to be predominantly
low-cost.

Another possibility is to consider constellations with less satellites that pro-
vides partial and opportunistic connectivity. This is indeed an intermediate solu-
tion between a single LEO satellite and a full-coverage constellation. In this case,
devices would need to store data until one of the constellation’s satellite becomes
reachable. These sparse constellations would provide a higher latency service, but
at a reduced deployment and operation cost. This approach is likely to satisfy a
large set of IoT applications requirements.

From an IoT protocol perspective, full-coverage constellations can provide
continuous connectivity mimicking the permanent presence of an IoT gateway
for all the serviced devices on ground. In the case of LoRa, a continuous gateway
presence would facilitate a class A operation mode, the default mode for LoRa
devices. However, a sparse constellation would require devices to sporadically
operate in the so-called “beacon-less” mode in class B [34], when no satellite
is on sight. In particular, devices are allowed to sustain a class B operation for
two hours (120 min) after receiving the last beacon, in this case, from a DtS-IoT
satellite. During this period, the device would need to rely on its local clock to
keep timing.

As a result, a sparse DtS-IoT constellation design would need to consider such
timing constraints not present in other types of satellite constellations. Further-
more, a discussion remains open on the feasibility of enabling DtS-IoT devices
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with simplified orbital information to only enable the radio when a satellite is
on sight, a fundamental DtS-IoT battery saving feature. The effective DtS-IoT
constellation topology design as well the implications on the specific protocol
adaptations is left as an immediate future work.

5 Summary and Outlook

As we move towards an all-connected era, IoT networking technologies will need
to embrace satellite as a means to connect remote devices over long-range, low-
power and low data-rate. While indirect approaches can leverage existing satellite
and LPWA protocols, a direct connection to devices on ground offers a real
remote IoT experience.

In this paper, we have introduced and described Direct-to-Satellite-IoT as
a promising research area where existing protocols need to be revised and
adapted. A survey on relevant technologies showed that LoRa is an appeal-
ing approach towards DtS-IoT, but imposes severe challenges motivating future
research efforts. Among them, we have highlighted the extremely low data-rate,
the lack of knowledge on how the satellite channel affects the behavior of a pro-
prietary technology, and the need of IP support for integration with Internet. We
have also identified DtS-IoT constellations as a promising solution with pending
challenges to tackle at a protocol level.

Future research is envisioned in developing a new LoRa-compatible interface
including new MAC protocols designed for the low-power consumption but con-
sidering the satellite system, especially if deployed in constellations. Moreover,
architectural decisions involving the satellites will need to be discussed. In par-
ticular, the LoRaWAN gateway and server roles might need to be distributed
among satellites in order to get rid of the dependency of the network server for
both data and control planes. To this end, the fact that gateways will be moving
at high speeds will need to be studied and the role of routing via inter-satellite
links will need to be analyzed in detail. Finally, upper layer transport and appli-
cation protocols (CoAP and MQTT) will be evaluated over the DtS-IoT links.
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Abstract. Low-power wide-area networks (LPWAN) have been rapidly
gaining ground in recent years, triggered by their capability to satisfy
important market segments. Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT)
is one of the most appealing LPWAN technologies, foreseen to play an
important role in the fifth generation mobile communication (5G) net-
work. In order to guarantee a worldwide coverage to the low-cost devices
distributed all over the globe, satellite connectivity is a key asset due
to their large footprint on Earth, especially in remote areas where the
investment towards a terrestrial infrastructure is not justified. However,
such terrestrial networks aiming at deploying satellite systems either as
an integrated part of it or a stand-alone solution, would require a careful
and detailed analysis covering several aspects and all the layers of com-
munication. In this paper, we demonstrate the link budgets of a satellite-
based NB-IoT system under different parameters, providing some simu-
lation results as a benchmark for further study. In addition, we analyze
and discuss the impact that different power budgets would have in impor-
tant features of the NB-IoT network, such as delay, capacity and device
battery life.

Keywords: 5G · NB-IoT · Link budget analysis ·
Satellite communication · Spectral efficiency

1 Introduction

In the last years, the Internet of things (IoT) has drawn a great deal of research
attention, both from academia and industry, due to the impact it is expected to
have in the global economic processes and the quality of everyday life [9,18,22].
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The number of IoT devices generating and exchanging information with each-
other is estimated to be three times as high as the global population by 2020 [12].
In order to satisfy this tremendous market demand, the 3rd Generation Part-
nership Project (3GPP) introduced the narrowband Internet of things (NB-IoT)
standard [5], which is foreseen to play an important role in the fifth generation
mobile communication (5G) network. A crucial key performance indicator (KPI)
of this technology is to guarantee a worldwide connectivity to the low-cost IoT
devices distributed all over the globe. However, in many cases the terrestrial
infrastructure does not exist and it has a very high deployment cost. For this
reason, the satellite connectivity is considered to be a very attractive solution in
such areas in order to complement and extend the coverage of the terrestrial net-
work. Several contributions have studied such systems, showing the fundamental
features and the role of the satellites in the 5G IoT communications [10,11,21].
Moreover, in our previous works we studied an NB-IoT over a LEO satellite
system, providing a solution to reduce the high differential Doppler shift [15,16].

Together with other technical challenges and considerations, link budget is
an important aspect worth analyzing for satellite-based NB-IoT networks, moti-
vated by the following reasons. On the one hand, even though the link budget is
already well-studied for terrestrial NB-IoT through several contributions [17,19],
a new analysis is needed since the constraints in a satellite system are different
with respect to a terrestrial one. More specifically, because of the presence of the
satellite, a power constraint will be present both in the downlink (forward link)
and uplink (return link) case. Indeed, one of the main challenges in a satellite
communication system is where to get the power from, which in a terrestrial sys-
tem this is not an issue. Solar power is the most likely source of energy to be used
in space, imposing a significant limitation in closing the communication link, due
to the difficulty of generating large power quantities onboard the satellite. On
the other hand, 3GPP recently completed a study item in 5G air interface to
support non-terrestrial networks (NTN) [4], where the link budgets for different
satellite altitudes and frequency bands were shown. However a specific analysis
targeting only the NB-IoT is necessary, due to the particular technical pecu-
liarities of this technology. In the literature, some research works already exist,
studying the coverage extension of NB-IoT through LEO satellite [13,14]. Nev-
ertheless, due to the recent development of the NB-IoT standard with improved
capabilities and the new 3GPP agreements for the satellite link design in NTN
5G air interface, an updated and more detailed link budget analysis is of utmost
importance.

As a result, in this paper, we analyze the link budget for a satellite-based
NB-IoT network, having as a baseline the latest 3GPP specifications regarding
the system level parameters. Additionally, we provide some simulation results
as a benchmark for further study and discuss the impact that different power
budget levels at the receiver would have in the overall system design.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we
give a brief overview of the NB-IoT technology. Section 3 is devoted to the link
budget analysis. Section 4 presents the impact of the link budget in the overall
system design and the concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1. NB-IoT Radio Frame Design [20]

2 NB-IoT Overview

The aim of this section is to recall only some important information related to
the NB-IoT technology, which will be useful for a better understanding of the
other sections of the paper.

2.1 General Features

The following features have been introduced in LTE Release 13 for NB-IoT [8]:
(a) Support of massive number of low-throughput devices (around 52547) within
a cell coverage; (b) Ultra-low complexity and low-cost devices; (c) Improved
power consumption efficiency to allow battery life of more than ten years. The
NB-IoT system requires a bandwidth of 180 kHz in order to operate. This also
corresponds to a physical resource block (PRB) in LTE, since they are designed
to co-exist. Based on where the NB-IoT carrier is placed within the LTE car-
rier there can be identified three operational modes: in-band, guard-band and
stand-alone. The downlink transmission uses the conventional Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) with 15 kHz subcarrier spacing
(SCS), whereas the uplink transmission uses the Single Carrier Frequency Divi-
sion Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) with 3,75 SCS or 15 kHz SCS. For the uplink,
both single-tone (ST) and multi-tone (MT) transmissions (i.e., 3, 6, and 12 sub-
carriers) are supported.

2.2 PHY Channels and Signals

There are three downlink physical channels in NB-IoT. The narrowband physical
broadcast channel (NPBCH) sends the information related to the cell and net-
work configuration. The narrowband physical downlink control channel (NPD-
CCH) sends all the control signals regarding important procedures such as pag-
ing, random access, and data transmission. The narrowband physical downlink
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shared channel (NPDSCH) is responsible for sending the data and control infor-
mation, acknowledgment (ACK) or negative ACK (NACK) of a Hybrid Auto-
matic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) process, from the base station to the users.

Only two channels exist in the uplink. The narrowband physical uplink shared
channel (NPUSCH) is used for sending user data transmission from the users
to the base station or control information (ACK/NACK). Narrowband physical
random access channel (NPRACH) is used by the users to access the network
and synchronize for data transmission.

Figure 1 demonstrates how these channels can be scheduled in downlink and
uplink in the time-frequency resources of the NB-IoT radio frame. It can be
noted that in the uplink, since there exist different transmission modes, using less
subcarriers in the frequency domain would result in a longer channel in the time
domain. Besides, some resources in the uplink frame should be reserved for the
NPRACH in order to allow other users to access the network and synchronize for
uplink data transmission. Contrarily, in the downlink transmission, the channels
are multiplexed in time, since one channel occupies all the available frequency
resources of 180 kHz. An important aspect worth mentioning here is that the
transmission can be configured with different modulation and coding schemes
(MCS), causing this way different performance gain, device energy consumption,
capacity and coverage levels. Last but not least, an important feature of NB-IoT
is the use of the repetition code. This means that each channel can be repeated
multiple times in time in order to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR),
thus extending the coverage. Together with the MCS selection, the number of
repetition used would determine the overall system performance.

3 Satellite Link Budget Formula

In a telecommunication system, the link budget analysis is done to relate the
power at the receiver with regard to the power at the transmitter, accounting for
signal gains and losses in the propagation medium. By neglecting the interfer-
ence, the link budget between a transmitter and a receiver in free space is given
by the carrier power over noise density (C/N) as a function of other system and
link parameters. The general formula of the link budget, accounting for all the
gains and looses in the propagation medium from transmitter to receiver and
neglecting the interference, is given as follows [3]:

C

N
(dB) = EIRP (dBW )+

Gr

T
(dBi/K)−FSPL(dB)−Aloss(dB)−Adloss(dB)

− K(
dBW/K

Hz
) − 10 · log10(BW ) (1)

Let us now clarify each of the above parameters one by one.

– EIRP is the effective isotopic radiated power of the transmitting antenna
and can be calculated as:

EIRP = 10 · log10(GTPT ) (2)
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where PT is the transmitting antenna power and GT is the gain.
– Gr/T is the figure of merit at the receiver having antenna gain Gr and equiv-

alent system temperature T derived by the following:

Gr

T
= Gr(dBi) − NF (dB) − 10 · log10(To + (Ta − To) · 10−0.1·NF ) (3)

where Gr is the gain of the receiving antenna, NF represents the noise figure,
To is the ambient temperature and Ta is the antenna temperature.

– FSPL is the free space path loss given by:

FSPL = 10 · log10(4πD

c/f
)2 (4)

with carrier frequency f , speed of light c and slant range D expressed as:

D = −RE · sin(α) +
√

R2
E · sin(α)2 + hs + 2 · RE · hs (5)

The slant range is the distance from the user device to the satellite and it can
be noted from the formula that it is determined by the radius of Earth RE ,
satellite elevation angle α and satellite altitude hs.

– Aloss and Adloss represent the atmospheric looses due to gases, rain fades
etc., and additional looses due to feeder link.

– BW is the communication bandwidth and K is the Boltzman constant.

3.1 Simulation Parameters and Results

The goal of radio link design is to guarantee a reliable communication between
a transmitter and receiver. In the context of NB-IoT systems, link reliability
is evaluated through the block error rate (BLER) associated with the specific
MCS, which depends on the available SNR. By utilizing Eq. 1, it is possible to
calculate the SNR (or written as C/N) at the receiver under specific system
parameters, both in the downlink and uplink transmission. The user terminal
parameters are the ones defined in the NB-IoT standard for 3GPP Class 3 devices
[1], whereas the link parameters can be taken from the 3GPP specification for 5G
over NTN [3], summarized in Table 1. Moreover, we leave on purpose undefined
the satellite parameters (EIRP in downlink and G/T in uplink) because these
are the ones that should be carefully designed before launching new satellites
to support NB-IoT services or check whether the existing ones meet the power
budget requirements. Changing these satellite parameters would directly affect
the received SNR.

We use the link level performance results, shown in Appendix, to determine
the required SNR values corresponding to a 10% BLER at the first HARQ trans-
mission. Different MCS levels in NB-IoT can achieve different spectral efficiency
as shown in Table 3. Therefore, combining these results with the link budget
formula in Eq. 1, it is possible to obtain the spectral efficiency as a function of
satellite EIRP for downlink case and G/T for uplink case, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
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Table 1. Link budget parameters [3].

Link parameters Downlink Uplink

Carrier frequency (GHz) 2 2

Bandwidth (kHz) 180 3.75, 15, 45, 90, 180

Subcarrier spacing (kHz) 15 3.75, 15

Satellite altitude for LEO (km) 600 600

Satellite altitude for GEO (km) 35786 35786

Minimum elevation Angle (degree) 30 30

Atmospheric loss LEO and GEO (dB) 0.5 0.5

Additional loss LEO and GEO (dB) 1 1

Channel model AWGN AWGN

Terminal parameters

Terminal type 3GPP Class 3 3GPP Class 3

Antenna type Omnidirectional Omnidirectional

Receiver antenna gain (dBi) 0 -

Terminal noise figure (dB) 9 -

Terminal ambient temperature (K) 290 -

Terminal antenna temperature (K) 290 -

Terminal transmit power (dBm) - 23

Terminal transmit antenna gain (dBi) - 0

3 and 4. We have taken into account only Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Geosta-
tionary (GEO) satellite, with the corresponding altitudes given in the Table 1,
because these are the ones considered in the latest 3GPP studies.

It can be noted that, in the downlink case, in order to enable an NB-IoT
system capable of achieving the highest possible spectral efficiency, it is needed
a minimum EIRP of 25 dBW for a LEO satellite at 600 km altitude and 57 dBW
for a GEO satellite at 35786 km altitude. Having a higher EIRP at the satellite
does not give any further gain since these are the NB-IoT system limitations. On
the other hand, in case these EIRP values are not guaranteed, still it is possible
to close the link, but with lower spectral efficiency.

In the uplink transmission, the analysis is a bit more complex due to the
existence of several transmission modes. For a 12-carriers transmission mode it
is required a minimum G/T of −2 dB/K for a LEO satellite and 28 dB/K for
a GEO satellite. In case of lower values of G/T, the link can still be closed by
reaching the peak spectral efficiency, but by using the other transmission modes
(e.g. 1, 3 or 6 subcarriers) for the SC-FDMA signal. However, even though the
peak spectral efficiency is guaranteed by means of different transmission modes,
this will have an impact on the overall system design, as we will analyze in the
following section.
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Fig. 2. Link budget result for downlink transmission.
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Fig. 3. Link budget result for uplink transmission, LEO satellite.

4 Link Budget Impact in System Design

Choosing one transmission mode or another, or sacrificing the spectral efficiency
for the sake of closing the communication link, will directly impact the scheduling
of the uplink and downlink channels. Consequently, the whole NB-IoT system
will be affected, including important aspects such as delay, capacity and energy
consumption. In this section, we will treat each of them separately, outlining
some system design trade-offs that should be considered when designing a non-
terrestrial NB-IoT network.
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Fig. 4. Link budget result for uplink transmission, GEO satellite.

4.1 Delay

In the downlink case, a lower spectral efficiency means that less useful data
can be sent through NPDCCH, which is responsible for user scheduling. As a
consequence, since we can send less useful information through this channel, the
users have to wait for a longer time until they get all the necessary information
to schedule their uplink transmission. As a matter of fact, this would cause a
delay in the overall system. In the uplink transmission, being constraint of using
less tones due to a lower G/T, would result in longer channels in time. Thus,
the base station is forced to wait more time to receive a certain data packet by
the user device.

4.2 Capacity

The capacity of the NB-IoT system has to do with the number of user devices
that can access the network and be satisfied with service. The more frequent the
NPRACH is sent in the uplink frame, the larger the probability that more devices
can access the network. However, if we are constraint to use less resources for
transmission in the frequency domain (less subcarriers) because of a low satellite
G/T, less frequent the NPRACH can be sent since the radio frame would be
occupied by the long NPUSCH in time of other users. This would significantly
limit the number of devices that can access the network.

4.3 Energy Consumption

As we already emphasized in the introduction, the extended battery life is a very
important feature of the NB-IoT technology. For this reason, the more often the
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devices fall into deep sleep mode, the more battery can be saved. However, this
would require very short transmissions in time, which in our NB-IoT over satellite
scenario can be impossible due to satellite power limitations. Again like already
emphasized, closing the link by using less frequency resources or a lower MCS
(lower spectral efficiency) is possible in such situations. However, this would
translate in a longer transmission time interval (TTI) and less frequent deep
sleep modes by the user device, thus more battery will be consumed.

4.4 Other Considerations

It is worth reminding here that the above-shown link budget results are for the
BLER target of 10%. By using the HARQ operation the link reliability would be
improved because the same packed would be retransmitted if a NACK is received
by the user or base station. Due to the presence of the satellite channel, the
HARQ operation would cause a significant delay, which is much larger than the
one experienced in a terrestrial network. Therefore, it has recently been discussed
in the 3GPP the idea of deactivating the HARQ operation for NTN [2]. Doing
this would require a BLER target adjustment (e.g. 1% BLER), thus more EIRP
and G/T at the satellite for being able to close the communication link. Again,
all the above-mentioned trade-offs should be considered in the system design.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the radio link budgets in order to support a reliable
communication of IoT user devices with the corresponding base station in an
NB-IoT over satellite system. The link and device parameters were chosen in
accordance with the latest 3GPP specifications, while the satellite parameters
were left open for design. The achievable spectral efficiency as a function of
satellite antenna EIRP and G/T were shown through numerical simulations
for both, LEO and GEO satellite, and under different transmission modes. It
was shown that, in the downlink case, to enable an NB-IoT system capable of
achieving the highest possible spectral efficiency, it is needed a minimum EIRP
of 25 dBW for a LEO satellite at 600 km altitude and 57 dBW for a GEO
satellite at 35786 km altitude. In the uplink, for a 12-carrier transmission mode
it is required a minimum G/T of −2 dB/K for a LEO satellite and 28 dB/K for
a GEO satellite. In case of lower values of G/T, the link can still be closed by
using the other transmission modes (e.g. 1,3 or 6 subcarriers) for the SC-FDMA
signal or sacrificing in spectral efficiency. Last but not least, the impact that
different power budget would have in important features of NB-IoT technology,
such as delay, capacity and power consumption, was discussed and analyzed.

Appendix: NB-IoT PHY Layer Simulation

To derive the required SNR value for each MCS level assuring BLER target of
10−1, the NB-IoT PHY layer is implemented in Matlab and the performance
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in terms of BLER vs SNR is evaluated through numerical simulations. The
baseband block diagram of the simulator is given in Fig. 5 and the simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 2. Overall, the following steps are performed
for the BLER, SNR and spectral efficiency (SE) calculations:

– The bits are transmitted in block according to the transmission block size
(TBS) given in the standard [7]. Changing the TBS would change the trans-
mission code rate, hence enabling different performance gains for different
MCS levels.

– The OFDM/SC-FDM baseband waveform generation follow the steps deter-
mined in the standard [6]. Please note that the N-point DFT/IDFT is applied
only for SC-FDM waveform.

– The channel used is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
– The receiver operations are performed and the erroneous TBS are counted.

We run the simulations in order to guarantee at least 100 erroneous TBS for
each SNR value.

– Obtaining the BLER-SNR curves, we find the minimum value of SNR that
guarantees the BLER target of 10−1 for each MCS level. We repeat the sim-
ulation for downlink and uplink under different transmission modes.

– To calculate the spectral efficiency for each MCS level and transmission mode,
the following formula is used:

SE =
TBS/TTI

BW
(bit/s/Hz) (6)

where TTI is the transmission time interval corresponding to a certain TBS
in each MCS level. Please note that in each MCS level we choose the TBS
that gives the maximum throughput.

– Please note that the performance of downlink and multi-tone uplink are almost
the same (only different for some MCS). This is because table 16.5.1.2-1
and 16.5.1.2-1 from [7], containing the TBS value for each MCS, are almost
identical.

Fig. 5. Baseband Simulator Block Diagram
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Uplink MT Uplink ST Downlink

N FFT 128 128 128

Bandwidth (45, 90, 180) kHz (3.75, 15) kHz 180 kHz

SCS (kHz) 15 kHz (3.75, 15) kHz 15 kHz

Modulation format SC-FDM SC-FDM OFDM

Modulation order QPSK BPSK, QPSK QPSK

MCS selection Table 16.5.1.2-2 [7] Table 16.5.1.2-2 [7] Table 16.4.1.5.1-1 [7]

Coding scheme Turbo Code Turbo Code Turbo Code

CRC bits 24 24 24

MCS range 0–13 0–10 0–13

Channel AWGN AWGN AWGN

Table 3. Simulation results.

Uplink MT Uplink ST Downlink

MCS SNR (dB) SE (bit/s/Hz) SNR (dB) SE (bit/s/Hz) SNR (dB) SE (bit/s/Hz)

0 −5.8 0.1444 −4.2 0.2167 −5.8 0.1444

1 −4.9 0.2 −3.2 0.3 −4.9 0.2

2 −3.9 0.2667 −2.2 0.4 −3.9 0.2667

3 −3 0.324 −1.2 0.4867 −3 0.324

4 −2 0.3867 −0.1 0.58 −2 0.3867

5 −1.1 0.4844 0.9 0.7267 −1.1 0.4844

6 −0.2 0.5611 1.9 0.8417 −0.1 0.5733

7 0.7 0.6944 3.1 1.0417 0.6 0.68

8 1.4 0.7689 4.3 1.1533 1.3 0.7611

9 2.2 0.8722 5.6 1.3083 2.2 0.8722

10 3.1 0.9689 6.9 1.3887 3.1 0.9689

11 4.2 1.1244 4.2 1.1244

12 5.5 1.3889 5.5 1.3889

13 6.9 1.4333 6.9 1.4333
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Abstract. In several application contexts, keeping transmission laten-
cies on a wireless network bounded is required. When high bandwidth
is additionally demanded, IEEE 802.11 is certainly a reasonable choice.
Reliable data delivery is customarily achieved through automatic retrans-
mission upon errors. In Wi-Fi, retries are managed in hardware by
adapters. Unfortunately, this constrains the possible sequences with
which messages are sent on air, which increases latency and worsens
communication determinism. Previous works showed that such limita-
tions can be overcome by having frames retransmissions managed in
software by conventional user-space applications. To do so, slight modi-
fications are needed to device drivers to provide the required functions.

In this paper, a comprehensive performance analysis of software
retransmission mechanisms is performed, which highlights that the
related overhead is negligible when compared with the provided advan-
tages and confirms that finely scheduling real-time traffic over Wi-Fi is
actually possible. A pilot implementation showed that tangible improve-
ments can be obtained by using a scheduling policy with packet granu-
larity.

Keywords: Real-time communications · Software-Defined
Retransmissions · SDRet · IEEE 802.11 · Traffic scheduling · SDMAC

1 Introduction

Many application contexts exist where a distributed system, made up of a plu-
rality of nodes interconnected by means of a wireless network, demands deter-
minism and bounded latency. A notable example is given by disaster manage-
ment [1] but, to a lesser extent, also smart/precision agriculture [2] and building
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automation [3] may benefit from a better communication quality. In particular,
requirements about reliability and timings are quite common in industrial envi-
ronments, and techniques for improving behavior of wireless networks in such
scenarios are a thriving research topic. A remarkable example is represented by
control/monitoring applications characterized by either hard or soft real-time
constraints. In the former case deadlines cannot be exceeded, while in the latter
deadline misses can be tolerated as long as they happen rarely.

Among the available wireless communication technologies operating in the
unlicensed bands (without the need of a subscription) and featuring very-high
performance, IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) [4] is probably the most popular one. An
effective way to increase communication quality (in terms of reliable and timely
data delivery) in such a kind of networks is to rely on a suitable scheduler (either
centralized or distributed) that manages the packet transmission sequence on air
in such a way to minimize the likelihood of deadline misses.

To increase reliability, Wi-Fi makes use of a conventional Automatic Repeat-
reQuest (ARQ) mechanism based on acknowledgement (ACK ) frames. Each
time the ACK frame associated to a given data frame does not return back to
the transmitter STA within a specified time, a new frame containing the same
data is sent again. The number of transmissions (initial attempt plus retries) is
bounded to a maximum value, known as retry limit (R).

In commercial Wi-Fi adapters, retransmissions are managed automatically
by the hardware. This does not allow an adequate level of granularity in access-
ing the wireless communication support (i.e., a single frame transmission), as
required by many scheduling algorithms and distributed applications demand-
ing bounded latencies. As a consequence, the transmission of data packets with
higher priority may be delayed due to the fact that the adapter is busy for the
transmission of other, lower priority data. This way, the likelihood that these
packets could miss their deadline increases. To overcome such limitation, spe-
cific modifications can be brought to the device driver of Wi-Fi adapters (a wide
range of products compatible with this technique are available off-the-shelf) that
allow to manage the retransmission process directly in software (SW). We name
this technique Software-Defined Retransmissions (SDRet).

In this paper, the feasibility of SDRet, implemented by means of applications
executed at the user-space level, was assessed, and its behavior compared with
the existing retransmission mechanisms, which are automatically managed by
the hardware (HW) of the Wi-Fi adapter. Then, as a possible example about
the delivery of real-time deadline-constrained traffic, the performance achieved
by the classic Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling algorithm, with both
SDRet and conventional HW retransmissions, was evaluated. It is worth noting
that SDRet is orthogonal to other techniques aimed at improving the commu-
nication quality (e.g., those based on rate adaptation or network coding algo-
rithms). In addition, SDRet eases research and prototyping for these and other
techniques, because it allows to set with a fine frame-level granularity some
Wi-Fi parameters.
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With respect to the research literature, and in particular [5,6], which describe
and test a prototype implementation of an enabling technology for SDRet called
Software-Defined MAC (SDMAC), i.e., an Application Programming Interface
(API) that permits to interact directly with the network adapter, this paper
contains four new main contributions: (1) a new implementation is developed
where frames retransmission is performed directly at the user-space level, exploit-
ing new SDMAC features; (2) performance analysis also includes the code that
manages a whole sequence of transmissions in user-space, and not only the part
of software devoted to managing the exchange of a single frame; (3) experimen-
tal results are obtained for a real channel with concurrent interfering traffic (in
[5,6] a channel was selected with no interfering load); and, (4) a real use case
that practically demonstrates the advantages of managing transmissions at the
user-space level is considered and performance is evaluated.

The next Sect. 2 introduces SDRet and provides details on how it was imple-
mented and the benefits it achieves, while Sect. 3 describes the testbed we set
up and the measurement system. In Sect. 4, performance of SDRet is compared
with conventional Wi-Fi. Section 5 analyzes SDRet in a real application aimed
at delivery deadline-constrained real-time traffic. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this
paper.

Table 1. Table of most important abbreviations.

Abbr Description

ACK Acknowledgement frame

CDF Cumulative distrubution function

CW Contention window

DFP Delivery failure probability

DSP Delivery success probability

EDF Earliest deadline First

HW hardware

SDMAC Software-defined MAC

SDRet Software-defined retransmissions

STA Station

STD Standard

SW Software

2 Software-Defined Retransmissions

Software defined radios [7,8] make it possible to customize Wi-Fi operation.
Unfortunately, this requires a non-trivial implementation of the related func-
tions, which usually consists in the complex task of programming an FPGA
[7]. Under the Linux operating system and for some Wi-Fi adapters, many new
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Fig. 1. Schema of the application used to manage HW and SW retransmissions.

features can be implemented and tuned directly by modifying the code of the
device driver, leaving the hardware and the firmware of the adapter unchanged.
This permits, with relatively low effort, to practically implement techniques like
those based on TDMA [9], or Reactive Duplication Avoidance (RDA) methods
used in seamless redundancy to improve both reliability and latencies [10,11],
which require a fine control of the frames that are exchanged through the wireless
medium.

In [5,6], a software implementation of SDMAC, which includes an API and
the related mechanisms for managing frames transmission by means of a user-
space application, was described, and the overhead (additional delays) it causes
on communications was evaluated. One of the main purposes of SDMAC is to
enable applications to access the basic transmission services offered by the wire-
less adapter, and to obtain the outcome of transmissions, i.e., ACK or ACK-
timeout events, which correspond to a successful or unsuccessfully delivery of
the frame, respectively. In this paper, SDMAC was employed as the interface to
interact with the adapter. In particular, it was used to send a frame and to wait
for the related outcome. Then, an application was implemented, which makes
use of SDMAC to manage retransmissions in software.

Figure 1 sketches the relevant components of this application. In the sending
path, SDMAC makes use of the function SDMAC DATA req() to send frames1. An
ACK event is generated inside the device driver of the transmitting node each
time it receives the ACK frame related to the frame it has previously sent. Con-
versely, each time an ACKtimeout timer expires (which implies that the ACK
frame was not received timely) the corresponding ACKtimeout event is gener-
ated. To detect these two events, the code of the device driver needs to be slightly
modified. For this reason, for the implementation of SDMAC and the subsequent
experimental campaign, a wireless adapter managed by an open-source device

1 The SDMAC DATA req() function, and consequently the sending path, relies on com-
mon Linux POSIX raw sockets and on the sendto() function.
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driver was selected. In particular, this work relies on the popular ath9k device
driver. The outcome of the event is then delivered from the device driver to the
user-space level by means of a character device. A character device is one of
the common software components made available by the Linux operating sys-
tem to manage unbuffered communication between user and kernel spaces, and
vice versa. Even if other more deterministic methods to transfer an event from
user to kernel spaces exist [12], the use of a character device can be considered
suitable for Wi-Fi [6]. The user-space application, which in the meanwhile was
blocked on the SDMAC DATA con() function2 waiting for the outcome of the last
transmission, is released just after the outcome is written in the character device
by means of a piece of code we added in a specific position of the device driver.
The application manages retransmissions in software. In particular, each time
the outcome is ACKtimeout, the application transmits again the same data, until
the number of retries reaches the retry limit R. If the limit is reached and also
the last retry is unsuccessful, the current data transmission is labeled as lost.

In this new version of SDMAC, two functions were added to configure the
values of the retry limit R and the contention window CW , respectively. In par-
ticular, the function SDMAC DATA set() is invoked, to set the retry limit R, just
before the function SDMAC DATA req(), which is the one devoted to send the
frame. It is worth remarking that the value of the retry limit R in ath9k device
drivers is associated to the single packet (i.e., a different number of retrans-
missions can be associated to each packet). In this specific implementation, the
SDMAC DATA set() function writes the value R for the next packet transmission
inside a character device. In today’s Wi-Fi adapters, the typical algorithm used
to select the frame transmission rate is Minstrel [13]. Based on past statistics
about the quality of the wireless channel, it configures for each packet queued
in the adapter four TX series, i.e., four pairs of data containing the number of
transmissions for a specific transmission rate. If all the transmissions of the first
TX series fail (i.e., no ACK frame is received), the transmitter uses the setting
of the second TX series, and so on. If, after the transmissions associated to the
last TX series, the packet does not reach the destination, it is considered as lost.
The device driver, in correspondence to the code devoted to set the number of
transmission attempts for any of the rate series of the Minstrel algorithm, sets a
number of transmissions equal to R for the first series, and 0 for the other three
series. In details, we realized a software that sets the values of these four fields
as tx tries0=R, tx tries1=0, tx tries2=0 and tx tries3=0, by modifying the
function ath buf set rate() in the file xmit.c of the device driver.

Instead, the value of the contention window CW is modified by setting the
values of the two fields DATA CW MIN and DATA CW MAX of the register D LCL IFS
of the device driver to the same value CW . This operation can be performed in
the function ath9k hw resettxqueue() in the file mac.c of the device driver.

2 The SDMAC DATA con() function was implemented as a blocking read() system call
executed on the file descriptor of the character device. In kernel-space, conventional
kernel semaphores were used to make the read() system call blocking.
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3 Testbed and Measurement System

The testbed is composed of a PC with the IntelR© B86 Chipset, 4 GB of 1600 MHz
DDR3 Dual Channel RAM, and an IntelR© i3-4150 CPU running at 3.5 GHz. The
PC executes the Linux kernel v. 3.14.61 compiled with the optimization reported
in [6]. The wireless adapter is a dual-band TP-Link TL-WDN4800 managed by
the version 4.4.2 of the ath9k device driver. It was configured to use channel
165 in the 5 GHz band. This channel was not in use by other Wi-Fi STAs in
nearby networks, allowing us to precisely tune the amount of interfering traffic
by purposely injecting it on the wireless medium.

A generic AP was configured in infrastructure mode and the Wi-Fi adapter
of the PC was associated to it. The only role played by the AP in our analysis
is to timely reply to data frames sent by the STA with the related ACK frame.
Consequently, the results reported in this paper are valid also for other operation
modes (e.g., ad-hoc).

In addition, we disabled the rate adaptation algorithm by fixing the transmis-
sion rate to 54 Mb/s. The main reason for this is that, we wished to obtain results
for transmission latencies that do not include the jitter caused by changes of the
transmission bit rate, and that are independent from the specific rate adaptation
algorithm used to estimate the best transmission speed. In fact, it is known that
the Minstrel rate adaptation algorithm is not the best solution for applications
requiring low and bounded latencies [13].

It is worth remarking that the proposed testbed can be exploited for experi-
mentation on rate adaptation algorithms as well. As a matter of fact, only minor
modifications are needed to the function SDMAC DATA set() to allow SDMAC to
regulate, on a per-frame basis, the transmission rate of exchanged frames.

In all the experiments, the payload size was set to 50 Bytes. This relatively
small size was selected according to the typical width of process data exchanged
in cyber-physical systems, which consist in small data packets that derive from
digital/analogue signals acquired from sensors or set-points for actuators.

In all the experiments, the contention windows CW was set to a constant
value. This is not a limitation, because transmission of real-time traffic likely
benefits from a non-exponential increase of CW , so as to keep communication
latencies bounded. The value of CW for this kind of traffic is typically changed
in the transmission process (initial attempt and retries) of the same data packet
between two possible values. For instance, for the highest priority traffic defined
in the standard IEEE 802.11e (i.e., the AC VO access category, which is used
in Wi-Fi to provide a high quality of service), CW can assume only two values,
namely CW = 3 and CW = 7. In fact, the defaults values for this AC are
CWMin = 3 and CWMax = 7.

Latencies were obtain by reading a specific register of the CPU, i.e., the Time
Stamp Counter (TSC). The TSC is increased by one on every CPU clock cycle
and, since the operating system does not require any context switch to read its
content, it represents a very precise and accurate way to acquire timestamps.
The only important precaution, to obtain correct measures, is to disable CPU
frequency scaling.
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Each experiment consists in the transmission of 2N data packets p1, p2, ...,
p2N , of which N packets are managed using HW retransmissions and N using
SW retransmissions. To obtain results that do not depend on the characteristics
of the channel, which could vary significantly across the whole experiment, in
terms of the error rate, we decide to interleave HW and SW retransmissions.
Consequently, the real sequence of packets on air is pHW

1 , pSW
2 , pHW

3 , ..., pSW
2N .

Since each packet pi can be retransmitted in the case of errors, the actual
sequence of frames exchanged over the network is:

mHW,1
1 ,mHW,2

1 , ...,mHW,r1
1 ,mSW,1

2 ,mSW,2
2 , ...,mSW,r2

2 , ... (1)

where the sequence of frames mHW,1
1 ,mHW,2

1 , ...,mHW,r1
1 refers to packet pHW

1 ,
the sequence of frames mSW,1

2 ,mSW,2
2 , ...,mSW,r2

2 to packet pSW
2 , and so on.

The latency for the transmission of packet pi and the reception of the related
outcome from the device driver, which consists on the whole of r attempts (the
initial transmission m1

i plus any possible subsequent retransmissions m2
i , ...,m

r
i ,

with r ≤ R), is obtained as di = tQi −tAi . It includes the network time to transmit
data, the software time used to interface the device driver to the application
running in user-space, the software for managing retransmissions, and delayes
related to the hardware. The first timestamp tQi is acquired when pi is inserted in
the transmitter queue, managed at the user-space level. The second timestamp
tAi corresponds to the reception of the final ACK or ACKtimeout outcome event
concerning the transmission of packet pi, and coincides with the event related
to the transmission of frame mr

i .
For any experiment and for any retransmission strategy (HW and SW), we

computed, and presented as results, the most common statistical indices on the
set of latencies di. They include minimum (dmin), average value (d), standard
deviation (σd), 99.9-percentile (dp99.9), 99.99-percentile (dp99.99), and maximum
(dmax). Instead, the fraction of lost packets (i.e., losses l) is the number of
frames mr

i that experienced an ACKtimeout event over the total number N of
transmitted data packets.

As previously mentioned, to have full control on the traffic exchanged in the
network, experiments were purposely performed on a channel not used by any
other STAs. A number of STAs were then set up to inject specifically designed
interfering traffic patterns on the communication medium. Behavior of any inter-
ferer periodically commutes between two states, idle and burst. The idle state is
characterized by the absence of any network activity, and its duration is obtained
by means of an exponential distribution with mean value 200 ms and truncated
to 20 s. In the burst state, a burst of packets is generated with a generation
period of 400µs. The number of packets within the burst was obtained with
an exponential distribution with mean value 300 packets and truncated to 1500
packets. Size of packets was 1500 bytes.

For the experimental campaign, we defined two load conditions: low load
and high load. The first is characterized by only one interfering STA, while the
second is characterized by 3 concurrent (identically configured but independent)
interfering STAs.
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4 Comparison with Conventional Wi-Fi

The first set of experiments was aimed at comparing retransmissions performed
in SW in user-space by means of SDRet with those performed automatically
in HW by the network adapter. In this experimental campaign, all the possible
combinations of the following parameters have been analyzed: HW and SW, low
load and high load ; CW = 31 and CW = 1023; R = 3, R = 5 and R = 7.
Each experiment consists in sending N = 100, 000 data packets. Consequently,
we performed on the whole 24 experiments, and about 2.5 million packets were
sent.

Table 2. Comparison between software-defined retransmissions (SW) and hardware
retransmissions (HW), by varying the interfering load, CW width, and number R of
allowed retransmissions (Latency d and losses l).

CW R Type dmin d σd dp99.9 dp99.99 dmax Losses l

[ms] [%] ([#])

Low load 31 3 HW 0.131 0.869 0.742 4.158 5.011 5.907 0.11 (114)

SW 0.131 0.871 0.745 4.099 5.116 6.309 0.15 (149)

5 HW 0.131 0.869 0.743 4.219 5.036 6.863 0.01 (5)

SW 0.131 0.870 0.749 4.262 5.379 7.655 0.01 (8)

7 HW 0.131 0.870 0.746 4.221 5.318 6.500 0.00 (2)

SW 0.131 0.876 0.876 4.273 5.432 6.070 0.00 (3)

1023 3 HW 0.131 20.285 20.900 113.545 144.007 162.595 0.10 (101)

SW 0.131 20.324 20.890 113.505 140.408 160.205 0.14 (136)

5 HW 0.130 20.399 21.079 115.686 155.560 203.182 0.00 (2)

SW 0.131 20.258 20.986 117.965 154.709 186.483 0.00 (0)

7 HW 0.131 20.328 21.105 123.963 158.378 188.546 0.00 (0)

SW 0.131 20.396 21.090 119.506 150.200 171.149 0.00 (0)

High load 31 3 HW 0.131 2.224 1.724 10.013 12.015 13.480 1.33 (1328)

SW 0.130 2.250 1.753 10.013 11.741 13.101 1.43 (1434)

5 HW 0.131 2.240 1.784 11.226 14.188 19.345 0.09 (94)

SW 0.131 2.276 1.817 11.311 13.989 16.626 0.07 (75)

7 HW 0.131 2.248 1.796 11.162 14.468 17.543 0.00 (3)

SW 0.131 2.271 1.831 11.493 15.113 17.729 0.01 (7)

1023 3 HW 0.131 62.617 50.889 274.381 307.781 330.607 1.76 (1761)

SW 0.131 63.150 51.138 274.244 307.961 326.883 1.72 (1724)

5 HW 0.131 64.006 54.027 337.337 414.416 442.612 0.12 (117)

SW 0.131 63.897 53.929 335.568 412.538 445.880 0.09 (94)

7 HW 0.131 64.218 54.574 355.883 445.355 531.454 0.01 (10)

SW 0.131 64.380 54.120 343.560 423.388 550.803 0.01 (5)

Results are reported in Table 2. As expected, in all the experiments the
minimum measured latency (including SW overheads) is almost the same, i.e.,
dmin = 131µs. This corresponds to the condition where the channel is idle at the
time of transmission and no retry is performed (i.e., r = 1). When the channel
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Fig. 2. CDFs for HW and SW retransmissions for the first and the last conditions of
Table 2 (i.e., low load, CW = 31 and R = 3; high load, CW = 1023 and R = 7).

is sensed idle and the transmitter has already completed the backoff related to
the previous transmission (this operation is sometimes called post-backoff ), the
transmitting node can immediately start the transmission of the frame, without
waiting for any additional time.

In this case, the time needed to send the frame on air and to receive the
corresponding ACK frame is composed of the three contributions, Tair = Tdata+
TSIFS + TACK . In our experiments, Tdata = 36µs, TSIFS = 44µs and TACK =
16µs, and hence Tair = 96µs. The minimum time taken by the software to
manage SDRet operations is therefore dmin − Tair = 131 − 96µs = 35µs, which
is relatively small if compared with the typical duration of frame exchanges on
a wireless medium, when the payload is larger or the bit rate decreases.

As expected, both the use of large CW values (i.e., CW = 1023) and the
amount of interfering load have a negative impact on latency. In particular, in
the worst experimental condition from the point of view of latencies (i.e., high
load, CW = 1023 and R = 7) the mean latency is d = ∼65 ms and the worst-
case latency dmax is slightly larger than 0.5s. The condition characterized by the
highest number of lost data packets is obtained with high load and a reduced
number of allowable retransmissions (i.e., R = 3). In this case, the fraction of
losses is l = 1.33% and l = 1.43% for HW and SW retransmissions, respectively.

Regarding the main goal of this experimental campaign, that is the compar-
ison between HW and SW retransmission mechanisms, we can notice from the
results reported in the table that the two implementations are mostly indistin-
guishable, in terms of both latency and losses.

This is evidenced by the plots of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
shown in Fig. 2, where the two most different experimental conditions reported in
Table 2 (i.e., low load, CW = 31, R = 3 vs. high load, CW = 1023, R = 7) were
analyzed. For any plot, the two curves associated to HW and SW retransmissions
practically overlap. Taking into account specific parts of the plots, shown in the
zoomed areas in the figure, it can be seen that the difference between the two
curves is less than few tens of microseconds.
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As expected, statistical values about the latency for SW retransmissions are
always slightly larger than those referring to HW retransmissions. In fact, man-
aging retransmissions in software has a (slight) cost from the performance point
of view. Fortunately, the results in Table 2 and Fig. 2 show that SDRet remains
a viable option for practically every possible application context.

5 SDRet for Real-Time Traffic

After verifying (in the previous section) that latencies for SW retransmissions
(SDRet) are close to those obtained with standard (STD) HW retransmissions
performed automatically by the network adapter, we analyzed the use of SDRet
in a practical application. In cyber-physical systems, and in many Internet of
Things (IoT) applications, data packets have typically to be delivered to des-
tination within predefined deadlines. The transmission of deadline-constrained
real-time traffic is needed, e.g., each time data acquired by sensors must be deliv-
ered to a specific node through the network within a predetermined maximum
time.

To model the generation of this kind of traffic, we defined a set of real-time
traffic flows T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τM}, where each flow τ j is represented with the
tuple of values τ j = (tj , φj , T

j
,Dj). The queuing time of the first packet of flow

j (i.e., packet pj
1) is tQ,j

1 = φj , where φj is the initial phase (or release time)
and represents the time the first packet of the flow is queued in the transmission
queue.

Table 3. Summary of the set of flows T used in the experimental campaign for the
evaluation of SDRet for deadline-constrained real-time traffic.

j Generation φj T
j

Dj

Pattern [ms]

1 exp 0 50.000 5.000

2 per 1.000 50.030 10.000

3 exp 2.000 50.000 15.000

4 per 3.000 50.050 20.000

5 exp 4.000 50.000 25.000

6 per 5.000 50.070 30.000

7 exp 6.000 50.000 35.000

8 per 7.000 50.110 40.000

We modeled two generation patterns: exp, which follows an exponential dis-
tribution with mean value T

j
, and per, which represents a periodic generation

pattern with period T
j
. Given the queuing time of any packet originated from

flow j, in the case of an exponential (exp) distribution the queuing time of
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Fig. 3. Schema of the application used for the evaluation of SDRet for deadline-
constrained real-time traffic.

the next packet is tQ,j
i+1 = tQ,j

i + exp(T
j
), where exp(T

j
) represents a random

value drawn from an exponential distribution with mean value T
j
. For the peri-

odic (per) case, the queuing time of the next packet can be easily obtained as
tQ,j
i+1 = tQ,j

i + T
j
.

Finally, each packet of a specific flow j is characterized by a relative deadline
Dj , which is related to the constraint that packet pj

i has to be delivered to the
destination within the absolute deadline tQ,j

i + Dj .
Table 3 summarizes the set of traffic flows T used in this experimental cam-

paign. In particular, for each flow we set a different initial phase φj to avoid
that, at the beginning of the experiment, all packets are queued for transmission
at the same time. We set different relative deadline Dj , ranging from 5ms to
40ms, and for per flows we set periods T

j
that are relatively primes to increase

randomness of packet queuing times and order.
Figure 3 outlines the main components of the application we made for eval-

uating the use of SDRet to support deadline-constrained real-time traffic. In
particular, a generator thread generates real-time traffic following the patterns
defined by the traffic flows T , and adds such packets to a transmission queue.
Such queue, which is shared among the generator and the scheduler threads,
is used to store packets and other information, such as the packet absolute dead-
line and the current number of transmission tries (i.e., how many times a packet
has already been sent without obtaining a confirmation of successful delivery to
destination through an ACK frame).

Finally, the scheduler thread, by applying a suitable scheduling policy,
selects a packet from the queue and feeds it to the network adapter for trans-
mission. Each time an ACK frame notifies the correct delivery of the packet, the
packet is removed from the queue and another packet (provided that the queue
is not empty) is selected for transmission. Access to the queue was managed by
means of the typical producer/consumer paradigm of concurrent programming.
In the context of the proposed application, there is only one producer and one
consumer, i.e., the generator and the scheduler threads, respectively. The size
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of the queue has been configured in such a way that it never completely fills up
in any of the experiments.

The scheduler is based on the EDF [14,15] scheduling algorithm that,
among the pending packets in the queue, selects the one with the most close
absolute deadline. The really important difference between SDRet (in which
retransmissions are managed in SW), and STD (in which retransmissions are per-
formed in HW) is that, in the latter case, after a packet has been selected it needs
to complete its retransmission process (i.e., up to R retries, upon transmission
failures) before other packets can be scheduled. Instead, in the case of SDRet, fol-
lowing a negative outcome of the previous transmission (failed attempt), another
packet in the queue can be selected for transmission provided that it has a closer
absolute deadline.

In this way, the transmission of a packet pi can be interrupted by the trans-
mission of other, more urgent packets (e.g., pj). For instance, after two failed
attempts related to packet pi, it is possible to have an attempt for packet
pj , before transmission of pi is finalized. A possible sample sequence could be
mSW,1

i ,mSW,2
i ,mSW,1

j ,mSW,3
i . This provides additional degrees of freedom from

the point of view of the scheduling algorithms, and potential improvements from
the point of view of the fraction of packets that manage to be transmitted within
their deadline.

In the following two experiments, STD and SDRet are compared for the set
of flows T . Among the experimental conditions analyzed in the previous section,
we selected the one for which this analysis is more appropriate, that is, high load,
CW = 31 (a relatively small value that does not favour too much real-time traffic
with respect to best-effort traffic), and R = 7 (a typical value for the maximum
number of tries, often taken as the default choice). The same experiment was
repeated for STD and SDRet, and each experiment consisted in 2.5 millions of
samples.

The most important statistical indices for deadline-constrained real-time traf-
fic are the Delivery Success Probability (DSP) and the Delivery Failure Proba-
bility (DFP). The DSP corresponds to the number of packets delivered within
the deadline over the total number of packets that have been queued. Instead,
the DFP can be obtained as DFP = 1 − DSP.

Table 4. Comparison between standard HW retransmissions (STD) and SW retrans-
missions (SDRet) for the transmission of deadline-constrained real-time traffic.

Type DSP DFP dmin d σd dp99.9 dp99.99 dmax r

[%] [%] ([#]) [ms]

HW (STD) 97.79 2.21 (55242) 0.131 3.083 2.698 20.891 28.088 39.395 1.33

SW (SDRet) 98.17 1.83 (45703) 0.131 3.153 2.878 22.597 29.807 39.952 1.33

Results for the two experiments are reported in Table 4. In addition to the
measured DSP and DFP, we also added results related to the latency, evaluated
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only on the packets that did not miss the deadline. In particular, and differently
from Sect. 4, latency is calculated with the formula di = tQi − tRi , where tRi =
tAi − TSIFS − TACK was obtained by removing from the timestamp tAi , which is
acquired on the reception of the ACK frame, the duration of the SIFS and the
time needed to transmit the ACK frame (i.e., TSIFS and TACK , respectively).
This provides the exact delivery time of the packet to the destination node,
which strictly precedes the time when the sender node is notified of the correct
reception of the data packet by the destination node through the ACK frame.

Comparing STD and SDRet implementations from the point of view of the
number of deadline misses, it can be seen that handling retransmissions in SW is
advantageous. The DFP lowers from 2.21% to 1.83%, with a relative reduction on
the fraction of deadline misses of about 17%. With SDRet, ∼1000 more packets
were delivered to destination within the deadline, obtaining a value of DSP equal
to 98.17%. The better DFP shown by the SW solution is the direct consequence
of the more degrees of freedom of SDRet in selecting which frames have to be
transmitted in the network.

Improvements provided by SDRet are directly related to the average number
of retransmissions (r = 1.33 in our experimental conditions) and to the number
of queued packets. In fact, the EDF scheduling algorithm has enough degrees of
freedom to potentially enforce better sequences of transmission attempts (where
different packets are interleaved) only if there is more than one packet pending
in the queue and the channel is not error-free. Conversely, in the case all the
flows in the set have the same relative deadlines (i.e., Dj are equal, ∀τ j ∈ T ),
the STD and SDRet techniques necessarily provide the same results.

The use of SDRet slightly increases latencies for timely delivered packets.
This is no surprise, because both the management of retransmissions and the
selection of the next frame to be sent are executed in SW in user-space. How-
ever, worsening of latencies is irrelevant if compared with the obtained benefits
in terms of reduction of deadline misses. In particular, we performed a specific
experiment aimed at evaluating the additional time due to the SW, and divided
the analysis into two contributions, namely selection delay and outcome man-
agement delay. The selection delay (dselect) is the time taken by the SW to select
the next frame to be transmitted from those pending in the queue, by using the
EDF scheduling algorithm. Instead, the outcome management delay (doutcome)
refers to the code devoted to manage retransmissions and to remove frames from
the queue.

Results obtained by considering 200, 000 samples show that mean values for
above delays are d

select
= 55µs and d

outcome
= 78µs, while 99.99-percentiles are

dselectp99.99 = 415µs and doutcome
p99.99 = 2693µs, respectively. This is a further indication

that SW overheads are insignificant when compared with the transmission times
of frames on air.

6 Conclusions

Managing frame retransmissions in software (SDRet), through an application
implemented at the user-space level in a Linux operating system, is a viable
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direction that provides several benefits. With minor changes to the device driver
of a commercial Wi-Fi adapter, we experimentally verified that it is possible
to manage frame retransmissions in software directly at the application level.
Worsening, in terms of mean latency, is confirmed to be really small (in the order
of some tens of microseconds). This first interesting result is a main enabling
achievement for a number of possible applications that take advantage of the
possibility to manage the scheduling of frames with the granularity of the single
frame.

In the second part of the paper, we validated SDRet by using it for the
transmission of deadline-constrained real-time traffic, by employing the EDF
scheduling algorithm to select the sequence of frames to be transmitted. As
expected, results show several improvements in the case of SDRet, if compared
with the automatic management of frame retransmissions performed in hardware
by the Wi-Fi adapter.

Future work includes the use of SDRet, and the interface with the device
driver on which it is based (i.e., SDMAC), for implementing new applications
that potentially can exploit other SDMAC functions (i.e., signal quality of ACK
frames, transmission rate, etc.) to provide better strategies for the scheduling of
frames to be transmitted.
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Abstract. WiFi (IEEE 802.11 standard) networks are widely used to
support real-time (RT) applications, from home environment systems to
complex networked control systems (NCS). Nevertheless, the Quality of
Service (QoS) extensions incorporated into the standard are still unable
to guarantee some relevant RT communications requirements. This paper
presents an experimental validation of the RT-WiFi architecture that
was recently proposed to deal with RT communication requirements and
analysed through simulation. The experimental results demonstrate the
feasibility of implementing the RT-WiFi architecture and improving the
QoS level of communications through a comparative analysis with the
EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access) mechanism, which is a
mechanism incorporated in the IEEE 802.11 standard to provide different
levels of transmission priority of different types of traffic.

Keywords: Real-time communication · IEEE 802.11 · Experimental
evaluation

1 Introduction

The latest trends that are influencing automation technologies are the Internet of
Things (IoT), the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and the Tactile Internet [18].
These concepts are not entirely new and have emerged in the context of Infor-
mation and Communication Technologies (ICT) for many years. However, they
have recently penetrated in the industrial automation sector and are changing
the way one looks at automation systems. The application of the CPSs and IoT
ideas in this area leads to the definition of the Industry 4.0 concept, where 4.0
refers to the fourth industrial revolution, made possible by Internet technologies,
to create intelligent products, intelligent production and intelligent services [18].
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This term was originally created in Germany, but quickly became a buzzword on
a global scale [6]. Currently several solutions exist in industrial systems, trans-
portation, manufacturing processes [5], control and automation processes [16],
health and biomedical systems [19], intelligent structures [11] and intelligent
robotic systems [7].

From the perspective of communication systems, IoT and CPSs rely heav-
ily on telecommunication networks, which have not played an important role in
industrial communication until now. One of the main reasons is that most appli-
cations in industrial automation systems have RT requirements, which cannot be
guaranteed by traditional telecommunication networks. A RT system is a com-
putational system that must react to external triggers (events) within predefined
deadline constraints. In a RT communication system, a message arriving at its
destination after the deadline is considered as not useful (or even wrong). While
the purpose of the traditional communication network is to minimize the average
response time, the goal of a RT communication network will be to respect of the
deadlines of each message.

More recent studies indicate that within a few years, there will be billions
of devices connected to the Internet, forming the Web of Things (WoT), when
the devices that make up the IoT will also be available on the World Wide Web
[2]. The effective deployment of Industry 4.0 and WoT depends, amongst other
things, on the development of 5G networks, which is a generation of telecom-
munication networks that will combine both wired and wireless communications
from providers of public and private access [1].

To deal with the diversity of wireless IoT systems, 5G technology will need to
integrate different networking technologies, ensuring the same level of Quality of
Service (QoS) offered by the wired technologies. In this context, several wireless
technologies are being addressed and it is likely that, in the near future, the
wide availability of wireless networking solutions will also generate a standard
for wireless communication, where the standard set of protocols IEEE 802.11 [9]
and IEEE 802.15.4 [8] are the leading candidates.

One of the major problems of wireless technologies is the non-deterministic
behaviour of medium access control mechanisms, where compliance with tem-
poral constraints, imposed by RT-communication, is not guaranteed, so making
these technologies inefficient. However, several improvements have been proposed
in recent years to reduce the problems related to the non-determinism of wire-
less communication protocols. The mechanisms presented in the IEEE 802.11e
amendment were incorporated into the IEEE 802.11 protocol to provide QoS
guarantees, including different priorities for data packet transmissions. However,
several papers evaluated these mechanisms [12,13], showing that it is not easy
to find a suitable configuration for each scenario. Therefore, there is no guaran-
tee that temporal constraints on IEEE 802.11-based RT communication systems
will be achieved, even if the WiFi network is operating with the QoS capabilities
enabled. Mechanisms based on virtual-token passing among RT stations have
been proposed to deal with RT communication in non-deterministic medium
access protocols [14]. Recently, it was also shown that the EDCA (Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access) mechanism is not able to adequately support RT
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traffic when the environment is shared with non-RT alien devices, concluding
that new communication approaches must be devised in order to use the EDCA
mechanism to transfer RT packets, where the RT traffic may be disturbed by
timing-unconstrained traffic from generic stations [10].

In this context, the authors proposed the RT-WiFi, a real-time communi-
cation architecture which uses the TDMA mechanism (Time Division Multiple
Access) and a priority mechanism [15] to provide better QoS capabilities for
RT applications, operating in Open Basic Service Set (OBSS) environments1.
RT-WiFi was initially proposed in [4] and extended in [3], where it is detailed
presented and compared to other solutions proposed in the literature that focus
on increasing determinism in WiFi to enable RT communications. Therefore,
the main objective of this paper is to present an experimental evaluation of the
RT-WiFi architecture (never published before) when it is used in OBSS environ-
ments. Furthermore, the RT-WiFi results are compared with the EDCA results,
also obtained by experimental evaluation.

2 EDCA - Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

The IEEE 802.11e amendment, published in 2005, incorporates an additional
coordination function called HCF (Hybrid Coordination Function), intended to
provide QoS guarantee in IEEE 802.11 networks. The HCF mechanism schedules
the channel access by allocating TXOPs (Transmission Opportunities) to each of
the stations. Each TXOP is defined by a starting time and a maximum duration,
i.e. the TXOP defines a time interval during which the station keeps the medium
access control. Consequently, within an acquired TXOP, multiple messages may
be transmitted by the station. TXOPs may be allocated through one of two
access mechanisms specified by HCF: the EDCA and the HCCA (HCF Controlled
Channel Access) mechanisms.

The EDCA mechanism was designed to provide differentiated transmission
services with four ACs (Access Categories). Each message arriving at the MAC
sublayer is mapped into one of the four ACs, as follows: (i) background (BK);
(ii) best-effort (BE); (iii) video (VI), and; (iv) voice (VO), that have the highest
priority.

These different levels of service are provided to each of the ACs, based on
three independent mechanisms: AIFS (Arbitration Interframe Space), TXOP
and CW (Contention Window) size. For an EDCA station, each message will
wait for an idle medium during an AIFS[AC] interval before contending for the
medium access. Such a time interval is given by:

AIFS[AC] = AIFSN [AC] × aSlotT ime + aSIFSTime (1)

where AIFSN[AC] is a positive integer that must be greater than or equal to 2
for all QoS Stations (QSTA), except for the QoS Access Points (QAP), where
1 In an open basic service set environment RT and non-RT (NRT) stations compete

for access to the medium using the same communication channel and overlapping
geographic area.
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it shall be greater than or equal to 1. The default DCF and EDCA parameters
depend on the physical layer. Table 1 shows the default parameters for a QSTA
operating under IEEE 802.11a standard, where aCWmin and aCWmax values
are equal to 15 and 1023, respectively.

Table 1. Default DCF and EDCA parameter set.

Parameters CWmin CWmax DIFS/AIFS TXOP

DCF aCWmin aCWmax 2 -

EDCA AC BK aCWmin aCWmax 7 0

AC BE aCWmin aCWmax 3 0

AC VI (aCWmin+1)/2−1 aCWmin 2 3008µs

AC VO (aCWmin+1)/4−1 (aCWmin+1)/2−1 2 1504µs

The admission control of the EDCA mechanism aims to limit the amount
of traffic allowed by a service class to guarantee QoS in the previous existing
communication and also to ensure greater use of available resources. It is only
supported in voice and video ACs. An AP implementing these features requires
that the set of EDCA stations implement this admission control, which is indi-
cated through the Admission Control Mandatory (ACM) field, which remains
fixed for the entire network.

Whenever a station wants to transmit a Traffic-Stream (TS), it requires a
TXOP to AP sending an ADDTS (Add Traffic Stream) request, containing its
AC and the EDCA access policy. When the AP receives this request (ADDTS),
it can either accept or reject. If it is accepted, the transmission time in the
medium should be calculated based on the information contained in the TSPEC
(Traffic Specification). This value must be sent in the ADDTS request.

3 The RT-WiFi Architecture

The RT-WiFi architecture is composed of two layers as depicted in Fig. 1:
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Admission Control Mechanism (ACM). At
the lower layer, the MAC mechanism combines a FCR MAC [15] with a TDMA
mechanism. The FCR (Forcing Collision Resolution) MAC prioritises RT traffic
over NRT traffic, being the TDMA mechanism responsible for the access seri-
alisation of RT stations to the communication medium. At the upper layer, an
ACM manages the admission of RT traffic streams (TS) and is responsible for
the scheduling tasks. It is assumed an infrastructured network interconnecting
a set of RT stations through a central coordinator (APRT ), where the lower
layer mechanism must be implemented in both the RT stations and the APRT ,
where the upper layer mechanism must be just partially implemented in RT sta-
tions and fully implemented in the APRT . All the other stations supporting just
NRT traffic, do not need to implement any of the proposed mechanisms. These
mechanisms have been implemented using an open source wireless driver.
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Fig. 1. RT-Wi-Fi architecture [3].

The use of a FCR MAC [15] ensures the highest priority level to the RT
stations by managing the AIFS/CW parameters of both the RT stations and
the APRT . Basically, whenever a collision between an RT station and one or
more NRT stations occurs, all but the RT station will select a random backoff
time. For NRT stations, the backoff time value will be set according to the
default parameters for each access category. Conversely, the RT station will try
to retransmit the message using the AIFS value of the highest priority access
category (voice – VO), both for the uplink (AIFSQSTA

V O = SIFS+2×SlotT ime)
and the downlink traffic streams (AIFSQAP

V O = SIFS + SlotT ime), as defined
in the IEEE 802.11 standard and illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Transmission flow.

Therefore, the main difference between NRT and RT traffic is that the latter
is being transmitted with aCWmin = aCWmax = 0, meaning that its backoff
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Fig. 3. TDMA rounds of RT-WiFi.

time is null. Therefore, whenever a collision occurs with an RT message involved,
either the RT message is transferred before the other conflicting messages, or
none of the messages is transferred at all.

The Coordination Layer organises the RT communication in TDMA rounds
defined by a Beacon Interval (BI) (Fig. 3), during which it schedules the accepted
traffic streams (TS).

The beginning of each TDMA cycle is defined by sending a beacon message
from the AP. This message is used to synchronise the station clocks with the
AP clock and also to disclose a scheduling list (SchedList). Based on information
retrieved from the Admission Control Unit (ACU), the scheduling list has, for
each TSi, the authorisation to transmit in the current cycle, the MAC address,
the own ID2 and the authorised transmission bounds SPi and EPi, respectively.
Its content can be modified at each TDMA cycle (BI), ensuring a high flexibility
for the RT-WiFi architecture.

A TSi only can try to access the communication medium during the time
interval defined between the bounds SPi and EPi (Ci), and send a unique data
message. The Ci duration time is computed in order to allow multiple retrans-
missions of each TSi, whether as uplink or downlink flows. However, in most
cases, a successful transmission will occur before the end of assigned time for
this TSi. To ensure that RT stations transmit only one message per Ci slot, the
respective TXOP is set to 0.

Fig. 4. Partial overlay of TDMA slots.

2 The local ID (in the station) of an admitted TS can be different from ID assigned
by ACU. Within this context, at stations level, the identifications are performed by
the tuple [MAC address/local ID].
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Importantly, even with the utilisation of the underlying FCR mechanism,
there is a probability of multiple collisions between NRT devices. Thus, the RT
stations perform the retransmissions until the assigned slot to TSi ends or until
a successful transmission. In a normal situation, the transmission of any RT
message will ends before EPi, since the duration of a TDMA slot (Ci) allows
for multiple retransmissions of the RT data message. However, if the current
transmission has not ended, it can be finalised during the next TDMA slot
(Fig. 4). This situation does not lead to any conflict with a message wiling to
use the next slot, since the communication medium is considered to be busy,
temporarily blocking the beginning of any new transmission.

Finally, since each RT station can have one or more TS, the ACU assigns
slots in an independent way for each TS admitted by the system. The oversizing
of slots helps to avoid deadline misses of RT data messages and allows adequate
opportunities for NRT message flows. However, it can be considered as an over-
head, if a high occupation of medium is desired. In these cases, a resizing slots
scheme can be used, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.1 Admission Control Mechanisms - ACM

To avoid an RT traffic overload, and consequently the degradation of the com-
munication behaviour, the RT-WiFi architecture implements an Admission Con-
trol Mechanism (ACM), imposing that stations willing to transmit an RT traffic
stream (TS) to previously request its admission. The ACM implements join-
ing and leaving mechanisms, and has an Admission Control Unit (ACU) and a
Schedulability test.

An RT station willing to set a TDMA slot for a TS firstly requests its asso-
ciation; only RT stations associated with the APRT have the right to join the
group3. This request is realised by sending an ADDTS4 message to the APRT ,
with the following parameters: generation period (Pk), nominal MPDU (MAC
Protocol Data Unit) size (Lk), inactivity interval (IIk), request type (CTk) and
extra allocation time (SurplusT imek). Based on these traffic specifications, the
APRT will verify whether the requested TS requirements can be supported. In
this paper, only request type (CTk) equal to HIGH is considered.

Additionally, the APRT receives from TCLAS (Traffic Classification) the
MAC address of the RT station (Addr STA) and the id of TSk (TSID).

Each RT station determines the length of the TDMA slots for uplink and
downlink data transmissions. It also defines the SurplusT ime to encompass
an adequate number of retransmission attempts. In the case of a successful
RT transmission, this SurplusT ime will enable the transmission of NRT mes-
sages. The APRT receives this message and is responsible for sending an ADDTS
response message. When the ADDTS response is received, the station will verify

3 This procedure can be used to avoid the association of non-authorised stations with
the real-time network.

4 The ADDTS (Add Traffic Stream) and DELTS (Delete Traffic Stream) messages are
part of TSPEC element described in IEEE 802.11 standard.
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whether the request was accepted or not. If the TS can be admitted, the APRT

will add the station MAC address to a management list, to set subsequently val-
ues to the SPid and EPid parameters, performed by the scheduler mechanism.
Otherwise, the TS is deleted.

As the joining procedure is performed only at the beginning of the RT TS
transmission, no extra frames needs to be transmitted after the TS admission,
avoiding communication overhead between RT stations and the APRT .

The ACU receives ADDTS messages and evaluates the required duration to
transmit a message in the uplink and downlink flows (data link layer):

Cuplink
attempt = AIFSQSTA

V O + CDATA[Lk] + SIFS + CACK (2)

Cdownlink
attempt = AIFSQAP

V O + CDATA[Lk] + SIFS + CACK (3)

where CDATA[Lk] is the time to perform the transmission of a message with Lk

length and CACK is the time to perform the transmission of a ACK message.
Then, the time to perform a transmission message is given by:

Cattempt = Cuplink
attempt + Cdownlink

attempt (4)

The ACU also defines the blocking duration (Interfk) that a station can
suffer until starting the transmission attempt, which are given by:

Interfk = CDATA[MPDUmax] + SIFS + CACK (5)

where CDATA[MPDUmax] is the time to perform the transmission of a message
with the maximum MPDU length.

As it is allowed multiple retransmission of each TSi, this time is given by:

SurplusT imek = Cuplink
attempt ×RNuplink

k + Cdownlink
attempt ×RNdownlink

k (6)

where RNuplink
k is the number of retransmission attempts in the uplink transmis-

sion flow and RNdownlink
k in the downlink transmission flow. The time division

of each element needed for the generation of a BI is illustrated at Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Time division in the Beacon Interval.
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4 Experimental Assessment

This section presents the implementation procedures of the RT-WiFi protocol
in physical devices, the construction of an experimental setup and the obtained
experimental results. The target of this experimental assessment is to demon-
strate, through a comparative analysis of RT-WiFi versus the EDCA mechanism,
the feasibility of implementing the RT-WiFi protocol, which improves the QoS
level for applications with temporal constraints.

RT-WiFi protocol was implemented by modifying the driver of a TP-Link
TL-WDN4800 wireless network adapter, which has the chipset Atheros AR9287
and the open source code module ath9k5, which is compatible with framework
mac802116. Ubuntu operating system kernel version 3.13 and backports packet
3.13.2 were used in the stations. The RT-WiFi implementation was based on
the fork, developed to implement the protocol, proposed by Wei et al. [17]7,
which is also available at Github8. This project has already implemented the
TDMA mechanism and a fixed scheduler, using similar components found in the
RT-WiFi architecture, so it was necessary to make some modifications to ensure
that its operation was compatible with the proposed RT-WiFi protocol.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental validation of the protocol was performed in an environment
where two networks (one RT and another NRT) operate in the same commu-
nication channel and in the same coverage area. The RT network consists of

BSSRT BSSNRT

RT1 RT2

RT3RT4

NRT1 NRT2

APRT APNRT

ServerNRTServerRT

Fig. 6. Packet flow in the RT network.

5 https://wireless.wiki.kernel.org/en/users/drivers/ath9k.
6 https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/driver-api/80211/.
7 Although the name of the proposed architectures is the same (RT-WiFi), they are

different works developed by different research groups.
8 https://github.com/AlexisTM/RT-Wi-Fi.

https://wireless.wiki.kernel.org/en/users/drivers/ath9k
https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/driver-api/80211/
https://github.com/AlexisTM/RT-Wi-Fi
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four stations connected to APRT , such that all equipments use the RT-WiFi
protocol or the EDCA mechanism defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard. The
NRT network consists of two stations connected to an APNRT using the EDCA
mechanism. In this way, both networks have their stations connected to their
respective APs forming a star topology (Fig. 7).

Server

AP

1.4 1.1

1.21.3

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Fig. 7. Experimental setup topology.

RT stations are configured to transmit 45 byte of payload packets at data
rates of 11.125 Kbps, 22.25 Kbps, 33.375 Kbps or 44.5 Kbps using the voice
category of the EDCA mechanism or the RT-WiFi protocol. RT-WiFi stations
used the default value for the number of retransmission attempts in the uplink
flow (RNuplink

k = 4), however, there is no downlink transmission flow in this
experimental setup. NRT stations have the role of imposing network load, so
each station transmits packets of 1470 bytes and the added transmission rate
imposed by these stations varies from 0 to 32 Mbps, increasing by 3.2 Mbps
for each evaluation scenario. For each assessment, 30 repetitions were performed
with duration of ten seconds.

For the generation of RT and NRT traffic the iperf 9 tool was used, which
can generate packets of different types and sizes, as well as determining the
maximum transmission rate.

The transmission flow of the packets in the RT network during the experi-
ments is represented in Fig. 6. Before running each experiment, the station and
server clocks are synchronised. The RT stations transmit packets to the APRT

within their respective assigned slots to transmit a TSi (steps 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and
1.4) and the AP routes the packets to the server (steps 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4),
where the packets are acknowledged. Since the AP and server are physically
the same computer, no additional delay is considered in steps 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4. Therefore, any observed delay is just due to wireless communication in the
uplink flow.

The experiments were carried out at the Distributed Systems Research Lab-
oratory (LaPeSD of the Federal University of Santa Catarina). As there are
9 https://iperf.fr/.

https://iperf.fr/
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several WiFi networks in operation, the channel in this coverage area that had
the least possible interference was selected and the experiments were performed
during periods of low use of WiFi networks (overnight and weekends) in order to
reduce external interferences, that is, the RT-WiFi mechanism was evaluated in
an open environment with the presence of an alien network (NRT), which was
controlled during the tests to emulate an OBSS.

4.2 Experimental Results

The scenarios tested were represented by the combination of the transmission
rate of the RT stations and the network load imposed by NRT stations, which
resulted in forty-four variations. Thirty replications were performed on each of
these variations and each repetition consisted of the periodic transmission of
packets during ten seconds.

To perform the analysis, the following metrics were evaluated during the exe-
cution of the experiments: (i) packet loss rate, represents the average ratio of RT
messages that miss their deadlines because either they have not been delivered
(communication errors), or have been delivered late and the total number of
packets transmitted; and (ii) average delay, represents the end-to-end average
communication delay of the successfully received messages at the APRT . It is
measured as the time interval between the instant when a message arrives at the
RT station MAC layer to the instant when it is received from the ServerRT . As
APRT and ServerRT were implemented in the same computer, it represents the
uplink end-to-end average communication delay.

Fig. 8. Packet loss rate.
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Analysing the packet loss rate criterion (Fig. 8), the behaviour of the scenar-
ios, when the transmission rate of the RT stations was altered, was found to be
similar. When there is no load on the NRT network, both the EDCA and RT-
WiFi mechanisms have a low packet loss rate, the largest example being 1.22%.
However, when the NTR network begins to impose network load, there was a
noticeable difference between these protocols.

When the load imposed by the NRT network was 3.2 Mbps, the packet loss
rate when using the EDCA was between 12.78% and 20.71%, whereas for the RT-
WiFi it was between 9.63% and 14.69%. When the NRT network load was greater
than 6.4 MBps, the difference becomes even more evident, with a difference of
81.20% in the scenario where the stations RT transmit at a rate of 22,250 Kbps
and the NRT network load is 28.8 Mbps.

The average delay presented (Fig. 9) was lower in all cases using the RT-WiFi
protocol as compared to the results obtained using the EDCA mechanism.

Fig. 9. Average delay.

The jitter can be observed indirectly from the standard deviation of each
measured point at the average delay assessment. With the re-analysis of the
graphs shown in Fig. 9, it is possible to observe, that in most cases, the standard
deviation obtained when using the EDCA mechanism is considerably larger than
when using the RT-Wi-Fi architecture. This behaviour was already expected,
because the use of the TDMA mechanism in the RT-Wi-Fi protocol provides an
almost deterministic behaviour in communication.
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5 Conclusions

The results presented in this experimental assessment demonstrate that the RT-
WiFi protocol provides higher QoS than the EDCA mechanism for soft real-time
communications. While the average packet loss rate using the EDCA mechanism
was 88.91%, the RT-WiFi protocol presented 15.89%. Even in the most extreme
conditions, when the load imposed by the NRT network was 32 Mbps, the RT-
WiFi protocol ensured a higher delivery of packages complying with the deadline.
The most expressive case is presented when the transmission rate of the RT
stations is 44.5 Kbps, where the average number of packet that have deadlines
meet in the RT-WiFi network was 3898.97 and in the EDCA network was just
21.23.
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Abstract. Wi-Fi networks often consist of several Access Points (APs)
to form an Extended Service Set. These APs may interfere with each
other as soon as they use the same channel or overlapping channels. A
classical model to describe interference is the conflict graph. As the inter-
ference level varies in the network and in time, we consider a weighted
conflict graph. In this paper, we propose a method to infer the weights of
the conflict graph of a Wi-Fi network. Weights represent the proportion
of activity from a neighbor detected by the Clear Channel Assessment
mechanism. Our method relies on a theoretical model based on Markov
networks applied to a decomposition of the original conflict graph. The
input of our solution is the activity measured at each AP, measurements
available in practice. The proposed method is validated through ns-3 sim-
ulations performed for different scenarios. Results show that our solution
is able to accurately estimate the weights of the conflict graph.

Keywords: Wi-Fi · Weighted conflict graph · Inference

1 Introduction

Wi-Fi networks in infrastructure mode are nowadays the most used technology
to access the Internet. In public areas, campuses, or companies, Access Points
(APs) are deployed in order to cover the areas of interest. A Wi-Fi network
often consists of several APs and forms an Extended Service Set (named ESS).
In order to simplify the management of an ESS, a centralized approach is often
considered. Proprietary or standardized solutions [4] allow the network adminis-
trator to control the ESS through a centralized controller. The controller offers a
single interface to manage the ESS but also helps to optimize network resources
via channel allocation, user association [2], identifying configuration issues (like
hidden terminal for instance), etc. These optimizations may significantly increase
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the network performance like, for instance, throughput, fairness, and eventually
the users’ quality of experience.

In this context, an efficient network configuration relies on a deep and accu-
rate knowledge of the current state of the Wi-Fi network. The parameters of
interest can be the channels used on APs, the users’ association with APs, the
profile of traffic transmitted in the network, APs’ load, etc. One key parameter,
related to the network performance, is the conflict graph. The conflict graph
is a model capturing the conflicts between devices in the Wi-Fi network. For
instance, when two devices use the same channel, or overlapping channels, they
may detect and/or interfere with each other. The nodes in the conflict graph
represent the devices of the network and there is a link between two interfering
devices in the conflict graph. The conflict graph is very useful to manage Wi-Fi
networks (for instance to allocate channels, to choose the channel width, etc.)
and to predict the network performance.

In the IEEE 802.11 standard, the signal detection is performed through the
clear channel assessment (CCA) mechanism that indicates whether the radio
medium is busy or idle. If two nodes do not detect each other, they may poten-
tially transmit at the same time, otherwise they have to share the medium and
transmit at different times. In recent IEEE 802.11 standards, in particular in the
IEEE 802.11n/ac amendments, the CCA detection threshold is sufficiently high
to ensure a proper reception of the frames, at least for the most robust Modu-
lation and Coding Scheme (MCS). In this case, the detection area corresponds
to the radio range. The radio range refers here to the area where frames may be
correctly received when the most robust MCS is used. Two nodes in detection
range (or radio range) are called neighbor nodes hereafter.

The CCA does not systematically detect the whole activity of a neighboring
node. As we will show in this paper, when a node is at the edge of a detection
area, only a part of its transmissions may be detected. In this case, the medium
is not totally shared but partially shared between the two nodes. The classical
conflict graph does not model such a phenomenon since a link in the conflict
graph indicates that the two endpoint nodes are in conflict all the time. We
think that a weighted conflict graph is more appropriate to represent the
level of detection/conflict between nodes.

The notion of weighted conflict graph is not new, but, in this paper, we pro-
pose an original method to build, from any Wi-Fi network, its weighted conflict
graph. More specifically, we design a method to infer the weight of the conflict
graph based on measurements available in practice on most of the commer-
cial products. Unlike previous solutions, our method does not rely on distances
between nodes. The measurements concern the local activity and the busy time
fraction. The local activity is the proportion of time a given node uses the chan-
nel for its own transmissions and receptions. The busy time fraction of a given
node is the proportion of time this node detects the medium busy according to
the CCA mechanism. Our method is based on a Markov network model that
gives the theoretical busy time fraction for a given activity and a given weighted
conflict graph. Then, the method searches the best weighted conflict graph mini-
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mizing the error between the measured busy times and the theoretical ones. Our
approach is validated through a set of simulations performed with the network
simulator ns-3.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the prob-
lem statement and the state-of-the-art. The model is described in Sect. 3. The
validation is performed through ns-3 simulations in Sect. 4. We conclude in the
last section.

2 Problem Statement and State-of-the-art

2.1 Problem Statement

The conflict graph is a key parameter for radio networks as it is used to model
the potential conflicts in terms of radio medium sharing. Many studies base their
solutions on a conflict graph. This latter is very often considered as an input of
the problem and most of the studies do not explain how to build this conflict
graph from a given network topology.

In Wi-Fi networks, the radio medium sharing is ruled by the CSMA/CA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) principle. Two nodes
share the radio medium when they are in detection range of each other and can
not transmit at the same time except when their backoff simultaneously reaches
zero. The random draw of the backoff limits these possibilities. Two nodes, that
are not in detection range but whose transmissions interfere, are also considered
as sharing the radio medium as their parallel transmissions may not lead to
successful transmissions.

In this paper, our aim is to build the conflict graph that models the medium
sharing due to the detection of the neighboring nodes’ activity. We assume that
the RTS/CTS mechanism is disabled. The activity detection by a Wi-Fi node is
provided by the CCA mechanism. With the recent versions of IEEE 802.11, like
802.11n/ac, CCA assesses the medium occupancy according to three modes: (1)
if the energy on the channel is greater than a given detection threshold (2) if a
compliant IEEE 802.11 signal is detected (3) or if a combination of the first two
modes appears. For most of the first Wi-Fi products based on the IEEE 802.11
standard of 1999, the detection range was almost two times the communication
range induced by a use of a physical transmission rate of 2 Mb/s [7,8]. The CCA
threshold for the IEEE 802.11n/ac versions has been raised compared with the
first amendments. In the IEEE 802.11 standard version of 2016, the medium
is considered as busy by the CCA mechanism if “the start of a valid OFDM
transmission at a receive level greater than or equal to the minimum modulation
and coding scheme sensitivity” or if “a received energy that is 20 dB above the
minimum modulation and coding scheme sensitivity” is detected. It means that
the detection range corresponds to, at most, the communication range when the
most robust MCS is used.

With such a rule, one might think that the conflict graph can be simply
deduced from the neighborhood graph. Indeed, two nodes can detect each other
as soon as they can communicate by using the most robust MCS. To illustrate
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Fig. 1. Experimentations (up): busy time fraction and beacon reception rate for dif-
ferent distances. The different positions correspond to different distances given in an
increasing order. Simulation ns-3 (down): we change the parameter of the ns-3 simulator
to have a behavior close to the one obtained through experimentations. A log-normal
fading has been added to the log distance propagation model and the level of noise has
been increased.

that this is not so simple, we conducted a simple real experiment. We set up
a first IEEE 802.11n AP, named AP1, that is always transmitting to a near
station. The physical transmission rate is set by the default Wi-Fi manager.
AP1 also periodically emits beacon frames to announce its network and some of
its parameters. These beacon frames are sent with the most robust MCS at 6
Mbit/s. A second AP, named AP2, is located at different distances from AP1.
AP2 measures two parameters: the busy time fraction and the percentage of
received beacons. The obtained values are shown in Fig. 1. When AP2 is in the
detection area and close to AP1, the measured busy time fraction is close to
1. When the distance increases between AP1 and AP2, the busy time fraction
decreases and evolves between 0.8 and 0.2. When AP2 is far from AP1 and
outside the detection area (position not shown in Fig. 1), the busy time fraction
reaches 0. This experiment shows that, as soon as AP2 is not close to AP1,
the CCA mechanism detects only a proportion of the transmissions but not all
transmissions. It means that even if the two APs are in conflict, the medium is
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not totally exclusive and can be used, sometimes, at the same time by the two
APs. Therefore, the links in the conflict graph are not binary. Two nodes can
be sometimes in conflict and sometimes not. To model this property, we suggest
to use a weighted conflict graph in which weights on links represent the partial
radio medium sharing between neighbor nodes.

We initially thought that the percentage of received beacons could be used
to estimate the link weights of the conflict graph. Nevertheless, with our simple
experiment, we observe that the percentage of received beacons may be lower
than the busy time fraction measured by the CCA mechanism. This is due to
the fact that some beacons arrive in error, even if they are detected by the CCA
mechanism. Also, we observe that as soon as the CCA detection is not 0, the
proportion of received beacons is strictly positive. It may be one beacon over
1000 but it is always positive.

According to these different observations, we set up the conflict graph in the
following way:

– The nodes of the conflict graph are the APs of the considered Wi-Fi network.
– An edge exists between two nodes of the conflict graph if one of the corre-

sponding APs is able to at least detect one beacon of the other AP.
– We associate to each link (a, b) a weight wa,b corresponding to the busy time

fraction due to the activity of node b detected via the CCA mechanism by
node a. A weight of 1 means that the medium is always detected as busy due
to the activity of the neighbor node.

– As radio links are generally not symmetric, the conflict graph is directional
and a different weight may be assigned in each direction of a link (wa,b �=
wb,a).

Note that wa,b may be also interpreted as the probability for a to detect
a transmission from b through its CCA mechanism. The main difficulty lies
in the estimation of the weights of the conflict graph. Indeed, an AP, when
communicating with its associated stations, do not always use the most robust
MCS. On the contrary, it adapts the physical transmission rate to use in order to
get the best throughput with each of its associated stations. When transmitting
with a MCS corresponding to a fast transmission rate, a neighbor AP may decode
the physical header of the frame sent with the most robust MCS and may not
decode the MAC header and the payload of the frame sent with another MCS.
In this case, the CCA mechanism will indicate to the node that the medium is
busy for the intended duration of the transmitted frame (duration indicated in
the frame physical header), but the node will be unable to know from which node
the frame has been sent because it will be unable to decode the MAC (or the IP)
address, and thus unable to infer the weight with this neighbor AP. Moreover,
the busy time at a node cannot be computed as the sum of the activity of its
neighbors. Indeed, these neighbors may not be in conflict and their transmission
may overlap in time. The medium may then be detected as busy according to
the CCA mode 1. In the following, we describe a passive method to infer the
weights w of the conflict graph.
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2.2 State-of-the-art

A large set of papers use a conflict graph to provision Wi-Fi networks or to
estimate the Wi-Fi network performance. In most of these studies, the authors
assume that the conflict graph is known and do not explain how to build this
conflict graph (like for instance in [10]). Few papers are dedicated to the compu-
tation of the conflict graph. Moreover, most of these studies consider that nodes
(or links), that are identified in conflict, are permanently in conflict, which is not
true as shown in the previous section. This is for instance the case in [11,13,15].

In [3], the authors propose to investigate network traffic at wired routers
that interconnect Wi-Fi networks to the Internet in order to infer which nodes
interfere to each other and to which level. This method only concerns congested
networks, whereas our solution can be applied whatever the load in the network.
In [12], the authors also consider the notion of partial conflict. But, contrary to
our approach that is focused on the neighbors’ activity, this work aims at assess-
ing the interference between nodes via received signal strength (RSS) measure-
ments. Even if the RSS is a parameter of interest, it is difficult to infer, with this
parameter, the performance, e.g. the throughput, of a Wi-Fi link as shown in
[9]. In [14], the authors also propose a passive measurement framework to infer
the neighbors’ activity. Their approach requires to compare trace logs between
any pair of nodes whereas our solution only needs to measure the busy time on
each node. In [6,8], the authors build a weighted conflict graph from a Wi-Fi
network in which overlapping channels may be used. In both solutions, the link
weight is based among other things, on the distance between the two endpoints.
Finally, in [5], the authors describe a method to measure the interference level
on a node or a link and its impact on the network performance, but they do not
build a conflict graph with their measurements.

As far as we know, our solution is the first one to consider the CCA mea-
surements to determine the weights of a conflict graph.

3 Method to Infer the Weighted Conflict Graph

3.1 Inputs of the Proposed Method

We consider a weighted directed graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of vertices
representing the APs with |V | = N and E is the set of directed edges. A directed
edge (j, i) exists if APi is able to detect at least one beacon of APj . In this case,
the weight wij , taking its value in the interval [0, 1], is associated to the directed
edge (j, i). An example of such a conflict graph is given in Fig. 2.

The weighted conflict graph can also be expressed through its matrix form:

W =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 w12 w13 w14

w21 1 w23 w24

w31 w32 1 w34

w41 w42 w43 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 1 0 0
1 1 w23 0
0 w32 1 w34

0 0 w43 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (1)
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Fig. 2. The topology considered throughout this paper. AP2 detects almost all beacons
from AP1. They are assumed to be permanently in conflict and the weight w21 is set
to 1. AP2 detects only a part of the beacons from AP3. The weight is thus supposed
unknown and denoted w23. AP2 does not receive any beacon from AP4, the weight w24

is then set to 0. The same principles are applied to AP1, AP3, and AP4.

In this matrix, each term wij is the weight of the directed edge (j, i) in the
conflict graph. When APi does not receive any beacon from APj , the weight wij

is set to 0 and there is no edge from APj to APi in the conflict graph.
If the proportion of received beacons is greater than a given threshold (close

to 1), we set the weight to 1. It allows to reduce the number of unknown weights
for a given topology.

The weights are inferred from the busy times. We assume that the busy times
are measured on each AP during the same period. It corresponds to the propor-
tion of time during which the medium is sensed busy by this AP according to
its CCA mechanism. When the AP is transmitting, the medium is also assumed
busy. The busy time measured on APi is denoted b̄i. The corresponding vec-
tor, denoted B̄ = (b̄i)1≤i≤N , gives the busy time measured by each AP of the
network. The local activity (transmission/reception) of an APi is denoted xi. It
corresponds to its own contribution in terms of transmissions and receptions to
b̄i (xi ≤ b̄i).

To compute the weights of the conflict graph, we can not rely on the identity
of stations occupying the radio medium with their transmissions, because, as
explained in Sect. 2, the measurement of the busy times does not always allow
to know which station causes this medium occupancy. Instead, we propose, in
the next section, a model that computes a theoretical busy time at each AP
for a given set of weights. These theoretical busy times are denoted B(W ) =
(bi(W ))1≤i≤N for a given vector of weights W = (wij)1≤i≤N ;1≤j≤N . The inferred
weights are then the ones that minimize the difference between the theoretical
and the measured busy times.

Ŵ = arg min
W

‖B(W ) − B̄‖2 (2)

where ‖.‖2 is the L2 norm.
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3.2 Theoretical Busy Time Calculation

Our method relies on the solution proposed in [2]. In this solution, the authors
estimate the theoretical busy time for each AP with a Markov network model
knowing the conflict graph of the network and the activity of each AP. The used
conflict graph is undirected and no weight is considered in this study. It only
models the detection activity between APs, which is assumed to be known. We
extend this work to estimate the theoretical busy times at each AP for a directed
weighted graph.

First, we propose to decompose the weighted conflict graph, given as an
input, in all possible sub-graphs. The set of these sub-graphs is denoted SG.
The directed edges with a weight of 1 are always present in all the sub-graphs.
For all the other edges whose weight is not null and less than 1, they can be
present in each sub-graph or not. When such an edge is present in a sub-graph,
a weight of 1 is then given to this edge.

We define a probability of occurrence p(g,W ) to each sub-graph g ∈ SG
defined as g = (V,Eg) where Eg is the set of directed edges present in g. To
compute this probability, we associate to each directed edge (j, i) ∈ E the prob-
ability wij if the edge (j, i) is present in the sub-graph and 1 − wij otherwise.
The probability of occurrence of the sub-graph g is then the product of these
probabilities for all possible edges (i, j) ∈ E, as follows (1. is the indicator func-
tion):

p(g,W ) =
∏

(j,i)∈E

(
wij1(j,i)∈Eg

+ (1 − wij)1(j,i)/∈Eg

)
(3)

For our example given in Fig. 2, some possible sub-graphs are described in
Fig. 3. The computation of p(g,W ) for the presented sub-graphs is also given.

In each sub-graph, all link weights are set to 1. It is then possible, for each
sub-graph, to estimate the theoretical busy time of each AP knowing the APs’
activities in this sub-graph. A variant of the method in [2] is applied to the sub-
graph to obtain these theoretical busy times. The only difference of this variant
with the original method is that it takes into account the directed links in the
computation of the busy time. More precisely, the busy time computation at
a node i counts only links directed to i (all the links (j, i) but not (i, j)). The
theoretical busy time estimated for node i in the sub-graph g is denoted bgi .

Finally, the theoretical busy time of a node i in the initial weighted directed
conflict graph (given as an input) is then given by:

bi(W ) =
∑
g∈SG

bgi .p(g,W ) (4)

3.3 Weight Computation

The method, presented in the previous section, computes the theoretical busy
time of each AP for a weighted conflict graph for which the link weights are given.
But the link weights are not known and they must be inferred. As mentioned
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Fig. 3. Possible sub-graphs from the initial graph given in Fig. 2. The edges of weight
1 are present in all the sub-graphs (edges between AP1 and AP2). The number of
possible sub-graphs for this example is then 24 (there are 4 unknown weights in the
initial graph). Only 6 of these sub-graphs are represented with their probability of
occurrence p(gi,W ).

in Sect. 3.1, the inferred weights are the ones that minimize the error between
the theoretical and the measured busy times as given in Eq. 2. To this end, we
compute, for all the possible sets of weights, the theoretical busy times for all
the APs and compare the estimated theoretical busy times with the measured
ones. A step of 0.005 is considered to explore the weight space.

4 Numerical Results

Our approach is validated through simulations performed with the network sim-
ulator version 3 ns-3 [1]. We consider two scenarios simulating an IEEE 802.11n
Wi-Fi network: the one presented in Fig. 2 where the weights are symmetric
(w23 = w32; w34 = w43 and w21 = w12 = 1), and a second scenario with the
same topology but with 6 weights to infer asymmetric links. The default path-loss
function implemented in ns-3 has been modified to mimic the behavior observed
in our experiments. It is described in bottom figure of Fig. 1. In order to get
asymmetric weights for the second scenario, we set different antenna gain to
the nodes. We perform 5 ns-3 simulations for each configuration and for a given
network load, i.e. for each point in the figures. For each simulation, we measure
the activity and the busy time for each node. The optimization problem is then
solved for this input. Each point is then the mean of the 5 simulations shown
with a confidence interval at 95%. The obtained weights are compared to the
real ones that can be easily obtained from the simulator. The size of the consid-
ered networks in this section allows us to find the global optimum through an
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Fig. 4. Scenario 1 - comparison between the estimated and the real weights: values
and errors. On top, the y-axis represents the values of the weights, w23 = 0.25 and
w34 = 0.83. On the bottom figure, the error is computed as the absolute value between
the inferred weight and the real weight. In the figure, we show the average and the
maximum error for the 5 samples in each simulation.

exhaustive search, but any other approaches could be used instead, in particular
for more complex scenarios.

4.1 Scenario 1: 4 Nodes with Symmetric Links

In Fig. 4, we show a comparison between the inferred and the real weights.
Results show that our method is very accurate with a mean error approximately
equals to 0.02 and a maximum error that does not exceed 0.07. In these two
figures, we vary the load on the APs to observe its impact on our method. For
this scenario, our approach is insensitive to the load and works for both unloaded
and congested networks. 5 measures collected on the APs were sufficient to
obtain accurate results. Nevertheless, we can observe on the obtained weights
for each simulation and the confidence interval that a single measure does not
always lead to accurate results. Instead, the computation of the mean of several
samples is necessary to obtain more accurate weights. Therefore, the controller
must regularly collect measures from the APs to refine its estimation.
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Fig. 5. Scenario 2 - comparison between the estimated and the real weights.

4.2 Scenario 2: 4 Nodes with Asymmetric Links

We consider a scenario with the same topology as the one described in Fig. 2.
There are two differences with the previous scenario: the weights w12 and w21 are
not 1 and must be inferred and the links are not symmetric. The asymmetry is
created through different gains associated to the Wi-Fi cards. The real weights
that we want to infer are w12 = 0.45, w21 = 0.55, w23 = 0.83, w32 = 0.77,
w34 = 0.61, and w43 = 0.7.

We compare the values obtained with our method with the real weights in
Fig. 5. The system load varies from 2 to 12 Mb/s. For this second scenario,
it appears that the asymmetry between the weights of a same link does not
impact the accuracy of our method. It is thus able to give accurate values of the
weights even if the graph is undirected. It is a crucial feature of our method as
Wi-Fi networks naturally introduce different behaviors at each node due to the
radio environment and the wireless cards properties (gain for instance). As it
is suggested by the confidence interval, a unique measurement was not enough
to accurately estimate the weights. In Fig. 6, we show the errors (average and
max) for the 5 simulations. The errors is not insensitive to this load. But, the
mean error does not exceed 0.05 and the maximum error over the 5 samples is
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less than 0.1. It demonstrates that the controller must collect several measures
from the APs at different times to obtain accurate estimations.

Fig. 6. Scenario 2 - The mean and maximum errors.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a passive method to infer the weights of a conflict
graph modeling Wi-Fi networks based on recent IEEE 802.11 standards. The
weight is defined as the proportion of the neighbor’s activity detected by the
Clear Channel Assessment mechanism. Our solution combines busy time mea-
surements and the busy time estimations with an appropriate model. For the
considered scenarios, the method has been shown very accurate and is able to
infer the weights with approximately 2% of errors. Numerical results also sug-
gest that the method is quite insensitive to the system load and the values of
the weights. The numerical results show that it is necessary to collect AP mea-
surements on different period of times to reach this level of errors. In a near
future, we plan to validate the method through real experiments. Beside, the
method has to be improved to take into account other sources, not belonging to
the Extended Service Set.
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Abstract. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a promising app-
roach to simplify the management of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).
Many SDN frameworks for WSNs have been proposed, while real-world
testbeds to accelerate the development of SDN-based WSN applications
are still rare. In this work, we propose SDNWisebed: an SDN-empowered
WSN testbed management system that enhances the WSN management
functions with a stateful Software-Defined Networking solution. This
testbed was designed to evaluate various types of SDN-based WSN appli-
cations and enhance their performance, such as WSN routing protocols
and network applications, before deploying them in real-world infras-
tructures. To validate its efficiency, we conducted both functional and
performance evaluation. Real-world experiment results show that the
speed of integration of new SDN applications can be improved thanks to
the stateful feature awareness of SDNWisebed.

Keywords: Testbeds · Internet of Things ·
Software Defined Networking · Wireless Sensor Networks

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) has created new require-
ments for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In the IoT paradigm smart devices
exchange information. Therefore, smart devices of various manufacturers need to
be able to communicate with each other. To enable this interaction, it is essen-
tial that WSNs are easy to manage and have a unified management interface.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a promising approach to simplify and
unify the management of WSNs. In the SDN paradigm the network is split into
the data plane and control plane [13]. The central controller of the control plane
provides global information about the WSN and, therefore, enables advanced
network applications which could anticipate the integration of IoT.

To design and evaluate new SDN-based WSN applications such as routing
protocols, a reliable and precise testing environment is needed. Simulators like
ns-3 [16], OMNeT++ [17] and Cooja [15] can be used for the simulation of
WSNs. With these simulations research projects can be tested, evaluated and
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initially validated. But since these simulators are based on mathematical models,
they always need to abstract the underlying physical system. The accuracy of
the results always depends on the accuracy of the mathematical model. Conse-
quently, to achieve realistic and precise WSN experiments that consider realistic
environmental factors, the network applications also must be tested in a real
testbed.

Many WSN testbeds have been created. For instance, TARWIS [11] enables
easy WSN testbed reservation, fast deployment and testing of WSN applications.
However, TARWIS lacks the opportunity for rapid SDN application deployment
and testing. Even though the idea of using SDN for WSNs came up only recently,
there are already some frameworks that put the concept of Software Defined
Wireless Sensor Networks (SDWSN) into practice. Today, already many differ-
ent SDWSN architectures exist, of which some already have been successfully
implemented [14]. As one of the starting efforts of integrating SDN and WSN,
SDN-Wise [2] provides a stateful SDN solution for WSNs. However, the current
SDN-Wise works are mostly relevant to simulation-based studies, which limit
their contributions to real-world SDWSN applications.

One of the main limitations of SDN-Wise is the complexity to set up a run-
ning real-world environment and to deploy an application to it. Especially, the
deployment of multiple sensor nodes is very time consuming when all sensor
nodes need to be programmed manually. Another limitation of SDN-Wise is
addressed in this work, which is the limited information about the network that
is collected at the controller. The SDN-Wise controller only collects information
about the topology, but has no information about the traffic and other dynamic
information in the sensor network. Therefore, the controller is not able to react
to dynamic events in the network. SDN-Wise uses a tree-based routing proto-
col to route the control packets from the sensor nodes to the controller. As the
routing tree of SDN-Wise does not have a version number it is not stable when
the topology changes. That is why the original implementation of SDN-Wise is
prone to failures in networks with mobile nodes or real-world deployments where
sensor nodes fail and the topology can change quickly.

To solve these limitations of SDN-Wise, we extended TARWIS with SDN
functions by using the SDN-Wise framework to create SDNWisebed: a real-world
WSN testbed using SDN. SDNWisebed is a Multi-User Experimental Testbed
(WSN-MXT)[8], which allows researchers to deploy and test their projects.
SDNWisebed can be used for rapid research on various SDN-based network
applications. Our main contributions are:

– Design and implementation of the multi-user experimental (WSN-MXT)
testbed of SDNWisebed by integrating TARWIS with SDN-Wise to simplify
the process of the environment setup and deployment of SDN-based WSN
applications.

– Extension of SDN-Wise report packets with dynamic network information to
provide the controller with information about what happens in the network
and to pave the way for protocols that react to dynamic events like congestion
in the network.
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– Improvement of the control packet routing protocol of SDN-Wise to make it
more stable and prevent cycles in the control packet routing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We first discuss other SDN-based
WSN testbeds in Sect. 2. Then, we introduce SDNWisebed and its core compo-
nents in Sect. 3. Afterwards, we refer to the hardware and software platforms we
used to implement SDNWisebed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we present measurements
of the characteristics of the testbed topology. Finally, we reflect our results and
give a brief outlook for future work in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Many WSN testbeds have been built, but only a few are designed to support
rapid SDN networking application deployment and testing. The EuWIn testbed
[1] was used as a WSN testbed for SDN measurements [5]. 20 sensor nodes were
used to measure the performance of SDWN, which is a SDN solution for WSNs
[5]. To enable SDN, a controller, which can be positioned anywhere in the net-
work and manages the network, was added to the EuWIn testbed [5]. The EuWIn
WSN testbed provides up to 100 network nodes (50 are equipped with sensors)
with fixed positions. It uses over the air programming to deploy the firmware
[1]. Thanks to the fixed positions and the capability to run the experiment at a
defined schedule, it is possible to perform repeatable experiments.

A small real-world testbed for SDN-Wise has also been proposed [10]. This
testbed consists of five sensor nodes and a sink node deployed in a laboratory.
EMB-Z2530PA based sensor nodes with an IEEE 802.15.4 wireless module have
been used. The WISE-Visor and the controller of this testbed deployment were
running on a single desktop computer. WISE-Visor is a virtualization layer that
abstracts network resources and enables that different controllers can manage
the same physical devices.

The study of the related work showed that already some testbeds were used
to test the SDN paradigm in sensor networks. But these testbeds were rather
built to show the advantages of using a specific SDN framework in WSNs than
that they were designed to empower the research of SDN applications. None
of the investigated SDN-based testbeds was designed as a Multi-User Experi-
mental Testbed (WSN-MXT). Consequently, important tools that enable rapid
prototyping of SDN-based network applications are missing in those testbeds.

3 SDNWisebed System Design

The main goal of the SDNWisebed testbed is it to provide researchers with a
physical testbed environment, where they can easily and repeatably test and
evaluate their projects and protocols. Therefore, it is essential to have a testbed
management tool that is easy to use for the experiment management, firmware
deployment, resource sharing and allocation, topology control, data collection
and experiment execution.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of SDNWisebed

A SDN-based WSN network application normally consists of the sensor node
firmware and a controller application. Therefore, a SDN managed sensor network
additionally requires a SDN controller and a method to deploy network appli-
cations to the controller. Furthermore, a border router is needed to exchange
information between the sensor nodes and the controller.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed SDN-Wisebed system. The
architecture is split into three layers. The top layer is the control plane, known
from the SDN paradigm. In the control plane the SDN controllers can be found.
These controllers are used to gather network information and to run network
applications.

In the middle layer the sensor nodes and border routers can be found. This
layer is the data plane, known from the SDN paradigm. In this layer, topol-
ogy information is gathered and sent to the controller. Packets are forwarded
according to the controller directions. The third layer is used to manage the sen-
sor nodes. It provides all the functionalities needed to deploy projects of different
researchers to the sensor nodes, namely resource sharing and allocation, topol-
ogy control, data collection, management and experiment execution. Providing
all these services, this layer can be seen as a Metal as a Service (MaaS) for sensor
nodes. In this Section more details of core components of SDNWisebed can be
found.

3.1 SDNWisebed Controller

The controller builds the core component in a network following the SDN
paradigm. The controller gathers information about the network topology, makes
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routing decisions and runs network applications. The controller used in SDN-
Wisebed can be extended with network applications. The controller provides
services that serve all information it has previously gathered from the network.
With this information, the researcher can build its own network applications.
The controller also provides services to change the behavior of the network.
Those services enable traffic engineering on the WSN.

The topology information the controller has gathered from the WSN can be
accessed over the Topology Service. This Topology Service provides a complete
graph of the network. The flow rules can be managed with the Flow Rule Service.
The Flow Rule Service keeps track of all routes installed in the network and pro-
vides the interface to install, update, or delete routes in the WSN. The Sensor
Node Service provides all information like battery values and traffic statistics
about the Sensors in the network to the network applications and routing pro-
tocols. The Packet Service provides functions to intercept and process inbound
and outbound traffic.

To support researchers in the process of tweaking their algorithms and net-
working applications a fast redeployment method is crucial. The controller used
by SDNWisebed allows to activate and deactivate applications at run-time, and
therefore, the need for a fast development cycle is fulfilled. Furthermore, the con-
troller allows to write log files about routing decisions, traffic statistics, sensor
node states etc. These log files can later be analyzed to evaluate the network
application under test.

3.2 SDN Network Application

The SDN network application is the piece of software that is tested in SDN-
Wisebed. A SDN network application for WSNs is made of two components. The
first component is the firmware that runs on the nodes. This firmware needs to
implement the application and provides the controller with the information it
needs for further processing.

The second component is the controller application plugin. This application
has access to the complete information, which the controller has collected about
the sensor network. The controller application plugin can access sensor node
information from the Sensor Node Service or handle incoming packets with the
Packet Service. Using the Topology Service, the shortest paths between two
nodes can be calculated and the calculated routes can be installed on the sensor
nodes by using the Flow Rule service.

When experiments are executed in a real testbed, it is important that the
experiments are repeatable and that the wireless channel noise is as low as
possible. Therefore, we focused on using components in SDNWisebed that allow
repetitions of experiments with the same parameters, like network topology, time
of execution etc. That rapid prototyping is possible, a fast research-feedback-
loop is mandatory. Consequently, the controller and the operating system of
the sensor nodes should provide libraries so that researchers can focus on the
development of the network application of interest and the quick installation and
re-installation of applications is compulsory.
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3.3 Sensor Node

The sensor nodes of SDNWisebed fulfill two purposes. First, they need to for-
ward packets through the WSN. In this case, they build the data plane of the
SDN paradigm. The sensor nodes match packets with their internal flow table
and execute the action of a matching flow entry. When a packet does not match
any flow entry, the sensor node sends a message to the controller to request a
new flow entry [10]. The second purpose of a sensor node is to interact with the
environment. This can either be the sensing of physical parameters or the execu-
tion of an action. This interaction with the environment is part of the application
layer and can be tested and evaluated with SDNWisebed. To integrate a new
program on the application layer of the sensor node, the hard- and software of
the sensor node can be extended with the needed functionality. This application
can exchange information with other sensor nodes or the controller.

3.4 Border Router

In SDNWisebed the data plane is formed by the sensor nodes. An ONOS server
is used as controller and forms the control plane [4]. Control information needs to
be exchanged between the sensor nodes and the ONOS controller. To exchange
this information between the wired controller and the wireless sensor nodes a
border router is required. In SDNWisebed we use a sensor node in sink mode,
connected to a Raspberry Pi as border router. This Raspberry Pi is connected
to the Internet and thus is able to send packets to the controller and the sensor
network. On the Raspberry Pi the WISE-Visor of SDN-Wise Java is running to
manage the flow of the control packets and data packets incoming or outgoing
the WSN. Figure 2 shows an example of a border router.

Fig. 2. Border router with Raspberry Pi and TelosB

In an SDN managed WSN, control packets always need to be sent to the
sink nodes. Thus, in large networks the sink nodes must handle a lot of traffic
and, therefore, the network is not scalable with a single sink. With the mobile
and cheap border routers it is possible to add multiple sink nodes to the WSN
to leverage the scalability of the network. When multiple sink nodes are added
to the network, control packets are always sent to the closest sink node. For
SDNWisebed it is possible to set up multiple border routers to be able to test
applications that require multiple sinks.
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Fig. 3. Deployment of the sensor nodes, border router and controller of SDNWisebed

4 Implementation

4.1 Software Platform

Our testbed relies on open source SDN technologies, such as SDN-Wise [3,6,10]
and TARWIS [11]. As controller the Open Network Operating System (ONOS)
[4], provides well-defined interfaces between the different layers, and, therefore,
enables a clear separation of networking applications and the access of the phys-
ical layer. ONOS also provides an easy to use plugin system, which enables rapid
application development. To enable SDN-Wise on ONOS we use the SDN-Wise
plugin for ONOS [3].

On the border router we use the WISE-Visor of SDN-Wise Java to manage
the packet exchange between the wired and wireless network [6,9,10]. Especially,
we define the ONOS Server as controller and forward all control packets to this
server. To run the TelosB motes, we use Contiki OS [7] with the SDN-Wise
application [10]. Contiki OS and SDN-Wise gives researchers the opportunity to
focus on the development of the network application and removes the need to
deal with the lower network layers. We use TARWIS [11] for management of the
sensor nodes, firmware deployment, resource sharing and allocation, topology
control, data collection and experiment execution.

4.2 Hardware Platform

SDNWisebed consists of 40 programmable sensor nodes based on the TelosB
mote. The TelosB mote is an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant wireless sensor node
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equipped with temperature, humidity, and light sensors. All sensors are con-
nected to TARWIS over the serial interface. The sensor nodes are fully control-
lable over TARWIS. Figure 3 shows the deployment of the TelosB sensor nodes
in our institute [11].

For the border router we use a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B running Raspbian
4.14. This Raspberry Pi is connected to a TelosB sensor node running in sink
mode. TARWIS and the controller are running in virtual machines on top of an
OpenStack cluster.

4.3 SDN-Wise Framework Extensions

Separating the control plane from the data plane requires the nodes of the net-
work to report their local information to the controller. The controller needs
this information to build a global view of the network and to perform routing
decisions. In SDN-Wise, report packets are sent periodically to update the con-
troller with local changes. In the original version of SDN-Wise the battery level
and RSSI levels to adjacent neighbors are reported to the controller. To enable
dynamic network applications we have extended the report packet by adding the
information that are relevant to dynamic traffic.

Fig. 4. Extended Report Packet of SDN-Wise (Color figure online)

Figure 4 shows the structure of the updated report packet with the added
information highlighted in green. We have added temperature, light, humidity,
and rx/tx statistic values of the sensor nodes to the original report packet. This
additional information gives us the opportunity to make more advanced routing
decisions. For example, the light information can be used by a routing protocol
to increase the routing cost over sensor nodes that are not exposed to light. Such
a routing protocol might be advantageous when the sensor nodes are powered
by solar cells and not all sensors have the same exposure to light. With our
extension, we could include more relevant information that are helpful to design
robust routing mechanisms.

In our updated version of the report packet, for each adjacent sensor node,
two bytes are reserved for traffic statistic collection purposes. One byte is used
for the ingress traffic from the adjacent node and the other for the egress traffic.

SDN-Wise uses a basic tree based routing protocol to route control packets
from the sensor nodes to the controller. But, when the topology changes, the
tree-building algorithm of SDN-Wise does not assign version numbers to the
tree. Therefore, cycles could arise as a result of node mobility, failure, packet
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Fig. 5. Beacon processing of SDN-Wise (Left) and SDNWisebed (Right)

loss and packet propagation delays when the tree is updated and nodes accept
routing information that is not recent.

Figure 5 shows the data flow diagrams of the beacon handling procedures in
the SDN-Wise and SDNWisebed frameworks. As we can see, the major change
is that the sink node issues new tree versions and broadcasts a new tree beacon.
Tree versions are needed to improve the stability of the control packet routing.
The tree versions ensure that sensor nodes only update recent tree information.
A tree is disseminated through the network by re-broadcasting the tree beacon
when a node was updated. Therefore, the sensor nodes do not have a fixed beacon
interval and only the sink node is generating updates.

5 Evaluation

5.1 SDN Application Deployment and Evaluation

It is the major goal of SDNWisebed to provide a solid testing environment
to researchers working on SDN-based applications. To show the functioning of
SDNWisebed we have created an SDN-based test application, deployed it to
SDNWisebed and used the reporting capabilities of SDNWisebed to evaluate
this application. In this application, one node sends continuous data packets to
another sensor node. To enable routing we have created a routing application
that calculates the shortest path according to hop counts.

To evaluate the performance of this SDN-based routing protocol for sensor
node to sensor node communication we have compared its performance with
the Flooding routing protocol [12] and the Routing Protocol for Low-Power
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Fig. 6. Packet Loss Rate (a) and Packets sent per second in the whole network (b)

and Lossy Networks (RPL) with downward routes and non storing mode [18].
The logging functionalities of SDNWisebed enabled the collection of detailed
information about the events that occured in the network. Therefore, it was
possible to gather detailed information of all nodes in the network on a node level.
These detailed reports enabled the evaluation of the tested routing protocols by
different metrics. For example this information could be used to calculate the
packet loss rate shown in Eq. 1 and the results shown in Fig. 6(a).

PLR = 1 − #packetsreceived

#packetssent
(1)

The logging features of SDNWisebed even allow an analysis of the traffic
in the WSN on packet level. Therefore, it is possible to use information like
the packet type of every sent packet in the evaluation metrics of experiments.
In Fig. 6(b) the results of a metric to research the overhead of routing proto-
cols are shown. It also reveals another important strength of SDNWisebed. As
SDNWisebed is built up on TARWIS it is possible to run SDN-based WSN appli-
cations and ordinary WSN applications with the same physical setup, under the
same conditions and with the same reporting schema. Therefore, the comparison
of the results of SDN and results of non SDN applications is much easier.

5.2 Control Packet Extension

By extending the report packet with additional dynamic information report
packet overhead of the network is increased. In this section we discuss the impact
of the addition of this auxiliary information to the report packet overhead. The
overhead of the control packets consists of the report packets, the topology dis-
covery packets, and the route and sensor node management packets. For the
sake of space we concentrate on the report packet overhead only in this work.
The original SDN-Wise packet size is 13 + 2 · nBytes, where n is the number of
the neighbours of the reporting sensor node. Figure 4 shows that we have added
4 · 2Bytes for sensor node and 2 · nBytes for traffic statistics. Therefore, the
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packets size of our extended version is 21 + 4 · nBytes. In SDNWisebed with
40 sensor nodes and an average of 10 neighbours per node, this results in the
addition of 28Bytes and almost doubles the report packet overhead. However,
the added information is not redundant and enables a complete set of routing
algorithms. Additionally, the overhead generated by the report packets is quite
small and depends on the configuration of the network. For example in a setup
with a data packet rate of one data packet per second, with a size of 22 Bytes (10
Bytes Payload), and a report interval of 1 report per minute the report packet
overhead is 4.4%.

5.3 Tree Versions

To improve the stability of the routing tree that routes the report packet to the
controller, we have added a tree version to the tree building packet and some
restrictions when the tree should update. To evaluate these changes we measured
the time needed to build the tree and tested the effect of removing sensor nodes
during the tree building process. Table 1 shows the times needed to build the
routing tree in a SDNWisebed scenario with 40 sensor nodes. The average of
the time was build out of 50 experiments per algorithm. It can be seen that the
addition of the tree version has no negative impact to the time needed to build
the routing tree.

Table 1. Time needed to build the routing tree

Tree building method Avg. time [ms] Standard deviation [ms]

With tree versions 422 16

Without tree versions 417 19

To test the stability of the tree building algorithm, we removed 10% of the
sensor nodes during tree building process without physically splitting the net-
work and tested whether the network can recover. With the tree versions the
network recovered in 100% of the tests. Without the tree versions the sensor
network remained split in 15% of the cases. Therefore, we were able to show
that we could improve the stability of the control packet routing.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we showed how to build an SDN-based WSN testbed: by integrating
TARWIS with SDNWisebed. SDNWisebed allows the execution and evaluation
of various SDN-based WSN applications with full sensor programmability. This
new feature of supporting sensor programming enhances the possibility for fast
and efficient WSN application prototyping with high flexibility. Therefore, with
SDNWisebed, we are able to perform real-world WSN application with full sensor
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controllability and flexibility. The experiments showed that SDNWisebed enables
multiple researchers to evaluate their SDN-based WSN applications in a real
world testbed environment.

Additionally, we have extended the report packet of the SDN-Wise framework
with dynamic information. This dynamic information contains traffic statistics
of the sensor node. With the traffic statistics available on the SDN controller
it is possible to design more sophisticated routing algorithms and networking
applications. We also could show that the addition of the tree versions could
improve the stability of the network, when sensor nodes fail or move during the
tree building process. By running an example SDN-based application, we could
not only show that it is possible to run experiments with SDNWisebed but also
that tools provided by SDNWisbed improve the comparability of SDN and non
SDN applications as the experiments can be executed within equal conditions.
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Abstract. The nano terahertz networks represent one of the promising
areas in the field of wireless telecommunications. Technological advances
in miniaturization of antennas and terahertz communications have paved
the way for new network applications such as the body network, the pro-
grammable material and multi-core processors. Some of these applica-
tions require the concentration of a very large number of tiny nodes in a
limited space. In this ultra-dense context and in the absence of central-
ized access control units, we propose to implement a distributed strategy
of spatial and temporal traffic regulation to guard against the risks of
congestion, interference and energy over-consumption. In this paper, we
propose a protocol for optimizing terahertz radio links using beam steer-
ing antenna, distributed time division technique and sleep mode in order
to reduce the flow of redundant traffic over the network, smooth the vol-
ume of communications exchanged over time, and preserves the lifetime
of the nodes.

Keywords: Terahertz nanonetwork · Ultra dense nanonetwork ·
Directional antenna · MAC Layer

1 Introduction

New network applications have emerged in recent years driven by major advances
in the miniaturization of electronic devices and radio antennas. In ultra dense
nanonetworks, a very large number of radio devices are confined in a small
space. In this context, the Terahertz frequency band has the double advantage
of combining a high bandwidth with a low energy and coverage range. The use
of short-range terahertz communications finds many applications in the field of
massively multi-core computer architectures [2] and programmable material [1].

Due to the limited computation and energy capabilities of the nanonetwork
nodes (sub-millimeter scale), the multiple access protocols must meet simplicity
and scalability requirements. Access to the channel must be done with a reduc-
tion of the number of control messages and without resorting to centralized
entities. To this end, several innovative techniques have been proposed such as:
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PHLAME [3], ASRH-TSOOK [4], HLMAC [7], DRIH-MAC [8], etc. However, in
view of the extreme density of the network, the classical multiple access proto-
cols are not sufficient to spread the traffic load and to control the multi-hop flows
on the network. Indeed, given the density of the network, the message broadcast
causes numerous feedback loops that saturate the system (broadcast storms).

The traffic regulation protocol is seen as a 2.5 networking layer that allows
to extend the access control layer missions with some routing considerations.
The traffic regulation amounts to defining a logical topology of the network
starting from the physical topology where any two nodes can communicate when
they are within range of each other. The logical topology designates a subset of
neighboring nodes which can communicate in a predetermined direction and at
predetermined time. Formally, the logical topology represents a directed sub-
graph of the physical topology. The logical topology is said robust when the
directed sub-graph is strongly connected. The connectivity degree of the sub-
graph could be used as a measurement of the logical topology robustness. A
directed graph is said k-connected if it remains connected whenever fewer than
k nodes are removed.

Traffic regulation protocols for ad hoc networks have been widely studied in
the literature [5,6,9]. One of the best known is the Optimized Link State Rout-
ing Protocol (OLSR) [5]. However the adaptation of this protocol in the case of
an ultra-dense network is complicated. OLSR is based on the exchange of neigh-
boring lists between nodes. Due to the density of the nanonetwork, those lists
are heavy to transmit and difficult to store or to process. Other protocols aim to
define a spanning tree over the network’s nodes [10]. The logical topology of the
network represents then a tree where the nodes close to the root concentrate more
traffic then nodes near the leafs. Therefore these protocols are adapted when the
physical structure of the network involves different types of nodes: simple nodes
and super-nodes like in Wireless Body Sensor Nanonetwork architecture [11]. In
addition, such protocols present only one path to link every two nodes, which
makes the logical topology unreliable. By conclusion, few works from literature
deal with traffic regulation in dense homogeneous ad hoc networks.

Our proposed protocol has three main objectives. First, traffic load evolution
presents peaks that lead to congestion phenomena. The principle of communica-
tion by appointments allows to spread the traffic and to schedule communications
in time. Secondly, dense networks present various path to transmit data from one
node to another. In terms of routing (layer 3), this implies a greater complexity
of choice. The risk of local congestion on the network is therefore higher and
more redundancy is expected (multiple receptions of the same message by the
same node). The use of electronically steerable antennas improves the control
of the transmitted radio signals (interference). Moreover, each node selects the
subset of neighboring nodes with which it can communicate directly. Finally,
communication by appointment allows nodes to plan their waking and sleeping
periods. In addition, the energy consumed by communications is reduced because
the emission power is channeled in specific directions at given periods. Finally,
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only a subset of covered nodes are selected as sources or successors nodes and
messages of not selected sources are ignored (not delivered to the layer 3).

In this paper, we propose an original procedure for the Layer 2.5 networking
protocol that takes into account the terahertz frequencies particularities in a
dense context. The idea is to extract a logical topology from a dense homogeneous
nanonetwork that allows to both reduce the number of direct communication
links and maintain the robustness against temporal nodes unavailability. This
procedure exploits the available antenna steering techniques to schedule over
time and space the data transmission. Unlike the other approaches, our method
does not impose any conditions on the physical platform and presents, according
to our knowledge, the first 2.5 networking layer protocol adapted for terahertz
nanonetworks.

2 Traffic Regulation Problem Modeling

Let W be a nano wireless network composed of N nodes. Each node in the net-
work has a reconfigurable directional antenna that can be steered dynamically
to cover a particular direction. Let Tch be the time needed to change the orien-
tation of an antenna. Let G(X,A) the connected graph describing the physical
topology of the network with X the set of nodes (|X|= N) and A the commu-
nication links between the nodes. (x, y) ∈ A means that there is a particular
configuration of the x and y antennas that makes the two nodes communicate
directly.

2.1 Traffic Regulation Constraints

The traffic control problem consists of calculating a directed sub-graph G′(X,E)
with (x, y) ∈ E → (x, y) ∈ A where the following conditions are satisfied:

– G′ is strongly connected: given two nodes in the graph, there is a way to route
the data from one node to the other in the two directions.

∀x, y ∈ X2,∃ a path from x to y (1)

– G′ is robust: whatever the node, there are enough ways, p, to receive the data
from the other nodes and enough means, s, for the node to broadcast its own
data. The values p and s denote the desired level of robustness represented
by the number of predecessors and successors of each node. Choosing a large
value of p and s allows a higher level of robustness that derives from the
reliability level of the nodes. When nodes are prone to a high risk of outages
or if the energetic capacity of nodes makes it regularly in charging phase,
then a high value of p and s is more suitable (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Traffic regulation problem: from physical to logical topology

2.2 Antenna Steering and Sleeping Mode

Each directed edge (x, y) of the logical topology G′ have two index values Sxy and
Syx designating the period of time (relatively to each node) during which x and
y can communicate according to a particular orientation of their antennas. Each
node changes its antenna configuration (orientation), in a cyclic manner and at
a regular interval of time, Ts;Ts � Tch. During the period S1, the node x uses
the configuration Cx,1 ∈ C then during the period S2, it uses the configuration
Cx,2 and so on. At the end of the period SNS (NS being the number of slots in
one cycle), the node x returns to the configuration cx,1 for a new period S1 and
the cycle restarts as depicted in Fig. 2. The duration of a complete cycle Tcycle

is identical for all the nodes (See Eq. 2). Certain periods Si may correspond
to periods of time during which the communication devices are deactivated.
Moreover, the cycle of a node can have several periods with the same parameter
(i �= j, Cx,i = Cx,j).

Tc = NS × Ts (2)

For a given period Si, a node x is either in listening, transmitting or sleeping
mode. For each listening period Si of x, there is one and only one node y ∈ X
such that (y, x) ∈ E, and Sxy = Si, which means that there is only one listened
node at a time. If the period Si is a transmission period of x, then there is at
least one node y such that directed edge (x, y) ∈ E and Sxy = Si. Sleeping mode
corresponds to periods of time where the node x has no directed edge (x, y) ∈ E
or (y, x) ∈ E with Sxy = Si, which means that the node is not listening and not
transmitting.

Given the asynchronous nature of the network, the index of a period Si

of a given node has only a local signification. The Fig. 2 shows an example of
traffic regulation involving 5 nodes. The node (A) has two active periods S1 in
transmission and S2 in reception. The period S1 = SAC = [0.3 − 0.4] covers
1/10 of the cycle time Tc between instants 0.3 × Tc and 0.4 × Tc. During this
period, the node (A) covers the node (C) which is listening during its period
S3 = SCA = [0 − 0.1] as well as the node (E) which listens during its period
S1 = SEA = [0.7 − 0.8].
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Fig. 2. Example of TDMA synchronization: each edge (x, y) is indexed by the index
of the transmission period on x (Si) and the index of the reception period on y (Sj).
Each period S[tb − te] is designated by its beginning and end time (the time is given
relatively to the concerned node). The colored arcs display the antenna orientation at
the corresponding period. (Color figure online)

When two edges (x, y1) and (x, y2) with the same tail have the same index
value on x, the two incoming nodes y1 and y2 are then served by the same
multicast stream. By the way, the edges (x1, y) and (x2, y) with the same head
can not have the same period index on y in order to avoid interference. For all
the edges (x, y) ∈ G′, the associated listening period on y must be equal to the
duration of the transmitting time on x in order to maximize the sleep periods.

Along with the respect of traffic regulation constraints, in particular the
connectivity and the robustness of the sub-graph G′, the traffic control algorithm
must take care to maximize the useful listening and transmission times, Ti, (Ti ⊂
Si) as well as the sleep periods of the nodes. A transmission period of a node x
is said to be useful when throughout all its duration, all nodes y, (x, y) ∈ E are
at listening mode. A listening period of a node y is said useful when throughout
its duration, the listened node (there is only one) is in transmission phase to y.

2.3 Traffic Regulation in Terahertz Network

In DAMC modulation technique [12], the terahertz frequency band is mainly
subdivided into three frequency windows which are allocated according to the
transmitter-to-receiver distance which is either short, mid or long. To take into
account this particularity, the traffic regulation protocol associates with each
active period a coverage range: short, mid or long. Then, only nodes with a
distance in the selected range are considered to be successors. At a given trans-
mitting time slot, the successors of a given node are all in the same range,
allowing to use the same optimal frequency window to serve them (See Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. At every period, the transmitting node selects its successors according their
distance from the node in order to optimize the used frequency window. The colored
arcs represent the orientation and coverage of the node at a given period. (Color figure
online)

3 Distributed Algorithm of Traffic Regulation

The Algorithm 1 represents our traffic regulation protocol. The design of the algo-
rithm aims to satisfy two main constraints: a reduced computation requirement
and limited messages exchange. When a node wants to join the nanonetwork,
it defines for each slot a covering range (short, mid or long). Then, the node
alternates between two modes. In the first mode, the node listens to the channel
and switches over the set of configurations C = {C1..CNS} with a frequency of
1/Ts. In the second mode, the node launches invitations in different directions
looking for successor nodes and changes its configuration with a frequency of
1/Tc. The use of two different reconfiguration speeds aims to prevent the hidden
node problem.

In successor search mode, the node keeps the same antenna configuration
during all a cycle Tc of NS slots Ts. The value of NS depends on several param-
eters such as the reconfiguration delay Tch, the cycle duration and the number
of needed sources and successors. In our tests, we have set NS = 14. At each
period TI , the node launches invitations. After each reception of an acceptance,
the source updates its useful transmission period, its coverage list and sets the
period mode to ‘transmission’ mode. Nodes in source search mode, listen for any
invitations. Based on the target range of the source, the strength of the received
signal and the remaining listening time, the node chooses to accept the invita-
tion or not. In case of acceptance, the node registers the useful listening period.
Once the number of necessary source nodes is reached (parameter p), the node
stops using the source search mode.
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To avoid a slow start when few nodes are active, the number of listening
and announcement cycles is limited to M . After every M ordinary operating
cycles, a node with not enough sources (resp. successors) listens (resp. re-sends
invitations) during an entire cycle. These two procedures allow nodes that start
very early or late compared to the other nodes to complete their lists of prefixed
links.

The disconnection of the graph G′(X,E) is avoided thanks to a long-term
procedure which provides that each node, at a very important time interval,
listens in all directions whether neighboring nodes belong to other connected
components. For this purpose, the nodes of the same connected component share
an identifier of the component which corresponds to the smallest MAC identifier
of the nodes belonging to the component. When a node detects a neighboring
node with a different component identifier, a connection procedure of the two
nodes is started.

4 Tests and Results

To study the impact of the traffic regulation algorithm over dense nanonetworks,
we have established several test scenarios, which are differentiated by the number
of nodes, the spatial dimension of the network, the range of the radio signal and
the density of the network. We first begin by evaluating the impact of traffic
regulation on network performance in terms of interference. A first indicator
of the impact on interference is the comparison of the number of edges in the
graph G(X,A) and the number of edges in the graph G′(X,E). When |E|	 |A|,
the average number of signals arriving on each node is reduced considerably.
Interference reduction also benefits from time division access mode, beam control
antenna and selectivity of listened sources. All these factors make it possible to
reduce the risks of massive arrival of communications at the same time on the
same node.

Figure 4 presents three simulations of traffic regulation using different number
of nodes 200, 500 and 1000 in the same area using Microsoft Excel VBA. For
each scenario, on the left, the graph G(X,A) shows the physical topology of the
network and on the right the graph G′(X,E) is obtained by the traffic control
algorithm 1. The traffic regulation is carried out with the maximum number of
sources equal to p = 4 and the maximum number of successors equal to s = 10.
For Scenario 1, the traffic regulation algorithm reduces the density of the graph
from 1202 edges to 744 edges, i.e. a reduction of 38%. For the Scenario 3, the
traffic control algorithm reduces the graph from 30891 edges to 3997 edges, which
corresponds to a reduction of 87%.

We also assess the impact of traffic regulation on network data broadcasting.
To this end, we have selected three evaluation criteria: The total number of
receptions including redundancies, the maximum number of receptions of the
same message on one node and the time for a total broadcasting of the message.
According to the first two criteria, the traffic regulation allows to improve the
behavior of the network when a node broadcasts a message over the network.
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Require: Ts, Tc, t0, NS, P = {C1..CNS}, T = ∅, nbcycles = 0, t0 = now(),
nbsec = 0, nbsrc = 0

1: for i ∈ {1 to NS} do
2: rngi = rand(1..3); parami = ∅;
3: covi = ∅; modei = ∅
4: end for
5: //research phase of the successors
6: for i ∈ {1..NS each Tc } do
7: if nbsuc < s then
8: antenna parameters ← Ci

9: for j ∈ {1..NS each Ts} do
10: if modej = NULL then
11: left=t0 + nbcycles ∗ Tc + j ∗ Ts − now()
12: send invit(me, left, rngj) each TI

13: for each accept(n, t) do
14: nbsuc + +; modej=’trans’
15: covj = covj ∪ n; paramj = i
16: Tj .begin = now(); Tj .end = min(Tj .end, now() + t)
17: end for
18: end if
19: end for
20: nbcycles + +
21: end if
22: end for
23: //research phase of sources
24: if nbsrc < p then
25: for i=1 to NS with frequency Ts do
26: begin=t0+nbcyles × Tc + (i − 1) × Ts

27: end=begin+Ts

28: antenna parameters ← Ci

29: if modei = NULL then
30: while end − now() > minCom do
31: //remaining time is enough
32: for each invit(node,t,rng) do
33: if distance(node, me) ∈ rng then
34: send accept(me, min(t,end-now()))
35: nbsrc + +; modei=’listen’;
36: covi=node; parami=i
37: useful time Ti = [now(), now + min(t, end − now())]
38: end if
39: end for
40: end while
41: end if
42: end for
43: if modei = NULL then
44: modei=’sleep’
45: end if
46: nbcycles + +
47: end if

Algorithm 1. Every M successive cycles
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Fig. 4. Traffic regulation for 3 scenarios: 200 nodes, 500 nodes and 1000 nodes. Tests
are implemented using Microsoft Excel VBA. (Color figure online)

Regarding the total number of messages received by the nodes, an approach
without traffic regulation will generate for the scenarios 1, 2 and 3 respectively
2404, 15082 and 61618 messages. The number of receptions with traffic control
decreases to 744, 1997 and 3997 messages respectively. The maximum number of
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reception of the same message varies in the approach without traffic regulation
between 24, 45 and 96 for the three scenarios whereas with traffic control, it
remains 4 for all three scenarios. This corresponds to the value of the maximum
number of sources: parameter p.

The number of hops allowing all nodes to receive the message is also a cru-
cial factor for the performance of the traffic control algorithm. The simulations
show that the total diffusion of a message depends on the position of the source
node in the network. We studied 4 different placement of the source nodes for the
Scenario 1, shown in Fig. 4, circled in red and labelled A, B, C and D. Broadcast-
ing without traffic regulation from node (A) requires 9 hops while 14 hops are
required with traffic control. Similarly, the application of traffic control requires
respectively 26, 18 and 22 hops to broadcast a message from the nodes (B), (C)
and (D) instead of 12, 12 and 9 jumps without regulation traffic. For Scenario
1 which is the least dense, the number of hops for the total broadcast doubles
with traffic regulation, a negligible additional cost in return for reducing the
total number of exchanged messages.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel distributed protocol for optimizing
the logical topology of homogeneous, ultra-dense terahertz nanonetworks. The
objective of this optimization is to reduce the amount of interferences due to
the concentration of numerous nodes transmitting in all directions at random
instants. The logical topology we proposed fixes for each node the moments
during which it can send data in a given direction to given selected destination
nodes. Each node ignores messages sent by nodes that do not belong to the
predefined subset of neighbors, which reduces the energy consumption.

Furthermore, the reduction of direct communication links between nodes does
not impact data broadcasting coverage. Simulations show that the diminution of
the broadcasting speed is limited compared to the gain in terms of transmission
redundancy and generated interferences.

Finally, the traffic control protocol is adapted to the DAMC protocol used for
terahertz communication. The successors of a given node in a specific direction
are in the same range of distance from the transmitter. Therefore, all the nodes
covered in the same direction are served by the same frequency channel. The
distance between nodes and their successors varies according to the transmission
direction leading to a better use of the terahertz band.
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Abstract. In this study, we consider a wireless powered communica-
tion network where multiple users with radio frequency energy harvest-
ing capabilities communicate to a hybrid energy and information access
point in full duplex mode. We characterize an optimization framework
for minimum length scheduling to determine the optimal rate adapta-
tion and transmission scheduling subject to energy causality and traffic
demand constraints of the users considering discrete-rate transmission
model. We first formulate the problem as a mixed integer nonlinear
programming problem which is hard to solve for a global optimum in
polynomial-time. Then, based on an analysis on the characteristics of
the optimal solution, we derive optimality conditions for rate adaptation
and scheduling using which we propose a fast polynomial-time complex-
ity heuristic algorithm. We illustrate through numerical analysis that the
proposed algorithm performs very close to optimal for various network
scenarios.

Keywords: Energy harvesting · Wireless powered communication
networks · Rate adaptation · Scheduling · Optimization

1 Introduction

Due to long range, full control on energy transfer, and small circuitry, Radio Fre-
quency (RF) based energy transfer is a preferred choice to replenish the batteries
of the nodes once they are depleted. Wireless powered communication networks
(WPCNs) are becoming very popular for the low power networks in which a ded-
icated hybrid access point (HAP) transmits a continuous energy for the users
in the downlink and users harvest this energy for their data transmission in the
uplink. WPCN have been studied in many different scenarios and considering
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different system models with the objective of total transmission time minimiza-
tion and throughput maximization. Harvest-then-transmit is the first protocol in
which the whole frame length is divided into two non-overlapping time durations
dedicated for power and data transmission respectively and the data transmis-
sion interval is further divided into non overlapping slots allocated to each user
[5] to maximize the sum throughput. The same system model is used to minimize
the total transmission time in [1]. For throughput maximization, due to higher
energy harvesting rates and low transmit power requirements, the near user
dominate in the schedule which results in a doubly near far phenomenon. This
unfair resource allocation motivated the authors for different objectives such as
minimum throughput maximization [8], weighted sum throughput maximization
[2] and common throughput maximization [6]. The authors in [1,2,5,6,8] have
considered a half duplex WPCN model where all users have equal time for energy
harvesting and hence the transmission order is not important. Furthermore, all
of these models have considered continuous transmission rate models without a
user transmit power constraint considering a simplistic model.

Some of the studies have recently started incorporating the full duplex tech-
nique for WPCN in which users can perform simultaneous energy harvesting and
data transmission. For the full duplex model, [7] have presented the work for total
time minimization in which the HAP is operating in full duplex mode and users
are half duplex while [4] have considered full duplex users. In full duplex, users
can harvest energy during both their own transmissions and the transmission
of previously scheduled users which results in an uneven energy harvesting time
for each user and hence making scheduling critical for the total time minimiza-
tion. The authors in [3,9] have paid attention to scheduling but in a limited
context, such as in [3], the authors have used Hungarian algorithm to schedule
the users with an objective of total transmission time minimization. However,
for such sequence dependent networks, Hungarian algorithm requires exponen-
tial computational complexity. On the other hand, authors in [9] have divided
the whole frame into a constant number of equal length time slots allocated to
the users yielding underutilization of the resources. Moreover, all existing stud-
ies have considered continuous rate transmission model; whereas, discrete rate
transmission model is missing for minimum length scheduling which will be the
main focus of this paper.

The goal of this paper is to determine optimal time allocation, rate adapta-
tion and scheduling with the objective of minimizing the schedule length subject
to the traffic requirements of the users, the maximum transmit power constraint,
and the energy causality constraint considering initial battery levels and a real-
istic energy harvesting model, in an in-band full-duplex WPCN.

The original contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

– We characterize the minimum length scheduling problem for a discrete rate
transmission model based full duplex WPCN and mathematically formulate
as a mixed integer non-linear programming problem.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of wireless powered communication network

– In order to solve the problem fast and efficiently, we propose a polynomial
time complexity scheduling algorithm based on an analysis on the optimality
conditions of the problem.

– We illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm in comparison to a
predetermined transmission order based heuristic algorithm and to the opti-
mal solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model and assump-
tions are given in Sect. 2. The optimization problem for minimum length schedul-
ing is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we introduce the proposed scheduling algo-
rithm. The numerical results are provided and discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6
presents the concluding remarks.

2 System Model and Assumptions

The system model and assumptions are described as follows:

1. The WPCN architecture, as depicted in Fig. 1, consists of a HAP and N users;
i.e., sensors or machine type communications (MTC) devices. Both the users
and the HAP are equipped with a full-duplex antenna. Full duplex antennas
are used for simultaneous wireless energy transfer and data transmission on
downlink and uplink channels, respectively. The channel gains for the down-
link and uplink channels are assumed to be different. The downlink channel
gain from the HAP to user i is denoted by hi. The uplink channel gain from
user i to the HAP is denoted by gi. Both downlink and uplink channels are
assumed to be block-fading, i.e., the channel gains remain constant over the
scheduling frame. We assume that the HAP has perfect channel state infor-
mation (CSI); i.e., the channel gains are perfectly known at the HAP.
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2. The HAP has a stable power connection and continuously radiates a power
Ph. On the other hand, the users are completely dependent on the harvested
energy and no other supply is available for data transmission. All users harvest
energy from the HAP and the harvested energy is stored in a battery with
a large enough capacity such that no overflow will occur. The initial battery
level is denoted by Bi which is the amount of energy already stored in the
battery at the start of the transmission cycle.

3. Time division multiple access protocol is used as the medium access protocol
for the uplink data transmission from the users to the HAP. Time is parti-
tioned into possibly variable length scheduling frames and then each frame is
further divided into variable length time slots for the user allocation.

4. The energy harvesting rate of user i, denoted by Ci, depends on the antenna
efficiency ηi, downlink channel hi and the power transmitted by the HAP Ph

as follows:
Ci = ηihiPh (1)

5. We assume user i has a traffic demand Di bits to be transmitted over the
scheduling frame.

6. We use discrete rate transmission model, in which a finite set of rates
r = (r1, r2, · · · , rM ) and a finite set of SINR levels γ = (γ1, γ2, · · · , γM )
are determined such that user i can transmit at rate rk successfully in the
allocated time slot if the SINR achieved for user i is

γi =
Pigi

σ2
o + βPh

≥ γk (2)

where the term βPh is the power of self interference at the HAP and σ2
o is

the noise power.
7. We use continuous power model in which the transmission power of a user

can take any value below a maximum level Pmax, which is imposed by the
regulatory authorities to avoid the interference to nearby systems.

3 Minimum Length Scheduling Problem

In this section, we introduce the Discrete Rate based Minimum Length Schedul-
ing Problem, referred as DR-MLSP.

The joint optimization of the time allocation, power control, rate adaptation
and scheduling with the objective of minimizing the schedule length is formulated
as follows:
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DR-MLSP:

minimize
N∑

i=0

τi (3a)

subject to Bi + Ciτ0 + Ci

N∑

j=1

aijτj − Piτi ≥ 0, (3b)

Pi ≤ Pmax, (3c)
τiχi ≥ Di, (3d)

χi =
M∑

k=1

zikr
k, (3e)

Pigi −
( M∑

k=1

zikγ
k

)(
σ2
o + βPh

)
≥ 0, (3f)

M∑

k=1

zik = 1, (3g)

aij + aji = 1, (3h)
variables Pi ≥ 0, τi ≥ 0, aij ∈ {0, 1}, zik ∈ {0, 1}. (3i)

The variables of the problem are Pi, the transmit power of user i; τi, the
transmission time of user i; aij , a binary variable that takes value 1 if user i is
scheduled before node j and 0 otherwise; and zik, a binary variable which takes
value 1 if user i is allocated rate rk and 0 otherwise. In addition, τ0 denotes an
initial waiting time duration during which all users only harvest energy without
transmitting any information.

The objective of the optimization problem is to minimize the schedule length
as given by Eq. (3a). Equation (3b) gives the energy causality constraint: The
total amount of available energy, including both the initial energy and the energy
harvested until and during the transmission of a user, should be greater than or
equal to the energy consumed during its transmission. Equation (3c) represents
the maximum transmit power constraint. Equation (3d) represents the traffic
demand constraint of the users where χi denotes the transmission rate of user i
as given by Eq. (3e). Equation (3f) represents the SINR constraint of the users
as presented in Eq. (2). Equation (3g) represents the rate adaptation; i.e., user
can pick a single transmission rate from the specified finite set. Finally, Eq. (3h)
represents the transmission order constraint for the users.

The optimization problem formulation presented in Eqs. (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e,
3f, 3g, 3h and 3i) is a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem
which is generally hard to solve for a global optimum in polynomial-time. On
the other hand, one straightforward solution is a brute-force search algorithm
that enumerates all possible transmission orders and rate adaptations among
which the one with minimum corresponding schedule length is determined as
the optimal solution. However, this exact solution is intractable even for medium
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network sizes. In the following section, we propose a polynomial-time complexity
algorithm based on the analysis on the optimality conditions of the DR-MLSP.

4 Scheduling Algorithm

In this section, we first analyze the optimality conditions for the DR-MLSP and
then present a polynomial-time complexity algorithm.

We start by investigating the optimal rate adaptation policy for a single user.
Initially, a user may not be able to transmit with even the minimum possible
transmission rate level r1 since the initial energy available Bi may not be able to
support the corresponding transmit power that will satisfy the SNIR constraint
given by Eq. (2). Each transmission rate level rk requires certain amount of
energy available to complete the required data transmission for the user. Let tki
be the first time instant at which user i can afford to use transmission rate rk

via satisfying the SNIR constraint γi ≥ γk using the harvested energy. Note that
t1i ≤ t2i ≤ ... ≤ tMi .

Consider Fig. 2 illustrating the transmission completion (end time) vs. allo-
cation time (start time) for a user i. τ0 denotes the initial waiting time for user i
to be able to transmit with r1 by satisfying γi ≥ γ1. Then, for a finite duration,
user i can only transmit with r1; i.e., r1 region. At t2i , user i can support r2 for
the first time and r2 is the maximum rate it can support for a specific duration;
i.e., r2 region. Figure illustrates regions for the transmission rate values rks. Let
si be the start time of the transmission of user i. Then, the completion time of
the transmission is given by ei = si +τi where τi is the transmission time of user
i such that τi = Di/χi. Since, user i can support a higher transmission rate level
at tki instants, ei is not a monotonically increasing function of si. At any si = tki
value, ei decreases discontinuously by an amount of Di/rk−1 − Di/rk since the
transmission rate jumps from rk−1 to rk. This suggests that waiting for the next
transmission rate may decrease the completion time for a single user depending
on the time instant at which the scheduling decision is given. In the following,
we illustrate the optimal rate adaptation and scheduling policy for a single user.

We first start by the following definition.

Definition 1. Let tdeci is the time instant at which a scheduling decision is made
for a user i. Then, let s∗

i ≥ tdeci be the starting time for user i yielding the
minimum completion time e∗

i such that e∗
i = minsi≥tdeci

si + τi(si). Minimum
length scheduling (MLS) slot for user i at time tdeci is then defined as the time
slot for user i allocated in the interval [s∗

i , e
∗
i ] where s∗

i ≥ tdeci .

Then, it is evident that for a single user, the DR-MLSP problem is solved
by allocation of MLS slot at tdeci = 0. Figure 2 illustrates the MLS slot for a
single user i. Note that the MLS slot for user i starts at t2i where user i can
afford rate r2 for the first time. This suggests that even if user i can transmit
with r1 previously, the optimal policy is to wait until the time instant t2i since
the decrease in the transmission time due to this rate increase is larger than
the waiting duration. Note that MLS slot for the user starts at a rate change
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instant tki which is not a coincidence for this specific scenario. The following
lemma illustrates this behaviour.

Lemma 1. MLS slot for user i at tdeci starts at either tdeci or tki ≥ tdeci for some
k ∈ [1,M ].

Proof. Let starting time for the MLS slot of user i be s∗
i such that s∗

i �= tdeci or
s∗
i �= tki for k ∈ [1,M ]. Then, let the completion time be e∗

i . Suppose that s∗
i is

inside rl region; i.e., tli < s∗
i < tl+1

i . If tdeci ≤ tli, then starting the transmission
time of user i at tli decreases the completion time by s∗

i −tli since the transmission
rate remains the same within rl region. If tdeci > tli, then starting the transmission
time of user i at tdeci decreases the completion time by s∗

i − tdeci . This is a
contradiction by definition of MLS slot.

Lemma 1 illustrates that for a single user, the optimal scheduling policy is
allocation of the user at either the time instant where the scheduling decision is
made or at one of the time instants where the transmission rate changes for the
user. Then, MLS slot determination can be made by evaluating at most M + 1
time instants where M is the number of rate levels. Furthermore, Lemma1 shows
that for a predetermined transmission order of users, the optimal scheduling
policy is simply determining the MLS slots for the users in the predetermined
order.

In the following, we propose a polynomial-time algorithm based on the fore-
going discussion.
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Algorithm 1. Minimum MLS Slot Algorithm
1: input: F
2: output: S, t(S)
3: S ← ∅, tdec ← 0,
4: while F �= ∅ do
5: determine MLS slots for all i ∈ F at tdec,
6: k ← argmini∈F s∗

i (t
dec),

7: S ← S + {k},
8: F ← F - {k},
9: tdec ← e∗

k(t
dec),

10: end while
11: t(S) ← tdec,

The Minimum MLS Slot Algorithm (MMSA), given in Algorithm1, is
described next. Input of MMSA algorithm is a set of users, denoted by F , with
the characteristics specified in Sect. 2 (Line 1). The algorithm starts by initializ-
ing the schedule S where the ith element of S is the index of the user scheduled
in the ith time slot and the scheduling decision time tdec (Line 3). At each step of
the algorithm, MMSA determines the MLS slots for the unallocated users at tdec

(Line 5), and picks the user with the minimum MLS slot starting time s∗
i (Line

6). Then, this user is allocated to its MLS slot starting at s∗
k and completed at

e∗
k (Lines 7–8). Algorithm continues by updating the scheduling decision time

(Line 9) and giving scheduling decisions for the remaining users (Lines 4–10).
MMSA terminates when all users in F are scheduled and outputs the schedule
S with schedule length t(S) (Line 11).

5 Performance Evaluation

The goal of this section is to evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm MMSA in comparison to the optimality and a predetermined transmission
order based heuristic algorithm, denoted by PDO. PDO aims at minimizing the
schedule length for a given transmission order of the users by allocating each
user as early as possible, without considering scheduling. The optimal solution
is obtained by a brute force algorithm, denoted by BFA, enumerating all possible
transmission orders and then picking the best schedule with minimum length.

5.1 Simulation Setup

Simulation results are obtained by averaging over 1000 independent random net-
work realizations. The attenuation of the links considering large-scale statistics
are determined using the path loss model given by

PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10αlog10

(
d

d0

)
+ Z (4)
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Fig. 3. Schedule Length vs. HAP transmit power Ph

where PL(d) is the path loss at distance d in dB, d0 is the reference distance,
α is the path loss exponent, and Z is a zero mean Gaussian random variable
with standard deviation σ. The small-scale fading has been modelled by using
Rayleigh fading with scale parameter Ωi set to mean power level obtained from
the large-scale path loss model. The parameters used in the simulations are
ηi = 1 for i ∈ [1, N ]; Di = 100 bits for i ∈ [1, N ]; W = 1 MHz; d0 = 1 m;
PL(d0) = 30 dB; α = 2.76, σ = 4. The self interference coefficient β is taken as
−70 dBm. We use M = 5 discrete rate and corresponding SNIR levels.

5.2 Scheduling Performance

Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the proposed algorithm for different values
of the transmit power of the HAP. Figure illustrates that the proposed algorithm
performs very close to the optimal solution. MMSA outperforms PDO signifi-
cantly for a wide range of Ph. It can be observed that for low values of Ph,
scheduling is more critical because the users with low energy require more time
to achieve a particular rate level. However, for higher values of the Ph the users
can harvest energy at a higher rate so they can reach to the desired SNR levels
quickly hence less waiting time is required. Therefore, the superiority of MMSA
over PDO is really significant for low values of Ph whereas the performance
improvement decreases as Ph increases.

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of MMSA for different number of users.
Note that due to exponential complexity of the brute force enumeration used
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in BFA, simulation results are obtained up to 8 users. Similar to Fig. 3, MMSA
performs almost optimal while outperforming PDO significantly. As the number
of users increases, scheduling becomes more critical since an arbitrary transmis-
sion order may result in delays in the transmission of high rate users even if
these users do not need large energy harvesting durations. Moreover, increasing
number of users puts an arbitrary transmission order further away from the opti-
mality hence increasing the suboptimality of PDO. On the other hand, if the
users are scheduled properly by eliminating the unnecessary waiting intervals
for achieving higher rates as in MMSA, the optimality performance is preserved
showing the robustness of MMSA to the network size. Note that robustness to
the network size is very important for future networks with high number of
machine type devices or sensors.

Finally, Fig. 5 illustrates the behaviour of the network for different required
SNR levels for minimum rate transmissions. It can be observed that for lower
values of SNR, the users can start transmission earlier since the amount of
energy required for that SNR value will be harvested earlier. This yields smaller
schedule length. On the other hand, as the required SNR increases, users need
to wait longer to harvest enough energy and achieve successful transmissions
increasing the overall schedule length. MMSA performs again close to optimal
while significantly outperforming PDO illustrating the importance of a proper
scheduling decision.
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Fig. 5. Schedule length vs SNR values

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have investigated minimum length scheduling problem consider-
ing discrete rate transmission model in a full duplex wireless powered communi-
cation network. We have characterized an optimization framework to determine
the optimal time allocation, rate adaptation and scheduling subject to maximum
transmit power, traffic demand and energy causality requirements of the users.
First we have mathematically formulated the problem as a mixed integer non-
linear programming problem which is difficult to solve for the global optimum in
polynomial time. In order to solve the problem fast and efficiently, then, we have
proposed a polynomial time algorithm based on an optimality analysis on the
optimization problem. Through numerical analysis, we have shown that the pro-
posed algorithm performs almost optimal while outperforming a predetermined
order based heuristic algorithm significantly.

For future work, we plan to extend this work to propose optimal polynomial-
time algorithm for the investigated system model. Besides, we aim at extending
the system model incorporating multiple hybrid access points and beamforming
technology.
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Abstract. A single-hop beeping network is a distributed communica-
tion model in which each station can communicate with all other but
only by 1 − bit messages called beeps. In this paper, we focus on resolv-
ing two fundamental distributed computing issues: the naming and the
counting on this model. Especially, we are interested in optimizing energy
complexity and running time for those issues. Our contribution is to have
design randomized algorithms with an optimal running time of O(n logn)
and optimal O(log n) energy complexity whether for the naming or the
counting for a single-hop beeping network of n stations.

Keywords: Distributed · Initialization · Naming · Energy · Optimal ·
Beep

1 Introduction

Introduced by Cornejo and Kuhn in 2010 [8], the beeping model makes little
demands on the devices which need only to be able to do carrier-sensing, differ-
entiating between silence and the presence of a jamming signal on the network
(considered as 1− bit message or one beep). Such devices have unbounded local
power computation [6]. They note in [8] that carrier-sensing can typically be done
much more reliably and requires significantly less energy and other resources
than message-sending models. Minimizing such energy consumption per node
arises as all nodes are battery-powered. Since sending or receiving messages costs
more energy than internal computations, the energy consumption is measured
by the maximal waking time of any node (beeping or listening to the network)
[6,16,17,19,21,29]. It is more realistic when the nodes have no prior information
about the topology of the network and are initially indistinguishable (have no
identifier denoted ID). To break such symmetry, researchers designed various
protocols such as leader election ([6,11,12,15,17–19,23,26]) Maximal Indepen-
dent Set ([1,28]) and naming protocols ([2,7,13,20,21]). In this paper, we con-
sider the naming problem on the single-hop1 beeping networks which consists in
assigning a unique label � ∈ {1, 2, ...n} to each node. On the previously described
model, we design an energy optimal randomized naming algorithm succeeding
1 The underlying graph of the network is a complete graph.
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in O(n log n) time slots with high probability2 (w.h.p.), having O(log n) energy
complexity. We start by presenting a deterministic algorithm naming M nodes
(M ≤ n) in O(M log n) time slots with O(M + log n) energy (Sect. 2). We then
consider the case when n is unknown in Sect. 3. This is then adapted to solve
the counting problem, consisting in assigning their exact number to all nodes
(Sect. 3). Thereafter, we use derandomization techniques to adapt our algorithm
in order to have a deterministic one if n is known beforehand (Sect. 4) terminat-
ing with O(log n) energy complexity. As customary in deterministic settings, we
assume that the nodes have unique ID ∈ {1, 2, ...N} (N is a polynomial upper
bound of n). Finally, we prove a lower bound of Ω(log n) on the energy com-
plexity for naming a beeping network in Sect. 5 and present maple simulation
results illustrating our works in Sect. 6.

1.1 The Models

In a single-hop beeping network, nodes communicate with each other via a shared
beeping channel.

As shown in the following
Figure, this can be used for
modeling an ad hoc network
where all nodes are in each
other’s communication range.
The nodes can send 1−bit mes-
sages and do a carrier sensing
in order to detect any trans-
mission.

At each synchronous discrete time slot, a node independently decides whether
to transmit a beep, to listen to the network or to remain idle (asleep). Only lis-
tening nodes can receive the state of the common channel which can be, Beep if
at least one node is transmitting or Null when no node transmits. This model
is also called BL or Beep Listen model. In this paper, we use in general the BL
except for the randomized counting protocol for which we use the BCDL model
(Beep with Collision Detection Listen) where transmitters can detect collisions
[1,28].

1.2 Related Works and New Results

As a fundamental distributed computing problem [20], many results exist for
the naming problem. Let us first consider the simplest model, the single-hop
network, where the underlying graph of the network is complete. In [13], Hayashi,
Nakano and Olariu presented a O(n) running time randomized protocol for radio
networks with collision detection (RNCD). Later, Bordim, Cui, Hayashi, Nakano
and Olariu [2] presented an algorithm terminating w.h.p. in O(n) time slots, and
O(log n) energy complexity. In [22], for radio network with no collision detection
2 An event εn occurs with high probability if P[εn] ≥ 1 − 1

nc for any constant c > 0.
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(RNnoCD), Nakano and Olariu designed a protocol terminating in O(n) time
slots w.h.p. with O(log log n) energy complexity. The results on beeping model
appeared very recently when Chlebus, De Marco and Talo [7] presented their
algorithm terminating in O(n log n) time slots w.h.p. for the BL model and
provided Ω(n log n) lower bound on the time complexity. Moreover, Casteigts,
Métivier, Robson and Zemmari [4] presented a counting algorithm for the BCDL
model terminating in O(n) time slots w.h.p. They noticed that adapting their
algorithm to the BL model will cost a logarithmic slowdown in time complexity.
The following Table shows our results on single-hop networks (Table 1).

Table 1. Our results

Problem and model Time
complexity

Energy
complexity

Succeed with
probability

Randomized naming in BL network O(n logn) Θ(log n) 1 − O( 1
nc )

Indistinguishable nodes, n unknown, Theorem2, 5 c > 0

Unconditional Deterministic naming in BL O(n logn) O(n) -
Unique ID ∈ {1, N}, n unknown, Theorem1

Derandomized Deterministic naming in BL O(n logn) O(log n) 1 − O( 1
nc )

Unique ID ∈ {1, N}, n unknown, Theorem4 c > 0

Randomized Counting in BL O(n logn) Θ(log n) 1 − O( 1
nc )

Theorem3, 5 c > 0

The more realistic model where the underlying graph of the network is an arbi-
trary connected graph (it is called the multi-hop network model) also gained in
importance as subject of researches [24]. The only analysis for the initialization
protocol in such a multi-hop case was given in [27] and was restricted to a set
of nodes randomly thrown in a square. It will then be very interesting to adapt
our designed protocols to work on such a model.

2 New Approach: Deterministic Naming of M Nodes

Let N be a polynomial upper bound of n known by the nodes, each node having
a unique identifier denoted ID ∈ {1, 2, ...N}. In the next sections, N is randomly
approximated by the nodes if unknown and the nodes randomly generate unique
ID w.h.p. In this section, we use a known method consisting in representing ID
by its binary encoding and sending the obtained bits one by one in reverse order
[14]. If M nodes (M ≤ n) hold such unique ID, they firstly encode their ID into
a binary code-word denoted CID = [CID[1]CID[2]...CID[�log2 N�]] such that
CID[i] ∈ {0, 1} (CID[1] corresponds to 2�log2 N� and CID[�log2 N�] corresponds
to 20). Each participant then sends its CID bit by bit during �log2 N� = O(log n)
time slots in order to know if it has the largest ID of all participants. If a node
detects that one of its neighbors has a higher ID, it gets eliminated (it is no longer
a candidate to take the next available label). Then, the unique node holding the
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largest ID gets such next available label. Such an algorithm can be considered as
M deterministic seasons S1, S2, ...SM (the nodes do not know M). In one season
Sj , each node sends its CID bit by bit during �log2 N� steps t1, t2, ...t�log2 N�.
We define the Test(i) protocol, called at a step ti and taking the step number
‘i’ as parameter. It encodes one bit CID[i] into two communication steps ti,0 and
ti,1 and outputs a status ∈ {Eliminated, Active,Null}.

-Test(i): If the node s running Test(i) has CID[i] = 0, then it beeps at ti,0 and
listens to the network at ti,1 = ti,0 + 1. If it hears beep at ti,1, Test(i) returns
Eliminated. Otherwise, it returns Null. If s has CID[i] = 1, then it listens at
ti,0. If it hears beep at ti,0, Test(i) returns Active, otherwise, it returns Null.

Then at any step ti, by executing Test(i), each participant knows if at least
one of them has CID[i] = 1. In such case, each node s having CID[i] = 0 gets
eliminated until the next season Sj+1. At the end of the season Sj , the last
non-eliminated node takes the label j. By looping these computations until no
node remains unlabeled, this method produces a naming algorithm terminating
in O(M log n) time slots.

Energy Optimization Principle: The latter algorithm is not energy efficient
because all nodes have to be awake during the whole O(M log n) time slots. To
improve such energy consumption, we remark that each node s must be awake
only during two specific set of steps in order to know if any of its neighbors has
a higher ID. Thus, we introduce the following two definitions of such steps.

Definition 1 (Step To Listen: STL). A STL is one step ti recorded by the
node s during any season Sj. A node s receiving Test(i) = Eliminated records
i into STL and on the next seasons Sj+1, ...SM , s wakes up and listens at ti,0 in
order to verify if it is still eliminated at this step. s may not sleep after ti.

Definition 2 (Steps To Notify: STN). A STN is a set of steps {ti, tk, ...}
recorded by the node s1 during any season Sj. A node s1 receiving Test(i) =
Active knows there is at least one node s2 having CID[i] = 0 while it has
CID[i] = 1. It saves i into STN because at the next seasons, it has to beep at
ti,1 in order to notify that s2 is still eliminated at this step. When s1 adds i into
STN, it has no more active neighbor holding CID[k] = 1, k > i. Thus, s1 empties
STL.

Description of the Energy Efficient Algorithm: All nodes are initially
sleeping and run the following computations during some seasons S1, S2, . . .
until being labeled. For any season Sj (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} and the nodes do not
know M), a node s wakes up only at the first step ti found in its STL or STN.
If such i ∈ STN, then s sleeps before moving at ti+1. Otherwise, if i ∈ STL
and s has Test(i) = Eliminated, then it sleeps until the next season. s stays
awake and moves on ti+1 if Test(i) = Active. At the end of season Sj , the
last remaining awake node sets � = j, empties STN and STL and sleeps. For a
better comprehension, we represent the execution of the algorithm by a binary
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tree as done in [10]. One path of such a tree represents the CID of a device
and one of its edges represents one bit of such CID. In the figures showing such
representation, we consider the execution of the naming algorithm for only one
device. In such figures, the hexagons represent the STL, the squares represent
the STN and the circles represent the other waking steps. The number inside
these shapes represents the season during which the node wakes up.

Algorithm 1. DeterministicNaming(N) on any node s

Input : Upper bound N of n, unique ID ∈ {1, 2, ...N}
Output: Node s has unique label � ∈ {1, 2, ...M}
1 encode ID into binary code-word CID = {0, 1}�log2 N�;
2 � ← 0; STL ← Null; STN ← Null; S ← 1; Test ← Null.
3 while � = 0 do
4 for i ← 0 to �log2 N� do
5 if i ∈ STL then
6 wake up at ti; Test ← Test(i)
7 if Test = Eliminated then
8 sleep
9 end

10 end
11 if i ∈ STN then
12 wake up at ti, run Test(i) and sleep
13 end
14 if s is awake and i /∈ STL then
15 Test ← Test(i)
16 if Test = Active then
17 add i into STN and empty STL
18 end
19 if Test = Eliminated then
20 add i into STL and sleep
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 if s is awake then
25 � ← S; STL ← Null; STN ← Null; Test ← Null; sleep
26 end
27 S ← S + 1
28 end
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Fig. 1. Example of execution
of Algorithm 1

The presented example in the following Figure
is for 9 devices having ID ∈ {15, 14, 13, 12,
11, 10, 9, 8, 7}. The black leaf represents the device
having CID = [1010]. s wakes up at step t1 of sea-
son S1 (1 inside a circle for the root node in the
figure). It has CID[1] = 1 and hears that some
nodes have CID[1] = 0 then saves 1 into its STN
(Fig. 1).

It wakes up at t2 (1 inside a circle for the next
node in the left of the root). As CID[2] = 0 and s
hears that some nodes have CID[2] = 1, it adds 2 into its STL and sleeps until
the end of S1. s wakes up at t1 of S2 because 1 is in its STN (2 inside a square
for the root). Then it wakes up at t2 as 2 is in its STL (2 inside an hexagons
for the left node after the root). As there remains a node having CID[2] = 1, it
sleeps until the end of the season S2. s do the same computations for seasons
S3, . . . , S6 and gets labeled at S6.

Lemma 1. In single hop beeping networks of size n, there is a deterministic
algorithm naming some M participating nodes in O(M log n) time slots with no
node being awake for more than O(M + log n) steps.

Proof. Algorithm1 terminates deterministically in M × �logN� = O(M log n)
time slots. In the following, let Ws be the total waking times of any node s in
the previously defined Algorithm 1, WSTN , WSTL and Wother correspond to STN
total waking time, STL and other total waking times. Similarly, (WSTN )worst,
(WSTL)worst and (Wother)worst are the worst waking times of all nodes. We have

Ws = WSTN+WSTL+Wother ≤ (WSTN)worst+(WSTL)worst+(Wother)worst . (1)

In order to find (WSTN )worst and (WSTL)worst, we can simulate a complete
binary tree to be the tree representation of the networks devices as done in [10].
For a better comprehension, we illustrate how we obtained the two following
figures in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.

Fig. 2. Worst case for STL.

The node s having (WSTL)worst (the
black node in this Figure) wakes up T
times (T Seasons) at any step ti of STL
until no other node has a higher ID. This
value T is at most half of participants on
t1 and gets halved every i. We can see
(by the hexagons shapes), that s wakes
up M

2 + 1 times in season S1 (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. Worst case for STN.

Furthermore, as for STL, a node s
wakes up at ti ∈ STN during as many
times (Seasons) as the number of nodes
with a higher ID. I.e., half the number
of participants at step t1. This value gets
halved every i and we have (Fig. 3)

(WSTN )worst ∼ (WSTL)worst ≤
M∑

i=1

(
M

2i
+ 1

)
≤ O(M) (2)

A node s wakes up just once at any step ti not in STN and STL (we can see
that by the round shapes in the Figures). Hence, we have

(Wother)worst ≤
logN∑

i=1

O(1) ≤ O(logN) ≤ O(log n) . (3)

�
A Maple simulation illustrates our results in Sect. 6.

Theorem 1. In single-hop beeping networks of size n, if no node knows n but
a polynomial upper bound N of n is given in advance to all nodes and the nodes
have a unique ID ∈ {1, 2, ...N}, there is an energy efficient deterministic naming
algorithm, assigning unique label to all nodes in O(n log n) time slots, with no
node being awake for more than O(n) time slots.

Proof. Applying Lemma1 to M = n, we reach the desired result. �

In Sect. 3, we use Algorithm1 as a subroutine to design a randomized energy
efficient naming protocol, having O(log n) energy complexity. To do so, we dis-
tribute the nodes into O

(
n

log n

)
groups in order to have Θ(log n) nodes in each

group. The main idea is to make Θ(log n) nodes running the Deterministic-

Naming(N) protocol O
(

n
logn

)
times (each group executes Deterministic-

Naming(N) one time) instead of n nodes calling DeterministicNaming(N)
one time. This leads us to a O(log n) waking time per node.

3 Energy Efficient Randomized Algorithms

We assume that the total number of nodes is unknown and that the nodes are ini-
tially indistinguishable. All the nodes then have to know a linear approximation
u of n. This approximation problem was well studied in the distributed com-
puting area. Brandes, Kardas, Klonowski, Pająk and Wattenhofer [3] designed
a randomized linear approximation algorithm, terminating w.h.p. in O(log n)
rounds. Our main idea is to make all nodes approximating u in O(log n) time
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slots using algorithm presented in [3], which can be parameterized in order to
have u ∈ [ 12n, 2n] in O(log n) time slots (i.e. 2u ∈ [n, 4n] is locally known by
the nodes). Then each node chooses uniformly at random to enter into one of
� 2u
log (2u)� = O( n

logn ) groups.

Lemma 2. As a classical result (see for instance [25]), if n nodes randomly and
uniformly choose to enter into � n

logn� groups, there is at most 4 log n nodes in
each group with high probability.

Proof. The probability to enter any group Gi is O
(

logn
n

)
. As a consequence, if

|Gi| denotes the number of nodes in a group Gi, then E[|Gi|] = O(log n). Hence,
by means of Chernoff bound, |Gi| ≤ O(log n) with probability at least 1−O

(
1
n

)
.

�

After that, each node takes a unique ID uniformly from {1, 2, ...(2u)2}.
We then sequentially run DeterministicNaming((2u)2) on each group one
group at a time. Firstly, each node in the group G1 works during at most
�log(2u)2� = O(log n) time slots to name itself. Then, during extra O(log n)
time slots, the last labeled node in G1 sends its label bit by bit to the next
group G2. In parallel, all the nodes in G2 wake up and listen to the network
during O(log n) time slots. Those nodes save the received value into a variable
�prev. By running DeterministicNaming(N), all nodes in G2 have a label
� ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |G2|}. Then, each of them has to update � ← � + �prev in order to
make a labeling ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We apply these computations to each couple of
groups {{G1, G2, }, {G2, G3}, . . . } one by one.

To know if any node s has the last label of its group, we modify the Deter-

ministicNaming(N) algorithm such that a node labeled at a season Sj wakes
up during the entire season Sj+1 and listens to the network, finding out if there
remain unlabeled nodes. This extra O(log n) waking time doesn’t affect our
O(log n) energy complexity.

Theorem 2. In single-hop beeping networks of size n, if n is unknown by all
nodes and nodes are initially indistinguishable, there is an energy efficient ran-
domized naming algorithm, assigning a unique label to all nodes in O(n log n)
rounds w.h.p, with no node being awake for more than O(log n) time slots.

Proof. The latter described algorithm uses DeterministicNaming(N) and is
therefore quasi deterministic. As by [3], u = Θ(n), if we note the time complexity
of DeterministicNaming(N = (2u)2) algorithm by TD, our naming algorithm
terminates in � 2u

log(2u)�×TD time slots. Then by Lemma 2, the number of partic-
ipants is at most O(log n) w.h.p. Thus, by using M = O(log n) in Lemma 1 we
get TD = O(log2 n), implying the O(n log n) time complexity of our randomized
naming algorithm.
Therefore, each node s is awake only during the execution of the Determin-

isticNaming((2u)2) protocol and O(log n) extra times for checking if s has
the last label as well as sending it to the next group. Consequently, the energy
complexity is O(log n). �
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Using such an algorithm, we can design a counting algorithm with O(n log n)
time complexity and O(log n) energy complexity on the single-hop BL network.
To do so, we add the following computations. As it terminates after at most
� 2u
log(2u)� × �log2(2u)� = �2u log(2u)�, all nodes wake up after �2u log(2u)� time

slots (counted from the first time slot of the Season S1 for the first group) and
the last labeled node send its label bit by bit.

Theorem 3. In single-hop beeping networks of size n, if n is unknown by all
nodes and nodes are initially indistinguishable, there is an energy efficient ran-
domized counting algorithm allowing all the nodes to know the exact number
of the participants, terminating in O(n log n) rounds w.h.p, with no node being
awake for more than O(log n) time slots.

Proof. If at the end of the last group G� 2u
log(2u) �, all nodes wake up and the last

labeled node sends its label bit by bit, this value corresponds w.h.p. to the exact
number of nodes on the network. �

4 Deterministic Energy Efficient Naming Algorithm

The randomized part of our algorithm consists in the assignment of all nodes
to O

(
n

logn

)
groups of size O(log n) each. Then, the nodes execute the Deter-

ministicNaming(N) protocol one group at a time in order to have each node
awake for at most O(log n) time slots. In this Section, we consider a network of
n nodes that know the exact value of n. Each node has a unique ID taken from
{1, N} where N is a polynomial upper bound of n. Our goal is to do the previous
group assignment in a deterministic manner, with a very small error rate. To do
so, we use a hash function in order to map each node’s ID into � n

logn� values,
such that the nodes holding the same value belong to the same group.

Celis, Reingold, Segev and Wieder [5] construct such hashing function, by
encoding integer values into binary code-words of length O(log n log log n), such
that there is at most O( logn

log log n ) integers mapped to the same code-word with a
probability greater than 1 − O

(
1
nc

)
, c being a positive constant. Having this in

mind, each node firstly maps its ID into a code-word, using the hashing function
described in [5]. The nodes having the same code-word are in the same group.
Then, the nodes having the first code-word (the nodes in the first group) execute
DeterministicNaming(N) in order to be labeled. The last labeled node sends
� bit by bit to the next group during O(log n) time slots when the nodes having
the second code-word listen to the network. Those nodes in the second group
run DeterministicNaming(N) and add the previously received label to the
latter computed label. The last labeled node in the group 2 sends � to the next
group and so on.

With such adaptations, we have the following result.

Theorem 4. In single-hop beeping networks of size n, if n is known in advance
by all nodes and nodes have a unique ID ∈ {1, 2, ...N} (N is a polynomial upper
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bound of n), there is an energy efficient deterministic naming algorithm, assign-
ing unique label � ∈ {1, 2, ...n} to all nodes in O(n log n) time slots, having no
node being awake for more than O(log n) time slots, with a probability of error
less than O

(
1
nc

)
, for some constant c > 0 independent of n.

5 Lower Bound on Energy Complexity

In [7], the authors presented an Ω(n log n) lower bound for the running time of
any randomized naming algorithm. We use such a lower bound in order prove
the following result.

Theorem 5. The energy complexity of any randomized algorithm solving the
naming problem with constant probability is Ω(log n).

Proof. It was proved in [7] that any randomized algorithm for naming n stations
requires Ω(n log n) expected time slots to succeed with a probability of error
smaller than 1

2 . Their proof uses the Yao’s minimax principle and is combined
to Shannon’s entropy [9]. We use such running time lower bound to prove the
Theorem 5 by contradiction. Let us first remind that the time complexity of any
distributed algorithm is measured by the communication time instead of local
computations and that the energy complexity is measured by the maximal wak-
ing (communication) time of any node. We suppose that there is a randomized
naming algorithm with o(log n) energy complexity. i.e. each node communicates
on the network during at most o(log n) time slots when running such an algo-
rithm. It is then straightforward to see that the total communication time (i.e.
time complexity by definition) of such algorithm is at most o(n log n). This con-
tradicts the given lower bound of Ω(n log n) for time complexity in [7]. �

6 Maple Simulation

In this Section, we present a maple simulation of Algorithm 1: Deterministic-

Naming(N) where n, the total number of nodes, varies from 105 to 1010, 106 by
106. The X −axis corresponds to the values of n while the Y −axis corresponds
to the waking time numbers.
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Fig. 4. The energy complexity of nodes taken ran-
domly from a set of �logN� nodes. (Color figure
online)

For each value of n, N = n2

and M nodes participate to the
naming task (for sake of simplic-
ity, we fix M = �log2 N�). For
each value of n, we randomly
choose one of the M partici-
pating nodes in order to count
the total number of its waking
time. In the following Figure,
the green (or grey) graph rep-
resents the total waking time
of any node si taken randomly
from the M participating nodes
s1, s2...sM for each values of n.
The blue (or bold black) graph
is the values of M for each value
of n and the red (or black)
graph represents c × M (here
c = 3.6) (Fig. 4).

The maple codes are available in

https://www.irif.fr/~nixiton/initLoop.mw or in
https://www.irif.fr/~nixiton/initLoop.pdf

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the naming problem in single-hop beeping networks.
We start by a deterministic version, when the nodes known N , a polynomial
upper bound of n and all nodes have a unique ID ∈ {1, N}. Such a protocol has
O(n logN) time complexity and O(n) energy complexity. Then, when the nodes
do not know the exact value of n and are initially indistinguishable, we design a
randomized algorithm terminating in optimal O(n log n) time slots w.h.p., and
optimal O(log n) energy complexity. We have also established that for the same
task, Ω(log n) waking time slots are necessary for any randomized algorithm to
succeed with a constant probability. Our algorithm can be used for the count-
ing problem, returning the exact number of the nodes in O(n log n) time slots,
with O(log n) energy complexity. By means of derandomization, we devise an
energy-efficient deterministic naming algorithm that errs with probability less
than O

(
1
nc

)
terminating in O(n log n) time slots with O(log n) energy complex-

ity. Our protocols has optimal time and energy complexity for the single-hop
network. It will be then interesting to consider how to adapt such a protocol to
work on the multi-hop beeping network model which is much more realistic than
the single-hop one.

https://www.irif.fr/~nixiton/initLoop.mw
https://www.irif.fr/~nixiton/initLoop.pdf
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Appendix 1: Worst Case for STL

Here, we show a simulation of the execution of Algorithm 1 on the worst case
for STL in a complete binary Tree to count the number of waking time of this
node.

Legends: hexagons represent the STL waking steps of the node, squares are the
STN waking steps and circles represent the other waking steps. The numbers
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inside these shapes represent the season where the node wakes up. Numbers
without any shape represent the sleeping steps of the node. Dotted lines rep-
resents the transition between two steps ti, ti+1 on any season where the node
starts to sleeps or remains sleeping. And solid lines the transition between two
steps ti, ti+1 on any season where the node wakes up or remains awake.

Appendix 2: Worst Case for STN

In this section, we show a simulation of the execution of Algorithm 1 on the
worst case for STN in a complete binary Tree to count the number of waking
time of this node.
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Abstract. The number of CCTV video surveillance systems has grown
rapidly over the past decade. As CCTV systems are large energy con-
sumers, the problem of optimising the energy consumption of CCTV
systems is urgently needed. In this study, we analyse with mathematical
models the energy balance consumption for an architecture that imple-
ments a path-by-learning prediction algorithm that predicts the path and
destination of a mobile in a CCTV network in order to reduce energy
consumption. This method significantly reduces the energy consumption
of the CCTV system in real time. An experimental system is designed to
evaluate the method and experiments are carried out to demonstrate the
validity of the method. The experimental results show that the method
has not only significantly improved resource use and reduced energy con-
sumption.

Keywords: Data transmission · Mobile · Monitoring · Forecasting
perception · Distributed learning · Smart city · CCTV system · Energy
consumption

1 Introduction

While the major contradiction between energy demand and supply is gradually
increasing, energy conservation has become an increasingly important concern
worldwide, particularly in Senegal. With the improvement of people’s standard
of living, the proportion for which the energy consumption of buildings repre-
sents the total consumption of society is constantly increasing. HVAC (heating,
ventilation and air conditioning) and lighting systems consume the vast major-
ity of the daily energy consumption of buildings (more than 50%) and have
considerable potential for energy savings.
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Much of the irrational energy consumption is due in large part to the fact
that conventional video surveillance systems and the processing systems for these
data from video surveillance cameras. One way to save energy is to use a closed
loop feedback control strategy involving real-time information to allow a video
surveillance system to only film scenes where there are events. When the number
of cars in a road decreases, some cameras must be automatically set to standby
to reduce unnecessary energy consumption. Therefore, the presence detection of
objects in a scene is a necessary support. Previous research has shown that good
occupancy detection can save up to 50% energy for lighting and 20% energy for
HVAC.

The document is structured as follows: Firstly, we will presented a related
works in Energy Optimization Methods in CCTV (closed circuit monitoring
systems). Secondly, we will proposed our learning path prediction algorithm in a
video monitoring architecture. Thirdly, we will presented energy balance results
and we will analysed comparing a centralized and distributed architecture. End,
we present the conclusion and our future research.

2 Related Works

Today, energy optimization methods for CCTV are mainly divided into two
categories: methods based on scale models and methods based on piecemeal
models. Methods based on reduced models should adjust server parameters, such
as processor voltages and disc rotation speeds, according to load requirements [1].
Methods reduce the power consumption of servers to a scale close to the number
of inactive servers, if the parameters are adjustable. Since this type of method
ignores inactive energy consumption, it is difficult to significantly improve the
efficiency of energy savings. Clearly, the methods cannot work in the CCTV if
the server configurations are not able to adjust the given parameters. In addition,
it is difficult to significantly improve the efficiency of energy savings because the
power consumption of resting servers is still important in the virtual storage
system. Bulk model methods take into account inactive energy consumption
and can be classified into three types of methods: virtual machine migration
methods, task migration methods and planning methods. Methods of migration
of virtual machines empty the servers by moving the virtual machines that are
run there to the other servers, and then turn the inactive servers off to save
energy. A new server is only opened when the number of servers is not sufficient
to meet the requirements of the current loading operation. The issue of energy
optimization can be framed as a packaging problem for mapping virtual machines
to servers. It is part of a difficult problem to solve (non-deterministic polynomial
time) and has been widely studied [1,2]. The principle of energy optimization
of task migration methods is identical to that of VM migration methods, with
the exception of migrating objects for energy optimization, but these are tasks
for VM. However, real-time migration of virtual computers and tasks requires a
great deal of computation, communication and energy consumption. In addition,
as the real-time and high-reliability task requirements in the CCTV become
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increasingly stringent, it is difficult to ensure the continuity of all in-progress
video surveillance tasks during real-time mobile tracking. As a result, virtual
machine and task migration methods are not adapted to the nature of the CCTV
system; task planning methods assign tasks to the appropriate virtual computers
to perform in the overall objective of reducing the number of virtual computers
started while ensuring that all tasks in progress are qualified. As a result, the
number of live servers is reduced, potentially reducing energy consumption. Our
proposal will use this model for video surveillance cameras to reduce the overall
consumption of the system.

3 Power Supply, Various Configurations

– 220 V Network
If our cameras are electrically powered by the 220 V network and connected
to it by a processor, there is no specific problem with consumption. Aside
from the installation of the power grid, we will only need to know how much
electricity is consumed.

– CPL (power lines online)
If CPL technology is used, it does not have a particular point when used
indoors but can be difficult to implement outdoors, as equipment (transfo,
Plug) can be strenuous, especially at temperature extremes.

– POE (Power Over Ethernet)
On the other hand, we do not use the POE technique in our video surveillance
architecture what is POE. Many people are now using the POE system. The
advantage is that you are free of a power supply and the power supply to the
camera passes through the rj45 cable. So a single cable for data and power
supply is simple, economical and available to all. In addition, in the event of
an electrical power outage, the POE allows you to operate your cameras in
combination with an inverter. There are two standards:

– 802.3af: Injector or Switch have a maximum power of 15.4 W under 48 V
– 802.3at: power goes from 24 W mini to 30 W under 48 V [1,3].

3.1 Using a POE Switch Correctly

A POE switch has a maximum power, also known as Budget, and a maxi-
mum power per POE port. The IEEE802.3af Power Power over Ethernet stan-
dard defines how power will be provided on CAT5 lines. Despite the differences
between existing devices and those that adhere to the new standard, there is no
need to completely replace existing systems. The 48 V nominal voltage required
by the Powered Devices (PD) can be provided by medium-sized energy source
equipment (PES), which is connected to the serial frontal interface with legacy
routers and switches. The LTC4259A controller is a fourfold PSE controller
designed for the final and mid-range PES that integrates PD signature detec-
tion, power level classification, AC and DC disconnect detection, and current
limit without microcontroller requirement.
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3.2 The Responsibilities of an PSE

The responsibilities of the PSE are to detect if a compliant PD is connected to a
port, eventually classify the PD and properly feed the PD while protecting the
port from failures. Once the PD is activated, the PSE monitors its presence and
cuts power when the device is removed. An SSE must also provide overstress
protection to avoid damage to the SSE and DP.

Traditional PSE solutions use a microcontroller to perform measurements,
detect calculations and control additional circuits that switch power to a PD. The
LTC4259A in Fig. 1, on the other hand, does not require any microcontroller and
independently performs signature detection. It automatically interprets loading
conditions and energizes a valid PD.

The median PSE does not either have to hamper the functioning of a full
stop. A PSE of extremity feeds the pairs of signals or the spare pairs of the
cable CAT5, whereas the PSE of middle of the range has to feed only the spare
pairs. If a PSE of middle of the range or extremity is capable of detecting a
valid signature 25 KO(KB) (RSIG) and of feeding the PD, a compatible PD will
not post any more the RSIG to prevent any other detection of good signature
detected and switched on from the second PSE. The material implementation
of the timer of protection eliminates the need for a routine of software schedule
of the microcontroller.

Fig. 1. Autonomous 4-port power over Ethernet midspan PSE

3.3 Detection of Disconnect

When a PD is disconnected from a powered port, the IEEE standards specify
that a PES shall implement at least one of the two modes of power disconnect
detection for the removal of power from the port: DC disconnect and/or sector
disconnect. The DC disconnect measures the minimum current taken from a
port to determine if a PD is present and requires power. Although this is eas-
ier to implement, CA disconnect is considered a more accurate detection of the
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presence of a DP. The AC disconnect measures the impedance of the PD and
keeps a port powered, even for PDs that are inactive at low power The automatic
LTC4259A mode uses the default CA disconnect method. The LT1498 in Fig. 2
is a double rail-to-rail amp used to emit a sine wave to control the LTC4259A
OSCIN. The LTC4259A applies the AC signal to the lines and detects its pres-
ence when a PD has been removed and the port power must be turned off [7].

Fig. 2. Sine wave circuit for AC disconnect

3.4 Supply of 3,3V from −48V

A 3.3 V power supply supplies the digital portion of the LTC4259A. LTC3803
converts 48 V to 3.3 V, eliminating the use of a second power supply. This over-
voltage controller circuit achieves a tight regulation of 2% and delivers outputs
of 400 mA, sufficient for a maximum of 12 LTC4259As and port lights in a 48
port application [7].

3.5 Options of the LTC4259A

The LTC4259A also offers a big flexibility during the conception of a PSE of
full or intermediate stop. The internal registers are accessible via I2C for a
control and additional regulations, including the option of disconnection DC.
The LTC4259A facilitates the management of the supply in compliance with
IEEE by supplying a classification PD (method more effective than to guess via
a current of surveillance) of devices presenting a class, such as a controller of
interface LTC4257 PD.

Example: for 4 ports POE, if the maxi power by port is of 15 w, it does not
mean that you can connect 4 cameras of 15 w, or 15 w × 4 = 60 w.

Most of the time, the maxi power of Switch is lower, 53 w for example. It
means that you can connect cameras of a power = in 15 w but on condition that
the sum of the powers of cameras is = in 53 w.

Or for example: 2 cameras of 15 w, 1 camera of 10 w and a camera of 13 w.
Some Switch has a function of priority of port. The most priority port being

the port 1, the least priority the port 4 for example. In case of overload, the
system cuts the supply of the least priority port [7].
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– If the POE power of my Switch is insufficient, this may be the case for more
energy consuming PTZ cameras (40 w for example). In this case, you will
need to use a POE injector with power that is adapted to or greater than
that of your camera.

– My camera is not POE: In this case and if you still want to use the POE
technique, you will need to acquire a Splitter. The latter is an adapter that
allows you to receive data and power via a rj45 cable and then return data
and power separately by two cables adapted to your camera’s connectivity.

3.6 State of the Art of Video Sensors

Nowadays, various video sensors are used from surveillance systems. The tech-
nical specifications of video sensors playing an essential role in the potential of
a surveillance system, we describe in this section the technical characteristics of
the sensors.

The oldest and most widely used types of video sensors are analogy video
sensors used in CCTV surveillance systems (closed circuit television). The reso-
lution of analogy cameras is measured in vertical and horizontal line dimensions
and is generally limited by the camera and recorder capabilities used by the
video surveillance system.

Until five years ago, the higher resolution for analogy systems came from the
D1 format. However, since 2015, AHD CCTV (Analogy High Definition) cam-
eras, as well as the corresponding recorders, have been introduced to the market.
For the specification of analogy video sensors in images per second (FPS), it can
vary between 30 FPS, 15 FPS, 7,5 FPS, 5 FPS and 1 FPS. The majority of
systems use either 15 FPS or 7,5 FPS, as higher values require a high storage
volume, if recorded.

Over the past 15 years, digital video sensors have gained market share over
analogy technology. While analogy sensors transmit captured data without com-
pression, digital sensors digitize the input stream and can therefore benefit from
compression algorithms and advanced video codecs. As a result, these sensors
can interface directly with network infrastructures and transmit their data via
switches and routers. This is why digital sensors are often referred to as IP
cameras. The resolution and pace of digital sensors are adjustable. Common IP
cameras, now in the HD (high definition) category, can capture 1920 1080 and
30 SPF videos and reduce to 1280 720 or D1 for 15 SPF’s. Ultra HD (UHD)
video sensors were also introduced into monitoring systems, pushing the avail-
able resolutions to 4K (3840 2160, generally less than 15 SPF) or 2048 1536 to
less than 30 SPF [4].

Finally, since the beginning of year 2010, a new type of video camera was
introduced, the video sensors HDR (High Dynamic Range). These sensors, who
work generally in a resolution HD, are capable of capturing the same scene
several times by using various exposure times (interval of time during which the
shutter of the camera remains open and data collection), then these images in
a single image organize. This technique, which is at present available only for
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video cameras top of the range, darkens the clear zones of the scene and the
clearer dark zones, so improving the quality of the video flow.

Camera HDR (as well as cameras HD and UHD) uses the video codec an Hour
264. Furthermore, the community of the researchers suggested during the last
years using the video high-efficiency coding (HEVC) as standard of video coding
suited for the contents HDR. Recently, several organizations, among which the
Association of Blu-ray discs (BDA), the Forum of the high-definition multimedia
interface (HDMI) and the alliance (wedding ring) UHD (Ultra-High Definition)
decided to adopt a size of distribution based on HEVC hand 10. “HDR10”, for
the contents HDR of compression and delivery.

4 Prediction Principle

The architectures of our model have been validated in the articles [5,6].
The road network will be represented by a graph G = (V,E) where V is a

set of vertices and E the set of edges.

V = {x1, x2, ...xn} and E = {e1, ...e2, ...em} (1)

We have a graph G of order n and size m. The goal is to predict the road
Pj = x1e1...xiei...ej−1xj that the mobile has to take. We assume that at each
node in the network, we have a camera.

The vertices xi denotes the cameras and ei denotes the edge connecting the
cameras xi and xi+1.

It is assumed that there is a succession of nodes (cameras) and the edges (ei)
the links between two cameras. For predicting a path, we can either consider a
succession of nodes or a succession of edges. A vehicle that passes through this
circuit will take one path (it will move from one edge to another).

G = (V,E) (2)

We pose:

Ni = node or camera
crossing Edge = The next edge
NberV ehicle= The number of vehicles crossed and detected at each camera
Prob0 = The probability of passing at each node.
ProbNi

= The probability of passing from the node Ni to an edge Ei as a
function of time
CardNiEj(t) = Number of vehicles crossed on a node.

Theoretically, it is supposed to take an optimal path (Vop). We define Vop

according to time and energy consumption. Thus, we define an optimal path,
the path whose duration is the smallest.

Vop the path whose duration of travel <<<:
Top = Min{T (Ch)} =

∑
TEi(Ei∈Ch)

.
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The optimal path between two nodes is the path on which the midway point
is the lowest. Let us consider all the paths that connect a starting point x to an
end point y. We have: Vop ∈ {Vk}Cost(V op)�Cost(Vk).

It is assumed that the starting point (x) and the destination (y) where x and
y are the ends of the path are known and will certainly analyse this network
in terms of cost (the most traditional approaches). Drivers commonly seek to
optimize this path in terms of cost Vop. Classical predictive solutions are better-
way algorithms. So you can have variable costs and even distances from a road
depending on time. So you can have variable costs and even distances of a road
depending on the time (Fig. 3).

Cost(Vop) = Top (3)

In our case, the strong assumption is that the vehicles know their way and
their destination. As we try to have a tracking system, we have to be able to
predict where the motive goes in order to be able to get it before it gets there.
Our system must be able to receive a vehicle at the entrance and predict the
way. Ni{outgoingEdge : Nber.V ehicle}. The strategy adopted is the use of a
learning process: For each vehicle that arrives at a node (Ni) (a camera), we will
learn the probability of passing each edge

Prob0 = (Ei, Nj , t) =
∑

NberV ehicle/Ei, t∑
NberV ehicle/Ej , t

(4)

ProbNi
(Ej , t) =

CardNiEj(t)
∑nberEdgeNi

k=0 CardNkEj(t)

(5)

Fig. 3. Prediction on an N1(camera) node of the video surveillance system

Either N4: The knot

• Simple Scenario: Prediction without prior knowledge of nodes:

In this case, we have a prediction based on learning how to distribute the pre-
ceding passages. We have a prediction that’s limited to a ridge.
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Next Edge/NodeNi
:

Prob1 = Ni ∈ {VNj
}/ProbNi

(VNj
, t) = Max(ProbNi

(VNj
, t) and ProbNi

(VNj
, t) �= 0 (6)

with VNj
= the neighbouring nodes of Ni

N1 ∈ {N2, N4} = ProbN1(E, t) = Max

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ProbN1((N2, t) =1/6

ProbN1((N3, t) =2/6

ProbN1((N4, t) =0/6

ProbN1((N5, t) =3/6

(7)

Data representation (camera level knowledge) or shared mental map: Tab’
[node, TimeStamp, Destination Node ] = Global Matrix.

• Complex Scenario: Prediction with knowledge of path before

By linking the prediction based on the probability on each node and on the
history we can not only predict the prediction on the next ridge but on the
whole path it will take.

Prob2 = (Vi, Nj , t) =
∏

Prob1i/k ∈ [Edge1, ....., Edgej ] (8)

• Complex Scenario: Prediction with knowledge of previous path

By linking the probability-based prediction to each node and to the history, we
can not only predict the prediction on the next ridge but the whole path it will
take.

• Distributed Learning Prediction: Presentation of Data Models. Repre-
sentation of data (knowledge at the level of each camera) local. We pose:

Timestamp (At which point the node was last refreshed)
Knot: Knot where the motive is located
DestinationNode: Next Node
VehicleNber = Number of times a mobile has passed.
We put the timestamp like a time slot on an interval of 1 h
Tab [timestamp, DestinationNode] = NberVehicle
Tab [timestamp, PrecedingPath, DestinationNode] = NberVehicle

N5:
V =[8h − 9h,< N1, N3, N4 >,N6] = 3

=[8h − 9h,< N1, N2, N4 >,N6] = 1
=[8h − 9h,< N1, N3, N4 >,N7] = 0

(9)

Data representation (camera level knowledge) or shared mental map:
Tab[Node] [timestamp, PrecedingPath, DestinationNode] = NbrVehicule.
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• Presentation of the used Algorithm: In this case, we will need an infor-
mation processing model to be able to predict the path according to the video
surveillance architecture (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Knowledge prediction of previous node history

NextNodeNi
(V ehicle) = N ∈ {Nj}/ProbNi

(N, t, V h) = Max(ProbNi
(Nj ,

t, V h)) and ProbNi
(N, t, V h) �= 0

with V ehicle �→ NumberV ehicle
V h �→ Historicvector =< NodeOrigin, . . . . . . , NodeDestination >

we’ll have:

NextNodeNi
(V ehicle) �→ NodeNext

V ehicle.vh ←− V ehicle.vh + Ni

Path prediction algorithm
NextNodeNi

(V ehicle) �→ NodeNext
V ehicleTest ←− V ehicle;
V ehicleTest.V h ←− V ehicleTest.V h + Ni;
For i ← 0 To n Do

NextNodeNext(V ehicleTest) �→ NodeNext′

V ehicleTest.V h ←− V ehicleTest.V h + NodeNext

NodeNext ←− NodeNext′

• Energy Balance Sheet: Know the consumption of its network of cameras.
The electric consumption of an element of the network expresses himself in
kilowatt-hours (KWH). To estimate the annual consumption, you have to
take into account the following 2 points:

• the power of your device, expressed in watts
• the number of hours a day in the course of which the device works

Generalization: in Table 1, we have the used values reference in our model.
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Table 1. Reference values

Time of decision-making Td

Time of activation camera Tap

Consumption in energy of the processing center Ct

Consumption in energy of the switch Cew

The number of sections of the network of video
surveillance

NbrT

Field of vision will be on drugs Carried by the camera

The number of will be on drugs by section NbrCt

The time averages of functioning of a camera in the
entry of the network

Tmc

The consumption on average of energy of a camera Cec

The number of vehicle on average by section NbrVt

Speed of the mobile (constant speed) Vm

Consumption in central energy of the processing center
for centralized architecture

Ctc

Consumption in energy of the network equipment’s Cer

Distance between two will be on drugs Dc

Waiting time after activation before arrival of the mobile Tat

Duration of functioning camera Dfc

Duration of functioning of the system Dfs

The consumption on average of energy of camera 1 (who
is in the entry of our CCTV)

Cec1

The consumption on average of energy by sections Cet

The consumption in energy of the system for distributed
architecture

Cesd

The consumption in energy of the system for centralized
architecture

Cesc

The consumption in energy of the system for
distributed/year architecture

Cesd

The consumption in energy of the system for
centralized/year architecture

Cesc

Application: In our case, we use the CPL technology and the camera is POE.
The case CPL passes on the data and the supply of the camera passes by an
injector POE. We are going to take into account the consumption of a camera
IP (Cn), that of the previous plan and the consumption of Switch.

Consumption Camera Cn (case Ccn), where D = the duration of functioning.
For the global consumption (Cg) in energy of it will be on drugs Cn we shall
have:
Cg = Ccn + Csw + Csv
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For them will be on drugs Cn + 1, we suppose that the normal traffic, by the
result [5,6], we have:
We have Speed = distance travelled

time put

Thus Time put = distance travelled
Speed

Duration total of treatment = Duration of decision-making + duration of next
activation will be on drugs + time put to take out of the field of vision of it will
be on drugs + time of arrived wait transport

Daily consumption (Cj) = Ci * D
For the global consumption (Cg) in energy of it will be on drugs Cn we shall

have:
Cg = Ccn + Csw + Csv

We shall have the global consumption in energy (Cge) = Consumption Cn
+ (Nbr camera * consumption /camera)

For a global consumption in energy we have:
Cg = Ci + Csw number of will be on drugs.

• Case of Architecture Centralizes with Permanent Activation of will
be on Drugs: the consumption in global energy of the system is:
Cesc = (Cec + Ctc) * NbrCt * NbrT * cte + Cer with cte = 1, 2, 3, ..., 24 h

• Case of Architecture Distributed with Algorithm of Prediction of
Path by Learning:

Cec1 = (Cec + Cew + Ct) * cte with cte = 1, 2, ... 24 h
Dfc (n + 1, n + 2 ... n + N) = Td + Tac + Tt + Tat
Dfs = Dfc * NbrCt * NbrT
Cet = Cec * Dfs * NbrVt + Cer
Cesd = Cet + Cec1

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Energy Balance Sheet

We’re going to talk about a couple of key points in terms of power and power.
But before discussing the calculation of the electrical power of our installation, a
few remarks on the configurations that can be found among users of IP cameras.

IP camera network architecture (Figs. 5 and 6).
The network of cameras illustrated by our distributed video surveillance

architecture

Case No1: the camera is connected on a port not POE of Switch and the
supply is assured by the sector + Transformer.
Case No2: the camera PTZ is connected on Switch POE but its power is too
important for this one. We use then an adapted Injector POE and we do not
pass by a port POE of Switch.
Case No3: we wish to use the POE technology but the camera is not POE.
Splitter allows the connection. The power of the camera does not have to
overtake that admitted by the port POE.
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Fig. 5. Distributed architecture

Fig. 6. Centralized architecture

Case No4: the camera is POE and its power is compatible with that of Switch,
we connect directly the camera on a port POE.
Case No5: we use the CPL technology but the camera is not POE. The case
CPL passes on the data but the supply of the camera passes by its electric
transformer.
Case No6: we use the CPL technology and the camera is POE. The case CPL
passes on the data and the supply of the camera passes by an injector POE.

Know the consumption of its network of cameras.
The electric consumption of an element of the network expresses himself in

kilowatt-hours (KWH).
To estimate the annual consumption, you have to take into account the fol-

lowing 3 points:

• the power of your device, expressed in watts (*)
• the number of hours a day in the course of which the device works
• the number of days a year in the course of which the device works.
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(*) the power of the device is not still mastered when it is about cameras.
Indeed, if the power is indicated well on the march in the daytime and at night
for cameras to focal fixed, it is more difficult to know the power of cameras PTZ
when is mentioned only the maxi power.

For a PTZ, the commands of movement and zoom owed only during some
time assist or. Unless using a wattmeter, we shall content ourselves with an
estimation of on the march normal power, without movements.
Application:

In our case, we use the CPL technology and the camera is POE. The case
CPL passes on the data and the supply of the camera passes by an injector POE.
We are going to take into account the consumption of a camera IP (Cn), that
of the previous plan and the consumption of Switch.

Consumption Camera Cn (case Ccn)

Power: 8 W
Power with infrared activated: 10 W from 7 pm till 7 am in the morning
8 W: time of functioning estimated at 12 am? (8/1000) × 12 = 0.096 KWH
10 W: time of functioning estimated(esteemed) at 12 am? (10/1000) × 12 =
0.12 KWH
Electric/day consumption: 0.096 + 0.12 = 0.216 KWH
Electric/year consumption: 0.216× 365 = 78.84 KWH
Annual cost (base 114,2 cfa the KWH): 78.84 × 114,2 = 9003.528 FCFA.

Consumption Switch (Csw)
We will also take into account the power of the Switch on which these cameras

are connected. If the consumption is not indicated, we will make an estimate of
the order of 2 W for example for the Switch of our installation.

Power: 2 W
Operating time: 24 h
Annual power consumption: (2/1000) × 24 × 365 = 17.52 KWh
Annual cost (base 114.2 FCFA per KWh): 17.52 × 114.2 = 2000.784 FCFA.

Consumption Treatment Server (csv):
In our case, we will take the following configuration:
Raspberry Pi 3 Model A+
When we look on the intelligent taking at the consumption is 10 watts This.

It is the consumption without screen, because he too consumes, even in sleep
mode.

Or D = the duration of functioning
We are thus going to compare both types of functioning’s over one year of

365 days.
Daily consumption (Cj) = Ci * D
Cj=10 * 24 240 W
For an average use of 24 h (12 pm) a day, the PC consumes: 240 * 365 = 87

600 W that is 87,6 KW.
With a basic rate which is 114,2 FCFA by kWh consumed at SENELEC for

a regulated Price Rate, this is what we can spend:
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• permanent Consumption: 87,6× 114,2 = 10 003,92 FCFA is 27, 408 FCFA a
day.

For the global consumption (Cg) in energy of it will be on drugs Cn we shall
have:

Cg = Ccn + Csw + Csv
Cg = 78.84 KWH + 17.52 KWH + 87,6 KWH
Cg = 183,96 KWH for it will be on drugs in the entry of the network.

For them will be on drugs Cn + 1, we suppose that the normal traffic.
If we take into account 100 mobile detected during the day by the camera

which is in the entry of the network.
By the result [17, 18], we have:

We have Speed = distance travelled
time put

Thus Time put= distance travelled
Speed

Duration total of treatment = Duration of decision-making + duration of
next activation will be on drugs + time put to take out of the field of vision of
it will be on drugs + time of arrived wait transport

Daily consumption (Cj) = Ci * D
For the global consumption (Cg) in energy of it will be on drugs Cn we shall

have:
Cg = Ccn + Csw + Csv

We shall have the global consumption in energy (Cge) = Consumption Cn
+ (Nbr camera * consumption/camera)

For architecture centralized standard we shall have.
For a global consumption in energy we have:
Cg = Ci + Csw * number of will be on drugs
Consumption energy central processing center
When we look on the intelligent taking at the consumption is 118 W. It is

the consumption without screen, because he too consumes, even in sleep mode.
We are thus going to compare both chaps of functioning’s over one year of 365
days.

For an average use of 24 h (12 pm) a day, the PC consumes:
Daily consumption (Cj) = Ci * D
Generalization:
We have:

– Time of decision-making = Td
– Time of activation camera = Tap
– Consumption in energy of the processing center = Ct
– Consumption in energy of the switch = Cew
– The number of sections of the network of video surveillance = NbrT
– Field of vision will be on drugs = Carried by the camera
– The number of will be on drugs by section = NbrCt
– The time averages of functioning of a camera in the entry of the network =

Tmc
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– The consumption on average of energy of a camera = Cec
– The number of vehicle on average by section = NbrVt
– Speed of the mobile (constant speed) = Vm
– Consumption in central energy of the processing center for centralized archi-

tecture = Ctc
– Consumption in energy of the network equipment’s = Cer
– Distance between two will be on drugs = Dc
– Waiting time after activation before arrival of the motive(mobile) = Tat
– Duration of functioning camera = Dfc
– Duration of functioning of the system = Dfs
– The consumption on average of energy of camera 1 (who is in the entry of

our video surveillance system) =Cec1
– The consumption on average of energy by sections = Cet
– The consumption in energy of the system for distributed architecture = Cesd
– The consumption in energy of the system for centralized architecture = Cesc
– The consumption in energy of the system for distributed/year architecture =

Cesd
– The consumption in energy of the system for centralized/year architecture =

Cesc.

The consumption in global energy of the system is:

Cesc = (Cec + Ctc ) * NbrCt * NbrT * cte + Cer with cte = 24 h
2. Case of architecture distributed with algorithm of prediction of path by
learning
Cec1 = (Cec + Cew + Ct) * cte with cte = 24 h
Dfc (n + 1, n + 2 ... n + N) = Td + Tac + Tt + Tat
Dfs = Dfc * NbrCt * NbrT
Cet = Cec * Dfs * NbrVt + Cer
Cesd = Cet + Cec1.

5.2 Results Analysis

The analysis of this curve (Sect. 5.1) shows us the variation of the energy con-
sumption according to the number of sections of a network of video surveillance
with an average of 4 four cameras by sections and a distance of separates 500 m
them will be on drugs. We notice that with architecture where the treatment is
centralized and what all the cameras must be active to visualize all which takes
place in their own environment, we have a strong energy consumption of the
system which evolves with the increase of the number of sections (more cameras
increase) (Fig. 7).

This gives some explanation (is understandable) in the first one, that the
processing center has to have a rather powerful unit of treatment because it
belongs to him to analyse all the scenes filmed since them will be on drugs to
make the treatment and the follow-up of the mobile. What means that the pro-
cessing center has to assure all the treatments stemming from various cameras
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Fig. 7. Curve of correspondence between both architectures and their difference

of all the sections. Besides, because all the cameras have to work in real time
to assure the real time surveillance and the follow-up of the mobile at the level
of the video surveillance system, thus use some energy continues it to assure
the real time follow-up of the mobile. For distributed architecture, we have a
low consumption in energy of the system and a low increase of this energy con-
sumption with the increase of the number of sections (increase of the number of
cameras). This gives some explanation (is understandable) because we use mini
Pc with a low energy consumption because every device takes care only of the
treatment of a camera at the same time. In addition, the cameras are only active
if there is a mobile that is headed for it. That is, the previous camera detects
a mobile in its field of view and predicts the path and segment on which the
mobile must follow its path and become alert if it is not the input camera of the
system until it is activated in turn by a camera to indicate that there is a mobile
in its direction. In this architecture, the increase in the energy consumption of
cameras and the local processing centre is proportional to the increase in the
number of cars passing through the network. The system is operational if and
only if a mobile is detected by one of the network cameras.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we examined the problem of the energy consumption of energy in
the architectures of road video surveillance. In the first place, we proposed an
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algorithm of prediction of path by learning. Then, we formulated the problem
of the energy consumption in classic models and apply our model of prediction
of path to optimize the energy consumption at the level of cameras and of local
processing center.

Then, by taking into account the requirement of the real time video surveil-
lance and the characteristics of the tasks of video, we applied our algorithm of
prediction which is going to deactivate by default all the cameras of the network
of video surveillance has the exception of the one who is in the entry of the net-
work of video surveillance. Once the realized prediction, it is going to activate
the following camera (the one who supposed to receive the mobile in its field of
vision). The follow-up and the activation of cameras at the level of the section
will be made in parallel with the prediction of the knot following (camera). This
method reduces considerably the energy consumption which is 376,68 watts a
year against 8984,84 as well as a reduction of the financial cost.

Experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of our method by increasing
the number of sections of video surveillance networks as well as the traffic at each
section. It would be very important to analyse bandwidth occupancy between our
predictive model and existing models. It will be implemented in the near future.
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Abstract. In an effort to extend the lifetime and reliability of multi-
hop wireless sensor networks we recently presented LoBaPS, a protocol to
select opportunistic parents and achieve load balancing. This algorithm
takes advantage of the wake-up radio for its ultra-low power consumption
and always-on feature. Moreover, it overcomes an open problem in the
routing layer: achieving both stability and efficient parent selection at
the same time. However, the random load balancing strategy and the
energy wastage in listening mode still limits the network lifetime. In this
article, we present eLoBaPS, a significant modification of LoBaPS that
distributes better the energy among the parents improving around 17%
the lifetime of the network towards the ideal case. In a nutshell, the next
hop is selected in a decentralized way and it is the parent that issues a
shorter back-off period before attempting to retransmit. In addition, the
nodes overhear all the traffic in the wake-up radio channel and adapt the
protocol parameters to the current state of the battery of the neighbors.
We perform simulations with a network of ContikiOS nodes running
eLoBaPS, LoBaPS and W-MAC, a reference protocol that uses the wake-
up radio.

Keywords: WSN · Wake-up radio · Opportunistic routing · Contiki ·
Load balancing

1 Introduction

The global smart city market was valued at five hundred billion dollars in 2017
and is projected to reach two thousand billion by 2025 [1]. Wireless Sensor Net-
works (WSN) with low power and resource-constrained devices are generally used
for those IoT applications. The energy consumption was traditionally controlled
in these networks by some form of duty-cycle in the communication protocol
at the MAC layer trading off latency for energy efficient operations. Recently,
the Wake-Up Radio (WuR) technology has advanced with increasing acceptance
as a promise to the end of this tradeoff [7]. Its fundamentals are explained in
Sect. 2.

On top of that, the nodes need to compute a path towards a collecting station
(called the sink) in order to deliver their data in a multi-hop fashion. This is
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
M. R. Palattella et al. (Eds.): ADHOC-NOW 2019, LNCS 11803, pp. 388–403, 2019.
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the role of the routing protocol generally operating at the layer 3 of the network
stack. When the system starts operating, the nodes exchange control packets to
generate a routing structure in order to reach the sink, and eventually, other
peer-nodes. In general, the implementation of this structure is based on a tree,
where each node defines a preferred parent to forward its data packets towards
the sink. However, it is difficult to achieve both stability and efficient parent
selection at the same time in these routing protocols. A simple implementation
can provide stability but at the cost of using sometimes bad links, thus degrading
the performance. On the other hand, a more complex protocol can improve the
parent selection for good links, but usually, this leads to an increase in the
number of control packets and degraded stability, since each node may change
its preferred parent very frequently. In addition, the underlying duty-cycle in the
MAC layer increases the latency in an effort to reduce the energy consumption,
thus limiting the performance for high traffic loads.

Load Balancing Parent Selection (LoBaPS) [9] has been presented in previous
works leveraging the power efficiency and always-on feature of WuR. It proposes
a solution to the tradeoff between stability and efficient parent selection. Once
the routing structure is built, the preferred parent is not exclusively used to
forward data packets. Instead, all available feasible parents compete in order
to share the load. This approach presents a first step into load balancing with
WuRs in order to extend the network lifetime. However, LoBaPS balances the
load in a random way and therefore can not achieve the best energy balancing
among nodes. LoBaPS is described in Sect. 4.1.

In this article, we present Energy LoBaPS (eLoBaPS), an improvement over
LoBaPS that takes a step forward into the ideal energy balancing in WSN. In
this protocol, the backoff period is proportional to the battery consumed by each
parent. In addition, the nodes that are consuming a lot stop competing for a while
and let other feasible forwarders spend their batteries. In Sect. 3 we provide a
review of the related publications and how the present work stands out. Our
contribution, eLoBaPS, is described in Sect. 4.2. The energy savings achieved
are reflected in the resulting lifetime that is compared to that of W-MAC and
LoBaPS. In addition, we look at the packet delivery ratio of the network over
time to compare the stability and final decline of the operation performance,
where eLoBaPS has a longer stable operation and a shorter decline. This metric,
together with the latency and the productivity of the network are compared
to that of W-MAC and LoBaPS in Sect. 6 based on the simulation framework
presented in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions of the article are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Wake-Up Radio

The Wake-Up Radio (WuR) is a secondary hardware module that contains a
Wake-Up Receiver (WuRx) and is connected to the microcontroller (MCU) of
the main node. This receiver is highlighted by the Ultra-Low Power (ULP) con-
sumption in listening mode around 5 orders of magnitude less than that of the
traditional radios [7]. This is usually achieved by using a simple On-Off Key-
ing (OOK) modulation and a low data rate up to 10 kbps [7]. As a result of
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this architecture, there are two communication channels. On the one hand, the
communication in the Main Radio (MR) channel is performed by the traditional
transceiver of the node (e.g. CC2420). On the other hand, the node uses the
WuRx to continuously listen to the WuR channel thanks to the ULP feature.
However, the transmissions on the WuR channel do not involve a dedicated chip,
but generally use the same as that of the MR provided that it supports OOK
modulation and low data rate.

Having said that, the W-MAC protocol presented in [8] is an example of how
this architecture might work. In that case, the WuR is controlled at the MAC
layer. To initiate the communication, a node sends a message (called thereafter
wake-up signal) over the WuR channel to wake up the MR of the layer 2 destina-
tion. Shortly after, the source sends the data packet over the MR channel. Upon
reception of this packet, the receiver sends back an ACK on the MR channel. As
a result, there is no need of duty-cycling the activity/sleeping period nor con-
tinuous synchronization as destinations will only wake up their MR on-demand
via the WuR channel.

Optionally, the WuR hardware block might contain a module to decode the
wake-up signal received. This task is performed normally by a ULP microcon-
troller (MCU) that is placed between the WuRx circuit and the main MCU
through some sort of digital connection such as SPI or I2C [6]. It is common
to transmit the address of the destination node in the wake-up signal so that
a receiver node maximizes the sleeping period of the MR and only wakes up
if there is a match between its own address and the received wake-up signal.
This is the reason why the WuR is particularly interesting for asynchronous
communications.

3 Related Work

eLoBaPS is an improvement of LoBaPS [9], providing a solution to its main
drawbacks: random load balancing and energy wastage in listening mode. To
the best of our knowledge, LoBaPS was the first work leveraging the WuR to
overcome some of the routing challenges (presented in Sect. 1) in multi-hop sce-
narios. It is a further step towards the energy load balancing in WSN with WuR
based on the work of W-MAC [8], OPWUM [3], WHARP [4] and GreenRoutes
[5], briefly described below.

In Sect. 2 we briefly described W-MAC [8]. Although it achieves a great power
efficiency, latency and reliability in comparison to the duty-cycled approach, it
does not tackle the problems of the routing layer summarized in Sect. 1. OPWUM
[3] allows opportunistic forwarding using the WuR and is based on the well-
known RTS/CTS paradigm. A source can reserve the MR channel by exchanging
3 broadcast messages over the WuR channel. However, OPWUM was evaluated
at a very small-scale (with 4 nodes - 1 source, 1 destination, and 2 relays). We
already showed [9] that increasing the WuR channel usage is prone to collisions
and errors because transmission opportunities are very limited due to the time
over the air required to transmit wake-up signals (most of the current prototypes
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work at 1 kbps). By contrast, eLoBaPS minimizes the usage of the WuR channel
(if the path between a source and the sink includes n nodes, eLoBaPS sends n
wake-up signals instead of 3(n− 1) for OPWUM).

In [4] and [5], the authors presented WHARP and GreenRoutes. In those
solutions, the next relay is opportunistically selected by taking into account
the energy, obtaining great performance. However, those schemes are cross-layer
solutions including their own routing solution. In consequence, they are less
generic as it is not possible to use a well-known routing protocol. In addition,
they use the RTS/CTS paradigm on the WuR channel increasing the channel
utilization.

4 LoBaPS and eLoBaPS

4.1 LoBaPS

LoBaPS was presented in [9] featuring the Wake-Up Radio (WuR) to select
opportunistic parents in the layer 3 of the communication stack. This protocol
operates only under convergecast data traffic and when the routing layer has
converged so there is a stable topology where each node knows its own metric
with respect to the sink. For example, this metric could be how many hops away
it is from the sink. We are going to call this metric r.

Whenever a source node generates an application packet, it initiates the
communication by transmitting a packet over the WuR channel: the Wake-Up
Request (WREQ), as depicted in Fig. 1. This packet contains the metric r of the
transmitting node. The nodes are continuously listening to the WuR channel,
so all the nodes inside the communication range of the sender will receive this
WREQ. Upon reception, the received metric is compared with the r of the node,
so that only nodes that have a better metric (i.e. nodes that are closer to the sink)
wake up their MR, avoiding routing loops. Shortly after the transmission of the
initial WREQ, the data packet is sent by the source on the MR channel. Then
the source turns off its MR and starts a timer waiting for the acknowledgment.
When the sink wakes up its MR and receives a data packet, it sends back an
acknowledgment via the WuR channel. Conversely, when an intermediate node
receives the data packet, it tries to forward it by transmitting a new WREQ
with its own metric r. This WREQ has three purposes: to wake up next hops
towards the sink, to acknowledge data reception for the sender, and to stop other
competitors.

A data packet may be received by several nodes, since a single node may
have multiple parents (cf. R1 and R2 in Fig. 1). In order to mitigate collisions,
a random backoff period is calculated by the Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) layer of each relay before the transmission of the new WREQ. The first
one whose backoff expires will send a WREQ and cancel the ongoing backoff of
the others.

Given that the WuR works at low data rates, the time over the air for wake-
up signals is significant and can be longer than the one of the main data. This
way, transmission opportunities over the WuR channel are very limited, which
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Fig. 1. Example of LoBaPS/eLoBaPS operations

results in a high sensitivity to collisions. For this reason, LoBaPS includes a
Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) function in the WuR driver. When a node
wants to transmit, it calls first the CCA function, and if the WuR channel is not
clear a collision error is passed to the CSMA layer.

4.2 eLoBaPS: Improved Load Balancing

The main problems with LoBaPS are the way in which the load is balanced and
the energy wastage in listening mode. The load is balanced randomly, so it is
not the best effort towards energy efficiency. On top of that, there is a significant
amount of energy wasted in listening mode when all the feasible successors wake
up their MR, limiting the network lifetime. In this article, we present eLoBaPS,
an improvement of LoBaPS that increases the network lifetime and provides
better energy balancing. In this extension, the general behavior is also described
by Fig. 1. In this case, the backoff period is proportional to the energy consumed
by the node, so that nodes with more remaining battery have more chances to win
the competition. The first approach in order to calculate a backoff period aware
of the energy consumption is to make it directly proportional to the amount of
consumed battery percentage:

Bj(t) = Kej(t) + C (1)

where ej(t) is the energy percentage consumed by the node j at time t, and
K is a constant parameter to adjust the units to milliseconds. A small random
contention window C uniformly distributed with range [0, Tc] is added to mitigate
the case where more than one node has the same amount of energy. However,
the battery discharges as the time goes by, so ej(t) is proportional to t. In
consequence, the backoff period will increase over time as the battery discharges.
Notice that the backoff period adds latency to the protocol, so it would increase
the end-to-end delay of the application. In order to keep it stable as the battery
discharges, we came up with a slight modification of Eq. 1:

Bj(t) = K[ej(t) − edj(t)] + C (2)

where edj(t) is the desired energy consumed at time t. This variable is such
that if all the relays consume this energy, the load is balanced and the network
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lifetime is maximized. In order to estimate it, the nodes include their energy
consumption in all the packets sent on the WuR channel (WREQs and WACKs)
so that they overhear the current energy of all their neighbors. Then the value
is estimated for node j with a metric r as:

edj(t) = min
i∈R

{ei(t)} (3)

where R is the set of all nodes i with a metric of r.
Although this may balance the energy by controlling the transmissions, it

is not reducing the energy consumed by the listening mode every time a node
requests several relays to wake up and listen to the packet (see node R2 in Fig. 1).
With this in mind, another feature is included in the algorithm to reduce the
listening mode energy: if the current energy consumed by the node is above
a certain threshold on top of the desired energy consumption, then the node
does not wake up and listen to the MR channel whenever it receives a WREQ.
However, this feature can create problems when a node is the only parent possible
for some nodes for example. In such a situation, the packet will be delayed until
the parent saves enough energy to keep up with ed(t). For these reasons, this
threshold should be chosen carefully to not degrade the performance. In this
work, it has been set to the energy consumed by the node that has consumed
the most among all its neighbors in R, that is:

ethresholdj(t) = max
i∈R

{ei(t)} (4)

Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 may help to understand the overall behavior of the
protocol. Figure 2 shows the overall finite state machine of a generic node run-
ning the eLoBaPS protocol. Besides, Figs. 3, 4, and 5 describe the internals of
each mode. When the application layer of the node wants to send a message, it
issues a transmission request to the lower layers. The CSMA layer receives this
request and performs the algorithm described in Fig. 3, calling the routine of
the TRANSMIT mode, detailed in Fig. 4. Notice that the COLLISION output
of the TRANSMIT routine is a flag to prevent from a collision. In such a case,
the TRANSMIT routine does not get to transmit the DATA on the MR. This
is the classic behavior of the CSMA protocol. Its implementation in ContikiOS
was not significantly modified. The values of the constant parameters used in
our implementation can be found in Table 1. On the other hand, when a node
receives a WREQ, an interrupt is triggered and the RECEIVE mode is activated,
following the steps in Fig. 5.

5 Simulation Framework

For the performance evaluation of eLoBaPS, we used WaCo [8]. This is a simu-
lation framework that is an extension of ContikiOS and Cooja that reproduces
the firmware that runs on real devices. WaCo is publicly available and has been
validated with a WuR prototype.
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Fig. 3. CSMA mode flowchart
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Fig. 4. TRANSMIT mode flowchart

5.1 Simulation Setup

Table 1 depicts the main simulation parameters. The simulations are carried out
in a triangular grid topology as depicted in Fig. 6. The nodes are not more than 2
hops away from the sink and each leaf can have between 2 and 7 feasible parents.
In this figure, we can see the links, represented by arrows, of each node to all its
feasible next hops. However, for legibility purposes, dot line arrows are the links
to the sink of the nodes that are just 1 hop away from it, and solid line arrows are
the links to the parents of the nodes that are 2 hops away from the sink. Notice
that some nodes have more chances to listen and forward packets since they have
more children, in particular nodes 5, 8, and 9. To simulate the battery lifetime,
each node keeps track of the energy consumed with a linear model, so that it is
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Fig. 5. RECEIVE mode flowchart

killed when it reaches some threshold level. This value is defined so that the sink
receives around 1000 packets when the first node dies. At this point, we find
two different scenarios that follow. First, some children might be temporarily
unreachable (in the case of W-MAC with a routing protocol that is based on a
preferred parent), but after a repair mechanism is triggered, a new parent can
be found and all the living nodes can reach the sink again. Second, some nodes
might be left far away from any other one, becoming absolutely unreachable,
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Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 15

Repetitions of each simulation 50

eLoBaPS Tc 30 ms

eLoBaPS K 11.6 ms

MIN BE 3

MAX C 7

MAX T 4

Inter Packet Interval (IPI) 1, 5, 10, 60 s

WuR packet length 16 bits

WuR data rate 10 kbps

Main radio RX success ratio 80%

WuR RX success ratio 80%

2 hops
away from
the sink

Sink

2

3

7

11

6 10 15

5 9

8

14

13

12

20 m

20
 m

4

1 hop
away from
the sink

Fig. 6. Test topology

and no mechanism can get the network graph connected again. The simulation
finishes immediately and exclusively when the second scenario is found. This
way, we can analyze the behavior of the network after the first node dies and
during the process of parent changes.

We use an optimized version of W-MAC that supports the Routing Protocol
for Low Power and Lossy networks (RPL) with Objective Function 0 and Min-
Hop metric, as well as CCA capability in the WuR channel. In RPL OF0 RFC
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[11] there is no clear explanation on how to detect that the preferred parent of a
node is no longer available. For this reason, we implement the parent change trig-
ger when a fixed number of communication attempts fail consecutively (which
in our implementation is set to 4). This means that every time a parent dies, it
takes some time to the W-MAC solution to return to its correct operations. This
routine is triggered after MAX T transmission attempts on the CSMA layer.

6 Results

6.1 Lifetime

Figure 7 shows the results for the relative network lifetime under different traffic
loads with respect to the lifetime of W-MAC. The network lifetime is defined
in this work as the time elapsed when the first node dies. We show the relative
value of the lifetime so that the results can be appreciated on the same scale for
all protocols and all values of the Inter Packet Interval (IPI). However, to get a
rough idea of the absolute values when using two AA batteries, the lifetime of
W-MAC is 90 days when the IPI is 1 s and 3 years when the IPI is 60 s in mean
values.

The Inter Packet Interval (IPI) between the generation of application packets
has been varied from 1 s (high traffic) up to 60 s (low traffic) which are typical
values in smart cities applications [10]. The bar plot shows the median values for
each scenario over the 50 repetitions and the confidence intervals of 95%. The
results show the superiority of eLoBaPS over its predecessor LoBaPS (up to 17%)
and the reference W-MAC (up to 40%) in all scenarios. Studying the maximum
and minimum outcomes for all the repetitions (not shown in the figure), we
can affirm that the lifetime improvement can actually go up to 77% in the best
case of eLoBaPS compared to the worst case of W-MAC. This is because of
the two main features of the protocol: the energy consumption due to packet
transmissions is well distributed among all the feasible parents and the nodes
that are excessively consuming energy turn off their MR till they keep up with
the energy consumption of their neighbors.

Fig. 7. Lifetime improvement over
W-MAC for different traffic loads

Fig. 8. Consumed battery of nodes at 1
hop from the sink when the first node dies
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Fig. 9. Energy profile for different IPIs for the W-MAC protocol

At the same time, it is interesting to remark that in low traffic scenarios
almost all the protocols present very small differences in the resulting lifetime.
The reason behind this is that as the IPI increases, the impact of the radio
communications on the overall energy consumption decreases. Figure 9 supports
this fact by depicting the contribution to the overall energy consumption of
the different power states of an average node running W-MAC: main MCU in
active mode, main MCU in Low Power Mode (LPM), main radio, and wake-up
radio. The radio contributions (Main Radio and WuR) comprise transmission,
reception and listening for each one. In this figure, it can be noticed that the
contribution of the radio modes (Main Radio and WuR) is the most significant
to the total only for high traffic scenarios (1 s IPI). On the contrary, in low traffic
scenarios, the major contribution to the overall energy is just the LPM, that is,
because of the silent power consumption when the node is sleeping.

6.2 Battery Consumption

The battery consumption of each node at only one hop away from the sink is
depicted in Fig. 8 at the instant when the first node of the network dies, for a 10 s
IPI as an example of the general behavior. The topology of the network imposes
constraints to the amount of load balancing that can be achieved with good
performance. Leaf nodes (2 hops away from the sink) do not consume the same
order of energy than relays, because they do not wake up often to listen to the
MR channel. This is the reason why we do not show their battery consumption
in this figure. However, the topology still generates more energy consumption on
some nodes (nodes 8 and 9) because they have more chances to be woken up by
some child and waste energy listening to the MR channel. The point of this figure
is to analyze how equally distributed is the energy among the network. The goal
is to have all nodes consuming approximately the same amount of battery when
the first one dies. In the ideal case where the network consumes all the batteries
in a balanced way we would expect that all the nodes die at the same time, that
is, showing 100% battery consumption. However, we can see that in W-MAC
there are nodes that have only consumed half of their batteries when the first
node that dies consumed it all. That amount of remaining battery not used is
the reason why the lifetime is shorter because the load is not equally shared. On
the contrary, in LoBaPS, the maximum remaining battery for a node at one hop
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Fig. 10. Packet delivery ratio for IPI =
10 s

Fig. 11. Latency for IPI = 10 s

from the sink is of 22%, while in eLoBaps it is of 7%, proving the improvement
of the load balancing algorithm in terms of energy efficiency.

6.3 Packet Delivery Ratio

The reliability is studied in Fig. 10 by analyzing the evolution of the Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR) over time for a 10 s IPI in mean values and with the
95% confidence interval. Previous works [9] have shown the benefits of LoBaPS
in contrast to W-MAC because of the stable behavior in steady state and the
better final PDR. In addition, it is possible to see the decline of the PDR after
the first node dies, which happens between 750 s and 1200 s for W-MAC, and
around 1200 s in LoBaPS and eLoBaPS. In W-MAC protocol, the PDR decreases
fast and with high variability after this point, while in LoBaPS there is good
stability during the network lifetime and a precise and controlled decline slope.
eLoBaPS improves this point by reducing the length of the decline, so there is
a better ratio of stable time over decline time.

6.4 End-to-End Latency

Figure 11 shows the end-to-end latency as a violin plot that takes into account
every successful packet transmission in all repetitions for an IPI of 10 s. In
eLoBaPS, the latency is similar to the one achieved by LoBaPS, but in this
case, it only depends on the number of retransmissions because there is no back-
off exponential. The actual amount of time of the backoff period in eLoBaPS
is adjusted so that it is similar to that of the average CSMA backoff period in
LoBaPS. In this plot, we can also see that the lack of precision and the ineffi-
cient parent selection after a parent dies in W-MAC can lead to extremely high
maximum values of latency, while in LoBaPS and eLoBaPS, the maximum is
three times smaller.
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Fig. 12. Control overhead Fig. 13. Throughput for different IPIs

6.5 Control Overhead

We also consider a metric to measure the number of control packets transmitted
on the whole network:

c = 100
#network control packets

# app packets at the sink
(5)

The results are shown in Fig. 12 evidencing a low control overhead for both
LoBaPS and eLoBaPS compared to W-MAC. The main cause of this is that in
W-MAC, whenever a backup parent dies, its children need to repair the routing
structure by generating new control packets. In contrast, in both LoBaPS and
eLoBaPS, this is not necessary since the initial routing structure can still be
used as long as there is still connectivity in the network graph.

6.6 Productivity

Naturally, the overall application data received at the sink is different for each
traffic scenario, thus making somehow doubtable the comparisons for both the
PDR and the lifetime. For this, we have come up with a productivity formula that
divides the number of application packets correctly received at the sink by the
simulation elapsed time, so-called simulation disconnectivity time because the
network stops being a connected graph. In addition, it is scaled by the scenario
parameters (IPI and network size) so that the value can be compared between
all the simulations.

Productivity =
# app packets at the sink

disconnectivity time

IPI

# nodes
(6)

This way we conceive a metric of the productivity of the network that some-
how combines the notion of latency, reliability and lifetime in a single value:
productivity. Clearly, we want this value to be as higher as possible. We can also
see this formula in an equivalent way, as the ratio of the expected disconnectiv-
ity time (calculated based on the number of application packets received at the
sink, the IPI and the number of nodes) and the simulation disconnectivity time:
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Productivity =
expected disconnectivity time

simulation disconnectivity time
(7)

Notice that the maximum in mean values is 1 since the simulation disconnectivity
time cannot be shorter than the expected one since the nodes can not generate
packets faster than the IPI in mean values. So smaller values of productivity
mean that it takes more time than expected to deliver the packets to the sink.

The results of this metric are illustrated in Fig. 13, where we can see a trend of
improvements between W-MAC, LoBaPS, and eLoBaPS, for all the traffic loads.
The reason for this is linked to the reduced number of retransmissions that are
required in eLoBaPS as well as its shorter decline slope (described in Sect. 6.3)
which turns into a smaller disconnectivity time. Couple with this result, we can
see that the productivity increases as the IPI increases too for all protocols. The
reason is that with low IPI there are more collisions and so fewer packets are
successfully delivered to the sink.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This article introduces eLoBaPS, an improvement of LoBaPS towards the ideal
load balancing in wireless sensor networks exploiting the always-on feature of
the wake-up radio. The main idea is to allow all feasible successors to compete
for a packet forwarding when a node transmits a packet, prioritizing the ones
with more remaining battery. At the same time, it mitigates the main radio
listening energy wastage by turning off the most consuming nodes until they
keep up with the energy consumption of their neighbors. Moreover, the same
idea can be applied with a different metric instead of the energy in order to
optimize a different parameter of the network, for instance, the packet queue
size. By improving the load balancing towards the ideal case, it extends the
network lifetime up to 77%. In addition, the network behavior becomes more
stable over its lifetime and the decline with degraded performance is shorter.

An important point that can be concluded based on the results with varying
IPI, is that it is not necessary to make an effort on the design of the protocol
for low traffic scenarios (high IPI). In those scenarios, the radio communication
power is not significant. In contrast, research efforts should focus on high traffic
scenarios (that is, with an IPI of 10 s or less as suggested by our results), thus
emphasizing the importance of the CCA function already discussed in our past
and present works.

Although in the long run, the parents with the best quality links probably
win the competition more often than parents with bad links, the main drawback
of this proposal is that nothing ensures that the most reliable end-to-end route
is chosen. In our next steps, we plan to investigate this and focus on the third
layer of the communication stack as well as performing real experiments in the
FIT-IoT lab [2].

Acknowledgments. This work is part of the project WakeUp funded by the French
National Research Agency (ANR).
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Abstract. Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) are a
promising solution to enhance road management, traffic efficiency, fuel
consumption and road safety. Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory
(GLOSA) is one of the traffic efficiency ITS services that can signifi-
cantly cut fuel consumption and decrease waiting time while crossing
intersections. When approaching a signalized intersection, GLOSA allows
to inform the driver of an advisory speed to respect in order to reach the
intersection while the traffic light is green. In this paper, we propose a
multiple segments approach algorithm for GLOSA that allows the driver
to anticipate multiple intersections ahead and adopt a speed that allows
him to cross the consecutive traffic lights while their state is green. We
simulated our approach using Artery framework under realistic com-
munication and traffic conditions based on a wireless communication
simulator and a real life map. Results show that taking into account
multiple intersections while adopting the speed allows the driver to bet-
ter optimize the crossing of intersections. Results also show the impact
of activation distance and sending frequency on each approach. We show
that an activation distance of 400m allows a significant stop time gain
of about 100% for both approaches.

Keywords: C-ITS · ETSI ITS-G5/IEEE 802.11p · GLOSA

1 Introduction

The fuel consumption economy is an important issue in our efforts towards a
green and clean environment. C-ITS (Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems)
systems can be used to contribute in the resolution of this problem. C-ITS are
a special type of VANETs (Vehicle AdHoc NETworks) that is based on coop-
eration amongst vehicles, and between vehicles and infrastructure in order to
exchange and broadcast information related to traffic management. Potential
benefits of C-ITS systems are also studied today in different aspects such as
road safety, traffic management and driving comfort.
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Several European projects1 are conducted in the field of C-ITS such as
SAFESPOT (Cooperative systems for road safety “Smart Vehicles on Smart
Roads”), CVIS (Cooperative Vehicle-Infrastructure Systems) and DRIVE C2X.
These projects were a great opportunity for the design of C-ITS standards,
the test and the validation of architectures as well as the development of test
methodologies and the examination of the impacts of cooperative systems on
users, environment and society. C-Roads European project2 is one of the recent
projects that aim to make C-ITS a step closer to reality. This project is mainly
focusing on the deployment and the wide assessment of innovative road C-ITS
solutions through field operational tests (FOTs). Using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communica-
tions, these systems show a great promise in helping the driver to take the right
decisions and ensure a better driving assistance. Moreover, the ability of mutu-
ally exchanging information allows to improve road environment and reduces
traffic congestion. Furthermore, C-ITS is offering multiple services which play
an important role to save energy and make the world less polluted. One such
application called Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA) is a C-ITS
traffic efficiency service that can reduce excessive stop-and-go driving on urban
areas. Based on I2V communications, GLOSA service uses received information
about traffic light position and its signal phase timing to calculate an advisory
speed that enables the driver to pass at green phase. It updates the advisory
speed periodically according to the current situation. In previous research work,
two approaches of GLOSA were proposed: (i) simple segment approach which
consists of giving an advisory speed dedicated to pass the upcoming traffic light
at green phase, (ii) and multiple segment approach which provides an advisory
speed taking into account all next intersections parameters in order to pass more
than one traffic light at green phase with minimum speed variation.

The main contribution of our work is summarized in two aspects. First, we
aim to investigate the performance of GLOSA approaches in different traffic
conditions especially in congested traffic flow scenario. Second, both aspects are
evaluated through realistic simulations based on communication emulation and
a real-world urban map. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sect. 2, we give an insight of related work on main contributions about GLOSA
strategies. Then, we propose a multi-segment approach called SABIN-MS in
Sect. 3. The setup and details of our scenario simulations along with the evalu-
ation will be presented in Sect. 4. In this section, we will also study the network
parameters impact on GLOSA. In Sect. 5, we conclude and we present some
perspectives.

2 Related Work

Many papers studied different algorithms for GLOSA service proving its benefits
and potentials in reducing stop-and-go driving phenomena and saving energy.
1 https://cordis.europa.eu/projects/en.
2 https://www.c-roads.eu.

https://cordis.europa.eu/projects/en
https://www.c-roads.eu
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Paper [1] compared single and multi-segment approaches of GLOSA in terms
of travel time and fuel consumption. The authors proposed a solution based on
genetic algorithm to solve speed optimization problem, which consists of finding
speed that minimizes travel time or fuel consumption. In this paper, authors
compared different strategies. The ones that aim to optimize fuel consumption
and others in which the goal was to reduce trip time. Their results showed
that multi-segment approach outperforms single-segment approach. In this study
authors made the results with the assumption of non-congested traffic flow.

In paper [2], authors also evaluated both GLOSA approaches and results
showed similar conclusion, where multi-segment approach is more efficient for
fuel consumption. In addition, the paper discusses the impact of the activation
distance on GLOSA. The main drawback of this paper is the used simulation
platform that does not include a realistic driver model nor a realistic communi-
cation model.

In paper [3], authors evaluated GLOSA benefits and its limitations in differ-
ent traffic densities states. In free-flow conditions, authors found that GLOSA
meet all its expected goals of reducing CO2 emissions and waiting time. For a
penetration rate of 100% and free-flow conditions, they observed an improve-
ment of about 11% of CO2 emissions, a gain of 17% in terms of waiting time
and 13.7 % of fuel consumption gain. However, in a congested traffic scenario,
authors noticed a deterioration of GLOSA performances. They also observed
that dense traffic scenario can cause longer waiting time, more CO2 emissions
and more frequent stop number.

Paper [4] proposed a performance study for GLOSA in urban areas. Authors
used both simulation environment and field operational test measurements. For
this evaluation, they used algorithm in paper [5]. They evaluated waiting time
and average of CO2 emissions for GLOSA and without GLOSA considering
different penetration rate levels. Authors observed reliability between simulated
results and real measurements. For a penetration rate of 100%, they achieved
a reduction of CO2 emission of about 10%. They concluded that a penetration
rate of 50% is sufficient to give significant results in terms of fuel consumption
and waiting time.

In paper [6], authors proposed an estimation of optimal late deceleration for
GLOSA application. It is based on calculating the needed deceleration to reach
the stop line at the estimated time of departure. Then, they evaluated the CO2

emission in free flow situation and peak-hour scenarios. In peak-hour situation,
they achieved a reduction of CO2 emission of about 7%. They also observed that
the number of stopping vehicles is increasing during peak-hour conditions.

Paper [7] proposed an optimal acceleration advice algorithms. In this paper,
Authors presented a set of acceleration advice algorithms that aim to minimize
speed changes. Through the evaluation of different metrics such as vehicle stop
number ratio and fuel consumption, they proved the multiple benefits acquired
from using their proposed acceleration advice algorithms. In free-flow conditions,
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they achieved an improvement of fuel consumption of about 25%. They also
compared average delay for GLOSA and without GLOSA using simple traffic
models and an Intelligent Driver Model (IDM). In this paper, authors gave an
insight of comparison between cases where advisory speed is given only to the
lead vehicle and when it is given both to the leader and the flower vehicle. Their
results showed an enhancement between 31% and 32% of average delay using a
simple traffic model and they noticed that their algorithm enables to save an
average of fuel consumption between 21% and 23%. However, using IDM traffic
model they obtained an improvement of 48% of average delay and 17% of fuel
consumption reduction.

In paper [8], authors proposed a solving method for multiple segment speed
optimization based on genetic algorithm. They applied the proposed solution in
the context of electric cars. In this paper, the authors achieved a gain of 46% in
terms of total number of stops. They also showed a gain of fuel consumption of
about 30%. They tested their algorithm under real traffic topology composed of
a set of three traffic lights using different traffic conditions.

Paper [9] proposed an algorithm for GLOSA based on calculating the distance
that the vehicle will need to travel during the remaining red signal time or the
remaining green time called respectively NOGO and GO indicators according to
the paper terminology. If the vehicle is already travelling during GO indicator,
there is no need to decelerate. Contrary to the NOGO indicator which advises
vehicle to decelerate at 1 m/s2 until it reaches the green zone indicator. The
authors showed that their proposed GLOSA approach performs well for traffic
demand between 400 veh/h to 500 veh/h. In other traffic situations, the efficiency
level of the proposed solution was worse than unequipped vehicle.

We observe that most cited papers have made their evaluation using simple
traffic topology. In addition, the majority of them didn’t take into account the
impact of network communications parameters on GLOSA. In what follows, we
will present our algorithms for single segment and multiple segments approaches
for GLOSA and evaluate these proposal under realistic scenarios.

3 Multiple Segment Approach Algorithm (SABIN-MS)

In paper [10], we proposed a simple segment approach called Speed Advisory
Boundary fInder (SABIN). It allows to find two possible speeds (v1, v2) to pass
the green phase as fast as possible using v1 or as slow as possible using v2. SABIN
algorithm takes the following parameters as inputs:

– t1 and t2 are respectively the start and the end of the green phase.
– distance to traffic light d
– current time t0
– initial speed v0.
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SABIN Simple Segment (SABIN-SS) algorithm starts by calculating arrival
time using maximum authorized speed and compares its value with the end of
the green phase (time t2). This test is necessary to define cases in which driver
can’t pass during the current green phase. In this case, we need to repeat the
algorithm in order to get an adequate advisory speed for the upcoming green
phase. The output result of this algorithm is both speeds v1 and v2. These speeds
are always between minimum and maximum authorized speeds3.

In this paper, we extend SABIN-SS and we propose a multiple segments
approach (SABIN-MS) as illustrated in Algorithm 1. The goal of this algorithm is
to keep the speed as constant as possible in order to reduce fuel consumption and
avoid unnecessary acceleration or deceleration every time we pass a consecutive
set of traffic lights. First, we start by collecting data from available RSUs in the
coverage area of communication. Second, we calculate speed Bounds (v1 and v2)
for each segment. Third, we examine if a common speed exists between segment
i and segment i + 1. If the segment i is not yet passed, the obtained common
speed will be adopted. If the segment i is already passed, we shift the counter
and we restart the search process. If there is no possible common speed, we use
simple segment approach.

Algorithm 1. Multiple segments algorithm (SABIN-MS)
Data: N : Segments number, Advisory speeds :[v1, v2]j ,
id : sender id
Result: Common speed to pass a set of traffic lights

1 Collect data from different RSUs.
2 Calculate (v1, v2) for each detected segment
3 for ( i = 0; i < N ; i + + )

; // try to find a common speed enabling to pass more than one

segment

4 if (intersection([v2, v1]i,[v2, v1](i+1))=true) then
5 if ( segment “i” is not yet passed) then
6 s=UpperBound([v2, v1]i ∩ [v2, v1](i+1))
7 Use speed “s” to pass the segment i and i+1
8 else
9 i=i-1 ; // If segment i is passed, we shift the counter to

not consider passed segments and we restart search process

to find a common speed for the rest of segments

10 else
; // In this case there are no intersections between

consecutive speed intervals

11 Use the single segment approach

3 We suppose that at every location there are two speeds that drivers need to respect:
maximum authorized speed over which drivers will be fined, and minimum authorized
speed below which drivers are not allowed to drive in order not to block traffic.
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4 Impact of Traffic Flow on GLOSA

In this section, we compare different approaches: without GLOSA, SABIN single-
segment (SABIN-SS) and SABIN-multiple segment (SABIN-MS) in terms of
speed evolution, stop delay, and fuel consumption in different traffic flows.

4.1 Simulation Environment

In our study, we chose Artery framework4 that enables vehicles to be equipped
with ETSI ITS-G5 protocol stack as shown in Fig. 1. Single vehicles can hold mul-
tiple ITS-G5 applications through Artery’s ITS-G5 middleware. Artery middle-
ware operates as an abstraction and data provisioning layer for VANET applica-
tions, called services in Artery’s terminology. It also implements Geo-networking
routing protocol, Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) and the Decentralized Con-
gestion Control (DCC) mechanism as specified in ETSI ITS-G5 requirements
[11]. This framework uses OMNeT++ as a network simulator and SUMO as a
road traffic simulator. It offers the possibility to produce a coupled simulation
between both simulators. This is insured by Traffic Control Interface (TraCI).
TraCI uses a TCP based client/server architecture to provide access to SUMO.
It also allows to retrieve values from simulated objects, namely, positions and
speeds.

Fig. 1. Simulation environment architecture.

4.2 Simulation Scenario

Field Operational Tests (FOTs) of GLOSA service are challenging due to their
cost and deployment complexity. For this reason, we used a communication net-
work and road traffic coupled-simulator to evaluate GLOSA performances. We
4 https://github.com/riebl/artery.

https://github.com/riebl/artery
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chose a realistic simulation scenario which consists of an urban road section of
Bordeaux city in France as shown in Fig. 2. The total length of this section is
about 2.7 km and it is composed of a set of five traffic lights. We set five RSUs,
one RSU for each traffic light. Assuming that the position of the RSU and traf-
fic light are the same. Our evaluation is done in case of autonomous driving,
in which advisory speed is applied immediately after reception of the neces-
sary information from the RSU. In this simulation scenario, the default sending
period is fixed to 0.5 s as recommended in ETSI specification [12]. Communica-
tion range of both RSU and vehicle is also fixed to 900 m. As for propagation
model, we use two rays interference model which is an adapted version of two-ray
ground-reflection model for V2X communications [13]. In our study, we use ITS-
G5/802.11p protocol stack in which the MAC layer is mainly based on IEEE
802.11-2012 standards including features of 802.11p such as the avoidance of
channel scanning and association operations required for establishing a BSS. This
mode is known as ‘outside the context of BSS’ (OCB) which is adopted by ITS-
G5/IEEE 802.11p standard. Moreover, the MAC layer of ITS-G5 uses the basic
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) with CSMA/CA algorithm. Further-
more, ITS-G5 implements Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) mechanism
which ensures fair allocation between different stations located in the same zone
[14].

We also assume that traffic lights change their phases at the same time with
periodic cycle of 60 s composed of the three following states: red (30 s), green
(25 s) and amber (5 s). We will measure speed, as well as the gain in terms of
fuel consumption and stop delay of both approaches according to different traffic
demands. Table 1 summarizes with more details the road traffic configuration.

Fig. 2. Traffic network topology.
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Table 1. Mobility traffic simulation parameters.

Car following model settings

Car following Model Krauss

Minimum gap between vehicles 0.5 m

Driver time headway τ 0.5 s

Step length of simulation 0.1 s

Vehicle settings

Vehicle category Passenger

Vehicle length 5m

Max speed 50 km/h

Min speed 20 km/h

Acceleration 1 m/s2

Deceleration 2 m/s2

Emission model PHEMlight Gasoline Euro 4

4.3 Results Analysis

In this part, we study the impact of traffic flow on GLOSA approaches in terms of
stop time and fuel consumption gain. The gain of both these metrics is calculated
as follow:

Gain(%) =
(X − Y )

X
∗ 100

where X and Y are respectively metrics for non equipped and equipped vehicles.
In Fig. 3, we observe the evolution of fuel consumption for each approach.

For non equipped vehicle (without GLOSA), fuel consumption increases in every
acceleration and deceleration due to stop and go behavior behind the traffic light.
For SABIN-SS and SABIN-MS, we observe that the vehicle avoids stopping
behind the traffic light due to the speed regulation according to the reception of
information about the traffic light state.

As illustrated in Table 2, SABIN-MS outperforms SABIN-SS in terms of fuel
consumption achieving a gain of about 18.4% in the case of single leader vehicle.

Figure 4 illustrates stop time gain against traffic flow. In unsaturated condi-
tions, we observe that SABIN-SS achieves a stop time gain of 100% for traffic
flow varying from 300 veh/h to 1000 veh/h. However, the stop time gain of
SABIN-MS reaches a value of 90% for a traffic flow between 300 and 600 veh/h.
For a medium traffic flow between 600 veh/h and 800 veh/h, stop time gain scales
between 85% and 60%. In high traffic flow of about 1000 veh/h, stop time gain
decreases for both approaches, but it influences SABIN-MS more than SABIN-
SS which achieves a respective gain of 15% and 62%. This important difference
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Fig. 3. Instantaneous speed and fuel consumption of a single traveling vehicle.

Table 2. Fuel consumption gain GLOSA per single leader vehicle.

GLOSA approaches Fuel consumption gain (%)

SABIN-SS 17.02

SABIN-MS 18.44

is explained by the fact that driver speed in multi-segment approach is lower
than advisory speed in simple-segment approach. Thus, with low speeds high
traffic densities is rapidly reached. This is proved by the relationship between
traffic density k, speed V and traffic demand Q (k = Q

V ).
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Fig. 4. Impact of traffic flow on stop delay and fuel consumption.

4.4 Network Parameters Impact on GLOSA

In this section, we study network parameters impact on SABIN-SS and SABIN-
MS algorithms in terms of stop delay and fuel consumption gain. We choose to
study the impact of network parameters in the case of a medium traffic flow of
about 600 veh/h which is equivalent to a traffic demand of about one vehicle
every 6 s. Figure 5 illustrates stop delay gain against activation distance varia-
tion. The activation distance is defined as the distance from the intersection at
which GLOSA service is activated.

The following test is done using a sending period of 0.5 s. Under traffic flow
of 600 veh/h, we observe that stop delay gain of SABIN-SS and SABIN-MS
reaches around 100% for a communication range greater than 400 m. This can
be explained by the fact that the speed regulation is closely related to distance
to traffic light. To sum up, the selection of an optimal activation distance for
GLOSA can be calculated for each intersection according to traffic light phases
duration. For our scenario, we observe an optimal activation distance of about
400 m which is adequate for stop time minimization. In the case of SABIN-SS, an
optimal activation distance of about 500 m gives a maximum fuel consumption
gain of about 18%. However, the fuel consumption of SABIN-MS reaches its
maximum value with an activation distance of about 1000 m. Indeed, this is an
expected result since the optimal speed adaptation when dealing with multiple
segments requires a greater distance in order to allow for multiple light phases
to reach the right sequence. Figure 6 shows the impact of sending period on
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Fig. 5. Activation distance impact on GLOSA using a sending period of 0.5 s.
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GLOSA gain in terms of stop delay and fuel consumption. For SABIN-SS, both
gains are constant against the variation of sending period. For SABIN-MS, a
slight improvement is obtained passing from a sending period of 0.5 to 1 s.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

GLOSA service is expected not to be only an eco-friendly C-ITS service that
reduces fuel consumption and emissions, but also to be a driving assistance
service that aim to widely improve the driving user experience comfort through
decreasing stop time behind traffic intersections. In this paper, we proposed a
comparative study of two GLOSA approaches using a realistic traffic topology.

First of all, we studied the impact of traffic flow on GLOSA approaches. In
free flow traffic conditions, we achieved a gain of stop delay that reaches 95% and
a fuel consumption gain of about 18%. In dense traffic scenarios, performances
of both algorithms decrease while reaching a traffic flow of 1000 veh/h which is
equivalent to a traffic demand of one vehicle every 3.6 s. In this study, we also
investigated the impact of network communication parameters on GLOSA. As
a conclusion, we noticed that it is important to select a suitable communication
range according to the used GLOSA approach as well as an adequate sending
period. These network parameters systematically influenced stop delay and fuel
consumption.

In the future work, we aim to made our work a step closer to reality by
adjusting the driver behavior according to the results from FOTs. We want to
further focus on evaluating GLOSA and more ITS services using a heterogeneous
vehicular network topology combining both a short-range wireless communica-
tion standard and a cellular technology. Using long range communications allows
better coverage and enhanced connectivity. We would be interested in investi-
gating the impact of cellular communications on the effectiveness of real time
messages of GLOSA.
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Abstract. Context describes the status of a system and of the environ-
ment in which it operates. In context-aware systems, contextual infor-
mation is obtained by monitoring the environment with various sensors.
Applied to a vehicular network, the context describes the state of the
network, considering its various components and requirements for run-
ning applications. The context is used by the network to decide about
routing, about fault correction and about recovery and the adequacy of
services. This adapts the network to changes that occur in the environ-
ment. Due to the high dynamicity of the network, context information
changes frequently, and old information should no longer be used for sys-
tem decisions. It is therefore important that the information collected by
the context is presented, along with indications of validity time, adding
quality to this information. The validity time of context information is
one of the parameters that characterize Quality of Context (QoC). In
this article we present a context definition for vehicular networks and
QoC parameters for this context. In particular, as QoC parameters we
present the validity of the status of communication between pairs of
vehicles, the timeliness of this context information, and the confidence,
which indicates the reliability of the context. We programmed the con-
text conditions into a simulator to generate results. The results show the
efficiency of the context and the QoS metrics, and that these metrics are
applicable and provide relative reliability to the context.

Keywords: VANETs · Context-aware · Quality of Context

1 Introduction

Traffic applications executing over a vehicular ad hoc network (VANETs) pro-
vide traffic information in real time for human drivers. This information helps
drivers to decide on the better route to a specific place, considering traffic, gas
station, conditions of roads and others. These applications may demand for the
satisfaction of distinct time requirements. Applications for autonomous vehicles
being developed may demand stronger time requirements.
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On the other hand, Ad hoc Vehicular Networks (VANETs) are dynamically
constructed, based on the distance between the vehicles, making communication
between them possible. Due to their mobility, vehicles may be closer and establish
a communication link (a connection). Or they can be distant from one another
and can’t directly communicate with each other. The mobility of the vehicles
makes it difficult to provide guarantees for the communication links between
them. Consequently it is necessary to constantly monitor the network to obtain
information about the status of the connection between vehicles and then change
network configuration to provide more stable connections.

We adopt the concept of context, which has been developed for pervasive
systems, based on information collected from sensors. We developed a context
for VANETs, to be part of the I-Car architecture, presented in [15]. A context
for vehicular communication can be defined as a set of information collected
in the environment of the vehicular network, and from the vehicles themselves,
and which forms the current state of the operation of the network. The con-
cept of context awareness has been used in pervasive, ubiquitous and other sys-
tems, based on sensor information, as a way of characterizing the information
collected through these sensors [2,21]. The proposed context describes the sit-
uation of vehicular communication, correlating communication, mobility, traffic
conditions, devices and protocols of the network.

A frequent update of the context would bring such information closer to the
actual situation of the network. If the context update does not occur with the
necessary frequency, the information can become old and obsolete. To improve
the reliability of the obtained context information, it is possible to define metrics
about the quality of this context [3,10]. The concept of quality of context (QoC)
is based on different metrics and parameters, which are defined using character-
istics of sensors and application requirements. Different context information may
present different quality parameters. Quality of context has also been developed
for pervasive systems and systems based on sensors, in general. In this paper we
propose the use of QoC as a way to qualify the context information collected
and calculated for the I-Car VANET Context.

The validity time is a calculated metric which indicates a period of time
during which it is expected that the connection between two vehicles is stable
and functioning. We provide an estimated validity, which is closer to the actual
status of the vehicles and their mobility, but without stronger guaranties. This
information may indicate that the communication will be possible in sufficient
time to execute applications and protocols.

It is also interesting to calculate the confidence of information, considering
that vehicles constantly change their mobility characteristics. The confidence
metric, as we propose in this paper, is based on the age of the context, and
can be used to determine when to collect new context and quality of context
information.

In this paper we present a proposal for the context of vehicular networks
(context-aware VANETs) including quality metrics. In this proposal, based on
the definition of context information for vehicle networks, we define how to
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calculate the validity time for the connectivity between a pair of vehicles. We
also define how to calculate the confidence for this information. The context and
its quality metrics are part of the I-Car architecture, presented in [15]. Both the
context and the calculation of the validity period and of the confidence of this
information are presented in their equations and concepts. We also introduce an
implementation of our vehicular network with quality of context in a simulation
environment, with some results.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents Related Works in the use
of context-awareness and quality-of-context in VANETs; in Sect. 3 we define our
system model; Sect. 4 presents our proposal of context for vehicular communi-
cation; Sect. 5 defines the quality of context metrics adopted and present the
calculation for the metrics; Sect. 6 describes an implementation of the system
and simulation results; and Sect. 7 presents some conclusions.

2 Related Works

The concepts of Context-Awareness and Quality of Context, have been used in
the field of pervasive systems, in works such as [2,3,11]. In these papers we have
both the definition of the context based on information obtained from sensors
being used, and the definition of quality of context parameters, which considers
both the characteristics of the sensors and the requirements of the applications.

Some papers have proposed the use of Context in VANETs such as [1,4,13].
These papers consider information collected in a vehicular network, such as posi-
tion, direction and speed of vehicles, and characteristics of wireless communica-
tion, including hardware and software.

Quality of context applied to VANETs is really recent. In [20] quality of con-
text parameters are defined relative to messages being exchanged by applications
over the vehicular network. Parameters such as temporal relevance of messages,
completeness of information, priority of information and spatial relevance are
defined, relative to the messages being exchanged, and used to calculate the
quality of context of each message being sent. The article also presents the con-
cept of peer reputation based on confidence in the information provided by a
node, using previous interactions. The quality of context associated with the
reputation of the people, are used in the decision on the priority given to the
processing of each message.

In [12] it is proposed the use of QoC metrics in an Ambient Assisted Living
e-Health System. Int this paper QoC metrics are calculated from the average of
up-to-dateness, precision, completeness, and coverage metrics.

Distinct from [20] and [12], we propose the use of QoC applied to the context
of communication links, based on information from the network itself, and the
status of each vehicle.

3 System Model

We assume a vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) in which each vehicle has
communication, processing, data storage capabilities, a GPS (Global Position-
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ing System) and sensors to measure speed and acceleration. Several vehicular
applications run over the VANET. The vehicular agents maintain information
about their physical situation and about the communication environment. This
information forms a context for the VANET.

We also assume that when two agents can communicate on the network, it
works as if there is a connection between them. These connections are unstable,
and they can be created, lost and/or restored at all times. Communication links
are asynchronous and messages delivery can be incomplete or messages can be
lost. The geographic extension of the network and the number of nodes in the
system are unknown and it can vary throughout the execution.

In each vehicular agent the GPS provides an information about the location
of the vehicle in terms of latitude and longitude. The GPS also provides the
updated global time, which is used for the synchronization of the agent’s clock.
In the vehicles there are no restrictions on the use of energy, once the batteries
are charged at all times by the operation of the vehicle’s engine.

It is not purpose of this paper to discourse this matter, however it is impor-
tant to mention that the system has a failure detector oracle that identifies the
fault agents.

4 A Context for Vehicular Communication

The communication context for the I-Car system [15] represents the status of the
communication environment as perceived by each agent. This context includes
information about network devices and protocols, distributed communication
services, vehicle position and mobility, and conditions of routes, among other
factors. Each agent has a distinct view of the communication context.

A context monitoring system uses information obtained directly from sensors
such as GPS, accelerometer and others, communication hardware and software,
and messages exchanged between agents. It may use application messages or
messages sent periodically by the monitor system itself depending on the fre-
quency of application messages. Agents inform each other about their current
location, direction and speed of vehicle mobility and the state of communication
with other agents.

The context for a vehicle contains information about the vehicle and its sys-
tems and about the communication between the vehicle and other vehicular
agents in the network (agent pairs). Communication context informs the sta-
tus of the communication between the local agent (l) and a remote agent (r)
according to the perception of the local agent. It includes a set of information
such as mobility data between agents, neighborhood condition and the mode of
interaction between agents.

As in this paper we focused specifically on communication context, we do not
include other context information, which will be presented in another paper.
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4.1 Context Information About Mobility

Each agent maintains context information about its mobility and about other
vehicles movements. A vehicle uses its GPS and other sensors, such as accelerom-
eter, to periodically obtain information such as: vehicle speed (vl), vehicle direc-
tion (dirl), geographic longitude (lon) and latitude (lat) of the vehicle and the
time when the information has been collected (ts). In addition, in each agent,
the value of the maximum possible speed of the vehicle (vMaxl) is considered
as the highest speed the vehicle can perform during its movements - it is empha-
sized that vMaxl ≥ vl. It can be used as maximum speed, the maximum speed
value of a street or highway, or the maximum speed indicated by the vehicle
manufacturer.

The mobility between pairs of vehicles (vehicular agents l and r) deals with
information, such as: distance between agents (drl) which is calculated based on
the Euclidean geometry drl =

√
(lonr − lonl)2 + (latr − latl)2 and the relative

speed between l and r, which depends on the speed and direction of the vehicles
[6]. This information is calculated and updated when l receives information about
the individual movement of r or when l updates its own individual motion data.

4.2 Context Information About Neighborhood Conditions

Two agents are considered neighbors if they have a communication connection
between them, and they can communicate directly. Neighboring agents are within
the reach of their communication signals and can communicate without the
presence of forwarding nodes. The neighborhood condition has two situations:

– Neighbors - remote agent (r) is considered a neighbor of the local agent (l) if
the agents are within their range of communication.

– Non-neighbor - r is considered non-neighbor to l, when during the commu-
nication among them, it is necessary to use forwarding nodes, because the
agents are out of the reach of their communication signals.

This context is constructed using local information about the position and
mobility of the local agent, and using this same information obtained from a
remote agent, through exchanged messages. The context also uses information
about the reach of communication signals.

4.3 Status of the Interaction Between Two Agents

The context regarding the status of the communication between pairs of agents
indicates the status of a remote agent. This context is obtained through mes-
sages received from the remote agents, or the absence of this messages. A failure
detector oracle monitors remote agents and informs a set of faulty ones.

– Communicating - a remote agent r is receiving and transmitting messages
from and to the local agent. The remote agent is alive and communicating.
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– Faulty - the remote agent r is in the faulty set maintained by the failure
detector oracle. It is not communicating with the local agent.

The behavior of the failure detector oracle, and its implementation is out of
the scope of this paper, and will be presented in another article.

5 Quality of Context for Communication Links

We assume a local agent (l) and a remote agent (r). Agent r is classified as
Communicating by l’s context. The communication status between two agents
in a VANET can change when they move outside their communication signals,
or when agents which are part of a route between the communicating agents
move and leave the range of their signals. As the movement of these vehicles
can’t be predicted, because vehicles can change their speed and directions, we
calculate the QoS metrics Validity, Timeliness and Confidence.

5.1 Validity for the Connection Between Neighbor Agents

The validity time for neighbor agents defines a period of time during which it
is ensured that the communication context is valid. It is calculated based on
information such as the reach of the vehicles communication signals and the
position and mobility of the vehicles. This metric is a estimation for a period of
time when it is expected for the vehicles to continue communicating, maintaining
their neighborhood condition. A local agent calculates the validity time for each
remote neighbor agent. It is considered that there is a high probability that,
during this period of time, the agents are not going to leave their respective
communication limits, being no longer neighbors. This time is based on the
quality of the communication signal from the remote agent r, the geographic
positions of both agents and the possibility of movements, considering direction
and speed.

V T i
rl =

srl
rvrl

(1)

Fig. 1. Distance for local and remote agents (l and r) to go out of the limits of their
communication signals

We assume, as a simplification, that a circumference represents the reach
of the communication signal, expressed in Fig. 1 as radiusr. When l receives a
message from r, l measures the power of r’s signal and estimates radiusr. There
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are several approaches in the literature to estimate the reach of the communi-
cation signal. In this paper we adopt the Free Space [14] technique, which is a
classic approach in MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network). We define that Srl is
the shorter distance for a local agent to be out of the range of communication of
a remote agent (srl = radiusr −drl). In this formula, drl is the distance between
agents r and l considering the latest GPS measurement.

In Eq. 1, V T i
rl is the validity time for the connection between two vehicles,

corresponding to an estimated amount of time for the agents to travel the dis-
tance Srl and change its context. This formula considers that rvrl is the relative
speed between the agents, calculated based on the current direction and speed
of the vehicles. The calculation of the relative speed uses information collected
at the latest measurement for the two involved agents.

5.2 Validity for the Connection Between Non-Neighbor Agents

When two agents are not neighbors but are communicable (the agents classify
each other as Non-Neighbor and Communicating in their contexts), the exchange
of messages between them occurs through a route formed by intermediary nodes,
which forward the message to its destination. Each forwarding agent retransmits
the message to the next node on the route, considering that these two agents
must be neighbors. Figure 2 shows a route with forwarding nodes f1 and f2,
where s is the origin of the message and d its destination.

Fig. 2. Route for a message to be transmitted between agents s and d

Each agent that is involved in transfer messages in a route (routesd), calcu-
lates the validity time for the next agent in this route. The sender of the message,
agent s, knows the validity time of its communication link with the next selected
agent, to which it must send the message. Thus, the validity of a route between
a pair of agents (routeV Tsd) is the shortest validity period between the pairs of
agents in the path for transmitting the message.

Considering the communication between two agents, source (s) and destina-
tion (d), it is possible that exists more then one path, forming a list of valid routes
- routeListsd. We consider the validity time between non-neighboring agents as
the longer validity time between the routes existing in routeListsd. The cal-
culation of the validity time (V Tsd) for non-neighboring agents is presented in
Algorithm 1.

5.3 Timeliness

The QoC metric Timeliness represents how recent is the update of the context.
We define the timeliness metric qualifying the communication context.
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Algorithm 1. Context Validity for non-neighbor agents
1 V Tsd ← 0 ;
2 for each routesd in routeListsd do
3 if routeV Tsd > V Tsd then
4 V Tsd ← routeV Tsd

T i
rl =

{
1 − ageirl

V T i
rl

: if (ageirl < V Trl)

0 : otherwise
(2)

Equation 2 computes the Timeliness rate - T i
rl, which relates the age (ageirl)

of the context of the pair of agents (r e l), with the estimated validity of the
pair r and l (V Trl). The calculation for the age (ageirl) is represented in Eq. 3
and corresponds to the difference between the current time instant (actualT ime)
and the latest instant of time when context information has been collected.

ageirl = actualT ime − min(mobilityDataT imeil,mobilityDataT imeir) (3)

5.4 A Confidence Metric for Communication Context

The estimated validity time is based on the behavior of the communication signal
and the mobility of the vehicles involved. It is observed that the dynamics of
these behaviors in the environment may interfere with the value of the calculated
validity time. In this sense we proposed the confidence coefficient of the validity
(αi

rl) - presented in Eq. 4. It indicates the degree of confidence with respect to
the age of the context (ageirl), the estimated validity (V T i

rl) and the minimum
validity (V Tmin

rl ), that is the validity time assuming the vehicles are running in
their maximum speeds.

αi
rl =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 − (ageirl−V Tmin
rl )

(V T i
rl−V Tmin

rl )
: if (V Tmin

rl ≤ ageirl ≤ V T i
rl)

1 : if (ageirl < V Tmin
rl )

0 : otherwise

(4)

The confidence is equal to 1 (100%) when the age is less than the minimum
validity time. In this period we assume that the information is really reliable.
With the age between V Tmin

rl and V T i
rl, the metric varies from 1 to 0, decreasing

the confidence of the information as ageirl approximates to the validity time. The
minimum validity time is calculated with V Tmin

rl = Srl

rvmax
rl

.
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6 Implementation, Simulation, Setup Scenario and
Results

The implementation was performed in C++ in the OMNeT++ (Objective
Modular Network Testbed in C++ – network simulator environment). The
experiments were performed using the VEINS Framework [17], which integrates
the platforms OMNET++ [19] used to simulate communication protocols, and
SUMO [8] used to simulate vehicular traffic on roads. We used a common simu-
lation scenario with the aim of characterizing the concepts presented here. The
driver model is the SUMO standard Krauss based on [9]. The vehicles are queued
in a predefined path, avoiding collisions between them. The scenario uses a road
of the Erlangen city map in Germany available at the VEINS framework. The
vehicles move in different bands, in opposite directions. We assume a typical driv-
ing speed of 16–24.4 m/s. The vehicles communicate with each other using the
IEEE 802.11p protocol [7,16]. We adopted the model implemented in [5], using
a rate of 6 Mbits/s, a transmission power of 20 mW and a receiver sensitivity
of −89 dBm. Each vehicle measures the power of the received signal considering
the model of obstacles in [18].

The aim of the simulations is to verify in what conditions the proposed
validity time adequately represents the period of time when the neighborhood
condition between pairs of vehicles is maintained. Considering this objective,
two evaluations were carried out: one which analyzes the relation between the
validity period, estimated and measured in the environment; the other verifies
the effects of the expiration time and its coefficient. Each simulation experiment
lasted a maximum of 200 s.

6.1 Simulation Results

To analyze the validity period estimated and measured in the environment, we
observed the time instant when the pair of agents lose connectivity and calculate
the duration of this connectivity periodrl.

In Fig. 3, the graph shows, in many different moments of the simulation, the
behavior of the difference between the time when the communication has been
lost and the estimated validity time (V TDiff = periodrl − V Trl). It also shows
the same difference applied to the minimum validity period (V TDiffmin =
periodrl − V Tmin

rl ). The X-axis represents the time instant in which the V Trl

and V Tmin
rl were updated ([110 s, 121 s]). Such values are updated when the local

agent (l) receives new information from the remote agent (r) and when l receives
its mobility information from GPS. In Fig. 3, the smaller the difference (y-axis),
the closer the estimated value is to the measured value. Note that the difference
of the minimum validity is greater than the difference applied to the estimated
validity. The minimum validity (V Tmin

rl ) is always less than the measured time
period (periodrl). The estimated validity (V Trl) is quite always less than the
measured time period (periodrl), being a good and relatively secure estimate.

Table 1 presents a sample of QoC metric values obtained by the simulation.
The columns present the maximum relative speed (rvmax

rl ), the instantaneous rel-
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Fig. 3. Validity time error

ative speed (rvi
rl), the age of the last information collection (agei), the Timeliness

metric (T i
rl), the Confidence metric (αi

rl), the minimum validity time (V Tmin
rl )

and the instantaneous validity time (V T i
rl). The Table 1 shows the coefficient

values in relation to the age of the context. When T i
rl (timeliness) is negative,

and consequently, αi
rl is equal to zero, it indicates that the context may be

obsolete and unreliable in relation to the environment. When 0 < αi
rl < 1 and,

consequently we have that V Trl > agei > V Tmin
rl , it indicates that the context

information is usable by applications, in relation to the environment. When the
age is less than V Tmin

rl , the confidence is equal to 1, and it is not necessary to
collect new context. The confidence helps define when it becomes necessary to
monitor the context again, considering also application requirements.

Table 1. A data sample of metrics values

rvmax
rl rvi

rl agei T i
rl αi

rl V Tmin
rl V T i

rl

48.8 33.8819 1.07431 0.87614 1 6.02207 8.674

48.8 33.88 1.10001 0.872752 1 6.00165 8.645

48.8 33.8539 1.03569 0.869558 1 5.50808 7.94

48.8 33.8252 1.08999 0.845687 1 4.89599 7.064

48.8 33.8081 1.1 0.779607 1 3.45778 4.991

48.8 33.9097 1.07431 0.73293 1 2.79519 4.023

48.8 33.8479 1.0457 0.654983 1 2.10221 3.031

48.8 33.9503 1.8954 0.249266 0.819 1.7565 2.524

48.8 33.888 1.09 0.477758 1 1.44938 2.087

48.8 33.8453 1.06432 −0.250784 0 0.590155 0.851
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7 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed the concept of context-awareness and quality of con-
text (QoC) for vehicular networks. We also presented a definition of context for
communication status between pairs of vehicular agents as a service of the I-Car
system. We described this context, and we presented QoC metrics characterizing
parameters for the quality of this context. We propose validity time, the timeli-
ness and also the confidence to determine the validity of information of vehicular
communication context.

The context informs a communication status for pairs of agents, which can be
neighbors and communicate directly or non-neighbors and communicate through
routes. For neighboring agents, we presented a formula to calculate a period of
time during which the connection is expected to be maintained. This formula
can be also used to calculates the validity time for routes. This information
can be used by users or user applications. They can analyze the possibilities
to execute services and protocols. The confidence QoC metric is based on the
age of the context and validity information. It can help to define when it would
be necessary to collect new information context. It is important considering the
dynamics of the traffic, with vehicles changing their mobility status.

The formulas presented here have been implemented in a simulation envi-
ronment, obtaining results that prove its efficiency and that the definition of the
validity period can be of great value for the management of networks. The use of
the concept of quality-of-context in vehicular networks is still recent and there
are few proposals with this approach. In this article we take these ideas forward,
showing how we can use quality of context embedded in a network architecture,
the I-Car.

Due to lack of space, we presented a common scenario and its results, with
the aim of characterizing the concepts developed in this paper. The results using
other scenarios and situations related to traffic and vehicular communication are
going to be published in other papers.
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Abstract. Infrastructure-less communications between moving vehicles
present emblematic challenges because of high node mobility and link
volatility, which may harm the performances of different categories of
emerging vehicular applications. In order to move data between vehicles
that are not in direct communication range, several distributed routing
protocols have been proposed and tested in vehicular networks, high-
lighting their strengths and weaknesses. Some previous works report dis-
agreeing claims about routing protocol performances in similar vehicu-
lar scenarios. Therefore, in this work, we evaluate the performances in
terms of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), packet delay, frame collision rate,
and signaling rate of three well-known routing protocols (AODV, DSDV,
and GPSR), simulating them in a realistic Manhattan scenario. Further-
more, we evaluate the impact of typical urban obstacles (e.g. buildings)
on the considered performance metrics. We observed that, in the pro-
posed urban scenario, AODV provided the best PDR, GPSR the best
packet delay, and DSDV failed to provide satisfactory performances due
to signaling-induced congestion. Simulations showed that considering the
shadowing effects induced by the buildings in an urban scenario drasti-
cally changes the observed performances, i.e. reduces the frame collisions,
decreases the PDR, and increases the packet delay.

Keywords: Mobile ad-hoc networking · Vehicular networks ·
Routing · AODV · DSDV · GPSR · Simulation · Performance
evaluation

1 Introduction

Connected vehicles of the future will provide users with a wide range of different
applications that will need to exchange information with high data rate, high
reliability, and low communication delay. For example, some modern vehicular
applications that aim at improving the users’ safety (e.g. emergency remote con-
trol [10]) require a video data throughput of up to 4 Mbit/s and a control packet
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delay in the order of milliseconds. The incoming revolution in vehicular networks
brought by 5G will heavily rely on heterogeneous and Device-to-Device (D2D)
communications, which will have the potential to offload a substantial part of
vehicular data traffic from the core network infrastructure to the Vehicular Ad-
Hoc Network (VANET). VANETs are a particular class of Mobile Ad-Hoc Net-
works (MANETs), in which the network nodes are extremely mobile and the
communication links are very volatile. Vehicles in a VANET will be able to
exchange data over multi-hop routes when they are not in direct communication
range, and several protocols to compute these routes have been proposed so far.
Due to the specific characteristics of dynamicity and instability of VANETs, we
would expect that applying traditional MANET routing protocols to VANETs,
without special adjustments, would lead to suboptimal network performances.
This issue has already been addressed in literature, yet without reaching a unan-
imous understanding about the achievable performances in these scenarios. For
this reason, we conducted further simulations and analyses to determine whether
MANET routing protocols are able to satisfy vehicular applications’ require-
ments.

Among all the proposed routing protocols, we chose to compare Ad-hoc
Online Distance Vector (AODV) [18], Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector
Routing (DSDV) [19], and Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [11]
because they are the best-known protocols belonging to their own categories:
reactive, proactive table-driven, and proactive position-based protocols, respec-
tively [4]. Since they have been the most studied routing protocols, they are
also the ones about which the highest number of contrasting claims has been
reported (see Sect. 3).

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we will describe
the operation and characteristics of the selected MANET routing protocols. In
Sect. 3, we will present some previous studies about their performances and dis-
cuss their similarities, strengths, and limitations. In Sect. 4, we explain the ratio-
nales behind the choice of the simulation parameters and their expected impact
on the performance. In Sect. 5, we analyze and present the findings originated
from the data collected from the simulations. Section 6 concludes the article and
highlights future research questions.

2 Routing Protocols for MANETs

There exist several distributed routing protocols for MANETs, whose main aim
is to provide next-hop information to the intermediate nodes along the path
between source and destination. Routing protocols can be classified into reactive
and proactive protocols, according to the events that trigger the exchange of
signaling traffic [4,16]. Reactive protocols exchange signaling packets to estab-
lish a valid route between source and destination only when the source needs
to send information. Conversely, proactive protocols exchange signaling packets
regardless of the presence of active data traffic between nodes. In the category
of proactive protocols, some algorithms exchange periodic signaling packets to
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update the local network view, whereas others rely on external mechanisms (e.g.
Link-Layer Acknowledgements) to trigger network-wide network status updates.

Hereafter, we will describe the operation and the characteristics of the
selected routing protocols: AODV, DSDV, and GPSR.

2.1 AODV

Operation—AODV [18] is a reactive routing protocol for MANETs, thus the
routes from source to destination are created upon request. When a source node
needs to send data to a destination node and does not have a valid route entry in
its routing table, it initiates a route discovery by broadcasting a Route Request
(RREQ) message to its neighbors. Upon reception of the RREQ, each neighbor
checks whether it has already received a RREQ for the same route discovery
and, if not, it checks if it has a route entry in its routing table to reach the
destination. If the node cannot find a valid entry, it rebroadcasts the RREQ to
its neighbors. Otherwise, if it has a valid entry to reach the destination (or the
node is the final destination itself), it unicasts a Route Reply (RREP) message
to the route discovery originator. The route discovery process is represented in
Fig. 1b. The unicast route gets finally established when the RREP reaches the
source node, because each intermediate node creates reverse and forward path
entries in its routing table as the RREQ and RREP messages cross the network.
If any of the intermediate nodes along the active route diappears, the node
upstream of the link break will detect the topology change (e.g. with missing
Link-Layer Acknowledgements) and unicast a Route Error (RERR) message
back to the source. This RERR message informs every intermediate node about
the topology change, and they will accordingly modify their routing tables. At
this point, the source node can reinitiate a route discovery process.

Features—The routes generated by AODV are guaranteed to be loop-free
because of the node sequence numbers that are associated to each signaling
packet. The protocol offers many techniques for optimizing its operations, such
as a local repair for broken routes or gratuitous RREPs for efficient bidirectional
route instantiation. For sake of simplicity, they have not been considered and
studied in the present work.

2.2 DSDV

Operation—DSDV [19] is a proactive table-driven routing algorithm for
MANETs. Each mobile node periodically broadcasts information about viable
routes to reach every other destination node in the network to their one-hop
neighbors (Fig. 1c). In particular, the distributed information is a set of route
entries, each of them associated with the distance in number of hops (or any
other metric) between the sender and the route destination, accompanied by a
sequence number. This data structure is referred to as the distance vector (DV).

The sequence number is needed to maintain only the freshest route entry
received by a node, and to guarantee that the computed routes are loop-free.
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Its value is determined exclusively by the destination node, and it is an even
number when the associated route is viable. When a link break occurs, all the
route entries towards destinations that were routed through the unreachable hop
are modified by setting their metrics to +∞ and setting the relative sequence
number to the next odd number. After having done this, the intermediate node
must immediately advertise the event to the neighbors by broadcasting an update
that contains the new route entries.

In order to reduce network signaling traffic, the routing-protocol updates can
be incremental, rather than full dumps. Full dumps happen less regularly than
incremental updates, and convey all of the information stored in the routing
table of a node to its neighbors. Incremental updates happen more frequently
than full dumps and can be either periodic or triggered by significant events (e.g.
immediately after a link break).

Features—One of the biggest drawbacks of applying traditional DV-based rout-
ing protocols to highly dynamic MANETs is that the routing tables in the
mobile nodes could contain stale network information status. Furthermore, small
inaccuracies of the network state contained in each router can lead to routing
loops. Nevertheless, DSDV is immune to routing loops because of the embedded
sequence numbers in its signaling packets. DSDV suffers from low scalability:
each node is required to maintain a routing table entry for every destination in
the network, determining a linear space complexity O(n) of the protocol.

2.3 GPSR

Operation—GPSR [11] is a proactive position-based routing algorithm for
MANETs. Each vehicle encapsulates its address and geographical position in
a beacon and broadcasts it to its one-hop neighbors, which use it to build a
neighbors list. When a node does not receive a beacon from a neighbor after an
expiration time, it deletes that neighbor from its neighbor list. When a node
needs to send a packet to a destination, it forwards it to the neighboring node
that is closest to the destination. In case there is no node closer to the destina-
tion than the sender, the packet goes in perimeter mode. When a packet enters
the perimeter mode, it temporarily gets routed further from the destination with
the hope of finding a route that goes around the void area (Fig. 1d).

In specific cases, the perimeter mode might fail to find an existing route to
the destination. This might happen especially when the graph is non-planar,
i.e. with crossing edges. For this reason, GPSR must employ some planariza-
tion techniques. The first naive approach is applying the no-crossing heuristic,
in which a random crossing edge is removed from the graph. The disadvan-
tage of this technique is the possibility of partitioning the graph. More sophisti-
cated approaches are the Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) and the Gabriel
Graph (GG) planarizations. In short, they work by checking, per each couple
of nodes in the network, if a third node is present in an area between them. If
this is the case, the edge between the two considered nodes is removed from the
graph. For RNG, the area is shaped as the intersection of two circles centrered
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on the selected nodes. For GG, the area is a circle centered at the median point
of the segment connecting the two selected edges, with a diameter equal to the
distance between the two nodes.

Features—GPSR is more scalable than other table-driven routing protocols
because it needs and stores only local information regarding the network topol-
ogy. The protocol’s signaling rate is (i) constant per each node in the network,
(ii) depends uniquely on the beaconing frequency, and (iii) is unrelated to the
network traffic load, vehicular mobility, and vehicular density. The reaction speed
to topology changes is influenced by the beaconing frequency and the vehicular
density and mobility. When the beaconing frequency is low, the signaling rate
is low but the network registers topology changes slowly. When the beaconing
frequency is high, the signaling rate is higher but the neighbors lists are updated
more promptly. In case the local product of beaconing frequency and vehicular
density is very high, the contention-based access to the channel can influence
the freshness [12] of the neighbors’ positions stored in the local neighbors list.

One further foreseeable problem of stateless routing protocols like GPSR
is that they do not remember poor routing decisions. If a packet enters a local
maximum and travels around a void in perimeter mode, so will all the subsequent
packets. Each packet will run through the same suboptimal route discovery,
leading to longer paths and lower PDR.

2.4 Signaling Traffic Analysis

The signaling rate of proactive protocols like GPSR and DSDV depends exclu-
sively on the beaconing frequency or on how dynamic and large the network
topology is, and never on the rate of creation and duration of new network
flows. On the contrary, reactive protocols like AODV have a signaling rate that
depends on the mobility of the relay nodes along active routes, but also on
the rate of creation and duration of new network flows. This is because every
time a route is distrupted, the route discovery process is restarted or the route
repair procedure is initiated. For reactive protocols, the neighborhood of the
active routes is flooded with information on how to update routing tables at
each new flow instantiation or disconnection of active relay nodes. For proactive
protocols, the whole network is flooded with information on how to update the
routing tables of every node for each topology change in the network.

The overall signaling traffic is much higher for DSDV because local topology-
change information must be iteratively spread throughout the whole network,
whereas for reactive protocols the topology changes trigger signaling traffic in the
vicinity of the route (i.e. route repair mechanisms or route discovery repetition).
However, we mostly care about the signaling traffic that is generated in the
vicinity of the active routes, as it might induce congestion and application packet
loss. Under this point of view, the signaling rates of DSDV and of reactive
protocols become comparable, even though we still expect reactive protocols to
produce lower signaling traffic.
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Fig. 1. Features of AODV, DSDV, and GPSR. On (a) an example of VANET con-
nectivity graph, with a source vehicle s and a destination vehicle d, (b) illustrates the
AODV’s route discovery process, (c) shows the DSDV’s distance vector broadcasting,
with the computed route in bold, and (d) shows the route of a packet in GPSR perime-
ter mode to bypass a void area, where the numbers are the sequence of links on which
the data packet is forwarded.

3 Related Works

Broch et al. [5] simulate AODV and DSDV in a MANET scenario, and evaluate
their performances in terms of PDR and signaling traffic. This work does not
consider the presence of obstacles (e.g. buildings) that might shadow wireless
transmissions and that would have a dramatic impact on networking perfor-
mances (as we show in Sect. 5). The mobility model used in this study is the
Random Waypoint (RWP) model [3], in which nodes pick random destinations,
move towards them at a constant speed and, after reaching the target, wait for
a constant number of seconds defined as the pause time. This work studies the
influence of pause time on the different aforementioned metrics, per each eval-
uated routing protocol. The results obtained by this pioneering piece of work
are not directly applicable to VANETs because the RWP mobility model is not
suitable to approximate realistic vehicular mobility patterns [24]. It is there-
fore indispensable to perform simulations based on realistic vehicular mobility
models, such as those offered by Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) [14].

Karp and Kung [11] propose, describe, and evaluate GPSR in a simulated
1500 m × 300 m scenario without obstacles, in which nodes move according to a
RWP mobility model and have a 250 m transmission range. Several other works
(e.g. [5]) also use this scenario for their evaluations. The study compares GPSR
and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [9] in terms of PDR and signaling traffic,
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showing the superior scalability and performances of their protocol for both
metrics. As claimed by the authors, an elongated, rectangular scenario forces the
use of longer routes between nodes, compared to a square scenario with identical
node density. However, the lack of physical obstacles, combined with the high
ratio between the fixed transmission range and the length of the smaller edge of
the scenario, generates mono-dimensional routes and hardly allows GPSR to go
into perimeter mode. This means that, in this scenario, the source can almost
always reach the destination with greedy forwarding alone. This justifies why
in both evaluations [5,11], the routes generated by the evaluated protocols are
almost always as short as physically possible. From these two articles it is not
evident how the authors evaluated the behavior of MANET routing algorithms
when the data packets must route around an obstacle or a void area. For this
reason, in our work, the scenario’s aspect ratio and the vehicles’ transmission
ranges are set so that the routes have a higher degree of freedom and are more
likely to be forced to route around a void area.

Naumov et al. [17] compare the performances of AODV and GPSR for the
RWP mobility model and for a realistic vehicular mobility model. The study
shows that the performances of both routing protocols are dramatically lower
when considering realistic vehicular mobility models. GPSR outperforms AODV
in the RWP mobility scenario and the opposite happens in the realistic vehicular
mobility scenario. In both scenarios, 550 vehicles move at urban speeds within an
area of 6 km2. Shadowing effects are taken into account through analytical mod-
els that ignore the specific location of the obstacles. GPSR’s beaconing interval
is set to 3 s (a relatively high value) because the authors claim that higher val-
ues would significantly increase frame collisions. Unsurprisingly, they also report
that nodes’ neighbor tables are often stale, causing up to 80% of next-hop for-
warding decisions to be incorrect. The majority of the currently-standardized
protocol stacks for vehicular networks (i.e. IEEE WAVE and ETSI ITS-G5) do
not recommend any specific beaconing frequency but, for several delay-sensitive
applications in the literature, the beaconing frequency typically ranges from
10 Hz [21]. For this reason, for our performed simulations, GPSR’s beaconing
interval is set to 100 ms without observing any detrimental congestion effects.

In [20], the authors compare the packet delay performances of AODV and
DSDV in the context of vehicular safety applications in VANETs. The article
proposes a cooperative collision avoidance application on highways: the overtak-
ing of a vehicle at the end of a line of vehicles is canceled if another vehicle
occupies the lane in the opposite direction. The simulation lasts 10 seconds and
the highway scenario contains from 3 to 12 vehicles, each provided with a 1
Mbit/s IEEE 802.11b interface and a 250 m nominal transmission range. The
authors claim that DSDV is the only protocol able to support safety applications
in VANETs and they discourage the use of AODV.

Ali et al. [1] measure PDR, packet delay, and packet burst loss for AODV
and GPSR both in a Manhattan grid and in a section of London’s map. The
simulated fading model (Nakagami Two Ray), MAC Layer (IEEE 802.11p), and
vehicular mobility (SUMO) are realistic. The scenarios contain 100 vehicles that
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move at urban speeds and share between 200 and 1000 data flows containing
100 packets each, with a duration of 10 s/flow. The study claims that GPSR
provides the most stable PDR and lowest packet delay under different traffic
load scenarios.

In [2], the authors evaluate PDR, packet delay, throughput, and signaling
traffic of AODV, DSDV, and GPSR in a realistic urban map of Oujda, Morocco.
The vehicular density ranges between 20 and 90 vehicles over an area of 1.7 km
× 1.5 km, with realistic mobility and moderate urban speeds. The data flow is
modeled as a UDP CBR stream of 5 packets/s and 512 B/packet. The study
claims that DSDV provides a high PDR and a high throughput, whereas GPSR
provides the lowest signaling traffic and packet delay. AODV shows the highest
signaling traffic among all the evaluated protocols.

Inconsistent Claims About Routing Performances—Many of the cited
performance studies [1,2,11,17,20] unanimously claim that proactive protocols
provide the best packet delay in a variety of scenarios. However, we also notice
that several works claim discordant findings regarding PDR, throughput, and
signaling rate for the selected routing protocols, even in similar vehicular sce-
narios and network conditions. For example, [5,17] claim that reactive routing
protocols provide a better PDR and a better throughput than proactive proto-
cols, whereas [1,2,11] claim the opposite. Regarding signaling rate, [5] claims that
reactive protocols outperform proactive protocols, whereas [2,11,17] claim the
opposite. In order to provide new evidence to solve the disagreement, we hereby
investigate the performances of some of the most widely studied MANET routing
protocols to verify the claims reported in previous articles, and check whether
traditional MANET routing protocols can satisfy the performance requirements
of future VANET applications.

4 Simulation Setup

The present work aims at comparing MANET routing algorithms in urban sce-
narios. Therefore, we designed a set of suitable simulation scenarios that empha-
sized strenghts and weaknesses of the evaluated protocols. To provide statistical
relevance to the results, we repeated the simulation for each configuration 20
times, each time setting a different seed for the random number generators that
control the randomness of the network and mobility simulators.

Road Network, Obstacles, and Vehicular Mobility—We perform our sim-
ulations in Manhattan grids, with characteristics defined in Table 1. We fixed the
road topology and the maximum vehicular speed in an urban area, and we gener-
ated different vehicular densities to test the performances of the selected routing
protocols in different vehicular traffic conditions. The vehicular mobility is highly
realistic: each vehicle is modeled with its own physical characteristics such as its
unique acceleration, deceleration, size, and category. Drivers are modeled with
different driving skills and respect for the road rules. Each vehicle enters the
scenario at a random location and plans a trip to reach a random arrival point
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Table 1. Road network and vehicular mobility parameters

Manhattan grid 1 km × 1 km, 6 roads × 6 roads

Inter-road distance 200 m

Road width 6 m (Two 3 m lanes)

Road features No traffic lights, 2 opposite-directional lanes

Buildings’ base dimensions 180 m × 180 m

Inter-building distance 20 m

Vehicular mobility generator SUMO Netgen, Discretization 1 s

Vehicular density 20 to 200 veh/km2, increments of 20 veh/km2

Vehicular maximum speed Uniformly distributed from 30 to 50 km/h

Car-following model Krauss [15]

Starting and arrival points Random trips, minimum distance 500 m

Road path choice Shortest path (Dijkstra)

on the map, provided that the starting and arrival points are at least 500 m
apart. The road path to reach the arrival point from the starting point is com-
puted using the Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm, where the edge weight is the
road segment’s length. The vehicles chosen as data source and destination do
not move and are geographically fixed at the opposite corners of the simulation
scenario. This is to ensure that the vehicles keep the same distance from one
another and remain in the simulation for the whole duration of the data flow.
This also prevents the length of the computed routes from varying according to
the geographical distance between source and destination vehicles, consequently
altering the performance of the routing protocols.

Inter-vehicular Communications—Our scenario features a single data flow
from the data-source vehicle to the data-destination vehicle, respectively located
at the top-left and bottom-right corners of the simulation scenario (Fig. 2). The
transmission power of their wireless network interfaces, and the presence of
shadowing objects (i.e. buildings), prevent them from communicating directly.
Therefore, a multi-hop path must be established between them by one of the
selected routing protocols. The characteristics of the application data flows and
the parameters of the MAC/PHY layers are reported in the respective sections
of Table 2.

We chose to evaluate the performances of the selected routing algorithms in
scenarios with a single data flow. When the network is not congested, simulating
multiple simultaneous flows instead of a single flow would not affect the signaling
rate for the proactive routing algorithms, but would increase AODV’s signaling
rate proportionally with the number of simultaneous flows. This is because,
unlike proactive protocols, AODV’s signaling rate depends also on the number
of active flows. The increased signaling traffic, generated by AODV for routing
multiple flows, would decrease the PDR due to a high amount of frame collisions.
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Table 2. Networking parameters

Application Layer

Application packet size 1200 B = 9600 bit

Application interpacket interval 512, 128, 32 ms

Application data rates 18.75, 75, 300 kbit/s

Number of flows 1

Flow duration 180 s

MAC and PHY Layers

Protocol IEEE 802.11p single channel, no priority

Transmission power 15 mW

Receiver sensitivity −89 dBm

Transmission capacity 6 Mbit/s

MAC queue capacity 100 frames

s

d

180m 180m

1020m

1020m

20m

6m

Fig. 2. Representation of the simu-
lated Mahattan scenario. The larger
gray nodes are the fixed source and
destination vehicles, while the smaller
nodes are the intermediate relays
selected by the routing protocol. We
observe an example of an established
unicast route over 6 hops.

Furthermore, none of the compared
routing protocols implement congestion-
avoidance, load-balancing, or flow-
distribution techniques. Therefore, simu-
lating multiple flows instead of a single
flow in different scenarios would not pro-
vide a meaningful discrimination element
to compare the performances of the eval-
uated protocols. In addition, the perfor-
mances of the routing algorithms would
be influenced by the spatial allocation and
the uncontrolled overlapping of the allo-
cated flows, which could direct multiple
flows over the same path and congest the
network.

Simulating multiple flows could aggra-
vate the congestion induced by application-
layer messages and consequently show
worse PDR and packet delay. Considering
that the selected routing protocols are not
designed for multi-flow management, the
congestion induced by application-layer
messages is unrelated to the protocols’ intrinsic performances. Therefore, we
focus our analyses on the congestion generated by the signaling packets at the
network layer and leave application-induced congestion out of the scope of this
work.

We fix source and destination nodes’ positions at the opposite corners of the
simulation scenario and we simulate realistic urban mobility between them, with
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different vehicular densities per each scenario (Table 1). The source node sends a
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) stream of fixed-size UDP packets to the destination,
with a bitrate never higher than a twentieth of the transmission capacity of the
wireless channel (Table 2). This is because we do not want the application-layer
packets to generate congestion, as it is not the focus of the present study. We
are interested in comparing the signaling rates of the different routing protocols
and measuring the data packet loss due to route reestablishments and due to
the congestion induced by network-layer signaling packets.

Choice of MANET Routing Parameters—For each investigated routing
protocol, a parameter study has been performed in order to detemine the con-
figurations that would lead to the highest PDR for each scenario. For sake of
brevity, we omit the details of this preliminary parameter study and we report,
in Table 3, the best parameter configurations that we chose to perform the com-
parative simulations. The parameters that have not been reported in Table 3 are
set to the default values as indicated in the relative implementations.

Table 3. Parameters of routing protocols

AODV
ActiveRouteTimeout 3 s
AskGratuitousRREP false
UseLocalRepair false

DSDV
HelloInterval 2048ms
RouteLifetime 4096ms
UseFullDumps false

GPSR
BeaconingInterval 100ms
NeighborValidity 450ms
Planarization GG

Notably, the parameters that have been optimized are the ActiveRouteTime-
out for AODV, the HelloInterval for DSDV, and the BeaconingInterval
for GPSR. AODV’s ActiveRouteTimeout is the maximum time interval during
which a route entry can remain unused. After its expiration, the route becomes
inactive and subsequently deleted. An overly short ActiveRouteTimeout would
increase signaling traffic and packet loss, as routes that are still valid would be
rediscovered during temporary periods in which the source does not send any
data to the destination. An overly long ActiveRouteTimeout could make nodes
store a route to an unreachable destination, due to the mobility of the network
nodes. DSDV’s HelloInterval is the time that elapses between two consecutive
one-hop broadcasts of a distance vector containing local routing-table informa-
tion. Decreasing the HelloInterval would increase the signaling rate but also
increase the reliability of the local network-connectivity-status information, and
vice versa. GPSR’s BeaconingInterval is the time that elapses between two
consecutive one-hop broadcasts of a beacon containing the node’s address and
geographical position. Decreasing the BeaconingInterval would increase the
signaling rate but reduce the error between the list of neighbors maintained by
the node and the neighbors that are actually reachable. In order to avoid syn-
chronization effects [7], GPSR beacons are randomly delayed with a maximum
jitter of 50 ms.
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DSDV’s RouteLifetime is the maximum time interval a route entry can be
inactive before being deleted, and it has been set to double the HelloInterval.
Due to implementation limitations, DSDV does not provide periodic full dumps
as indicated by the protocol specifications [19], therefore each variation of a
route entry will trigger a network-wide signaling broadcast. For GPSR, a node v
removes a neighbor w from its neighbor list if v has not received a beacon from
w for at least 4.5 times the duration of the BeaconingInterval, as suggested
in [11]. The planarization mode is Gabriel Graph (GG) [8] and we assume that
the precision of the vehicle’s geographical position can be represented with 8 B.
Assuming that a vehicle’s L3 address is 4 B, the GPSR beacon will be 4 B+8 B
= 96 bit long.

Implementation Details—The implementations of the evaluated routing pro-
tocols are based on the INET1 library. In particular, AODV’s implementation
does not provide route repair, so every time a route is interrupted, the route dis-
covery procedure is restarted from the source. The implementation of DSDV does
not distinguish between full dumps and incremental updates of routing tables.
Therefore, each node that receives a useful distance vector (called hello message
in the implementation) from a neighbor, propagates it to its neighbors with a
uniformly randomized delay between 10 ms and 500 ms without aggregation,
causing a substantial signaling traffic increase.

The vehicular mobility was simulated with SUMO2 [14], and the network
protocols were simulated with Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++
(OMNeT++)3 [23]. These two tools communicate through a TraCI interface
wrapped by Veins INET4 [22].

5 Performance Evaluation

Performance Metrics—In this work, we use Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR),
packet delay, frame collision rate, and signaling rate to compare the perfor-
mances of the evaluated routing protocols in each scenario. The PDR is defined
as the ratio between the number of packets that have been correctly received
by the destination over the number of packets sent by the source. The frame
collision rate is defined as the total number of frames incorrectly decoded by the
network interfaces of every vehicle in the simulation, divided by the duration of
the data flow. The signaling rate is defined as the total volume of transmitted
signaling messages, specific to each routing protocol, divided by the duration of
the data flow. For the three abovementioned metrics, each plotted point shows
the average and the standard deviation of the metric computed for each simula-
tion repetition. The packet delay is defined as the total time needed for a packet
to travel from source to destination across the network. For this metric, each

1 INET-v4.1.1 (hash ce69d08 ), https://github.com/inet-framework/inet.
2 SUMO-v1.2.0 (hash 1d09773 ), https://github.com/eclipse/sumo.
3 OMNeT++-v5.5 (hash 6942b44 ), https://github.com/omnetpp/omnetpp.
4 Veins-v4.7.1 (hash 550e246 ), https://github.com/sommer/veins.

https://github.com/inet-framework/inet
https://github.com/eclipse/sumo
https://github.com/omnetpp/omnetpp
https://github.com/sommer/veins
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plotted point shows the average and the standard deviation of the packet delay
of all the received packets in all the simulation repetitions. The goodput provided
by the different routing protocols is proportional to the PDR by a factor equal
to the transmission data bitrate at the source (e.g. 300 kbit/s for the PDR in
Figs. 3 and 4).
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Fig. 3. Performances of the selected routing algorithms (AODV, DSDV, and GPSR)
for a 300 kbit/s data flow, ignoring the shadowing effects caused by the buildings.

Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the evaluated routing algorithms in
terms of the aforementioned metrics for a data bitrate of 300 kbit/s, respectively
ignoring and considering the shadowing effects induced by the presence of the
buildings in the Manhattan grid. More simulations were performed for other
data bitrates (75 kbit/s and 18.75 kbit/s), but the obtained results were similar
to those displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, and are omitted for brevity.
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Fig. 4. Performances of the selected routing algorithms (AODV, DSDV, and GPSR)
for a 300 kbit/s data flow, considering the shadowing effects caused by the buildings.

5.1 Signaling and Frame Collision Rate

From Figs. 3.4 and 4.4, we notice that the signaling rate of all the considered
routing protocols is positively correlated to the vehicular density, although with
different coefficients. AODV’s and GPSR’s signaling rates have similar sensi-
tivity to vehicular density, i.e. comparable ratios of signaling rate increment to
vehicular density increment. This can be justified because GPSR’s signaling rate
is linearly bound to vehicular density and beaconing frequency (which is fixed
in this work), whereas AODV’s signaling rate for a single flow depends on the
route break frequency and on the vehicular density. For AODV, a higher vehic-
ular density means a higher average number of neighbors that must forward a
RREQ during a route discovery phase. However, a higher vehicular density leads
to lower average vehicular speeds, and therefore to more stable routes.

DSDV displays a much higher sensitivity to vehicular density compared to the
other two protocols. In fact, DSDV’s signaling rate depends on two factors. The
first factor is the network nodes’ mobility, because each node must immediately
inform its neighbors about link breaks. The second factor is the vehicular density,
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because each vehicle broadcasts a distance vector to its one-hop neighbors and
each topology change must reach every node in the network. DSDV’s signaling
rate can be up to two orders of magnitude greater than the signaling rates of
the other protocols.

We can observe that the signaling rate of each routing protocol does not
dramatically vary between scenarios in which we consider shadowing effects and
scenarios in which we ignore them. This suggests that the degree of connectivity
of the network graph has a moderate impact on the amount of signaling traffic
transmitted by each node. For GPSR, it has no effect at all because the beaconing
frequency is fixed. Both AODV’s and DSDV’s signaling rate curves are slightly
shifted upwards for the scenario without building shadowing because the higher
nodes’ average degree increases the number of neighbors that must forward an
AODV’s RREQ or a DSDV link-break notification.

We notice that the signaling rate of the three protocols is correlated to the
relative frame collision rate (Figs. 3.3 and 4.3) which, in turn, influences the
PDR.

5.2 Packet Delivery Ratio

From Figs. 3.1 and 4.1, we can observe that the PDR is generally lower for
scenarios in which the shadowing effects are considered, as the routes become
longer and more difficult to establish and maintain (even though there are rel-
atively fewer frame collisions). For particularly low vehicular densities (e.g. 20
vehicles/km2), PDRs are low for all protocols and configurations. This is because,
with such low vehicular densities and having fixed the transmission power for
all the network interfaces, there is a relatively low probability of having enough
vehicles that can form a route from source to destination.

DSDV’s PDR peaks when the frame collision rate is slightly below 10 Hz,
which corresponds to a vehicular density of 20 vehicles/km2 when we ignore
shadowing effects, and a vehicular density of 80 vehicles/km2 when we consider
them. When the vehicular density increases, so does the frame collision rate,
and the PDR of DSDV quickly converges to zero. Nodes running DSDV must
broadcast their distance vectors to one-hop neighbors and propagate important
network-update information across the whole network. This generates an enor-
mous amount of signaling packets that congest the wireless medium, increasing
the chances of frame collisions involving a data packet, and therefore decreasing
the PDR. As an additional side effect, in congested-medium scenarios, signaling
packets get queued and therefore delayed, slowing down the convergence of the
protocol. Due to the slow convergence of the protocol, network nodes are likely
to keep stale routing table entries or delete expired but valid entries. This would
make nodes forward data packets to incorrect intermediate nodes or drop data
packets when the correct intermediate node is still in range. As a consequence,
we notice that the PDR drops for high vehicular densities and high signaling
rates.

AODV’s PDR increases proportionally to the vehicular density up to a mod-
erate density and then converges to a steady-state value for higher vehicular
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densities. This is because, for lower vehicular densities, packets get dispersed
due to unstable links and sporadic route establishments. For higher densities,
routes become easier to set, but the increased signaling traffic hinders the data
packet delivery.

As the vehicular density increases, GPSR’s PDR first increases, then con-
verges to a steady-state value, and then decreases. For low vehicular densities it
is hard to find a set of vehicles that can offer a route between source and des-
tination, whereas for high vehicular densities the beacons congest the wireless
medium and collide with data packets, consequently decreasing the PDR. This
phenomenon is clearly visible for the scenario in which the shadowing effects
are ignored, and not present at all in the scenarios in which shadowing effects
are taken into account. This happens because the presence of buildings in the
Manhattan grid shadows the nodes from hearing excessive signaling traffic from
their neighbors, therefore preventing the data packets from colliding with sig-
naling packets.

5.3 Packet Delay

The curves in Figs. 3.2 and 4.2 report the average and standard deviation of
the correctly-delivered packets’ delay. Considering that the number of delivered
packets varies per each simulation, the stability of the reported averages and
standard deviations is not uniform for all the vehicular densities. For some sim-
ulations in which no packet was correctly delivered, no packet delay data could
be displayed.

The average delay of packets routed by DSDV and GPSR increases as the
vehicular density, signaling rate, and frame collision rate increase. This is because
when the wireless medium is congested and very busy, the transmission of the
frames containing the data packets are deferred. The packet delay curves increase
faster in the scenarios without building shadowing than in the scenarios with
shadowing, due to the missing protective effect of the physical obstacles against
interference.

For AODV, we notice that the average packet delay decreases as the vehicular
density increases. This is due to easier route establishment in scenarios with
higher vehicular densities. In scenarios with building shadowing, the packet delay
decays slower than in scenarios without building shadowing. This phenomenon
can be justified because, under the same vehicular density, routes are longer and
more difficult to set.

We notice that some of the packet delay curves are highly heteroscedastic.
This means that the standard deviation of the packet delay varies across sce-
narios with different vehicular densities. A high packet delay variance means
that the length of the packet queues in the network nodes are very variable over
time, which also means that the packets’ transmission is bursty. In the designed
scenario, this may happen (i) because the routes are established and interrupted
frequently, (ii) because the packets are routed over paths of very variable length,
or (iii) because of dishomogeneous zones of congestion that migrate over time
according to vehicular mobility.
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AODV establishes a single route per data flow. In the case of a highly-
dynamic network topology, such as in VANETs, this path is frequently broken.
Each time a path is broken, the route discovery must be restarted from the
source. When a route is interrupted, the packets received by the intermediate
node without a valid next hop are queued and accumulate delay until a route is
re-established. Upon route re-establishment, the queued packets are transmitted
and leave the queue. If the network is not congested, the packets are cleared
from the queue in bursts and the newly arrived packets are forwarded with low
delay until the next path break happens. Proactive protocols do not show this
behavior: for GPSR, the concept of a route does not exist at all, and for DSDV,
the local information of the global connectivity status is constantly refreshed and
therefore the routes are locally repaired. The packet delay variance of GPSR is
particularly low because there is no route establishment phase and no routing
table buildup; all the routing decisions are made only according to the node’s
and the node’s neighbors’ current locations.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we investigated the applicability of some well-known MANET rout-
ing protocols to VANETs in realistic urban scenarios. We found out that using
DSDV as a routing protocol in VANETs is unfeasible because, even for mod-
est vehicular densities, the signaling traffic generated for updating the routing
tables is unsustainably high. When using DSDV as a routing protocol, the PDR
peaks for a medium-low vehicular density and decreases sharply after that due
to intense signaling-induced congestion. AODV provided the best PDR, espe-
cially for higher vehicular densities. We also noticed that AODV’s packet delay
decreased as the vehicular density increased. GPSR offered intermediate PDR
and signaling rate, with an overall low packet delay that showed a moderate
sensitivity to vehicular density. This is because GPSR’s beaconing congests the
network only when network nodes have a very high average number of neigh-
bors. In terms of signaling rate, DSDV has turned out to be up to two orders
of magniture more demanding than the others. None of the evaluated routing
protocols could satisfy modern vehicular application requirements in all the gen-
erated scenarios, therefore further development of vehicular routing protocols is
desirable.

With this study, we observed that reactive protocols provide a higher PDR
and throughput compared to proactive protocols, as claimed in some of the
previous works [5,17]. We also observed that proactive protocols provide the
best packet delay, as stated by the majority of the cited previous works. In
the proposed single-flow scenario, AODV outperformed the proactive protocols
in terms of signaling rate. For reactive protocols, the signaling traffic is highly
dependent on the data traffic load, therefore we cannot extend this claim to
multi-flow scenarios.

Future Work—For each of the evaluated routing protocols, the packet delays
are too high to satisfy the strict requirements of modern vehicular applications.
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One reason for this is the complexity of the traditional TCP/IP stack, which fea-
tures some functions that are non-essential or even detrimental [13] for ad-hoc
networks. These functions increase packet delay because of unnecessary MAC
address resolutions, unicast packet acknowledgments, and various other opera-
tions. Therefore, a new architecture to provide a high PDR and a low packet
delay in ad-hoc networks is needed.

One way to achieve such a challenging goal is to delegate some routing intel-
ligence from the ad-hoc network to the network infrastructure, which has a
global view of the ad-hoc network state and can make globally-optimal routing
decisions. One paradigm that has been proposed to improve performances in
VANETs is Software-Defined Vehicular Networking (SDVN) [6]: in this view,
each vehicle becomes a simple L2 forwarding device, delegating all the routing
decisions to a centralized controller.

The literature about SDVN is still young and its benefits not yet fully
explored. For example, there is a lack of studies regarding the minimum require-
ments for the signaling traffic between vehicles and the SDVN controller to
ensure such improved performances. In ultra-dense SDVNs (e.g. in road conges-
tion scenarios), controllers could quickly become overloaded in terms of compu-
tational and network traffic loads, as every managed node reports its information
to the controller at a fixed frequency.

In modern 5G-assisted ultra-dense SDVNs, vehicles communicate with the
SDVN controller via valuable cellular links. The scarcity of bandwidth between
vehicles and the controller makes it even more important to study the signaling
traffic features of modern SDVNs architectures, and to devise novel techniques
that can reduce the signaling rate requirements between vehicles and the con-
troller while maintaining high network performances.

From an architectural standpoint, not enough studies consider scenarios in
which the controller’s knowledge domain covers only part of the total amount of
connected vehicles. Therefore, it is important to study a hybrid approach that
can benefit from the controller’s coordination when it is available and fall back
on a distributed routing scheme when it is not.
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Abstract. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) can be used to deploy
communication networks by acting as access points for ground users. Tak-
ing advantage of the lightness and the high maneuverability of drones,
such a network can be implemented quickly and inexpensively in situa-
tions where network infrastructures are damaged or overloaded (emer-
gency situations), or nonexistent (wild life observation). To mitigate
these issues, an off-loading network based on UAVs carrying radio access
points was proposed in our previous work. The goal is to temporarily
provide multiple services, voice, video, data, etc., over a specific zone.

The design of the aerial network was formulated as a self-deployment
method built on a Coulomb’s law analogy where users and UAVs act
as electrical charges. In this paper, we go beyond the proposed scheme
by considering a multi-channel model taking into account the interfer-
ence. We set up association and channel switching schemes that boost
the overall performance of the network.

Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) · Drone · Deployment ·
Channel switching · Ad-hoc network

1 Introduction

The use of flying aircraft such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known
under the name of drones, is fast growing in a wide range of networking appli-
cations. In particular, with their ingrained attributes such as mobility, adap-
tive altitude and flexibility, UAVs concede several key applications in wireless
systems.

Benefiting of these characteristics, future generation networks can integrate
UAVs to improve the quality of service provided as well as implementing novel
functionalities. Drones can be used to extend and support terrestrial networks
in information dissemination, [1]. D2D (Device-to-Device) networks offer an effi-
cient solution to alleviate terrestrial networks by offloading some traffic, but their
benefits are limited as the communications are short-ranged. Drones can play
a major role, as they can offer a rapid dissemination platform. As suggested in
[2], UAVs can take a major part in vehicular networks as they can facilitate the
information spreading by reducing the number of links needed at ground level.
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With the rapid expansion of the IoT (Internet of Things) market, the network
operators have to rethink how conventional networks operate, to incorporate
the massive number of IoT devices (smart-city sensors, health-care wearables,
smartphones, vehicles). In poorly covered areas, IoT devices may have a hard
time sending messages, as the device energy constraints limit the transmission
power. In [3], UAVs could be deployed to act as base stations and to provide an
energy efficient link for these kind of communications. Thanks to the line-of-sight
communications and variable altitude, the signal attenuation can be reduced and
the coverage area can be increased.

Natural catastrophes, apart of the devastating material destruction, can bring
forth massive communication disruptions as the terrestrial communication net-
works can be damaged or destroyed. In such events, reliable public safety com-
munications are needed to facilitate first responders deployment, victim search
and rescue operations. The use of drone based aerial networks can be a promising
solution as for the fast deployment, high coverage and flexibility [4].

All of these applications, heterogeneous as may seem, have an important
common issue : the drone placement. In order to work efficiently, the UAVs have
to be at the right spot at the right time.

We believe that a versatile solution needs to be dynamic (as the users could
move) distributed (in order to be resilient to any loss of device or link capability)
and independent of users position (as we believe that the UAV fleet cannot know
the actual users position). The aim of this paper is then to propose an efficient
solution. Our technique, introduced in [5], is based on a Coulomb’s law analogy.
Of course, in dense areas, a single UAV cannot provide network access to a large
number of users. The IEEE 802.11 standard, used in our network, offers several
orthogonal channels to mitigate interference. So in this paper, we improve the
coverage ratio with the use of multiple channels. For this purpose, we have to
tackle two new issues: how can a drone select the channel to use? and how can
a user select the drone to use as access point?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces a brief
state of the art for channel allocation and optimization problems, Sect. 3 presents
the system description, Sect. 4 introduces the interference management mecha-
nism and its associated algorithms, Sect. 5 introduce the performance evaluation
and Sect. 6 concludes the paper and proposes some potential extensions.

2 Related Works

Several works have already been done to take up similar issues.
In [6,7] the goal is to restore the network connectivity. Drones are used to fill

the gaps serving as bridges between the disrupted infrastructures. UAVs are sent
over the affected areas to interconnect terrestrial networks by relaying the mes-
sages between them. In [6], the authors use Delaunay triangulation to improve
connectivity and in [7], they use a game theory approach to interconnect parti-
tions of a network by using drones to drop relays in pre-computed spots. None
of them can be used in dynamically changing networks due to the complexity
needed to determine the positions of the temporary access points.
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Several propositions exist in the literature as for how to optimally assign
channels to reduce or eliminate the interference. Authors in [8] have studied the
assignment of channels in the Multiple Radios, Multiple Channels Wireless Mesh
Networks (MRMC WMN), and proposed a cross–layer mathematical formulation
of joint channel assignment and multicast tree construction designed to minimize
the total number of links by forming a multicast tree and thus minimize the total
interference.

All these propositions cannot be used in our network as the approaches are
centralized. A drone has to make decisions based on local information. In [9], the
authors have proposed a distributed algorithm called Efficient Wireless Multicast
(EWM) which builds a tree in which channels are assigned to the transmission
for next hop in function of the used channels.

In [3], the authors efficiently collect data and recharge sensors by the aim
of drones. The network is separated in multiple clusters. Unfortunately, this
publication offers an overview over a static sensor network and does not look
into the optimal deployment of the UAVs.

The optimal placement of UAVs in order to cover targets on-the-ground is
already researched form different perspectives.

In [10,11], the authors assume that the devices evolve in a 2D space. Therefore
their problem is simplified because the coverage radius is fixed for each mobile
devices. In the former article, the authors consider a mathematical model to
maximize the amount of information collected based on a greedy approach and
in the latter, the authors present a decentralized model for optimal positioning
of sensors in order to track a target.

In [12], the authors aim to find UAV positions in order to minimize the
number of drones used ensuring the surveillance of all the targets, by defining a
mixed integer non-linear optimization models.

Nonetheless, the difference between the works presented above and ours is
related to the constraints. Indeed, we consider that not all users have to be
covered by a drone and introduce it as a constraint in our problem.

3 System Description

3.1 Scenario

The purpose of our work is to use a fleet of UAVs to set up a backbone network
which provides communication means for a particular event such as a public
gathering or a disaster situation when the traditional infrastructure is over-
loaded or wiped out. This network should be quick to deploy and inexpensive to
implement, so that implicated parties (organizers, firefighters, public services)
could use it rapidly. We will assume that the UAVs can communicate with each
other, eg with the help of directional antennas. The primary objective of this
work is to implement the best coverage with the minimal number of drones and
with the most extended battery life possible for the UAVs.
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Users position cannot be known with precision, so we will assume that we
only know some specific points close to which users are more likely to be found
(eg checkpoints).

Our main objective is to define the initial position of each UAV in order to
maximize the number of associated users. A user can be associated to a drone if
the reception power is strong enough and if the UAV can provide the required
service.

3.2 Modeling Users Position

The scenario we focus on is depicted in Fig. 1. Let D be the set of available
drones and U the set of users to cover. Each user u ∈ U has a fixed position at
(xu, yu, hu), where xu and yu represent the positions in 2D plane and hu the
altitude of the user, fixed at 0.
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Fig. 1. Our scenario’s model

Each UAV, d ∈ D is free to move into a 3D plane, having the coordinates
(xd, yd, hd). The altitude of the drone is fixed at hd = 100m. We assume that
each drone has a fixed sensing range s. A user u found in this range is then
detected and can be associated to a drone. The radius of the sensing range is
computed based on the UAVs altitude and its directional antenna half beam-
width, in our model, s = 50m.

We consider that a drone d ∈ D covers a user u ∈ U if the distance (1)
between the drone and the user is Lu

d ≤ s.

Lu
d =

√
(xd − xu)2 + (yd − yu)2 + (hd − hu)2 (1)

As already stated, we have already proposed an initial UAV placement strat-
egy based on a statistical knowledge of users positions [5]. For this purpose, we
have introduced a Point of Interest or POI as a point close to which users are
more likely to be found. We have also introduced p, the probability that a user
is at most at a distance d of one of the Np POIs, named P1, . . . , PNp

.
In Fig. 1, Np = 3 and p = 0.75. Distance dist has been arbitrarily chosen to

match the sensing range of a drone.
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3.3 Modeling UAV Behavior

UAVs are supposed to get as close as possible to a maximum number of users
while preserving a minimal distance to each other (in order to mitigate inter-
ference). We have thus chosen to represent their interactions with the help of
a model inspired by Coulomb’s law [5]. In this model, a user is described as a
positive electric charge and a UAV as a negative electric charge. Drones are then
attracted by users within their sensing range.

On the other hand, UAVs using the same channel have to repel one another
to avoid interference. As can be seen in Fig. 2, if γ is the ratio between a user
charge and a UAV charge, a low value of γ will induce a high ratio of “interfered”
users (users within the range of several UAVs, that could then suffer from hidden
terminal situations). Of course a high value for γ is more difficult to implement
and could lead to a lower association ratio. Users are not affected by this force,
being able to move freely.
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Fig. 2. Association ratio for high and low values of γ

In our simulations, UAVs are activated above POIs and aim at reaching an
initial position with an optimal coverage. Such a position must be reached as
soon as possible to improve battery life.

3.4 Traffic Model

In this paper, we focus on an initial UAV positioning, seeking an optimal cover-
age. We will not study traffic scheduling, so we will not implement a sophisticated
data traffic. To bring our model closer to reality, we will however assume that
each user has the same communication needs, with limited resources available on
each drone. Each UAV has a fixed capacity equal to κ = 50 users. In these con-
ditions, more UAVs are needed to cover users concentrated in the same region.
A typical example, when p values are high, users will gather tightly in a small
area around the POIs.
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3.5 Observed Metrics

Our objective is to provide the best network access to a large number of users.
We will thus measure the following parameters. The coverage ratio is the ratio of
users with a high enough reception power from at least one UAV. The interfered
ratio is the ratio of users covered by more than one UAV using the same channel.
The associated ratio is the rate of non-interfered users, associated with a UAV.
The reception power is evaluated for each user with the help of a propagation
model. The battery capacity will be described with a simple model.

3.6 Path Loss Model

UAVs are situated above the users at a constant altitude h = 100m, and we
assume that they are in line-of-sight so, we used the Friis transmission formula
[13] to calculate the received power PR :

PR =
PTGTGRc2

(4πRf)2
(2)

Equation 2 allows acquiring a magnitude of radio power sensed by a receiver
located at a certain distance of a transmitter, in free space. PT represents the
transmission power, GT represents the transmitting antenna gain, and GR rep-
resents the receiving antenna gain. R and f symbolize the distance between
transmitters and the used frequency respectively. The simulation parameters
used are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Scenario parameters

Characteristics Value

UAV transmission power PTd 27 dBm

User transmission power PTu 27 dBm

Transmission gain GT 5.2 dBi

Reception gain GR 2 dBi

Transmission frequency f 5150Mhz

Received power threshold TR −65 dBm

3.7 Energy Management

A simple energy model was also integrated into the model. The purpose is to esti-
mate the mean lifetime of a drone participating in the deployment and operation
of the network. To compute the energy consumption, we took into consideration
only the main equipment embarked on an UAV such as the propeller motors,
the CPU (central processing unit) and the Wi-Fi antennas.

A precise model of motor consumption depends on weather conditions (tem-
perature, atmospheric pressure, winds), propeller diameter and pitch, internal
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resistance and motor efficiency. We choose to use the measurements presented in
[14]. The authors did an extensive study on the energy consumption in various
discrete movement states of a UAV. The Wi-Fi consumption is also based on
other experiments done in [15]. In this paper, the authors measured, in detail,
the energy consumption for wireless nodes. The last piece of equipment took
into consideration in our energy model is the CPU. We imagined that the UAVs
would embark an on-board computer, like Raspberry Pi, that will run our model.
In [16] the authors measured the power consumption of a Raspberry Pi based on
different CPU utilization. A summary of different power consumption utilized
in our simulation is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Energy consumption parameters

Characteristics Value

One motor - hoovering 3 Amps

One motor - in move 5 Amps

One Wi-Fi antenna - idle/RX 300 mAmps

One Wi-Fi antenna - TX 400 mAmps

CPU - 50% utilization 600 mAmps

Battery capacity Cb 6200 mAh

To determine the battery lifetime we used the following equation: Tr = Cb

Ce
ε,

where Tr is the remaining battery lifetime in hours, Cb the battery capacity
in mAh, Ce the current in the drone’s load. ε takes into account the external
factors that can affect the autonomy of the battery, being equal to 0.7 in our
simulations.

A UAV replacement mechanism was already studied in [17]. When a drone’s
battery is about to be depleted, it will send a replacement request over the control
plane. A replacement UAV will come alongside the depleted drone permitting
the routing algorithm to adapt the routes. When traffic is rerouted, the end-life
drone will depart to the control center to recharge its batteries.

3.8 Implementation Concerns

As mentioned, we will use IEEE 802.11 as our communication protocol between
drones and between UAVs and users. To adapt our method to real life, Wi-Fi
beacons and probe requests come in handy. Two different discovery approaches
are proposed by the standard, passive or active scanning. In passive scanning,
a station will scan all possible channels, one by one and listen to beacons. A
beacon frame is sent by every access point to announce its presence.

For active scanning, a station still goes through each channel in turn, but
instead of passively listening to the signals on that channel, It will send to the
broadcast address a Probe Request management frame asking what network is
available on that channel.
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We use these two frames to implement the interactions in our network. As the
access points mounted on UAVs send beacons to the broadcast address, other
drones will receive them. By receiving the beacon on one of the directive antennas
the UAV can approximately determine the direction of the neighboring drone.
Moreover, as each UAV is equipped with GPS (Global Positioning System),
we can use the beacon’s timestamp to roughly determine the relative distance
between drones.

Regarding the user detection, we use the probe requests that user equipment
send to detect the presence in the drone’s sensing range. After that, by using the
information on signal and noise level, the UAV will try to determine the relative
position of the user.

4 Interference Management

As presented in [5], our network performs very well without having the exact
users positions. But when taking into account the interference that can be pro-
duced by neighboring drones, we notice a slight decrease in association ratio. If
two or more drones are needed to cover the same area, user communications are
disturbed by the nearby drone, if they use the same radio channel. As already
stated, it is possible to reduce interference by increasing γ (minimal distance
between drones), but in the same time, the association ratio decreases as some
users will not be covered anymore.

4.1 Introducing Multi-channel

Figure 3 depicts the percentage of associated, non-interfered users for several
numbers of channels. We notice that our assumptions where founded. Of course,
using the same frequency on each drone, creates massive interference with more
than 50% of users interfered when p is high, as UAVs are trying to cover as many
users as possible.

Fig. 3. User association ratio based on the number of channels
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The overlapping can be managed by altering the ratio between repulsive and
attraction forces. In fact, this allows us to state a trade-off between covering
users and reducing interference.

4.2 Interference Management and Channel Switching

One of the improvements is related to the usage of multiple radio channels. As
explained before, the system becomes interfered when multiple UAVs try to cover
the same area. The main purpose is to offer an interference-free environment
reducing the risk of frame collisions and reduced throughput. For this, we added
a multi-channel reuse scheme to reduce interference.

Luckily, physical specifications for IEEE 802.11 standard allow for simulta-
neous operation of several orthogonal (non-overlapping) channels. As an exam-
ple, in the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi band, three channels can be used concurrently. As to
IEEE 802.11a standard, introducing the 5 GHz band, a total of twelve orthog-
onal channels are set forth.

By deploying antennas which allow the usage of multiple channels and affect-
ing different non-overlapping channels when they are located in proximity, the
UAVs can provide services to user on-the-ground simultaneously with minimum
interference. Therefore, the association capacity of our proposed network can be
increased.

Drones are collaborating, when in the immediate vicinity, to change the used
channel. Each one exchanges, with its neighbors, information on the used chan-
nels. Accordingly, they adapt their own to eliminate local interference. In the
beginning, every drone starts with the same Wi-Fi channel. At each iteration all
UAVs will search for potential neighbors. Once found, it will choose a channel
not used by another UAV in the vicinity.

As simple as it may look, it is very efficient, as it provides complete decen-
tralized channel management. The flip-flopping between channels is mitigated
as only the newest interfering drone will change the channel, bringing the neigh-
borhood to a stable state. Besides that, as only one drone can send messages
over the same Wi-Fi channel at one time, there cannot be two or more UAVs
changing the channel at the same time as they have to notify the neighbors and
the associated clients.

4.3 Association Strategy

As a user may be within the range of several UAVs (each one using a different
channel), the question of the channel (and thus the drone) to use arises.

When a new user is covered by several UAVs (still with available capacity),
then it can be associated to any of them. We have studied three different UAV
association strategies:

• The simplest strategy is to use any of them, for example the first one from
which a beacon is received. Let us call this the random strategy.

• The first real strategy is to implement a very simple load balancing algorithm.
Users can be transferred between UAVs to reach a fair share.
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• The second one is to transfer a user from a UAV to another one only if this
improves the received power for this user.

If the drone capacity can be clearly stated and depends only on the number of
associated users, then the random strategy is relevant. However, if the back-haul
link provided by the UAV is a bottleneck, then the simple load balancer seems
more appropriate. Finally, if the bottleneck is the Wi-Fi capacity, then the last
one can be thought as suitable as it aims at improving transmission conditions.

Through an extensive set of simulations, we have noticed that these metrics
are not really sensitive to the choice of the algorithm. As depicted in Fig. 4, the
ratio of covered users is merely the same. The reception power for the users,
described in Fig. 5 is not really affected neither, mainly because of the UAV
altitude (in our model, the reception power depends on the distance from the
UAV, and thus on its altitude). Finally, we can see in Fig. 6 that for high values
of p, the random solution is more energy efficient. The reason is that it avoids
some UAV movements that would follow a client transfer.
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5 Simulation Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed schemes with the
help of a simulator that we developed.

The simulation parameters are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Simulation parameters

Characteristics Value

card(u) 500

card(d) 10

κ 50

dist 50 m

Np 5

(L × W ) 1 km × 0.8 km

γ 2

h 100 m

As depicted in Fig. 7, using only one channel produces massive interference
when the users are gathered around the POIs. In this cases, frame collisions and
a reduced throughput can be expected. By taking into account these limitations
we refined our simulator to include these new features.
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Fig. 7. User association ratio comparison when adding multiple channels

The interference that a user can sustain when multiple drones, operating
on the same channel, are in its vicinity is also analyzed. To consider a user
as interfered, the power received from the interfering AP (Access Point) must
be higher than the receiving threshold, in our case TR = −65 dBm. All the
following results are taking into account the interference. Only non-interfered
users are counted as associated.

In Fig. 7 we compared the association rates for 500 users when using one,
two and three channels. For low values of p, users are disseminated and the
association rate is about 20%. For high values of p, because of the high user
density, one channel is not enough. We see that the use of multiple channels
dramatically enhances the performance for high values of p. We can also notice
that for p close to 1, the number of channels needed is roughly equal to (3) where
Nu is the total number of users, Np is the total number of POIs in the network
and κ is the maximum number of users that a drone can cover.

NC =
Nu

Np ∗ κ
(3)

For example, using the values from Table 3 we obtain 2 channels, NC = 2.
Even with this number of channels, we cannot reach a 100% user association
rate for the following reasons:

• The users are not evenly distributed among POIs so that if a point of interest
has 110 users, 10 of them will not be covered, with only 2 drones.

• Two POIs can be close enough so that 2 channels are not sufficient, some
users being interfered by neighbor UAVs.

Taking our model to a higher scale, we analyzed the performance when a
larger number of users is present. We looked into the association rates by varying
the number of channels available when n = 2000 and have to be covered with
only 40 UAVs. In Fig. 3 we depicted the association ratio when p = 0, 25, p = 0, 5,
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p = 0, 75 and p = 1. When disposing of only a small number of channels it is
better when the users are more dispersed than gathered around a POI. As users
are concentrated in a small area, p is high, the number of drones that can cover
them without creating interference will be limited by the number of channels.
When the number of channels is sufficient to cover everyone, as users are more
dispersed, the number of drones needed to provide a 100% association rate grows
to be inefficient to deploy that many resources to increase the association rate.

Table 4 shows the energy consumption of a drone in our network. Based
on the model described before, we compared the mean battery lifetime and
the mean energy consumption. We evaluate the impact of the p value and the
number of channels on the energy consumption. The number of channels does
not impact the battery lifetime. However, as expected, the users position has a
tremendous effect on battery depletion. For p = 1, i.e., users are all gathered
around POIs, UAVs do not have to move a lot, which saves the battery lifetime,
offering approximately 16 minutes of flight time. As users are more dispersed in
the given area, the drones have to travel longer distances to find them, using more
power. When p �= 1.0, 30% more energy is consumed by the drone decreasing
the mean lifetime, as we expected. We believe that it worth adding the antennas
to the UAV, battery lifetime not being drastically impacted.

Table 4. Mean energy consumption and mean battery lifetime

p Battery lifetime Energy consumption

p = 1.0 16mn 16 amps

p �= 1.0 12mn 24 amps

Our proposed network performs remarkably well, the interference manage-
ment and association schemes improve drastically the ground association rates
offering better quality, not interfered transmissions and better resource alloca-
tion between users.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

We are currently working on optimizing drone placement taking into account
our constraints. This optimization will allow us to observe the efficiency and
performance of our self-deploying distributed network. User mobility is another
critical point in our study. Being distributed and easy to implement, our solution
should be efficient in a mobile scenario.

This paper proposed several novel enhancements to our network of UAVs
used as access points. The network deployment is based on Coulomb’s law, with
users being represented as positive charges and drones as negative charges, being
attracted by users. After detailing this model, we introduced two mechanisms
that boost the user association ratio of the network, an interference management,
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and several association mechanisms. Allowing each drone taking part in the
network to choose in a distributed manner the best channel to use by taking into
account local interference, we point out that the non-interfered association rate
of users increases remarkably. Furthermore, an analysis of energy consumption is
done. Adding extra weight to drones (antennas, additional on-board computer)
does not impact the energy consumption, overall battery consumption remaining
reasonably acceptable, contributing to the feasibility of our proposed model in
real life.

In this paper, users are evenly distributed among the POIs, they all have the
same communication needs and all the UAVs have the same capacity κ. We plan
to run more simulations to study the impact of these parameters.

We have shown that p is an important parameter, but its value is probably
unknown in actual scenarios. We can imagine the use the UAVs discovering
users position to dynamically compute an estimator of p that could be helpful
to improve their behavior. Improving the performance for low values of p is also
a challenge.

Finally, this work was dedicated to the initial placement of UAVs. The next
step is to study how our system behaves with moving users.
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Abstract. Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) open an interdisci-
plinary area within Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) research, with a
tremendous impact in healthcare area where sensors are used to monitor,
collect and transmit biological parameters of the human body. We pro-
pose the first network-MAC cross-layer broadcast protocol in WBAN.
Our protocol, evaluated in the OMNET++ simulator enriched with a
realistic human body mobility and channel model issued from a recent
research on biomedical and health informatics, outperforms existing flat
broadcast strategies in terms of network coverage, sensors energy con-
sumption and correct reception of FIFO-ordered packets. We investigate
the resilience of both existing flat broadcast strategies and our new cross-
layer protocol face to various transmission rates and human body mobil-
ity. Existing flat broadcast strategies, without exception, start to have a
drastic drop of performance for transmission rates above 11 Kb/s while
our cross-layer protocol maintains its good performance for transmission
rates up to 190 Kb/s.

Keywords: Wireless Body Area Networks · Broadcast · Mobility
model · Cross-layer

1 Introduction

In the healthcare area, WBAN (Wireless Body Area Networks) [10,17] emerged
as a viable solution in response to various disadvantages associated with wired
sensors commonly used to monitor patients in hospitals and emergency rooms.
Recent medical reports predict that the number of people using home health
technologies will enormously increase from 14.3 to 78 million consumers from
2014 to 2020 [2], respectively. Additionally, body sensors shipments will hit 3.1
million units every year.

In WBAN tiny devices with low computing power and limited battery life,
deployed in/on or around human body, are able to detect and collect physio-
logical phenomena of the human body (EEG (Electroencephalography), ECG
(Electrocardiography), SpO2, lactic acid, etc.), and transmit this information to
a collector point (i.e Sink) that will process it, take decisions, alert or record.
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
M. R. Palattella et al. (Eds.): ADHOC-NOW 2019, LNCS 11803, pp. 469–482, 2019.
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Note that the current needs in surgery rooms [3] are: ECG is measured every mil-
lisecond, body temperature is measured each minute, blood pressure is measured
every millisecond, CO2 is measured every 200 ms and aspirator every 10 ms.

WBANs [11] differ from typical large-scale Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
in many aspects: the size of the network is limited to a dozen of nodes, in-
network mobility follows the body movements and the wireless channel has its
specificities. Links have, in general, a very short range and a quality that varies
with the wearer’s posture, but remains low in the general case. Indeed, the
transmission power is kept low, which improves devices autonomy and reduces
wearers electromagnetic exposition. Consequently, the effects of body absorption,
reflections and interference cannot be neglected and it is difficult to maintain
a direct link (one-hop) between a data collection point and all WBAN nodes.
Although, recent research [19] advocates for using multi-hop communication in
WBAN, very few multi-hop communication protocols have been proposed so far
and even fewer are optimized for the human body mobility.

Contributions. The current work extends in several ways the results in [5,6]
where the authors evaluate in multi-hop WBAN existing broadcast strategies
adapted from Adhoc, DTN (Delay Tolerant Network) and WSN literature. More-
over, they present new efficient broadcast strategies for WBAN.

We propose the first network-MAC cross-layer broadcast protocol, CLBP,
designed for multi-hop topologies and resilient to realistic human body mobil-
ity. Our protocol exploit the human body mobility by carefully choosing the
most reliable communication paths (i.e paths with the highest success trans-
mission probability) in each studied posture. Moreover, our protocol includes a
slot assignment mechanism that reduces the energy consumption, collisions, idle
listening and overhearing. Additionally, CLBP includes a light synchronization
scheme that helps nodes to resynchronize with the Sink on the fly.

We stressed all strategies with various transmission rates up to 544 Kb/s in
seven different postures (walk, run, sleep, weak walk, etc) ranging from static to
high mobility postures. Our evaluation has been conducted in OMNET++ sim-
ulator that we enriched with realistic human body mobility model and channel
model issued from the recent research on biomedical and health informatics [19].

With no exception, the existing flat broadcast strategies register a dramatic
drop of performance when the transmission rate is superior to 11 Kb/s.

Our cross-layer broadcast protocol outperforms existing flat broadcast strate-
gies in terms of reliability and correct reception of FIFO-ordered packets (i.e.
packets are received in the order of their sending). Furthermore, our protocol
maintains its good performance up to 190 Kb/s transmission rates.

Roadmap. This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the related work.
Section 3 presents the channel model and the realistic human body mobility
model. In Sect. 4 we detail CLPB, our new functional cross-layer broadcast pro-
tocol. In Sect. 5, we extensively evaluate protocols in [5,6] and our new cross
layer protocol. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

There are very few cross-layered protocols specifically designed for WBAN [15,
20]. The proposed WBAN cross-layer approaches prove that there is still a need
for further optimization of such networks and that cross-layering is efficient to
accomplish that.

In the following we will discuss mainly multi-hop cross-layer protocols that
involve MAC and Network layers.

Lahlou et al. present EEAWD [13], a MAC-Network cross layer energy opti-
mization model for WBAN. With EEAWD, authors introduce two traffic classes
(normal and emergency), and consider a pseudo mobility model. Authors only
focused on energy efficiency parameter despite others.

In [7], Braem et al. propose WASP: Wireless Autonomous Spanning tree
Protocol, a converge-cast cross-layer protocol for multi-hop WBAN. WASP is a
slotted protocol that uses a spanning tree for medium access coordination and
traffic routing. Each node will tell its children in which slot they can send their
data using a special packet called WASP-scheme. WASP-scheme is also used
as acknowledgement to each node’s parent and as resources request if needed.
However, for some parent nodes sleep period is shorter because they have to
handle more children than other parent nodes. In addition, latency is correlated
to the number of levels of the spanning tree. WASP is not resilient to realistic
human body mobility due to parent-child definition, parent forward data packet
from its child only. Scalability is also an issue since each node has only one packet
to send per cycle and increasing number of nodes decreases throughput.

Latre et al. propose CICADA [14] as an improvement of WASP. CICADA sets
up a network tree in a distributed manner. It aims to reduce energy consumption
with the use of a spanning tree and an assignment of transmission slots to ensure
collision free medium access. A cycle is divided into a control sub-cycle (used for
schemes transferring) and a data sub-cycle. These two schemes are both sent in
the control sub-cycle. When all nodes have received schemes from their parents,
the control sub-cycle ends and the data sub-cycle starts. To remedy the delay
issue with WASP protocol, in CICADA, nodes at the bottom of the tree start
sending and all nodes send data to the Sink node in one cycle. CICADA has not
been evaluated against realistic human body mobility and various transmission
rates. Moreover, the medium access control scheme proposed in CICADA is
specifically designed to handle converge-cast. Its adaptation to broadcast was
reported as open question.

Nadeem et al. introduce SIMPLE-Stable Increasing-throughput Multi-hop
Protocol for Link Efficiency in WBAN [18]. A cost function is used to select the
parent node with high residual energy and minimal distance to the Sink node.
The Sink node broadcasts a packet which contains its position while the other
nodes broadcast a packet which contains their ID, position and energy status.
Then, Sink node computes the cost function of each node based on the received
information from the hello packet. The cost function is transmitted to all nodes
and only nodes with minimum cost function are selected as forwarder. This
selection is processed for each round. Finally, forwarder nodes assign TDMA
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schedule to other nodes hence nodes with data to transmit wake up only in their
assigned time slot.

Elhadj et al. present a cross-layer based data dissemination algorithm for
IEEE 802.15.6 [9]. Authors considered a two-hop extended star topology since
their work is based on IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Authors adopt a simple reverse
tree route discovering approach rooted at the coordinator for a two-hop topology
network using hello beacons exchange. The coordinator (i.e Sink node) starts
with a beacon broadcast. Beacon messages are then forwarded only once by all
sensors. Each node that received one or more beacons will choose a next hop
to the coordinator based on the shortest path in terms of delay. In addition,
authors introduce data traffic priorities and a pre-emptive queuing model at
a WBAN node. However, high priority packets can contend resources and low
priority packets can be blocked at the MAC buffer. To cope with this problem
authors define the maximum time that a packet can wait in the buffer. Even so,
latency stills an issue.

Note that cross-layer approach showed a good compromise between reliabil-
ity, energy efficiency, QoS requirements, etc. However, proposed protocols, dis-
cussed earlier, focus only converge-cast (multiple source nodes send packets to a
unique destination Sink). To the best of our knowledge, no paper has discussed
broadcast in WBAN exploiting a cross-layer approach. In addition, these pro-
posals handle body mobility by reconstructing and updating the tree topology
used for packet routing.

2.1 Broadcast in WBAN

Broadcast has been studied for the first time in WBAN in [5] and [6]. The
authors propose a set of multi-hop broadcast strategies and extensively eval-
uate them against realistic human body mobility. Inspired by the tremendous
work in WSN, adhoc networks and DTN, broadcasting in multi-hop networks
can be divided into two major categories: dissemination (or flooding) algorithms
which require no particular knowledge of the network, and, knowledge-based algo-
rithms which use knowledge of the network mobility to predict spatio-temporal
connectivity and use this information to reduce the number of transmissions.
A precise characterization of the mobility pattern leads to a better efficiency,
however acquiring this information has a cost and there is a subtle balance to
find between duplicate data packets and control messages.

Authors of [5,6] adapted, implemented and compared various broadcasting
strategies with different levels of knowledge. The following 7 broadcast strategies
were considered in our evaluation and to compare with a cross-layer approach:

– Flooding In Flooding strategy nodes rebroadcast each received packet as long
as its TTL is greater than 1, decreasing its TTL value by 1 unit every time.

– Plain Flooding Plain flooding is more restrictive: using sequence number, a
received packet is rebroadcasted only once. Other copies are discarded.

– Pruned Flooding Each node forwards a received packet to K neighbors, chosen
randomly, according to an uniform distribution. We run simulations with
different K values.
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– Probabilistic flooding (P = 0.5) Nodes decide to broadcast packets according
to a constant probability, P . For our simulations, we chose P = 0.5.

– Probabilistic flooding (Pnew = Pold/2) Nodes decide to broadcast according
to a probability P that is divided by 2 every time a packet is broadcasted. In
our simulations, the initial forwarding probability is set to 1.

– MBP: Mixed Broadcast Protocol [5] MBP is a mix between the dissemination-
based and knowledge-based approaches. The broadcast begins as a basic flood-
ing algorithm (i.e Flooding strategy). When a node receives a message, it
checks the number of hops NH this message has traveled since its emission
by the Sink, either stored as an explicit value, or based on the TTL, and
compares it to a threshold, Δ. As a result, nodes choose either to broadcast
to its neighbors in range, to wait for acknowledgements or to acknowledge
(an acknowledgement is a specific third layer packet from a receiver).

– OptFlood: Optimized Flooding [6] It builds up on classical flooding, which
exhibits excellent performance in terms of network coverage and completion
delay, while attempting to keep the number of transmissions and receptions
low to preserve energy and channel resources. OptFlood maintains, associated
to each packet, two counters: cptGlobal, embedded into the packet itself (or in
all its copies) and the node increases this counter value to reflect the fact that
the packet reached a new node, and CptLocal, which is a per-packet variable
local to each node and it is a local copy of the maximum value of cptGlobal
that the node has seen so far.

3 Channel Model

We integrated to our simulator Omnet++ a realistic channel model published in
[19] over the physical layer implementation provided by the Mixim framework
[12]. This channel model of an on-body 2.45 GHz channel between 7 nodes, that
belong to the same WBAN, using small directional antennas modeled as if they
were 1.5 cm away from the body. Nodes are assumed to be attached to the human
body on the head, chest, upper arm, wrist, navel, thigh, and ankle. Considering
the application of vital sensor monitoring for medical and health-care, these
nodes are selected based on the possible vital sensors.

Nodes positions are calculated in 7 postures: walking (walk), walking weakly
(weak), running (run), sitting down (sit), wearing a jacket (wear), sleeping
(sleep), and lying down (lie). Walk, weak, and run are variations of walking
motions. Sit and lie are variations of up-and-down movement. Wear and sleep
are relatively irregular postures and movements.

Channel attenuation is calculated between each couple of nodes for each of
these postures as the average attenuation (in dB) and the standard deviation
(in dBm). The datasets we used to integrate the mobility model are presented
in [4]. The model takes into account: the shadowing, reflection, diffraction, and
scattering by body parts.
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4 CLPB : Cross Layer Protocol for Broadcast in WBAN

In this section, we introduce our new cross layer broadcast protocol CLPB.
CLPB handles both the control medium access and the broadcast process.

CLPB is a slotted protocol that builds on top of a pruned communication graphs
constructed based on the channel model [19] described in Sect. 3.

In order to include the channel model specificities in the broadcast process,
CLPB needs a preprocessing phase (see Sect. 4.1). The preprocessing phase is
only handled at the beginning and only at the Sink node level.

After this preprocessing phase, Sink broadcasts packets that will carry both
data and control information (e.g. slots assignment, synchronization information,
etc) (see Sect. 4.2).

Each node wakes up on each slot on reception mode, RX, for a period of time
that equals to a half time slot. During this period, there are two possible cases:

– no packet is received: The node goes back to sleep mode and wakes up (on
reception mode RX) next time slot.

– a packet is received:
• if it is allowed to transmit (based on time slots schedule), then it schedules

a transmission.
• if more packets are expected, based on Sink node transmission rate, then

it computes the next cycle and goes back to sleep at the end of the current
cycle. Otherwise, it sleeps definitely.

4.1 Preprocessing Phase

The aim of preprocessing phase is to identify, for each posture and for each
node, one or more reliable paths from Sink node, i.e paths with the highest
success transmission probability. This phase is executed only by Sink node before
starting the broadcast process.

First, Sink node computes, based on the mean attenuation and the standard
deviation of each link between a couple of nodes, the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the random attenuation x : F (X) = P [x < X] where X
is a threshold. X represents the maximum acceptable attenuation referring to
the transmission power −55 dBm and the reception sensibility −100 dBm. X is
equal (−55 - (−100)) = 45 dB and F (45) represents the probability of a successful
transmission at this link. A similar approach is used by the authors of [8].

Then, Sink computes a pruned communication graph. Nodes in this graph
are the nodes in the network, the edges correspond to the links with success
transmission probability greater than 0.5.

Figure 1 shows 3 pruned communication graphs, for walking, walking weakly
and sleeping postures, obtained by applying the procedure described above.

Sink selects a set of senders, for each posture, starting from top to down. A
sender is a node that presents a link with a high transmission success probability
with a node other than the Sink.
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Fig. 1. The resulting communication graphs (a graph per posture)

We suppose that Sink node knows in advance the postures of the body.
Postures detection is out of the scope of our study. Note that several works
[16,21] addressed the posture detection.

At the end of the preprocessing phase, Sink assigns a slot to each sender
outputted by the preprocessing phase. A node is allowed to forward previously
received packets only if it is a sender and the current slot was assigned to it.
When a node wakes up on its assigned time slot to transmit previously received
data, it transmits until the end of its slot. After this point, it delays the remaining
packets to be broadcasted in the next cycle.

4.2 Medium Access and Synchronization Scheme

Sink node divides time into cycles. A cycle corresponds to a fixed number of
time slots i.e. a sequence of time slots equals to the number of senders including
Sink node.

In a cycle, during its corresponding time slot, each sender node is allowed to
forward data received in the previous time slot or in the previous cycle.

Nodes synchronize with Sink node via the scheduling and synchronization
scheme (Fig. 2). We also show that nodes are able to resynchronize even though
some packets are lost.

Our new cross layer approach minimizes coordination overhead. No exchange
of control packets is needed because Sink node broadcasts packets which include
data and a medium access and synchronization scheme.

Our protocol assumes that nodes execute in synchronized time-slots. Fur-
thermore, it is assumed that the boundaries of slots are also synchronized.

Each received packet is considered as a reference for the current time slot. A
sender includes in packets it forwards its slot number called current slot.

1. Slots Assignment: is the result of the preprocessing phase and describes
what time slot did the Sink node assigned to each sender.
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Fig. 2. CLPB packet description

2. Messages Number: represents the total number of packets to be sent by
Sink node and that should be received by all nodes. This parameter refers to
sequence number and enable nodes to recognize missing packets.

3. Next Cycle Start: Depends on the transmission rate of Sink node. This
transmission rate allows to compute the time between two consecutive cycles:
the CyclesInterleave parameter presented below.

CyclesInterleave =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0, if Sink Transmission rate * Cycle Duration > 1

(�Transmissionrate/SlotDuration�)
∗SlotDuration] − CycleDuration, otherwise.

(1)

If the transmission rate is such that Sink node receives an application packet
while previous packet is still in broadcast (the current cycle is not finished),
then CyclesInterleave is null. In this case, Sink node waits the end of the
current cycle and then immediately starts a new cycle.
If Sink node receives an application packet much later. For example, Sink
node receives an application packet every 8 time slots, which is greater than
a cycle duration equals to 5 time slots for example. In this case, nodes enter
in a sleep mode waiting for the next cycle.
Next Cycle Start is a key parameter that optimizes nodes duty cycle. Instead
of alternating between reception and sleep mode each time slot, nodes will go
back to sleep and schedule wake up when more packets are available.

4. End of Cycles: Nodes have to wake up each cycle in order to receive data
packets. However, in case of packet loss, nodes will keep waiting for lost pack-
ets. To avoid such scenario, Sink node computes, based on traffic parameter,
an end of communication time that we call End of Cycles. Then, when a node
reaches the estimated time, it decides to sleep definitely (another alternative
could be chosen regarding the application requirements specified by the con-
cerned entity: a return to the initial state i.e half of the slot awake the other
half sleep, or a wakeup after x seconds, etc.)

5 Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare flat broadcast strategies published in [5] (and its
companion technical report [6]) and the new cross layer protocol CLPB.
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Our evaluation targets the parameters below:

– Reliability: Network coverage. Sink node is our unique source of packets.
We therefore compute the number of nodes that have received the message
and present results as the percentage of covered nodes.

– FIFO Order: Percentage of de-sequencing. The percentage of packets
received in a different order than the sending order.

Section 5.2 presents simulation results when strategies are stressed with a
Sink node transmission rates from 2 to 1000 packets/s.

More results are available in [4]. We extend our evaluation to the impact
of MAC buffer sizes on protocols’ performance. The goal of studying strategies
performance with various transmission rates and different MAC buffer sizes is
to highlight the hidden impact of some parameters like MAC buffer size on the
performance of the different strategies. Our simulation confirms that a cross-layer
approach offers the best performance.

5.1 Simulation Settings

We use the discrete event simulator Omnet++ [1] and the Mixim framework
[12] enriched with the described channel and mobility model in Sect. 3.

Above the channel model, we used standard protocol implementations pro-
vided by the Mixim framework [12]. In particular, we used, for the medium
access control layer, the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation (2006 version, non-
beacon mode). Sensitivity levels, packets header length and other basic infor-
mation and parameters are based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

Each data point is the average of 50 simulations run with different seeds. We
used Omnet++ default internal random number generator, i.e. the Mersenne
Twister implementation (cMersenneTwister; MT19937) for the uniform distribu-
tion, with different initialization seeds for each run, and the normal distribution
generator (cNormal) for the signal attenuation.

The transmission power is set at the minimum limit level −55 dBm [6] that
ensures a limited energy consumption, reduces wearers electromagnetic exposi-
tion and allows an intermittent communication given the channel attenuation
and the receiver sensitivity −100 dBm. For CLPB protocol, slot duration is set
to 5 ms with a bitrate equal to 1 Mb/s.

5.2 Simulation Results

In this section, we stress the different strategies with Sink node transmission
rate up to 1000 packets/s and a MAC buffer size equals to 100 which is the
default value in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

In all body postures, CLPB strategy outperforms the flat strategies. More-
over, CLPB good performance is maintained up to 200 packets/s while the other
strategies percentage drops starting from 10 packets/s.
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Network Coverage. Figure 3 presents the percentage of covered nodes in func-
tion of Sink transmission rate. This rate is presented as the number of broad-
casted packets per second.
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Fig. 3. Percentage of covered nodes for walk, walking weakly and wearing a jacket
postures for flat broadcast strategies and CLPB – MAC buffer size 100

All flat broadcast strategies behave similarly: Going to 1000 packets/s, the
percentage of covered nodes almost linearly decreases to reach 10%. At 100
packets/s, only 50% of the network is covered.

With Flooding strategy, nodes broadcast each received packet without restric-
tions hence, the important amount of packets overloads the network and creates
collisions and loss of packets.

With Pruned Flooding, even if nodes are restricted to broadcast to only K
nodes, still, with K = 3 many copies are generated and the network is overloaded.
Also, because of the random choice of the next hops, some nodes are not qualified
for forwarding.

With MBP, broadcast is only delayed to give time for the other nodes to
receive and acknowledge correct reception. This delay allows MBP to avoid
network overloading and hence limits collisions and ensures a better percentage
of covered nodes than Flooding and Pruned Flooding strategies.

CLPB maintains a good percentage, greater than 90%, up to 350 packets/s.
Indeed, with 350 packets/s, Sink has one packet to send every 2.85 ms. In our
settings, a cycle lasts 5 time slots with a time slot duration equals to 5 ms. At the
end of the cycle, Sink node has 8 packets waiting in buffer for broadcast. Or, with
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a bit rate equals to 1Mbs, Sink node can send up to 5 Kbs during its time slot.
A packet size is equal to 544 bits then Sink node can send up to (5 Kbs/544 bits)
packets i.e 9 packets per time slot. Beyond the rate 350 packets/s, performance
falls to 30% of covered nodes by 1000 packets/s. Nodes are no more able to
broadcast all waiting packets, then new received packets are dropped because
buffer is saturated at MAC level.
FIFO Order: Percentage of De-sequencing. Figure 4 presents the percent-
age of de-sequencing in function of Sink node transmission rate.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of de-sequencing for walk, walking weakly and wearing a jacket
postures for flat broadcast strategies and CLPB

Three zones can be observed:

– At the beginning, all strategies present 0% of de-sequencing. At this point,
strategies are able to handle more than one packet in the network.

– Then, from a given rate (depending on the strategy), the percentage increases.
Here, based on Fig. 3, the percentage of covered nodes decreases due to colli-
sions. Therefore, sequencing is no longer ensured.

– Finally, the percentage decreases to converge to 0% again due to the fact that
few packets are received.

We observe that, for flat broadcast strategies, the inflection points of different
curves have the same abscissa. This abscissa corresponds to a transmission rate
equal to 100 packets/s. Looking deeper to different set parameters, 100 is the
default value of the buffer size at the MAC level.
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MBP strategy presents the highest percentage of de-sequencing for all pos-
tures, starting from 2 packets/s. In this strategy, nodes can whether broadcast
immediately received packet or put it in the buffer and delay broadcast depend-
ing on threshold values.Thus, de-sequencing is more feasible.

Percentage of de-sequencing increases starting from 5 packets/s for Flooding
and Pruned Flooding and from 20 packets/s for Optimized Flooding, PlainFlood-
ing and Probabilistic Flooding. Flooding and Pruned Flooding have difficulties to
handle transmission rate increase due to collisions and packets loss.

CLPB reacts as the other strategies and we observe de-sequencing in the
received sequence. This is due to the mobility model. That is, unreliable links
may occur, thus allowing reception of one of several packets from the broadcasted
sequence. The links then disappear and the complete sequence will be received
through a more reliable link.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first that proposes a MAC-
network cross-layer broadcast in WBAN.

Our work was motivated by results obtained after an extensive set of simu-
lations where we stressed the existing network layer broadcast strategies [4–6]
against realistic human body mobility and various transmission rates.

With no exception, the existing flat broadcast strategies register a dramatic
drop of performance in terms of percentage of covered nodes, end-to-end delay
and energy consumption when the transmission rates are superior to 11 Kb/s.
We therefore, propose a new MAC-network cross-layer broadcast that exploits
communication graph defined by the body postures in order to optimize medium
access and nodes synchronization. Our protocol maintains its good performance
up to 190 Kb/s transmission rates.

Our work opens several research directions. In the following we discuss two of
them. First, we plan to investigate the slot synchronization in WBAN. The cross-
layer protocols designed so far for WBAN assume a strong slot synchronization.
Efficiently synchronizing slots in WBAN with realistic human body postures and
mobility is an open issue. Second, we intend to extend our study to cross-layer
converge-cast protocols. Although, there are several proposals in the WBAN
literature, none of them has been stressed with realistic human body mobility
and peaks of transmission rates.
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Abstract. Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs), designed especially
for healthcare applications require a strict guarantee of quality of service
(QoS), in terms of latency, error rate and reliability. Generally, medical
applications have different kinds of data traffic which may be classified
into periodic, urgent or on-demand. Each type has its own requirements
and constraints. The IEEE 802.15.6 WBAN specific standard, designed
especially to handle healthcare applications, proposes different channel
access mechanisms and superframe structures but does not specify how to
handle the different types of medical traffic. The present paper describes
MTM-MAC protocol, a new traffic aware MAC protocol which adapts
the IEEE 8021.15.6 and exploit network context-awareness to satisfy
the specific requirements of each traffic type. Through simulations, the
proposed protocol proved its efficiency in comparison with IEEE 802.15.6
in terms of delay, energy and throughput.

Keywords: Wireless Body Area Networks · Traffic-awareness ·
Reliability · Context-awareness · Medical traffic

1 Introduction

Recently, Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) have emerged as a key
enabling low cost technology for provisioning of healthcare applications. A
WBAN is a collection of low-power, miniaturized and invasive/non-invasive
lightweight bio sensors, which are collecting vital signs, such as heartbeat, body
temperature and blood pressure, for a remote or a local process by the Body
Node Coordinator (BNC). In ubiquitous WBAN environments, sensor nodes may
request different channel resources under different scenarios. For example, within
the monitoring context of a patient with heart disease, many vital signs could be
transmitted with the same priority for a daily data collection. When this patient
is doing exercise and suffers from potential danger to his/her health, heart rate
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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and Electrocardiography (ECG) signals are most time-critical and should be
transmitted in a real-time manner. In such scenario, real-time transmission of
other unconcerned data, like blood glucose or Electroencephalography (EEG)
signals, is usually not necessary. Thus, the medical traffic in WBANs has several
aspects. In fact, data generated by bio sensors in health monitoring are corre-
lated with each other. For example, if a patient falls sick due to fever, his/her
body temperature will rise together with heart rate and possibly blood pressure
[16]. Besides, it is heterogeneous since each sensor may have a different data
rate, a different context priority, etc. In fact, WBANs are usually designed for
supporting medical applications generating different kinds of traffic, having var-
ious constraints and requirements. This medical traffic is generally classified into
three categories: Periodic, urgent and on-demand. The periodic traffic is the data
collected periodically in normal conditions. The urgent traffic is relative to critic
situations and occurs when sensors data is out of normal ranges. The on-demand
traffic is initiated generally by the BNC to collect additional information from
bio sensors in ambiguous situations. For developing WBAN medical applica-
tions, several technologies can be adopted [18]. Yet, the standard IEEE 802.15.6
[1] was primarily established for healthcare promotion. It proposes a superframe
structure with different sub periods and different channel access mechanisms to
support heterogeneous traffics, but does not specify how to handle the different
types of medical traffic with these available resources. Besides, since its appear-
ance on 2012, the different features of the IEEE 802.15.6, especially MAC ones,
are still under analysis and performance evaluations [2,4,8,17]. In addition, the
IEEE 802.15.6 standard does not specify any retransmission strategy.

However, due to the sensitivity and criticality of the data carried and han-
dled by WBANs, achieving a reliable network communication is crucial, mainly
in emergency situations, as any packet loss could be fatal. In fact, several exter-
nal factors may degrade the network reliability such as packets collision during
contention phases, interference, channel deep fading or body shadowing caused
by user postures changes and body movements. Through context-awareness
paradigm, the system can adjust itself to user preferences and perform tasks
according to the user nature. Moreover, the more knowledge an application has
of each user and his/her context, the better it can adapt itself to assist that
user [13]. In this context, depending on network and nodes constraints, we try
to adapt the nodes behavior to fit with each traffic kind in order to satisfy its
specific requirements.

Our main focus in this paper is to adapt the IEEE 802.15.6 standard by
leveraging its proposed sub periods and channel mechanisms to appropriately
handle the three kinds of medical traffic. The main contributions in this paper
are:

– Exploit the different access mechanisms and the proposed sub periods of IEEE
802.15.6 standard in order to handle the heterogeneity of the different sensor
kinds.

– Adapt the MAC mechanisms to the context of the heterogeneous sensors in
order to support the three kinds of traffic relative to medical applications
(Periodic, Urgent and On demand) and satisfy their QoS needs.
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– Optimize the use of the network resources by minimizing the unnecessary
management packets and adjusting the length of the different subperiods.

The structure of the following paper is as follow. In Sect. 2, we provide a general
highlight of the IEEE 802.15.6 standard, especially MAC mechanisms. In Sect. 3,
we review the state of the art relative to traffic-aware protocols in WBANs. In
Sect. 4, we introduce our traffic-aware MAC protocol. We evaluate its perfor-
mances in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper.

2 IEEE 802.15.6 Standard

IEEE 802.15.6 standard covers both physical and MAC layers [1]. It defines a
MAC layer supporting three Physical (PHY) layers, namely Narrow Band (NB),
Ultra Wide Band (UWB) and Human Body Communication (HBC). For organiz-
ing channel access, the time axis is divided into superframes. However, the IEEE
802.15.6 network can operate in one of the following modes: (1) Beacon mode
with superframes boundaries, (2) non beacon mode with superframes boundaries
and (3) non beacon mode without superframe boundaries. Generally, the first
mode, in which the entire channel is divided into superframe structures, is the
most adopted. As exposed in Fig. 1, the superframe begins with a beacon phase,
as beacons are transmitted by the hub in each superframe, except inactive ones.
This phase is followed by an Exclusive Access Phase (EAP1) relative to emer-
gency traffic, a Random Access Phase (RAP1) necessary for handling network
management traffic and a Managed Access Period (MAP1) generally used for
improvised, scheduled and unscheduled accesses. These periods can be repeated
once within the same superframe. A second beacon B2 must be sent before a
last Contention Access Phase (CAP). Any of these periods can be disabled when
the hub sets them to zero, unless for RAP1. EAP periods are only reserved for
the traffic having the highest user priority, mainly 7 according to the standard
user priority mapping varying from 0 to 7 as depicted in Table 1. RAP and CAP
periods are based on prioritized contention access, while MAP periods may be
used for periodic data traffic. For these different sub periods, the IEEE 802.15.6
standard provides different access modes, which are:

Table 1. IEEE 802.15.6 user priorities

UP Traffic designation Frame type

0 Background (BK) Data
1 Best Effort (BE) Data
2 Excellent Effort (EE) Data
3 Voice Data
4 Video Data
5 Medical Data or Network Control Data or Management
6 High priority Medical Data or Network Control Data or Management
7 Emergency or Medical Implant Event Report Data
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Fig. 1. IEEE 802.15.6 superframe structure

– Random Access Mode (Contention Based): It uses either slotted
CSMA/CA or slotted Aloha for channel access in EAP1, EAP2, RAP1, RAP2
and CAP. The size of the Contention Window (CW) is set according to the
frame priority. The high priority frame uses a small CW as compared with
the low priority frame.

– Improvised, Unscheduled Access: It is generally used for Post (a hub
instruction) or Poll (a data request from the hub). During this access mode,
sensor nodes must be awake and wait for a poll or post frame from the hub,
before they can transmit. Improvised transfers occur in MAP1 and MAP2.

– Scheduled Access (Contention free): It is relative to 1-periodic allo-
cations where devices exchange frames with the hub in every superframe or
m-periodic allocations where devices and hub exchange frames every m super-
frames allowing the device to sleep between transfers. In this mode, sensor
nodes can start their transfer exactly on their reserved slots. Scheduled trans-
fers occur in the MAP1 and MAP2.

Scheduled-based and contention-based MAC are the most used channel access
mechanisms for such networks. A scheduled-based approach is usually more effi-
cient in WBAN star topology than a contention-based approach. However, the
complex time-varying channel in WBANs, caused by several factors such frequent
body movements, are not considered in IEEE 8021.15.6. Transmitted data may
sometimes suffer deep fading and cannot be detected by the receiver. Deep fading
usually lasts for 10–50ms, during which several packets can be transmitted. In
a scheduled based design with continuous slots allocation, packets from one sen-
sor may experience consecutive losses and a simple retransmission mechanism is
insufficient to recover all these lost packets. In the other hand, contention access
is vulnerable to packets collisions, especially with an increasing number of nodes.

3 Related Work

Work relative to WBAN traffic-awareness can be divided into three main cat-
egories. In the first category, authors adopted IEEE 802.15.4 for building their
own strategies and protocols. In [9], authors proposed a traffic-aware protocol
for saving network energy while considering the three kinds of traffic, namely
periodic, urgent and on demand. They rely on two mechanisms: A traffic-based
wakeup mechanism to accommodate normal traffic and a wakeup radio mech-
anism to accommodate emergency and on-demand traffic. The IEEE 802.15.4
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based protocol described in [15] is based on node requirements. It dynamically
modifies the duty cycle and data rate of sensor nodes in order to adapt their
sampling rate and assigned bandwidth. Only two states are considered which are
normal and emergency. Otherwise, the proposed protocol is only for fixed star
topology and does not consider body movements and the context description is
kept very general. CA-MAC [10], an hybrid Context-Aware and traffic adaptive
MAC protocol, is proposed essentially to improve energy efficiency and to reduce
delay. CA-MAC dynamically changes the sampling rate and the scheduled-based
slots of each type of sensors and it designs a polling-based access to manage time-
critical contexts. The context awareness of CA-MAC is based on channel and
traffic-aware functions without taking more specific contextual information [14].
ATLAS MAC [12] is based on a multi-hop cluster topology while considering
different traffic loads. The protocol modified the superframe structure of IEEE
802.15.4, however, no priority is given for traffic classes. It includes a simplified
traffic load estimation technique, where the load is derived based on nodes radio
capacity usage; the proposed categories of loads are: Low-load, Moderate-load,
High-load and Over-load. ATLAS MAC improves energy efficiency but ignores
traffic prioritization. PLA-MAC [3] modifies also the superframe structure of
IEEE 802.15.4. PLA-MAC has a dynamic superframe structure depending on
the variation of traffic loads. Based on the delay and reliability constraints of
data packets, the protocol performs a traffic classification and combines it with
sensors data generation in order to calculate the different priority and back-off
values. The back-off values are used by the sensor nodes in order to perform
prioritized random back off before transmitting their data packets. PLA-MAC
is inefficient when dealing with traffic heterogeneity, traffic load and network
synchronization.

The second category of work considers researches which have adopted the
IEEE 802.15.6 reference standard. In [6], authors considered a simplified form
of the IEEE 802.15.6 superframe, based only on a EAP, RAP and MAP in
order to reduce complexity. MDTA-MAC [7], which is IEEE 802.15.6 based, per-
forms traffic classification and prioritization. It classifies traffic into four classes
namely: Critical data packet, Reliability-driven data packet, Delay-driven data
packet and Ordinary data packets. In MDTA-MAC, traffic load is categorized
as low load, moderate load, high load, and overload. MDTA-MAC modifies the
IEEE 802.15.6 duty cycle and uses different frame structures depending on load
type. However, this protocol offers network complexities and requires additional
synchronization tasks. In CL-RRS [15], also based on IEEE 802.15.6 standard,
four kinds of superframes were proposed. The switch from one kind to another
is done according to predefined conditions.

Other work adopting traffic awareness adopted their own superframes. In
[16], the superframe is composed of a beacon followed by a First Round Reser-
vation Period (FRRP) and a Second Round Reservation Period (SRRP), and
a Sleep Period (SP). The first round reservation period aims to transmit the
periodic data. The second round is dedicated for nodes requesting to sample
additional data to record the variation more accurately. The second round reser-
vation period takes charge of the burst data transmission. In [11], based on
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WBAN channel status and application context, authors proposed a MAC proto-
col which dynamically adjusts the transmission order and transmission duration
of the nodes.

4 MTM-MAC: Medical Traffic Management MAC
Protocol

In order to guarantee the required QoS for WBAN medical applications, we pro-
pose a Medical Traffic Management MAC protocol (MTM-MAC) which exploits
context-awareness to acquire additional information relative the node and traffic
contexts in order to improve the channel access. Our main objective is to handle
the various kinds of traffic, mainly periodic, urgent and on demand, in the con-
text of medical applications while referring to the IEEE 802.15.6 standard [1].
It assigns a different treatment based on traffic type (Periodic/Urgent) and crit-
icality (data priority) and enhances the network reliability through recovering
lost packets.

To this end, our approach requires an initialization phase, during which we
collect the network information. During this phase, the superframe is composed
of a beacon phase and only a RAP phase, as exposed in Fig. 2, in order to allow
hub to acquire some knowledge from exchanged control packets sent by the
nodes already present in the network. Each node sends a connection request
frame including the node context. The node context represents the node’s
contextual information related to its application requirements, such as the traffic
type (periodic/urgent), the data criticality through providing the data priority,
the data rate determined by the node sampling rate and the data packet size,
as illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. MTM-MAC node’s context

Feature Description

Priority From 0 to 7 according to Table 1
Traffic kind Urgent or Periodic
Data size The application payload length
First packet arrival The reception time of the first packet from the Application

Layer (only for Periodic Traffic)
Time received beacon The beacon reception time after receiving the first packet

from the Application layer (only for Periodic Traffic)
Packet rate The node application Rate

The hub stores the context of each node in a Table called Nodes-Table. The
structure of this table is as described in Table 3.

Then, based on the acquired contextual information, we apply the appro-
priate mechanisms to select the most adequate superframe structure, calculate
the subperiods sizes to allow all nodes to have enough time in the adequate
subperiod to send their traffic and handle appropriately each type of traffic.
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Table 3. MTM-MAC Nodes-Table Structure

Fields ConnNID Priority SlotLength StartSlot EndSlot DataSize FirstpktArrival

NextPktArrival Context IsPresent period bufferSize InitialWakeup Ack-Notification NextWakeup

Selection of the Superframe Structures. According to MTM-MAC, the
different superframe subperiods are selected relatively to number of nodes known
during the initialization phase and their contexts. EAP period is available only
if there is an urgent traffic, while a MAP scheduled phase is available when
there is a periodic traffic on the WBAN. A MAP polling period is required when
the hub needs additional information. However, a RAP period is always present
in each superframe for handling management traffic. According the contextual
information acquired, the network adopts one of the following superframes as
illustrates in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5:

– Superframe 1: It is the superframe relative to the initialization phase. It
includes only a beacon and a RAP periods as depicted in Fig. 2. The RAP
period is a contention-based access period. A RAP period is always present
in each superframe in order to allow new nodes to connect to the network.
The length of the RAP may be estimated according to the charge of traffic
as well as the events history, etc.

– Superframe 2: It used for general periodic traffic; this superframe is com-
posed of a beacon, a RAP and a MAP periods as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
RAP period is used for nodes slot requests or general management traffic and
the MAP scheduled period allows nodes to send their frames in the reserved
slots, allocated by the hub.

– Superframe 3: When there is an emergency traffic, we add an EAP period
for emergency traffic, after the beacon period, as illustrated in Fig. 4. For the
urgent traffic, the EAP is a prioritized contention based period allowed only
for nodes having the highest priority.

– Superframe 4: When an abnormal situation occurs; i.e, a node is sending
erroneous values, the BNC needs some additional information from the other
communicating sensors for a better understanding of the current situation in
order to resolve the network ambiguity. The superframe in this case is formed
by a beacon, a MAP for the on demand traffic, an EAP, a RAP and a MAP,
as depicted in Fig. 5. The MAP for on demand traffic is polling based period.
Since additional information is requested by the hub, it specifies the nodes
which have to be active during this MAP period. During this MAP polling
phase, the hub sends a polling frame and the node sends the requested data.

Adjustment of Subperiods Lengths. In MTM-MAC, the length of the dif-
ferent sub periods are dynamically adjusted in order to fit with the current
situation in terms of number of nodes, their relative context, etc.

EAP period, the hub dynamically calculates its length LEAP , according to
the number of emergency nodes in the network using the Eq. 1, where LEAP
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Fig. 2. Initialization superframe. Fig. 3. General MTM-MAC super-
frame

Fig. 4. General MTM-MAC super-
frame with emergency traffic.

Fig. 5. General MTM-MAC super-
frame in presence on demand traffic.

represents the number of slots of the EAP period. Treqi is the time required by
each node, having an urgent traffic and contending to access the channel during
EAP to send its frame. Lslot is the length of slot of the considered superframe.
Treqi is calculated according to Eq. 2.

LEAP = �
∑n

1 Treqi
Lslot

� (1)

Treqi = CWmax + TData + 2 ∗ pSIFS + TAck (2)

Where n is the number of nodes having urgent or critic traffic, CWmax is the
maximal back-off time before accessing to the channel, TData is the required time
for sending the data and TAck is the required time for sending the acknowledg-
ment frame. pSIFS represents the time to start the transmission a frame after
the reception of another one. Adjusting the length of EAP allows to guarantee
enough time for the urgent nodes to send their packets and to increase the chance
of successful transmissions, since this kind of traffic is correlated.

For the periodic traffic, the hub computes the slots requested by each node
during MAP scheduled phase as follows:

TEi = TData + 2 ∗ pSIFS + TAck (3)

Where TEi is the estimated time for a node to send one packet. The total number
of slots required by a node TToti is calculated according to Eq. 4

TToti = �TEi ∗ LSF

Ratei

Lslot
� (4)

Where LSF is the length of the considered superframe and Ratei is the packet
rate generation of the node i.

For the on demand traffic, the length of MAP polling is calculated as follows:

LMAPpoll
= �

∑m
1 TPolli

Lslot
� (5)

TPolli = TPOLL + pSIFS + TData + 2 ∗ pSIFS + TAck (6)
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Where LMAPpoll
is the total length of MAP1. m is the number of the designed

nodes to access MAP1. TPolli is the required time for each node allowed to access
this phase to send its data. It is calculated according to Eq. 6 where TPOLL is
the time of sending POLL frame by the hub.

Handling Traffic Types. At the end of each superframe, the hub updates
the Nodes-Table using the information exchanged during the current super-
frame.Based on this information, the hub treat appropriately the different kinds
of traffic of the following superframes:

Periodic Traffic: Since the majority of medical traffic is periodic, allocating
slots in MAP scheduled access phase should be carried on carefully by the BNC.
The slot allocation algorithm used in IEEE 802.15.6 MAC protocol is a simple
algorithm with using First In First Out (FIFO) mechanism. Our dynamic slot
allocation strategy (DSA) strategy allocates slots to nodes while taking into
account their requirements, mainly priority, packet data arrivals, data size and
traffic rates. Thus, DSA takes into account both low and high traffic rates. First,
the slot allocation is based on nodes priorities. If considered nodes belong to the
same priority class, the slots allocation will be according the packet generation
time in order to reduce the un-avoided queuing delay in overloaded environments.
In MTM-MAC, the periodicity of each node is calculated by the hub relatively to
the node application data rate and the generation time of the first packet. If there
is no enough slots for a node in the current superframe, the hub allocates slots
for this node in the next superframe, before others. Besides, in order to enhance
the network reliability, the hub allocates slots in the subsequent superframe for
nodes which failed to send in the current one. When the node sends the packet in
the designed slot, but the packet failed to reach the hub; certainly, the packet has
to be retransmitted. But, if the hub receives correctly the frame and the node
does not receive the I-ACK, the node will consider this case as a packet loss
and retransmit it. In this case, the hub has to inform the node that there is not
need to resend the packet thanks to the additional field called Ack-Notification,
in the beacon. If this field is set to O, all frames were received correctly in the
previous superframe. When it is set to 1, there is lost frames which need to be
retransmitted in the current superframe. But, if the hub receives correctly the
frame and the node does not receive the I-ACK, the node will consider this case
as a packet loss and wants to retransmit it. In this case, the hub has to inform
the node that there is not need to resend the packet.

Emergency Traffic: Meeting the constraints of emergency traffic in the presence
of other traffics with diverse QoS requirements is a great challenge. The pro-
posed MAC protocol privileges the urgent traffic over the other types of traffic.
While the IEEE 802.15.6 provides a contention period EAP for the traffic with
highest priority (UP=7), in MTM-MAC urgent traffic delivery approach, data is
delivered instantly without any delay. If the urgent packet arrives during EAP,
it contends with other nodes having (UP=7), if any. If the urgent packet arrives
during RAP, it also contends with the lower priorities nodes using prioritized
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backoff based on a reduced contention window. When the packet arrives during
an empty slot, it will be send immediately. If the packet arrives in MAP sched-
uled access, it can take the slots assigned to a periodic traffic node. This later
can postpone its packet transmission on any empty slot in the current Super-
frame or sends it in the next superframe as its data is not as important as the
urgent one. To allow this functional behavior, a node with periodic traffic has to
wait for a guard time before sending its packet during its allocated slot. If the
channel is not busy, the node begins its transmission, otherwise, it has to differ
its transmission since it was preempted by a node with an urgent traffic.

On Demand Traffic: In MTM-MAC, the hub, receiving data from different sen-
sors, analyses it in its application layer. The hub may receive a strange or an erro-
neous value, while other values are normal. The ambiguous value can be caused
by a device breakdown, a quick variation caused by patient context change or a
serious health danger. In order to avoid false alerts and confuse the medical staff,
it is worth to locally treat these kinds of ambiguous situations. In such cases, the
hub requests additional information from some concerned sensors in order to get
a general view of the patient healthcare. In the beacon of the next superframe,
the hub informs the nodes about the duration of the polling-based MAP1 and
the nodes which have to be awake in this sub period. Each node, receiving a
POLL message, has to provide a sample and sends it to the hub. Then, the hub
tests the value. If there is more abnormal values, its sends immediately an alert
to the gateway via its second interface. If all other values are normal, the hub
considers this ambiguous value as temporary and non-critic.

5 MTM-MAC: Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will point out the ability of MTM-MAC protocol and its
effectiveness for handling different kinds of medical traffic; we compare it with
IEEE 802.15.6 MAC standard using Castalia simulator [5]. For IEEE 802.15.6,
we adopt a fixed superframe, including a beacon, EAP, RAP and MAP periods.
EAP period is for urgent traffic, while RAP period is for management traffic.
Periodic traffic is sent only during MAP using contention free access. Simulation
parameters of the IEEE 802.15.6 are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Simulations parameters IEEE802.15.6

Parameters Value

EAP length 5 slots
RAP period 5 slots
Superframe length 32 slots
Slot size 10 msecs
Contention slot size 0.36 msecs
pSIFS 0.03 msecs
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To validate MTM-MAC performances, we focus essentially on periodic and
urgent traffics. To this end, we use the following performance metrics:

– Packet Delivery Ratio: It corresponds to the rate of packets delivered
correctly among the packets generated by all the nodes.

– Waiting Time: It represents the delay spent before the transfer of a packet
begins. It is measured in seconds.

– The average energy consumed per packet: It represents the total energy
consumed divided by the total number of delivered data packets;

– Latency (end-to-end delay): It is the time taken by a packet to travel
from node to the hub.

We will consider one hop star topology composed of a hub and a number of
nodes having periodic and/or urgent traffic, placed around the body. We realize
simulations in an ideal environment and a realistic environment, prone to human
body shadowing, collision and interference.

Periodic Traffic. In this scenario, we will consider only periodic traffic, mainly
low and high, while varying the number of nodes during simulations. Their rel-
atives simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Simulations parameters of periodic low and high traffic

Parameters Value

Number of sensor nodes 1–12
Data size 10 bytes
Data rate 10 s
Priority 5
Simulation time 100 s

As exposed in Fig. 6(c) and (d), in an ideal environment, both protocols can
send all the data packets correctly to the hub. However, in a non ideal environ-
ment, we observe a remarkable degradation of the packet delivery ratio for IEEE
802.15.6. Despite the throughput decrease for MTM-MAC, it still outperforms
IEEE 802.15.6. From Fig. 6(c) and (d), we observe that throughput has decreased
for MTM-MAC from 100% in an ideal environment to approximately 70% in a
non ideal environment. Generally, shadowing caused by body movements has a
big impact on the scheduled access. However, thanks to the notification acknowl-
edgment strategy proposed by MTM-MAC, packet losses are recovered rapidly.
MTM-MAC assigns additional slots in the subsequent superframe first to the
nodes which have failed to transmit during the current superframe. This func-
tional behavior contributes to enhance the waiting time as exposed in Fig. 6(a).
In fact, MTM-MAC improves considerably the delay of periodic traffic. For low
traffic, the average waiting time for MTM-MAC is about 0.05 s, while it is about
6 s for IEEE 802.15.6. For the high periodic traffic, the average waiting time is
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Fig. 6. Results of scenario 1 relative to low and high periodic traffics in both ideal and
non ideal environments

about 0.04 s for MTM-MAC against 0.5 s for the standard. The knowledge of
nodes contexts allows MTM-MAC to allocate adequately the slots in the appro-
priate superframes. Assigning slots based on packet priority and packet arrival
times for nodes with the same priority reduces considerably the waiting time,
and consequently the overall delay for both kinds of traffic. In this way, we reduce
the energy waste. As illustrated in Fig. 6(e) and (f), we remark that the MTM-
MAC consumed energy per packet is lower than the IEEE 802.15.6. In fact, the
standard adapts a superframe with a fixed structure where periodic traffic is sent
during scheduled-based MAP with a fixed size. So, with high demands, the hub
may deprive some nodes to have scheduled access slots. In addition, the EAP is
always present in each superframe even there is no urgent traffic. In MTM-MAC,
the selection of subperiods is according to nodes context, number, etc. So, we
will have only required subperiods in each superframe.

Urgent Traffic. We consider a one hop star topology with three urgent nodes
and a varying number of periodic nodes. Simulations parameters of urgent traffic
are summarized in Table 6.

Simulations parameters of the periodic traffic are summarized in Table 7.
Results of urgent traffic simulations are summarized in Fig. 7. As illustrated in
Fig. 7(a), the end to end delay for urgent traffic is considerably reduced in com-
parison with IEEE 802.15.6 standard. In fact, in MTM-MAC, the urgent traffic
is essentially managed to be transmitted during EAP. However, it is allowed
in to be transmitted during other subperiods. Thus, we observe, in Fig. 7(b), the
increase of end-to-end delay for periodic traffic with the increase in the number
of nodes, as allocated slots may be taken by urgent nodes and periodic nodes
will have to postpone their transmissions.
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Table 6. Simulations parameters of
urgent traffic

Nodes Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

Priority 7 7 7
Traffic Urgent Urgent Urgent

Table 7. Simulations parameters of
periodic traffic

Parameters Value

Number of sensor nodes0–10
Data size 10 bytes
Data rate 1 s
Priority 5

As expected, the IEEE 802.15.6 end-to-end delay of urgent traffic is much
bigger than in MTM-MAC, this delay is due to the time the packets have to
wait in the queue until the next EAP.

Fig. 7. Results of scenario 1 relative to urgent and periodic traffic in both ideal and
non ideal environment

Figure 7(c) shows a lower energy consumption for MTM-MAC. In fact, urgent
nodes in IEEE 802.15.6 consumes more energy since all the traffic is sent using
contention. However, for periodic traffic, energy consumption for MTM-MAC,
which is initially lower than in IEEE 802.15.6, increases slowly with the increase
in the number of nodes in bad channel environments. In reality, in such con-
ditions, the periodic nodes consume more energy due to retransmissions and
additional waiting times, as we privilege the urgent nodes to access during their
reserved slots. Besides, periodic nodes have to retransmit their packets in case
of loss due to body shadowing. Hence, in Fig. 7(f), we observe a slight decrease
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in the packet delivery ratio for periodic traffic which is initially 100%, while it
is always 100 % for urgent traffic in both channel environments. In contrary, we
observe a packet delivery ratio varying from 80% to 40% in IEEE 802.15.6 for
this critic traffic.

6 Conclusion

Guaranteeing reliability in WBAN is crucial task due to several factors such as
the channel characterization, the channel conditions, the nodes heterogeneity,
etc. In order to achieve the required level of reliability in such networks and
enhance the overall network performances, MTM-MAC assigns the appropriate
treatment to each traffic types, mainly periodic, urgent and on demand. the key
strategy of MTM-MAC protocol is to acquire knowledge about node context
then exploit these information for realizing a dynamic superframe structure and
a personalized treatment. The proposed protocol satisfies the WBAN medical
traffic while adopting the IEEE 802.15.6 mechanisms. Performance evaluation
showed that MTM-MAC protocol outperforms the IEEE 802.15.6 standard in
terms of delay, energy and throughput.
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Abstract. The growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) is raising sig-
nificant impact in several contexts, e.g., in cities, at home, and even
attached to the human body. This digital transformation is happening
at a high pace and causing a great impact in our daily lives, namely in
our attempt to make cities smarter in an attempt to increase their effi-
ciency while reducing costs and increasing safety. However, this effort is
being supported by the massive deployment of sensors throughout cities
worldwide, leading to increase concerns regarding security and privacy.
While some of these issues have already been tackled, device authenti-
cation remains without a viable solution, specially when considering a
resilient decentralized approach that is the most suitable for this sce-
nario, as it avoids some issues related to centralization, e.g., censorship
and data leakage or profit from corporations. The provisioning is usually
an arduous task that encompasses device configuration, including iden-
tity and key provisioning. Given the potential large number of devices,
this process must be scalable and semi-autonomous, at least. This work
presents a novel approach for provisioning IoT devices that adopts an
architecture where other device acts as a manager that represents a CA,
allowing it to be switched on/off during the provisioning phase to reduce
single point of failure (SPOF) problems. Our solution combines One
Time Password (OTP) on a secure token and cryptographic algorithms
on a hybrid authentication system.

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is an umbrella concept detailing how technology will
interact with users in the coming years. The highly paced technological develop-
ment surrounding it is exposing several novel challenges, namely on privacy and
security. In particular, there is a need to adopt secure solutions for IoT devices
characteristics due to their intrinsic limitations [1] (e.g., battery life and memory
space). Among the set of security and privacy requirements necessary to securely
support IoT, we highlight the user and device identity management, authenti-
cation, the confidentiality of data exchanged in communications, network access
control to allow only authorized devices, and the availability of resources and
systems [2].
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Most past systems base their identity and authentication through the use of
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [3]. However, there are known limitations of this
technology as it depends on a centralized Certification Authority (CA), which
once compromised, the entire system is compromised as well. On top of this,
many security and privacy issues are caused by human configuration errors [19],
and to solve them, we need systems with better interfaces to users and better
tools to help with the provision of new devices.

Nowadays, PKI-based solutions are still unable to provide security by default,
as systems rely on user-provided security through manual device provisioning
configurations. For this reason, the paper presents a decentralized secure device-
to-device communications solution in which device provisioning is focused on
improving usability while providing security by default. The solution focuses on
the use of a PKI where the CA is represented by a manager device that can
be switched on/off to reduce single point of failure (SPOF) problems. Our solu-
tion combines public key cryptography and symmetric keys with the One Time
Password (OTP) concept using a secure token. Device identity is guaranteed
by physical access to this physical token. In addition to generating an OTP,
the physical token also stores a public key to be transmitted to target devices
only, eliminating attacks such as impersonation or man-in-the-middle. It also
improves usability as we exclude configuration errors and difficulty choosing the
right settings while provisioning the device. Although there is manual interac-
tion to use the secure token, the process itself, is as simple as finding the device
to be provisioned and plugging in the secure token.

Section 2 presents the related work with some systems related with our app-
roach. Section 3 describes an overview of the proposed system and the charac-
teristics of the system. The implementation details of the system is described in
Sect. 4. Section 5 defines a threat model and an attack model, in order to see the
vulnerabilities from the point of view of defender’s and attacker’s. Lastly, Sect. 6
presents the conclusions of this work and some future work.

2 Related Work

There are many applications that provide identity, authentication and autho-
rization across multiple contexts.

PKI provides important core authentication technologies for IoT. A study by
Ponemon [11] claims that, 42% of devices will continue to use digital certificates
for authentication and identification in the next two years. The SSL/TLS [13]
or Kerberos [12] are some examples of authentication systems based on a PKI.

Some of the current solutions have scalability limitations regarding their
authentication protocols. For example, the author Sousa et al. [15] solves peer-
to-peer authentication in a decentralized way by using Short Authentication
Strings, but it does not scale well for multiple devices (M-to-N authentication).

The following papers from the authors Solano et al. [14] and Hirmer et al. [16]
are focused on the provisioning of IoT devices but are not focused on usability,
because the authors propose manual solutions where all device data must be
entered manually by the users.
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There are several end-to-end solutions more related with OTP solutions.
Some of them, are based on temporary passwords and/or unique numbers (OTP-
based solutions [4–6], for example), as well as Physically Unclonable Functions
(PUF)-based solutions [7,8]). Kelly et al. [5] claim that IoT devices with single
factor authentication are not sufficient for secure communication. A solution
presented by Shivraj et al. [4] creates a lightweight, robust and scalable OTP
technique developed by using the principles of IBE-Elliptic Curves Cryptography
(ECC) allowing two-factor authentication. The work done in [6] also has an
authentication through OTP to the application level information security.

3 System Overview

This section describes all components of the architecture, as well as the dif-
ferent phases to achieve a decentralized secure end-to-end communications. The
description includes the provisioning phase, authentication mechanisms and scal-
ability extension.

3.1 Manager Setup Phase

The manager device represents the system CA that plays an essential role in a
certification system by signing public keys (or certificates). This device should
be assumed to be trusted and controlled only by trusted persons (such as the
network owner). All certificates signed by the device will be implicitly trusted.
Currently, systems that manage a PKI require a high degree of security and are
installed on an isolated machine. In this proposed system, the PKI is installed on
the manager device that is hybrid, meaning it may be offline from the network
when not in use, to prevent the possibility of the private key being stolen in a
possible network intrusion.

For added security, the manager device can use Intel SGX [22] in order to
secure all the cryptographic assets in a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).

The manager begins by setting a CA using 256-bit Elliptic Curve Digital Sig-
nature Algorithm (ECDSA) and a 256-bit Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption
Scheme (ECIES) key pair to generate a shared key without the need for Diffie-
Hellman exchange. This option was chosen because the ECC is better for low
resource devices as ECC requires fewer resources and provides the same level of
security as Rivest-Shamir-Adlema (RSA) cryptography with a smaller key [17].
In brief, it is possible to use RSA also at this stage, but as the focus of the
approach is on IoT, ECC was chosen.

The manager device also features an OTP manager for allowing authentica-
tion through the use of a secure token, i.e., “something that you have”. It works
like a key to a door in a house where the key holder has access to the house. For
this reason, anyone who has access to this secure token can authenticate with
the manager. This secure token is not limited to generating OTPs, as the idea
is also to store the manager’s public key for transmission to trusted devices.
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3.2 Alice and Bob Device Authentication

The authentication between a new device and the manager is essential for ensur-
ing that it is added to the trusted device pool. To do this, the owner inserts the
secure token into the target device and then the new device is added to the pool
(Alice and Bob device) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Alice (a) and Bob (b) Device authentication

As previously described, the secure token also has the manager’s device public
key. The new device starts by sending the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) of
itself (which contains only the public key, not the private key, so the private
key has not been compromised). When the new device sends the CSR to the
manager, the later will produce a signed x509 Certificate. Furthermore, it also
sends OTP to verify that the new device is in physical presence with the secure
token and is therefore the correct device to authenticate. All this information is
sent encrypted with the shared key (ECDHE) generated for both parties (client
and manager) to encrypt a message that can only be decrypted by the manager.
After the authentication is successful, the manager device sends back the signed
certificate to certify that the client is a secure device that can be added to the
trusted device pool. These certificates are used to establish trust between client
devices and provide decentralized secure communication between them without
the intervention of the manager device.

3.3 Unique Service Name

The manager needs to have a well-known service domain to offer to their users
so that he can be discovered by them. At first, only the manager has his URL
like identifier (Unique Service Name (USN)) along with the domain “pool1”
chosen only for example purposes in this paper. USN is a unique identifier that
serves to uniquely identify a specific service to allow identical services to be
differentiated. Once a device is authenticated with the manager, it gains its
domain, and therefore the USN is modified from “F002” to “F002.pool1”, for
example, to add the domain to which it now belongs. Thus, for example, when
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the device “F001.pool1” wants to communicate with the “F002.pool1”, it can use
a peer discovery protocol Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP), to discover
the device with this USN to authenticate with it.

3.4 Decentralized Secure End-to-End Communications

After the discovery process, devices need to authenticate with each other. For
mutual trust, both devices must exchange manager’s signed certificates. After
verifying the authenticity of certificates, a symmetric key is generated between
both devices to establish secure communication.

Symmetric key generation needs authentication so that the nodes know each
other. ECDSA was chosen for signing and verification and ECIES was chosen
for encryption. Then, Diffie-Hellman Ephemeral (DHE) or Elliptic-curve Diffie-
Hellman Ephemeral (ECDHE) is used for key exchange. Ephemeral mode is
important because if the key pair is used for more than a few hours, it must be
stored somewhere because devices can be turned off. There is always some risk
that a stored key pair may be compromised, although a wide variety of methods
can be and are used to mitigate this issue. This mode avoids this type of attack
by not storing key pairs and generating a new key pair every millisecond, thus
ensuring Perfect Forward Secrecy.

After the establishment of a shared secret using ECDHE, the devices can
exchange data with symmetric encryption using the secure cipher AES256 to
encrypt messages.

When all devices are provisioned, the manager can be turned off until a new
device needs to be added to the pool or there is a change on the device pool,
such as certificate revocation or renewal.

3.5 Merge Two Trusted Devices Pools

An identity and authentication system must be flexible and highly scalable
enough to handle billions of device infrastructures in multiple environments such
as smart home and smart cities in general. This system must support different
types of environments, given the heterogeneity of applicability that exists in IoT
scenarios.

For greater scalability, there needs to be a usable way to integrate different
device pools to make the system more practical as it would not be feasible to
re-provision devices already provisioned with another manager, so that devices
from different pools can communicate with each other.

To address this issue, the system replicates the traditional mechanisms of
having multiple CAs supported by a client. It is essential to ensure two points
to deploy this in a real world configuration: Use a secure token authentication
scheme to enable enrollment and trust between different managers; and infor-
mation dissemination on new pools among all new devices.

To allow two pools to connect to each other, the authentication between
managers (Fig. 2 in 1) uses the same mechanism described in (Sect. 3.1). After
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Fig. 2. Trust between two device pools

both managers perform mutual authentication, the next step is to spread the
information across devices among different pools. To do this, the manager must
send the signed and encrypted information to the devices. This allows any of
the devices to read the information and verify the manager’s signature. Figure 2
represents the agreement between both managers and the corresponding spread
of information from managers to their peers when they begin to trust each other
and can announce on the network that others should move to include these new
trusted colleagues in their trusted network.

4 Implementation

In order to implement the system, it is used Raspberry PI ’s to represent all
devices and the secure token is represented by the Yubikey NEO and USB pen
drive. The OTP generator is the Yubikey NEO and the USB pen drive replicates
the extra storage that contains the public key.

The secure token needs to be configured with the manager’s public key and
with an OTP server. The manager’s public key is generated through ECDSA
based on a GitHub repository [21]. The OTP Server is represented by priva-
cyIDEA [9] that is a modular authentication system. To enroll the secure token
on privacyIDEA, it is used a test account and the ”Enroll Token” in the ”Yubico
AES mode: One Time Passwords with Yubikey” option. This system allows the
administrator to revoke or disable registered tokens so that there is a security
guarantee in case of stealing or losing tokens.

After the enrollment, it is possible to authenticate with the secure token. The
exchange of OTP and public key to authenticate is done through ECIES. The
implementation is based on a Python implementation - Elliptic Curve Integrated
Encryption Scheme (ECIES) with Rabbit [18].

For the device-to-device authentication, it is implemented the ECDHE
algorithm.
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5 Security Analysis

In this section, it is defined a threat and an attack model with a security analysis
of the proposal, exploring the vulnerabilities from the defender’s and attacker’s
point of view.

5.1 Threat Model

From the defender’s perspective, this section identifies system (assets) and poten-
tial threats against the proposed system.

Physical Devices
The device manager acts as a dynamic validation point in the device provisioning
phase. Devices must be reliable to ensure that they are not broken or stolen. The
network owner is supposed to avoid exposing the device. In addition, the fact
that it is not an Internet-wide exposed CA and that it is possible to turn off the
manager when there are no new peers to join the network, makes it less exposed
to potential attacks eliminating the SPOF.

If the secure token is used as a first factor authentication, it means that
all accounts configured with this token are vulnerable to theft of that physical
token. To mitigate this situation, it is possible to revoke the secure token on the
OTP manager if it is lost and with an expiration time.

Cloning a device is a problem for current IoT devices. When there is a physical
access to any device, security can be compromised. Current research challenges
are focusing on deploying trust zones (such as Intel SGX), where parts of the code
can safely compute secrets and store authentication keys and device identity.
Future work will focus on this to mitigate and ensure device integrity.

On the other hand, using secure token helps protect against hacking as phys-
ical access to the secure token is required to generate OTP.

Unique Service Name
A USN is theoretically easily changeable and it is possible for an attacker to
register a fake name to impersonate another device. However, in this proposal,
the attacker must have a certificate signed by the manager to ensure that the
USN belongs to him, in addition to changing the USN, to be able to impersonate
another device.

Configurations for Mitigation of Attacks
There is an option in privacyIDEA which is the Maximum Fail Counter to avoid
brute force attacks when an authentication request occurs. If the fail-counter
exceeds this number, the token cannot be used unless the fail-counter is reset.
This system has a fail counter of 5 and this option must be manually reset to
prevent this type of Brute Force attack.
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5.2 Attack Scenarios

This section identifies attack modeling from an attacker’s point of view to analyze
how the system could be exploited in terms of vulnerabilities in IoT solutions.

Tag impersonation attacks are safe because the secure token generates OTPs
and also stores the manager’s public key for transmission to trusted devices.
This prevents the manager from being impersonated even if the attacker could
change his name. An attacker must have their data (authenticated OTP and its
public key) in the physical secure token, which is impractical.

Also, the system is safe from replay attacks because the secure token uses a
set of volatile and non-volatile counters that ensures that an OTP can no longer
be used after validating once [10].

For man-in-the-middle attacks, there are two options: unknown peers and
peers that are already authenticated. The first issue is resolved because this
approach uses a secure token with the receiver’s public key, so it is transmitted
only over USB. This mitigates the unknown attacker’s access to the public key.
For authenticated peers, as already described in the replay attack, the problem
is solved using an OTP that can no longer be used after validating once [10].

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents a design and implementation of a new approach to IoT device
provisioning, giving an identity to a thing, eliminating the risk of impersonating
attacks and allowing devices to be authenticate. In addition, in terms of security,
the single point of failure problem is mitigated with a hybrid solution to allow
the manager device to shut down when not needed.

Device provisioning is based on a secure token proposed in this paper. In
addition to generating an OTP, this secure token stores a public key to be
transmitted only to the target devices, to improve security.

Although using a secure token requires a USB port, it can be adapted to
other technology such as RFID or similar. However, given the study by authors
Singh, Kiran Jot, and Divneet Singh Kapoor [20], there are USB ports on most
devices that are used in IoT.

This work proves the feasibility of the solution by presenting a wide range of
options needed in order to be deployed in real-world scenarios.

In future work, we plan to deploy this architecture on a Porto street to fully
understand the impact on IoT devices in a smart city deployment. It is necessary
to analyze the energy impact of the solution on low resource devices and measure
authentication latency between devices. Revocation and information dissemina-
tion protocols should be developed and tested in a real environment to analyze
the associated capacity and delay.
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Abstract. The number of connected Things is growing at a frantic pace,
which has led to vertical, proprietary Internet of Things (IoT) solutions.
To ensure a horizontal IoT cross-industry interoperability, eight of the
word’s leading ICT standards bodies introduce the oneM2M standard.
Its main goal is to satisfy the need for a common M2M Service Layer that
guarantees the communication between heterogeneous devices and appli-
cations. Various security mechanisms have been proposed in the oneM2M
specifications to protect the IoT solutions. As a complementary security
level, we propose the first generic Intrusion Detection System (IDS) for
the oneM2M Service Layer based on Edge Machine Leaning (ML). This
oneM2M-IDS can be added to the basic architecture of oneM2M or can
be added as a plugin to existing systems based on oneM2M. In this work,
we define and implement oneM2M attack scenarios related to the service
availability. Moreover, we propose an edge IDS architecture and we detail
ML features selection. The performance of the proposed IDS is studied
through multiple experiments with different ML algorithms.

Keywords: Internet of Things · IoT · Standardization · OneM2M
standard · Security · Intrusion detection · IDS · Machine learning · ML

1 Introduction

OneM2M [20] is a global standard initiative designed to converge towards an
horizontal common platform for the multi-industry M2M applications such as
e-Health, intelligent transportation, industrial automation, smart homes, etc.
Today, many industries from different sectors rely on proprietary solutions
with customized hardwares and softwares for Machine-To-Machine (M2M) sys-
tems hence Internet of Things (IoT) applications. Such vertical, mono-industry
solutions reinvent the wheel independently with non-interoperable technologies.
Hence, eight of the word’s leading ICT standards bodies [20] initiated the interna-
tional partnership project oneM2M in 2012. OneM2M main goal is to satisfy the
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need for a common M2M Service Layer which enables the communication of het-
erogeneous devices and applications with each other, regardless of their manufac-
turer or technical specifications with no need to redevelop common components.
Therefore, deploying IoT and M2M solutions becomes less expensive in terms
of money, time and complexity. It is important to mention that oneM2M takes
into consideration the existing worldwide networks and standards. It extends
and standardizes the IoT ecosystem by interworking with other standards and
protocols like Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [4] and Message Queuing Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) [1] as a protocol.

The pervasive growth of IoT across the globe has not only affected the secu-
rity of IoT, but has also threatened the complete Internet ecosystem includ-
ing web-sites, applications, social networks and servers. Therefore, one of the
main concerns of researchers and industrialists is the security of IoT systems.
Since oneM2M is an international standard for IoT, its security implies the secu-
rity of the IoT ecosystem. Hence, we focus our work on the security aspect of
the oneM2M standard. Besides the various described security specifications in
oneM2M [19], our approach does not only provide security threats avoidance but
also enables attacks detection. We propose the first generic intrusion detection
system (IDS) for the oneM2M Service Layer based on Edge Machine Learning
(ML). Generic in our case indicates that the IDS is independent of the imple-
mentation of the oneM2M standard. This oneM2M-IDS can be added to the
basic architecture of oneM2M or can be added as a plugin to existing systems
based on oneM2M. Such an IDS enables a fast threats detection (as soon as they
are carried out) so that the actions can be taken before the system is affected.
We choose to use ML techniques since they show better detection results in IDS
state of art [5] compared to the traditional IDS. We propose an edge intelligence
to guarantee a lightweight detection since we are in the IoT context.

This paper offers the following contributions: (i) we propose the first generic
IDS for the oneM2M Service Layer based on Edge ML; (ii) We define oneM2M
Service Layer attacks as well as different related scenarios (for the dataset cre-
ation); (iii) We provide a standard abstraction of the oneM2M flows to enable
IoT security datasets creation.

The rest of the paper is structured in five sections. Section 2 presents an
overview of the oneM2M standard: its architecture and the specified security
measures. Then, in Sect. 3, we cite some works related to the IoT IDS. We
explain the importance of an IDS by defining a set of oneM2M attack scenarios
related to the service availability in oneM2M. Moreover, we present our attacks
taxonomy and implementation. Furthermore, we detail, in Sect. 4, our oneM2M-
IDS proposal; its ML approach and its integration to the oneM2M architecture.
In Sect. 5, we present our evaluation environment as well as the ML experiments
and results. Finally, we end our paper with a conclusion and future directions.

2 OneM2M Standard

OneM2M project defines a set of specifications for the standardization approach.
It covers architecture details, security mechanisms, communication protocols,
etc. In this section, we focus on the oneM2M architecture and its security.
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2.1 OneM2M Architecture

The functional architecture of oneM2M is mainly composed of three layers as
presented in Fig. 1. First, the application layer provides functions related to
the logic of the end-to-end M2M applications (e.g. remote blood sugar moni-
toring). Hence, an application is represented by an Application Entity (AE).
Furthermore, the common services layer exposes all the functions specific to
the machine-to-machine (M2M) environment such as data management, noti-
fication and subscription management, message handling,etc. The service layer
relies on the Common Services Entity (CSE) as defined by the oneM2M team
(with no dependence with the underlying networks). CSE takes a request as
input (RequestPrimitive) and gives a response as output (ResponsePrimitive).
Finally, the network layer relates the underlying network services (e.g. device
management) to the layer of common services with the Network Services Enti-
ties (NSE).

Fig. 1. OneM2M architecture

A set of these layers forms a node which is the key component of M2M/IoT
systems. Thus, a node is composed of a network layer, an application layer con-
sisting of zero to several AE(s) and optionally a common services layer. However,
a node without a CSE must be connected to another node that has one. Nodes
only communicate together through the service layer or the application layer.
Thus, there are several types of nodes: (i) Infrastructure Node (IN) is the main
node in a oneM2M domain and is unique in a multi-node architecture. Therefore,
it contains all three functional layers and is characterized by additional features,
such as its capacity to manage identifiers for all other nodes that are linked to it;
(ii) Middle Node (MN) represents a transition node and has all three layers; (iii)
Application Service Node (ASN) is like the MN except that no other node can
connect to it (but it can connect to other nodes); and (iv) Application Dedicated
Node (ADN) looks like ASN but without the service layer. An M2M/IoT system
is composed of a unique IN (as a main server), one or more MN (as gateways),
many ASN (as devices) and many ADN (as constrained/small devices). Figure 1
schematizes the main node types.

As detailed earlier, oneM2M is mainly about the service layer. Hence, at this
point, we concentrate on the CSE. It allows to manage the resources of the node
through oneM2M requests that follow the CRUD+N model (C for CREATE, R
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Fig. 2. OneM2M resource
tree

for RETRIEVE, U for UPDATE, D for DELETE
and N for NOTIFY). There are several types of
resources in oneM2M [18] that are disposed in a
resource tree model as illustrated in Fig. 2. OneM2M
logic is based on a resource data model. Hence,
each service is represented as a uniquely identified
resource (data structure). A resource has a set of
attributes (e.g. resourceName, content, etc.) and a
set of child resources (represented with rectangles
in Fig. 2). Below, we detail some of the character-
istics of the resources we will need in the following
sections:

– The CSEBase shall represent a CSE. It represents the root for all resources
that are residing in the CSE. A CSEBase can have a list of points of access
(poa). A poa is used by the M2M system to communicate with a CSE on
a M2M node. Typically, a poa contains information related to the network
address.

– The AE refers to an application registered to a CSE. It has a poa attribute
and can only have a CSEBase as a parent.

– The Container controls the data of an application. It is used to share infor-
mation with other entities. Possible parents are AE and other containers.

– The ContentInstance is a data instance that contains the useful data of a
container resource. The content of the contentInstance can be encrypted.
Unlike other resources, this resource shall not be modified once created. It
can only be created, retrieved or deleted. Its only parent is a container.

– The Subscription resource concerns subscription information about the
oneM2M resource to which it is subscribed. NotificationURI (nu) refers to
the list of one or more targets that the hosting CSE shall send notifications
to when the corresponding container has new data.

– The RemoteCSE is a representation of the CSE of a remote node. It can only
have a CSEBase as a parent.

After having detailed the oneM2M architecture structure, we summarize the
available security mechanisms proposed in the specifications of the project.

2.2 OneM2M Security

The goal of oneM2M is to define, approve and maintain a number of requirements
and specifications to standardize the M2M and IoT ecosystem. Among these
specifications, oneM2M community focuses on security and privacy aspects in
TS-0003 [19]. The oneM2M security strategy is based on six main categories:

(a) identification to verify the validity of the identity that asks to authenti-
cate then authentication to associate a trustworthy credentials to the valid
identity,
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(b) authorization to regulate services and data access authorizations for the
authenticated entities,

(c) identity management to guarantee the anonymity of the entities,
(d) security association to ensure the confidentiality and the integrity of the

exchanged information,
(e) sensitive data handling to enable secure storage, cryptographic operations

and bootstrapping methods for the application layer,
(f) security administration to manage the sensitive resources: data and func-

tions.

Indeed oneM2M provides a large panel of security mechanisms to protect the
service layer itself as well as the communication between the oneM2M architec-
ture layers. However, none of the specified techniques detect the intrusions in
the oneM2M architecture. The security aspect is treated in a protection point of
view to avoid security threats and not to detect them. Surely this aspect is fun-
damental and crucial, but what may be also interesting is a detection strategy of
the security attacks/threats to analyze them and to have a better understanding
of the attackers goals and strategies. Therefore, the proposed IDS represents a
second security line to complement and strengthen the mechanisms from (a) to
(f). In the next phase, we study and propose a oneM2M IDS.

3 OneM2M Intrusion Detection

Intrusion detection is an interesting security mechanism that detects threats to
the systems and networks and may mitigate them. It can detect intrusions as
soon as they are carried out on the target system. Intrusion detection systems
(IDS) [5] are mainly used for networks protection. However, in our proposal,
we study and suggest an IDS for the oneM2M standard whose main goal is to
provide M2M and IoT ecosystem with a common M2M service layer. Hence, our
IDS concentrates on the service layer. To implement the IDS, we start this section
by presenting some IDS related to the IoT security since there is no previously
proposed IDS for the oneM2M standard. Moreover, we define categories of the
oneM2M security threats related to the service layer exchanges. Then, we detail
our security threats scenarios that we will detect as well as their implementation.

3.1 State of Art of IDS for IoT

Many IoT IDS have been proposed in the state of art [5]. The first network IDS
for IoT (SVELTE) was designed by Raza et al. [21]. It is a real time IDS for
the IPv6-connected IoT devices. SVELTE is based on signature and anomaly
detection techniques and concentrates on routing attacks. Raza et al. deploy
lightweight IDS modules in resource constrained nodes and resource-intensive
IDS modules at the Border Router. Moreover, Kasinathan et al. [13,14] detect
Denial of Service attack (DoS) attacks at the 6LoWPAN protocol1. Their IDS is
1 Kasinathan et al. in [14] define 6LoWPAN as “a standard protocol designed by

IETF as an adaptation layer for low-power lossy networks enabling low-power devices
(LLN) to communicate with the Internet”.
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centralized and signature-based. One of the first IDS for IoT that does not target
an individual protocol or application is the one proposed by Midi et al. [15]. It
is an online network-based with a signature and anomaly detection strategy.
Its architecture is considered hybrid centralized and distributed that adapts to
different environments. Hodo et al. [10] used Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
which is a type of supervised Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in an off-line IoT
IDS. It analysis internet packet traces and tends to detect DoS attacks in IoT
network. Many other studies suggested an IoT IDS based on machine learning
like Hosseinpour et al. [11], Bonstani and Sheikhan [2,23], Diro et al. [6] and
Moustafa et al. [16].

The intrusion detection in IoT systems is an important research topic. Many
IDS have been proposed for the different IoT layers. However, to the best of our
knowledge, our IDS is the first proposition to secure the oneM2M service layer.

3.2 OneM2M Attack Scenarios

In order to protect the oneM2M standard, we decide to concentrate on threats
related to the service availability in oneM2M which is, first and foremost, about
services for M2M and IoT systems. Consequently, we decide to implement an
IDS for the service layer. Hence, we need to distinguish the related security
threats. To do that, we specify attacks by analogy with DoS taxonomy [7,24]
since this type of attack is the one that corresponds to the availability of services
in the network layer. We propose a taxonomy for service threats of the oneM2M
standard. These attacks are based on legitimate behaviors that were exploited
in malicious strategies. An attacker or a defective device could overwhelm, con-
sciously or unconsciously, the resources and/or the network until bringing down
the system. Hence, we assume in the attack descriptions that the malicious user
has previously gained access to the system.

– Flooding attacks are typically explicit attempts to disrupt legitimate users’
access to services. It leads to services unavailability hence it costs time and
data loss as well as money to mitigate the attacks and restore the services.
In critical IoT systems, such as emergency fleet management (ambulance,
police, etc.) or smart traffic signal systems, failures or delays in informa-
tion exchange may cause serious problems. In oneM2M, we describe flooding
attacks (Fig. 3(a)) as the submerge of the service layer with the legitimate
oneM2M CRUDN operations. It is about bombarding a node with one or
multiple types of operations. For example, a person with malicious intent can
manipulate the different devices of an IoT network to create or retrieve a
huge number of AE or Container resources in a target node thus, a target
will dedicate all its resources to respond to the fake operations instead of real
legitimate needs.

– Amplification attacks have the same goals as the flooding attacks. However,
they differ in terms of strategy. In flooding attacks we specify direct actions
that will occur during the attack, although in the amplification attacks, we
put in place simple legitimate actions that will be later amplified to generate
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massive service operations. This could be based on amplification or reflection
tactics. Let’s take the example of “announceTo” mechanism in the oneM2M
standard. An announced resource (let’s say AE1, we consider AE1 as a child
resource of CSE1) [18] is a representation (that we name (AEAnnc1)) of the
resource (AE1) at a remote CSE (that we name CSE2) that is linked to the
original resource (CSE1). AEAnnc1 maintains some of the characteristics of
AE1. Hence, changes in these AE1 characteristics will be transfered/notified
to all the remote presentations of AE1 which means to all the elements of
the list in the “announceTo” (in our example to AEAnnc1). Consequently, as
represented in Fig. 3(b), if we put a large list in the “announceTo” and each
element of the list will announce, in cascade, to another list, this will amplify
the traffic when changes will be made on the first resource AE1.

– Protocol Exploit Attacks have a different strategy to consume resources. They
exploit specific features or implementation bugs of the oneM2M protocol oper-
ations to overwhelm and/or bring down the device. An example of protocol
exploit is the creation of loopholes in the notification system. It occurs when
two resources register to the changes of each other. Hence, if a resource A
has changes, a notification will be sent to resource B that will make changes
as a result to the notification received from A. Since B has been changed, a
notification will be sent to A to make new changes as well. Such a loop will
consume resources in vain.

Fig. 3. OneM2M attacks

– Zero-day Attacks correspond to unknown or new abnormal behaviors which
are not previously seen or at least analyzed. This term is widely used in the
security community since it refers to unpredictable threats.

3.3 Attack Implementation

In this part, we propose examples of the implementation of each oneM2M attack
category presented previously. These examples were set up to create our oneM2M
security dataset, as well as to implement and test our IDS oneM2M solution pro-
posal later. Concerning flooding attacks and amplification attacks, two param-
eters have been changed over the executions to have different instances in each
type: N OP which corresponds to the number of actions and N TH which refers
to the number of threads running the attack. Each type of attacks was running
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in centralized and distributed environments. Some of the attacks cause slowdown
in the response to legitimate requests, others bring the target down.

Flooding Attacks: For this category of attack, we develop six types. The sym-
bol N OP α N TH stands for the expression “N OP times with N TH threads”.

– Ae Flooding (AF): In this attack we retrieve an AE resource N OP α N TH.
– Containers Flooding (CsF): In this attack we retrieve all the container

resources of a given AE N OP α N TH.
– Container Flooding (CF): In this attack we retrieve one container resource of

a given AE N OP α N TH.
– ContentInstance Flooding (CIF): We retrieve one contentInstance resource of

a given container of a given AE N OP α N TH.
– Subscription Flooding (SF): In this attack we retrieve one subscription

resource of a given container of a given AE N OP α N TH.
– Various Flooding (VF): In this attack we retrieve various resources from a

given CSEBase N OP α N TH.

Amplification Attacks: For this category of attack, we need each time at least
two AE resources under the same CSEBase or in two different related CSE nodes
(e.g. A and B). We develop three types:

– Amplify One Ae One Container (AOAOC): In this type, B will subscribe n
times to the same container of A with N TH threads. These subscriptions are
possible since each subscription has a different identifier. After that, we create
N OP contentInstance under the corresponding container of A. Consequently,
each new creation of a contentInstance will be notified to B. Since we have
n subscriptions for the same container then, for each new contentInstance
creation, we have n * N TH generated notifications.

– Amplify One Ae Multiple Containers (AOAMC): This type is similar to
AOAOC but concerns not only one container but N OP containers.

– Amplify Discovery Ae (ADA): This attack is also based on the same prin-
ciple as AOAOC, however it concerns all the contained AE under the same
CSEBase resource as A. Thus B subscribes to all the containers of all the AE
resources at the same level as A.

Protocol Exploit Attacks: For this category, we implement a loophole attack
that is based on the poa attribute. We have an AE resource A with a poa value
for example “http://toto:8181”. A is registered under a CSEBase with the same
value of poa as A (“http://toto:8181”). We have also another AE resource named
B (under the same CSEBase as A or in a remote CSE nodes). A will subscribe
to a container of B. Hence, for each new value under this container, A will be
notified thanks to the declared poa address. Since both the CSEBase and the
AE node A have the same poa, the notification will be received by the AE A
that will redirect it to the CSEBase and hence we create a loop (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. OneM2M loophole attack

4 OneM2M-IDS Architecture and Implementation

After having presented the different categories of oneM2M attacks that we intend
to detect, we introduce in this section our intrusion detection proposal. The pre-
viously detailed threats as well as the proposed IDS concern mainly the messag-
ing mechanism of the oneM2M service layer. Hence, most of the attacks can not
be detected at the underlying communication networks.

4.1 Proposed Method for Intrusion Detection

After having previously analyzed the different mechanisms used in IoT Network
IDS (NIDS) [5], we decide to use machine learning (ML) algorithms in our solu-
tion since: (i) supervised ML has better results in zero day attacks detection
than traditional IoT NIDS; (ii) ML equipped IDSs learn continuously the traffic
pattern from recent past; hence they identify minor variation in traffic pattern
to detect minor changes. In other words, ML algorithms are efficient in detecting
attack variants; (iii) ML algorithms in IoT NIDS improve the detection rate, the
detection accuracy in a reduced detection time, in the one hand. In the other
hand, they reduce the high false attacks recognition of the traditional NIDS [5].

Consequently, we analyze the communication model of the oneM2M service
layer to decide about inputs of the ML algorithms that will be evaluated in
the intrusion detection. OneM2M information exchange is based on a pair of
Request and Response messages referenced as a flow in the oneM2M specifica-
tions [18]. Requests from an originator to a receiver contain mandatory and
optional parameters depending on the requested operation and the involved
oneM2M tree resources. Since ML algorithms need fixed features to analyze,
our ML features are only built on the mandatory parameters.

– requestIdentifier (rqi) is a string key that enables the correlation between a
request and its corresponding response.

– From (fr) is a string parameter that identifies the originator of the request.
It is needed for the receiver to verify the originator identity in terms of access
privilege.

– To (to) refers to the identity of the receiver.
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– Operation (op) integer parameter reflects the operation to be executed at the
receiver: CREATE, RETRIEVE, UPDATE, DELETE and NOTIFY.

– responseStatusCode indicates the result status of the requested operation if
it has been successfully or unsuccessfully processed. For example 2000 cor-
responds to OK status, 2001 refers to CREATED, 2002 is DELETED, etc.
There is a large amount of values of responseStatusCode that are specified in
the oneM2M specifications [17].

In analogy with the network IDS [5], we notice that considering only basic fea-
tures (only the mandatory attributes of each request/response) will not give
a global and detailed information about the attacks being processed. Conse-
quently, we introduce a new abstraction of the oneM2M standard flows that we
named GFlows for Generated Flows. We built these GFlows on the messaging
mechanism. GFlows will be the inputs to our ML based IDS. A GFlow encom-
passes multiple oneM2M original flows on the basis of the key from, to, op and
responseStatusCode. For each n exchanged flows, a set of GFlows is generated.
Besides the GFlow key attributes, we generate the properties detailed in Table 1.
To propose this flow abstraction, we have tried to cover as many combinations
and properties as we think relevant to allow maximum attack detection.

4.2 Integration of OneM2M IDS in OneM2M Architecture

Our IDS proposal is based on edge ML. In this part, we will deal with our IDS
architecture and placement in the IoT systems.

To have an efficient intrusion detection in terms of scalability and autonomy
in local attack detection, we decide to use a distributed placement. Hence, we
include our IDS in each Application Service Node (ASN), Middle Node (MN)
and Infrastructure Node (IN) having a CSE layer (Fig. 1) on the basis of an edge
computing strategy. In other terms, our IDS will be integrated in powerful IoT
devices (ASN and not ADN), gateways and servers. We tend to push intelli-
gence and processing logic employment down near to data sources (which means
as close as possible to sensors and actuators). Consequently, each IDS instance
analyzes its corresponding local flows exchange (both outgoing and incoming
traffic) which leads to an autonomous and lightweight intrusion detection pro-
cessing suitable for the IoT systems that have challenges related to resource con-
straints [5]. We represent our IDS architecture on a general design of a oneM2M
system in Fig. 5.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we detail the test environment then we compare the results of
the different ML algorithms used for the experiments. In this section, we focus
only on two categories of attacks which are the flooding and the amplification.
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Table 1. OneM2M GFlows properties

Property name Type Description

counterKey Integer The number of request/response sharing

the same key in NB flows

isSameFromTo Boolean To check if (From) and (to) have the

same values in the GFlows key

isFromRemote Boolean To check if the request is from a remote

CSE

isToRemote Boolean To check if the request is to a remote CSE

fromResourceType Integer The type of (from) resource: (1-AE),

(2-Container), (3-ContentInstance), etc.

toResourceType Integer The type of (to) resource: (1-AE),

(2-Container), (3-ContentInstance), etc.

counterSameFromRequests Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from) resource in NB flows

counterSameToResponses Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(to) resource in NB flows

counterSameTypeResponses Integer The number of GFlows having the same

responseStatusCode type in NB flows

counterSameCategoryResponses Integer The number of GFlows having the same

responseStatusCode category in NB flows

duration Long The duration of the registered GFlows

counterFlows Integer The ranking of the GFlows in NB flows

counterSameOperations Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(op) attribute in NB flows

counterSameFromTo Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from-to) attribute in NB flows

counterSameFromOp Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from-op) attribute in NB flows

counterSameFromResponseType Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from-responseType) attribute in NB

flows

counterSameFromResponseCategory Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from-responseCategory) attribute in NB

flows

counterSameFromOperationResponseType Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from-op-responseType) attribute in NB

flows

counterSameFromOperationResponseCategory Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(from-op-responseCategory) attribute in

NB flows

counterSameToOperation Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(to-op) attribute in NB flows

counterSameToResponseType Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(to-responseType) attribute in NB flows

counterSameToResponseCategory Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(to-responseCategory) attribute in NB

flows

counterOperationResponseType Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(op-responseType) attribute in NB flows

counterSameOperationResponseCategory Integer The number of GFlows sharing the same

(op-responseCategory) attribute in NB

flows
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Fig. 5. OneM2M IDS architecture

5.1 Test Environment

To generate the attacks dataset that will be used later in the ML experimen-
tation, we apply the different types of flooding and amplification attacks (pre-
viously detailed) on a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B (Quad Core 1.2GHz Broadcom
BCM2837 64bit CPU and 1GB RAM). We equipped the Raspberry Pi with a
oneM2M instance to play the role of an ASN where we have deployed the pro-
posed IDS. The used oneM2M implementation is Atos Standardized IoT Platform
(ASIP) initiated in May 2017 by Atos Innovation Aquitaine Lab. By running
multiple attack instances (launched from one or many computers/devices), we
generate a dataset composed of 223273 of GFlow inputs (165253 lines of attacks
and 58020 of benign flows). We summarize the number of GFlow generated for
each type of attack: 22258 of AF, 18867 of CsF, 13489 of CF, 9569 of CIF, 14922
of SF, 25356 of VF, 24449 of AOAOC, 17865 of AOAMC and 18478 of ADA.
The generated dataset will be published soon. A GFlow is tagged as an attack
if it causes more than 6 seconds of delay in the oneM2M response acquisition or
if it causes errors/shutdown of the oneM2M platform. Otherwise, it is labeled as
benign. To run the ML algorithms, we consider all the GFlow properties except
for From and To to respect anonymity. So in total we ended up with 26 features
plus the label. For the ML algorithms, we use Weka 3 tool [9] which offers a
collection of ML algorithms for data mining tasks.

5.2 Machine Learning Algorithms Experimentation

Since we have generated labeled data, we experiment supervised ML algorithms
in two modes; (i) a binary mode where the inputs are labeled as attacks or
benign and (ii) a multi-classification mode where inputs are labeled as benign
or as the corresponding attack type. We choose five ML algorithms to evaluate
our generated dataset: (i) NaiveBayes (NB) [12] is a probabilistic classifier based
on Bayes’ theorem; (ii) MultilayerPerceptron (MLP) [8] classifies inputs using a
simple feedforward artificial neural network; (iii) J48 [22] in Weka tool is an open
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source Java implementation aiming to generate a pruned or unpruned decision
tree; (iv) RandomForest (RF) [3] is an ensemble learning used for classification,
regression, etc. It is constructed on a multitude of decision trees at training phase;
(v) SMO [25] in Weka is the implementation of John Platt’s sequential minimal
optimization algorithm for the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.

We use the introduced ML algorithms with their default parameters as pro-
posed by Weka. We only change the epsilon parameter of SMO since it takes a lot
of time to train with default configuration (even when using kernels). We choose
epsilon, which is for round-off error, as 1.0/(mean squared distance between our
sample points). Each algorithm was trained on 66% randomly chosen inputs and
tested on the remaining values (34%). Moreover, our results comparison is based
on six metrics (the most used in network IDS [5]); (i) the recall which is the
detection rate, (ii) the accuracy, (iii) the precision, (iv) false/incorrect classifica-
tions, (v) false positive rate (FPR), (vi) model size, (vii) CPU training time and
(viii) CPU testing time. The higher the first three metrics are, the better the
ML model is. The lower the last five metrics are, the better the ML model is.
We study the model sizes since we are in the context of IoT (small devices). The
last two metrics are presented to give an idea about the needed time to train
and test the ML models which are important metrics for security. The faster we
detect threats the best is. The false negative rate (FNR) is also an important
measure to consider. However, we will not present it in our results since it can
be deduced with the following formula FNR = 1 − Recall. The ML classifica-
tions were made offline (on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1225 v3
@ 3.20 GHz and 16Go of RAM).

Binary Classification Results. In the following experiments, datasets are
labeled as attacks or benign behaviors. In Table 2, we compare results of the
different ML algorithms for the binary classification. As we notice, SMO achieves
the best attack detection rate (recall) of 98.60%. However, it has the worst
CPU training time. J48 has the best result in terms of accuracy, precision, false
classifications and FPR with 87.81%, 88.9%, 12.19% and 34% respectively. It
achieves also the best CPU testing time of about 160ms. However, to have a
faster learning phase with the smallest model, NB algorithm reaches 800 ms
with 10 Ko.

Table 2. Comparison of binary classification results

ML

algorithm

Recall

(%)

Accuracy

(%)

Precision

(%)

False

classifications

(%)

False

positive

rate (%)

Model

size (Ko)

CPU

training

time

(ms)

CPU

testing

time

(ms)

NB 79.70 71.05 80.90 28.95 53.70 10 800 800

MLP 97.40 87.04 86.70 12.96 42.60 36 629 640 320

J48 95.40 87.81 88.90 12.19 34.00 301 27 490 160

RF 89.90 83.84 88.50 16.16 33.50 307 673 138 010 6 290

SMO 98.60 84.14 83.20 15.86 57.10 15 36 968 840 190
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Multi-classification Results. In this part, datasets are labeled depending on
the attack types. In Table 3, we compare the results (the average of the results of
the different attacks) of the different ML algorithms for the multi-classification
experiments. J48 achieves the best recall, accuracy and precision of 77.07%,
74.80% and 74.80% respectively with the lowest false classifications value of
25.02%, the lowest FPR of 2.31% and the fastest CPU testing time of 170 ms.
However, NB has the fastest CPU training time (700 ms) and the smallest model
(24 Ko). Meanwhile, it has the worst false detection rate of about 63%.

Table 3. Comparison of multi-classification results

ML

algorithm

Recall

(%)

Accuracy

(%)

Precision

(%)

False

classifications

(%)

False

positive

rate (%)

Model

size (Ko)

CPU

training

time

(ms)

CPU

testing

time

(ms)

NB 63.22 48.00 56.13 52.00 5.94 24 700 3 620

MLP 68.97 65.71 69.43 34.29 3.40 56 1 229 360 480

J48 77.07 74.98 74.80 25.02 2.31 3 677 60 850 170

RF 71.41 70.42 71.30 29.58 2.61 952 810 134 070 7 900

SMO 65.92 63.76 63.10 36.24 3.79 34 4 343 370 280

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

IoT is increasingly widespread. Hence, industrials tend to put in place propri-
etary solutions. In this paper, we propose an IDS for the security of the oneM2M
standard. OneM2M is an international standard created to ensure horizontal IoT
cross-industry interoperability. Our IDS uses edge ML to detect security attacks
at the service layer of oneM2M. In our work, we define and implement the attacks
scenarios. We propose oneM2M features abstraction for IoT datasets creation.
Then, we experiment different ML algorithms to detect these threats as soon as
possible. We consider both binary and multi-class classification. Binary classi-
fication results show good detection rate of 95.40% with the J48 algorithm. It
achieves the best accuracy, precision, false classifications and FPR with 87.81%,
88.9%, 12.19% and 34% respectively. It has also the lowest CPU testing time
(160 ms) for a model of 301 Ko.

In the future, we will explore more in detail dimension reduction and feature
selection for the dataset features since we notice that, for example, J48 excludes
5 features with the entropy theory to improve the detection time. Moreover, we
will consider other ML algorithms like deep learning. We also intend to focus
more on the design and the implementation of the IDS. Furthermore, we plan
to extend our oneM2M-IDS to take into consideration the different layers of the
IoT stack such as the network layer.
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Abstract. Internet of Things (IoT) refers to business process and appli-
cations of sensed data, information and content generated from intercon-
nected world by means of connected devices that exist in the Internet
infrastructure. Every day thousands of additional devices are connected
to the Internet. The rapid growth of connected devices to the Internet
as well as adoption of IoT technology across business sectors have led to
a careful study and development of technical standards. IoT success is
highly dependent on the elaboration of inter-operable global standards
within and across application domains. For example, common language
(vocabulary) and standard reference architecture are a prerequisite to
develop cost-effective business solutions and enable cooperation between
various applications, to cover a wide range of disciplines. This paper
intends to summarize the major efforts of Standards Development Orga-
nizations (SDOs) and alliances towards IoT technical standardization. In
particular, it identifies the implementation challenges in IoT ecosystem
mainly from the perspective of technical, business, and societal. Then,
it provides the level of focus of major SDOs and alliances in IoT related
technical standardization on identified areas of challenges.

Keywords: Internet of Things · Challenges · Standards · Need of
standardization · Standards development organizations · SDO efforts ·
Standardization gap analysis

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is a promising topic of technical, societal and economic
significance [1,2]. It has a potential to significantly drive business, technology,
and economic growth over next decade [3]. The IoT is intended for ubiquitous
connectivity among different entities, which are also called things [4,5]. Today,
these entities become a part of our life that communicate intelligently with one
another to execute daily operations or businesses. Adoption of IoT technology in
various applications, such as industries, transport systems, agriculture, logistics
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and supply chain, energy meters, health & well-being, etc. improves their current
operational efficiency and interaction with the people [6]. The data generated
across applications helps to create valuable insights for optimizing operations and
quality standards of the IoT service users [7]. In the context of growing num-
ber of connected devices and applications, the IoT is going to be a dominant
technology, where any devices can be connected to another devices all over the
world. This growth of the IoT is mainly attributed to (i) creation of new applica-
tions; (ii) advancement of communication technology and; (iii) massive growth
of low cost devices [8]. Existing Internet standards does not sufficiently sup-
port IoT technology. On the other hand, IoT architecture, use cases and devices
are still evolving. In this context, this paper intends to provide insights to the
need of technical standardization in IoT, and efforts of Standard Development
Organizations (SDOs) and alliances in it. Moreover, it also guides current gaps
on IoT technical standardization. In particular, it identifies the implementation
challenges in IoT ecosystem mainly from the perspective of technical, business,
and societal. Then, provides the current status of major SDOs and alliances
involved in IoT related technical standardization about their level of involve-
ment in identified areas. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
provides the necessity of IoT standardization in the context of current challenges
in the IoT deployment. Technical standardization efforts by several SDOs and
alliances are provided in Sect. 3. Section 4 provides the level of focus of SDOs
and alliances related to IoT technical standardization on challenges identified in
Sect. 2. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper with the issues to be addressed by
related stakeholders in the context of IoT technical standardization.

2 Standardization and Its Necessity in IoT

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the infrastructure and
components that enable modern computing, where standards play an essential
role in achieving interoperability of complex ecosystem of ICT technologies and
can bring significant benefits to both industry and consumers [6,9,10]. The stan-
dards also guarantee to work such technologies smoothly and reliably together.
Furthermore, they help to make ICT markets remain open and allow consumers
the widest choice of products. In the context of digitization of the global economy
and society, ICT standards are more relevant where the world tends to become
all digitized and everything become connected. In fact, the digitization of the
global economy and society affects all sectors.

The success of every technology is eventually highly dependent on the elab-
oration of such complex interoperable global standards within and across appli-
cations. Not only now, it will become increasingly important in the future. For
example, more and more devices will be connected to each other ranging from
cars and transportation systems, to appliances and e-Health systems. For the
European market, the European Commission has proposed, in its latest rolling
plan for ICT standardization [10], to focus standard-setting resources and com-
munities on five priority areas including IoT and 5th Generation Mobile (5G) as
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essential technologies for wider European Union competitiveness. Before provid-
ing IoT specific standardization initiatives, a concept of standards and technical
standardization is provided here:

2.1 Concept of Technical Standardization

Standards are effective economic tools for achieving various objectives, such as
mutual understanding, reduction of costs, elimination of waste, improvement of
efficiency, achievement of compatibility between products and components or
access to knowledge about technologies [11]. In this context, technical standard-
ization is a keystone to ensure interoperability of complex ICT systems and it
will contribute to minimize the barriers that may exist to build the future of
the digital world. European commission’s ICT rolling plan defines that techni-
cal standardization is an essential component of industrial competitiveness [10].
Regulation 1025/2012 on European standardization [12] sets the legal framework
in which the actors in standardization (the European Commission, European
standardization organizations, industry, SMEs and societal stakeholders) oper-
ate. More significantly, the role of standardization is to support the stakeholders
of the various economic sectors, such as developers, researchers, government,
regulators and users all over the world.

Technical standards are developed within standardization bodies, also called
SDOs that bring together all interested stakeholders and are active at differ-
ent geographical levels in their own areas of competency. In particular, tech-
nical standardization is important [13–15] to ensure (i) interoperability across
products, services and applications that helps to avoid vendor lock-in, (ii) inter-
operation across physical communication systems, protocol syntax, data seman-
tics as well as domain information, (iii) security and privacy of data and users
including physical security of products, services and systems. Moreover, techni-
cal standards can help to establish and maintain digital trust to ICT technolo-
gies. For example by setting up appropriate information security management
systems, providing common communication protocols, allowing interoperability
between different applications and technologies, etc.

2.2 Need of Technical Standardization in IoT

Technical standardization is one of the most critical part of the IoT evolution
[16,17]. The growing complexity of devices or services that need to connect
and communicate each other remains the same or even more without global
standards [18]. That complexity is associated to interfaces, quality of service,
communication, security, related addressing, and many more. In this context
common standards provide guidelines for billions of connected things in order
to operate with an acceptable, manageable and scalable level of complexity. In
current model, most of the IoT solution providers have been building all com-
ponents of the stacks naming as IoT solutions from the hardware devices to
the relevant services, for example cloud services. As a result, there is a lack of
consistency and standards across the services used in different IoT solutions. As
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the organization or structure of the industry evolves, the need for a standard
model (e.g. IoT reference architecture) becomes more relevant to perform com-
mon IoT backend solutions, such as processing or storage [19]. In the new model,
it is expected to work different IoT solutions with common backend services. It
provides levels of guarantee of interoperability, portability, manageability, etc.,
which are still missing in the current generation of IoT solutions.

Let’s take an example: data is collected by sensors within IoT devices and
transmitted through networks (wired or wireless), warehouses store in the cloud,
and aggregated for the analysis through analytics and related intelligence appli-
cations. In this case, technical standardization is important to solve the issues of
interoperability or interconnectivity. Apart from this, it is also equally important
to reduce the gaps between protocols and associated security issues and other
loop holes. In general, technical standardization enables more compatible compo-
nents, which leads to reduce the cost of design, manufacturing, implementation
and reduce a time to the market. Prior to providing overall challenges in IoT
ecosystem, composition of various components of the IoT solution will be pro-
vided to understand how technical standardization is important for components
of IoT implementation [19] (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Components of IoT implementation [19] and need of standards

Sensors. New trends in technology facilitate manufacturer to produce sensors
cheaper, smarter and smaller, which drives increasing number of sensors installed
by IoT solutions providers. But due to multiple vendors and technologies used,
IoT sensors are facing problems of interoperability, power consumption, and
security and privacy.
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Networks. The networks with high data rate, high availability, cheaper cost on
data usage, virtualization etc. are the some of the prerequisite for wide adop-
tion of the IoT technology. As mentioned earlier, networks are used to transmit
data collected by sensors over the networks with different components includ-
ing routers, bridges in different IoT implementations. Now, connecting different
parts of the networks to the sensors are being done by different technologies (e.g.
WiFi, cellular networks). But smooth interconnectivity and heterogeneity of the
networks, availability of networks coverage, power consumption, security etc. are
still missing in the context of the enormous growth in the connected devices to
the IoT.

Platform and Storage. The platform in the IoT includes the form and design
of the products, analytics tools used to deal with the massive data streaming from
all products in a secure way. Most of the IoT data (structured or unstructured)
will get preserved and perform analytics functions to generate insights. The
storage in IoT should accommodate an increasing number of data files generated
from sensors. Cloud-integrated storage or cloud storage is ideal for IoT specific
data. In addition to cloud computing specific issues, such as security & privacy,
control, performance etc., smooth interoperability among cloud providers is still
missing from technical standardization point of view.

Intelligent Analysis and Actions. The components include the tools, which
extract insight from data for analysis. Generally, IoT analysis is driven by cog-
nitive technologies and related models. But IoT implementation is still facing
problems because of inaccurate analysis due to flaws in the data source, limited
ability to analyze and manage unstructured and real-time data, missing data
extraction guidelines, etc.

Standards. As discussed before, the IoT has complex and fragmented land-
scape. The components mentioned before are inter-related, all of them are impor-
tant to make the system operable. Missing one of them will break the entire sys-
tem and stop the standardization process. Many stakeholders (e.g. SDOs, man-
ufacturer, developers, researchers, government, regulators) have their own role
to smoothly run the entire IoT ecosystem. In this context, standards help enti-
ties work together ranging from sensing to networking, cloud services to differ-
ent application domains and verticals including intelligent analysis and actions,
providing vendor independent common guidelines applicable for all concerned
stakeholders. Following these challenges of IoT components implementation, a
list of challenges in the entire IoT ecosystem mainly from the perspective of
technical, business, and societal [14] from the view of technical standardization
has been identified in Table 1. On the basis of these challenges, efforts of the
SDOs and gaps in IoT technical standardization will be further analyzed.
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Table 1. Need of IoT technical standards

IoT challenges Need of related standards

Common language

(vocab.)

There should be a common understanding about the technology and an

acceptable common reference architecture to its stakeholders for the

implementation. As the IoT is broad and applicable most of the sectors

of the society, there is a need of common understanding about the

technology as well as well-defined reference architecture acceptable from

different perspective across the sectors

Interoperability

(interop.)

The IoT is growing across the sectors. Seamless interoperability with

different devices operating in different technology is a major challenge.

In addition to this, interoperation of the network protocol stacks at

higher layers involving domain specific operation, and semantic level is

another challenge

Connectivity

(connect.)

Connecting billions of devices is a major challenge in IoT. Apart from

this, various communication technologies: WiFi, Zigbee [20], LoRa [21],

Low-Power Wide Aera Network (LPWAN), Long Term Evolution (LTE),

LTE-advanced, 5G, etc. are ruling the current IoT paradigm and other

technologies yet to come. Seamless connectivity among connecting

devices across the sectors and communication technologies is a major

challenge

Security and privacy

(sec. & priv.)

Today, security and privacy are the prime concerns for the IoT

deployment. Most of its deployments are prone to security and privacy at

device, edge, cloud platform level. It is necessary to consider appropriate

deployment architecture to overcome all the related issues

Trustworthiness

(trust.)

Trustworthiness reflects the degree of confidence one has that the system

performs as expected with regard to characteristics including safety,

security, privacy, reliability and resilience, etc. [22]. Trustworthiness of

IoT systems will require active management of risks for all these

characteristics

Reliability (relia.) Reliability of the services is also another major concern in specific

sectors, such as in health care, connected vehicles. These sectors require

utmost reliability (99.9999% or better) to get the appropriate service

Scalability and

agility (scal.)

The IoT is referred as a network of networks. The future applications or

networks should be both scalable and agile to the user demands. System

should be dynamically scaled up and down without sacrificing basic

requirements, such as Quality of Service (QoS), security/privacy,

reliability, etc. The IoT is more heterogeneous than the Internet. In the

context of tremendous challenges due to unbounded, unplanned, and

unregulated growth of networks in the Internet leads to significant

improvements also in the IoT technology

Intelligence and

analytics (intel.)

By nature, the IoT is to collect information and to react based on it.

Information is collected at the devices and communicated to the cloud

with or without the support of edge. The factors: delay, jitter, cost,

regulatory issues, etc., play significant role to place the appropriate

analytic platform; i.e. whether at edge/fog or at the cloud. Inaccurate

analysis due to flaws in the data source, limited ability to analyze and

manage unstructured and real-time data, missing data extraction

guidelines, etc. are critical issues in the current context

Sector-specific

requirements

(sector.)

Deployment decision can impact the vertical, horizontal or end customer

markets of the IoT. In particular, they can be consumer, industrial, and

commercial IoT. In this context, specific guidelines for specific sectors of

deployment are very important, which is missing in the current context

for the most of the sectors

Societal (socie.) The services of IoT should satisfy consumers, developers, regulators etc.

as stakeholders of the society. This societal challenges includes the mode

of usage, the energy consumption, environment impact and other related

societal impact, which play a vital role in the IoT deployment
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3 Technical Standardization Efforts for the IoT

Several SDOs and alliances are focusing on to maintain the seamless operations
of the IoT systems. Particularly, International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and joint collabo-
ration between them (ISO/IEC JTC 1) [23], the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [25], the International Telecommunication Union’s
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [26], etc. are well-known
SDOs. They are developing standards, guidelines, specifications to support its
stakeholders to the ICT deployment. SDOs can be broadly categorized into two
classes from the perspective technological offering: generic and application spe-
cific. The organizations of the first category play a pivotal role in defining tech-
nology standards to cover overall problem space [14]. The organizations of the
second category, on the other hand, are created in the interest of standardizing
technologies for some specific domain of applications. This paper intends to pro-
vide an overview of SDOs and alliances who provide generic standards. In the
context of the IoT, ISO/IEC JTC 1, ETSI and ITU-T, etc. cover most of the
areas in technical standardization for generic standards. The rest of the section
provides a short summary of the efforts of these SDOs and other alliances related
to the IoT standards.

3.1 ISO/IEC JTC 1

This is a joint technical committee of ISO and IEC. It is created to develop,
maintain and promote standards in the fields of information technology (IT)
and Information and Communications Technology (ICT). A subcommittee under
JTC 1, SC 41 [24], serves as the focus and proponent for JTC 1’s standardization
programme on the IoT and related technologies, including Sensor Networks and
Wearable technologies. This subcommittee is addressing most of the issues listed
in Table 1. In particular, it has three working groups (WGs) for different areas
of IoT standardization to address these issues:

ISO/IEC JTC 1/Working Group 3 - IoT Architecture provides stan-
dardization in the area of common language - IoT vocabulary, architecture and
frameworks. An international standard ISO/IEC 20924:2018 IoT - Vocabulary1

developed by this working group provides a definition of IoT for a common under-
standing about IoT within its stakeholders along with a set of terms and defi-
nitions forming a terminology foundation for the IoT. Similarly, another inter-
national standard ISO/IEC 30141:2018 - IoT Reference Architecture2 provides
a standardized IoT reference architecture using a common vocabulary, reusable
designs and industry best practices. It has used a top down approach, deriving
a high level system based reference with subsequent dissection of that model

1 https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60582.
2 https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60606.

https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60582
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60606
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into five architecture views from different perspectives, beginning with collect-
ing the most important characteristics of IoT. The need of security, privacy and
requirement for trustworthiness framework and methodologies while deploying
IoT is also addressing by this working group forming different ad-hoc groups and
liaison coordination groups;

ISO/IEC JTC 1/Working Group 4: IoT Interoperability provides stan-
dardization activities in the area of interoperability, connectivity, platform,
middle-ware, conformance and testing. This working group recently published
an international standard ISO/IEC 21823-1:2019 - Interoperability for IoT sys-
tems - Part 1: Framework3 provides an overview of interoperability framework
for IoT systems. It facilitates IoT stakeholders to be built in such a way that the
entities of the IoT system are able to exchange information and mutually use
the information in an efficient way. Apart from this, it is also working to define
transport and semantic interoperabilty for IoT systems;

ISO/IEC JTC 1/Working Group 5: IoT Applications is dealing with
standardization in the area of IoT applications, uses cases, tools, and imple-
mentation guidance. A technical report ISO/IEC TR 22417:20174, published by
this working group, identifies IoT scenarios and use cases based on real-world
applications and requirements. These use cases provide a practical context for
considerations on interoperability and standards based on user experience. In
addition to this, it clarifies where existing standards can be applied and high-
lights where standardization work is needed.

Apart from it, this subcommittee is also considering societal aspects of IoT,
relationship of the IoT with new technologies, such as Blockchain, Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI), Cloud/Edge technology through various ad-hoc groups and liaison
coordination groups. Furthermore, ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 41 also jointly works
together with ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 275 - Information security, cybersecurity and
privacy protection for the security and privacy related standards for IoT. For
example, an international standard ISO/IEC 27030 - Guidelines for security and
privacy in IoT is being developed to provide security and privacy guidelines in
IoT under ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27.

3.2 ETSI

The ETSI is a standardization organization for ICT standards fulfilling European
and global market needs. It has long been involved on IoT related technical
standardization. It develops several standards (specifications, reports) in the area
of interoperability and use cases. In particular, standards related to Machine to
Machine (M2M), IoT, Smart cities, Smart meters, Intelligent Transport Systems,

3 https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60604.
4 https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60605.
5 https://www.iso.org/committee/45306.html.

https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60604
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/60605
https://www.iso.org/committee/45306.html
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Low power supplies, Radio spectrum etc. and related security issues are main
focus of this organization. Some technical committees more relevant for the IoT
are highlighted below:

ETSI/TC Smart M2M is responsible to provide specifications to IoT, Smart
Cities related applications. In the beginning, ETSI special task force 505 - IoT
Standards landscaping and IoT European Large Scale Pilots (LSP) gap analysis
provided two technical reports, ETSI TR 103 375 and ETSI TR 103 376 to pro-
vide the roadmaps of the IoT standards, and gap analysis in the IoT technical
standardization. In particular, ETSI TR 103 375 - IoT Standards landscape and
future evaluations is to provide standards landscape for IoT and identification
of potential frameworks for interoperability and ETSI TR 103 376 - IoT LSP
use cases and standards gaps is to identify standardization gaps and propos-
als on how to address them in standardization respectively. For cyber security
guidelines related to IoT, the ETSI technical committee on Cybersecurity - TC
Cyber has recently released a standard, ETSI TS 103 645, for cybersecurity in
IoT aiming at establishing a security guideline for internet-connected consumer
products and providing a basis for future IoT certification schemes;

ETSI/TC Earth Station and Systems (SES) is responsible for standard-
ization relating to all types of satellite communication systems, services and
applications but still needs to be discovered many issues, for example, applica-
bility of current satellite communication scenario for the IoT, efficient M2M/IoT
protocols suitable for future services, etc.

3.3 ITU-T

ITU is the United Nations specialized agency for ICTs. The Study Groups of
ITUś Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) gather experts from
around the world to develop international standards known as ITU-T Recom-
mendations, which act as defining elements in the global infrastructure of ICTs.
ITU-T put forward a vision of IoT in the landmark “Internet of Things” report
published in 2005 as part of a series of ITU reports on the Internet. It was
defined in recommendation ITU-T Y.2060 (06/2012) as a global infrastructure
for the information society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting (phys-
ical and virtual) things based on existing and evolving interoperable information
and communication technologies. Some relevant study groups of ITU-T related
for the IoT are highlighted below:

SG 20 - IoT & Smart Cities, and Communities (SC&C) is working to
address the standardization requirements with an initial focus on IoT applica-
tions in Smart Cities and communities. This study group is responsible from
ITU-T to put forward the vision of IoT defined in Recommendation ITU-T
Y.2060 (06/2012). A central part of this study is the standardization of end-
to-end architectures for IoT, and mechanisms for the interoperability of IoT
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applications and data sets employed by various vertical industry sectors. This
study group has also addressed the issue of defining application specific reference
architecture, such as in smart manufacturing and Industrial IoT, e-health and
e-agriculture, wearable device and services, and cooperative applications and
transportation safety services;

SG 17 - Security coordinates security-related work across all ITU-T SGs
together with a broad range of standardization issues. In particular for the IoT,
it is working for the security of applications and services for the IoT and smart
grid.

A few examples of standards developed by above-mentioned SDOs are listed
in Table 2.

Table 2. Some examples of IoT standardization deliverables

SDOs IoT related standards Description

-TR 22417:2017 IoT - IoT use cases -Examples and template for IoT
usecase analysis

-20924:2018 IoT - Vocabulary -Basic IoT terminologies

JTC 1/SC 41 -30141:2018 IoT - Reference
Architecture

-Generic IoT reference architecture

-21823-1:2019 IoT - Interoperability
systems framework - Part 1–Framework

-Interoperability framework for
IoT

-TR 103 375 - IoT standards landscape
and future evolutions

-Requirements, protocols, tests,
etc.

ETSI -TR 103 376 - IoT LSP use cases and
standards gaps

-Recommendations

-TS 103 645 - Cyber Security for
Consumer IoT

-High-level provisions for IoT
security

-Y.2060 (06/2012) - Overview of the
Internet of things

-Clarifies the concept and scope of
the IoT

-Y.4203 - Requirements of things
description in the IoT

-Introduction and requirements of
things

ITU-T -Y.4459 - An architecture for IoT
interoperability

-Digital Objective Architecture
(DOA) features and its capabilities

-Y.4204 - Accessibility requirements for
the IoT applications and services

-Accessibility requirements for IoT
applications and services

3.4 Other SDOs and Alliances

In addition to previous list of SDOs, several other SDOs and alliances are work-
ing to maintain seamless operations of the IoT. oneM2M [27] is a joint alliance
of eight SDOs active in ICT standardization including ETSI. This alliance is
playing an important role in developing interoperability related standards and
specifications within and out of the IoT system. Basically the specifications devel-
oped by oneM2M address the need for a common M2M Service Layer that can
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be readily embedded within various hardware and software, and relied upon to
connect the myriad of devices in the field with M2M application servers. The
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [28] has been produc-
ing standards for local/personal area connectivity, which play a vital role in
forming a physical and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer related standards.
The project P2413 [29] aims to develop an architectural framework to cover the
needs of different applications. Similarly, considering market growth of the IoT,
the third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [30] is working on and has
already provided set of specifications to Long Term Evolutions (LTE), Narrow-
Band IoT (NB-IoT), and 5G related radio specifications and standards related
for the IoT. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [31] is an another
leading organization in standardizing protocols for the Internet at different lay-
ers of the network stack. It is also working to optimize the IETF’s protocols
offerings for the lower level on LPWAN from SigFox, LoRA Alliance, 3GPP etc.
as well as to define the upper layer exchanges and signaling of existing pro-
tocol offerings. Likewise, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [32],
an ISO standard, submitted by Organization for the Advancements of Struc-
tured Information Standard (OASIS) [33] provides a standardized mechanism to
connect devices. It helps cloud based architectures to be developed with com-
mon protocol semantics for the inter-connectivity. Apart from this, there is a
huge list of alliances who are actively working on technical standardization to
maintain seamless operations of the IoT, namely Alliance for Internet of Things
Innovation (AIOTI) [34], Association for Automatic Identification and Mobility
(AIM) [35], Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) [36], Global Standards One
(GS1) [37], Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) [38] World Wide Web Con-
sortium (W3C) [39], Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [40], etc.

Further analysis related to level of focus in IoT technical standardization of
SDOs and alliances, on identified challenges in Table 1, is provided in Sect. 4.

4 Current Status in IoT Technical Standardization

This section provides the current status of the IoT standardization from the
view point of selected challenges identified in Table 1. Based on our involvement
to the various technical committees, and publicly available information of dif-
ferent SDOs and alliances, Table 3 provides a summary of analysis concerning
technical standardization efforts to the various areas related to IoT. Rather than
comparing the work of SDOs or alliances, Table 3 is dedicated to provide their
areas of focus on identified challenges in Table 1 related to IoT.

In this observation, it is seen that ISO/IEC JTC 1 addresses most of the
challenges identified in Table 1. For example, this committee has well addressed
the need of a common understanding about the technology and a common imple-
mentation architecture acceptable for related stakeholders from different aspects
across the sectors providing its definition, a set of terms and definitions form-
ing a terminology foundation for the IoT as well as a common IoT reference
architecture. This committee has also put a lot of efforts to define interoper-
ability framework within and out of the IoT system. Security & privacy, and
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Table 3. Efforts towards IoT technical standardization

SDOs/alliances Covered area of efforts through technical standardization

Vocab. Interop. Connect. Sec & Priv. Trust. Relia. Scal. Intel. Sector. Socie.

ISO/IEC JTC 1 xxx xx x xx xx x x x xx x

ETSI x xxx xxx xx x x x xx xx x

ITU-T xx xx xxx xxx x x xx xxx xx x

oneM2M - xxx xx xx - -x xx x x -

IEEE xx xx xxx xx - x x xx x x

3GPP x xx xxx x - x x xx x -

IETF xxx xx xx xx - x x xxx x x

OASIS x xx xx xxx - xx xx xxx x -

AIOTI x x x x - x xx xxx xxx xx

AIM x xx xx x - - - - - -

IIC xxx xx x xx xx x x x x x

GS1 xx x xx x - - x - xx -

OCF x xx x xx - x xx - x -

W3C xx xx x x - x x - x -

OGC - x x - - x x - x -

- x represents level of involvement: x - low, xx - medium, xxx - high, - N/A

trustworthiness issues in IoT are also well covered topics under ISO/IEC JTC
1/SC 41. In addition to this, this committee is currently working on through
JTC 1/AG 7 - Trustworthiness to define trustworthiness concept applicable for
every field of IT and ICT technologies. Similarly, it is intended to cover variety
of deployment sectors while developing standards. For example, ISO/IEC JTC
1/SC 41 has recently identified industrial and consumer IoT sector to initiate
standardization activities. However, connectivity, reliability, scalability, intelli-
gence and analytics as well as societal aspects are the least covered areas in IoT
standardization by this committee compared to others.

The ETSI’s main focus as a standard development organization is in the
telecommunications industry, for example for equipment makers, and network
operators. It also supports to create an environment for timely development, rat-
ification and testing of globally applicable standards for ICT-enabled systems,
applications and services. It is significantly contributing to develop standards
related to connectivity and interoperability for the IoT. Security & privacy, intel-
ligence and analytics, and sector specific standards are other focus areas of the
ETSI. As shown in Table 3, defining common language and reference architec-
ture, trustworthiness issues, reliability, scalability, and societal aspects are the
least covered areas by the ETSI compared to others.

Similarly, the ITU-T has main focus on providing recommendations stan-
dards defining how telecommunication networks operate and interwork. It is sig-
nificantly contributing to develop standards related to connectivity, security &
privacy, and intelligence and analytics for the IoT. Similarly, providing common
understanding about IoT technology, interoperability framework, scalability, sec-
tor specific standards are other focus areas of the ITU-T. However, trustworthi-
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ness, reliability, and societal aspects in technical standardization issues in IoT
are the least covered areas by ITU-T compared to others.

As shown in Table 3, concerning other alliances related to the IoT techni-
cal standardization, most of them are focused in specific areas. For example,
oneM2M is basically addressing interoperability related standards in IoT and
M2M. Connectivity, security & privacy, scalability are secondary focus area of
this committee. Similarly, IEEE and 3GPP are primarily focused on connectivity
related standards for the IoT. Likewise, IIC and IETF are primarily focused to
provide related terminologies and definitions concerning IoT. IIC has also put its
effort to provide interoperability, security & privacy, and trustworthiness related
issues whereas IETF is focused on connectivity, intelligence and analytics related
standards in IoT in addition to terminologies, and interoperability. OASIS is pri-
marily focused on security & privacy, intelligence and analytics as well as inter-
operability, connectivity, reliability, and scalability related standards. AIOTI is
primarily focused on sector specific as well as intelligence and analytics related
standards. It is also involved in scalability and societal aspects. Similarly, AIM
is primarily focused on interoperability and connectivity related standards for
IoT. Providing common terminologies as well as addressing security & privacy
issues related to IoT are secondary focused areas of this organization. Likewise,
GS1 is primarily focused on vocabulary, connectivity and sector specific related
standard for IoT compared to others. The primary focus of OCF related to
IoT standardization are on interoperability, security & privacy, and scalability.
Similarly, W3C is actively addressing the technical standardization issues on
vocabulary as well as interoperability for the IoT. On the other hand, OGC is
addressing sector specific standards as well as interoperability, connectivity, reli-
ability, scalability related standards for IoT. Fo global understanding, Table 3
provides the status of technical standardization related to the IoT of selected
SDOs and alliances (non-exhaustive list) on identified technical standardization
issues in Table 1.‘x’ represents level of involvement in particular areas related to
IoT standardization (x represents low, xx represents medium, and xxx represents
high).

5 Conclusions and Future Steps Toward IoT Technical
Standardization

Today, the Internet of Things become a part of our life that communicate intel-
ligently with one another to execute daily operations or businesses. Adoption of
IoT technology in various applications improves their current operational effi-
ciency and interaction with the people. Every day thousands of additional con-
nected devices are connected to the Internet as well as growing adoption of IoT
technology across business sectors have led to a careful study and development of
technical standards because they are effective economic tools for achieving var-
ious objectives, such as mutual understanding, reduction of costs, elimination
of waste, improvement of efficiency, achievement of compatibility between prod-
ucts and components or access to knowledge about technologies. In this context,
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this paper identified deployment challenges in IoT and observed the efforts of
SDOs and alliances to minimize these challenges through the help of technical
standardization.

In our observation, it is seen that multiple efforts are undergoing related to
IoT standardization by several SDOs and alliances. Vocabulary and reference
architecture for common understanding about the technology, interconnectivity
and related protocols specifications, connectivity, and IoT data & device secu-
rity are some of the common issues being addressed by most of the SDOs and
alliances. Since IoT is a completely heterogeneous system in terms of technolo-
gies and applications, there are still a lot of issues, which need to be addressed
to make the IoT ecosystem seamlessly deployable. As IoT system is capable
to access and gather sensitive data of users, data security and privacy issues
are being more concerned to the IoT ecosystem in the current context. Vari-
ous Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools are used to
extract and identify users behavior, where there are possibilities of mishandling
of private information. In this scenario, a proper guidance concerning exposer
and use of private information, regardless of the technology enhancement, to
ensure that such data are not mishandled without compromising their privacy
and performance.

Not only security and privacy issues, it is equally important to address by
SDOs about trustworthiness issues, which reflects the degree of confidence to
the users for the use of IoT service. Trustworthiness of the IoT systems will
require active management of risks of security, privacy, safety, etc. In the emerg-
ing context of traditional society to the connected society, SDOs should carefully
consider the issues of reliability, and scalability. This observation (see Table 3)
also shows that trustworthiness, reliability, scalability and agility, societal related
issues are the least focused areas of IoT technical standardization by SDOs and
should be equally addressed as others, which help for the smooth deployment of
the IoT technology. Satellite connectivity is another potential sector for widen-
ing IoT deployment. Several vertical standardization efforts are undergoing on
satellite communication systems considering new technologies, however a lot of
issues across domains still need to be carried out by SDOs, particularly to the
IoT, 5G and connected vehicles.
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Abstract. Satellite communication systems are a promising solution to
extend and complement terrestrial communication networks in un-served
or remote area. This aspect is reflected by recent commercial and stan-
dardisation endeavours. In particular, 3GPP recently initiated a study
item for new radio-based, i.e. 5G, non-terrestrial communication net-
works aimed at deploying satellite systems to integrate with terrestrial
networks in mobile broadband and machine-type communication scenar-
ios. In this context, employing a constellation of small satellites in Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) adsorbs lots of attractions duo to their ability to
provide cost-efficient communications with lower service latency com-
pared to traditional geostationary satellite networks. Here, we aim at
showing the potential of our new constellation of BroadBand GomSpace
(GOMBB) LEO satellites which are able to integrate by future terrestrial
communication networks, i.e. 5G and beyond.

Keywords: 5G satellite · Broadband communication · LEO satellite
constellation · 5G LEO satellites

1 Introduction

5G is set to radically transform our lives with providing new types of applica-
tions and services in the domains of health, transport, entertainment, machine-
to-machine communications, and security, to name just a few. Comparing to
the 4G network, it is expected that 5G can provide increased computing power,
scalability, reduced operation costs, and creative business models to enable dif-
ferentiation. 5G will also lead to a huge shift towards a landscape dominated by
broadband mobile data connectivity. Mobile broadband data traffic is expected
to grow annually at a rate of 31% over the next five years to reach 136 exabytes
per month by end 2024, at which time 5G networks will carry 25% of mobile data
traffic globally, according to the latest Ericsson Mobility Report [1]. By 2024,
smartphones will consume four times more broadband data on average than
they do today, reaching an average 21 GB of data per month, driven primarily
by video apps [2]. Satellite communication is becoming an important element in
the 5G ecosystem, complementing fixed and wireless terrestrial communication
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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Fig. 1. Selected use cases for satellite communication in 5G.

(see Fig. 1). Cost-effective global service delivery is only possible via satellite net-
works. A constellation of LEO satellites can offer services such as fine-grained
geo-location ubiquitous access or effective global transit so that virtual operator
business models based on satellite resources could be more effective and effi-
cient in space than on the ground. In addition, while the service latency is one
of important factor in 5G connectivity, LEO satellites intuitively support lower
service latency than geostationary satellites [3].

2 GOMBB LEO Satellites

GomSpace is a globally leading designer, integrator and manufacturer of high-
end nanosatellites located in LEO for customers in the academic, government
and commercial markets. Its positions of strength include systems integration,
nanosatellite platforms and advanced miniaturised radio technology. GomSpace
business model allows to provide turn-key projects to customers to deliver the
business solution needed. GomSpace R&D team delivers these projects based on
their strong in-house portfolios of established products and a wealth of capabil-
ities. These include

(1) subsystems in all relevant product categories,
(2) payloads – off-the-shelf and mission tailored,
(3) platform designs from 1U1 and up,
(4) reference designs for relevant business solution cases

1 nU refers to a rectangular space of size n10cm× n10cm× n10cm.
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GomSpace is currently working on a Constellation of GOMBB LEO satellites
communication network which will aid to the terrestrial networks in following
services

– Ubiquitous coverage, a constellation of GOMBB satellites can cover vir-
tually all the inhabited Earth’s surface. Even one satellite can cover a much
vaster number of potential subscribers than any terrestrial network. There-
fore, GOMBB network can help terrestrial communications by enlarging the
coverage area.

– Broadband IoT services, as IoT scales to massive connectivity in future
communication networks, e.g. 5G, the constellation of GOMBB satellites will
deliver the ubiquitous broadband service continuity needed for the IoT users
as well as future industrial control applications.

– Edge server connectivity, a constellation of GOMBB satellites can provide
high-capacity backhaul connectivity and multicasting a service, i.e. distribute
software updates, to a large numbers of edge servers over wide areas, thereby
complementing the terrestrial network with cost-effective scalability.

– Moving platforms, due to resilience and ubiquitous coverage, constella-
tion of GOMBB satellites networks is a proper broadband communication
solution for providing connectivity to aboard moving vehicles, such as planes,
trains and ships. In addition, these networks can support applications for fleet
management, navigation and over-the-air software updates for connected cars
anywhere in the world which is a key part of 5G IoT strategic plans [4].

– Fixed backhaul to remote locations, establishing satellite broadband
connectivity to underserved areas where it is not feasible to deploy terrestrial
infrastructure, such as remote villages, islands or mountainous regions, disas-
ter relief services, support emergency response teams as well as connectivity
for one-off entertainment or sports events anywhere in the world.

– Broadcast and multicast communication, a constellation of GOMBB
satellites can transmit multimedia content via broadcast and multicast
streams not only for consumer multimedia services, but also a variety of
applications that require edge caching and local distribution.

2.1 Pragmatic Sample

Obviously, in 5G communication for some users and applications even very short
variances of transmission delays or service interruption can be critical, e.g. com-
munication between two stock markets which are located geographically in dif-
ferent premises. In addition, these applications might require high reliability
and security as well as acceptable Quality of Service (Qos). A constellation of
GOMBB satellites could work as an alternative for current terrestrial commu-
nications, e.g. fiber connection, via hiring multiple inter-satellite connections.
These inter-connections can offer

– Reliable communication, multiple number of inter-satellite routes with
advanced real-time performance monitoring facilities and a satisfied privacy
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can be established. Then, in case of unsafety or link failure, the data traffic
can be rerouted through other links.

– High QoS connectivity, multiple inter-satellite connections allow selecting a
link with acceptable quality and lower latency between origin and destination
to transmit data.

– Secure communication, to connect two 5G core networks which are geographi-
cally distributed within different locations, the service providers require costly
mutual agreements with local operators to establish corresponding connec-
tion. Instead, a constellation of GOMBB satellites can provide a private and
secure communication with high privacy between two core networks.

Fig. 2 depicts a 5G network encompasses a LEO satellite constellation.

Fig. 2. GOMBB satellites path between two 5G core network.

2.2 GOMBB Technical Facilities

The GOMBB satellites will embed the following on-board unit
(1) Low cost services, using miniaturized GOMBB satellites in LEO can decrease
the cost level up to 1000 times cheaper than traditional satellites in higher orbits,
e.g. GEO satellite (2) Service with low latency, the GOMBB LEO satellites are
35 times closer to Earth than traditional GEO used for current satellite com-
munications. Due to the closeness and shorter data paths, LEO based networks
have latency close to terrestrial networks, leading to have high potential to inte-
grate with terrestrial communication, e.g. 5G.
(3) Global coverage with scalability, several GOMBB small satellites located in
a constellation around the Earth can pick up signal from any point of the Earth
and transfer it to its destination site via inter-connection with other satellites in
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the constellation, or by inter-connection to a series of Earth stations, i.e. gate-
way, on the ground. In addition, the coverage area can be easily extended by
employing additional small GOMBB satellites since the network extension in
GEO and MEO requires launching costly new satellites.
(4)Up to date technology, GOMBB satellites life time (up to 5 years) is shorter
than traditional GEO satellites with the lifetime of 15 years. Therefore, com-
munication technology platform can be updated every 5 years in GOMBBx
satellites. It leads to high possibility to integrate with fast growing terrestrial
communication networks or even work solely with upgraded technologies.
(5)High service diversity, multibeam coverage can be established employing mul-
tiple GOMBB satellites where each satellite can generate multiple number of
beams. In this context, the following benefits can be realized: (i) Each beam can
guarantee a larger antenna gain-to-noise (G/N) ratio at each user terminal. This
is due to fact that each satellite can generate narrow beam with high pointing
possibility toward each user terminal. (ii) Since the frequency resources are scare
in satellite communication, the available frequency can be reused between spa-
tially separated beams. (iii) Multiple users may be simultaneously served within
the coverage area, with individual data stream per beam or broadcasting a data
stream to different beams, leading to high data distribution flexibilities.
(7) High throughput connectivity, using recent high throughput satellite stan-
dard, i.e. high throughput DVB-s2x transmission standard, each satellite can
provide realtime high data rate connectivity (up to Gbps), video, voice, data,
etc, to fixed and mobile user terminals.
(8) Flying global data routing possibilities, in the current satellite communica-
tion technology, to establish communication between different GEO satellite
networks which serve different geographical areas, on-ground terrestrial inter-
GEO-network connectivity is required. However, it suffers: (i) Satellite service
providers shall make multiple costly mutual agreements with different terrestrial
service operators to establish an inter-GEO-network communication. (ii) Even
with having mutual agreement expressed in (i), involving with different terres-
trial service operators might increase service outage probability in rush hours
and decrease data privacy protection. In contrast, a constellation of GOMBB
LEO satellites can fulfil a global connectivity and service delivery, either traffic
data stream, between two geographically separate service points without touch-
ing any intermediate ground point. For this GOMBB satellite embeds a dynamic
on-board routing scheme whose role is to exchange data between GOMBB satel-
lites as well as an inter-GOMBB satellite link is established to provide physical
interface for data routing scheme.
(9) Dynamic resource allocation, satellite on-board resources, i.e. power and
bandwidth, are scarce and employing these resources in optimal way is essen-
tial. Therefore, GOMBB satellites will use different fancy resources allocation
techniques, e.g. dynamic on-board beamforming, beam-hopping [5], which are
widely discussed in literature of communication networks.

Concretely, the main perspective of deploying constellation of GOMBB satel-
lites is to aid or even replace with current High Throughput Service (HTS)-
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Fig. 3. Perspective on deploying constellation of GOMBB satellite networks.

GEO/MEO satellites. In very rough estimation, it implies that the constellation
of GOMBB satellites shall stand on a performance similar to HTS-GEO/MEO
with lower latency and cost which can intuitively come from behaviours of LEO
communication services (see Fig. 3).
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Abstract. The relentless growth of the human population over the time
is driving an exceptional rise in food demand. Improving the efficiency
of farming processes is the only way to face the so called Malthusian
catastrophe. This objective could be pursued by automating production
processes in farms. Robots can play a key role in this context, espe-
cially when they can execute tasks on collaborative basis. At the same
time, low latency communication capabilities are required to translate
in reality the robotic-aided smart agriculture vision. This contribution
explores the interplay of 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), and Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) as enabling drivers for technology spread in the agri-
culture domain, based on Industry 4.0 principles. In particular, some key
performance indicators have been investigated for a rural-area scenario,
exploring different technological configurations.

Keywords: Smart agriculture · Robotics · 5G · MEC, IoT

1 Introduction

Food security has become a global concern. Governments worldwide are facing
an exceptional rise in demand for food, and a significant human population
growth. Moreover, limits on the exploitation of natural and human resources
cause debates about the actual sustainability of the current economic model
[1]. This has led to the rise of precision agriculture methods, which focus on
harvest and production maximization, while fully optimizing the available land
resources. Just as with any industry, production efficiency requires automation
and elimination of human factor issues, which brings great interest in robotics
integration into the agriculture supply chain. Many technological and engineering
challenges need to be addressed in the context of agriculture mobile robots and
precision autonomous farming [2].
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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The introduction of autonomous agricultural systems fosters a new range
of flexible equipments able to reduce waste, improve economic profitability, cut
environmental impact and increase food production sustainability [3]. The Agri-
culture Robots market is expected to rise to more than $16 billion by 2020 [4],
and the use of robotics in this sector will employ a manpower larger than the
automotive and aerospace sectors combined [5]. However, costs and technolog-
ical obstacles to the adoption of such technologies on a large scale could be
prohibitive [6]. It is, therefore, necessary to find a new economic and reliable
approach to deploy a feasible infrastructure for agricultural robotics.

In this context, IoT and 5G technologies, combined with MEC, can become
key drivers. 5G will be the dominant technology providing large area connec-
tivity in the coming years with extremely large throughput coupled with low
latency communications [7]. IoT is a definite paradigm for many industrial con-
texts, widely spread for information sharing and decision coordination [8]. MEC
enables the network architecture to move cloud computing capabilities at the
edge of a cellular network, reducing network congestion and optimizing appli-
cations execution [9]. Combining these technologies makes it possible to take
decisions and execute functions more accurately, reliably, and quickly.

In this paper an overview on 5G-MEC and robotics is provided, proposing
a use case architecture for precision agriculture environment as an emblematic
paradigm for Industry 4.0 applications [10]. In addition, two demonstratives use
case examples have been conceived using ground and aerial robots for agricul-
tural operations. Key features of the envisioned domain support many automa-
tion improvements for monitoring, harvesting, and remote sensing.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 proposes an overview
on Smart Agriculture state of the art, with the current trends in agricultural
robotics. Section 3 reports the chosen enabling technologies, focusing on key
aspects for the proposed architecture requirements. Section 4 presents the pro-
posed framework focusing on the application areas of the aforementioned tech-
nologies. Two representative use cases are described in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, an
outline of the work is given, thus envisaging further research activities.

2 Smart Agriculture

The current challenge of agriculture industry is to produce more food to feed a
growing population with a smaller rural labor force [11]. As a consequence, in
many agriculture-dependent developing countries, the adoption of more efficient
and sustainable production methods, and climate change adaptation strategies
become mandatory. Within this context, farming technologies will be crucial to
the evolution of this industry. Modern agricultural tools have eased the work of
many farmers worldwide, and many instruments such as data analysis, detec-
tion systems, telecommunication networks, hardware, and software systems are
involved into the environment referred to as “Smart Agriculture”.

The typical IoT architecture implemented here, entails the deployment of an
array of sensors on the field, a gateway that collects information and a cloud-
processing service [12].
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2.1 Agricultural Robotics

The large scale adoption of robotics in agriculture certainly requires the following
technological features: navigation tools, image processing, real-time control of
physical extensions, and reliable walk on rough terrain [2]. Many works and
prototypes have been put in place in recent years: agricultural robot partners
facilitating harvesting and pest control, remotely controlled by human operator
[13]; Controller Area Network (CAN-bus)-based robot using vision positioning
systems to identify and locate the fruit to harvest [14]; autonomous Agriculture
Robot designed for seed sowing tasks [15]. Moreover, other studies focus on
human-machine interaction, regulations, safety, ethics, and human comfort [16].

The aforementioned requirements has led to a growing demand in terms
of both tools and connectivity that recent technologies struggle to satisfy. To
this end, the rise of 5G and Software Defined Networking (SDN)-based edge
computing interplay can be a keystone for effectively boosting robotics adoption
in agriculture, even more on a large scale.

3 Enabling Technologies and Key Features

A description of the involved technologies is proposed herein, thus highlighting
their most effective features for the proposed environment.

3.1 5G Technology

As reported in [17], 5G networks are expected to provide Enhanced Mobile
Broadband (eMBB) with a peak data rate up to 20 Gbps, massive Machine Type
Communication (mMTC) bringing long range and low data rate capabilities
and Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC) for ultra responsive
connections offering less than 1 ms air interface latency (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. 5G fundamental pillars and use cases

In addition, 5G technology adopts Cloud based Radio Access Network
(CloudRAN) supplying massive connections of multiple standards and deploying
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on-demand functions of Radio Access Network (RAN) with a simplified core net-
work architecture. Robotics can certainly take advantages from this framework,
especially looking at high data rate, for high-definition video streaming, virtual
or augmented realit, very low latency (about 1ms) for real-time interaction, and
reliability for errors and delays reduction in communication.

Compared to the current 4G standard, 5G connectivity brings higher energy
efficiency, more possible connections, higher data volumes, and a lower latency,
essential features in the robotics domain [18]. The high number of possible con-
nections provides a mainstay for massive industrial IoT applications where a
large sensor network can communicate via 5G modules. 5G also incorporates
a direct machine-to-machine mode of communication without the base station
as an intermediate waypoint [19]. In Smart Agriculture context, the combina-
tion of 5G and Global Positioning System (GPS) will completely unbind robots
from manual or near-field control, allowing them to foster innovative farming
techniques.

3.2 Mobile Edge Computing

Currently, cloud computing represents an efficient way for data processing, since
the computing power on the cloud outclasses the one at the network gateways.
However, with the growing quantity of data that IoT and automation systems
produce, the network bandwidth has come to an impasse, particularly when com-
pared to the fast developing data processing speed. This represents a bottleneck
for the cloud-based computing paradigm [20].

In this context, MEC can represent a step-forward for network design.
The Edge computing model (Fig. 2) refers to the capability of moving com-

putation precisely at the edge of the network.
MEC servers are implemented on a generic computing platform within the

RAN and allow the execution of applications near end devices. This policy can
lighten the backhaul enabling low latency, high bandwidth and enhanced mobile
services. Specifically, some key performance indicators within peculiar use cases
for MEC technological interplay can be highlighted.

The first is about the benefits of using edge nodes in robotics environments
for computation offloading over remote processing platforms or local robot con-
trollers. Specifically, computationally expensive robotic Simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping (SLAM) task can be offloaded. For instance, in [21] a SLAM
offloading algorithm in a multi-tier edge+cloud setup is proposed. The proposed
scheme outperformed the static offloading strategies thus demonstrating perfor-
mance enhancement of robotic SLAM using servers at network edge.

The second, highlights the scalability perspectives through edge analysis inte-
gration. The growing number of IoT devices is demanding significant cloud input
bandwidth for data processing. This can be remarkably lower if data analysis is
moved at the edge, uploading only light metadata and information. As shown
in [22], the proposed cloudlet-based framework runs computer analytics of high-
data-rate sensors streams in near real time reducing ingress bandwidth into the
cloud by three to six orders of magnitude.
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Fig. 2. MEC vs Traditional architecture.

The third considers the adoption of wireless interconnected Virtual Reality
(VR) in a 5G/MEC network.

Authors in [23] envisage the migration of computationally intensive activities
from VR devices to more resource-rich edge servers, thus increasing the compu-
tational capacity of low-cost devices while saving energy. For VR applications,
both radio access and computational resources are brought closer to users, taking
advantage from small cell base stations near to computing, storage, and memory
resources. Experimental results show a 16 percent more immersive experience
gains in MEC/FOG configuration compared to other. The immersive experience
is defined as the percentage of tasks that are executed and carried out under a
specific deadline.

3.3 Key Features

Looking at a classic smart agriculture pattern, the leading requirement is to
bring automation to the different phases of an agricultural process. However,
the full adoption of these solutions on a large scale by precision farming systems
is of complex implementation. Farming techniques lacks of actual automation
and control in several tasks, still conducted by humans. To this end, robotics
certainly represent an enabling technology but unplugging robots from human
control requires a strong technological set. As previously mentioned, next gen-
eration of 5G networks can meet these needs, ensuring high throughput for
bandwidth intensive applications, low latency for real-time control, high scala-
bility to enable a massive number of devices, energy efficiency and ubiquitous
connectivity for end-users. Furthermore, considering that IT Infrastructure, data
gathering, and Decision Support Systems (DSSs) activities, all access to cloud
computing services, the implementation of this pattern into rural areas is often
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not feasible without a reliable Internet connection and area coverage by local
telecommunications infrastructure. As a result, the following topics should be
examined to straight out above issues:

– real-time and reliable connections for robotics equipment;
– rural areas coverage by telecommunication networks;
– solid computing capabilities for real-time decision support.

In this paper a Smart Agriculture 5G-robotics architecture is proposed in order
to address above queries.

4 Envisioned Architecture

The proposed framework is sketched in Fig. 3. The involved entities are:

Fig. 3. 5G-MEC-Robotics Smart Agriculture scenario

– Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
– Agricultural Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
– Field sensors
– 5G primary Base Station (BS)
– MEC application server

Thanks to the adoption of these tools, it is possible to accomplish UAV-based
monitoring and connectivity, field machineries automation, and MEC-based fast
processing. More details are provided in the following subsections.
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4.1 UAV-Based Monitoring and Connectivity

The advent of low-cost UAVs will enable a large adoption of remote sensing
applications for precision agriculture. Indeed, in the proposed architecture the
UAV can carry out two main tasks: area patrolling and analysis through image
processing and 5G coverage extension.

The first task is executed through high-resolution image capture by using
on-board cameras. This pictures, together with the information gathered from
soil sensors, can trigger a more precise crop management. As reported in many
studies [24–26] and applications [27] a possible alternative to aerial images could
be satellite-based captures. On one hand, the accessibility of this type of images
is limited and high-priced. On the other hand, open-access multispectral imagery
has very low resolution. In this context, aerial imaging campaigns can be conve-
nient even though they require sophisticated camera systems and sturdy hard-
ware. UAV images can address many of the imaging needs of the agriculture
context, such as mixed cropping analysis, low area landholding, and variable
planting cycles observation.

The second task is fulfilled by the presence of an UAV refers to the need
for a 5G platform able to bring rural areas coverage with no infrastructures
for Internet connection. To this end, as foreseen in [28,30] an UAV-aided 5G
network architecture can be designed. This solution allows the UAV to carry on
a mobile 5G base station, thus providing radio connectivity to the targeted area
and connecting itself to a primary base station. In this way, UAV-aided wireless
communications can supply ubiquitous coverage, relaying, and data collection.
The proposed framework accomplishes the so-called 5G BS offloading through
the use of drones.

4.2 Field Machineries Automation

In the proposed environment, real-time control and autonomous driving capabil-
ities can enable field robots to assist workers by carrying payloads and conduct
agricultural operations. Image processing, combined with data gathering from
sensors, can be used for instant evaluation of the phenological phases, control
weeds, detect the presence of insects, and diagnose diseases. The reported fea-
tures will increase automation in the field and reduce the reliance on human
action in farming management, planning, and decision making.

4.3 MEC Application Server

All the aforementioned applications, from data gathering to real-time process-
ing, can not be efficiently executed if they are still based on the current cloud-
computing paradigm. In autonomous vehicles and robotics systems, gigabytes of
data are generated every second, requiring real-time processing to take correct
decisions. Classic cloud-computing architecture poses a serious time-response
issue in this environment, especially if the use case presents a large number of
devices/vehicles to serve in one area. Executing the data processing at the edge
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can speed up response time, optimize processing, and avoid network congestion
[31]. The proposed pattern envisages a MEC server at the edge, in order to
manage requests and process information. In particular, it acts as a low-latency
aggregation point, allowing applications to respond in real-time. In the following
sections some case studies are described where techniques and scenarios are pro-
posed to take advantage of MEC systems, in the smart agriculture environment.

5 Use Case Configurations

In order to provide examples of how the proposed architecture can be applied,
two use case configurations are presented herein.

The first case is about the implementation of an autonomous harvesting
robot (Fig. 4). The main goal for this type of robot is to execute an unmanned
patrolling while having a stable walk on raw terrains and avoiding obstacles. To
this end, in the proposed architecture, the robot could employ both real-time
processing capabilities and low-latency response to process corrective measures
instantly. Moreover, the robot can carry on a high-resolution camera that, pow-
ered by MEC high computational capabilities, will be able to process 3D imaging
of fruits, vegetables, and plants, thus properly driving a real-time decision policy
for the harvesting process based on color detection, dimension, and shape.

Fig. 4. First use case: Robot patrolling the area and harvesting with image processing-
driven decision policy

The second example, reported in Fig. 5, concerns the use of the UAV for mon-
itoring purposes. In particular, the drone can periodically execute an unmanned
patrolling of the area, providing soil imagery and sensor data. Moreover, thanks
to high throughput and bandwidth of the envisioned 5G architecture, farmers
can exploit a First Person View (FPV) system for drone navigation through a
VR head-mounted display, experiencing immersive teleoperation capabilities. In
Table 1 some of the differences for use case requirements are listed. Bandwidth
and latency requests, and error tolerance characteristics are highlighted for each
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Fig. 5. Second use case: Drone monitoring and VR teleoperation

Table 1. Use case requirements

Task Bandwidth Latency Error tolerance

UGV Harvesting High Low Very low

Patrolling Low Low Low

UAV Monitoring High High High

VR Teleoperation Very high Very low Very low

task. Despite the advanced applications of the proposed use cases, there are
some serious drawbacks that have to be investigated. In particular, energy ques-
tion is primary. An autonomous recharge policy should be provided and UGVs
and UAVs have to return periodically to a charge station, thus requiring job
scheduling optimization for charging phases. Furthermore, research on robots
physical extensions for seeding and harvesting (e.g. extensible arms, prehensile
manipulators and automatic drills) still presents many open issues. Indeed, these
tools must be reliable and cost-effective to allow a large scale adoption of these
solutions.

6 Conclusions and Perspectives

This work proposed a reference architecture for Smart Agriculture environments
based on 5G, MEC and robotics technologies. The main objective for this solu-
tion is to design a system suitable for a large scale adoption of robotics in the
agriculture domain. To this end, use case configurations have been provided,
highlighting benefits and open issues of employed technologies. The challenge
for future research will be to execute modeling and simulations, proving the
feasibility of this technological interplay. Moreover, solid business models and
attractive pricing strategies can help the wide diffusion of this model. For this
reasons, further research activities will consider the application of telecommuni-
cation network economics theory within this context.
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Abstract. Weather-based forecasting models play a major role in agricultural
decision support systems but warnings are usually computed at regional level
due to a limited amount of automatic weather stations. Farmers have to refer to
the nearest AWS but recommendations are not always adapted to their situation.
Agromet project aims to set up an operational web-platform designed for real-
time agro-meteorological data dissemination at high spatial (1 km � 1 km grid)
and temporal (hourly) resolution in Wallonia, southern part of Belgium. This
paper focuses on the interpolation of hourly temperature and daily maximum
temperature. Five learners are tested: multilinear regression, inverse distance
weighted, one nearest neighbor, ordinary kriging and kriging with external drift.
All interpolation methods except ordinary kriging perform better than taking the
nearest station to predict air temperature. Multilinear regression is the best one.
The size of the dataset is a limit to data interpolation. IoT is an opportunity to
improve the quality of the interpolated data by increasing the size of our training
dataset. Either by developing our own low price and robust sensors to measure
air temperature and humidity or by exploiting data measured by non-
meteorological devices monitoring temperature (e.g. tractors or cars).

Keywords: Interpolation �Meteorology � Agricultural decision support system

1 Introduction

Since a long time, weather-based forecasting models play a major role in agricultural
decision support systems (DSS). Those systems aim to control plant diseases and to
reduce spraying intensity. Usually, DSS are fed with meteorological data recorded on a
limited amount of automatic weather stations (AWS). Warnings are computed at a
regional level. Farmers have to refer to the nearest AWS but recommendations are not
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always adapted to their situation. With the development of smart farming, it is
important to provide DSS with real-time and local weather data.

In Germany, interpolation of hourly weather data provide more detailed and more
accurate data to feed potato late blight decision support system [1, 2]. A reduction in
spraying intensity can then be achieved guaranteeing an economical and environ-
mentally friendly crop production strategy.

The Agromet project aims to transpose the concept in Wallonia, southern part of
Belgium, and to improve the methodology by testing new algorithms and including
weather forecasts as a dynamic explanatory variable. The output of the project is an
operational web-platform designed for real-time agro-meteorological data dissemina-
tion at high spatial (on a 1 km � 1 km grid) and temporal (hourly) resolution to
provide DSS with locally predicted weather data. Spatialization will result in a gridded
dataset corresponding to a virtual network of 16 000 virtual stations uniformly spread
on the whole territory of Wallonia.

Usually, meteorological data interpolation is performed on low temporal resolution
data (e.g. monthly [3] or yearly) or on climatic data [4]. Interpolate hourly or daily data
is much more uncommon and is a real challenge.

This paper focuses on the interpolation of hourly temperature and daily maximum
temperature. Interpolation of air humidity and leaf wetness duration will be analyzed in
next step. Spatialized rainfall will be directly imported from RMI’s radars and imported
on the web-based platform.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Datasets

Two datasets of meteorological data are used in this study. A first dataset comes from
the Pameseb network from the Walloon Agricultural Research Centre CRA-W referred
in this paper as ‘Pameseb network’. This network is composed of 30 AWS recording
hourly data. For this study, 28 stations were selected. Two stations were left out
because they are located in singular environment: a forest and an industrial zone. It
generates a micro climate which is not representative of the region. The dataset used in
this study comes from Pameseb database. The dataset contains two years, from
01/01/2016 00h UTC+2 to 31/12/2017 23h UTC+2, of hourly air temperature data.

The second dataset comes from the Royal Meteorological Institute network referred
in this paper as ‘RMI network’. This network is composed of 14 synoptic AWS. For
this study, 8 AWS were selected for their location in or close to Wallonia our region of
interest. The dataset contains two years, from 01/01/2016 00h UTC+2 to 31/12/2017
23h UTC+2, of hourly air temperature data.

2.2 Interpolation Methods

Spatialization creates a continuous surface from values measured at discrete locations
to predict values at any location in the interest zone with the best accuracy. The
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principle is to find a relationship between a meteorological data to explain (i.e.: air
temperature) and an explanatory variable (i.e.: elevation).

Five learners (or algorithms) are tested: multilinear regression (MultiReg), inverse
distance weighted (IDW), one nearest neighbor (NN1), ordinary kriging (OK) and
kriging with external drift (KED).

This choice is based on studies dealing with interpolation of meteorological data at
high temporal [1, 2] and high spatial [5] resolution. The spatial interpolation of hourly
mean and daily maximum air temperature has been performed on a regular grid of
1 km by 1 km.

Data analysis is conducted with R software [6] based on mlr (Machine Learning in
R) [7]. This package provides a unified interface to more than 160 basic learners [7]. It
provides all required interpolation algorithms except kriging. For the purpose of our
study, we integrated gstat functions to mlr.

2.3 Explorative Constructions and Benchmarks

A huge amount of possibilities can be tested in machine learning based on a combi-
nation of a learner (algorithm), one or several explanatory variables, a defined dataset,
… To give a structure to our analysis, we define several “explorative constructions”
(EC). One EC is a unique combination of a learner, hyper-parameters (if required for
the learner e.g. semi-variogram parameters for kriging), one or several explanatory
variables (if relevant for the learner) and a dataset. For example, ec1 is a multire-
gression analysis with longitude, latitude and elevation as explanatory variables con-
ducted with Pameseb dataset. ec14 is an ordinary kriging analysis conducted with
Pameseb and RMI datasest, semivariogram parameters are range = 800, psill =
200000, nugget = 0, semivariogram is a spherical type.

The Table 1 described the ECs tested in this study.

Table 1. Explorative constructions tested

id Learner Hyper parameters Explanatory
variables

Datasets

ec1 MultiReg – lon, lat, elev Pameseb
ec2 MultiReg – lon, lat, elev Pameseb, RMI
ec7 IDW – lon, lat Pameseb

ec8 IDW – lon, lat Pameseb, RMI
ec10 NN1 set = list(idp = 0), nmax = 1 lon, lat Pameseb

ec11 NN1 set = list(idp = 0), nmax = 1 lon, lat Pameseb, RMI
ec13 OK range = 800, psill = 200000, model.manual = Sph,

nugget = 0
lon, lat Pameseb

ec14 OK range = 800, psill = 200000, model.manual = Sph,
nugget = 0

lon, lat Pameseb, RMI

ec15 KED range = 800, psill = 200000, model.manual = Sph,
nugget = 0

lon, lat, elev Pameseb

ec16 KED range = 800, psill = 200000, model.manual = Sph,
nugget = 0

lon, lat, elev Pameseb, RMI
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3 Results and Discussion

Each EC is tested by conducting a benchmark. Models are trained on a 2 years of
hourly and daily measurement dataset. Training period is from 01/01/2016 00h UTC+2
to 31/12/2017 23h UTC+2. Quality of the prediction models is assessed by a leave-one-
out cross validation. Two quality indicators are computed: Root mean square error
(RSME) and predicted residuals.

RMSE is calculated for the dataset as:

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
n

X

n

j¼1

yj � ŷj
� �2

v

u

u

t

where:

• y = the observed value
• ŷ = the predicted value.

Predicted residuals are calculated for the dataset as:

e ¼ y� ŷ

where:

• e = the predicted residual
• y = the observed value
• ŷ = the predicted value.

Table 2 shows the results for the 5 learners to interpolate air. According to our first
results, multilinear regression with latitude, longitude and elevation as explanatory
variables is the best method to interpolate hourly air temperature (see Table 2). This
method gives the best accuracy in predictions with a median RMSE equals to 0.47 °C.
This method is also the most robust with lowest whisker equals to −1.89 °C and
highest whisker equals to 1.85 °C for predicted residuals. All interpolation methods
except ordinary kriging perform better than taking the nearest station (NN1) to predict
hourly mean air temperature on a 1 km � 1 km grid.

When we increase our dataset from 28 AWS (Pameseb network only) to 36 AWS
(Pameseb + RMI network), prediction quality and robustness slightly increases.
Median RMSE changes from 0.47 °C to 0.46 °C. For residuals, lowest whisker
changes from −1.89 °C to −1.86 °C and highest whisker changes from 1.85 °C to
1.82 °C.

As expected, predictive ability of the interpolation is better for daily than for hourly
temperatures. For multilinear regression, median RMSE changes from 0.46 °C to
0.42 °C. For residuals, lowest whisker changes from −1.86 °C to −1.67 °C and highest
whisker changes from 1.82 °C to 1.71 °C.
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4 First Conclusions

This paper presents the first conclusions of our ongoing project. So far, only the air
temperature at hourly and daily step was interpolated and only five learners were
explored. However, we can see that even at high temporal resolution of one hour,
interpolate data with geostatistical analysis increase the quality of field level air tem-
perature prediction and is better than taking the nearest automatic weather station.
Multilinear regression is the best method for both hourly and daily air. Increasing the
dataset from 28 to 36 observations points slightly increases the quality of interpolation.

The next steps in the project to go further in interpolation analysis are: to check the
value of short-term gridded weather forecast as a dynamic explanatory variable; to
check the value of other prediction methods as artificial neural network; to perform
interpolation of relative humidity and leaf wetness duration and to implement an
automatic check to assess data reliability and to filter out wrong data.

The size of the dataset is a limit to data interpolation. IoT is an opportunity to
improve the quality of the interpolated data by increasing the size of our training
dataset. Either by developing our own low price and robust sensors to measure air
temperature and humidity or by exploiting data measured by non-meteorological
devices monitoring temperature (e.g. tractors or cars). Unknown quality of the mea-
surement should be balanced with the amount of data. A new study should be con-
ducted to know how to take benefit from a huge amount of data of unknown quality
and how to work with an heterogeneous dataset composed of few observations of high
quality (Pameseb and RMI AWS) and loads of observation of unknown precision.

Table 2. Summary statistics for air temperature interpolation

Quality
indicator

ec Learner wl*
[°C]

Q25
[°C]

Median
[°C]

Q75
[°C]

wh**
[°C]

Dataset Time
step

RMSE ec1 MultiReg 0 0.21 0.47 0.91 1.96 Pam Hourly
RMSE ec7 IDW 0 0.27 0.6 1.1 2.35 Pam Hourly
RMSE ec10 NN1 0 0.3 0.7 1.2 2.5 Pam Hourly
RMSE ec13 OK 0 0.47 0.95 1.61 3.32 Pam Hourly
RMSE ec15 KED 0 0.23 0.52 1.02 2.2 Pam Hourly
RMSE ec2 MultiReg 0 0.20 0.46 0.90 1.94 Pam +RMI Hourly
RMSE ec2 MultiReg 0 0.19 0.42 0.77 1.63 Pam +RMI Daily
Residuals ec1 MultiReg −1.89 −0.49 0 0.45 1.85 Pam Hourly
Residuals ec7 IDW −2.4 −0.6 −0.03 0.6 2.4 Pam Hourly
Residuals ec10 NN1 −2.6 −0.7 0 0.6 2.5 Pam Hourly
Residuals ec13 OK −3.8 −1 −0.2 0.88 3.69 Pam Hourly
Residuals ec15 KED −2.11 −0.54 −0.01 0.5 2.07 Pam Hourly
Residuals ec2 MultiReg −1.86 −0.48 −0.01 0.44 1.82 Pam +RMI Hourly
Residuals ec2 MultiReg −1.67 −0.41 0.03 0.44 1.71 Pam +RMI Daily

*wl: “lower whisker” = lowest value within 1.5 times interquartile (Q25–Q75) range below 25th

percentile.
**wh: “higher whisker” = highest value within 1.5 times interquartile (Q25–Q75) range above
75th percentile.
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Abstract. Over the past decade, Luxembourg has experienced an increase in
extreme precipitation events during the summer season. As a direct consequence
of this evolution, increasingly flashy hydrological responses have been observed
in the river network – eventually leading to several flash flood events. In an area
that has been historically prone to large scale winter floods, the current flood
forecasting and monitoring chain is not adapted to this specific type of events,
characterized by small spatial extents (<200 km2), short time scales (<6 h) and
high magnitudes. The SIGFOX network deployed in Luxembourg since 2016
provides a unique opportunity to leverage the potential for a Low-Power Wide-
Area Network (LPWAN) to implement and operate a hydro-meteorological
monitoring system of unprecedented spatial and temporal density. The restricted
message size (12 bytes) supported by this technology is suited for the small data
sets that are to be transmitted from each monitored hydro-meteorological site. In
addition, the inter-connection of the different sensing devices allows for an
immediate adaptation of the data acquisition and transmission frequencies –

according to rapidly changing hydro-meteorological states. The entire network
is able to switch from a sleep and low power consumption mode to a warning
mode, with high frequency recordings and transmissions. The initial limit of 140
daily transmissions is eventually compensated for by a systematic compression
of the numeric data on the one hand and the switch to cellular transmission
during flash flood warning mode. Here we present the prototype implemented in
the Ernz Blanche catchment (102 km2), which was successively exposed to
flash flood events in 2016 and 2018. The overall set-up consists of 4 raingauges,
4 streamgauges, and 4 soil moisture sensors. The first three months of operation
of the prototype monitoring and transmission system on the Ernz Blanche
catchment are assessed for validating the data transmission, acquisition, and
emergency warning system.

Keywords: IOT � LPWAN � Flood monitoring � Flood forecasting �
Emergency triggering thresholds
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1 Status Quo: The Challenge of Forecasting Flash Flood
Events in Luxembourg

1.1 Inter-annual Climate Variability and Trends in Europe

Investigations on future climate scenarios for the coming decades have reached a
consensus on the intensification of extreme precipitation events in Europe [1, 2].
Despite remaining uncertainties in predictions of precipitation amounts and rates [3],
the consensus among climate scientists relates to expected climate states, expressing
through a warmer atmosphere with higher saturation vapor pressure – eventually
paving the way for convective cells [4].

Long-term observations of precipitation have already confirmed to a large extend
the forecasted climate trends. In Europe, several national studies based on long-term
rainfall observations spanning 50 to 100 years, show evidence of an increase in heavy
precipitation magnitude and frequency: in Switzerland [5], Czech Republic [6] and
Poland [7] to name only a few. In addition to the climate shift, climate oscillation,
associated with more or less persistent atmospheric circulations, lead to an inter annual
variability of extreme precipitation [8–10] and consecutively to particular drought-rich
and flood-rich periods [11, 12].

Luxembourg is not sheltered from these climate trends and climate variability [13].
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the records of maximum daily precipitation for 20
raingauges located in Luxembourg - illustrating several heavy precipitation-rich peri-
ods spread across nearly 60 years. The increase in heavy precipitation is demonstrated
by a shift from an average of 3.1 days per year with precipitation intensities locally
exceeding 50 mm per day during the 1957–1977 period to an average of 4.7 days per
year during the 1989–2009 period for the same daily precipitation intensity. Eventually,
the last decade has the highest frequencies of heavy precipitation.

Fig. 1. Blue bars: days with precipitation exceeding 35 mm per day during the April-October
season of the 1954 – 2018 period, for at least 1 out of 20 long-term raingauge records in
Luxembourg. Red line: 5-year moving average of the number of days with precipitation
exceeding 50 mm per day. Periods with heavy precipitation are highlighted by horizontal dotted
lines. (Color figure online)
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1.2 Flash Floods as an Emerging Natural Risk in Luxembourg

As a result of extreme precipitation, Luxembourg experienced successively two flash
flood events of unprecedented magnitude in 2016 and 2018 [13]. A flash flood is
characterised by a fast increase in discharge, up to an extreme flood peak in less than
6 h. The flash floods typically occur after strong convective events over medium sized
catchments (<250 km2). Due to their magnitude and sudden occurrence, flash floods
are a major natural risk in Europe, each event causing important economic losses and
sometimes fatalities [14].

In Europe, flash floods usually occur on the foothills of the largest mountain ranges
(i.e. the Alps, the Pyrenees and the Carpathian mountains [15, 16]), as the topo-
graphical features allow both highly humid air coming from the Mediterranean sea to
condensate, generate extreme precipitation and subsequently flashy runoff responses. In
the last decade, several flash flood events have been reported in Western Central
Europe (Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg and West Germany) [13, 17–20]. While
this area had not been identified as prone to flash floods until recently, the successive
events corroborating the increase in heavy precipitation has the stakeholders of this
region face a new issue.

1.3 Limitations of the Conventional Hydro-Meteorological Monitoring
Network for Forecasting Flash Flood Events

In a historical context, floods in Luxembourg have typically been triggered by large
advective precipitation events during the winter season. Therefore, the local flood
forecast system was designed for large-scale riverine floods (triggered mostly by
moderate long-lasting precipitation spread over large areas). Consequently, this set-up
was not suited for grasping the specific short spatial and temporal scales that had
characterized the 2016 and 2018 flash flood events.

Current meteorological forecasting tools are not able to exactly locate a convective
rainfall event [21]. To complete the meteorological forecast, the stakeholders require
real-time observations. National authorities currently have at their disposal a 1 min
time-step raingauge network and 5 min time-step radar observations from the German
Weather Service (RADOLAN products), each one transmitted every 15 min and every
hour respectively. These data sets have some limitations, the raingauge network being
spatially too coarse to catch the extreme values of local convective events (Fig. 2a),
and the radar products suffering from uncertainties when estimating high intensities
(Fig. 2b, [22]).
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1.4 Opportunities Provided by a Low-Power Wide-Area Network
(LPWAN)

In 2016, a Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) was rolled out in Luxembourg
by the national telecommunication company (POST) and RMS who owns the Sigfox
licence in Luxembourg. A LPWA network supports communication between devices
without the need of human interaction (Machine to Machine communication, [23]). The
key feature of LPWAN networks is to enable a fixed and short range communication,
but requiring low power consumption (up to 1000 times less than an usual wireless
connection [24]) and supporting a massive number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
The proprietary SIGFOX [25] LPWAN, that was set up in Luxembourg, uses the 8–
900 MHz unlicensed bands to transmit up to 140 12-bites-limited messages.

The SIGFOX LPWAN provides the opportunity to increase the density of the
raingauge network, and to ensure a confident nearly real-time connection, without
requiring extensive power consumption (and consecutive extensive maintenance in
remote areas). In addition, this perspective allows to go back over the monitoring
network concept and to design it not as a passive recording device network, but rather
as an active ‘operator’ thanks to POST Cumulocity IoT Platform, which manage all the
sensors and the way they communicate with each other. This platform ables to
immediately warn the public authorities of heavy precipitation and to adapt its own
functioning according to the rapidly changing meteorological conditions. Here, we
present a test facility of a hydro-meteorological network relying on the
SIGFOX LPWAN network.

Fig. 2. (a) Example of localized rainfall patterns related to flash flood processes against the
current conventional raingauge network density. (b) Typical underestimation of high rainfall
intensities as obtained from radar assessments when compared to raingauge measurements.
Rainfall observations relate to the 22.07.2019 event.
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2 The Ernz Blanche Catchment as a Test Bed for a LPWAN-
Connected Flood Monitoring Set-Up

2.1 The Ernz Blanche Catchment

The Ernz Blanche catchment covers an area of 102 km2, located in Central-Eastern
Luxembourg (Fig. 3). The Ernz Blanche has been chosen as: (i) it is located in a region
that has been repeatedly affected by recent extreme summer precipitation; (ii) 2 out of
the 3 recent flash flood episodes have occurred within the close vicinity of this
catchment; (iii) the stretched shape, the topographical and the geological properties
support fast runoff generation processes and are suited for monitoring local flow
processes. Catchment bedrock is characterised by calcareous sandstone (Luxembourg
sandstone), covered nearly half by residual marls and limestones (Marls of Strassen,
37%), forming impermeable plateaus [26]. The river network (1.24 km.km−2) flows
northward and cuts deep into the sandstone, designing cliffs, gorges and steep
hillslopes.

Fig. 3. Location and geological properties of the Ernz Blanche catchment and sub-catchments in
Luxembourg: calcareous sandstone (Luxembourg sandstone, 43%), marls and locally sandstone,
dolomite (37%); Marls and limestone alterations (Marls of Strassen, 20%). The proposed flood
monitoring network is covering four subcatchments: Koedange (31 km2), Heffingen (49 km2),
Medernach (79 km2), Hessemillen (93 km2).
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The LPWAN-connected flood monitoring set-up consists of 4 streamgauges and 4
raingauges, combined with pairs of soil moisture sensors. The devices have been
dispatched (Fig. 3) in order to equally cover the catchment, rendering its combined
geological–pedological diversity. Finally, for each station, the low-power consumption
is additionally supported by solar panels.

2.2 Operating Mode

The raingauge stations are inter-connected through the SIGFOX network, while the
streamgauge stations, as located in the populated valley floors, remain connected
through the conventional cell phone network. In addition, the raingauge stations are
able to switch to the cell network, in case of 3 successive failed transmissions.

The network transmits the relevant variables for flood forecasting (i.e. soil mois-
ture, water levels and rainfall rates) but also useful information for carrying out the
station maintenance (battery level and temperature of the datalogger, see Fig. 4). In a
standard operation mode, the network transmits at 15-minute time step. However, the
entire network is able to switch from the standard and low power consumption mode to
a warning mode, with higher frequency recording and transmissions. In case of
emergency situations the stations communicate at 5 min time step through the cell
phone network. Similarly, the critical recorded data, i.e. the rainfall rate and the river
water levels are recorded with higher frequency during the warning mode. The Table 1
summarizes the recorded variables and the respective acquisition/transmission
frequencies.

The transition to a warning mode is automatically done according to the network
records: when a high rainfall intensity (Iindiv > 4.5 mm/15 min) at one raingauge or a
moderate rainfall intensity (Icat > 2.8 mm/15 min) but at all the raingauges is recorded,
the network automatically switches to the warning mode. For convenience, the
stakeholders may also manually activate the emergency mode. The rainfall intensity
thresholds are fixed according to a statistical analysis of 20 years worth of rainfall time

Fig. 4. Scheme of the LPWAN-connected flood monitoring set up.
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series observed in the vicinity of the Ernz Blanche catchment, with the aim to trigger
the warning mode 10 times during the test period (2 summers). The high frequency
monitoring mode of the system is maintained during 2.5 h after the last warning mode
trigger.

3 Conclusion and Perspectives

Our contribution presents a proof-of-concept of an innovative flood monitoring system
relying on a LPWAN network. This set-up has been motivated by: (i) the current
deficiency of the conventional flood warning system in Luxembourg, not adapted for
the more frequent summer flash flood events, and (ii) the opportunity provided by the
LPWAN facilities, allowing for an increase in the density of the hydro-meteorological
network, and to implement an adaptive smart system for intense rainfall occurrences.

We have designed and deployed a dense hydro-meteorological network on the
mesoscale Ernz Blanche catchment – prone to flash floods. Four streamgauges, four
raingauges, combined with eight soil moisture sensors, have been installed on the Ernz
Blanche catchment (102 km2). The different sensing devices have adaptive data
acquisition and transmission frequencies – according to immediate rainfall records. The
first operated month has proven the network’s robustness, with no failed connection,
nor battery loading issue. In addition, during this period two high-intensity rainfall
events have triggered the emergency mode and the overall system has alternatively
switched to the expected transmission protocols.

The assessment of the proposed flood monitoring system will be pursued further to
test its functioning under strong intensive convective storms. This larger assessment
period will allow us to adjust the rainfall triggering thresholds related to the soil
wetness condition, taking then into account the critical complexity of the catchment’s
response to rainfall events. At a later stage, joint reflections between hydrologists,
public stakeholders and telecommunication professionals will be organized to find out
the adequate way to communicate flood warnings to different stakeholders (i.e. safety
officers, rescue services, inhabitants), ultimately implementing and deploying a com-
plete flood warning chain adapted for flash flood events.

Table 1. Observed variables and acquisition/transmission frequencies

Standard mode Warning mode

Streamgauges
Water level [m] 5 min/15 min 1 min/5 min
Battery [V] 5 min/15 min 1 min/5 min
Raingauges and soil moisture sensors
Rainfall accumulation [mm] 5 min/15 min 1 min/5 min
Soil water content [%] 15 min/15 min 15 min/15 min
Battery [V] 30 min/30 min 1 min/5 min
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Abstract. We address the problem of defining a wireless sensor net-
work by deploying sensors with the aim of guaranteeing the coverage
of the area and the connectivity among the sensors. The wireless sensor
networks are widely studied since they provide several services, e.g., envi-
ronmental monitoring and target tracking. We consider several typologies
of sensors characterized by different sensing and connectivity ranges. A
cost is associated with each typology of sensors. In particular, the higher
the sensing and connectivity ranges, the higher the cost. We formulate
the problem of deploying sensors at minimum cost such that each sen-
sor is connected to a base station with either a one- or a multi-hop and
the area is full covered. We present preliminary computational results
by solving the proposed mathematical model, on several instances. We
provide a simulation-based analysis of the performances of such a deploy-
ment from the routing perspective.

Keywords: Sensor deployment · Routing · Wireless · Cost efficiency

1 Introduction

These last years have witnessed the development of several wireless sensors
deployment strategies, to be applied in many different fields. A large part of
them focus on environmental monitoring and surveillance operations [4]. When
deploying such a sensor network, the following main challenges arise. How many
sensors need to be deployed to ensure the full area coverage at a minimum cost?
Where to deploy them to keep not only the proper monitoring of the area, but
also to ensure the existence of a wireless multi-hop path between any pair of
nodes in the network? Then, once sensors deployed, how good is the quality of
the communicating network yet constructed beyond the plain connectivity?

Covering problems have been investigated for several years by different
research communities: robotics, networking and optimization groups. Most of
robotics researchers mainly couple coverage with path planning and friction
efforts; networking researchers mainly consider energy costs and connectivity
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while optimization researchers have generally neglected the connectivity issues.
To the best of our knowledge, only very few approaches [2,11,12] from the lit-
erature consider jointly connectivity and quality of monitoring coverage. These
approaches propose mixed integer linear programs to formulate the problem
of deploying sensors ensuring coverage and connectivity. Efficient solutions are
obtained, achieving very interesting and performing results, but they do not take
into account the deployment cost. In addition, the solutions obtained by using
the existing approaches are considered satisfactory if they achieve connectiv-
ity, whereas none of them evaluates the quality of the communication network
obtained.

In this paper, we assume to have a limited number of sensors of different
typologies, each characterized by a sensing range, a communication range and
an operational cost. We add communication constraints in order to force sensors
to be connected (permanently or intermittently) and form a communication
network, allowing them to dynamically self-adapt to any environment aspect.
We also consider the energy consumption and the travelled distance.

The main contributions of our work are reported in what follows:

– We address a generalized sensors deployment problem with coverage and con-
nectivity constraints, considering different typologies of sensors.

– We formulate the problem as a mixed integer program and we provide a
deep evaluation of the solutions obtained, analyzing the efficiency and the
effectiveness with respect to the deployment cost.

– We assess the obtained sensor deployment, in terms of quality of communi-
cation topology.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
state of the art. In Sect. 3 we formally describe the addressed problem along with
the mathematical formulation. Section 4 provides the numerical results collected
on meaningful instances. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 State of the Art

The coverage and monitoring of a point or an area of interest have been studied
by different research communities. i.e., networking, robotics, and optimization.

The robotics community refers to the techniques set up to cover an area as
“formation control”. They generally do not consider connectivity issues [14,16].

In the optimization field, some works focus on multi-objective mathematical
models, to determine the best placement of mobile nodes for different tasks; we
cite, for example, the papers of Guerriero et al. [5] and Lambrou et al. [8]. Guer-
riero et al. [5] focus on the optimal sensor displacement to allow the network to
achieve high performance in terms of energy consumption and travelled distance.

In Lambrou et al. [8], the authors provide a collaborative architecture
between mobile and static sensors. The coverage objective described in [8] is
the same as the one taken into account in the present work. However, they
do not consider the communication constraints. Yu et al. [17] applied Genetic
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Particle Swarm Optimization (GA-PSO) techniques to solve the optimal sensor
deployment problem. However, the authors do not pursue the same goal as in
this paper and do not address communication aspects.

Several challenging issues arise when quality of coverage and connectivity
issues are considered simultaneously [7]. From the networking perspective, self-
deployment distributed and localized protocols are generally proposed to address
these specific aspects. These protocols broadly aim at a single objective which is
either cover a point of interest/target [6] or a whole area of interest [1], that might
be mobile [10]. Such approaches used different tools such as Virtual Forces [13],
Swarm Optimization [9] or graph theory tools [3,15].

Very few works, addressing jointly communication connectivity and quality
of coverage, have been published by researchers operating in the optimization
field. The main goal considered in [2,11,12] is very similar to the one taken into
account in the present paper, since the authors aim at covering a sensing area,
by deploying the minimum number of wireless sensors, while maintaining the
connectivity between the deployed sensors. In [11,12], the authors address the
problem by reducing it to a two-dimensional critical coverage problem (an NP-
Complete problem), and developing an integer linear programming formulation
to obtain an optimal solution. In [2] standard mixed integer linear programs are
used to represent several variants of the problem. Although these works achieve
very interesting results, they do not consider the cost of the deployment.

Most of the existing approaches that consider the cost of a wireless sensor
network only focus on the deployment phase (cost of a sensor, number of sensors
and sometimes distance to drop it), but, to the best of our knowledge, none of
them take into account the operational cost (energy sensors will consume to send
and forward data) and quality (quality of links).

3 Problem Definition

Given a field, the objective is to deploy a set of sensors at minimum cost, such
that full coverage and full connectivity are ensured.

We assume the availability of K different typologies of sensors. Each sensor
k ∈ K is characterized by a sensing range rk, a communication range Rk and a
cost ck. In addition, we assume a limited number of sensors for each typology,
i.e., nk. We assume a point is covered if it is within a sensing range of at least
one sensor.

The full connectivity is guaranteed if each sensor is connected to a sink node
o with either a 1-hop or multi-hop communication. In the latter case, the other
sensors play the role of relay.

We formulate the problem over a complete graph G(N,A,C) where N is the
set of possible location points in the field where the sensors could be deployed,
A is the set of arcs connecting each point i ∈ N to the other points j ∈ N \{i},
C is the set of locations to be covered (so that are in sensing range of at least
one sensor). The Euclidean distance duv is associated with each pair of positions
u, v ∈ N ∪ C.
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3.1 Mathematical Formulation

To formulate the problem, we introduce the following decision variables:

xij ,∀(i, j) ∈ A. Continuous variables taking value greater than zero if a commu-
nication between position i and j is active, zero otherwise.

wij ,∀(i, j) ∈ A. Binary variables taking value equal to one if a bilateral commu-
nication between i and j can be activated, i.e., dij ≤ min{Rk, Rk′}, where k
and k′ are the typologies of sensors located in position i and j, respectively,
zero otherwise.

yk
i ,∀i ∈ N, k ∈ K. Binary variables that assume value equal to one if a sensor

of typology k is deployed in position i, zero otherwise.
zih,∀h ∈ C, i ∈ N . Binary variables taking value equal to one if point h is covered

by a sensor deployed in position i, zero otherwise.

The problem can be formulated as follows:

min
∑

i∈N

∑

k∈K

cky
k
i

s.t. (1)
∑

i∈N

yk
i ≤ nk, ∀k ∈ K, (2)

∑

k∈K

yk
i ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N, (3)

wij ≤
∑

k∈K yk
i Rk

dij
, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, (4)

wij ≤
∑

k∈K yk
j Rk

dij
, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, (5)

xij ≤ Mwij , ∀(i, j) ∈ A, (6)
∑

(i,j)∈A

xij −
∑

(j,i)∈A

xji =

{∑
k∈K

∑
j∈N yk

j if i = o

−∑
k∈K yk

i otherwise
∀i ∈ N, (7)

zih ≤
∑

k∈K yk
i rk

dih
, ∀h ∈ C, i ∈ N, (8)

∑

i∈N

zih ≥ 1, ∀h ∈ C, (9)

xij ∈ R
|A|
+ , wij ∈ {0, 1},∀(i, j) ∈ A, yk

i ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ N, k ∈ K,

zih ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ N,h ∈ C. (10)

Equation (1) minimizes the cost of deployed sensors. Equation (2) allows
the deployment of at most nk sensors for each typology k ∈ K. Equation (3)
imposes that at most one sensor is deployed for each position i ∈ N . Equations
(4) and (5) define the variables wij . In particular, wij is imposed to be zero in
the case either the distance between the sensors deployed in positions i and j
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is greater than the minimum communication range between both sensors or no
sensor is deployed in either position i or j. Equations (6) ensure that each arc
(i, j) is active if and only if it is able to connect sensors deployed in positions
i and j, where M is a big positive number. If wij = 1 means that the sensors
deployed at positions i and j can communicate. Since the value of xij is not upper
bounded, then it can assume any positive value ≤M . Equations (7) represent
flow constraints aiming at defining the communication between the sink node o
and all the deployed sensors. Equations (8) define the coverage of position h ∈ C.
In particular, if the sensing range of a sensor of typology k located in position
i is less than the distance dhi between h ∈ C and i ∈ N , then variable zih is
forced to assume the value zero. Equation (9) impose that each point h ∈ C is
covered by at least one sensor. Equation (10) defines the domain of the decision
variables. We observe that Equation (7) represent flow conservation constraints.
Once a solution is determined, variables xij define a possible communication tree
among the deployed sensors. It is as if we considered that each sensor sent one
unit of data, thus all variables xij > 0 define the quantity of data that traverses
arc (i, j). In the worst case, the data of all deployed sensors are sent through a
single arc. It follows that the value that each variable xij can assume is upper
bounded by min

{|N |,∑k∈K nk

}
. The value of M can be set to this value, i.e.,

M = min
{|N |,∑k∈K nk

}
.

We highlight that the proposed model can couple the case where a target has
to be covered by at least S > 1 sensors. Indeed, it is sufficient to introduce the
parameter S in the right-hand-side of constraints (9) for the point that needs to
be covered by the S sensors (possibly all points).

4 Computational Results

In what follows, we analyze the behaviour of the proposed mathematical model,
referred in the sequel as GMc, on randomly generated instances.

We have considered also the case in which the number of sensors is minimized.
In particular, the objective function (1) has been modified in

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K yk

i .
The model with the latter objective function is referred in the sequel as GMs.

The models have been implemented in Java language and solved by CPLEX
12.51. The tests were carried out on an Intel(R) core(TM) i7-4720HQ CPU
2.60 GHz 8 GB RAM machine.

The main aim of this section is to present the numerical results obtained and
to show the bi-objective nature of the considered problem, with the respect to
the minimization of the overall cost, i.e., function (1) and the minimization of the
number of deployed sensors (i.e.,

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K yk

i ). We suppose that the higher
the sensing range, the higher the cost. On the one hand, when minimizing the
number of sensors, those with higher sensing range are chosen, on the other hand,
sensors with low sensing range are preferred because they have lower cost than
those with high sensing range. The numerical results confirmed the conflicting
nature of the two objectives. A sensitivity analysis on the number of available
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typologies of sensors is also carried out. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of
the solutions from a communication point of view.

We deploy a varying number of nodes at position <x, y> such that Xmin ≤
x ≤ Xmax and Ymin ≤ y ≤ Ymax in a field with varying size.

The results are collected on instances generated by considering the following
characteristics:

– Xmin = Ymin = 0
– Xmax = Ymax ∈ {10, 12, 14, 20}
– nk = 100,∀k ∈ K
– each point i ∈ N has integer coordinates (Xi, Yi) in the defined field.

The testing phase has been carried out by considering four scenarios that dif-
fer from each other for the dimension of the (square) field, i.e., (10, 10), (12, 12),
(14, 14), and (20, 20). The instances are characterized by the following parame-
ters:

– |K| ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}
– rk randomly chosen in the interval [2, 6]
– Rk = R ∗ rk with R = max{1, αf}, α ∈ [0, 1], f =

√
3 meaning that

1 ≤ Rk

rk
≤ √

3
– ck = r2k
– each point h ∈ C has coordinates associated to the centre of the cell. Each

corner is a point in N .
– the sink is located at coordinate (0, 0).

We follow the scientific literature to generate the instances. The dimensions
of the field and the sensing range values refer to [2], whereas, the connectivity
range values satisfy the property described in [7]. Indeed, Rk

rk
≤ √

3 guarantees
that the full coverage does not imply the full connectivity. Fixing the number of
typologies of sensors, we generate 5 different configurations varying the seed for
the randomly generated parameters.

4.1 Numerical Results

In this section, we analyze the results obtained by solving GMc, aimed at mini-
mizing the overall cost, and the model GMs in which the objective function, to
be minimized, represents the number of deployed sensors (i.e.,

∑
i∈N

∑
k∈K yk

i ).
First of all, we analyze the efficiency of the proposed model and give some

insights on the conflicting nature of the two criteria, i.e., cost and number of
sensors. Secondly, we analyze the solutions obtained by both GMc and GMs
under a communication point of view. In particular, we investigate how good
the network topology built by the sensor deployment is for routing protocols, in
terms of path diversities and energy consumption.
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Models Evaluation. The results obtained with MGs and MGc are shown in
Table 1. We report, for each dimension of the field and number of typologies of
sensors |K|, the number of deployed sensors under column #sensors, the cost,
i.e., the value of (1), under column cost, the execution time of CPLEX for solving
the instances in seconds under column time. We impose a time limit of 1800 s
to the solver for solving each instance, for both models. The superscript near
to the time indicates the number of instances that are not solved to optimality
within the imposed time limit. We notice that each line of Table 1 reports average
results over the five instances generated by varying the seed.

Table 1. Average results obtained with GMc and GMs, varying the dimension of the
field and the number of available typologies of sensors.

|K| GMc GMs

#sensors cost time #sensors cost time

(10, 10) 2 8.80 54.00 953.362 3.20 75.40 1.28

3 6.40 53.00 749.782 2.60 71.00 1.08

4 10.20 54.00 1800.005 2.20 79.20 1.42

5 8.20 43.80 1494.984 2.20 79.20 1.80

AVG 8.40 51.20 1249.5313 2.55 76.20 1.39

(12, 12) 2 9.80 76.20 1433.523 4.60 110.80 23.82

3 8.20 77.40 1528.674 3.60 100.80 57.80

4 11.80 75.40 1800.005 3.00 99.60 71.88

5 10.80 68.60 1800.005 3.20 104.20 126.51

AVG 10.15 74.40 1640.5517 3.60 103.85 70.00

(14, 14) 2 14.20 110.20 1800.005 5.20 124.40 387.561

3 11.60 104.00 1800.005 4.60 130.60 112.57

4 12.00 117.40 1800.005 4.40 158.40 173.58

5 13.80 101.00 1800.005 4.20 151.20 135.83

AVG 12.90 108.15 1800.0020 4.60 141.15 202.381

(20, 20) 2 24.40 284.20 1800.005 21.60 554.20 1684.004

3 36.40 388.80 1800.005 11.40 319.60 1800.005

4 22.60 262.60 1800.005 10.20 367.20 1800.005

5 32.00 239.00 1800.005 9.80 352.80 1800.005

AVG 28.85 293.65 1800.0020 13.25 398.45 1771.0019

AVG2 2 14.30 131.15 1496.7215 8.65 216.20 524.165

3 15.65 155.80 1469.6116 5.55 155.50 492.865

4 14.15 127.35 1800.0020 4.95 176.10 511.725

5 16.20 113.10 1723.7519 4.85 171.85 516.045

AVG3 15.08 131.85 1622.5270 6.00 179.91 511.2020
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Row AVG reports the average results on the instances with the same dimen-
sion of the field, row AVG2 shows the average results over the instances with the
same value of |K|, and row AVG3 reports the average results over all instances.

The results reported in Table 1 highlight that the model GMc is more difficult
to solve than GMs. Indeed, 13, 17, 20, and 20 instances with the field (10, 10),
(12, 12), (14, 14), and (20, 20) are not solved to optimality by the solver within the
time limit, respectively. We highlight that 20 instances are considered for each
field dimension. Thus, more than a half of instances are not solved for each field
dimension. For the biggest ones, the optimal solution is not available for all the
instances. It follows that solving GMc requires 3.17 times higher computational
time than that needed by the solver to handle GMs, on average (see row AVG3).

Comparing the performance of the two models varying the dimension of the
field, we observe that the higher the field dimension the lower the difference in
term of computational effort between GMc and GMs. Indeed, GMs is 897.53,
23.44, 8.89, and 1.02 times faster than GMc for the fields (10, 10), (12, 12),
(14, 14), and (20, 20), respectively. It is worth noting that these results are highly
influenced by the imposed time limit. Indeed, GMs is able to obtain the optimal
solution for all the instance, excluding the one with field (14, 14) and the 9 with
field (20, 20). In addition, solving GMs requires, on average, 1.39, 70.00, 202.38,
and 1771.00 s. Thus, a high increase in the computational effort is observed.
This trend is not evident for GMc since the time limit imposes an upper bound
on the computational cost. The same conclusion can be drawn from the results
obtained varying the values of |K|. In this case, GMc is 2, 86, 2.98, 3.52, and
3.34 times slower than GMs for |K| equals to 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Table 1 highlights the conflicting nature of the two objective functions, i.e.,
the minimization of the cost and the minimization of the number of sensors.

On the one hand, GMs provides solutions with 6.00 deployed sensors and
cost equals to 179.91, on average. On the other hand, the solutions obtained by
solving GMc are characterized by 15.08 deployed sensors with a cost of 131.85,
on average. Thus, GMc provides solutions that are 1.56 less expensive than
those obtained with GMs, but they require 2.51 times more sensors than those
deployed by GMs.

This is an expected trend since the higher the coverage r, the higher the cost.
Thus, when the number of sensors is minimized, those with higher values of r
are preferred with a consequent increase in the cost. On the other hand, when
the cost is minimized, sensors with low values of r are chosen. This implies the
use of a higher number of such sensors, in order to guarantee the coverage of the
field.

Referring to the number of available typologies of sensors |K|, we do not
observe a clear trend of the difference, in terms of cost, between GMc and GMs
(see row AVG2 for each value of |K| of Table 1). Indeed, the solutions obtained by
solving GMs are, on average, 1.65, 1.00, 1.36, and 1.52 times more expensive that
those obtained by solving GMc for |K| equals to 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This
behaviour is due to the fact that GMs does not provide the optimal solution
for almost all the instances with field (20, 20). This implies that the number
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of sensors deployed is not minimized, then the cost tends to decrease (by the
conflicting nature of the two objectives). As a matter of this fact, if we consider
only the fields (10, 10), (12, 12), and (14, 14), the difference in terms of cost
between GMc and GMs increases when |K| increases. Indeed, GMs provides
solutions that are 1.29, 1.29, 1.37, and 1.57, times more expensive than those
provided by GMc for |K| equal to 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Considering the number of deployed sensors, the higher the value of |K|,
the higher the difference between the two models (see row AVG2 for each value
of |K| of Table 1). Indeed, GMs provides solutions with a number of deployed
sensors that is 1.65, 2.82, 2.86, and 3.34 times lower than that deployed by the
solutions obtained by GMc, on average, for values of |K| equals to 2, 3, 4, and
5, respectively.

Topology Evaluation. The set of sensors yet deployed aims to efficiently cover
and monitor the full area and to constitute a connected network. This property
ensures that the base station can communicate with every single sensor and vice-
versa. However, this communication is multihop and relies on different routing
protocols. In this section, we evaluate the properties of the topologies obtained
in the previous sections globally and with regards to the communication and
routing costs. We have compared the topologies obtained previously using a
home-made C simulator.

Fig. 1. Average number of nodes varying the field dimension.
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Fig. 2. Average node degree varying the field dimension.

Fig. 3. Average edge length varying the field dimension.
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Figure 1 shows the average number of nodes selected by each model for several
numbers of available typologies of sensors. We can observe that as expected, the
number of nodes selected increases with the area size. Naturally, the solutions
obtained with GMs present less nodes than observed for those provided by GMc
but also (not shown on the figure), it tends to select only one kind of sensors,
the ones with the longer ranges, unlike the GMc that selects several types of
sensors to cover the full area at a better cost.

Figure 2 shows the average degree of nodes, i.e., the average number of nodes
a node can directly communicate with. It tends to increase with the size of the
area. This is due to the fact that the area is bounded and to cover all single small
area in the border, we need to increase the density over these points. The node
degree increases quicker with GMs than with GMc, which makes GMc potentially
more scalable. The mean degree obtained with GMs is very low (between 1 and
2 neighbors in average), which also implies a single communication path between
two nodes. This can be a cause of unreliability since all traffic will take the same
path and provokes potential bottlenecks. Each node represents a point of failure
on the path since there is no possible alternative path.

Figure 3 shows the average length edge. Obviously, since there are less nodes
in the solution provided by GMs than in GMc over a same area, the edges are
longer in average with GMs. Thus, they are thus more energy-consuming.

Figures 4 and 5 show some topology examples obtained by model GMc and
GMs, respectively, for different number of sensor typologies. In particular, we
depict the solutions to the instances with field dimension (20, 20) and (14, 14)
for GMc and GMs, respectively. The edges represent the possible communication
among the deployed sensors. Each color corresponds to a typology of sensor.
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Fig. 4. Topologies obtained with GMc for different numbers of sensor typologies. (Color
figure online)

Although the deployment cost could be reduced with GMs since there are
less sensors to deploy, the solutions obtained with the GMc ensure a better
cost operation. First, it has been designed to provide the lowest operation cost
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Fig. 5. Topologies obtained with GMs for different numbers of sensor typologies.

but also, the topologies that GMc generates provide a better basis for routing
data between the different nodes, offering more routing options and lower energy
consumption for data transmission.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have addressed a generalized deployed sensors problem with
coverage and connectivity constraints, considering different typologies of sensors.
We have formulated the problem as a mixed integer program and we provide a
deep evaluation of the solutions obtained, analyzing the efficiency and the effec-
tiveness with respect to the deployment cost. We have compared the solutions
obtained with those determined by minimizing the number of deployed sensors.
Since the cost increases with the increase of the sensing range, the objectives of
minimizing the cost and that of minimizing the number of sensors are in conflict
one with the other. Finally, we have assessed the obtained sensor deployment
from a quality of communication topology perspective. The numerical results
suggest that the solutions obtained when the cost is minimized present a high
potential in terms of quality of communication. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to propose such a study. Our model can be easily extended to
ensure a k-coverage of every point (each point of the grid is in sensing range of
at least k different sensors). As a future work, we will investigate further the
impact of the so-built topology on routing utilisation together with the global
cost (deployment and hardware cost together with software cost).
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Abstract. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) based systems are a suit-
able solution for monitoring, more particularly for traffic monitoring. The
mobility, the low cost, and the broad view range of UAVs make them
an attractive solution for traffic monitoring of city roads. UAVs are used
to collect and send information about vehicles and unusual events to
a traffic processing center, for traffic regulation. Existing UAVs based
systems use only one UAV with a fixed trajectory. In this paper, we
are using multiple cooperative UAVs to monitor the road traffic. This
approach is based on adaptive UAVs trajectories, adjusted by moving
points in UAVs fields of view. We introduced a learning phase to search
for events locations with a frequent occurrence and to place UAVs above
those locations. Our approach allows the detection of a lot of events and
permits the reduction of UAVs energy consumption.

Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) · Traffic monitoring ·
UAVs trajectories · Events detection process · Learning strategy

1 Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are gaining popularity in civil and commercial
applications. They are considered as a new traffic monitoring technology used
to collect information about road traffic conditions. This paper addresses the
design of a UAV-based system for the management of road traffic within a city.

Several road traffic monitoring systems already exist. They have many objec-
tives, among them the detection of infractions like speeding violations and the
discovery of congestion. To fulfill these goals, monitoring systems should first
collect traffic data from deployed devices. Traffic data consist of the number of
vehicles, their position, and their speed. The data should then be transmitted
to a processing center. The processed data can be used offline or online. For
example, notification can be sent online to vehicles owners to avoid congested
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roads, or emergency measures can be triggered automatically like calling rescue
in the case of cars accidents [1–3]. For the regulation of traffic offline, statistics
are generated using the collected data, then, for example, red lights and traffic
displays are reorganized [2,4].

A lot of researches treated the congestion detection [5–7] and the early con-
gestion detection [8–11] to overcome the low efficiency of transportation, which
is a significant problem on roads in urban cities. The numbers of vehicles in
an area and their velocities are the two main parameters that indicate whether
there is congestion or not.

Several road traffic monitoring systems exist, they can be mobile or fixed.
Fixed systems are for example sensors, detectors, and fixed cameras [12]. They
enable the monitoring of a specific and limited area, their implementation and
maintenance costs are very high, and they are generally affected by bad weather
conditions. While for mobile systems, UAVs is the best solution for traffic mon-
itoring [13]. In fact UAVs are mobile and equipped with cameras, sensors, and
detectors. Using UAVs in the context of traffic monitoring have many advan-
tages. UAVs can cover large areas and access specific locations; they can be
deployed in any area, at any time, for any duration, and at no additional cost.
UAVs can also perform vehicle identification, positions, and velocities estimation
because they are equipped with cameras and have image processing capabilities.

For traffic monitoring systems based on UAVs, UAVs trajectories are prede-
fined in advance by fixed points of interest. Those fixed points of interest can be
intersections where there is a lot of traffic, critical areas, or positions of sensors
placed on the ground. UAVs move from a fixed point of interest to another to get
information about the traffic and vehicles. One or multiple UAVs can be used to
collect data from various ground sensors placed on city roads [3,14]. UAVs fly
over the sensors and collect the data after establishing a connection with them.
Also, the UAV can receive data only from clusters heads nodes [15]. In other
systems, a single UAV with image processing capabilities is responsible for the
measurement of relevant vehicles parameters [16,17].

In [18], we proposed a road traffic monitoring solution based on the use of
multiple cooperative UAVs with image processing capabilities. The goal is to
detect as many events as possible. UAVs trajectories are adapted according to
the position of vehicles in their field of view, which is not enough to detect all
events, and which is consuming a lot of energy due to unnecessary movements.
Vehicles trajectories are not from real traces; they were generated according to a
mobility model, this can cause the computation of events detection percentages
far from the reality.

So in this paper, we propose to adjust the position of UAVs not only accord-
ing to the position of vehicles in their fields of view but also according to the
position of events. We propose to place some UAVs at positions where events
frequently occur. The choice of UAVs to place can be according to the distance
that separates them from those positions, or according to the number of tar-
gets in their fields of view. This solution is applied to all types of events like
speeding violations and congestion. For that, we introduced a learning phase to
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predict event positions with frequent occurrences, that we call Strategic Points
(SPs). Because we want to group events positions that happened close to each
other, we choose the unsupervised learning as the learning method to work with.
The unsupervised learning is used to learn more about the data by exploring it
and finding some structure or distribution within. After the learning phase, we
propose to place UAVs above some SPs, to increase percentages of events detec-
tion, and to reduce the total traveled distance by UAVs. We also propose to use
real vehicles traces to work on real conditions and to get realistic results while
applying our approach. Finally, we improve the events detection process by bet-
ter defining the conditions for events detection. We are interested mainly in the
congestion detection and the speeding violation detection. For congestion detec-
tion, we use a vehicles clustering approach. For speeding violation detection, we
use a velocity threshold approach.

The purpose is to show the positive impact of applying our approach on
events detection percentages, on the number of covered vehicles, and on the
UAVs total traveled distance, while using real vehicles traces. In fact, due to
the limited number of UAVs, and due to their limited autonomy, having some
moving UAVs and others placed above SPs is a good solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the system
model. In Sect. 3, we present our contributions. In Sect. 4, we analyze simulation
results for real traces and mobility model traces. We conclude in Sect. 5.

2 System Model

The system consist of multiple UAVs (U1, U2, ..., Ui), characterized by their posi-
tions (P1, P2, ..., Pi), velocities (V1, V2, ..., Vi), and labels i with 1 ≤ i ≤ Umax,
where Umax is the maximal number of UAVs. We assume that all UAV are flying
at the same altitude (A) and have the same radius (R) of fields of view. They
are monitoring the road traffic during an observation time (St).

The system consist also of multiple targets (T1, T2, ..., Tj), characterized by
their positions (Pt1, P t2, ..., P tj), velocities (V t1, V t2, ..., V tj), and label j with
1 ≤ j ≤ Tmax, where Tmax is the maximal number of targets. Targets are vehicles
moving on city road, their positions and velocities are updated according to a
mobility model or updated from real traces for the period St. St is divided into
times slots. Updates, instructions, and decisions are made at each time slot.

We assume that all UAVs have image processing capabilities. They are capa-
ble of detecting targets in their field of view and estimating relevant targets
parameters (label, position, and velocity). A processing delay Du can occur at
UAVs. Targets information are used to detect events and to adjust UAVs trajec-
tories. Those information are processed at a processing center. We assume that
there is a processing delay Dp at the processing center.

All UAVs send the collected information to the processing center, it deduces
if events occur and send new positions to UAVs for the adjustment of their
trajectories. The control is centralized because decisions are made at a single
point. LTE connections are used for the exchange of information. Some delays
can occur while transmitting (Dt) and receiving (Dr) information.
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Delays differ from a time slot to another because the distance between the
processing center and UAVs vary. UAVs transmit new information to the pro-
cessing center at each time slot. While the processing center sends back new
instructions to UAVs only when they arrive at destination, because it can take
several times slots for UAVs to reach the final destination.

We assume that no obstacle is obstructing UAVs line of sight and that they
temporarily change their altitude to avoid collisions between each other. While
changing the altitude, the minimal and the maximal altitude (Amin, Amax) must
be respected.

3 Contributions

3.1 Events Detection

UAVs are deployed over an area to monitor the traffic and to detect abnor-
mal events. Several parameters are observed and measured: vehicles positions,
vehicles speeds, and vehicles number. Specific events are detected through value
changes of the above mentioned parameters [5–7]. We propose algorithms to per-
form the congestion detection and the speeding violation detection. We assign a
speed threshold Vmax1 and a density threshold Nmin to detect congestion, and
another speed threshold Vmax2 to detect speeding violations.

The Congestion Detection is performed according to a clustering approach.
First, vehicles in the field of view (FoV) of UAVs with a velocity lower than
the velocity threshold Vmax1 are selected. Then, for each selected vehicle, we
search for neighbors within a radius equal to the radius of the FoV of UAVs. For
each constituted group, if the number of vehicles is equal to or higher than the
density threshold (Nmin) we consider that the group is in congestion. Centers
of congested areas are centers of gravity of groups in congestion. We form a
list of congested vehicles, updated with members of the congested group. It is
necessary to have that list for each time slot. In fact, the duration of congestion
increases if from, one time slot to another, a vehicle still in the list of congested
vehicles.

For the Speeding Violation Detection, first we select vehicles in the FoV
of UAVs, then we compare their velocity to Vmax2. If the velocity of a vehicle
exceeds the threshold, we consider that there is a speeding violation and we tag
the vehicle. For the next time slots, the velocity of a tagged vehicle can still
be higher than the threshold or can go under it. If the vehicle keeps traveling
with a high velocity, we do not consider that there is another speeding violation,
only the duration of speeding violation increases. If the velocity goes under the
threshold we remove the tag. That way, the number of infraction increases only
if the velocity of a non-tagged car exceeds the threshold. Also, when a tagged
car goes out from the FoV of UAVs, we remove the tag.
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3.2 UAVs Trajectories

Now we address the design of UAVs trajectories and placement. UAVs position
and trajectories have an impact on the number of covered vehicles, on the number
of detected events, and on detected events duration.

The proposed methods are based on the use of multiple cooperative UAVs.
UAVs are capable of detecting and identifying vehicles in their field of view,
perfectly estimating their positions and velocities values, and exchanging relevant
information with each other and with a processing center.

Opportunistic Method. We proposed this approach in [18]. UAVs trajectories
are adapted by mobile points. Those mobile points are centers of gravity of
vehicles groups in the field of view of UAVs. The motion of UAVs depends on
the motion of their groups of vehicles, so they adjust their position and fly over
the centers of gravity of their groups. In this method, the goal is that every UAV
keeps in its field of view the maximum number of targets, keeps tracking them,
and detect as many events as possible for as long as possible. UAVs keep tracking
and monitoring the same group of targets while considering the new targets
entries. If from one observation to another groups disappear, UAVs randomly
choose other groups to track and supervise.

Opportunistic Method with Learning. The Opportunistic Method with
learning is based on the Opportunistic Method because UAVs are moving accord-
ing to this method. However, some UAVs will be placed above Strategic Points
(SPs) after a learning phase. SPs are locations where events frequently occur.
So, this method is characterized by a learning phase performed at the beginning.
During this phase, all UAVs are mobile. They are collecting information about
vehicles, detecting abnormal events, and estimating the positions of those events.

At the end of this phase, all events positions are processed by a processing
center. The goal is to find the SPs. In our case, SPs are locations where congestion
or speeding violation frequently occur. To find the SPs, the processing center
uses a machine learning approach to process the data, and make decisions and
predictions regarding it. Two of the most adopted machine learning methods
are the supervised learning and the unsupervised learning [19,20]. We choose
the unsupervised learning because we want to explore the data and split it into
groups.

In our learning method, the data that we want to split into group is all events
positions that were collected during the learning phase. The clustering criterion
is the distance. Indeed, the position of each event is compared to the positions
of all other events of the same nature. If the distance between them is less than
a given value, this means that they are part of the same group. The occurrence
frequencies of events are equal to the number of positions in the groups. For
example, for a given event position p1, if other events were observed in the same
position or in a circular area with a radius ra and with a center p1, the occurrence
frequency of events at this position will increase. If the frequency of occurrence
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is higher than a given threshold, the center of this group will be considered as
a SP. The frequency threshold is not fixed in advance, but it must be at least
equal to 2 to consider that the center of a group is a candidate SP. Indeed, an
event must have occurred at least twice in a circular area with a radius ra. The
frequency of occurrence depends on the total number of vehicles, the observation
period and the number of deployed UAVs.

At the end of the learning phase, a certain number of UAVs are placed above
the previously calculated SPs. UAVs are placed in priority above SPs with the
highest frequency of occurrence, so that they can observe more events.

The choice of UAVs to place can be:

– Random: UAVs are randomly assigned to SPs.
– According to a distance criterion: the distance here refers to the distance

between UAVs and SPs. For each SP, the closest UAV to it will be placed
above it.

– According to a coverage criterion: the coverage here refers to the number of
vehicles in the field of views of UAVs. UAVs with the smallest number of
vehicles under their coverage will be placed above SPs.

The non-placed UAVs continue moving according to the Opportunistic Method,
and all UAVs, fixed and mobile, continue monitoring the traffic.

The idea behind this proposal is to reduce the energy consumption of UAVs
and to ensure better performances in terms of events detection than in the case
where all UAVs are mobile. In fact, when UAVs are fixed the energy consumption
due to movement decreases and the battery lives longer, and when they are fixed
above points where events frequently occur the chance to observe more events
is better.

4 Simulation

For the computation of events rates and events duration, we do simulation for
real vehicles traces and for vehicles traces generated by a mobility model. We
opted for the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator to generate
car mobility traces based on roads of the city of Helsinki, Finland [21]. For the
real mobility traces, we opted for mobility traces of cars moving on the city of
Cologne, Germany [22]. Using real traces of vehicles is very important to see
how our approaches react in real conditions.

UAVs are flying over the areas, trying to collect as much data as possible.
We evaluate the coverage percentage of vehicles, the percentage of occurrence of
the abnormal events (congestion and infractions), and the duration of detected
events. Also, we study the impact of two types of traces on the performances
criteria.

4.1 Parameters

For the mobility model, we work on the Helsinki downtown to generate car
mobility traces using the ONE simulator. The total surface of the area is
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(4500m × 3400m) and we consider scenarios with 1000 cars spread over that
area. We use the Shortest Path Map-Based Movement model (SPMBM), which
is integrated into the simulator, to compute the path between a starting point
and a point of arrival. Paths are computed according to the Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm. Vehicle velocities are uniformly distributed between 0 m/s and
15 m/s. The wait time when vehicles arrive at their destination is null. For our
observations, we only consider the central area (1600m × 1500m).

For real traces, we work on Cologne city area to investigate real traces of cars.
The total surface of the city is 400 km2, with more than 700000 cars passing by.
Real cars data is available for 24 h in a typical working day. For our investigations,
we only consider the central area (225 km2). We did observations in a rush period
(at 4 pm). A rush period is a period where we observe a lot of cars transiting.
The total number of cars transiting in the selected area is 25800 cars in the rush
period.

The observation time is only 1000 s because it approximately the autonomy
duration of a commercial UAV. The radius of UAVs field of view is related to
the maximal authorized altitude of UAVs flying on a city. Velocities, density
thresholds, and velocities intervals are related to the nature of the city roads
and the traffic. Other parameters are presented in Table 1.

The processing center is placed in the center of areas to monitor. In the case
of Helsinki city, the maximal distance between the processing center and an UAV
is approximately 1 km. In the case of Cologne city, the maximal distance between
the processing center and an UAV is about 15 km.

UAVs send information about vehicles (positions, velocities, and number)
and information about events (positions and duration) to the processing center
using LTE links. When the processing center receives the data, it processes it
and sends back positions to UAVs for their positions adjustments using also LTE
link.

The transmission delay and the propagation delay depend on the distance
between the processing center and UAVs and the speed of the light. For Helsinki
city, the maximal transmission delay is about 3.33 × 10−6 s. For Cologne city,
the maximal transmission delay is about 5 × 10−5 s. UAVs observe the traffic,
they detect vehicles and estimate their velocity and position. So, part of the
processing delay in UAVs is due to the detection process and the other part is
due to the state estimation process. When using the Extended Kalman filter, the
execution time is around 3.69×10−2 s [23]. When using new detection techniques
like Wave3D, the execution time is around 6.306 × 10−3 s [24].

The processing center processes the position, the speed, and the number of
vehicle to deduce new positions (centers of gravity of vehicles in UAVs Field of
View that they are tracking) of UAVs and positions of strategic points (centers
of gravity of vehicles in UAVs Field of View that verify conditions of events
detection).
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Table 1. Parameters.

Parameters Helsinki Cologne

Observation time 1000 s 1000 s

Cars velocity interval [0–15 m/s] [0–50 m/s]

Maximal velocity for congestion (Vmax1) 8m/s 5m/s

Maximal velocity on roads (Vmax2) 12m/s 20m/s

Minimal congested group members (Nmin) 10 20

Radius of the field of view of UAVs (R) 100m 100m

UAVs altitude (A) 200m 200m

Supervised area 2.4 km2 225 km2

4.2 Performances of UAVs Monitoring Methods

In this section, we study the performance of the Opportunistic Method with
learning in terms of events detection, coverage percentage and UAVs total trav-
eled distance. We study the influence of parameters like the learning duration,
UAVs placement criteria, and the number of UAVs to place.

Then, we compare the performance of the Opportunistic Method, the Oppor-
tunistic Method with learning, and the Fixed Method in terms of congestion
detection. The Fixed Method is an existing method [16,17]. In this method,
only one UAV is used to monitor the traffic. The UAV trajectory is predefined
in advance, the UAV moves from one fixed Point of Interest (PoI) to another to
do the monitoring task. PoIs are intersections where there is a lot of traffic.

For the Opportunistic Method with learning, the placement of UAVs above
SPs can be done according to the Distance Criterion (DC) or to the Coverage
Criterion (CC). In the Fixed Method, in the case of our simulations, to be fair,
the number of UAVs will be equal to the number of PoIs. UAVs move from their
initial locations to their respective closest PoI, and hover over those points with
a null speed. For all methods, initially, all UAVs are randomly placed.

We use the following metrics:

– Coverage percentage: the percentage of vehicles in the UAV’s field of view.
– Percentage of detection of the number of speeding violations: speeding viola-

tions are detected when vehicles velocities exceed Vmax2.
– Percentage of detection of congestion duration: congestion events occur in

a group of vehicles, so when members velocities are lower than Vmax1 and
members number is at least equal to Nmin, we conclude that a group of
vehicles is in congestion.

We did simulations offline to compute the number of UAVs to deploy. When
using the Opportunistic Method, we observed a stabilisation of the performance
criteria for 25 UAVs in the case of the mobility model, and for 150 UAVs in the
case of the real traces. UAVs velocity will be 5 m/s which is a typical velocity of
a commercial UAV.
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Performances of the Opportunistic Method with Learning. For the
next simulations, SPs will be positions where congestion frequently occur, and
the radius ra of the area that allows as to split events positions into groups will
be equal to the radius of the UAVs field of views.

In the case of the mobility model traces, with observations made by 25
UAVs, the processing center computed a maximum number of SPs equal to
6. In the case of the real traces, the processing center calculated up to 20 SPs
with data collected from 150 UAVs. The processing center collects during the
learning phase all congestion positions and computes positions where congestion
frequently occur.

Because hovering consumes less energy than flying, fixing UAVs lead to less
energy consumption and longer battery lifetime. To evaluate the gain when using
the Opportunistic Method with learning rather than the Opportunistic Method,
we introduce another criterion: the UAVs total traveled distance. The less trav-
eled distance, the less energy consumed.
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Fig. 1. Influence of UAVs placement on events detection and coverage.

For real and mobility model traces (Fig. 2(a) and (b)), we observe that when
the learning phase is shorter the traveled distance is lower, thus, the energy con-
sumption decreases. We compute the total traveled distance for the two criteria
of UAVs placement above SPs: the Distance Criterion (DC) and the Coverage
Criterion (CC).

From Figs. 1(a) and 3(a), Figs. 1(b) and 3(b), we observe that the percentages
of coverage, congestion detection, and speeding violation detection are better
when using the DC rather than the CC. For SPMBM, we can select 3 SPs,
because we got better performance with this number. While, for the real traces,
we can select 20 SPs.

We observe that when we choose the DC, less distance is traveled because the
closest UAVs to the selected SPs are placed above them. We observe fluctuations
especially when we use the CC because sometimes the selected UAV can be close
to the SP and sometimes not.

We choose 200 s as a possible duration of the learning phase, because for
that duration the traveled distance is the lowest comparing to other learning
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Fig. 2. Influence of the learning on the total travelled distance.
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Fig. 3. Influence of UAVs placement on events detection and coverage.

duration. For UAVs placement, it is better to do it according to the DC because
less distance is traveled and the performances criteria are better than for the
CC.

For 200 s of learning, for the SPMBM, with 3 fixed UAVs, we got 12 km less
traveled distance when the CC is applied. While, when the DC is applied, we got
30 km less traveled distance. For real traces, the total UAVs traveled distance
is 70 km lower in the Opportunistic Method with learning because we placed 20
UAVs above SPs at the end of the learning phase.

Comparison of Performances of Monitoring Methods Based on UAVs.
SPs are positions where congestion frequently occurs. So, we will compute per-
centages of congestion detection. We compare the performance of Opportunistic
Method with learning to the performance of the Opportunistic Method, and to
the performance of the Fixed Method regarding congestion detection.

For mobility model traces (Fig. 4(a)), we observe that the performance of the
Opportunistic Method with learning and the performance of the Opportunistic
Method are almost the same regarding congestion detection. The performance
of the Fixed Method become the worst at the end of the simulation, because
UAVs will be monitoring fixed PoI and miss a lot of vehicles and events, while
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UAVs are all mobile in the Opportunistic Method, and placed above SPs in the
Opportunistic Method with learning.
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Fig. 4. Influence of the simulation time and the monitoring method on congestion
detection.

For real traces (Fig. 4(b)), the performance of the Opportunistic Method with
learning is the best regarding congestion detection. In fact, 20 UAVs are placed
above positions where congestion frequently occur, so the discovery of this event
is better. Also, mobile UAVs are tracking groups of vehicles, and probably they
follow them much longer when they are moving with low velocities.

We observe that, in the Fixed Method after a certain period of observa-
tion, the percentage of congestion detection becomes almost stable. This method
becomes inefficient because in the fixed PoI no more congestion can be observed
after 400 s for SPMBM and 1000 s for real traces.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we used multiple UAVs to monitor the road traffic. We proposed
a method characterized by a learning phase and by adaptive UAVs trajectories.
During the learning phase, UAVs collect events positions, after this phase, posi-
tions where events frequently occur are computed, and UAVs are placed above
some of them. We defined also a process for the detection of speeding violations
and a process for the detection of congestion. Our method has two goals, the first
one is to detect the highest number of events and the second one is to save the
energy of UAVs by limiting their traveled distance. To evaluate the performance
of our proposal, we used real vehicles traces and traces generated by a mobility
model. We observed, especially for real vehicles traces, better events detection
comparing to the Opportunistic and the Fixed Methods, and less traveled dis-
tance comparing to the Opportunistic Method.
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Abstract. Even before 5G is rolled out, Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC) can be considered as a key driver towards the deployment of
vehicular use cases, which pose stringent latency and bandwidth require-
ments to the underlying Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication
infrastructure. In this paper, we present a MEC-enabled cooperative
Collision AVoidance (CAV) service designed to anticipate the detection
and localization of road hazards by extending vehicles’ perception range
beyond the capabilities of their own sensors. The CAV service is a soft-
ware application that runs on MEC servers allocated at the roadside
and at Mobile Network Operators’ (MNO) infrastructures. The CAV
service receives ETSI ITS-G5 standard-compliant messages transmitted
by vehicles: periodic Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM), which
include the position, velocity and direction of the vehicle; and event-
triggered Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENM),
which include the position of detected road hazards. The CAV service
creates a distributed dynamic map using all the received information,
and sends unicast messages to each vehicle with the relevant informa-
tion within its collision risk area. We have implemented and validated
the operation of the CAV service using vehicles’ On-Board Units (OBU)
based on OpenC2X, an open-source experimental platform supporting
the ETSI ITS-G5 standard.

Keywords: V2X · MEC · Collision Avoidance · OpenC2X

1 Introduction

In recent years, the road safety has received much attention in the wake of
alarming figures by the World Health Organization1 showing that 1.4 million
people were killed by road accidents in 2016. In order to improve road safety,

1 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/the-top-10-causes-of-death.
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vehicles are becoming more aware of their environment thanks to the integration
of smart sensors (i.e., cameras, radar, lidar, ultrasonic sensors, etc.) and their
level of automation is rapidly increasing. In addition, in near future the use
of Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication will allow vehicles to exchange
information with other vehicles (V2V), roadside infrastructure (V2I), pedestri-
ans (V2P) or communication networks (V2N). Therefore, V2X communication
will facilitate vehicles to cooperate with each other and to extend their per-
ception range beyond the capabilities of their sensors, supporting vehicular ser-
vices that increase traffic efficiency and road safety, and it will pave the way
for future Cooperative-Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS) and fully-
automated driving.

The deployment of vehicular services will impose very strict requirements to
the underlying communication infrastructure, which must guarantee that infor-
mation reaches its destination in a secure and timely manner. Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) can be considered as a key enabler for V2X communica-
tion [1]. This is due to the fact that MEC brings processing, storage and net-
working resources closer to the network edge and facilitates the compliance of
low-latency and high-bandwidth requirements. Furthermore, MEC servers can
be easily installed at the roadside infrastructure and integrated within the Radio
Access Network, deployed between the core network and cellular base stations [2].

Motivated by this context, we have designed and implemented a MEC-based
Collision AVoidance (CAV) service that allows to anticipate the detection and
localization of road hazards. The CAV service is a software application that
runs on the MEC infrastructure with the aim of facilitating smooth vehicle reac-
tions in order to avoid hard braking and collisions. Vehicles send their status
information and detected hazards to the CAV service, which stores all collected
information and sends to each vehicle the relevant data within its collision risk
area. In this work, we describe the functionalities, networking and software archi-
tecture of the CAV service, and we present the implementation and validation
of a proof-of-concept. This work is an extension of the demo presented in [3].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview on V2X communication, open-source implementations of the ITS-G5
protocol stack and field trials of vehicular use cases implemented with the sup-
port of MEC. Section 3 describes the scenarios of the cooperative collision avoid-
ance use case. Sections 4 and 5 describe the design and implementation of the
CAV service, respectively. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

In the context of C-ITS, two standards have been developed for direct short-
range communications (DSRC): the ITS-G5 standard developed in Europe [4]
and the IEEE WAVE standard developed in North America [5]. ITS-G5 and
WAVE are based on IEEE 802.11p, which facilitates the formation of wireless
ad-hoc networks whenever vehicles or roadside units are within the range of each
other, thus enabling vehicles to directly communicate with each other (V2V) and
with the roadside infrastructure (V2I).
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The realization of the ITS-G5 protocol stack can be found in open-source
implementations such as Vanetza2 and OpenC2X [6]. These two experimental
and prototyping platforms implement the majority of modules of the ITS-G5
reference architecture. For instance, OpenC2X does not include the security and
GeoNetworking modules, but implements all the other modules and includes
an interface to access the vehicle’s CAN bus using an OBD2 adapter, whereas
Vanetza leaves out the implementation of the Local Dynamic Map (LDM) and
the interface to the vehicle’s CAN bus. Both OpenC2X and Vanetza support
the Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) and Decentralized Environmen-
tal Notification Messages (DENM) defined in the ITS-G5 facilities layer. CAM
messages are transmitted periodically, including the vehicle’s position, speed and
direction, and DENM messages are event-triggered to disseminate cooperative
awareness information like the position of road hazards.

In the absence of short-range wireless connectivity based on IEEE 802.11p,
vehicles could be opted to communicate over the cellular networking infrastruc-
ture. Recently, 3GPP has developed the first set of cellular standards for V2X
communication. Today’s realization of Cellular-V2X (C-V2X) is based on LTE-
V2X (3GPP Release 14, March 2017) and it will evolve into future 5G-V2X
(3GPP Release 16, to be completed by end of 2019), also known as 5G New
Radio, to support both cellular V2N and V2V communication. C-V2X is gain-
ing support from the leaders of automotive and telecom industries, which has led
to worldwide trials [7] of C-V2X, whereas the trials of DSRC have been limited
to Europe, North America, and Japan.

As ETSI MEC outlines [8], the amount of data is expected to increase rapidly
from connected vehicles and, therefore, these data sets can be conveniently col-
lected and processed closer to the user, i.e., at the edge of the network. Clearly,
such an architecture is ideal for building real-time situational awareness and
High Definition maps by effectively using real-time data collection and fusion
from multiple available sources, e.g., vehicles’ on-board sensors and road-side
units. To this end, a number of MEC-based architectures have already been pro-
posed in the existing literature. The works in [9,10] suggest that MEC-assisted
network architectures will likely contribute to reduce end-to-end latency in V2X
communication. The authors of [11] propose a MEC-based architecture for cel-
lular V2N networks where MEC servers are integrated within the Radio Access
Network and deployed between the core network and base stations.

Recently, several field trials have demonstrated some vehicular use cases with
the support of MEC [7]. A real use case deployment of MEC-based architecture
can be found in the Car2MEC [12] project, in which a MEC infrastructure has
been deployed covering 30 Km on the A9 motorway in Germany to demonstrate
time-critical use cases like emergency warning, end of jam warning and variable
speed limit assistant, sending information from one car to another with a delay
below 20 ms using LTE. Another field trial presented in [13] demonstrated the
use case of assistance in road intersections.

2 https://github.com/riebl/vanetza.
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3 Cooperative Collision Avoidance Use Case

The Cooperative Collision Avoidance use case refers to the detection of road
hazards that are beyond the perception range of vehicles’ on-board sensors as
well as keep vehicles informed on potential collision risk events ahead of time.
Under certain conditions, typical sensors (e.g., radar, camera and Lidar) may
not be able to detect some hazardous events with enough level of anticipation,
which may lead to dangerous maneuvers or hard braking of vehicles and poten-
tially cause a collision. As an example, typical scenarios of this use case are the
situations where there is an incident (e.g., car accident, traffic jam, etc.) which is
not clearly visible because of a downhill or behind a curve, or there is an obstacle
like a building that blocks the view of approaching vehicles to an intersection.

In this Cooperative Collision Avoidance use case, vehicles cooperate with
each other through the dissemination of their own status information (i.e., posi-
tion, velocity and direction) as well as the location of the events detected by the
sensors. This cooperation enabled by V2X communication that allows vehicles
to anticipate the detection and localization of such dangerous events, and facil-
itates smooth vehicle reactions to avoid hard braking or to escape potentially
from a collision.

4 Architecture of the Collision Avoidance Service

In this work, we consider cellular base-stations (BS) that provide wireless con-
nectivity to the vehicles driving within their coverage area. Each cellular BS is
connected to one MEC server where the CAV service is deployed. MEC servers
are connected to a centralized public cloud Data Center (DC) through the core
network, and the DC keeps MEC servers with up-to-date information. To this
end, we implement a centralized MQTT3 broker service from which the MEC
servers communicate via the broker deployed in the Cloud Data Center.

Each vehicle is equipped with a cellular User Equipment (UE), a computer, a
Human Machine Interface (HMI) and a set of sensors that allow detecting road
hazards in the proximity, such as icy surfaces, unexpected manoeuvres, traffic
jams, emergency braking, etc. The communication between the CAV service and
vehicles is based on V2N with the use of ITS-G5 standard-compliant messages:
periodic CAMs and event-triggered DENMs. Vehicles are able to receive up-to-
date information through frequent communication with the MEC server where
the CAV service is deployed.

Figure 1 illustrates the software modules of the CAV service. The communi-
cation between the modules is realized using the ZeroMQ4 asynchronous mes-
saging library. The CAV service performs the following operations: (1) it receives
and decodes CAM and DENM messages transmitted by vehicles, (2) it stores
vehicles’ status and hazards related information in a database, (3) it calculates
distances between vehicles, and between vehicles and hazards, and (4) it encodes
3 http://mqtt.org/.
4 http://zeromq.org/.
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Fig. 1. Software architecture of the Collision Avoidance service

and transmits CAM and DENM messages only to those vehicles that are either
approaching road hazards or other vehicles. As shown in Fig. 1, incoming mes-
sages are received at the CAV service through a UDP server included in the
Interface-to-Vehicles module. At the UDP server, the incoming CAM and DENM
messages are handled separately and forwarded into their respective CAM and
DENM modules, which decode the messages and forward the extracted informa-
tion to the LDM module. The LDM module stores the most recent information
in a SQLite5 database system to keep up-to-date events.

Two parallel threads are executed concurrently inside the LDM module. One
thread computes the distance between each pair of vehicles, while the other
thread computes the distance between each vehicle and each road hazard. If the
distance between any two vehicles is smaller than a pre-defined threshold, e.g.,
100 m, the CAV service will transmit a CAM message to both vehicles. If the
distance between a vehicle and a hazard is below a certain threshold, e.g., 50 m,
the CAV service will transmit a DENM message to the vehicle. The CAM and
DENM messages are transmitted over UDP through the Interface-to-Vehicles
module.

The CAV service integrates a web interface module (over HTTP) that allows
to visualize the positions of vehicles and hazards over OpenStreetMap6, configure
the distance threshold of the collision risk area of each vehicle, and clear the
information stored in the database.

5 https://www.sqlite.org.
6 https://www.openstreetmap.org/.
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5 System Validation

We have implemented and validated a proof-of-concept of the CAV service in a
small scale testbed using WiFi. The testbed is arranged using two Intel NUC7

computers. The CAV service runs on Ubuntu 16.04 environment in one of the
NUC computers, which operates as the MEC server and the WiFi access point.
In the other NUC computer we have deployed three separate Virtual Machines
(VMs) with Ubuntu 16.04. Each VM runs one vehicle application in it. In this
way, we have deployed three virtualized vehicles and they communicate with the
CAV service via WiFi.

We have developed a vehicle application based on OpenC2X which imple-
ments the ITS-G5 protocol stack, including a graphical user interface (GUI) with
an LDM and allows to manually trigger simulated events. We have extended
OpenC2X with a new software component that encapsulates the CAM and
DENM messages over UDP in the transport layer. Since we use virtualized
vehicles, instead of acquiring real positions from a GNSS receiver, the vehicle
application reads the position of the vehicle from a trajectory file that contains
a sequence of geographical coordinates with associated time-stamps. The vehicle
application allows to select a trajectory file, start, pause and stop the move-
ments of the vehicle. The vehicle application transmits CAM messages to the
CAV service every 100 ms and sends a DENM when it is manually triggered.

We have demonstrated that if two vehicles approach at a distance below a pre-
defined threshold, the CAV service transmits CAM messages to both vehicles,
which show the position of the other vehicle on their LDM. Finally, we have
generated simulated events and validated that if a vehicle approaches to any
hazard at a distance below a certain threshold, the CAV service transmits a
DENM message to that vehicle, which shows a warning on its GUI.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new MEC-based cooperative Collision Avoid-
ance (CAV) service for vehicular networks. The CAV service is a software appli-
cation deployed in the MEC infrastructure. Using Vehicle-to-Network (V2N)
communication, vehicles exchange information with the CAV service in the form
of unicast CAM and DENM messages over UDP. The incoming messages from
vehicles are processed by the CAV service, which disseminates to each vehicle
only the relevant information within its collision risk area (e.g., dangerous events,
presence of other vehicles, etc.). We have implemented a proof-of-concept of the
CAV service and demonstrated its functionalities under different traffic condi-
tions in a small scale testbed. As a future work, a field trial of the CAV service
will be deployed in the city of Barcelona using LTE Small Cells at 3.5 GHz in
order to evaluate key performance metrics under different real road traffic con-
ditions. We plan to evaluate the performance of the CAV service in terms of
latency, scalability and robustness against failures in the MEC servers.
7 https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/boards-kits/nuc.html.
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Abstract. Networks of sensors are key components of an Internet of Things.
This paper outlines a demonstration of a wireless technology called
LoRa/LoRaWAN that may be used to network sensors over a range of several
kilometers. LoRa is an example of a Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN)
and features hardware, software and network protocols especially designed to
achieve wide area coverage with exceptionally low power consumption. How-
ever, these features constrain effective data rate and multiplexing capabilities.
Our demonstration applies LoRa to an Environment Monitoring and Electrical
Power System application where these tradeoffs are justified.

Keywords: IoT � Internet of Things � LPWAN � Environment monitoring �
LoRa � LoRaWAN � Sensor network

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is a broad concept that addresses the advantages and concerns
of connected ‘Things’ such as computers, devices, sensors, etc. These Things can be
diverse in terms of function and core technology, necessitating an equally diverse set of
connectivity solutions differing in range, data rate, and energy consumption. In the case
of wireless connectivity solutions, fundamental limits prevent a single wireless net-
working panacea to cover all possible connectivity application requirements. Conse-
quently, expansion of IoT applications has created opportunities for innovation in
wireless technologies to address application specific tradeoffs. LPWANs (Low Power
Wide Area Networks) are class of networking technologies that aim to minimize
energy consumption while retaining wide area coverage. Typical LPWAN applications
include sensors which must operate for years with an operational range of several
kilometers, but with batteries that cannot be easily replaced.

The tradeoffs addressed by LPWANs are not new: For example, NASA’s Voyager
1 and Voyager 2 spacecraft launched in 1977, are still transmitting to earth from
beyond our solar system despite being constrained by the limited onboard energy
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supply. The LPWAN options discussed in this paper and the example application
presented are low cost, terrestrial use cases in which the hardware involved is barely
larger than a postage stamp.

2 LPWAN Solutions

Numerous LPWAN solutions exist, in various stages of maturity. The Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) published a Request for Comments (RFC) 8376 [1]
describing four LPWAN options: LoRaWAN, NB-IoT, Sigfox and Wi-SUN. It is
unclear why the IETF selected a subset of those four LPWAN options for RFC-8376.
We decided to evaluate a larger set of LPWAN solutions prior to developing our
demonstration, including:

• LTE-M
• NB-IoT
• Sigfox
• Wi-SUN (FAN, RLMM, JUTA, ECHONET)
• IngeNU (formerly On-Ramp Wireless)
• Weightless (N, P, and W)
• DASH7
• LoRa/LoRaWAN
• LoRa/M.O.S.T.
• LoRa/Symphony Link

2.1 Selection of a Representative Technology for Demonstration

For this demonstration, it was decided to use a technology with the following
properties:

1. It provided visibility into the network stack (i.e., was not a proprietary and closed
end-to-end solution).

2. It included security protocol specifications.
3. It integrated all the components needed for a sensor network application.
4. It did not require access to the public internet for operation.
5. It had a mature design with established evidence of end-user adoption.

Many of the options we evaluated did not fully meet these criteria and were not
considered for this demonstration. The technology we selected for our demonstration is
LoRa/LoRaWAN. LoRa is a proprietary wireless technology, but LoRaWAN is an
open communication standard. It does not require the public internet for operation and
it can be deployed entirely using private infrastructure. LoRaWAN also has security
specifications included and appears to be widely adopted [2].

The LPWAN demonstration described in this paper uses LoRa/LoRaWAN for an
environment monitoring use case in the electrical power system.
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3 LoRa/LoRaWAN Overview

Figure 1 provides a simplified overview of the LoRa/LoRaWAN topology. Note that a
full implementation requires four major components: the End-Nodes (such as sensors)
to be wirelessly networked; a Gateway that communicates wirelessly with the End-
Nodes; a Network Server to handle low level logical networking functions such as
producing and verifying network session keys; and lastly an Application Server to
handle user-controlled higher level data pipeline functions such as application session
keys and data schemas.

In a real deployment, there may be more than one Gateway. Multiple Application
Server instances may also exist to handle different End-Node data schemas/types.
Figure 1 adequately represents the core operating principles of the majority of com-
peting solutions to LoRa/LoRaWAN. Note that LoRa is a specification for the sub-GHz
radio frequency link between a Gateway and End-Nodes while LoRaWAN is a
specification for the data pipeline between the End-Nodes and the Application Server.
This distinction is outlined in the following two sub-sections.

LoRa. Although sometimes used interchangeably, LoRa and LoRaWAN refer to
different concepts. LoRa (Long Range) is a chirp spread spectrum (CSS) modulation
technique [3]. LoRa Modulation operates in sub-GHz license free ISM bands [4] with
variable Spreading Factor (SF). Radio modules vary SF automatically to optimize
between data rate and range while keeping radiated power constant. Depending on the
SF and bandwidth in use, bit rate varies between 250 bps and 21.9 Kbps. At longer
range, the effective data rate is reduced resulting in longer transmit times and the
proportional increase in total energy needed per bit.

Most ISM bands are duty-cycle restricted resulting in a limit on payload size at a
given SF. Maximum duty-cycle is 1% in Europe, thus each frame may be between 51
and 222 bytes. In the United States, restrictions on the dwell time to under 400 ms [4]
effectively limit the maximum payload to between 11 bytes and 242 bytes.

Range is estimated to be about 2 km in urban areas, and 10 km in suburban areas
with unobstructed line-of-sight [5].

Fig. 1. LoRa/LoRaWAN topology
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LoRaWAN. This is the specifications for the (Media Access Control) MAC protocol
[6]. The specification is open and maintained by the LoRa-Alliance [7] comprised of
industry, academia and research institutions. The logical network has a star-of-stars
topology with an addressing scheme that is not Internet Protocol compatible due to
optimizations applied with the aim of reducing transmission time. LoRaWAN features
end-to-end encryption with two keys: the Network Session Key which encrypts LoRa
frames to secure addressing and routing information and the Application Session Key
which encrypts payloads, this key is owned by the application developer/user.

Advanced power optimization is achieved by integrating End-Node sleep and
transmitter synchronization functions within the specification. To save power, an End-
Node enters a power saving ‘sleep’ state and ‘wakes’ to transmit a message. During
sleep, the End-Node is unable to receive messages from Gateways- increasing latency.
Three modes of operation balance energy consumption with reception latency by reg-
ulating when an End-Node opens a reception window: always receiving thus never
sleeping (called Class C); receiving after each transmission and sleeping for the rest of
the time, (called Class A); and periodically opening reception windows (called Class B).

Just like Wi-Fi—where the end-user is able to buy Wi-Fi adapters, access points;
and deploy, use, and manage a wireless local area network—LoRa/LoRaWAN allows
the end-user to own, deploy, and manage the hardware for a wireless wide area net-
work. It is unique in that it lets the end user the freedom to control both the wireless
infrastructure as well as the data pipeline. For those users who prefer not to deal with
network deployment, there are several network service providers offering LoRaWAN
based IoT solutions. Cellular telecommunications companies are rolling out nation-
wide coverage [8] and there are community network operators offering non-
comprehensive global coverage [9].

4 LPWAN Demo

For this demonstration, an entire LoRaWAN based infrastructure is deployed on pre-
mises with the aim to demonstrate an application of LPWANs in monitoring the
environment across a city. This demonstration shows how both static sensors and
mobile sensors may be integrated to build a sensor network that can be used to optimize
the dispatch of distributed photovoltaic generators.

4.1 LPWAN Demo Architecture

The LPWAN Demo Architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. One static End-Node con-
sisting of a set of environmental sensors is placed within Gateway coverage range, with
data reported from the End-Node over the LoRaWAN infrastructure to a web-based
dashboard. The LPWAN infrastructure is shared with another parallel data pipeline
from a mobile End-Node reporting its Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
coordinates periodically. These coordinates are displayed on a continuously updated
map showing the mobile End-Node’s last location.
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End-Nodes. Both static and mobile End-Nodes are based on the same prototyping
platform called a Pycom FiPy Development module. It has an Espressif ESP32 SoC,
five network interfaces: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, LTE-M, Sigfox, and LoRa. FiPy develop-
ment module has a Micro-Python interpreter to execute software.

For the mobile End-Node a Pycom PyTrack is added to the prototyping platform.
The PyTrack board includes a 3-axis accelerometer and a GNSS receiver to compute
location, shown in Fig. 3-left.

For the static End-Node, a Pycom PySense expansion board is added that provides
environmental measurements like Temperature, Humidity, Barometric Pressure,
Ambient Light, and 3-axis accelerations. Specifications for the Pycom products used
are available on the Pycom website [10].

Each End-Node is adequately powered by a 5 VDC, 0.5 A power supply and is
connected to a 4 dBi whip antenna.

Gateway. The LoRaWAN Gateway is an interface between LoRa and an Internet
Protocol Switching Network. The Gateway maintains two independent network
interfaces, a LoRa interface to communicate wirelessly with End-Nodes and an inde-
pendent Ethernet interface to maintain a backhaul connection with the Network Server.

Fig. 2. LPWAN Demo Architecture based on LoRa/LoRaWAN showing both static and mobile
End-Nodes and their respective dashboards.

Fig. 3. Equipment used in Demo. Left: Pycom FiPy Development Module mounted on PyTrack
(as Mobile End-Node). Center: Gateway module RisingHF RHF0M301 mounted on Raspberry
Pi. Right: 4 dBi Antenna. Images are not to scale.
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The backhaul connection may be alternatively served by a cellular data link or WLAN
link.

The LoRa interface on a Gateway has more functionality than the interface on End-
Nodes. Each Gateway has two LoRa transceivers. Together they cover eight 125 kHz
bandwidth channels and one overlapped 500 kHz LoRa Channel. Behind these two
transceivers there is a digital signal processor (DSP) that demodulates received signals.
Each 8 + 1 channel set is called a sub-band. There are 8 sub-bands in the US-915
spectrum allocation. Gateway implementations vary on how many sub-bands are uti-
lized. Digital multiplexing between channels enables Gateways to maintain simulta-
neous connections across all channels in all available sub-bands.

A packet forwarding program is used to maintain an uplink where all valid LoRA
frames are forwarded to the Network service. The program also maintains the downlink
sending packets from the Network Server to the appropriate Gateway for transmission.

For this demonstration, a packet forwarder made by Semtech is used. The forwarder
runs on Raspbian OS on a Raspberry Pi 3 single board computer. The Gateway used is
comprised of a RisingHF RHF0M301 [11] LoRA interface mounted on a Raspberry Pi
3, shown in Fig. 3-center. This gateway module covers 8 + 1 channels in a sub-band.
The Gateway uses a weather proof 4dBi antenna with a magnetic base (see Fig. 3-
right). The same kind of antenna is used for the End-Nodes as well.

Network Server. The Network Server manages the LoRaWAN network by register-
ing Gateways and End-Nodes. The Network Server receives LoRa frames wrapped in
IP packets from the Gateway. If the same LoRa frame is received by more than one
Gateway, the Network Server discards duplicate frames. The Network Server also
decrypts messages using the Network Session Key while retaining the encrypted
message payload. Finally, the Network Server routes encrypted payloads to the
respective Application Server based on header information.

For outbound messages (downlink), the Network Server receives encrypted pay-
loads from Application Servers and doubly-encrypts the message using the Network
Session Key. Then, the network server assigns the transmission of the LoRa frame to
the Gateway that received the most recent uplink with the strongest signal.

When End-Nodes allow it, the Network Server also regulates the data rate for the
network by sending MAC-commands to End-Nodes to adapt their modulation
increasing the spreading factor – a mechanism called Adaptive Data Rate (ADR).

There are a plenty of options for Network Servers. For this demonstration, a free
opensource Network Server called LoraServer [12] is used.

Application Server. From the perspective of the LoRa/LoRaWAN topology, the
Application Server is the terminal end for LoRaWAN traffic. This server owns the
Application Key and is able to encrypt/decrypt message payloads, protecting it from
the rest of the LoRaWAN infrastructure. Once decrypted, payload has to be decoded to
obtain sensor data. Message coding is out of scope of LoRaWAN specification. It is up
to System Infrastructure Designer to decide whether to use a custom coding, or to adopt
a de-facto standard like the CayenneLPP codec [13]. Sensor data may be passed to a
diverse set of user applications through System Integrations, according to system
functional specifications.
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For this demonstration, the Application Server module (part of LoRaServer
implementation) decodes payloads (using CayenneLPP codec) and transfers sensor
data through an InfluxDB integration.

End-User Application Server. Beyond the LoRaWAN Specification, but present in
any LPWAN implementation, there is at least an End-User Application. This could be a
software application, or combination of several software applications working col-
laboratively on one or more computers according to system functional specifications.

For this demonstration, sensor data received from Application Server is persisted in
an InfluxDB [14] database. Stored sensor data is represented using a dashboard visu-
alization tool called Grafana [15].

4.2 Demo Deployment

This demonstration uses all the components described above to build an integrated
LoRaWAN solution to collect and display sensor data.

Static End-Nodes are placed at a meaningful distance from the Gateway. Mobile
End-Nodes are attached to a vehicle of some sort that demonstrates the robustness of
the protocol to a quickly changing RF environment. Both types of End-Nodes are
battery powered.

The Gateway antenna is located to maximize radio signal quality, which ideally
means locating the Gateway antenna on a tower, building rooftop or balcony with
unobstructed sight lines to all of the End Nodes. The Gateway is connected to a power
source and a network connection for backhaul (Ethernet is preferable). Our antenna is a
30 cm tall weatherproof whip with a magnetic base. The same antenna is used for both
the Gateway and the End-Nodes.

A computer running instances of Network, Application, and End-User Servers is
connected to the Gateway. A display connected to this computer presents sensor
dashboards and relevant information pages.

5 A Power Systems Use Case for LPWAN Based Sensor
Network

Although at first sight it may seem that wireless sensor networks used to monitor the
electrical power system are rarely energy constrained, wireless sensors are in fact
ubiquitous throughout the power system, with networks ranging from high speed
WLANs used within distribution substations to satellite based wide-area monitoring
platforms. Over the last thirty years, significant advances in monitoring and control
practices used for power systems have resulted in several mature sensor network
technologies optimized for the traditional power system.

The power system, though, is rapidly evolving to adapt to decentralized power
generation and greater consumer interaction with energy markets. This demonstration
is intended to highlight two specific use cases where an LPWAN may be used in the
power system of the future.
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5.1 Local Demand Models

The first use case considers the trend towards more local/ decentralized models for load
behavior allowing an electrical distribution system to better dispatch decentralized
generation.

It is known that air temperature and humidity directly affect energy demand [16,
17]. Existing methods to derive these correlations aggregate vast amounts of data from
diverse climates and load portfolios to build ensemble forecasts. It is anticipated that
distribution system operators of the future may want to update ‘weather vs. load’
forecasts for cities and/or feeders based on local environmental conditions. These local
forecasts will have to meet the same statistical standards as existing forecasts while
using local measurements that may be prone to increased variability over shorter time
scales. An important step in ensuring the statistical confidence in forecasts is the
‘selection’ and ‘combination’ of measurement time series. As discussed in [17], cor-
relation models typically use a single virtual time series of environmental data to
generate forecasts. This virtual time series is generated by optimally selecting certain
measurement sites and combining them to maximize forecast robustness.

For the example of a local forecast, this process would require a sufficiently large
set of measurement sites so that the forecast algorithm could initialize several popu-
lations of physical measurement series with randomly assigned weights. Individual
measurements drawn across populations represent a spectrum that may be scored for
bias against the validation measurement. At this point, only populations with low bias
are combined to produce a forecast. Subsequent iterations update the weights to
improve the goodness of fit. If this approach were to be used to forecast the load
changes for a single neighborhood or city, a sufficiently large set of weather stations
near the validation site would be required. Ideally, the spatial distribution of these
weather stations will have to be updated several times to maximize populations meeting
the selection criteria. These stations would have to operate in the field long enough to
compute robust forecast weights.

These constraints justify the use of an LPWAN to collect local weather measure-
ments. A LoRaWAN system comprised of several battery-operated weather stations
would enable easy reconfiguration of measurement sites within a range of several
kilometers while maximizing battery life. The entire system could be rapidly deployed;
not being dependent on any other networking infrastructure. The static End-Node used
for this demonstration is intended to illustrate such a battery powered weather station
with environmental sensors like Temperature, Humidity, Barometric Pressure, and
Irradiance.

5.2 Intra-hour Forecasts of Solar Power Production

The second power systems use case is premised on recent developments in the real-
time optimization of distribution grids. Real-time optimization presents several com-
putational and implementation challenges. One of the frequently cited implementation
challenges is the tight coupling between convexity of the optimization problem and the
determinism in real-time updates to the system state. Traditional power systems treat
variations in measurement timing as independently distributed sensor noise, but as
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optimization time scales are reduced and decentralized algorithms are used to solve
optimization problems, temporal variations are known to induce instabilities in the
solution.

A specific case where temporal determinism is required of measurements obtained
over a 50 km � 50 km area is in forecasting the short time scale output of photovoltaic
systems in urban environments. Consider the methodology proposed in [18] where a
sensor network is proposed to monitor changes in surface irradiance over a 2500 km2

area. The sensor grid is comprised of sensors placed approximately 3 km apart
reporting irradiance measurements every 15 min. The authors also propose an approach
to optimize sensor placement in order to improve the quality of the forecast. This
optimized sensor placement may not coincide with existing network communication
infrastructure but can be shown to minimize the root mean square error of the forecasts.
The need for determinism is highlighted in the observation that velocimetry-based
forecasting methods are inherently dependent on the spatio-temporal correlation of
irradiance ramp-rates (caused by clouds moving relative to the sun) in a given geo-
graphical area. Most existing algorithms estimate velocity by analyzing the pairwise
covariance in ramp-rates for irradiance sensors. Forecast errors are directly affected by
uncertainty in the covariance computed for all possible pairwise combinations of
sensors in the network.

One can see how this use case would be well served by an LPWAN. First, the
operational area required is within the specification for LoRa. Second, the poll rate of
15 min for a sensor network of a few hundred sensors is within the bandwidth limits for
LoRaWAN. Third, the low-power/ portable nature of sensor End-Nodes allows them to
be placed conveniently and therefore more closely reflecting the ideal placement for
minimum error. Lastly, the need for determinism in the data collection process is
critical to accurate velocimetry. By adopting a LoRaWAN system, the end user is not
subject to the varying network latencies of a cellular connection. Also, the system
designers have ownership of software in the Gateway and Network Server allowing
direct control over the logical scheduling used to obtain each sensor measurement. This
control allows much more precise time alignment of measurements and also allows the
network schedule to be updated to match the pairwise correlations being computed by
the forecasting algorithm further improving the forecast accuracy.

For our demonstration, we use a battery powered mobile End-Node that transmits
location periodically while affixed to a moving vehicle, as a proxy for this application.
The mobile End-Node has to meet all the performance requirements described in the
previous section while also reporting measurements in a deterministic fashion in order
to accurately report the real-time position of the vehicle being tracked. Variations in the
reporting rate are clearly illustrated as gaps in the tracks presented in the visualization.

6 Discussion

This paper presents a demonstration of Low Power Wide Area Networking for city-
scale monitoring applications illustrated using a power systems use case. However, this
is only one of many use case scenarios with requirements such as a broad coverage
area, massive deployment of inexpensive sensors, or restricted power consumption that
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could take advantage of LPWAN features. LPWAN extends IoT beyond the capabil-
ities provided by regular telecommunications technologies such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
V-Sat, 4G, etc. The use of LPWAN in traditional disciplines such as Agriculture [19],
Wildlife protection [20, 21], and Environmental Monitoring [22]—among others—
makes it possible to obtain more and better information for decision making.

Disclaimer
Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper in
order to specify the experimental procedure adequately. Such identification is not
intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment
identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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Abstract. In the immediate aftermath of nature-based disasters such
as earthquakes, fires, or floods, have a clear vision of the situation and
the population involved is of main priority for rescue operations—it is
a matter of life and death. But these disaster events may cause mal-
functions in communication services making the exchange information
impossible—the experienced delay sending a message in an overcrowded
area is a shred of evidence.

In this demo, we introduce Floater, a mobile awareness-based com-
munication application for the immediate aftermath of a disaster, when
ad hoc infrastructure support has not been deployed yet. Floater enables
communications between peers in a common area without requiring the
support of a cellular network. The application is developed for Android
and it does not require an account or an Internet connection. Floater
exploits local knowledge and constraints opportunistic replication (peer
to peer) of information to build a global view of the involved area effi-
ciently.

The app is the first to implement Floating Content, an infrastructure-
less communication paradigm based on opportunistic replication of a
piece of content in a geographically constrained location and for a lim-
ited amount of time.

The demo illustrates the feasibility and the main functionalities of
Floater and presents disaster assistance use cases for supporting rescue
operations.

1 Introduction

In the immediate aftermath of nature-based disasters such as earthquakes, fires,
or floods, have a clear vision of the situation and the population involved is of
main priority for rescue operations [3]—it is a matter of life and death. But these
disaster events may cause malfunctions in communication services making the
exchange information impossible—the experienced delay sending a message in
an overcrowded area is a shred of evidence.
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In this demo, we introduce Floater, a mobile awareness-based communication
application for the immediate aftermath of a disaster, when ad hoc infrastructure
support has not been deployed yet. Floater enables communications between
peers in a common area without requiring the support of a cellular network.
The application is developed for Android and it does not require an account or
an Internet connection. Communication is essential for rescue operations at the
occurrence of a disaster. When a catastrophic event occurs such as a flood, an
earthquake or a wildfire, the exchange of information between people enables the
population involved to make decisions and potentially saving lives. But disaster
events may disrupt communication networks due to power cuts to prevent further
damages to the power lines, to avoid fires, and to reduce the risk of cascading
effects on the power distribution network [1].

Portable radio access networks, as well as point-to-point radio communica-
tions, are a way to mitigate such problems providing communication when the
cellular network is unavailable. However, their deployment naturally takes a few
days lowering the likelihood of surviving in such disaster events. It is crucial to
facilitate information exchange in the immediate aftermath of a disaster, empow-
ering all people on-site and first respondents with potentially vital information.

Opportunistic communications have been proposed as a mode of communi-
cation that fits particularly well the absence of infrastructure support such as
in a disaster scenario [2]. The ubiquity of smartphones makes them particularly
suited for creating an ad-hoc network that allows content sharing and eventually
connects to the Internet in a delay-tolerant mode [4]. Smartphones provide point-
to-point communications and not necessarily require infrastructure availability
in the form of WiFi Access Point or Cellular Access Networks.

Opportunistic communications connect peers in a delay-tolerant mode
exchanging text, video, or real-time voice interactions. With no geographical
and time constraints, such a mobile ad hoc network solution does not scale jeop-
ardizing the opportunistic communication channels. Sharing information among
groups is indeed a crucial aspect of post-disaster communications, and several
existing solutions address this aspect [5,6]. However, in the majority of the pro-
posed solutions, there is no control over the amount of information shared nor
on its relevance. As a result, these approaches are unsuitable for real-disaster
cases where resources (e.g., energy and bandwidth) are limited.

Floating Content (FC) is an opportunistic communications paradigm [7]. FC
geographically constrains message replication implementing infrastructure-less
spatial information storage within an area denoted as Anchor Zone.

In this demo, we present Floater, the prototype of a mobile application that
applies the concept of Floating Content in order to implement in a distributed
fashion a situation awareness service for post-disaster scenarios. Floater faces the
communication difficulties of a disaster scenario enabling infrastructure-less com-
munication between peers only equipped with smartphones. Through Floater, a
tagged map of the disaster area is shared among participating peers, in order
to exchange critical information. The demo shows how information is produced,
categorized, and shared on the platform, and how a simple decentralized mech-
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anism of trust allows users to evaluate the usefulness, relevance, and level of
accuracy of a given piece of information.

2 Floating Content Basics

Floating Content [7] or Hovering information [8] is an infrastructure-less commu-
nication model that enables context-aware message exchange in an area denoted
as Anchor Zone (AZ) and over a limited amount of time. A user interesting in
sharing a piece of content, denoted as Seeder node, initializes an AZ based on
the application requirement (see the blue node in Fig. 1a). Within the AZ, the
opportunistic exchange takes place enabling probabilistic content storing. Every
time a node with the content comes in contact with a node without it within
the AZ, the content is exchanged as shown in Fig. 1b. The Floating Content
paradigm assumes that the time taken to replicate the content is negligible with
respect to contact time. Nodes entering the AZ do not possess a copy of the con-
tent, and those exiting the AZ discard their copy as shown in Fig. 1c. Hence, the
typical behavior of a node consists in entering the AZ with no content, receiving
the content from another node, distributing the content to nodes with no con-
tent met within the AZ, leaving the AZ and dropping the content. Based on the
implementation, the AZ is either static or dynamically adapted to achieve the
given application performance.

As a result of such opportunistic exchange, the content floats (i.e., it persists
probabilistically in the AZ even after the seeder(s) left the AZ) if the critical
conditions in [7] are satisfied. In this way, the content is made available to nodes
traversing the AZ for the whole duration of its floating lifetime without infras-
tructure support.

3 Situation Awareness via Floater

Floater enables communications between peers in a common area without requir-
ing the support of a cellular network. The application is developed for Android
and it does not require an account or an Internet connection [9].

The Floater app enables a user to send, receive, and manage messages in the
Anchor Zone—according to the Floating Content communication model. The
user that sends a new message can label it as follows:

– Victims, a user requiring help such as in a car breakdown situation;
– Danger, a user spotting a particular danger such as a rough road surface;
– Resource, a user localizing a new resource such as a restaurant;
– Caretaker, a user localizing health-point such as an ambulance.

The above categories identify the main application use cases. For instance, a
shop owner can advertise particular deals by floating a Resource message around
the interested shop; a pedestrian can exchange a Danger message that spots a
malfunction in the cross traffic light; or a skier can request help by sending a
Victim message aftermath an avalanche.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Basic operation of Floating Content. (a) Seeder (blue) defines the AZ. (b)
Opportunistic message exchange between nodes. (c) Nodes going out of the AZ (red)
discard the content. (Color figure online)

After selecting the category as shown in Fig. 2a, the user can add title,
description, and pictures to the message. Floater enables seamless nearby interac-
tions using Bluetooth, WiFi, or ultrasound network interfaces. The transmission
radius is based on the message category. User can select the receiver radius in
the application setting—displayed on the app map page—discarding messages
far away from the actual user position.

Every user in the AZ is allowed to validate a message (as shown in Fig. 2b),
as a way to confirm the validity of the information carried by the message. In
this way, the freshness and accuracy of the information spread via FC is checked.
The app automatically eliminates a message once it has been confirmed as wrong
multiple times or out of date.

The follow list summarizes the main actions enabled by the Floater App:

– send messages with a title, category, and position, plus possibly an image;
– receive every message in a configured zone; For instance, a driver can lunch

Floater to receive traffic information in the local area avoiding congested
roads.

– Ask about the validity of a message; The receiver can validate or not the
message. The automatic mechanism implemented in Floater deletes rejected
advertise messages avoiding spam and overhead.

– Filter the messages by categories, distance, date;
– see the messages on a map labeled with different markers;
– see deleted messages in the bin.

We implemented Floater using Google Nearby to establish direct communication
channels with other devices without having to be connected to the Internet.
Google Nearby increases the possibility of exchanging information between two
nodes, as it is based on the use of Bluetooth, WiFi, and ultrasounds interfaces.
In addition, whenever cellular communications are available, they are used. This
allows to take advantage of the surviving infrastructure available in a post-
disaster scenario. Of the four communication technologies, the choice of the one
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Fig. 2. Floater message category: (a) Mock-up message details. (b) Mock-up message
list.

used for exchanging content between two nearby nodes is managed by the Nearby
interface in a way which is transparent to the App, and based on considerations
on the quality of the channel (and hence also on interference levels), and on the
amount of information to be exchanged.

The choice of the communication technologies used for exchanging content
between two nearby nodes is managed by the Google Nearby Interface in a way
which is transparent to Floater, and based on considerations on the quality of
the channel (and hence also on interference levels) and on the amount of informa-
tion to be exchanged. Table 1 lists the fundamental differences between Floater
(implemented with Google API) and the existing solutions on the market. We
can see that Floater does not have special requirements, and supports the most
message types.

Authors in [10] introduce a cooperative opportunistic alert diffusion scheme
for trapped survivors during disaster scenarios to support rescue operations.
But they do not implement any specific opportunistic communication model
leaving open the network optimization. By implement Floating Content, Floater
limits the opportunistic communication within the Anchor Zone, preventing net-
work overhead. Drones and vehicles can support Floater increasing the number
of peers within the communication area. Authors in [11,12] presents a vision
for future unmanned aerial vehicles assisted disaster management that can be
included in the Floating Content scheme.

Figure 3 shows Google Nearby connection procedure:

– Advertise and discovery procedures, respectively StartAdvertising and Start-
Discovery methods, are called as soon as the application starts.

– ConnectionLifecycle method handles incoming connection.
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Table 1. Floater vs. existing communication solutions

Fig. 3. Google Nearby connection procedure (Android Developers, 2017).

– As soon as an advertiser has been found, “EndpointDiscovery method requires
a connection by sending the name of the device and an identifier. Only appli-
cations with the same identifier can connect each other—no unwanted third-
party peers.

– Payload method fires when a new payload is received.

4 Disaster Assistance Use Case

Let us consider an earthquake scenario. Many victims are injured, stuck under
ruins, and requiring urgent support. Other such as fireman, police, and volunteer
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Fig. 4. (a) Mock-up message details. (b) Mock-up message list.

provide the first aid to save as many lives as possible. In such disaster event,
we identify two main roles: victims, people requesting help; and, helpers, peo-
ple assisting victims. We assume that victims and helpers are equipped with a
smartphone and able to lunch Floater.

Victims send messages requiring support. Figure 4a shows the message
reported by a person stuck in the house with a broken leg. Floater makes available
the Victims messages to nearby devices—helpers—through ad hoc communica-
tion.

Helpers, in the local area, consult victims messages and take action to them
(e.g., reply to the Victims messages or validate them). Helpers, validate messages
ensuring the freshness of the information.

As described above, a message has a title, a description, a category, and the
sender position. A message can also include images for content clarity. Floater
app filters messages based on category, distance, and date. Both victims and
helpers can see their position on the map, as shown in Fig. 4b, where each mes-
sage has a different marker. Finally, the app automatically deletes past useless
messages.

Acknowledgements. This article is based upon work from COST Action CA15127
(“Resilient communication services protecting end-user applications from disaster-
based failures - RECODIS”) supported by COST (European Cooperation in Science
and Technology), and on RCSO MOVNET.
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Abstract. The fast growing number of low earth orbit exploitation and
deep space missions results in enormous volumes of telemetry data. In
order to operate efficiently satellites constellations as well as spacecrafts,
DMSS offers a self-learning visual platform for anomaly detection in
telemetry data coming from embedded sensors. As use-case, the data
of two space missions operated by the European Space Agency were
analyzed: Mars Express and GAIA.

Keywords: Spacecraft telemetry · Anomaly detection · Visualization

1 Introduction

Traditionally, mission control systems only monitor incoming telemetry mea-
surements against pre-defined soft and hard limits. Spacecraft operator engineers
(SOE) are warned in real-time and in out-of-limit logs when telemetry parame-
ters go out of limit [12]. Then they have to check manually if it corresponds to
a real anomaly.

Recently, the increase in downlink bandwidth and available processing power
on space platforms has resulted in an increase in the number of telemetry mea-
surements available to monitor the health and safety of spacecraft. With more
and more on-board sensors (typically in the order of tens of thousands), it
becomes impossible to check manually all potential anomalies on a daily basis.
As a result, automatic checks and computer-assisted data analysis are needed to
help SOE to detect anomalies in telemetry series at an early stage, improving the
likelihood that measures can be taken to prolong the lifetime of the spacecraft.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Firstly, related works about
telemetry data analysis are mentioned. Then, the architecture of architecture of
Decision Management System for Safer Spacecrafts (DMSS) is presented. Finally,
two use-cases are shown through the developed user interface.

2 Related Works

Various approaches and tools were recently proposed to inspect spacecraft
telemetry data, and especially for anomalies detection:
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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– Fine-grain visualization platform to inspect telemetry time series [11].
– Data-driven extraction of dependencies in mission parameters [10].
– System based on LSTM Neural Networks was deployed by NASA to control

the Curiosity rover operated by NASA [6].
– Application of a fully automatized data processing workflow [1].
– Forecasting of telemetry parameters values [7].

Additionally, several tools have been developed by the European Space
Agency to support their activity, and many of them are based on MUST, a
framework to efficiently manage space missions telemetry data [9].

In this work, we propose with DMSS an interactive web application allow-
ing SOE to investigate the results of automatic anomalies calculations and to
perform data selections in order to visually detect correlations with anomalies.
To avoid saturating the SOE with many false positives [6], DMSS focuses on
guiding the SOE towards the most relevant potential anomalies of the day.

3 Approach and Software Architecture

DMSS is composed of three components (Fig. 1), each of them being developed
upon the appropriated technology [3]:

– A Python batch analytical engine ingests the raw mission data coming from
the spacecraft sensors and it pre-calculates daily anomaly scores for each
telemetry parameter following a method developed by Katholieke Univer-
siteit Leuven [12]. At the end, it stores the obtained results in a huge HDF5
database (HDF5 being an efficient format to manage telemetry data [5]).

– The Java-based Backend uses the previously generated HDF5 database and
makes it available as ready-to-visualize data through a REST API by using
SparkJava – a framework to build micro-services [13]. In order to optimize
the data transmission, the Backend tries to minimize the bandwith usage
by applying simple well-known techniques like data caching or time series
reduction (Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [4]).

– The web-based rich Frontend application allows SOEs to search and analyse
anomalies in spacecraft telemetry data. Based on the node.js framework for
the network communication [14] and using D3.js for the visualization [2], the
Frontend interacts with the Backend according to the end-user actions.

In the next sections, two use-cases are quickly described and the DMSS user
interface is presented.

4 Use-Cases: Mars Express and GAIA

The telemetry data of two space missions operated by the European Space
Agency were studied. The first one is Mars Express, a space scientific mission ini-
tially launched in 2003 to explore Mars. The second one is GAIA, an astrometry
spacecraft operated since 2013. Its purpose is to build precise 3D space catalog.
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Fig. 1. The DMSS architecture: the analytical engine provides precomputed results to
the Backend which pre-digests data for the interactive web-based Frontend.

In both cases, we have integrated in DMSS the telemetry parameters data
of the missions for 2016 (5127 parameters i.e. 141 GB for Mars Express, 28209
parameters i.e. 1.46 TB of data for GAIA - including raw time series and statis-
tical pre-calculations). For example, the number of points per time series is very
variable, from a few samples up to 13 million samples.

5 User Interface

DMSS follows a Visual Analytics approach to help SOE to detect anomalies
during mission control [8]. More precisely, DMSS provides visual representations
of telemetry data and derived computational data under the form of interactive
and connected diagrams (such as Poincaré plots, KDE schemas, Heatmap, and
time series). The interactivity and the connectivity are both materialized by
the fact that choosing data in one diagram highlights corresponding data in a
related other diagram (Fig. 2). For instance, selecting data in the the Poincaré
Plot automatically highlight the corresponding information in the KDE schema.

In order to facilitate the daily work of SOE, the main screen of DMSS presents
an Heatmap displaying all telemetry anomaly scores for a specific day (Fig. 3).
The goal is to quickly show which telemetry parameter potentially shows an
uncommon behaviour.

More precisely, the Heatmap is a colored grid cell, each square represents a
telemetry parameter anomaly score:

– Blue means that no anomaly score has been calculated for this date (due to
missing or incomplete data).

– Grey means that the anomaly score is zero, the corresponding parameter has
a standard behaviour for the selected date.
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Fig. 2. The User Interface of DMSS: the user can select a time slot for a given telemetry
parameter (green box) and visually see its status with the different plots. (Color figure
online)

– Red means that the anomaly score is positive, this parameter has an uncom-
mon behaviour, user should click on it to see more details and investigate
more to see if it’s due to an anomaly.

– Green means that the anomaly score is negative, negative scores may occur
for some score type when during the one or more days the anomaly score was
positive and now the scoring system detects that the parameter behaviour is
coming back to normal.

With this view, end-users can see if a group of telemetry parameters has a
high anomaly score and also see if one specific telemetry parameter has an high
score compared to other similar telemetry parameters.

If the case seems interesting for the SOE (i.e. synonym for potential existing
or upcoming problem), then the current User Interface configuration can be
stored in a Snapshot for further investigation.
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Fig. 3. The Heatmap for the Mars Express mission for 2/11/2016. This view is used
to visually display all parameter anomalies in a single view for a specific day.

6 Conclusion

DMSS helps to analyse large volumes of time series data coming from spacecraft
sensors - which is a typical scenario for IoT applications. In this use case, opera-
tional risks are high, and efficient support of spacecraft operator engineers is of
paramount importance. These requirements in terms of efficient software archi-
tecture and semi-automatic data analytics support are high. We reckon that the
approach could be applied to a large extend in other IoT scenarios.

In further works, we plan to adapt the architecture of DMSS – and especially
the data analytics engine and the Backend – to apply recent data stream mining
algorithms to detect anomalies.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the Institute of Astronomy of KU Leu-
ven, and especially Bart Vandenbussche, Pierre Royer and Joris De Ridder for the
excellent and fruitful collaboration. We also wish to thank David Evans and Jose
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Abstract. A problem of the sensor network lifetime maximization is
typically solved for a fixed temperature, which means that the sensor
battery performance is constant over the network time. However, net-
works usually have to operate in the varying temperature conditions,
for example, outdoors, or in unheated rooms. The operating tempera-
ture variations influence network lifetime. Notably, sensors may discharge
faster in temperatures below the one determined at the planning stage.
Thus, the network cannot guarantee the required level of coverage over
its entire lifetime. In this paper, we test network lifetime for the systems
operating in conditions typical for the moderate climate zone in February
and March. We also propose a method of the sensor schedule adaptation
to the varying temperature conditions. The results show that appropri-
ate rearrangement of slots in a schedule may significantly decrease the
schedule corruption caused by the premature discharge of the sensors.

Keywords: Maximum lifetime coverage problem ·
Schedule optimization · Adaptation to varying temperature

1 Introduction

In the problem of sensor network schedule optimization, the aim is the maximiza-
tion of the network lifetime. The network consists of a set of sensors deployed
over an area to monitor NP points of interest (POI). Each sensor has a sens-
ing range and a limited battery capacity. In the beginning, its battery is fully
loaded. Optimization methods take advantage of overlapping sensing regions and
try to save energy by turning off the redundant sensors. This problem has many
versions which differ in the constraints concerning sensor mobility, monitoring
range, sensor battery capacity, communication between sensors, power consump-
tion for communication, mobility of POIs, coverage rules, for example, whether
a redundant coverage for each of POIs is necessary or not, and what coverage
level is regarded as satisfying. In this research, we assume that both POIs and
sensors are immobile, all sensors have the same sensing range rsens and the same
fully charged batteries at the beginning of the monitoring [4–6].

Because of the chemical reactions within the cells, battery capacity depends
on various factors [1], such as the operating temperature of the device, and can
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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be hard to predict. Therefore, optimization algorithms work typically on a model
where the temperature is constant and known, which allows calculating energy
consumption per time unit. In [4–6] we use a discrete-time model where schedules
of sensor activity consist of slots which represent the same time units. During
every time slot, a sensor is either active or asleep. Every sensor consumes one
unit of energy per time unit for its activity while in a sleeping state, the energy
consumption is negligible.

A regular time structure in the proposed model allows incorporating tem-
perature dependencies. In the most straightforward approach, every slot has
assigned its temperature, which influences sensor energy consumption. This way
varying temperature also varies lifetime of sensors, which is particularly crucial
in low-temperature conditions when the battery performance drops. Unfortu-
nately, the temperature forecast is still far from perfect, and there is no chance
for precise prediction of the temperature minute by minute in the given place
for several days ahead. Thus, schedule optimization of network lifetime taking
into account future temperature conditions is still out of our range, and no pub-
lications related to this problem can be found. However, we can validate already
found schedules for a recorded series of temperature measurements, and this
way verify their suitability in real-world circumstances. Moreover, we can try
to adjust the schedules to particular temperature conditions, and this way test
their flexibility and robustness. These two goals are the subject of the research
presented in the paper.

The paper consists of five sections. Application of the model of sensor network
control is presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 discusses the process of schedule adap-
tation to the varying temperature conditions in the proposed model. Section 4
describes the experimental part of the research. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Temperature in the Model of a Sensor Network

It is well known that in cold weather, battery performance drops significantly.
Different battery capacity is a severe problem, for example in regions situated in
a moderate climate zone where the weather changes together with four seasons
of a year. Scheduling of battery-powered outdoor devices working in such region
should be adjusted to the current season and its temperature characteristic.
Moreover, in addition to the annual cycle, one can also observe daily cycles of
temperature. Figure 1 depicts two series of measurements performed by a dedi-
cated measurement system every five minutes in a backyard of a house in a town
near Warsaw for the weather typical for February and March. Series A in Fig. 1(a)
represents colder weather and Series B in Fig. 1(b)—warmer weather. The tem-
perature is higher in a day with a peak in the early afternoon and decreases at
night. Such amplitude can be particularly important for small devices where the
entire lifetime of a device with a given battery equals just a few days. Influence
of low temperatures on Li-ion batteries performance was described, e.g., in [7].
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Fig. 1. Two series of outdoor temperatures measured every 5min

2.1 A Battery Discharge Model

In Fig. 4 [7] Wang shows 0.5 C-rate discharge curves of Li-ion battery at nine
different temperatures: 25, 10, 0, −5, −10, −15, −20, −25, and −30 ◦C. Based
on these characteristics, we proposed a simplified model of battery discharge
at different temperatures. In the model, for a given temperature, the battery
discharges linearly from its initial voltage to a threshold value of 3 V. When the
voltage is below 3 V, we assume that the battery is out of order.

In the first step, we defined the energy consumption in a unit of time by a
device running in 25 ◦C as the nominal amount of discharge of size 1. This way,
for a given device (e.g., sensor), we can measure the battery capacity in time
units rather than in milliamps × hours. So, for different temperatures given in
Fig. 4 [7] we can estimate respective battery lifetimes in operating time units.
When we take the battery lifetime in 25 ◦C as the reference value, the number
of units shrinks as the temperature falls. For example, in the case of the battery
lifetime equal 10 time units, we observe 9.19 units for 10 ◦C, 8.57 for 0 ◦C, 7.76
for −10 ◦C, 6.95 for −20 ◦C, and 4.04 for −30 ◦C. Moreover, for each of the
temperatures, a percentage amount of discharge in a unit of operating time
equals one divided by the actual battery lifetime (given in time units).

Then, we assumed that there is a functional dependency between the per-
centage amount of discharge and the temperature. For five selected values of the
battery lifetime Tbatt: 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30, we estimated polynomials based
on nine values of percentage amount of discharge calculated respectively for the
temperatures given in Fig. 4 [7]. The polynomials are as follows:

10 : 0.00000018t4 − 0.00000094t3 − 0.00008656t2 − 0.00094198t + 0.12244781,

15 : 0.00000012t4 − 0.00000062t3 − 0.00005771t2 − 0.00062798t + 0.08163187,

20 : 0.00000009t4 − 0.00000047t3 − 0.00004328t2 − 0.00047099t + 0.06122391,

25 : 0.00000007t4 − 0.00000037t3 − 0.00003462t2 − 0.00037679t + 0.04897912,

30 : 0.00000006t4 − 0.00000031t3 − 0.00002885t2 − 0.00031399t + 0.04081594,

where the value in bold represents Tbatt and t represents the operating temper-
ature of the device.

This model does not represent real processes occurring in the battery under
the influence of temperature changes. However, it allows approximating the
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battery discharge based on actual weather conditions. Proposed polynomials
approximate respective nine points just with some precision.

The proposed model of the battery discharge process simulates dependencies
between the sensor lifetime and the operating temperature. Its purpose is to
provide battery behavior in our experiments aimed at the evaluation of schedule
adaptability to the outdoor weather. It must be stressed that it refers neither
to any particular battery nor the sensor device real discharge curves. It takes
into account neither costs of a transition from low power mode to high power
mode nor the side effects of drawing current at a rate higher or lower than the
discharge rate.

2.2 Schedule Representation

A schedule is a matrix H of 0s and 1s. The i-th row of this matrix defines the
activity of the i-th sensor over time. The j-th column of H denoted Hj defines
the state of all sensors during the j-th time unit. Hj [i] = 1 means that the i-th
sensor is active at time j while Hj [i] = 0 means that the i-th sensor is at time j in
a sleeping state. Each of the columns (called slots) guarantees the required level
of coverage, that is, for every slot all its active sensors cover the appropriate
percentage of POIs. The number of slots is identical with the lifetime of the
network because every slot takes precisely one unit of time. The number of 1s
in a row of a schedule represents the working time of the corresponding sensor.
It should not be higher than Tbatt.

Schedules which are a subject of experiments are suboptimal. Therefore, we
assume, that turning off even a single sensor in a slot can make this slot incorrect.
The schedules have been generated under the assumption that the amount of
sensor battery discharge in every slot is the same and equals one operating time
unit, that is, the network works at a constant temperature of 25 ◦C all the time.
All schedules come from our earlier research (for more details, the reader is
referred to [3–6]).

2.3 Varying Temperature During the Schedule Execution

In the proposed model, every slot has its temperature, which is constant and can
be different than in the neighboring slots. In the real world, the temperature may
also differ slightly depending on the location of the sensor because, for example,
objects in the monitored terrain may cast a shadow on some sensors. However,
we consider a simplified model where the temperature is always precisely the
same for all sensors.

Figure 2 shows an example schedule for the network consisting of 5 sensors.
The network lifetime equals 6. Two versions of the same schedule for two different
operating temperatures contain the battery discharge values in the table cells.
Zero means that the sensor is in the sleeping state, and non-zero—in an active
state. All sensors are the same and have the same batteries. In the case of
t = 25 ◦C, the battery discharge during a time unit equals 1. In the case of
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t = −20 ◦C the battery discharge is higher and equals 1.43 (as for Tbatt = 10).
The last column contains sums of values in every row.

1 2 3 4 5 6 sum
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 4.0
1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 3.0
0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0
1.0 1.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 4.0
0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 3.0

(a) operating temperature: 25◦C

1 2 3 4 5 6 sum
1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 0 0 5.72
1.43 0 1.43 0 1.43 0 4.29
0 0 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 5.72

1.43 1.43 0 0 1.43 1.43 5.72
0 1.43 0 1.43 0 1.43 4.29

(b) operating temperature: −20◦C

Fig. 2. Example schedule for 5 sensors; the network lifetime equals 6. The table contains
battery discharge values of sensors for t = 25 ◦C (left), and for t = −20 ◦C (right)

In the case of a low temperature, execution of a schedule discharges sen-
sor batteries more, than in the case of a high temperature. Particularly, if we
assumed, that Tbatt = 5, the schedule in Fig. 2(b) could not be executed for
−20 ◦C, because sensors no. 1, 3, and 4 discharge their batteries above the level
of Tbatt = 5. In this case, slots no. 4 and 6 are incorrect, because of the lack of
energy for full working time of three sensors: sensor no. 1 in slot no. 4, and sensors
no. 3 and 4 in slot no. 6. Such schedule can be denoted as [C1, C2, C3, I4, C5, I6]
(where C means a correct slot and I—an incorrect one) and its lifetime deterio-
rates to 3 because the third slot is the last one in the uninterrupted sequence of
correct slots. Typically, in the case of the schedule application in a low temper-
ature, slots located on the left end of the schedule are still fine, but in the slots
located on the right end, some sensors have to be off. We assumed the worst-case
scenario, where none of the active sensors in a slot can be off. Otherwise, the
slot becomes incorrect and has to be removed from the schedule. If this is the
case, there appears extra energy in all the remaining active sensors which can
be used by them in the slots standing in the schedule after the removed one. For
example, when we remove slot no. 4, sensors no. 3 and 5 decrease their battery
discharge.

Finally, we also assumed that we could not try to fix the coverage by changing
the set of active sensors within a slot because we know neither the sensor nor
POIs localization. The only option is to remove incorrect slots.

3 Method of the Schedule Adjustment

In our experiments, every schedule was adjusted to the given series of temper-
ature measurements to assure the most extended lifetime of the network. This
process consists of two phases: shifting and searching. Before the process starts,
we identify correct and incorrect slots in a schedule. The slot is correct when the
battery load is sufficient to guarantee work of all activated sensors throughout
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this slot. Otherwise, the slot is called incorrect. The correctness of slots depends
on their position in a schedule, precisely, on the discharge level of sensor batteries
caused by their activity in previous slots.

3.1 Shifting

The shifting phase consists of a loop where two steps are executed: slots shifting
and slots revalidation. Typically, the beginning slots in a schedule are correct.
They create a long sequence until the first incorrect slot. The length of this
sequence also represents the lifetime of the schedule for the operating temper-
ature. However, almost always some correct slots can be found after the first
incorrect slot. In the step of slots shifting, we defragment the sequence of cor-
rect slots in the schedule. We can shift them to the left, and this way try to
decrease the deterioration of the schedule lifetime. For example, for a schedule of
size 14: [C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, I6, I7, C8, I9, C10, I11, I12, I13, I14] (C—a correct slot;
I—an incorrect one) the execution of slots shifting changes the order of slots
as follows: [C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C8, C10, I6, I7, I9, I11, I12, I13, I14]. The rearrange-
ment is stable, that is the order of shifted correct slots is the same in the sorted
schedule as it was in the original schedule. The relative order of incorrect slots
is preserved as well.

After a single step of slots shifting the order of slots changes, so moved
slots work in other temperature conditions and sensor energy consumption over
time may be different than before. Therefore, all slots starting from the first
shifted correct slot have to be revalidated, that is, we check again if the battery
load is sufficient to guarantee work of all activated sensors in these slots. Slots
revalidation is executed synchronously, that is, it starts when the single step of
slots shifting is over. A correct slot can become incorrect in the new position
when its new working temperature is lower than before shift. In the worst case,
such incorrect slot may be the first of incorrect slots in the schedule. In the
example above, this could be the case of the slot C8. It took the position of the
slot I6 but became incorrect due to a low temperature at this time. Even so, this
move has not deteriorated the schedule because its lifetime remains on the same
level as before. The next execution of the slots shifting shall bring hopefully
better rearrangement.

The steps of slots shifting and slots revalidation have to be repeated in the
loop as long as changes in the order of the slots occur. Eventually, we obtain
a defragmented sequence of correct slots SC occupying the beginning of the
schedule and a sequence of incorrect slots SI on the right of them.

3.2 Searching/Freezing

When the shifting is over, we can start searching for a broader defragmented
sequence of correct slots in a schedule. We decided to work just with the set of
incorrect slots SI. The sequence of correct slots SC in the beginning part of a
schedule does not require modification. SC defines how the sensor batteries are
discharged, so we use it only to calculate the level of remaining energy in the
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batteries of sensors after the execution of the last correct slot. After calculating
the battery charge, we are not interested in SC any longer.

Then we try to utilize slots in SI because some of them can become correct
when they change their positions. We build a sequence of correct slots selected
from SI. Then, we attach this sequence at the end of SC , and this way extend
the overall sequence of correct slots in a schedule.

For better efficiency, we decided to introduce a mechanism protecting correct
slots already found in SI. Once the first such slot is found, it is located in the
leftmost position and frozen. Slot freezing means that the search method ceases
moving it anywhere else in the newly build sequence until the end of the search
process. Every next found correct slot becomes the right neighbor of the last
frozen one and also becomes frozen instantly. This way frozen slots make up
a new defragmented sequence which eventually can be attached directly at the
right end of SC.

3.3 The Random Search Procedure

For the maximization of a defragmented sequence of correct slots in a schedule,
we apply a random search approach extended by the slot freezing procedure.
The input data consist of four elements: a schedule, a series of temperature mea-
surements, max battery capacity, and the polynomial defining battery discharge
characteristic.

First, we apply shifting and then calculate the sensor battery discharge level
from zeros and ones written in correct slots located in SC. Then we take slots
from SI and try to rearrange them to get the most extended sequence of correct
slots in its beginning part. The method shuffles these slots randomly and checks
if the first slot on the left (just a single one or a sequence) is correct. If so, the
slot is frozen. Then the step is repeated, that is, remaining unfrozen slots are
reshuffled, and so on. Due to freezing, the number of slots in subsequent shuffles
decreases. After the shuffle, there is no shifting, that is, the correct slots located
alone at the right end are not shifted to the left. The shuffle can be repeated as
many times as there exists a chance that correct slots can be found in SI.

4 Experiments

4.1 Benchmark and Plan of Experiments

We used the two series of temperature measurements presented in Fig. 1. The
measuring system made measurements every 5 min. For simplicity, we assumed
that 5 min represents one unit of time, so the series represent temperature values
in subsequent time units.

The maximum battery capacity represents the number of time units when
the device can be in an active state running in 25 ◦C. Due to the fact, that
the sensor lifetime depends on both the battery capacity and the device energy
consumption, we can assume without loss of generality that the tested sensor
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battery capacities Tbatt can be precisely the same as the ones used in earlier
experiments: 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 units [3–6], that is, 50, 75, 100, 125, and
150 min of the sensor activity, respectively.

The adoption of Tbatt from previous experiments allows us to use schedules
obtained in these experiments. Schedules have been generated for SCP1, which
consists of 320 instances of problems (eight test cases, 40 instances each). In
all test cases of SCP1, there are 2000 sensors with sensing range rsens 1 unit.
We require the coverage level cov = 80% with tolerance δ = 5%. The remain-
ing parameters vary between test cases. There are two types of distribution of
POIs – in nodes of a triangular grid or a rectangular grid. Coordinates of sen-
sor localization can be obtained using either a random generator or a Halton
generator [2]. The area under consideration is a square. Its side size can be 13,
16, 19, 22, 25, or 28 units. The number of POIs is the same for different area
sizes. Thus, the distances between the POIs grow as the square side grows. We
want to avoid full regularity in the POIs distribution. Therefore, 20% of nodes
in the grid has no POIs. These nodes are selected randomly for every instance
of the test case. The number of POIs in subsequent test cases varies from 199 to
240 for the triangular grid and from 166 to 221 for the rectangular grid. Sensors
can control more than one POI, however, the number of such sensors decreases
as the square side stretches. In the test case no. 8, almost 75% of sensors cover
only one POI. The experiments were conducted for five values of sensor battery
capacity Tbatt, which eventually gave 1600 schedules in total.

The battery discharge characteristics have been generated as described in
Subsect. 2.1.

The experiments consist of two groups, for the temperature measurement
series A and B, respectively. In every group, the random search procedure
searched for the most extended sequence of correct slots in each of 1600 sched-
ules obtained from experiments with SCP1. In each of the groups, we get five
mean lengths of final sequences because we defined five values of Tbatt.

4.2 The Results

Figure 3 shows the results of experiments. For each of the five values of Tbatt,
we present three mean lengths: (1) of the input schedules, (2) of the intermedi-
ate schedules being an outcome of the shifting phase and (3) output schedules
obtained from the searching procedure. In our tests, the searching procedure
repeats the shuffle step 100 times. This number was set experimentally, that is,
further increasing of the number of executions did not give further improvement.

Graphs in Fig. 3 show that for the colder weather, both intermediate and
final schedules are shorter than for the warmer one. They also show that mean
relative improvement of the intermediate sequences after application of random
search with freezing is the largest for low battery capacity (Tbatt) and decreases
as the capacity grows. For Series A of temperature measurements, mean length of
intermediate schedules represents 72.03% of mean length of output schedules for
Tbatt = 10, 78.55% for Tbatt = 15, 81.95% for Tbatt = 20, 83.35% for Tbatt = 25,
and 84.44% for Tbatt = 30. For Series B of temperature measurements: 74.92% for
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Fig. 3. Mean numbers of slots in the input schedules, intermediate schedules after
shifting, and output schedules for Tbatt ∈ {10, 15, 20, 25, 30}

Tbatt = 10, 81.30% for Tbatt = 15, 84.84% for Tbatt = 20, 86.43% for Tbatt = 25,
and 87.42% for Tbatt = 30.

5 Conclusions

Wireless sensor networks consist of many low-cost and low-powered sensor
devices which can be sensitive to weather conditions they have to work in. Par-
ticularly, optimization of the network lifetime should take into consideration
the influence of temperature on the effective battery capacity. Sensor schedules
consist of a sequence of sessions called slots, where different network configura-
tions are active to monitor a set of points of interest. The configurations define
sets of active sensors guaranteeing monitoring level above the minimal quality.
Thus, the lack of energy in any of the active sensors dumps the monitoring level,
and the configuration becomes unacceptable. The interval of the proper network
functionality ends with the first of such unacceptable sessions.

In our research, we verified the robustness of schedules generated for ideal
weather conditions. We evaluated the network lifetime for varying temperature
conditions typical for the moderate climate zone in February and March. The
results show that the lifetime drops drastically, and some changes in the sensor
activity schedule are necessary.

We also applied a two-stage procedure for schedule adaptation. In the first
stage, we shift incorrect slots to the end to get the most extended sequence
of correct slots at the beginning of a schedule. In the second stage, we search
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for the best arrangements of incorrect slots, which can turn some of them into
correct ones. In this stage, a crucial role takes the slot freezing strategy, which
guarantees that once found correct slots are never lost.

In future work, some new strategies concerning modifications in sensor con-
trol within slots should be considered, like for example swap of selected con-
trol activities in pairs of slots. Another direction concerns the prediction of the
weather conditions. In the presented research, we study schedule adaptation
when the operating temperature is already known. It would be interesting to
identify regularities in temperature cycles and adjust sensor controls in slots
taking into account predicted temperature changes.
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The authors have retracted this conference paper [1]. After publication, the authors
discovered a coding error in their simulations of RRS, impacting the results and
conclusions of the article. A summary of the re-analyses of the data can be found
below. All authors agree with this retraction.

In our paper, we present a new data dissemination approach for opportunistic
networks, based on the general idea of combining two existing protocols, which are
used in different scenarios. For our study we have taken two existing and well-known
protocols: Epidemic and RRS (Randomized Rumor Spreading). Previous evaluations in
simulation of these two protocols have shown that they perform very differently in
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we obtained are described in the paper.
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The described mistake had unfortunately an impact only on the network overhead,
thus leaving the results for delivery delay and rate the same. Thus, our hybrid protocol
does not perform any better than any of the two original protocols.

However, we would like to stress at this point, that we still believe our general
approach of combining two protocols with different performance is a valuable direc-
tion. However, we would need to select two other protocols for this, since RRS and
Epidemic are not a good match.

We apologize once again to you and to the scientific community for this mistake.
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warding approach for destination-less oppNets. In: Palattella, M.R., Scanzio, S., Coleri
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